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Preface and abbreviations 
 

When Qoheleth lamented the endless number of books and the weariness of 

the flesh caused by much study,1 he may not have been thinking about the 

growing amount of scholarship on the Hebrew verbal system. Still, scholars 

trying to keep up with all the work being done in this area of research could 

be excused for imagining that the poet is indeed speaking directly to them. 

The Hebrew verbs seem to be able to provoke a steady stream of books, dis-

sertations, and research articles, yet in spite of this effort, many of the basic 

questions remain unanswered – or rather, precisely because of the many dif-

ferent approaches and methods applied to the subject and the different aims 

pursued by scholars, the questions have been answered in many and often 

mutually exclusive ways. However, rather than joining Qoheleth in despair-

ing at this situation, we should rejoice in the fact that our field of study forces 

us to take into account an amazing combination of literary, theological, and 

linguistic approaches if we want to understand ancient Hebrew and the texts 

that have been handed down to us in that language.  

There is an intimate relationship between exegetical work on the texts and 

the analysis of the language used. It is obviously impossible to understand 

the texts and their theology without understanding the language in which 

they were written but this also applies in the other direction, a fact all too 

often forgotten. The language cannot be properly analyzed and described 

without due attention to the interpretation of the contents of the texts, i.e., 

exegesis, including textual criticism etc. As will be stressed repeatedly in the 

course of this dissertation, scholars often seem to simply presuppose a cer-

tain interpretation of the text and a corresponding translation and end up an-

alyzing not the Hebrew language, but rather their own (or the traditional) 

translation of the text. This connection between linguistic analysis and exe-

gesis and theology seems to be one of the main reasons for the many and 

widely diverging views on the Hebrew verbs. The continued interest in a text 

of such immense theological and cultural import as the Old Testament seems 

to guarantee that this dissertation will not be the last word in this matter. 

Quite the contrary, it is hoped that the present study will stimulate further 

discussion of this fascinating field of research. 

I want to thank my supervisor, associate professor Søren Holst, and the 

rest of the Section of Biblical Studies at the Faculty of Theology, University 

of Copenhagen. Peter Brylov Christensen deserves special thanks for his un-

failing support in all computer-related matters.  

Parts of this dissertation were presented in embryonic form in my 2014 

master's thesis, "Hebraisk weqatal – funktion, form og oprindelse" (espe-

cially parts of ch. 5). Sections 6.2.1 and 6.2.2 are based on work published 

                                                           
ה ְיִגַעת ָבָׂשר 1 ץ ְוַלַהג ַהְרבֵּ ין קֵּ ה אֵּ  .(Eccl 12:12) ֲעׂשֹות ְסָפִרים ַהְרבֵּ
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in the journal Hebrew Studies (Siegismund 2017) and parts of the excursus 

on word order (appendix 11) are based on my forthcoming article in Dead 

Sea Discoveries (Siegismund forthcoming a). Parts of the treatment of so-

called gnomic qatal and the criticism of Penner and Andrason build on my 

forthcoming article in Journal for the Study of the Old Testament (Siegis-

mund forthcoming b). At the OTSEM conferences in Uppsala (2015), Turku 

(2016), and Helsinki (2017), I presented papers, the main points of which I 

have incorporated to varying degrees in the present dissertation (especially 

in parts of ch. 3 and sections 6.2.3, 6.2.4, and 7.1). I want to thank all of the 

participants in the discussions at the conferences and especially my desig-

nated respondents Ola Wikander (Lund University) and David Reimer (Uni-

versity of Edinburgh). In addition, Robert Rezetko kindly took the time to 

read the 2017 paper. 

Particularly in the description of the relative temporal character of the 

HVS (ch. 4) and the discussion of unclassical interference in various corpora 

(ch. 6) it has been necessary to treat a substantial amount of textual material. 

For this reason, the PhD board has kindly allowed me to exceed the 250 page 

limit by 50 pages. In addition, a considerable amount of material has been 

relegated to appendices. These include supplementary details, mostly in the 

form of lists of occurrences of various verbal forms and discussion of longer 

passages. Reference will be made to the appendices where appropriate. 

Abbreviations and terminology 
 

BA = Biblical Aramaic. 

BH = Biblical Hebrew. 

C = Consonant. 

CBH = Classical BH. 

CH = Classical Hebrew.2 

                                                           
2 The term Classical Hebrew (CH) is used to designate the language of most of the texts 

of the period before the Mishnah (traditional date 200 AD), a usage followed by several 

scholars. E.g., The Dictionary of Classical Hebrew "records the language of all texts writ-

ten in Hebrew from the earliest times down to the second century of the common era," 

divided into four corpora, viz., "(1) The Hebrew Bible (excluding the Aramaic portions); 

(2) Ben Sira; (3) the Qumran manuscripts (Dead Sea Scrolls) and related texts; (4) in-

scriptions and other occasional texts" (Clines 1993, 14). In this dissertation, I prefer to 

use the term CH in a more restricted sense, rather than as a merely chronological desig-

nation. If all biblical texts (including atypical ones like Ecclesiastes) and documents like 

the Bar Kokhba letters are included in CH, the term "classical" loses its meaning, espe-

cially when the focus of the investigation is the verbal system. Such texts do not align 

with the majority of the other texts in the four corpora. Similarly, Schniedewind's inclu-

sion of early RH in the category CH is highly problematic. He takes The Dictionary of 
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CS = Central Semitic (Arabic, the ancient South Arabian languages, and 

Northwest Semitic, which comprises Aramaic, Ugaritic, and Canaanite, in-

cluding Hebrew). 

CSH = Copper Scroll Hebrew. 

DSS = Dead Sea Scrolls. 

E = Point of Event. 

EA = (Tell) El Amarna, referring to the texts found at that location. 

EBH = Early BH. 

ES = East Semitic (Akkadian and Eblaite). 

GKC = Gesenius, Kautzsch, Cowley = Kautzsch 1910. 

GQH = General Qumran Hebrew. 

HVS = Hebrew Verbal System. 

KAI = Kanaanäische und aramäische Inschriften, referring to inscriptions 

contained in Donner and Röllig 1964, 1968, 2001. 

KTU = Die keilalphabetischen Texte aus Ugarit, referring to the Ugaritic 

texts contained in Dietrich, Loretz, and Sanmartín 2013 (3rd ed., KTU3). 

LBH = Late BH. 

LXX = The Septuagint Greek translation of the OT. 

                                                           

Classical Hebrew to task for using the word "Classical" without including RH in the dic-

tionary. According to Schniedewind (2013, 6), "[t]he definition of classical Hebrew as 

spanning the period when Hebrew was a living, spoken language in a defined locale is a 

defensible linguistic definition that must include the first stage of Rabbinic Hebrew." 

However, by this logic, Modern English could be included in a dictionary of Old English. 

As far as Hebrew is concerned, though Elwolde (1997, 51) might be right in pointing to 

"a constantly developing, seamless, Hebrew language," most scholars do recognize a 

clear distinction between RH and the language found in most of the earlier texts. Not least 

in the field of the verbal forms and their usage, we are dealing with quite different sys-

tems. Thus, when discussing the verbal system, it seems preferable to reserve the use of 

the term "classical" for the language of texts where, e.g., the system of so-called consec-

utive forms is used in more or less the same way as in the majority of the biblical books, 

i.e., in what can be called SBH. However, often SBH is used with a primarily chronolog-

ical meaning, instead of the term EBH, as opposed to LBH (e.g. Schniedewind 2013, 6). 

This is a problematic usage since, as will be discussed in chs. 6 and 7, there is no necessary 

connection between an early date of a biblical book and "standard" language and between 

a late date and "non-standard" language. When there is a need to refer to the entire corpus 

of Hebrew writings before ca. 200 AD, without distinguishing the different types of He-

brew attested in the various sub-corpora, a term like "Early Hebrew" as used, e.g., by 

Qimron (1992), might be better suited than CH. Often, in the course of the following 

descriptions, I simply refer to "Hebrew," either in the all-encompassing sense of all phases 

of the language or specifically in reference to a specific type, as will be evident from the 

context. 
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MH = Mishnaic Hebrew.3 

ModH = Modern Hebrew. 

MT = The Masoretic text of the OT. 

OT = The Old Testament. 

PS = Proto-Semitic (the ancestor of all the Semitic languages). 

PTC = Participle. 

QA = Qumran Aramaic. 

QH = Qumran Hebrew. 

QL = Qumran Literature. 

QM = Qumran Mishnaic. 

R = Point of Reference. 

RH = Rabbinic Hebrew.4 

S = Point of Speech. 

SBH = Standard BH. 

SV = Subject-Verb word order. 

TAM = Tense, Aspect, Mood. 

V = Vowel. 

VS = Verb-Subject word order. 

WS = West Semitic (all the Semitic languages that are not part of ES, viz. 

the Ethiopian Semitic languages, Modern South Arabian, and CS). 

When referring to the verbal forms, it has become customary to use the 

standardized third singular masculine forms as designations (at least for most 

of the finite verbal forms). I follow this usage and refer to the forms as qatal, 

yiqtol, wayyiqtol, weyiqtol, and weqatal. When necessary, the first person 

singular is used to distinguish between "converted" and "non-converted" 

forms, weqataltí and weqatálti. The reason for this widespread usage, no 

doubt, is that it allows scholars to discuss the system using neutral terms 

rather than terms whose etymological or traditional meaning might give as-

sociations to particular interpretations of the meaning of the verbal forms, 

which are not necessarily shared by the scholars using the terms. The parti-

ciple, imperative, jussive, and cohortative are not referred to as qōtel etc., as 

would seem logical, but rather by the traditional terms, since they are (rela-

tively) free from terminological controversy.5  

                                                           
3 Or, alternatively, Middle Hebrew (note that in other contexts, MH may be used to des-

ignate Modern Hebrew, but not in this dissertation). I prefer the term RH instead of MH 

for the language of the Rabbinic literature. However, many scholars use the latter term 

and it will often occur in citations. 
4 See n. 3. 
5 As noted by Gzella (2004, 66–67), the use of terms like qatal etc. is difficult to uphold 

when comparing different languages since these forms are specifically Hebrew. The 
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I refer to root types as, e.g., II-w (rather than ע״ו). Other grammatical ter-

minology and abbreviations should be self-explanatory.  

The abbreviations for the Hebrew inscriptions are the ones used in Dobbs-

Allsopp et al. 2005. 

Note that I refer to the larger Qumran documents with Arabic numbers for 

both column and line (e.g. 1QM 18:3 instead of 1QM XVIII 3). 

                                                           

"same" form would be called qǝtal in Aramaic and qatala in Arabic. In these cases it 

would, indeed, be more efficient to be able to refer to the form as "Perfect." However, it 

is possible to get around this problem by referring to, e.g., "qatal and its cognate forms in 

other languages" or "the reflexes of WS *qatala" or simply "*qatala." An alternative ap-

proach would be to adopt the use of the terms prefix conjugation (= yiqtol) and suffix 

conjugation (= qatal), as used by German scholars in particular (PK vs. SK). However, 

when we need to talk about the consecutive forms as well, the purely formal terms (way-

yiqtol etc.) seem to be preferable. 
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1 Introduction 
 

This dissertation examines two central questions that have dominated much 

of the history of research on the HVS. The first is the semantics of the finite, 

non-volitive verb forms and the basic character of the system regarding 

tense, aspect, and mood. The second is the origins, functioning, and develop-

ment of the system of so-called consecutive forms (wayyiqtol and weqatal).1 

Chapter 1 is an overview of previous research, focusing on two questions 

that are often treated in an imprecise way (the views of the early grammari-

ans; Ewald's supposedly aspectual turn). The second part of ch. 1 introduces 

the categories of tense, aspect, and mood. Ch. 2 is a critical discussion of 

recent scholarship claiming to solve the problem of the basic character of the 

HVS through statistical or typological methods. Ch. 3 gives an overview of 

the verbal system of CH as a system of relative tense, including a critical 

discussion of the aspectual and modal interpretations of the HVS. The ch. 

also treats the use of the consecutive forms, the predicative use of the PTC, 

and the volitive system. Ch. 4 demonstrates that a relative temporal approach 

is necessary for all stages of the language as attested in the main corpora 

(ancient inscriptions, OT, Qumran, late documentary texts, Rabbinic litera-

ture). 

Ch. 5 treats the origins of the consecutive forms (arguably the most char-

acteristic feature of CH). This includes the prehistory of the yiqtol part of 

wayyiqtol, the origin of the vocalization of the prefixed conjunction and the 

doubling of the initial consonant of the personal prefix, the background of 

non-anterior weqatal as well as the stress shift associated with this form un-

der certain conditions. Ch. 6 examines two characteristic deviations from 

classical usage (unclassical anterior weqatal and non-volitive weyiqtol), fo-

cusing on the attestation of such usage in the OT and in Qumran documents. 

Ch. 7 is a critical discussion of the character of CH, including the status of 

QH, the question of the relationship between spoken Hebrew and QH, the 

nature of the language of the ancient inscriptions, and the artificiality at-

tributed by some scholars to the consecutive forms. Ch. 8 discusses the pos-

sible reasons for the disuse of the consecutive forms at the later stages of the 

language and tentatively presents various factors that may have contributed 

to this development. Ch. 9 presents the main results. 

The aims of the dissertation can be summarized as follows: 1) to argue 

that the fundamental opposition in the finite HVS is one of relative tense at 

all stages of ancient Hebrew, 2) to describe the functioning, 3) origins, 4) 

and later development of the system of consecutive forms, 5) to critically 

                                                           
1 Though the consecutive forms are not consecutive in the strict sense of the word (see 

3.6), I will continue to use the traditional term. 
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evaluate the status of Hebrew as a spoken language in the various periods 

and the use of CH as a literary language.2 

 

1.1 Main questions in the history of research 

Several key areas of the HVS have been the subjects of intense discussion 

among scholars for many years. Two problems seem to have attracted most 

attention, viz. the basic character of the system (tense, aspect, mood) and the 

functioning and origins of the consecutive forms. First, I will focus on the 

earliest period of research on these questions in an attempt to correct a wide-

spread but too simplistic view of the ideas of the early grammarians working 

on the HVS (1.1.1). Second, I will treat the ideas of Ewald in some detail 

(1.1.2). Later scholarship on the semantics of the verb forms and the consec-

utive forms will be presented in the form of a brief selection of prominent 

advocates of various positions (1.1.3–4). In the course of the following chap-

ters, many aspects of previous scholarship will naturally be treated where 

appropriate.3 

 

1.1.1 The standard view of the early period 

A main question in the history of research has been the most adequate way 

to describe the semantic difference between the central forms of the finite 

verbal system. Concerning the earliest period of scholarly work on the HVS 

(pre-Ewald), the standard view seems to be that a three-part absolute tense 

system was universally accepted as the best way to account for the semantics 

of the forms in BH. According to McFall (1982, 6), the grammarian Ibn Ezra 

(twelfth century) "thought in terms of a true tense system." On a general 

level, McFall claims that early grammarians thought that "Hebrew had the 

                                                           
2 In anticipation of the discussion of CH in ch. 7, please refer to "CH" in the list of abbre-

viations in the preface. 
3 A standard work on the history of research is McFall 1982, who treats the period before 

1954, criticizing the various approaches and advancing his own views along the way. 

There are some omissions (cf. Waltke and O’Connor 1990, 457, with n. 8) – coupled with 

remarkable bonus information like the statement that Menaḥem ben Saruq was "a very 

gentle person" (McFall 1982, 4). In any case, for the period after 1954, other works must 

be consulted (e.g. Waltke and O'Connor 1990, 455–478; Penner 2013 and 2015, 37–62; 

Cook 2012, 83–175; Holst 2008, 33–77). When interpreting the theories of other scholars, 

one should not rely on second hand information, but rather go straight to the actual 

sources, especially when it comes to theories of a more or less obscure character. McFall's 

explanations of the various theories do not always make them clearer. Analyzing the 

views of the early Jewish grammarians is no easy task, and the remarks in the following 

section are merely intended as an initial attempt at a critical questioning of the standard 

description. 
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same three tenses as any other language," viz. "(ָעָבר) qtl = Past, (נֹוִני  qōtēl (בֵּ

= Present, (ֲעִתיד) yqtl = Future" (ib., 17). 

Waltke and O'Connor (1990, 458) hold a similar view: "The chief, indeed 

only, idea behind the earliest views on the Hebrew verb was tense." Ib., 459: 

"The medieval Jewish grammarians thus saw three tenses: qtl past, qȏtēl pre-

sent, and yqtl future." 

As will be discussed in 1.2.3, tense systems are of two quite different 

kinds, systems of absolute tense and systems of relative tense. The quotations 

above (e.g. McFall's use of the phrase "a true tense system") seem to indicate 

that the early Jewish grammarians saw the HVS as a system of absolute 

tense, i.e. a system in which the "past" form is a simple past tense ("did"), 

and the "future" a simple future tense ("will do"). Some scholars use the term 

absolute tense explicitly to describe the views of the early grammarians. 

Cook (2012, 83) claims that the dominant theory before Ewald had an "ab-

solute-tense basis" with an "understanding that BH has three absolute tenses 

corresponding to the three times." Bergström (2014, 27) holds the same view 

("first described as absolute tenses by the Jewish grammarians of the Middle 

Ages"). 

Since many (or most) scholars think that RH had a system of absolute 

tense, it is hardly surprising that this has been seen as the reason why Jewish 

grammarians more familiar with this type of language would analyze the 

language of the OT in terms of the same system. Waltke and O'Connor 

(1990, 458) state: "Biblical Hebrew has no such simple tense forms, but be-

cause Mishnaic Hebrew and most European languages do, for at least eight 

centuries, from ca. 1000 C.E. on, the medieval Jewish grammarians and 

Christian scholars of the Hebrew Scriptures thought that qtl, qȏtēl, yqtl sig-

nified past, present, and future times respectively. Such a system is basically 

that of Mishnaic (and later) Hebrew, which is thus a tense language" (cf. 

Holst 2008, 34). McFall, too, explains Ibn Ezra's supposed perception of the 

verbal system as "a true tense system" by way of Mishnaic influence (1982, 

6). He cites European languages as another factor, claiming that the medieval 

scholars looked "for the Indo-European tense system in BH" (ib., 16). Chom-

sky (1952, 361, n. 628) remarks that David Qimḥi, "under the influence of 

the Romanic languages, introduced consistently the idea of three tenses, 

which lead him and the subsequent grammarians into many misunderstand-

ings." 

Of course, influence from other languages leading to the introduction of 

foreign categories into the analysis of BH (or of any other language, for that 

matter) is a widespread phenomenon. It is evident that early Jewish scholars 
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must often have relied on knowledge of RH or contemporary spoken lan-

guages. However, the claim made by the scholars quoted is more specific. 

Because RH and the European languages spoken by the grammarians in 

question had a (simple/absolute) tense system, the same kind of system was 

imported into their interpretation of BH. 

There are some weak points in this theory. First, as will be argued in 4.4, 

the verbal system of RH is not a system of absolute tense. There are striking 

differences between the systems of BH and RH but not of a sort that neces-

sitates the designation of the later verbal system as a system of absolute 

tense. Second, the reference to European (or Indo-European) languages is 

very vague. There are substantial differences between Latin, Old French, the 

contemporary varieties of German, and other languages the Jewish scholars 

might have known, and it is not clear where the supposedly simple three-part 

absolute system would come from. Furthermore, in the earliest period, the 

Jewish scholars were part of an Arabic linguistic environment and the first 

works of Hebrew grammar that have come down to us were written in Ara-

bic. Later works in Hebrew were often translations from Arabic or influenced 

by works in Arabic (cf. Schippers 1997; Owens 1997). The Arabic verbal 

system is not a simple three-part absolute system.4 Third, and this is the most 

important point – the claim that the early theories about the BH verbal system 

specifically focused on absolute tense is much too simplistic. A closer look 

at a few statements on the question of the meaning of the verb forms found 

in works of scholars from the early period seems to indicate that it is simply 

not correct that everyone before Ewald's "aspectual" turn in 1831–35 thought 

of BH as a system of absolute tense with three simple tense forms. Early 

scholars were well aware that what they called "past" was not always a sim-

ple past tense and that their "future" was not just a simple future tense. Fur-

thermore, the interpretation of the PTC as a present tense was not universal. 

 

                                                           
4 According to Versteegh (2001, 84), the Arabic grammarians did think in terms of tense 

in the sense that the "verb's main feature was the indication of time." The earliest gram-

marian, Sībawayhi, distinguished three tenses (past, present and future), but these "are 

expressed by only two verbal forms, called by him māḍī 'past' and muḍāric 'resembling'. 

The latter term refers to the resemblance of the imperfect verb to the noun, which is the 

cause of its declension. Later grammarians called the prefix conjugation mustaqbal 'fu-

ture' and denied the existence of a special form for the physical present." On different 

schools of thought concerning the interpretation of the PTC as a verb or noun, see Owens 

1988, 136–137. The problems concerning the proper designation of the verb forms in BH 

also apply to classical Arabic (and to Semitic in general), but it is clear that a simple 

absolute interpretation is out of the question. E.g., Arabic yaqtulu is used in past contexts 

to indicate habitual or durative action in the past, like Hebrew yiqtol. See further ch. 4.  
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1.1.1.1 Early Jewish grammarians 

Consider a statement from the work of Ibn Ezra (ca. 1089–1165). It seems 

clear that this early scholar did not think in terms of a system with three 

absolute tenses. 

הזמן יתחלק לשלשה עבר ובינוני ועתיד ואין בלשון הקדש סימן לבינוני כאשר ימצא 

הזמן הבינוני יערבו דבריהם. פעם עבר ופעם בלשונות אחרות לכן מנהגם כאשר ירצו לספר 

א עשן )ישעי׳ ו׳ ד׳(.5   עתיד כמו ַוָינֻעּו אמות הספים והבית ִיָמלֵּ

While time as such is divided in three (עבר, "past," עתיד, "future," and בינוני, 

"present"), he states that Hebrew does not have any sign (סימן) for the third 

of these divisions.6 According to Prijs (1950, 34), סימן here refers to "Per-

sonalprä- und suffixe," and the point seems to be that because Hebrew does 

not possess a finite present tense, but only a PTC, it is possible to use the 

 which in this case cannot signify ,הזמן הבינוני to express עבר as well as the עתיד

"present tense," but rather "ongoing" or "concomitant action," as in the ex-

amples from Isa 6:4 (cf. Prijs' translation: "wenn sie gleichzeitige Handlung 

ausdrücken wollen"). While the logic behind Ibn Ezra's thought is not en-

tirely clear,7 it seems obvious that his views are hard to reconcile with the 

standard description of the early grammarians' approach to the system. He 

posits no real present tense and acknowledges the use of the "future" in a 

past context. 

In his Mikhlol, David Qimḥi (1160–1235) presents a similar view:    

ועתיד ועבר במקום בינוני, כלומר  ]...[ותדע כי מנהג העוברים בלשון הקודש להשתמש בו 

 שהיה עושה זה תמיד, ואינם צריכים להזכירם כי רבים הם ולפי הענין תכיר כל אחד מהם

וכתב החכם ראב״ע כי כן המשפט בלשון ישמעאל, וכתב כי כן יתכן לדבר בהם לזמן  ]...[

ה פניו. ַוָינּועּו אמות הספים. בעבור כי אין בלשון סימן לזמן אמצעי, העומד והוא כדרך ְיכַ  סֶּ
 ידברו בו בלשון עבר ועתיד...8

                                                           
5 This quote from Ibn Ezra's Sefer Moznayim 47a is found in Prijs 1950, 34. See also 

Patón 2002, 99* (Hebrew) and 204–205 (Spanish). 
6 Note the similarity to the views attributed to the Arabic grammarian Sībawayhi in n. 4 

above. 
7 Cf. Prijs' cautious remark: "Diese schwierige Stelle muss wohl so verstanden werden" 

(1950, 34). 
8 Qimḥi 1862 (ed. Rittenberg), 37a-b. Chomsky 1952 is a translation of Sefer Mikhlol (or 

rather a paraphrase and rearrangement; the passage above is found on pp. 340–341, with 

notes on pp. 361–362). McFall (1982, 8) provides a more direct translation than Chom-

sky's (including McFall's comments in brackets): "And you must know that it is the cus-

tom of the tenses in the Holy Language to be employed […] a future or a past in the place 

of a participle, as if to say one was doing such and such (a thing) continually; there is no 

need to illustrate them as they are so numerous, and you can recognize every one of them 

by the context. […] And the sage Rabbi Abraham Aben Ezra wrote that this is the custom 
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He mentions the use of עבר and עתיד to indicate habitual action in the past 

("as if saying" היה עושה זה תמיד).9 He refers to Ibn Ezra (abbreviated:  החכם

 Aben Ezra in McFall's translation is the same person) who is quoted ;ראב״ע

to the effect that the use of עבר and עתיד to indicate זמן העומד is the norm in 

Arabic. This is also allowed in Hebrew, illustrated with two examples (one 

with a yiqtol and one with a wayyiqtol, from Isa 6:2; that wayyiqtol is called 

 seems to show that Qimḥi saw qatal and wayyiqtol as expressions of the עבר

same meaning). McFall translates זמן העומד as "a present tense" (Chomsky: 

"the Present") but the term clearly does not signify an absolute present tense 

since it refers to a past expression of continuous action, which must be the 

literal meaning of the term ("standing time"). Indeed, a persistent problem is 

the way the Hebrew terms for the verb forms are translated. When עבר is 

rendered as "past," עתיד as "future," and זמן העומד ,בינוני, or similar terms as 

"present," an absolute tense interpretation seems to be already implied. How-

ever, the etymology of these words does not preclude the use of the terms as 

expressions of relative tense. E.g., עבר is anything that has passed (in any 

time frame). At the end of the quote, Qimḥi repeats the point from Ibn Ezra 

that there is no real present tense in the language. 

As was the case with Ibn Ezra, the central point to note is that Qimḥi's 

view is not the simplistic system of three absolute tenses that modern schol-

ars usually ascribe to the early Jewish grammarians. Quite the contrary, there 

is no simple present tense, and there is a clear realization that yiqtol can be 

used to express both habitual and ongoing action in the past. 

It might be added that Qimḥi, in his own RH, does not use the verb forms 

as simple, absolute tenses (as would be expected following the standard view 

that RH is an absolute tense system causing interference in the interpretation 

of BH). In the passages omitted from the quote above, qatal is used as irrealis 

 and in a clause which ("McFall: "as though it had already passed ;כמו אם עבר)

McFall translates as a present perfect (כי כבר נגזר, "that it has already been 

                                                           

in the language of Ishmael (D. Kimḥi did not know Arabic), and he moreover wrote that 

so it is allowable to use them (i.e. the past and future tenses) in speaking of a present tense 

in the same manner as (we read)  ֶּה ָפָניוְיַכס  (Isa. 6:2 'he was covering his face'),  ַוָינּועּו ַאמֹות

 for seeing that there ;(Isa. 6:4 'and the foundations of the thresholds were shaking) ַהִסִפים

is no form in the language for the intermediate tense (i.e. the present tense), they refer to 

it by means of a past or future tense […]." 
9 As will be explained in 3.1, the expression of past habituality is one of the functions of 

the non-anterior forms (yiqtol and weqatal) in a past context. There is no rule in the lan-

guage dictating that what is habitual (from an objective point of view) must be expressed 

explicitly as such. This means that qatal or wayyiqtol can often be found in contexts that 

can or must be interpreted as habitual without being specifically marked. The important 

point here is that Qimḥi recognizes the use of yiqtol in a past context. 
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decreed"), while the yiqtol ידברו in the final part of the quote is used not as a 

simple future, but rather as a general/habitual tense. 

Further on in Qimḥi's text, we find the following statement: 

ם. הוא בינוני  אבל בינוני במקום עבר ועתיד לא מצאנוהו ומה שאמר ר׳ יונה כי ופרעה חולֵּ
 במקום עבר אינו אלא בינוני בעצמו ופירושו היה חולם...10

In contrast to Ibn Janaḥ (ר׳ יונה), who apparently thought that the PTC 

could be used as a simple past tense (i.e. with the same meaning as a qatal), 

Qimḥi argues that a simple PTC can be used in a past context to indicate 

ongoing action in the past (which could be expressed more explicitly with 

 PTC). Again, Qimḥi clearly does not view the verbal system as a system+היה

of absolute tense in which the PTC = simple present tense. 

More work must be done on this part of the history of research but what 

has been said here suffices to show that the standard view of the period can-

not be taken for granted. In this connection, also note Chomsky's reference 

(1952, 361, n. 627) to the talmudic discussion in b. Ber. 52b on the interpre-

tation of בורא in the blessing. Beth Shammai maintained that the PTC refers 

to the future, while Beth Hillel maintained that it refers to the past. Yet again, 

the point is that a PTC was not necessarily seen as an expression of absolute 

present tense. 

 

1.1.1.2 Other early grammarians (pre-Ewald) 

Waltke and O'Connor (1990, 459) note that the the "earliest Christian He-

braists accepted the medieval Jewish view," and McFall (1982, 11) remarks 

on Reuchlin's 1506 grammar that it "was based almost entirely on Ḳimḥi's 

grammar." In fact, Reuchlin (1506, 585) states that Hebrew has "Tempora 

tria" ("praesens"; "praeteritum"; "futurum"), though he does not seem to go 

deeper into the topic. However, as has been indicated, this was not Qimḥi's 

point of view. A few examples will illustrate that the general picture is less 

clear than assumed.  

                                                           
10 Qimḥi 1862 (ed. Rittenberg), 37b. Chomsky (1952, 340–341, with notes on p. 362): 

"The Present tense (participle), however, is never employed for the Perfect or the Imper-

fect. The instance of ּוַפְרֹעה חֹולֵּם Gn 41:1 […], adduced by Ibn Janaḥ (Riḳ. 187) in proof 

to the contrary is irrelevant, for these are essentially forms of the (Past) Present, the for-

mer in the meaning of ָהָיה חֹולֵּם." Note Chomsky's annoying practice of "translating" the 

Hebrew terms into modern terms, "Perfect" and "Imperfect" etc. (criticized by McFall 

1982, 7–8). 
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The view that Hebrew does not have a real present tense (but may use the 

PTC as such) is expressed by Münster (1524)11 and Buxtorf (1609, 95).12 

Münster recognized modal uses of the "future" (yiqtol) and the occasional 

use of yiqtol in the past for Latin Imperfect (Gen 2:6,  ְהלֶּ עֲ ד יַ אֵּ ו ; Job 1:5,  ָה כָ כ

-Buxtorf (1609, 94‒95) notes that Hebrew "Præteritum" and "Fu 13.(יַ עֲ שֶּ ה אִ יֹוב

turum" have to express all the different past and future forms of Latin, al-

though he erroneously connects Latin Imperfect (visitabat) with qatal and 

Latin Futurum Exactum (visitavero) with yiqtol. This is in contrast to the 

Jewish scholars and Münster, who were well aware that yiqtol is used for 

ongoing or habitual action in the past. 

Koolhaas (1748) attempts to show the incorrectness of the widespread 

view of "enallage" found among his predecessors and contemporaries. 

"Enallage" is a Greek term for a more or less promiscuous use of verb forms 

to express every meaning.14 Koolhaas cannot accept this view and strives to 

introduce a coherent understanding of the Hebrew system on its own terms. 

He appears to have been the first to introduce an explicit distinction between 

absolute and relative tense in the study of Hebrew.15 His definition of the two 

types is surprisingly close to modern definitions. "Absoluta tempora" are 

those "quae in se spectata, sine ulla relatione ad aliquod præcedens aut con-

sequens tempus, vel præsentia, vel præterita, vel futura sunt" (Koolhaas 

1748, 6), while "tempora relativa" are those "quae non adeo absolute, seu in 

se spectata, sed in relatione ad aliquod sive præcedens sive consequens tem-

pus vel ut præsentia, vel ut præterita, vel ut futura consideranda, veniunt: 

qualia præsertim sunt Præteritum Imperfectum & Plusquam-perfectum" (ib., 

6‒7). He explains the Latin Imperfect as a present tense in the past, "Præsens 

relativum" or "Præsens in re præterita" (ib., 7), while the Plusquamperfec-

tum indicates a past event "in relatione ad aliud tempus præteritum," i.e. 

"Præteritum in re præterita" (ib., 11–12).   

Koolhaas states that Hebrew has three tenses (Præsens, Præteritum, and 

Futurum; ib., 5). These are stated to be absolute (ib., 6), which, at first glance, 

seems to align Koolhaas with what is traditionally said about the entire early 

period of scholarship. However, Koolhaas's view is actually much more 

                                                           
11 No page numbering (p. 98 in the PDF available on archive.org). 
12 Waltke and O'Connor (1990, 459) seem to present Buxtorf as the first scholar to hold 

the view that Hebrew has no present tense. However, as illustrated above, this is not the 

case. 
13 P. 103 and 121 in the PDF (see n. 11). 
14 E.g. Buxtorf 1609, 9. The earliest Jewish grammarians, too, often noted the use of one 

form for another (like "prophetic perfect"). 
15 According to Binnick (1991, 40), Scaliger was apparently the first to distinguish abso-

lute and relative tense in the description of Latin (in 1540). 
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complex and should not be taken to mean that Hebrew is a system of absolute 

tense. When he says that Hebrew does not have relative tenses, he specifi-

cally adds "saltem speciali quadam verborum flexione" (ib., 6), i.e., Hebrew 

does not have separate, specifically relative tense forms like the Latin past 

perfect. Because of the restricted number of Hebrew forms, the language is 

forced to use its absolute tense forms to express relative tense, and the same 

forms must be used to indicate what would be marked by the Latin subjunc-

tive (ib., 25: "atque adeo fere coguntur temporibus suis absolutis etiam rela-

tive vel subjunctive uti"; cf. ib., 127). Hence, though he uses the term abso-

lute tense for the Hebrew verb forms (and many details of his analysis of 

specific clauses are difficult to follow), it is clear that Koolhaas does not see 

the system as such as a system of absolute tense. E.g., in contrast to Buxtorf, 

he recognizes that the future perfect (Futurum Exactum) is expressed by He-

brew qatal (ib., 60), and he sees that yiqtol can be used "pro Futuro relativo, 

seu Futuro in re præterita" (ib., 10).16 Though he calls the PTC a present 

tense, he states that its meaning should rather be considered to be continuity, 

potentially in any time frame: "Præsens quoddam, seu continuum quid, sive 

in Præterito, sive in Futuro Tempore" (ib., 212).17 In sum, the system as such, 

according to Koolhaas's conception, must be a system of relative rather than 

absolute tense. 

Jahn's view of the HVS is clearly focused on relative tense.18 This is evi-

dent from his comparison of the Hebrew verb forms with their Latin coun-

terparts (1809, 200). Qatal ("Aoristus primus") covers the Latin perfectum 

stem (amavi, amaveram, amavero), i.e. "omnem rem perfectam," and yiqtol 

("Aoristus secundus") covers the infectum stem (amo, amabam, amabo), 

"omnem rem infectam," whether in relation to the past, present, or future. In 

contrast to the erroneous interpretation of the future perfect and the imperfect 

made by some earlier scholars (e.g. Buxtorf), Jahn correctly connects these 

meanings with qatal and yiqtol, respectively. Ideas similar to Jahn's were 

expressed by Gesenius (1817, 760): "Bey der Armuth der hebräischen Spra-

                                                           
16 See below for Koolhaas's views on wayyiqtol, where the idea of relative future plays a 

major role (1.1.4.1). 
17 Schröder's approach (1772) is very similar to Koolhaas's. Note how he describes the 

relative use of qatal as a past perfect ("res proponitur ut praeterita, in relatione ad tempus 

praeteritum"; ib., 269). 
18 Bergström (2014, 46) attributes the beginning of "aspect analysis of Biblical Hebrew" 

to Jahn. However, as is clear from the quote above and the discussion of the definition of 

relative tense and aspect in 1.2.2‒3, Jahn's approach must be described as relative tense, 

quite different from a modern aspectual approach, as indicated by the criticism that Berg-

ström directs at the "weakness" of Jahn's system from his own aspectual point of view. 
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che an bestimmten Formen für die vielen absoluten und relativen Zeitver-

hältnisse, ist es nicht anders zu erwarten, als dass eine gewisse Vieldeutigkeit 

derselben enstehen musste," and he refers to Jahn's distinction between "die 

noch nicht geschehene oder angefangene Handlung" and "die vollendete 

Handlung." Lee (1827, 342–343) distinguishes between absolute ("with ref-

erence to the period at which his statement is made") and relative use of 

tenses (the reference is to "some other period or event already introduced 

into the context"). As is the case with Koolhaas and Schröder (1.1.4.1), Lee's 

use of the term relative is complicated to a large degree by his interpretation 

of the waw-prefixed forms. However, he clearly sees that qatal, yiqtol, and 

the PTC can be used in any time frame, "speaking of a time either past, pre-

sent, or future, with reference to some other period or event already intro-

duced to the reader's notice" (ib., 343). 

To conclude this brief survey of early (pre-Ewald) thought on the seman-

tics of the Hebrew verbs it bears repeating that the standard claim seems to 

be too simplistic. Not everybody assumed that the system was a simple three-

part absolute tense system. Quite the opposite, several early scholars show 

an awareness that there is no simple present tense and that the forms termed 

"past" and "future" (or similar) have functions that cannot be subsumed un-

der absolute tense. Furthermore, some scholars mentioned above see a close 

connection between the "future" and modality. Of course, the scholars sur-

veyed here use the word "tense" (זמן or "tempus"), but this does not neces-

sarily mean what a modern scholar has in mind when using the term absolute 

tense. Rather, these terms probably have the general meaning "time," and 

since absolute tense, relative tense, and aspect all deal with "time" in one 

way or another (cf. 1.2), this usage does not prove that early scholars thought 

in terms of absolute tense. What seems clear is that the finer distinctions 

made by modern scholars were not part of the theoretical framework of the 

medieval grammarians and their followers. Until the time of Koolhaas, there 

seems to have been no terminology for indicating whether the theories 

should be classified as relative or absolute. Even when Koolhaas uses the 

specific term absolute tense about the Hebrew tenses, he is clearly aware that 

this is not the whole story and as illustrated above, his description of the 

system as a whole does not present it as a system of absolute tense. 

It must be borne in mind that it is often very difficult to decipher the ter-

minology and views of the medieval and later pre-modern grammarians (of 

course, this is often the case with modern scholars too). While a full-scale 

examination of the views expressed on this topic by the early grammarians 

is beyond the scope of this dissertation, the few examples adduced here il-
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lustrate that the entire pre-Ewaldian period of research cannot simply be sub-

sumed under the label absolute tense. The way they speak about the language 

and the uses of various forms clearly indicates that they were well aware that 

there was more to the verb forms than absolute tense.19 

 

1.1.2 Ewald and "aspectual" theory 

The introduction of the aspectual approach to the HVS is usually attributed 

to Ewald and his use of the terms "perfectum" and "imperfectum." DeCaen 

(1996), however, challenges this view. He argues that Ewald's theory is in 

fact a theory of relative tense, not aspect. Though parts of DeCaen's treatment 

can be questioned,20 the general point seems to be corroborated by a close 

reading of the relevant parts of Ewald's work. 

The terms as such occur in earlier works on the HVS written in Latin but 

with another meaning. In earlier terminology, "perfectum" and "imperfec-

tum" could be used to indicate strong and weak verbs, respectively (e.g. 

Reuchlin 1506, 585; Schröder 1772, 32 and 62). What was new was the use 

of the terms in reference to the semantics of the verb forms and as designa-

tions for the forms. According to McFall (1982, 43), Jahn used the terms 

before Ewald, not as designations for the forms (for which he used the terms 

"Aoristus primus" and "Aoristus secundus"), but as descriptions of their se-

mantic content. McFall (ib., 44) attributes the following statement to Jahn: 

"Aoristus primus sistit rem perfectam, jam praesentem, jam praeteritam, jam 

futuram. Aoristus secundus sistit rem imperfectam, jam praesentem, jam 

praeteritam, jam futuram." The source for this quotation, curiously, is not 

Jahn, but Martin's book from 1876.21 Martin's quotation is the same as the 

one found in McFall (Martin 1876–1878, 4). He gives no references, but if 

the original quotation is looked up in Jahn's work, it becomes clear that Mar-

tin was not very accurate. The first half of the quote is the same (Jahn 1809, 

204). However, the second half uses the word "infectam," not "imperfectam" 

(ib., 211; cf. the quote in 1.1.1.2). Thus, though the meaning may have been 

                                                           
19 Sometimes, in the interest of furthering an exegetical agenda, the Rabbis interpret verbs 

in a way that seems to indicate a total lack of understanding of the way the system works. 

E.g., as noted by Goldfajn (1998, 7–8), Rabbi Meir in b. Sanh. 91b uses the yiqtol in Exod 

15:1 as proof for the existence of the doctrine of resurrection in the Bible, since, appar-

ently, Moses will sing in the future. Of course, there must have been a general awareness 

that ָאז plus yiqtol can indicate a past event (Qimḥi, e.g., clearly states this). 
20 See Cook's criticism of DeCaen (2012, 86–88, especially n. 9 and n. 13). 
21 See McFall's footnote 44-1 (1982, 221): "For the text see Sir W. Martin, 1876:4. This 

text is from J. Jahn's 3rd ed. 1809." 
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the same, the terminological pair "perfectum" and "imperfectum" did not 

originate with Jahn.22 

Prior to 1835, Ewald called the verb forms "Modi." In the first version of 

his grammar (1827), qatal and yiqtol were "der erste Modus" and "der zweite 

Modus," respectively, and he notes that the language really does not know 

"den regelmässigen Unterschied der Tempusbildungen." Rather, "der erste 

Modus [gleicht] am meisten unserm Indicativ, der zweite dem Conjunctiv" 

(ib., 219; cf. ib., 523ff.). The two forms are also called "Tempora aorista," 

i.e. forms that "die Handlung ohne Beziehung auf eine andre Handlung oder 

Zeit, d.h. aoristisch setzen" (ib., 524). According to Ewald, the first "Modus 

[= qatal] setzt die Handlung ohne Bedingung und Einschränkung" (ib., 524), 

while the second (= yiqtol) "spricht das Bedingte, von den Umständen oder 

dem Gefühle Abhängige aus" (ib., 526).23 In the first edition of the abridged 

version of the grammar from 1828 (with a new title), the ideas expressed are 

similar, though the words "das Vollendete" and "das Unvollendete" are 

added to the description of the two "Modi" (Ewald 1828, 223). These words 

point in the direction of the second edition of the grammar, in which Ewald 

uses the terms "perfectum" and "imperfectum" as designations for qatal and 

yiqtol instead of first and second "Modus" (Ewald 1835, 131).24 However, 

he still uses modal notions to describe the difference between the forms, in 

addition to the notion of completion. Qatal is "schon vollendet, vorliegend" 

and "bestimmt und gewiss," while yiqtol is "noch nicht vollendet und 

vorliegend"; "bloss werdend"; "das von den Umständen Abhängige und Un-

bestimmte" (Ewald 1835, 131–132). He stresses the fact that perfectum and 

imperfectum are not to be understood in "dem engen Sinne der latein. Gram-

matik" (ib., 131). This means that qatal does not merely have the same mean-

ing as the Latin verb form Perfect (which specifically designates simple past 

and present perfect rather than completed events in any temporal sphere) and 

yiqtol is not the same as the Latin form called Imperfect (which is restricted 

                                                           
22 The quotation including the word "imperfectam" as well as the claim that Jahn was the 

first to use these designations is taken over by Cook who states that it is uncertain whether 

"Ewald relied on Jahn for his terminology or arrived at it independently" (2012, 86). 

However, as argued here, Jahn and Ewald did not use the same terminology. Waltke and 

O'Connor also pass on the quotation with the word "imperfectam" (in English translation), 

though they mistakenly attribute it to Ewald instead of Jahn, as Cook points out (Waltke 

and O'Connor 1990, 463). Cohen 2013, 35, n. 36, makes the same mistake. 
23 In addition to the two Modi or aoristic tenses, there are three so-called relative tenses, 

viz. the PTC and wayyiqtol and weqatal (Ewald 1827, 524). See below in 1.1.4.2 for this 

use of the term relative tense and Ewald's view of the system. 
24 Ewald already used the terms "perfectum" and "imperfectum" in his Arabic grammar a 

few years earlier (Ewald 1831, 112–113; cf. 1855, 302). 
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to a past temporal frame).25 Rather, "in welcher Zeitsphäre der Redende die 

Begebenheit denken mag, er kann sie da entweder als vollendet oder unvol-

lendet setzen" (1835, 131). 

In the later editions, Ewald seems to become more temporal. In 1827, he 

stated that there really is no distinction of tenses in the usual sense and that 

the two central forms of the system "mehr den Unterschied des Modus als 

des Tempus haben" (Ewald 1827, 219). According to the quote presented 

above, he explicitly calls them "Tempora aorista," which do not relate the 

event to another event or time. What he calls relative tenses are the waw-

prefixed forms (n. 23 above). However, from 1844 he is quite clear that sim-

ple yiqtol and qatal do indicate tense, only relative to the context. He says 

that "die unterscheidung der zeiten" is a fundamental part of the verb (Ewald 

1870, 348–349).26 "Die einfachste unterscheidung der zeit des handelns ist 

aber díe dass der redende zunächst nur die zwei grossen gegensäze unter-

scheide unter denen alles denkbare handeln gedacht werden kann. […] So 

fasst denn der redende in beziehung auf das handeln alles entweder als schon 

vollendet und so vorliegend, oder als unvollendet und nochnichtseiend 

möglicherweise aber werdend und kommend auf" (ib., 349). He states that 

the forms can be used in any temporal frame (past, present, and future), thus 

indicating that the system is not one of absolute tense, without using that 

term. However, he clearly indicates that "die begriffe des vollendeten und 

unvollendeten" can be used "beziehungsweise (relativ)" in any of the three 

time frames to indicate something finished or unfinished in relation to the 

temporal context (ib., 350). Thus, since the forms do not indicate absolute 

tense, the terms "Praeteritum" and "Futurum" should not be used, but rather 

the new terms "Perfectum" and "Imperfectum" (ib., 350). 

                                                           
25 In later editions, there is an indication of the way the remark should be understood. 

When Ewald illustrates one of the specific functions of the "imperfectum," viz. the use of 

yiqtol to indicate habitual or concomitant action in the past, he explains what he means 

by the "narrow sense" of the terms: "Hier entspricht das hebräische Imperf. also fast ganz 

dem was man im Lateinischen im engern Sinne Imperf. (eigentlich Imperf. Praeteriti) 

nennt" (Ewald 1855 [= sixth edition], 306; the fifth edition [1844] has the same sentence 

without the "fast"). I.e., what is called Imperfect in Latin is specifically limited to a past 

context, while this is only one of the many functions of Hebrew yiqtol, which simply 

indicates that the event is not finished relative to the temporal context. 
26 This and the following quotes from the eighth edition (1870) also occur in the fifth 

(1844), sixth (1855) and seventh (1863) editions in substantially the same form (except 

mainly for variation in the style of German orthography, e.g. lack of capitalization of 

nouns). 
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Clearly, Ewald's view is not aspectual in the modern sense. He does not 

use the term aspect, which was only introduced much later.27 This, of course, 

does not necessarily mean that Ewald's view cannot be aspectual. It might be 

a case of having "the idea (though not the vocabulary) of aspect," as Waltke 

and O'Connor (1990, 458) claim concerning nineteenth century scholars in 

general. The question is whether the idea behind Ewald's use of the terms 

perfect and imperfect is aspectual. As has been illustrated, the earliest incar-

nations of Ewald's theory primarily focused on mood, while the later editions 

place more emphasis on the temporal side of the verb forms. Modern aspec-

tual theories typically use the terms perfective and imperfective to indicate 

events viewed as a single whole or as having internal structure, i.e. as com-

plete or not (viewpoint aspect, cf. 1.2.2). This is not the way Ewald uses the 

words. He clearly describes his "Perfectum" as "vollendet," i.e. "completed" 

(with a -d) or "finished," and his "Imperfectum" as "unvollendet" ("unfin-

ished"). Such usage suggests that the idea is one of relative tense (in the sense 

that the verb forms express tense relative to a contextually indicated point of 

time). Thus, the central point of DeCaen's reevaluation of the standard view 

on Ewald's theory seems to be sound. Cook, who is quite critical of DeCaen's 

approach and repeats the standard view of Ewald's theory as "an early aspec-

tual type," admits that by using the word "early" he intends "to distance 

Ewald's concept of aspect from the more-recent, Slavic-influenced under-

standing of aspect that correctly distinguishes perfective and imperfective 

from the related notions of complete(d) and incomplete(d)" (Cook 2012, 88). 

Since Ewald in the later phase of his work clearly uses the terms in reference 

to what is finished or not in a temporal sense (what modern advocates of 

relative tense would call anteriority and non-anteriority), it seems better to 

simply avoid using the designation "aspectual" about Ewald's theory.28 

 

1.1.3 The semantics of the verb forms (post-Ewald) 

Though the fundamentals of a relative tense theory had been implicit in the 

work of earlier scholars (as illustrated above), Ewald's (and Jahn's) explicit 

                                                           
27 DeCaen (1996, 133–134) observes that the term occurs in the English translation of the 

eighth edition. Kennedy (Ewald 1891, 1) renders the German "die zwei grossen ge-

gensäze" as "the two grand and opposite aspects under which every conceivable action 

may be regarded." However, whether this is intended as "aspect" in the grammatical sense 

or merely as a non-specialized way of saying "point of view" is not quite clear. 
28 Waltke and O'Connor (1990, 464) accuse Ewald of confusing "the concept of complete 

with that of completed." However, as DeCaen (1996, 131, n. 9) observes, Ewald was not 

confused since he clearly did mean "completed." The confusion only arises when one 

attempts to read later aspectual theory into Ewald's work. 
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expression of this idea, as well as the use of the new terms for the verb forms, 

had a huge impact on later scholarship.  

S. R. Driver is often credited with popularizing Ewald's approach but as 

DeCaen (1996, 142, n. 31) points out, this mainly concerns the introduction 

of the terms "perfect" and "imperfect." Driver's theory, in fact, represents a 

"massive epistemological break" in comparison with Ewald, according to 

DeCaen (ib., 142). DeCaen emphasizes the fact that Driver was "the first to 

introduce the concept as well as the term 'kind of time' (Zeitart) […]. In a 

real sense, then, Driver is the father of Biblical Hebrew aspectology" (ib., 

146). Driver uses the word "tense" but is quite explicit that the Hebrew 

"tenses" do not mark simple temporal location or "order of time," i.e. whether 

an event occurs "prior or subsequent to some date otherwise fixed by the 

narrative" (Driver 1874, 2; ib., 3–4, with n. 2, he notes that the "tenses" might 

"almost more fitly be called moods," yet he retains the "customary titles"). 

The "tenses" mark "kind of time" (the term "aspect" was introduced later 

from Slavic studies), the way "an action may be contemplated, according to 

the fancy of the speaker, or according to the particular point which he desires 

to make prominent, either as incipient, or as continuing, or as completed" 

(ib., 2). The categories of incipiency (represented by yiqtol), continuance 

(PTC), and completion (qatal) are clearly modelled after the work of Curtius 

on the Greek verbs. Driver's term "incipient" for yiqtol ("nascent" and similar 

terms are also used) is based on Curtius' term "eintretend" for the Greek ao-

rist stem, while "continuous" for the PTC corresponds to the Greek present 

stem and "completed" for qatal to the Greek perfect stem.29 DeCaen (1996, 

144) notes that the German word "eintretend" indicates both "entry as begin-

ning as well as succesful entry as an end-point." As Bergström (2014, 47) 

points out, the use of a term originally applied to the Greek aorist for yiqtol 

hardly means that Driver attributed the meaning of the Greek aorist to yiqtol: 

"On the contrary, as Driver himself notes, aorist meaning is often expressed 

by qatal, a form that Driver connects with Curtius' vollendete Zeitart, i.e. 

perfect meaning. It is possible that Driver misunderstood Curtius' term 

eintretende." The use of the term "incipient" should probably be seen in re-

lation to Driver's perception of wayyiqtol (see 1.1.4.2).  

In the present context, the important thing is that "kind of time" clearly 

brings us closer to an aspectual view in a stricter sense, and it is explicitly 

stated that the verb forms do not indicate temporal location – not even "prior 

or subsequent to some date otherwise fixed by the narrative," as opposed to 

Ewald's relative tense. However, it should be noted that Driver's three-way 

analysis of the system, especially the way yiqtol is presented, is a long way 

                                                           
29 Cf. DeCaen 1996, 142–146, and Cook 2012, 90–91. 
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from the outlook of modern aspectual theory, and his use of "completed" to 

describe qatal points in a more temporal direction.30 In fact, according to 

DeCaen (1996, 147–148), the introduction of the aspectual approach in the 

modern sense should be attributed to Brockelmann in 1951, following inde-

pendent "false starts" by Landsberger (in 1926) and Kuryłowicz (in 1946 and 

1964; later Kuryłowicz adopted a theory of relative tense, 1.1.3.3). 

 

1.1.3.1 Later aspectual approaches 

The decision to call a theory aspectual or not obviously hinges on one's def-

inition of aspect and its relation to relative tense. Different definitions exist 

(1.2.2) and scholars using the word aspect do not always have the same thing 

in mind. In the period after Ewald and Driver, when the use of "perfect" and 

"imperfect" as designations for the verb forms became standard, the "aspec-

tual view" became widespread. In fact, it has been noted that subsequent 

scholarship on the HVS has been dominated by this approach, as have most 

introductory textbooks (Joosten 2002a, 50; Waltke and O'Connor 1990, 475, 

n. 91). The adoption of the theory into Cowley's translation of Gesenius-

Kautzsch has been regarded as the starting point of the spread of the "aspec-

tual" theory (Penner 2015, 45). However, the way the theory is expressed in 

this work is far from "aspectual" in the modern sense. On the contrary, like 

Ewald's view, the approach presented is more obviously one of relative tense, 

qatal being "concluded, completed, and past" and yiqtol "the beginning, the 

unfinished, and the continuing, that which is just happening, which is con-

ceived as in process of coming to pass, and hence, also, that which is yet 

future; likewise also that which occurs repeatedly or in a continuous se-

quence in the past (Latin Imperf.)" (GKC, 125, §47a, n. 1). 

A "tenseless view" of Hebrew, as Penner (2013, 919) calls the view trans-

mitted from Driver to GKC, is not necessarily tenseless as such, but merely 

a view that recognizes that Hebrew is not a system of absolute tense. Not all 

such theories are aspectual. E.g., while Ungnad (1912, 110) states that "Tem-

pora im Sinne der indogermanischen Sprachen hat das Hebräische nicht," his 

explanation of what it does have is not specifically aspectual but much closer 

to a relative tense approach (though not explicitly so). 

Later adaptations of the non-absolute tense approach clearly are aspectual 

in a stricter sense of the word. Still, the terminologies and the interpretations 

differ considerably among scholars. Some refer to "constative" vs. "cursive" 

aspect (Brockelmann 1956, 39; 1951; Rundgren 1961, 45; Meyer 1972, 40). 

                                                           
30 In the very first note in the book, however, he uses the word "complete" instead of 

"completed" (as used elsewhere) to explain the etymological meaning of the term "per-

fect" (Driver 1874, 1). 
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Others use terms like "independent" vs. "dependent" action (Michel 1960, 

254: qatal is "selbstgewichtig" and "absolut," yiqtol "relative"; ib., 256: qatal 

"drückt eine unabhängige Handlung aus, es konstatiert," yiqtol "bezeichnet 

eine abhängige Handlung"; Kustár 1972, 55: qatal "determinierend," yiqtol 

"determiniert"; cf. also Pedersen 1926, 216). 

Other scholars see a basic opposition between perfective and imperfective 

aspect as used by many general linguists, i.e. viewpoint aspect. This is the 

modern aspectual (or aspect-prominent) approach in the strict sense (see, 

e.g., Pardee 2012, 287). Cook is arguably one of the most outspoken recent 

advocates of this kind of aspect-prominent approach. He combines the "clas-

sical aspectual view" with modern linguistic method (particularly typology), 

stating that his "answer to the long-standing debate of 'tense or aspect' is not 

drastically different from Ewald's, though our understanding of the perfec-

tive:imperfective opposition encoded in Biblical Hebrew qatal and yiqtol is 

distinguished by the century and a half of intervening discussion and the rise 

of modern linguistics" (Cook 2012, ix). As argued, Ewald's view was not 

aspectual but Cook's explicitly is. The opposition between a "Perfective 

(qatal)" and an "Imperfective (yiqtol)" is the central opposition in "the as-

pect-prominent verbal system of Biblical Hebrew" (ib., x); "qatal and yiqtol 

form a central opposition of the TAM system of BH and […] this opposition 

is best described as perfective (qatal) and imperfective (yiqtol) viewpoint 

aspect" (ib., 200; cf. Cook 2006).31 

 

1.1.3.2 Modal approaches 

The view that modal notions play a role in the semantics of the central verb 

forms is quite old. Already the medieval Jewish scholars saw a connection 

between the "future" and the imperative, and some early Christian hebraists 

clearly ascribed modal meaning to yiqtol (e.g. Münster, as noted in 1.1.1.2). 

Ewald, in his early work, took a clearly modal approach, and several later 

scholars have noted the role of modality as part of the meaning of the verb 

forms, especially yiqtol. Some modern scholars have taken this approach fur-

ther, claiming that modality is the central category in the system. Zuber uses 

the early Greek and Latin translations to argue that modality is the category 

best suited to describing the Hebrew forms. He divides the verb forms into 

two categories, "recto" (qatal, wayyiqtol, "unconverted" weqatal) with indic-

ative meaing, and "obliquo" (yiqtol, "converted" weqatal, "unconverted" 

weyiqtol) with modal meaning (Zuber 1986, 27; on Zuber's method, see 2.4 

and appendix 2). Modality also plays a prominent role in Hatav's theory 

                                                           
31 Cook's work will be treated in detail in 2.2 (a criticism of his use of typology) and 3.5.1 

(arguments against the aspectual interpretation of the HVS in general). 
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(1997, 142ff.), in addition to a peculiar distinction of three aspects, viz. se-

quentiality, inclusion, and perfect (ib., 6 and 196; cf. 29). Tense is claimed 

to be unmarked in Hebrew (ib., 6 et passim). 

One of the most prominent recent advocates of a modality-based approach 

is Joosten. He outlines a realis vs. irrealis distinction with wayyiqtol, qatal 

and the predicative PTC belonging to the first category and yiqtol and 

weqatal to the second. Apart from yiqtol and weqatal, the modal subsystem 

also includes a separate cohortative-imperative-jussive group (Joosten 

2012a, 32–33; cf. 1999a, 2002b, etc.).32 Recently, Penner has used a statisti-

cal method to argue that the verb forms in 1 Sam 1–2 are best explained by 

a modal approach (Penner 2016, 25–27).33 

 

1.1.3.3 Temporal approaches 

The absolute temporal approach has a recent advocate in Penner, whose sta-

tistical analysis of QH leads to the verdict that absolute tense is probably the 

fundamental category (modality being a close second; Penner 2015, 154‒

156).34 Most other scholars with a temporal view recognize that relative tense 

(taxis) is the appropriate category, though the term itself may not always be 

used. According to this approach, the verb forms indicate temporal location 

relative to a point indicated by the context (which may be the time of speech). 

Qatal marks everything that is anterior and yiqtol everything that is not (i.e. 

simultaneous or posterior events). As noted, the line between aspect and rel-

ative tense is not easy to draw. Some earlier theories often presented as as-

pectual seem to belong to the group of relative tense theories. Relative tense 

was often recognized implicitly in the descriptions of the system long before 

the modern period. 

Among modern advocates of relative tense we find Revell (1989, 4): "time 

reference […] in relation to the speaker/narrator is not absolute, but is con-

ditioned by the time reference of the context in which the verb form is used." 

Gropp (1991, 54) regards "'relative tense' as the most basic opposition be-

tween the perfect and the imperfect. […] Following Kuryłowicz, then, the 

opposition between the perfect and the imperfect can be aptly defined as one 

of +ANTERIOR versus –ANTERIOR, with reference point to be established 

                                                           
32 Joosten's theory will be considered in more detail in 3.5.2 (with general arguments 

against the modal approach). 
33 A modal view of the HVS (using the terms "måder" ["moods"], "realis," and "irrealis") 

is presented in the grammar used at the introductory level at the Faculty of Theology, 

Cph. (Nielsen [with Ehrensvärd] 2014, 117). 
34 Penner 2015 is a revision of Penner's dissertation (2006). His method yields a modal 

result for 1 Sam (1.1.3.2). On Penner's methodology, see 2.1. 
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by context."35 Rogland (2003, 132) notes the relative temporal nature of 

qatal. According to Cohen (2013, 19), "Hebrew verbs are indeed full-fledged 

relative forms." 

 

1.1.3.4 Text linguistics/discourse-prominence 

Several theories based on text linguistics/discourse analysis have emerged. 

The different yet related viewpoints are typically described as belonging to 

two different "schools" following Longacre (e.g. 1989 and 1992) or Schnei-

der (1978; based on the work of Weinrich [1964]). The common element is 

a focus beyond the sentence, on how verb forms function on the discourse 

level and on notions such as foreground vs. background, main-line vs. off-

line, sequentiality, and word order variation. Longacre posits (at least) four 

discourse types (narrative, predictive/procedural, hortatory and expository; 

1989, 60).36 In contrast, Schneider (1978, 182–183) uses Weinrich's two 

"Sprechhaltungen" and sees only two types: "erzählende Rede" and "be-

sprechende Rede," the latter in laws, prophecy, psalms, etc. Opinions differ 

as to which verb form indicates the main-line in non-narrative discourse 

types, yiqtol (Schneider) or weqatal (Longacre). Cook (2012, 155) notes that 

the different theories within this approach "give precedence to describing the 

verbal forms in terms of their discourse-pragmatic functions rather than their 

semantic meanings" and sometimes seem to "serve for some as an escape 

from the morass of traditional semantic and (predominantly) diachronic ap-

proaches" (ib., 150). Hence, these theories are of a different kind than the 

aspect-, mood- or tense-prominent theories introduced above. In fact, some 

variants of the text linguistic approach explicitly deny that the verb forms 

have any inherent semantic content in the way that scholars have tradition-

ally assumed. In other variants, such far-reaching claims are not made. E.g., 

though Longacre notes that "each discourse type has its own characteristic 

constellation of verb forms" and that "the uses of given tense/aspect/mood 

form are most surely and concretely described in relation to a given discourse 

                                                           
35 Kuryłowicz does not use the term relative tense, stating (1973, 115) that the basic op-

position is neither aspectual nor temporal. However, his description of the basic opposi-

tion as "simultaneity (or non-anteriority) versus anteriority" clearly places him in the rel-

ative tense camp as understood by other scholars. Cf. 1972, 80ff. 
36 Other types are added in, e.g., Longacre 1992, 177–178 ("juridical," plus further types 

in poetry); 1995, 23 ("instructional"). As Cook (2012, 171) observes, it is difficult to see 

how to utilize this variety of discourse types and how to distinguish them from the notion 

of literary genre. 
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type" (Longacre 1989, 59), he does seem to accept that the forms have se-

mantic content (e.g., 1992, 178‒179 and 181).37 Similarly, Niccacci com-

bines his description of the discourse-pragmatic functions of the verb forms 

with a temporal/aspectual analysis of the meaning of the forms (2002, 197: 

"Main-line constructions are tenses while secondary-line constructions indi-

cate aspect"; 1994, 129: "fixed temporal reference" in the main-line and "rel-

ative temporal reference" in the "subsidiary line of communication" – in the 

next paragraph, he uses the term "aspect" instead). 

The claim of Schneider and some other proponents of text linguistic ap-

proaches that the verb forms do not have any inherent meaning is highly 

problematic (3.2). Schneider (1978, 84, n. 5) states that the designation 

"Tempora" and the traditional terms perfect and imperfect are "irreführend, 

weil diese Formengruppen weder etwas mit Zeit (lat. tempus) noch mit 'vol-

lendet' (lat. perfectum) oder 'unvollendet' (lat. imperfectum) zu tun haben."38 

He distances himself from temporal and aspectual approaches (ib., 183, n. 3, 

and 206–207): the main tenses ("Haupttempora") of narrative discourse 

(wayyiqtol) and non-narrative discourse (yiqtol) merely serve to mark the 

text as belonging to those particular discourse types. However, he still trans-

lates wayyiqtol with "das deutsche Erzähl-Tempus Präteritum" (ib., 184) and 

yiqtol with "das Präsens als Haupttempus der besprechenden Rede" (ib., 

188), not because this is what the Hebrew forms mean but because these are 

the forms used in the equivalent German discourse types. Even when yiqtol 

is used in narrative texts (in what is usually described as iterative or habitual 

function), Schneider translates with the present tense. He sees such usage as 

a kind of historic present, albeit not in the strict sense, of course, since the 

function is not one of tense, but merely to mark that "der Autor aus seiner 

Sprechhaltung als Erzähler heraustritt und mit seinen Hörern etwas be-

spricht, eine Anmerkung macht, die sie auch ausserhalb der erzählten Welt 

interessieren soll" (ib., 195; cf. 196–197).39 

Baayen's version of the discourse-prominent approach posits a similar 

lack of "intrinsic semantic value" in qatal, which merely serves a pragmatic 

                                                           
37 Longacre (1992, 182) notes that yiqtol has future reference in predictive discourse, but 

past continuous reference in narrative. A relative tense approach (see ch. 3) would sub-

sume both types of reference under the same heading (non-anterior) and stress the fact 

that these are not separate meanings but context-induced interpretations of the same basic 

semantic content (non-anteriority relative to the context). Note that yiqtol in past contexts 

is only rarely continuous but may indicate future in the past, habitual action, etc. (also 

functions of non-anteriority). 
38 According to Schneider (1978, 185, n. 5), qatal used as temporal background/past per-

fect is the only case of time reference in the system. 
39 See 3.1 on the "historic present" in Hebrew. 
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function, "signaling to the hearer that the event or state expressed by the verb 

cannot be tightly integrated into the discourse representation of the hearer, 

given the speaker's estimate of their common ground" (Baayen 1997, 245; 

see Cook 2012, 158, n. 66). 

 

1.1.3.5 "Universal tense" 

Other scholars have claimed that the verb forms lack real semantic content. 

As Waltke and O'Connor note (1990, 461), such a "universal tense" theory 

"has surely been held briefly by every student of elementary Biblical He-

brew." 

Sperber (1966, 592) claims that "[e]ach of these tenses (the suffix tense 

and the prefix tense) may indicate any and every time." Many scholars with 

an aspectual, relative temporal, or modality-prominent view would agree to 

this claim (if "time" is taken to mean absolute tense). Sperber, however, goes 

further than this and claims that there is no difference in the meaning of the 

forms. They "run parallel to one another, representing two possibilities of 

expressing one and the same thing." In addition, the waw-prefixed forms 

mean the same thing too, according to Sperber. 

Hughes (1970, 13) claims that there "seems to be no difference between 

the two tenses – form excepted – as they appear in the Hebrew Scriptures." 

Instead, he unconvincingly argues that various particles influence the use of 

the verb forms and their interpretation as different tenses (ib., 15–23). E.g., 

the relative particle is claimed to lead to a past interpretation of a verb (ib., 

17–19), which is obviously not always the case, and the particle  ִיכ  is claimed 

to lead to both past and future interpretations (ib., 20 and 21–22). Further, 

his claim that parallel texts with different verb forms illustrate the semantic 

equivalence of the forms is baseless. 

 

1.1.4 The consecutive forms 

The second main problem in the HVS is the system of so-called consecutive 

forms (wayyiqtol, weqatal). This system is arguably the most characteristic 

trait of CH. At first glance, the addition of the conjunction waw ("and") to a 

verb form changes the meaning of the form into its opposite, a phenomenon 

that has puzzled scholars and fostered all kinds of clever attempts at expla-

nations. The answer given to the question of the primary category to be used 

in the description of the meaning of the verb forms (aspect, tense, mood, etc.) 

is not necessarily connected to any specific view on the question of the con-

secutive forms. There are two basic approaches, 1) the meaning of the waw-

forms are "converted" in relation to the simple forms, or 2), no such "con-

version" takes place and the waw-forms and the simple forms share the same 
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basic meaning. Note that one does not have to follow the same approach with 

wayyiqtol and weqatal. 

Approach 1) is the oldest. According to McFall (1982, 2–3), the first de-

scription of something like the conversive waw (as opposed to simple copu-

lative waw) is found in the work of Japheth ha-Levi in the beginning of the 

tenth century. He uses the term waw עתידי ("future waw").40 A little later, 

Menaḥem ben Saruq (910-970) expressed similar views (ib., 4). 

Of course, those are merely the first explicit mentions of the phenomenon 

in extant grammatical works. Long before Japheth ha-Levi wrote about it, 

readers of the OT must have been aware of the facts that a standard weqatal 

does not have the same meaning as a simple "and"+qatal and that wayyiqtol 

does not mean "and he will kill." Otherwise, it would have been impossible 

to make sense of the texts. Furthermore, the people responsible for the early 

translations into Greek and other languages clearly knew the system, not in 

an analytical, theoretical manner (as far as we know), but in practice (but see 

ch. 6, n. 55). 

Ibn Ezra (12th cent.) remarks that the "past" tense is formed in two ways. 

1) By using qatal, on which he notes that sometimes (פעם) a preposed waw 

is used in a merely copulative way (לחבור), while sometimes it turns the 

meaning into the "future" (ופעם ישיבנו הו״ו לעתיד). 2) By adding waw to a form 

with "preformative servile letter" (האות הנוסף המשרת), i.e. yiqtol, which 

changes the form into a "past" tense (וישוב עבר).41 

A little later, Qimḥi introduced the term waw השירות ("waw of service").42 

Like Ibn Ezra, he notes the two types of weqatal (one points the qatal לעתיד, 

the other merely seems to "add to the subject," להוסיף הענין). He describes the 

difference between "converted" wayyiqtol and "unconverted" weyiqtol and 

their different vocalizations (Qimḥi 1862 [ed. Rittenberg], 48b and 49a). In 

another context (ib., 5a), he mentions the stress on the final syllable in 

weqatal with "waw of service": וכשתכנס עליהם וא״ו השמוש ישובו מלרע ברוב. 

Note the alternative term for the "waw of service" (וא״ו השמוש). Qimḥi (ib., 

44a‒b) was aware that wayyiqtol is not always strictly sequential but may 

                                                           
40 As observed above, one should be cautious when using a word like "future" since it 

implies an absolute tense analysis, which is not necessarily the case. 
41 For the text, see Patón 2002, 96* (Spanish translation on pp. 201–202). 
42 See McFall 1982, 8. McFall criticizes Chomsky's claim that Qimḥi was the first to 

"have sensed the peculiar character of the Waw consecutive" (Chomsky 1952, 78, n. 100). 

However, Chomsky does note that Qimḥi's predecessors, though without using separate 

designations, were well aware of the functions of the waw consecutive and the waw cop-

ulative. 
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indicate an event that happened before the event of the preceding verb ( יש

  43.(ו״ו שמורה הזמן שכבר עבר קודם הפעל אשר לפניו

Elias Levita introduced what became the standard terms, viz. וי״ו ההפוך 

(waw (ha)hippuk; "waw of turning/change") for conversive waw and  וי״ו

 for simple copulative waw ("waw (ha)ḥibbur; "waw of connection) החבור

(Levita 1767 [1518], 3b).44 Like Qimḥi, he describes the formation of the 

forms, noting the peculiarities of stress and vocalization (ib., 4a–b). Levita 

(ib., 3b) equates the "converted" weqatal with weyiqtol: ְוָשַמר "is like" (כמו) 

 This is obviously not the general case in BH (weyiqtol regularly has .ְוִיְשמֹור

jussive meaning in contrast to weqatal, see 3.7). Levita is clearly "translat-

ing" the BH weqatal into weyiqtol as used in RH, where the consecutive 

forms are not found. 

Early Christian hebraists followed the same line of thought as their Jewish 

predecessors (e.g. Reuchlin 1506, 145). Münster translated Levita's work and 

gave the two types of waw Latin names: "uau ִחבּור id est, coniunctionis" vs. 

"uau ִהפּוְך id est, conuersionis" (1532, 17). Buxtorf (1609, 537) used the terms 

"Vau copulationis sive copulativum" and "Vau conversionis sive conver-

sivum." 

 

1.1.4.1 The "relative (consecutive)" approach of Koolhaas and Schröder 

The view that waw hippuk changes the meaning of a form into its opposite 

was challenged from the 18th century onward. According to McFall (1982, 

13), Schröder represents "a new departure from the Jewish view of the HVS." 

To be fair, McFall notes that other voices of dissent had been heard before. 

According to McFall (ib., 13), the "first recorded protest against the theory 

[of conversive waw] appears to have been made by Johann Simonis." Si-

monis (1753, 218), however, points to earlier scholars and he clearly does 

not present his own view when he says "Sunt tamen, qui eiusmodi vim 

Præfixi Vau conversivam plane negant, ut I. I. von Einem in Methodo do-

cendi linguas p. 31. addita hac ratione: quia id revera fit impossibile, cum ne 

quidem Deus tempus præteritum in futurum convertere possit."45 Simonis 

(ib., 219) refers to several other scholars with views that differed from the 

conversive waw: Chrysander, Florentius de Bruin, Meinerus, and Koolhaas, 

                                                           
43 He mentions Isa 64:4, Job 14:10, Lev 9:22, Judg 4:21, Exod 16:20, and Exod 14:21 

(not all of which seem to be good examples of the point; he also notes Gen 7:11 which 

includes no wayyiqtol). Cf. Chomsky 1952, 353; McFall 1982, 9. 
44 McFall (1982, 10) notes that the terms were used by Abraham de Balmes around the 

same time. 
45 McFall notes (1982, 217, n. 13-1) that the reference is to Johann Justus von Einem, 

though "this could not be traced or verified." I have not been able to find the book by von 

Einem. 
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to whom he ascribes the view that the "Vau Conversivum Futuri" designates 

"revera Futurum […] sed Relativum sive Futurum in re præterita."46 In ad-

dition, McFall (1982, 219, n. 14-1) mentions Lee's protest that the idea of 

waw relativum did not originate with Schröder, but came via Robertson from 

"Koolhaus" (sic), though apparently McFall did not have access to Kool-

haas's book and missed Schröder's own acknowledgement of influence from 

Koolhaas.47 In McFall's main text, however, the impression is given that 

Schröder was the first to introduce the "relative" explanation of the waw-

forms, which seems to be the reason for the erroneous statements to this ef-

fect in some surveys (Waltke and O'Connor 1990, 460; Bergström 2014, 28). 

In order to differentiate the views presented here from modern relative tense 

approaches, it seems helpful to use the term "relative (consecutive)" about 

the views of Koolhaas, Schröder, and their followers. 

Koolhaas's view of the waw-prefixed forms must be seen in light of his 

general use of the word relative. In Koolhaas's view (cf. 1.1.1.2), Hebrew 

does not have specific relative tenses, hence the few tenses available have to 

be used with absolute and relative reference. The meaning of Koolhaas's rel-

ative future is an action that is past seen from the time of speech but which 

happened after the action indicated by a preceding verb ("quod posterius, 

adeoque futurum est respectu Temporis præcedentis Præteriti"; Koolhaas 

1748, 156). If seen from the time of the preceding event (relative to the pre-

ceding event), the second event is future. Though "Futurum Relativum" may 

be found with simple ("nudo") yiqtol, this sense is most often expressed by 

wayyiqtol (ib., 157). In this form, the connection with the preceding verb 

form is marked by the special vocalization, which Koolhaas (following 

Schultens) compares to the vocalization of the definite article (ib., 154‒155). 

For this, he uses the term waw "Demonstrativum seu Emphaticum" (ib., 158), 

alongside the term waw "Relativum" (ib., 157). He acknowledges that in 

most cases the absolute time reference of wayyiqtol is past, as can be seen 

from the change from wayyiqtol to qatal whenever something comes be-

tween waw and the verb (ib., 156). However, he rejects the traditional term 

"Conversivum," because no "conversion" takes place as the verb still indi-

cates future tense, only relative to the preceding verb (ib., 157). 

Concerning weqatal, Koolhaas admits that weqatal often indicates future 

tense, based on the systematic interchange between weqatal and yiqtol (ib., 

                                                           
46 Except for Koolhaas, the works of the scholars referred to by Simonis  have so far been 

inaccessible to me. 
47 See Lee 1851, 470. Koolhaas (1748, 128 and 157) acknowledges the influence of de 

Bruin. Schröder (1772) mentions Koolhaas in his "Praefatio" and Schröder's dependence 

on Koolhaas seems evident in many cases. 
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71). Yet he denies that this has anything to do with "conversion" in the strict 

sense. Rather, the future sense is taken over from the preceding verb. There-

fore, he suggests the terms "Vav Relativum" or "Vav Subjunctivum" for 

weqatal (ib., 73). The latter term seems to fit his description better, since he 

does not see weqatal as relative in the same way as wayyiqtol (the form does 

not mark past in the future, as would be expected from a relative meaning of 

the form along the lines of wayyiqtol, which is said to designate future in the 

past). 

Schröder's relative view of wayyiqtol as a "Futurum relativum" is very 

close to Koolhaas's view. The form marks "rem revera praeteritam," not "per 

se, & absolute sed in relatione ad praecedens aliquod Praeteritum, specta-

tam" (Schröder 1772, 274). In narrating a series of past events, the Hebrews 

express only the first event "per Praeteritum"; the following events, "quas, 

ratione praecedentis, tamquam futuras considerant," they express "per Fu-

turum."48 

Modern scholars are mostly (and rightly) skeptical towards the "relative 

(consecutive)" theory. As Binnick (1991, 130) points out, referring to Schrö-

der's version, this type of explanation is really "conceptual gymnastics" 

(Bergström 2014, 28: "mental acrobatics"). In some cases, to be sure, the 

logic may seem sound enough. Koolhaas (1748, 163) uses Prov 30:4 as an 

example ( דם ַויֵַּר יִ ָשמַ ִמי ָעָלה־ ). It seems obvious that the descent happens after 

the ascent. If we plot the events onto a timeline with the past to the left and 

the future to the right, obviously the second event designated by the way-

yiqtol occurs farther to the right than the first event. Consequently, it is future 

in relation to the qatal. However, there are serious problems with this ap-

proach, apart from the fact that this would seem to be a very strange and 

unparalleled way of organizing a verbal system. Qimḥi already noted way-

yiqtols indicating events that happened before a previously mentioned event. 

In other cases, a wayyiqtol with clear past meaning follows a non-past refer-

ring verb. Hence, relative future makes no sense and such cases are quite 

problematic for the "relative (consecutive)" approach to wayyiqtol. Koolhaas 

(ib., 173) is aware of such instances and tries to explain them away without 

much success. E.g., he unconvincingly proposes a future interpretation of 

                                                           
48 The past tense form, to which a "Futurum relativum" is supposed to relate, may be 

suppressed "per ellipsin" (Ps 144:3) or the preceding verb may be an infinitive or PTC 

expressing past tense (Schröder 1772, 275). In addition, Schröder states that when the 

preceding verb is "Future" or PTC, wayyiqtol has the same temporal reference as this verb 

(ib., 276; this was also Koolhaas's view). Though such future or present tense wayyiqtols 

probably do not exist (3.3.5), it makes sense in the framework of Koolhaas's/Schröder's 

theory since a future relative to a future or a PTC with present tense or general meaning 

is, of course, (absolute) future. 
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Job 2:3 ( ִניַוְתִסיתֵּ  ), which most scholars treat as having past reference follow-

ing a PTC referring to present time. 

Further, how do we distinguish the supposedly "relative future" usage in 

wayyiqtol from a real future in the past ("he would do") or from an ordinary 

future tense following a verb with past reference? Koolhaas (1748, 131) 

gives an example of a real future in the past from 2 Kgs 13:14 ( ֱאִליָשע ָחָלה וֶּ

ר ָימּות ב ת־ָחְליֹו ֲאשֶּ ֹואֶּ ), which he translates as (among other proposals) "moritu-

rus erat." In Koolhaas's theory, the reason why wayyiqtol does not have this 

meaning must be the close link between wayyiqtol and the tense of the pre-

ceding verb marked by his waw "Demonstrativum seu Emphaticum" men-

tioned above, which must consequently be seen as pivotal in his theory. Oth-

erwise, there would be no reason why wayyiqtols would not generally indi-

cate real future in the past or just absolute future. Schröder does not seem to 

share this point with Koolhaas. Thus, when he cites Ps 30:3 as an example 

( יָך ַוִתְרָפאֵּ  לֶּ ִניִשַּוְעִתי אֵּ ), giving the translation "clamavi ad te, et sanasti me" and 

paraphrasing the sentence as "quando clamavi, futurum fuit ut me sanares" 

(Schröder 1772, 275), we might ask how we know that the final part is "et 

sanasti" ("and you saved me") and not "and you will save me."  

Modern scholars often assume that Schröder uses the same relative ap-

proach for weqatal as for wayyiqtol. According to McFall (1982, 22), Schrö-

der explains weqatal with a claim that "the Past used for a future event was, 

in reality a relative Past tense." Similarly, Bergström (2014, 28) states on 

Schröder's theory: "Thus, the future use of weqataltí meant that the speaker 

transposed himself mentally to a future vantage point and regarded the events 

as if they were already past, albeit still future in relation to the time of 

speech." Cook (2012, 84) refers to Schröder's "relative-tense understanding" 

of both wayyiqtol and weqatal.49 However, Schröder (like Koolhaas) does 

not use the same explanation for both forms (but see Lee, Ewald, and others 

below). Rather, he explains the future meaning of weqatal by claiming that 

qatal is originally an infinitive ("ab Infinitivo non fuerit diversum") and 

hence easily takes over the sense of another verb (Schröder 1772, 270). 

 

1.1.4.2 "Relative (consecutive)," inductive and consecutive approaches 

The theory of Koolhaas and Schröder was taken over by Bellamy (1818, 

xxxvi on wayyiqtol as relative future; ib., xxxviii on weqatal taking over the 

meaning of a preceding form). Gell (1821, 76) introduced the term "waw 

inductive" ("if any peculiar appellation must be given to it"), "as it is the 

mean of leading into its verb the communicated time, &c." However, he 

                                                            
49 Cook claims that Schröder treats the waw-prefixed forms as relative, while the simple 

forms are absolute. This is not the case. 
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notes that this is really a misnomer, since the waw is merely a connective 

particle, and the meaning we give to the verb after the waw "belongs, not to 

the ו, but to the relation, whether of congruity, contrast or dependence, &c. 

which the sentences connected may bear to one another" (ib., 76). Because 

of the term "inductive," McFall (1982, 21‒26) places Gell's theory (and Bel-

lamy's) under the heading "The Waw Inductive Theory," separate from the 

"Relative Tense Theory" (attributed to Schröder). However, such a clear dis-

tinction may be unwarranted. On the one hand, "induction" from the preced-

ing verb was already part of Koolhaas's and Schröder's theories (and, as re-

gards the interpretation of the two different types of weqatal, in the theories 

of earlier scholars). On the other hand, both Bellamy and Gell use "relative" 

terminology. Gell's position is basically the same as Koolhaas's and Schrö-

der's. Yiqtol in wayyiqtol "besides having the communicated temporal power 

of the Governing Verb […] is used to express, in general, by its own proper 

power, relative futurity" (Gell 1821, 9); the "Preters" in weqatals "appear 

without any proper temporal power of their own, and are Indefinite," express-

ing "their own verbal action in the abstract with personal distinctions," to-

gether with "the communicated time of the Governing Verb" (ib., 12). 

Lee distinguishes relative from absolute use of verbs, and this is the basis 

for his view of the waw-prefixed forms. He sees no connection between pre-

fixed waw and the meaning of the form (Lee 1827, 361). In contrast to Kool-

haas and Schröder (who recognized that the meanings of wayyiqtol and 

weqatal were usually "past" and "future," respectively), Lee claims that a 

writer using wayyiqtol situates "both himself and his reader in times contem-

porary with the events of which he is treating" (ib., 350). Consequently, Lee 

translates wayyiqtol with the present tense, producing odd shifts like Gen 

1:5, "so God calls the light day; but the darkness he called night" (ib., 351; 

cf. ib., 362 on wayyiqtols introducing whole books, e.g. Lev 1:1, "so Jehovah 

CALLS to Moses, and SPEAKS"). Weqatal is accounted for by the claim 

that "the Hebrews, in common with some other nations of the East, often 

represent events, of the future occurrence of which they have no doubt, as 

having already taken place" (ib., 352). When weqatal is used after an imper-

ative, he calls the usage "emphatical" ("and thou SHALT (surely) LOVE," 

Deut 6:5; ib., 355). 

A combined "relative (consecutive)" and "inductive" approach became 

widespread in the following period. Ewald's and Driver's theories of the 

waw-prefixed forms mainly derive from this view of the system, though both 

introduced new ideas. 
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Ewald (1870, 595, n. 2) prefers the name waw "consecutivum conver-

sivum."50 For "consecutivum," he uses the German word "fortschreitend," 

calling wayyiqtol "das bezüglich-fortschreitende imperfectum" and weqatal 

"das bezüglich-fortschreitende perfectum," indicating both the relative and 

consecutive character of the forms (ib., 593 and 599). The waw is not "das 

einfache und." Rather, like German "da" or "so," it indicates more emphati-

cally that the event is a consequence or result ("folge") of a preceding event 

(ib., 593). Ewald states that the special form of the conjunction in wayyiqtol 

and the doubling of the initial consonant of the yiqtol part (waCC-) is to be 

derived from ordinary wǝ- plus the particle ָאז, and because of this origin, the 

wayyiqtol is located directly in the past (ib., 593).51 The yiqtol part of way-

yiqtol is explicitly stated to be the voluntative (jussive/cohortative), which, 

according to Ewald (1870, 594, with n. 1), already indicates "das abhängige 

und bezügliche." He describes the combined form as a form, which "eine 

werdende handlung rückwärts in die vergangenheit verlegt und hier an 

irgend einem schon gegebenen orte in ihrer nothwendigen folge só 

anknüpfen lässt dass man sie von da aus wie in ihrem werden entstehend 

sehen kann. Dies ist das von irgend einem schon gegebenen orte oder 

gedanken fortschreitende, folglich nie für sich sondern immer bezüglich 

gesezte imperfectum perfecti" (ib., 594). While this sounds much like the 

"relative (consecutive)" approach of his predecessors, Ewald's insistence that 

wayyiqtol includes a specifically voluntative form/meaning indicates that the 

picture is more complicated. Furthermore, he refers to weyiqtol as "der 

bezüglich-fortschreitende voluntativ" (ib., 602), which underlines the im-

portance of the prefixed waCC- for the meaning of wayyiqtol. 

Ewald states that there is a complete correspondence between the 

"bezüglich-fortschreitende perfectum" and the "bezüglich-fortschreitende 

imperfectum." Though he does not use the term analogical for weqatal, he 

notes that wayyiqtol "ruft […] vonselbst" weqatal "hervor" (ib., 599‒600; 

see 5.3.1). His description of the meaning of weqatal is not entirely clear 

when he claims that "das werdende sofort als ins seyn tretend gesezt wird" 

(ib., 600). This is a strange claim. The event marked by weqatal is obviously 

not restricted to the very near future, as might be imagined from this quote 

("sofort"?). Further on, Ewald states that wayyiqtol and weqatal indicate that 
                                                           
50 According to Driver (1874, 76, n. 2), the term "consecutivum" was originally used by 

Böttcher in 1827. 
51 Earlier, Ewald (1827, 539) thought that waCC- had its origin in והיה plus yiqtol, "et 

factum est, fit (ut) scriberet, woraus sich der II. m. [= yiqtol] gleich erklärt." There are 

several differences between Ewald's conception in earlier and later editions. E.g., in 1827, 

he states that wayyiqtol "keiner bestimmten Zeit angehört" (ib., 541), as opposed to the 

later view that waCC- points directly to the past. 
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"die handlung in eine neue folge tritt, nämlich das wirkliche (perf.) zum 

neuen werden und sich entwickeln (dem conseq. imperf.), das noch-

nichtseiende (imperf.) aber in der vorstellung zum wirklichen (conseq. perf.) 

fortschreitet" (ib., 839). 

Driver explains wayyiqtol in terms of the meaning of simple yiqtol (incip-

ient, ingressive, etc.). The event indicated by a wayyiqtol can be "viewed as 

stepping in" after the preceding event (Driver 1874, 75). Time reference is 

determined by the prefixed waCC-, which "connects the new event with a 

point previously assigned in the narrative: the goal at which it sets out, the 

starting-point from which it takes its origin, and to which it therefore is rel-

ative, is fixed at the termination of the action denoted by the preceding verb" 

(ib., 75). According to Driver (ib., 77), the usual meaning of the term "con-

versive" must be given up, since, from his "kind of time"-point of view, there 

is "now no longer any 'future' or 'past' to need 'conversion'."52 Wayyiqtol is 

"ingressive, emergent, or nascent" like simple yiqtol (ib., 75). Yet, the term 

"conversive" can be retained because it is "a sign admirably adapted to keep 

the thing signified separate from anything which it may superficially resem-

ble" (ib., 77). Note his statement that, while the waw "conversive" "does not 

change the meaning of the tense, it does alter the aspect under which an ac-

tion is conceived" (ib., 78). In this sentence, one must really keep the termi-

nology clear. What Driver calls "tense" is his "kind of time" (more or less 

modern aspect), while what he calls "aspect" is not aspect in the modern 

sense, but simply another word for point of view, as he explains in the fol-

lowing sentence: "it [the form with waw "conversive"] presupposes a point 

of view which demands on our part an effort of thought before it can be ap-

preciated and realised: it effects a modification sufficiently marked to render 

the retention of the old distinctive title [waw conversivum] not merely de-

fensible but desirable" (ib., 78). This "point of view" is the relative connec-

tion to the preceding verb. Driver recognizes that his theory of the waw-pre-

fixed forms is essentially the same as Ewald's ("with a little expansion"), and 

he further refers to Schröder for the same view (ib., 78).53 He acknowledges 

that it might seem strange that successive events in the past should be 

marked, not for pastness, but for their character as nascent or ingressive, but 

he ascribes this to "the mode of thought peculiar to the people," as "reflected 
                                                           
52 In this case, there clearly is a connection between an "aspectual" view of the semantics 

of the verb forms and the abandonment of the "conversive" view of the waw-perfixed 

forms. However, such a connection is not necessary. An aspectual view can be combined 

with a "conversive" conception of waw-forms. 
53 Driver (1874, 88) rejects Ewald's view that the yiqtol part of wayyiqtol is voluntative – 

the correspondence between wayyiqtol and the jussive is "one of those accidental coinci-

dences not unknown to language." 
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in their language" (ib., 79). However, he also states that due to the common 

and constant use of wayyiqtol, "it is probable that a distinct recollection of 

the exact sense of its component parts was lost, or, at any rate, receded 

greatly into the background, and that the construction was used as a whole, 

without any thought of its original meaning, simply as a form to connect 

together a series of past events into a consecutive narrative" (ib., 79).54  

Similarly, he claims that "[n]o fact about the Hebrew language is more 

evident than the practical equivalence of ויקרא and ו...קרא: these are the two 

alternative formulae which in countless passages interchange with one an-

other: the peculiar point of view which determined the selection of the con-

struction with ∙ ַו (even if then always consciously preserved) was entirely 

dropped when the verb parted company with its conjunction" (ib., 108). In 

this case, "peculiar point of view" must mean the "aspectual" meaning of 

yiqtol/wayyiqtol as opposed to qatal. 

Driver notes that weqatal is "the direct antithesis" of wayyiqtol (ib., 125). 

The meaning of the form is a product of the union of the verb with the con-

junction. He rejects the view that weqatal is to be explained as "prophetic 

perfect" and instead (like Lee and Ewald above) includes the weqatal in the 

"relative (consecutive)" approach. Wayyiqtol causes "an already completed 

action to be viewed as passing into a new phase" – similarly and conversely, 

weqatal occasions "a nascent action to be viewed as advancing to comple-

tion, as no longer remaining in suspension, but as being (so to say) precipi-

tated" (ib., 128). Thus, the central meaning of qatal ("completion") is pre-

served in weqatal, but this must be understood relative to the preceding verb: 

"An action described by this construction is regarded, it is true, as completed, 

but only with reference to the preceding verb, only so far as the preceding 

action necessitates or permits" (ib., 130). On the one hand, Driver states that 

weqatal takes over the shade of meaning of the "dominant" verb, passing 

"under the sway of the verb to which it is connected" (ib., 130). This is clearly 

the reason for Cook's claim (2012, 92) that Driver used a waw "inductive" 

theory to explain weqatal. On the other hand, however, as indicated by the 

quotes above, Driver presupposes the meaning of simple qatal in weqatal, 

further illustrated by his "literal" translation of  פן, למען, אם, אולי, למה, איך יבא

 as "lest, that, if he come – then or so (i.e. upon the supposition that the והכני

first statement is realised) – has or (as our idiom would prefer on account of 

the condition implied) had he smitten me" (1874, 131). He also refers to the 

waw in this construction as waw "relativum," and the whole construction as 

                                                           
54 Cf. the third edition of the book (Driver 1892, 94): the use of wayyiqtol in historical 

books, "times without number, renders it inconceivable that it should have suggested any-

thing except the idea of a fact done." 
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"relatively-progressive perfect" (cf. Ewald's "bezüglich-fortschreitend") (ib., 

132). Sometimes, however, the connection to a preceding verb is lost: "[…] 

the perfect with waw, from constant association with a preceding imperfect, 

became so completely invested with the properties of the latter that, though 

not originally belonging to it but only aquired, it still continued to retain and 

exhibit them, even when that in which they had their proper seat was no 

longer itself present" (ib., 152‒153). 

GKC presents a "relative (consecutive)" approach of the type that claims 

that both waw-prefixed forms preserve the meaning of the simple forms. 

Wayyiqtol may represent everything which follows "from the idea of the im-

perfect" (ib., 328, §111n). Similarly on weqatal: "even the perfect consecu-

tive originally represents a finally completed action, &c." (ib., 330‒331, 

§112b, n. 2).55 

 

1.1.4.3 The historical-comparative approach 

New ways of dealing with the waw-prefixed forms (and the verb forms in 

general) became possible by the use of input from the expanding field of 

historical-comparative Semitic linguistics from the second half of the nine-

teenth century. The modern discoveries of Akkadian, Amarna-Canaanite, 

and Ugaritic – as well as the continued investigation of the Semitic languages 

that had been known all along – shed new light on many aspects of the HVS 

(for a comprehensive overview, see Cook 2012, 93–120). Though some 

scholars in the earliest period of historical-comparative research on the Se-

mitic verbs seem to have been preoccupied with the (in retrospect) rather 

pointless discussion about the "oldest verb form" or with variants of the 

"Mischsprache"-theory, valuable insights have been gained, without which 

no satisfactory explanation of the problems can be given.56 

                                                           
55 Cf. also, e.g., Brockelmann 1956, 39–45. 
56 According to Haupt (1878, 246), the "Assyrian Present (iqátal) [= iparras] and the 

Ethiopic Imperfect (yĕqátĕl) [= yǝqattǝl]" are "the oldest verbal forms of the Semitic fam-

ily of speech." Bauer (1910, 8), on the other hand, argued for the "Ursprünglichkeit des 

Imperfekts [in the form yaqtul]," while G. R. Driver gave priority to the predecessor of 

Hebrew qatal, viz. qati/ul (Driver 1936, 25ff.). The reasons adduced for the various views 

often betray a naïve belief that the origin of the Semitic languages coincides with the 

origin of language as such. Driver argues that it would be "a priori likely that primitive 

man would be occupied rather with the present than with past events" (ib., 28). A corollary 

of the assumption of an "original verb form" is that this form must have had universal 

meaning (e.g. Bauer 1910, 10). On these questions, cf. McFall 1982, 120–121, and the 

criticism of this approach by Andersen (2000, 19 and 26). On the theory that Hebrew is a 

"Mischsprache" combining Eastern and Western verb forms and meaning, see G. R. 

Driver 1969. Similar views were expressed by Knudtzon, Bauer, and others. Cf. McFall's 

criticism (1982, 141). There is no reason to suppose that the HVS is the result of a special 
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The most solid result of the comparative approach for the present question 

must be the realization that the yiqtol part of wayyiqtol is not the same as 

simple yiqtol (see 5.1). It has become clear that the "conversion" implied in 

the term waw conversive never happened, diachronically speaking, in the 

sense that a single verb form shifted from one meaning to another. Yet, syn-

chronically, there is a "conversion" between simple yiqtol and wayyiqtol 

since they derive from two different forms with opposite meanings, yiqtol 

from a non-anterior (or present-future or imperfective, depending on theo-

retical outlook) form and wayyiqtol from an anterior (or past or perfective) 

form. Most modern scholars seem to share a view along these lines, in con-

trast to the views presented in 1.1.4.2 (cf. Holst 2008, 48). However, some 

disagree.  

Robar (2013; 2014, 78ff.) ignores the comparative evidence and argues 

that wayyiqtol is some type of narrative present. Hatav (2004, 494) assumes 

that, synchronically, "the base verb in wayyiqtol is the regular form yiqtol" – 

without considering the evidence to the contrary. Furuli (2005, 117) claims 

that there is no such evidence. Niccacci (1990, 164) highlights the strictly 

synchronic character of his work, arguing that "even if the problem [i.e., how 

to derive the waw-prefixed forms from earlier forms] had been solved the 

need for checking whether in practice the use of verb forms at the synchronic 

level corresponds to their origin as established diachronically would remain" 

(cf. Saussure's famous distinction [1995, 117] between synchrony and dia-

chrony and the necessity of disregarding the latter when describing the state 

of a given language). Clearly, we have to describe the functioning of the 

HVS by examining actual Hebrew usage, yet it would be a mistake not to 

consider all the available information, including insights gained from com-

parative-historical research. If the purpose is to give a comprehensive view 

of the HVS, including its origins, and to explain the system, rather than 

merely describe it, the results achieved in this field cannot be ignored. 

Bauer (1910, 39) proposed the term "waw conservativum" rather than 

"conversivum" or "consecutivum" because – in his view – both wayyiqtol 

and weqatal preserve earlier meanings of the forms while the simple forms 

underwent semantic shifts. This terminology fits wayyiqtol well (though 

Bauer erroneously thought the "original" verb form was "zeitlos," cf. n. 56 

above). In contrast, the claim (ib., 30) that the waw in weqatal is a "waw 

                                                           

mixture or borrowing of some kind as opposed to the general diachronic evolution that is 

evident in other languages. As McFall observes, if Hebrew is a "Mischsprache," we would 

have to claim the same for Ethiopic, Ugaritic and many other languages (cf. Anttila 1972, 

177: "Since all languages are mixed, the notion 'mixed language' is not very useful in 

classification"). 
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conservativum" is unfounded. This was noted by Fenton (1969, 39), who 

argued that "waw conservativum" should be reserved for wayyiqtol, while 

weqatal should be called "waw analogicum."57 In fact, Fenton does not pro-

pose an analogical explanation as such for the existence of weqatal. He states 

that the "wāw in wāw+qātal used of the future is irrelevant to the future sig-

nification of the construction" (ib., 37). Only the "pervasive use" of the con-

struction and specifically the use of weqatal to indicate continuous or habit-

ual action in the past are covered by the analogical explanation (ib., 39).58 

However, many other scholars (also before Fenton), have perceived weqatal 

in analogical terms: the form acquires a meaning that is more or less the 

opposite of the one associated with simple qatal, through analogy with the 

interchange between qatal and wayyiqtol. Ewald and Driver both saw some 

kind of analogy at work in the development of weqatal, although (like Fen-

ton) they also thought that the meaning of simple qatal was preserved in the 

waw-prefixed form. Other scholars stress the "conversive" result of the ana-

logical development, though the starting point for the analogy may be found 

in an earlier (non-temporal, stative) meaning of qatal (on which, see 5.3), cf. 

Bergsträsser 1929, 14, §3g. Birkeland (1940, 74) includes the stress shift in 

weqataltí in his analogical explanation, while other versions of the analogical 

approach are presented by Blake (1944) and Hetzron (1969) among others 

(for further discussion, see 5.3.1‒2).  

Important work has been done on non-Hebrew material that might eluci-

date the background of weqatal (Smith 1991). Yet, widespread disagreement 

remains on weqatal, as opposed to the relative consensus on the background 

of wayyiqtol. In Bauer's view (1910, 28), weqatal constitutes the most diffi-

cult question in Hebrew syntax. However, several undecided questions re-

main concerning wayyiqtol as well (waCC- and the stress shift attested in 

wayyiqtol, the connection between wayyiqtol and the jussive and between 

qatal and wayyiqtol, etc.). Ch. 3 and ch. 5 treat several questions related to 

the functioning and origins of the consecutive forms in detail. 

 

1.2 Tense, aspect, and mood 

Terms like aspect, tense, modality, relative tense, and absolute tense do not 

always signify the same thing when used by different scholars. Hence, before 

proceeding, some terminological clarification is needed. 

                                                           
57 Like Bauer, Fenton thought that wayyiqtol is "omnitemporal" (1969, 33). 
58 In Fenton's view, the use of weqatal as past habitual etc. is much stranger than its use 

as a future tense. However, both meanings can be subsumed under the general category 

of non-anteriority (3.1). 
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It is important to distinguish between semantic content and grammatical 

expression of such content. All languages can express modal, temporal, and 

aspectual meaning. The question is how they do it (adverbs, particles, af-

fixes, word order, etc.) and whether the marking of such meaning is an ob-

ligatory part of the grammatical system. E.g., a language with no tense forms 

may mark temporal information through adverbs that situate an event at a 

specific time. Deo (2012, 155) remarks on tense and aspect: "As morpholog-

ical categories, they refer to grammaticalized, obligatorily encoded distinc-

tions that express temporal properties of situations. As abstract semantic cat-

egories, they refer to temporal properties that may or may not have a mor-

phological reflex in a given language." If we call a language "aspectual," this 

implies something more than mere capability to express aspect in some way. 

It specifically means that the language in question obligatorily encodes as-

pect grammatically.59 As Binnick (1991, 127) remarks, the major difference 

between languages is not whether they are able to make certain distinctions, 

but whether "they require the speaker to do so." 

The terminology for distinguishing between the semantic content and the 

grammatical expression is not always clear. "Mood" often indicates a mor-

phological form that grammaticalizes the semantic content of modality (e.g. 

Binnick 1991, 73), though some scholars use the words differently (e.g. 

Trask 1999, 125–127). Similarly, "tense" refers to the grammaticalization of 

temporal relationships (temporality; cf. Cook 2012, 256). However, the sit-

uation is less simple with the term "aspect," which seems to be used as a 

designation for the grammatical forms as well as the semantic category. 

Comrie (2001, 6–7, with n. 4) notes that the term "Aktionsart" might be used 

for the semantic category, but this word has other uses too (1.2.2). Some 

scholars use the word "aspectuality" to refer to the semantic category (Mair 

2012, 803) but it is perhaps better to note that aspect – like tense – refers to 

temporal relationships (temporality), tense and aspect being two different 

ways of grammaticalizing notions related to time. 

 

1.2.1 Mood/modality 

Modality is a category of meaning that has to do with the opinion or attitude 

of the speaker (Palmer 1986, 2) or with the "status" of a proposition (Palmer 

2001, 1). Other notions such as subjectivity, non-factivity or non-factuality, 

non-assertion, possibility and necessity, etc. are often added (Palmer 1986, 

4), yet the definition remains vague. Indeed, Bybee, Perkins, and Pagliuca 

                                                           
59 Cf. Filip (2012, 726): "Not all languages have grammatical aspect, but certainly all 

have some means of expressing the semantic notions carried by perfective/imperfective 

verbs or verb forms, as in Modern Greek or Slavic languages, for instance." 
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(1994, 176) note that "modality notions range far beyond what is included in 

this definition [= 'speakers' (subjective) attitudes and opinions'] […] it may 

be impossible to come up with a succinct characterization of the notional 

domain of modality and the part of it that is expressed grammatically" (cf. 

Cook 2012, 54 and 233). 

Different subdivisions of the category have been proposed. Lyons (1968, 

307‒308) introduces three "scales" of modality in declarative sentences, the 

first concerning "wish" and "intention," the second "necessity" and "obliga-

tion," the third "certainty" and "possibility." A more widespread terminology 

is the distinction between epistemic and deontic modality as the two basic 

types of modality, to which a third type, dynamic, is often added (see Palmer 

1986, 11‒12). Epistemic modality has to do with "the degree of commitment 

by the speaker to what he says" (ib., 51), with "belief, knowledge, truth, etc. 

in relation to proposition" (ib., 96), while deontic modality is "concerned 

with action, by others and by the speaker himself," containing an element of 

will (ib.). The third category, "dynamic," has to do with ability and disposi-

tion (as in "John can speak Italian") (ib., 102). Each of the main types is 

divided into subcategories with specific meanings and may include a grading 

into stronger and weaker degrees (ib., 98).60 Bybee, Perkins, and Pagliuca 

(1994, 177) distinguish between agent-oriented, speaker-oriented, epistemic, 

and subordinating modality, each with further subdivisions.  

However, when discussing the basic character of the HVS, the attempts to 

divide the categories into fine shades of meaning (with differing terminology 

used by different scholars) is not particularly relevant. The move in the op-

posite direction is more interesting, viz. the attempt to subsume all types of 

modality under two main headings, typically called realis and irrealis,61 or 

simply non-modal/indicative and modal, as is often done in studies of the 

HVS. 

While mood and modality are more clearly distinguishable from tense and 

aspect than the latter categories are from each other (since both tense and 

aspect have to do with time), time does have a connection with modality as 

well. Cook (2012, 46) refers to the view that "modality has to do with the 

temporal existence of an event – whether it exists at a particular time, has no 

existence, has potential existence, etc." Conversely, Lyons (1977, 820) sug-

                                                           
60 For a different categorization, see Palmer 2001, 8‒10 (propositional modality vs. event 

modality, the former including epistemic and evidential modality, the latter deontic and 

dynamic modality). 
61 Cf. Cook 2012, 53–54. In the second edition of Palmer's book (2001, 1), the realis/ir-

realis distinction plays a prominent role, in contrast to the first edition. 
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gests that tense in some languages, if not all, is in fact "more properly re-

garded as the grammaticalization of epistemic modality." Hence, the "pre-

sent tense" would be the product of "non-remoteness ('now') and factivity," 

the "past tense" of "remoteness and factivity," and the "future tense" of "non-

remoteness and non-factivity." However, Palmer (1986, 12) notes that most 

languages do distinguish tense from modality. Still, there is some overlap 

between the two categories. 

In fact, scholars have noted specific reasons to see a connection between 

moods (or other ways of indicating modality) and tenses. E.g., Bybee, Per-

kins and Pagliuca (1994, 280) note that "the central functions in future grams 

[gram = grammatical morpheme] are intention and prediction. It follows 

from this that future is less a temporal category and more a category resem-

bling agent-oriented and epistemic modality, with important temporal impli-

cations" (cf. Bhat 1999, 176). It is true that markers of future reference may 

derive diachronically from modal expressions of will or desire (like English 

"will"). However, the grammaticalization process may reach a point where 

"the so-called future tense in English makes a clear prediction about some 

future state of affairs, and is in this way clearly distinct from modal construc-

tions that make reference to alternative worlds" (Comrie 2006, 44‒45; cf. 

Cook 2012, 75). 

In a similar vein, there is an oft-noted connection between past tense forms 

of various type and irrealis/counterfactual modality. Cook (2012, 250) refers 

to the "past-irrealis metaphor" ("that which is temporally removed from the 

speaker's present is irrealis").62 Palmer (1986, 210ff.; cf. 2001, 207ff.) notes 

the connection but finds no explanatory power in the suggestions made by 

various scholars. A variant of the same usage is polite use of past tense forms, 

e.g. the "politeness imparfait" in French, which, according to Caudal (2012, 

275), allows the speaker to "attenuate her statement by relegating the de-

scribed event into the past." Similar usage exists in other languages. 

 

1.2.2 Aspect  

The meaning associated with the category of aspect has to do with temporal-

ity. Unlike tense, however, aspect does not locate an event or situation in 

relation to some other time. Rather, according to a widely cited standard def-

inition, "aspects are different ways of viewing the internal temporal constit-

uency of a situation" (Comrie 2001, 3). 

                                                           
62 "Irrealis" in the sense of counterfactuality may be problematic in light of the use of the 

word as part of the general realis/irrealis distinction (cf. Palmer 2001, 203). Elsewhere, 

Cook uses irrealis as a designation for modal yiqtol and weqatal, cf. 3.6. 
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The type of aspect described with this definition is called "viewpoint as-

pect" (cf. "ways of viewing") or often simply "aspect." However, as noted in 

1.1.3.1, "aspect" has been used with other meanings and other terms have 

been used for the same or a similarly defined category. Comrie (2001, 6, n. 

3) makes the important observation that there is "a tendency, once aspect has 

been distinguished from tense, to refer to all verbal categories that are neither 

tense nor mood as aspect." Thus, if Ewald specifically rejects absolute tense, 

the assumption is that his approach must be aspectual. However, as illus-

trated above, this is not necessarily the case. The variety of terminology and 

approaches makes it difficult to be sure of the meaning intended by scholars 

using "aspect" in relation to the HVS (cf. Dimitrova-Vulchanova, 2012, 943, 

on the "proliferation of ideas, frameworks, formats, and terminology" in as-

pectual studies in general). 

Viewpoint aspect is also referred to as grammatical aspect. This type of 

aspect is distinguished from lexical/semantic aspect, though the two types 

may interact in various ways. The latter type has to do with aspectual dis-

tinctions inherent in the lexical meaning of the verb and is referred to in many 

different ways, other terms being event structure, situational aspect, Vendler-

ian aspect, inner aspect, eventuality type, Aktionsart (see Richardson 2012, 

962). Particularly the use of Aktionsart as a term for aspect as such may cre-

ate confusion. Cook (2012, 19) helpfully provides a list of different termi-

nologies and argues for a division into three types of aspect, distinguishing 

between situation aspect and phasal aspect in addition to viewpoint aspect. 

Situation aspect describes situations as states, activities, accomplishments, 

or achievements, which differ according to parameters such as the presence 

of an inherent endpoint (telicity) and different stages in the situation.63 Phasal 

aspect refers to "alterations to one or another of the phases of development 

through which a situation progresses," such as inchoative, completive, itera-

tive, etc. (ib., 25). 

On viewpoint aspect, Cook notes that "[a]s metalinguistic categories, per-

fective and imperfective viewpoint aspect may be illustrated in any number 

of languages" (ib., 27, n. 24).64 Accordingly, viewpoint aspect is not "gram-

matical aspect" in the sense that it is necessarily grammaticalized by way of 

                                                           
63 This four-way distinction (Vendler 1957) is based on observations going back to Aris-

totle. Scholars have proposed different orderings of these situation aspects, with partially 

diverging terminologies (Cook, 2012, 20ff.). 
64 Both viewpoint aspect and situation aspect may be marked grammatically outside of 

the verbal system in various languages. Some languages mark aspectual meanings 

through their case system (Richardson 2012). In Finnish, e.g., the choice between accu-

sative and partitive objects indicates an aspectual contrast (resultative vs. irresulta-

tive/progressive, cf. Karlsson 1999, 85–87). 
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specific aspectual markers. Similarly, it has been pointed out that "lexical 

aspect" is a misnomer, at least if the aspectual meaning is understood as be-

ing inherent in the lexical meaning of the verb alone, since other parts of 

speech clearly contribute to the aspectual character of the sentence (de Swart 

2012, 754; Verkuyl 1972). E.g., the different objects in "he ate apples" and 

"he ate the apples/an apple/the apple" lead to different aspectual meanings. 

In terms of situational aspect, the former is an atelic activity, while the latter 

is a telic accomplishment. 

The discussion of aspect in the HVS is primarily concerned with view-

point aspect. Accordingly, we must look closer at the definiton of this type 

of aspect and its two subcategories perfective and imperfective. What is 

meant by "different ways of viewing the internal temporal constituency of a 

situation"? Comrie (2001, 3) uses the sentence "John was reading when I 

entered" and its equivalents in Russian and three Romance languages as il-

lustration. The second verb ("entered" and its equivalents) represents a "sin-

gle unanalysable whole, with beginning, middle, and end rolled into one," 

with no reference to the "internal temporal constituency." This is perfective 

meaning. If a language has a specific verb form to indicate such meaning, 

the form is a perfective aspect form. The first verb in the sentence ("was 

reading" and its equivalents), on the other hand, refers to the "internal tem-

poral constituency" and not to the beginning or end of the situation. This is 

imperfective meaning, and verb forms that mark this meaning are imperfec-

tive aspect forms (ib., 4). Comrie states that the perfective looks at the situ-

ation from the outside and the imperfective from the inside. Other ways of 

describing the difference between perfective and imperfective include 

bounded vs. non-bounded, or packaged and unpackaged (Richardson 2012, 

963; cf. Cook 2012, 27). 

Comrie (2001, 21) notes that the perfective does not explicitly deny any 

internal structure of the situation. A situation may well be "internally com-

plex" (having duration or internal phases), yet be referred to in the perfective, 

"provided only that the whole of the situation is subsumed as a single whole." 

The fact that the perfective merely has to do with lack of explicit reference 

to internal structure while the imperfective explicitly refers to such structure 

may explain why the imperfective can be subdivided into different aspectual 

categories. Some of these have separate grammatical forms in some lan-

guages, while other languages subsume them all in a single category (ib., 

24).65 Comrie makes a primary distinction between habitual and continuous 

                                                           
65 The English distinction between Progressive ("be …-ing") and Non-Progressive is not 

always equivalent to the imperfective/perfective distinction found in other languages (ib., 
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and a secondary division of the latter category into non-progressive and pro-

gressive, as a representation of the most typical subdivisions of the imperfect 

(ib., 25).66 

The perfective/imperfective distinction is not objective. A speaker merely 

presents a situation as complete or incomplete and it is possible to refer to 

the same situation by both aspects in consecutive sentences without contra-

dicting oneself (ib., 4).67 Likewise, viewpoint aspect does not depend on in-

herent aspectual meaning (situation aspect). E.g., a speaker may express the 

sentences referred to above ("he ate apples" and "he ate the apples") in either 

viewpoint aspect, presenting the situation as complete or incomplete. 

The distinction between "complete" and "completed" is important. The 

latter term "puts too much emphasis on the termination of the situation" (ib., 

18), i.e. on something that has more to do with tense than with aspect. The 

term "complete," to reiterate, merely signifies a view of the situation as a 

single whole. Though the two words are often used indiscriminately, the dis-

tinction must be kept in mind, especially when trying to decide whether the 

Hebrew verb forms primarily express aspect or something else. Perceiving 

Ewald's theory as aspectual also hinges on a failure to realize that he proba-

bly did mean "completed" (and not "complete") when he used the terms "vol-

lendet" and "Perfectum" (cf. 1.1.2). 

Aspect is distinct from tense in the sense that it does not locate a situation 

in time but refers to the internal temporal characteristics of the situation. Yet, 

the two categories are connected in various ways. As Comrie remarks (2001, 

72), the present tense is typically imperfective since a present situation is 

most often in progress, while the past is typically interpreted as having per-

fective meaning.68 Since imperfective situations in the past are far from im-

possible, however, a specific aspectual distinction between perfective and 

imperfective is most frequently needed when referring to the past. Conse-

quently, many languages have separate aspectual forms in the past tense only 

(cf. Deo 2012, 160). Similarly, in languages without grammatical tense, there 

is a clear tendency for sentences to be interpreted by default as having either 

                                                           

3–4, n. 3). Though the progressive can be described as a specific subcategory of imper-

fective aspect, the English Progressive has a wider range of meanings than progressive 

forms in many other languages (ib., 33). 
66 According to some scholars, habituality is a kind of modality (Palmer 2001, 179). 
67 The example is "John read that book yesterday; while he was reading it, the postman 

came." 
68 In Russian and other Slavic languages, what is formally the perfective present is a per-

fective future. Imperfective meaning in the future is marked by a periphrastic construction 

(cf. Comrie 2001, 66–67). 
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past or present reference, depending on their perfective or imperfective 

meaning, respectively (Comrie 2001, 82‒83).69 

The terms for the two basic aspects are liable to be confused with other 

terms. The imperfective should be kept distinct from specific verb forms 

called Imperfect(um) or similarly in various languages, such as Latin and the 

Romance languages. These forms are specifically past imperfective forms, 

and though there is a connection, the distinction should be observed.70 Sim-

ilarly (and this relates to the distinction between "complete" and "completed" 

already mentioned), some languages have a form traditionally called Per-

fect(um), as in Latin, and there is also a semantic category called perfect or 

present perfect ("I have done"). The Latin Perfect corresponds to English 

present perfect and simple past tense (where it can be described as perfective 

aspect in opposition to the past imperfective Imperfect). Should we describe 

the present perfect (and past perfect etc.) in (viewpoint) aspectual terms or 

in terms of (relative) tense? Though Comrie (ib., 52) admits that it is an as-

pect "in a rather different sense from the other aspects treated so far," he 

finds it more "convenient" to treat it as an aspect because of the traditional 

terminology. In contrast, other scholars have claimed that it is impossible to 

fit a third aspect into the opposition between perfective and imperfective.71 I 

treat the perfect as a relative tense (1.2.3). 

The Slavic languages are often presented as typical aspectual languages. 

To be sure, the distinction between perfective and imperfective viewpoint 

aspect is a dominating factor in their verbal systems, yet their "typicality" 

may be questioned. In general, perfective forms are marked by prefixes, and, 

conversely, imperfective forms can be derived from perfective forms by suf-

fixes. The prefixes originally carried distinct meanings, being in origin prep-

ositions or adverbs contributing the same kind of meaning as in English 

"drink up" etc. (Comrie 2001, 89–90). Thus, this system was originally one 
                                                           
69 However, see below on tenseless languages. Situation aspect is important too. States 

and dynamic activities are typically interpreted with present reference while achieve-

ments and accomplishments are typically interpreted as past, as illustrated for Chinese by 

Lin (2012, 681). 
70 Some scholars do not consider the Romance Imperfect an aspect (de Swart 2012, 769). 

Gvozdanović (2012, 791) notes that Bulgarian has the perfective/imperfective opposition 

as well as an opposition similar to Romance Passé Simple/Imparfait. This would tend to 

support the view that the distinction in Romance should not be described in terms of as-

pect but rather tense (Bulgarian and, to a lesser degree, other Slavic languages preserve 

the distinction between Aorist and Imperfect from Old Church Slavonic; cf. Comrie 2001, 

31). 
71 Rix 1977, 137: "Doch sind die Aspekte perfektiv und imperfektiv kontradiktorische 

Gegensätze, wie die modernen slavischen Sprachen zeigen; einen dritten Aspekt kann es 

gar nicht geben. Bezüglich des Aspektes ist das Perfekt einfach imperfektiv." 
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of situation aspect, which evolved in a system that already had a (viewpoint) 

aspectual distinction between Aorist and Imperfective (as in Old Church Sla-

vonic, Ancient Greek, and other Indo-European languages). Some Slavic 

languages have preserved both distinctions (n. 70 above) whereas languages 

such as Russian have lost the older distinction. What was originally a dis-

tinction of lexical/situation aspect "has taken up the job of conveying the 

aspectual contrast perfective vs. imperfective […] However, since the origi-

nally actional meaning is not obliterated, the combined result is a syncretic 

system, where actional and aspectual meanings are inextricably intertwined" 

(Bertinetto and Lenci 2012, 874; cf. Binnick 1991, 137). 

Gvozdanović (2012, 785 and 790) further remarks that the perfective/im-

perfective distinction in Slavic is far from uniform. By comparing transla-

tions of the same texts, she shows that the use of the perfective is most fre-

quent in Western Slavic. Thus, the precise semantics of the categories differ, 

even among closely related languages. On a general level, however, it is ev-

ident that in these languages (and others with similar systems, like the Baltic 

languages, Georgian, etc.) "aspect is clearly distinct as a morphological cat-

egory from the other morphological categories in the verb" (Comrie 2001, 

94). The distinction is an obligatory feature that pervades the entire verbal 

system. Past and future (but not present) tense as well as infinitives and im-

peratives (and some PTCs) occur in contrasting aspectual pairs.  

A partially similar, but also more complex, situation obtains in Ancient 

Greek (and other Indo-European languages with a similar system, e.g. Clas-

sical Armenian). Here a perfective/imperfective opposition is expressed in 

the distinction between the aorist stem and the imperfect/present stem but in 

contrast to Slavic, the forms are less clearly analyzable into separate markers 

of aspect, tense, modality, voice, etc. As in Slavic, the Greek distinction not 

only concerns the finite forms, but also extends to the infinitive and PTCs, 

as well as the imperative, subjunctive etc. As Comrie remarks (ib., 94–98), 

in languages without verbal morphology it might be a straightforward task 

to isolate aspectual markers since they typically occur as separate particles,72 

and in languages like Slavic and Greek (Modern Greek to a higher degree 

than Ancient Greek) it is also possible to separate aspectual markers from 

markers of tense and other categories. However, in languages with verbal 

morphology but only one central opposition (as in Semitic in general) it is 

far more difficult to decide whether the relevant category is really aspect or 

something else. 

 

                                                           
72 However, in many cases, the precise classification of such markers as aspectual or (rel-

ative) temporal may be open to debate. 
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1.2.3 Tense/temporality 

Tense is the grammaticalization of temporality, in the sense of location in 

time (cf. Comrie 2006, 9). In relation to the HVS, the interesting thing is the 

way verb forms indicate such reference to temporal location and this is usu-

ally what is meant by the word tense. Indeed, tense is often seen as a purely 

verbal phenomenon. As Ibn Ezra noted, you cannot make a "past" or "future" 

out of the word "house."73 In the most typical instances, tense markers are 

bound morphemes on verbs (i.e. verbal tense forms), particles in connection 

with verbs, or auxiliary verbs. However, some languages mark tense distinc-

tions on other parts of speech (e.g. the two variants of the definite article in 

Somali; cf. Orwin 1995, 43; Lecarme 2012).74 

It might be helpful to reiterate the importance of the distinction between 

tense and lexical/contextual indications of time. All languages can refer to 

location in time. However, some languages do not possess specific grammat-

ical forms for this purpose, in contrast to tensed languages, which obligato-

rily require "the presence of a morpheme that locates a situation in time 

whether or not similar temporal information is conveyed by other temporal 

expressions" (Lin 2012, 670). 

The seemingly basic distinction between past, present, and future is far 

from universal even in tensed languages. Many languages make a past vs. 

non-past distinction, while some distinguish future and non-future. Some 

languages have separate forms for degrees of remoteness, e.g. "hodiernal" 

vs. "hesternal" past ("today" vs. "yesterday"), or a "crastinal" future ("tomor-

row"). Generally, remoteness distinctions are most widespread in the past 

(Comrie 2006, 85).75 

Tenseless languages have been the subject of debate, with some scholars 

defending tensed interpretations of languages that other scholars claim are 

tenseless.76 However, regardless of the classification of specific languages, 
                                                           
73 See Patón 2002, 82*: לא תוכל לעשות מן בית עבר או עתיד. 
74 All languages may express similar notions by lexical means ("ex-president"; "bride-to-

be"). Maori provides an example of temporally distinct locative prepositions (Harlow 

2007, 146). 
75 Note Cook's statement (2012, 2) that Priscian's analysis of Greek and Latin "became 

the model for subsequent European relative-tense theories, the hallmark of which was 

their distinction of verb forms in terms of their relative temporal distance." While Priscian 

did refer to relative temporal distance, this is clearly not the hallmark of what is usually 

referred to as relative-tense theory (which has to do with the relative location in time and 

not the degree of remoteness). 
76 On West Greenlandic/Kalallisut, see Bittner 2005 vs. Fortescue 1984. On Burmese, cf. 

Comrie (2006, 50–51) vs. Gärtner 2005. If a language has no obligatory marking of any-

thing like tense or aspect, a tenseless (and aspectless) interpretation is more straightfor-

ward, e.g. in Indonesian (Sneddon 1996, 197; however, several non-obligatory particles 
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there is no reason to suppose that the phenomenon of tenselessness does not 

exist. Hence, we cannot rule out a tenseless interpretation of the HVS a pri-

ori. However, it is necessary to take into account the huge typological differ-

ence between Hebrew and other Semitic languages on the one hand and the 

most obvious candidates for tenselessness on the other hand. Highly poly-

synthetic West Greenlandic is obviously very difficult to compare directly to 

Hebrew and so are the analytic systems of other proposed tenseless lan-

guages like Chinese and Indonesian without verbal morphology of the type 

found in Hebrew. 

When describing tense, it is necessary to distinguish between absolute and 

relative tense (taxis). Though Reichenbach does not use these terms, his anal-

ysis has had a profound influence on all later approaches to the question. He 

notes that if only the "point of speech" (the time of speech) and the "point of 

the event" are included in the analysis, only three tenses are possible (before, 

at, or after the point of speech) while in reality the number of tenses is 

greater. Hence, we need a "point of reference" in addition to the two other 

points (Reichenbach 1947, 288). In the simple tenses (what may be referred 

to as absolute tense), the point of the event and the point of reference are 

simultaneous. In the simple past, both are before the point of speech, in the 

simple present they are simultaneous with the point of speech, and in the 

simple future they are after the point of speech (ib., 289). Reichenbach uses 

a formal system of notation with S (point of speech), R (reference), and E 

(event). The signs " , " and " – " are used for indicating simultaneousness and 

non-simultaneousness, respectively. The past is to the left and the future to 

the right. Thus, the simple tenses are E, R – S (simple past; E and R are both 

located to the left of S, with which they are not simultaneous, i.e., they are 

in the past); S, R, E (simple present); S – R, E (simple future) (ib., 297).77 

When R and E do not coincide (i.e. relative tense), Reichenbach adds "ante-

rior" (when E precedes R) or "posterior" (when E follows R) to the terms 

past, present, and future (the latter terms referring to the position of R relative 

to S). The traditional past perfect is "anterior past," the present perfect is 

"anterior present," the future in the past is "posterior past," the future perfect 

is "anterior future," etc. (ib., 297). In formal terms, two of the tenses have 

several possible notations, since the position of E relative to S is irrelevant 

                                                           

mark temporal/aspectual distinctions). On tenseless vs. tensed approaches to Chinese, see 

Lin 2012, 671 and 688–691. 
77 Reichenbach first refers to the simple future as having the point of reference at the point 

of speech (S, R – E; ib., 290, 293, and 295). Later he calls this constellation "posterior 

present" while reserving "simple future" for cases where the point of reference as well as 

the point of the event are after the point of speech (S – R, E; ib., 297). 
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in these cases. Thus, the posterior past ("he said that it would happen") might 

refer to an event that happened between R and S, at S, or after it. Similarly, 

the anterior future ("by tomorrow he will have done it") does not explicitly 

indicate whether the actual doing happens before, at, or after S. The notations 

for the non-simple tenses are as follows: E – R – S (anterior past); R – E – S 

or R – S, E or R – S – E (posterior past); E – S, R (anterior present); S, R – 

E (posterior present); S – E – R or S, E – R or E – S – R (anterior future); S 

– R – E (posterior future) (ib., 297).78 

Especially the triple notation of certain tenses and the impossibility of not-

ing multiple reference points have led to revisions of Reichenbach's ap-

proach (see Cook 2012, 10–18). 

Comrie (2006, 6) points out that, in a sense, "all time location is relative, 

there being no absolutely specified points."79 He states that "strictly speak-

ing, absolute time reference is impossible, since the only way of locating a 

situation in time is relative to some other already established time point; the 

present moment is in principle just one of an infinite number of such time 

points that could be chosen as reference point" (ib., 36). Rather, absolute 

tense in the strict sense would seem to require separate tense forms for no-

tions such as doing something "at 7:04 p.m., May 3, 1962 AD" and every 

other absolute point in time, which is, of course, not a viable option for a 

language used in real communication. Yet, in established usage, tense is ab-

solute when it relates to the present time, i.e. the moment of speech, and it is 

relative when it does not relate explicitly to the present time. However, "one 

of the possible deictic centres for a relative tense is the present moment, es-

pecially when the context does not suggest any other reference point" (ib., 

22; cf. ib., 58: "The difference between absolute and relative tense is not that 

                                                           
78 The posterior present is a future tense with reference to present time. Reichenbach's 

example is "Now I shall go," as opposed to simple future "I shall go tomorrow." A better 

example for the posterior present might be "I am about to go" or similar. The posterior 

future is a future relative to a future reference. The examples given are "I shall be going 

to see him" and the Latin periphrastic construction "abiturus ero." Note that Reichenbach 

does not use the term aspect explicitly in his analysis, but operates with an "additional 

indication […] concerning the time extension of the event," when describing the English 

progressive forms (ib., 290). He shows this by placing a rectangle representing E above 

R on a time line, indicating that R is included in E (which, in this case, is not a "point"). 

The distinction between perfective and imperfective aspect may be decribed in such terms 

of inclusion: in the imperfective aspect, R is included in E; in the perfective aspect, E is 

included in R. 
79 It bears repeating that the word "relative" is used in a related, yet distinct way in some 

theories of the Hebrew consecutive forms discussed in 1.1.4.1‒2. Interpreting the seman-

tics of the HVS in terms of relative tense does not entail the view that the yiqtol in way-

yiqtol is a future relative to the preceding verb. 
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between the present moment versus some other point in time as reference 

point, but rather between a form whose meaning specifies the present mo-

ment as reference point and a form whose meaning does not specify that the 

present moment must be its reference point").80  

The major difference between Reichenbach and Comrie is that Comrie 

does not posit a separate R in the absolute tenses; rather, these tenses simply 

include as part of their meaning the present moment as deictic centre (ib., 

36). In formal terms: E simul S (present); E before S (past); E after S (future) 

(ib., 123). The relative tenses are formalized as E simul/before/after R (rela-

tive present/past/future) (ib., 124–125). 

Comrie mentions the English non-finite verb forms as typical relative 

tenses, whose interpretation is completely dependent on the context (like the 

PTC in "the passengers awaiting flight 26 proceeded to departure gate 5"), 

but he also refers to finite relative tense forms (Classical Arabic) (ib., 56–

57). Such forms are located in time relative to an R derived from the context. 

Specific relative tenses may exist for all three basic temporal locations: rel-

ative present, past, and future, indicating that the situation occurs at the same 

time as, before, or after another situation indicated by the context. Other lan-

guages merely have a relative past vs. non-past distinction or a relative future 

vs. non-future distinction (ib., 124–125). In contrast to other scholars who 

(implicitly or explicitly) refer to only absolute and relative tense, Comrie 

introduces the type absolute-relative tense. This type includes the past per-

fect and the future perfect, which other scholars would refer to as relative 

tenses. In Comrie's theory, the meaning of such tenses combines an absolute 

time location of R with a location of E relative to this R. Thus, "the possible 

absolute-relative tenses are determined by a reference point being before or 

after the present moment, and by the situation being located before or after 

that reference point" (ib., 65). Hence, past perfect: E before R before S (ib., 

125).81 Future perfect ("he will have done"): E before R after S (ib., 126). 

                                                           
80 Comrie's definition of "deictic" includes relative tense ("A system which relates entities 

to a reference point is termed a deictic system, and we can therefore say that tense is 

deictic"; ib., 14). In contrast, some scholars use the terms "deicitic tense" and "non-deictic 

tense" for absolute and relative tense, respectively (e.g. Bhat 1999, 14). 
81 Comrie (2006, 79) notes that past perfect is interpretable in two ways (also future per-

fect). "John had arrived on Tuesday" may indicate that Tuesday was the day he arrived or 

that he arrived prior to that. Bergström argues that "the relative tense or taxis approach, 

which has been applied to Biblical Hebrew, tends to confuse aspect and tense, with the 

result that it cannot adequately describe the difference between, for example, past perfect 

meaning (By the time the dinner was ready, I had set the table) and a true past in the past 

(She knew that I had set the table the day before), but calls both meanings 'anteriority'. 
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Further, Comrie mentions the future in the future (E after R after S) and the 

future in the past (E after R before S), corresponding to Reichenbach's pos-

terior future and posterior past. Furthermore, Comrie explicitly incorporates 

the possibility of multiple reference points (e.g. E before R1 after R2 before 

S, "he would have done") (ib., 76 and 128).82 

In contrast to Reichenbach, Comrie excludes the present perfect (Reich-

enbach's anterior present) from the domain of relative (or, in Comrie's termi-

nology, absolute-relative) tense. As noted above, he sees the present perfect 

as an aspect of a special type. According to Comrie (2006, 78), both absolute 

past tense and the present perfect locate the situation prior to the present mo-

ment and they do not differ in terms of time location. He notes that some 

languages have a separate present perfect and no past perfect or future per-

fect, or the other way around, and in some languages, the function of the 

present perfect is different from the function of the (other) absolute-relative 

tenses (ib., 80–81). However, this hardly invalidates Reichenbach's general 

analysis. Furthermore, Comrie argues that the present perfect differs from 

the past perfect and future perfect in that time adverbials can refer to E or R 

with the latter tenses, while time adverbials with the present perfect can only 

refer to the present moment. As Comrie notes, however, this seems to be 

mainly the result of the peculiar behavior specifically of the English present 

perfect (ib., 78–79). His central claim that, in terms of tense, both simple past 

and present perfect merely locate the event prior to the present moment is 

also less than persuasive, since, using the logic of Comrie's argument, the 

                                                           

By the same logic, simple past meaning (I set the table yesterday) as well as present per-

fect meaning (I have set the table) must be said to express anteriority with regard to the 

time of speech" (Bergström 2014, 162; cf. also ib., 25–27). In contrast, Binnick (1991, 

64) states "that in the familiar European languages, at least, the pluperfect (past perfect) 

and this ante-preterite always coincide in a pluperfect (past perfect) tense," and he sug-

gests that the coincidence of these two meanings may not be coincidental, but rather a 

"systematic fact." On the other hand, Bohnemeyer (2014) has argued that some languages 

do in fact have verb forms with only one of the possible readings of the English past 

perfect. However that may be, Bergström's insistence on making this distinction is irrel-

evant in an analysis of the HVS, which clearly does not distinguish such meanings. In 

fact, the point of view expressed at the end of the quote, which Bergström presents as a 

more or less absurd consequence of a wrong approach, is close to the truth. Hebrew does 

not distinguish past perfect, "past in the past," simple past, and present perfect (or future 

perfect, for that matter). These notions are subsumed under the notion of anteriority in 

relation to a point determined by context (cf. 3.1). 
82 Comrie (2006, 76) also refers to French "Passé Surcomposé," on which cf. Saussure 

and Sthioul 2012 (e.g., "il a eu mangé," lit. "he has had eaten"). Such doubly composed 

perfects occur in other languages, e.g. Danish "din mor har haft ringet" (lit. "your mother 

has had called"). 
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same would seem to apply to the past perfect (ib., 78). It seems better to 

follow Reichenbach in this case. Simple past, past perfect, and present per-

fect all represent situations that occurred in the past, but they differ according 

to the location of R. Reichenbach's approach seems to be capable of explain-

ing the difference between simple past and present perfect. Simple past refers 

"directly" to the past (in the sense that R is located in the past simultaneously 

with E), while in the present perfect, E (which is in the past) is mediated by 

an R located at S, which accounts for the present relevance that seems to be 

characteristic of this tense. 

Comrie's distinction between two types of relative tense, on the other 

hand, is a big step forward in comparison with Reichenbach. While the ter-

minology itself (relative and absolute-relative) is not decisive, the important 

thing is to make a distinction along these lines, especially when discussing 

the overall character of a verbal system (absolute tense system vs. relative 

tense system). A system of absolute tense must have specific ways of indi-

cating time relative to different reference points (Comrie's absolute-relative 

tenses). If it does not have such specific ways and uses the same forms when 

indicating time relative to R and when indicating absolute time location, the 

system as such ought to be called a system of relative tense. The point is that 

such a system does not distinguish relative, absolute-relative, and absolute 

tense.83 Comrie (2006, 67) states that Russian only has absolute tenses. To 

be sure, there are no specific present perfect or past perfect forms etc., i.e. no 

absolute-relative tense forms. However, this does not mean that the Russian 

tenses have absolute tense reference as such, e.g. that the past tense always 

indicates a simple past "he did." Rather, the same form expresses the notions 

of simple past, present perfect, and past perfect. There is no such distinction 

in the morphology. Neither is the future tense merely an absolute future, as 

shown by Comrie's example of indirect speech with lack of tense shifting 

(ib., 109).84 Hence, the Russian system is not a system of absolute tense.  

                                                           
83 Hendel (1996, 159) remarks that some "tense relations expressed clearly in a relative 

tense system cannot be conveyed unambiguously in an absolute tense system." Since 

Hendel clearly defines absolute tense systems as systems with separate forms or construc-

tions for marking relative tense (like English), the real situation is obviously the opposite 

of the one he describes in the quotation. Relative tense systems lack the separate forms 

that absolute tense systems have and are not able to mark the tense relations referred to 

by Hendel unambiguously. 
84 The sentence translated as "John said that he would leave the following day" uses the 

same form as in "that he will leave." Note the general relevance of indirect speech and 

sequence of tenses/consecutio temporum (Comrie 2006, 104ff.). In English, tense in in-

direct speech is shifted back in the past as compared to the original direct speech if the 
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Languages differ in the way they use the absolute-relative tense forms 

available. Although Ancient Greek has a past perfect, its use in relative and 

temporal clauses is much more restricted than the use of the similar form in 

English or Danish (cf. Goodwin 1965, 18; Greek often uses an aorist PTC 

where English would use a past perfect). Similarly, though English, Danish, 

and other languages have a future perfect construction, present perfect is of-

ten used instead (obligatorily in subordinate clauses).85 Comrie (2001, 53–

54, n. 2) notes the use of present perfect in different varieties of English. 

American English often prefers simple past where British English prefers or 

requires present perfect. Such observations indicate that the distinction be-

tween relative and absolute systems of tense is not either/or. Some languages 

have no absolute-relative tense forms at all, while others have only a present 

perfect, and still others have a bigger repertoire. There are differences in ac-

tual usage of the forms in various languages. Even in languages with systems 

of absolute tense (with separate forms for absolute, relative, and absolute-

relative tenses), the absolute tense forms do not always behave as such. 

The notion of relative tense, however, is even more complicated than this 

presentation might suggest – particularly the connection between relative 

tense and aspect. Some scholars analyze the relative (absolute-relative) tense 

forms described above in aspectual terms. E.g., Hewson (2012, 508) refers 

to Comrie's absolute-relative tense as "just a simple combination of tense and 

aspect." In fact, several scholars interpret the relationship between R and E 

as an expression of aspect rather than relative tense, most prominently Klein 

(1994, 131): "relative tenses are a combination of TENSE and ASPECT."86 

However, Klein does not make a binary distinction between imperfective and 

perfective viewpoint aspect. Rather, he refers (ib., 119) to four aspects, viz. 

imperfective, perfective, prospective, and perfect, the latter two correspond-

ing to what was called posterior and anterior relative tense above. It seems 

clear that the presumed prospective and perfect aspects are unlike the other 

two aspects, which refer to the internal temporal constituency of a situation. 

The relative (absolute-relative) tenses as described by Comrie (including the 

present perfect, which Comrie does not describe as such) locate a situation 

relative to R, and hence seem to be describable in terms of tense, which refers 

to location in time. Further, it is possible to combine viewpoint aspect and 

                                                           

main verb is in a past tense (ib., 114). However, in languages like Russian or Hebrew, 

this is not the case (cf. also Ogihara and Sharvit 2012). 
85 Cf. the use of present tense ("futurate") in subordinate clauses instead of future tense 

("he will do it when you leave," not "when you will leave"). The use of present perfect 

instead of future perfect is a similar "futurate" usage. 
86 See Cook's overview of scholars with similar views (2012, 28ff.). 
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relative tense. This seems to indicate that two different categories are in-

volved (cf. the sentences "he had built" vs. "he had been building" vs. "he 

built" vs. "he was building"). Hence, a temporal rather than an aspectual 

analysis seems preferable for such forms (cf. Deo 2012, 163). 

The notion of relative present tense might merit a comment. In Reichen-

bach's system, E in the relative tenses occurs either before or after R, giving 

anterior and posterior tenses, i.e. relative past and relative future. In Reich-

enbach's terms, the coincidence of E and R is called a simple tense, i.e. ab-

solute tense. Contrary to this, Madvig's description of the Latin verbal system 

(1841, 317) uses the term present in the past, "præsens in præterito," to des-

ignate the Latin Imperfect (cf. n. 70 above on Romance). This approach, 

however, would seriously confuse aspect and tense. As noted above, Reich-

enbach (1947, 290), without using the term aspect, refers to special "ex-

tended" tenses indicating "that the event covers a certain stretch of time." 

Similarly, in Comrie's system of absolute-relative tenses, none of the tenses 

explicitly referred to is relative present. On the one hand, he mentions the 

simultaneousness of E and R as one of the permitted relative relations (Com-

rie 2006, 126). On the other hand, he states that the coincidence of E and R 

in the past or future is indistinguishable from absolute time reference, and 

that absolute-relative tenses are located either before or after (not at) R (ib., 

65). Thus, describing "he was doing" as an absolute-relative present in the 

past (E simul R before S) is ruled out. In fact, the meaning of this form has 

to do with the internal structure of the situation and hence with viewpoint 

aspect, as defined by Comrie, rather than relative tense. In the system of pure 

relative tenses (like the English PTC), however, Comrie does refer to a rela-

tive present (E simul R), indicating simultaneousness with the reference 

point (ib., 59 and 124). 

What this underlines is the close conceptual relation between aspect and 

relative tense, which is especially problematic in a language with only one 

central opposition in its verbal system. The lack of consensus on the HVS 

may be partly and to a certain extent ascribed to mere terminology. This dif-

ficult question will be the subject of further discussion in 3.5.1. The central 

point to note is the basic definitions – aspect marks internal structure, relative 

tense marks temporal location. Which of these provide the most fitting de-

scription of the use of the Hebrew verb forms?



 

 

 



 

2 The search for validation: Methodological considerations 
  

Scholars analyzing the HVS have approached the problems from very dif-

ferent angles, with varying theoretical outlooks, sometimes using more or 

less idiosyncratic terminology and/or alternative ways of understanding 

terms shared with other scholars. Add to this the fact that the system is at-

tested in texts with a long and complicated history of transmission, reception, 

and interpretation. This means that different scholars can hold widely diverg-

ing views on the meaning of the texts, including the best way to interpret 

whole books, longer passages, sentences, clauses, and single verb forms. If 

one scholar understands a passage with qatals as a reference to future events 

while another scholar understands the same passage as past narration, they 

will likely produce very different analyses of the HVS and very different 

accounts of the semantic potential of qatal. 

On this background, scholars have attempted to introduce new methods 

designed to overcome the impasse. Penner uses a supposedly empirical 

method based on statistical correlation between the verb forms and their 

meanings, while Cook and Andrason use linguistic typology. What these 

scholars seem to have in common is the belief that some kind of external 

control can act as a "judge" between different analyses of the HVS. I will 

argue that none of these methods solves the old problems. 

 

2.1 Penner and statistics 

Penner's aim (2015, 4) is to decide which of the categories tense, aspect, or 

mood is the most prominent in QH. He uses an "empirical method of statis-

tical correlation between form and meaning," based on an analysis of the 

finite verbs in 1QS, 1QSa, 1QSb, CD, 1QM, the Pesharim, 1QHa, 4QMMT, 

and 11QT (ib., ix).1  

Several aspects of Penner's approach are problematic. One of his "six sig-

nificant ways" of seeking "methodological rigour" is "determining the se-

mantic function of each verb form from its context rather than from presup-

positions regarding the forms" (ib., 125; cf. ib., 86). To be sure, context is of 

immense importance but Penner's emphasis on context seems exaggerated: 

"In order to avoid circularity, one must not let the form of the verb influence 

one's interpretation of the verb's semantic functions" (ib., 94; cf. ib., 104). 

Avoiding circularity is, of course, important but the question is whether it is 

possible or even advisable to disregard the forms when determining the 

meaning of a verb. Penner concedes that the context is sometimes ambiguous 

and that such cases should be treated separately, giving two sets of data, one 

                                                           
1 I.e., the least fragmentary texts. Penner rightly observes that we cannot analyze verbs in 

isolation convincingly (ib., 83). 
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with verbs tagged with certainty and one including uncertain cases (ib., 94). 

This is a good point, but then he claims that in most cases "the context of the 

communication is sufficiently redundant to permit a confident interpretation" 

(ib., 104). However, if we rely solely on context and completely disregard 

information derived from the form and from our theoretical concepts, the 

ambiguity will be overwhelming. 

Verb forms are part of the context and they contribute their own meaning 

to the interpretation of the combined context. The context consists of words 

whose meaning must be determined from context too. Following the "con-

text only"-approach, every word in the context would have to be understood 

solely from its context. Hence, we would never get anywhere since all words 

are part of the context, and therefore we would never be able to decide the 

meaning of any word. Instead, we need to use our ideas about the repertoire 

of forms available, our theoretical understanding of the functioning of the 

system as a whole, and our knowledge of the use of the forms in the com-

bined context of the entire corpus as well as in other corpora of texts, as part 

of the background to our interpretation of the actual verb forms in individual 

sentences. 

Accordingly, a strictly empirical rather than theoretical approach (Pen-

ner's point 2; ib., 125) is not feasible. This also touches on Penner's focus on 

synchrony rather than diachrony (ib., point 1). Since our assumptions about 

the forms and their meanings are partly influenced by the history of the 

forms, the diachronic dimension should always be kept in mind, not as a 

decisive argument, but at least as a heuristic tool.2 For some languages no 

comparative and diachronic information is available, i.e. no background 

knowledge in the form of tradition, translations, or cognate languages (e.g. 

Sumerian). In such cases, a comprehensive and clear picture of the meaning 

of verb forms seems unattainable.3 

In fact, Penner repeatedly uses his general knowledge about the forms. 

E.g., in CD 1:12, he treats the qatal עשה in את אשר עשה בדור אחרון as an ante-

rior in relation to the past context, i.e. as a past perfect, "what he had done 

for the last generation" (ib., 102). This is surely a correct interpretation. How-

ever, if we look only at the context (without preconceived ideas about the 

                                                           
2 Cf. 3.3.4 on the "precative perfect." The data from related languages and the diachronic 

analysis do not prove that this use of qatal exists in BH (and the analysis of the proposed 

instances suggests that, in fact, it does not), yet this background should be part of the 

considerations involved in the analysis of the Hebrew material. 
3 Cf. Zuber 1986, 33: "Wenn wir trotzdem zurecht den Eindruck haben dürfen, den 

hebräischen Text auf weiteste Strecken ganz gut zu verstehen, so deshalb, weil die 

hebräische Bibel nicht auf einer sprachlichen und kulturellen Insel entstanden und 

weitergegeben ist." 
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anterior meaning of qatal), nothing prevents us from interpreting the form 

as, e.g., future in the past (cf. Kesterson 1984, 28–29). Penner uses the first 

lines of CD as a demonstration. He takes the verbs in 1:1 (שמעו and בינו) as 

imperatives. Again, this is surely correct. However, he claims to derive this 

interpretation solely from context, based on the presence of the particle ועתה. 

He states that כל יודעי צדק "could conceivably be taken as the subject or object 

of the verb ('And now, they hear all the knowers of righteousness')," yet "it 

makes much better sense of the sentence to understand the noun phrase re-

ferring to the addressees and the verb functioning as a directive" (Penner 

2015, 104‒105; cf. ib., 114). However, a translation such as "And now, all 

the knowers of righteousness have heard and understood" or "will hear and 

understand" makes sense too. If we disregard the forms and what we expect 

from them, there is no reason not to propose such interpretations.4 Penner 

treats the yiqtol in 1:2 (ומשפט יעשה בכל מנאציו) as future ("and he is going to 

do judgement"), since "the audience knows from experience that the event, 

judgement, has not yet occurred at speech time" (ib., 105; cf. ib., 117). Once 

again, this interpretation is surely the right one, but we cannot know this from 

the context alone. Depending on the theology of the text, it is perfectly con-

ceivable to see past events as God's judgement and translate "and he has 

done/did judgement." The qatal in l. 3 (הסתיר) is interpreted as past based on 

the occurrence of Nebuchadnezzar in l. 6, who is known to have lived before 

S (ib., 118). However, if we are not allowed to look at the forms, we might 

read the whole text as a fictitious prediction situated in the time before Neb-

uchadnezzar, in which case there would be no reason not to treat the qatal as 

indicating future time. The reason we know that this text treats Nebuchad-

nezzar as belonging to the past is the use of qatals and wayyiqtols, which we 

know indicate anterior tense. According to Penner, the clause is indicative, 

which is no doubt correct. Yet, nothing in the context precludes some kind 

of modal meaning (e.g. "he must hide his face"), except for the fact that the 

form is a qatal and we know from our over-all theoretical understanding of 

the system that this form usually indicates indicative, anterior tense.5 In fact, 

Penner repeatedly needs to use his general knowledge of the forms in his 

analysis. It seems better to acknowledge such circularity than to pretend that 

we can do without it. 
                                                           
4 Further, if we are not allowed to look at the forms, the person and number of the verb 

forms will also be quite uncertain in most cases. 
5 In unvocalized texts, some forms (like ויתנם in 1:4) are ambiguous and we have to rely 

on context to decide (wayyiqtol or weyiqtol). However, if the author read his text aloud, 

the formal difference would be evident and the right interpretation would be clear (cf. ch. 

5 on the view that the difference between wayyiqtol and weyiqtol as found in the MT is a 

reflection of a real phenomenon and not an artificial invention). 
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While Penner seeks to describe the verbs as objectively as possible, he 

does not claim that his method is objective in the strict sense of the word. 

Rather, by "objective" he means "reproducible by an independent re-

searcher" (ib., 93). As indicated above, this is hardly possible. Theoretical 

outlook necessarily plays a role, and contexts are not empirical facts but 

products of interpretation. Interpretation is of immense importance – one 

scholar's exegesis and translation will lead to a tagging which will in turn 

contribute to a combined statistical result differing from the result of a 

scholar with tagging based on another exegetical/translational approach. 

Using his statistics, Penner seeks to "calculate exactly how anomalous" 

the use of qatal as a "prophetic perfect" is, as required for Puech's future-

oriented interpretation of 1QHa (Hodayot) as opposed to Kuhn's case for re-

alized eschatology (ib., 161‒176 and 194). Without going into the details of 

these views, it seems clear that if the tagging, from which the statistical in-

formation is derived, had been done by Puech, the contested qatals would 

have been tagged as future tense and, consequently, the degree of anomality 

would have been lower. According to Penner, "only" 13 qatals in 1QHa are 

absolute future (ib., 174). From my point of view, this is actually a very high 

number, since I would expect zero instances. However, Penner's use of the 

term absolute future is problematic. He simply means that the time of the 

event is after speech time. Yet this, in itself, does not mean that we are deal-

ing with absolute future tense as this term is usually understood since there 

may be a reference point in the future, in relation to which the event may be 

anterior (i.e. future perfect: S – E – R, or one of the other possible sequences 

of S and E).6 This is, in fact, the way Penner analyses some of the 13 in-

stances. In his database, the tagging of some of the cases marks E as coming 

after S, R after S, and E before R.7 In some of the cases, however, real abso-

lute future tense (or even future in the future?) seems to be the intention be-

hind Penner's tagging (E is tagged as being simultaneous with or after R, 

which is tagged as coming after S). The table in appendix 1 notes the 13 

instances with my comments. In no case is a real absolute future interpreta-

tion necessary. Especially in poetic texts such as 1QHa, multiple interpreta-

tions are often possible. It is clear that statistical information such as Penner's 

is not objective, but tends to be a reflection of the interpretation and transla-

tion of the researcher. 

 

                                                           
6 Note Penner's similarly confusing use of the term "relative future" (ib., 109) in relation 

to what is clearly an absolute future (יעשה in CD 1:2). 
7 The database is available online (cited 15 May 2017): https://figshare.com/articles/Da-

tabase_for_Verbs_in_the_Dead_Sea_Scrolls/1434634. 
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2.1.1 QH as a system of absolute tense? 

The main result of Penner's investigation (or rather, the result that is most 

relevant in the present discussion) is that "the parameter most correlated to 

verb form is not viewpoint aspect, but absolute tense or modality" (ib., 150). 

According to his statistics, "perfectivity (aspect) is not one of the categories 

correlated to form, and therefore aspect is not encoded by the verb forms. 

However, three [categories] are (absolute tense, relative tense, and modal-

ity)" (ib., 154). Which of these categories is most prominent is decided "by 

examining which verb form is used in contexts that are not all three of abso-

lute past, relative past, and indicative, or not all three of absolute future, rel-

ative future, and modal" (ib., 154). Penner claims that absolute tense is more 

prominent than relative tense because, first, "the combination of absolute 

non-past and relative non-future ('will have done') is more commonly 

obliquo ('ac' 256 times) than recto ('b' 77 times)" (ib., 155).8 Second, "the 

combination of absolute non-future and relative non-past ('would do'; label 

'b' in the obliquo chart, and labels 'a' and 'ac' in the recto) is almost always 

expressed using a recto form (76 times) rather than an obliquo form (once)" 

(ib., 156). Only the single obliquo form mentioned last is referenced (CD 

10:10), the rest must be searched for in the database (not an easy task). 

First, the use of the terms "non-future" and "non-past" simultaneously is 

confusing. Second, the yiqtol in CD 10:10 (ישלימו), which is supposed to be 

future in the past ("would do"), may be understood as an ordinary present/fu-

ture expressing a general characteristic of human beings ("and in the wrath 

of God against the inhabitants of the earth, he has said to remove their 

knowledge before they complete their days," rather than "before they would 

complete their days"). Either way, if the meaning of yiqtol is non-anteriority 

(see 3.1), a future in the past interpretation ("would do") is not unexpected. 

In contrast, such an interpretation of a qatal or wayyiqtol would be very odd. 

Hence, the 76 alleged futures in the past ("would do") expressed by recto 

forms are simply a mystery to me and I have not been able to locate them in 

the database. In his dissertation, Penner does not mention them. Quite the 

contrary: "The combination of relative future and absolute past ('would do') 

occurs too infrequently to be significant" (Penner 2006, 175; in n. 356 he 

mentions CD 10:10 as the only clear case). Concerning the future perfect, 

the 256 cases of obliquo forms expressing this meaning clearly hinge on Pen-

ner's use of English future perfect in his translation. In all such cases, the 

form should be understood as simple future. 

                                                           
8 Penner uses terms derived from Zuber 1986. Recto means qatal, weqatálti, and way-

yiqtol. Obliquo means yiqtol, weqataltí, and weyiqtol. 
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Similar criticism applies to the argument that modality is more prominent 

than relative tense: "the combination of relative non-future and irrealis mo-

dality (e.g., 'if someone should have done…') is obliquo (263 times) more 

often than recto (85 times)" (Penner 2015, 156). Again, this argument is 

based on a specific English translation. Instead, such examples could be ren-

dered as "if someone does/will do/would do" (obliquo) and "if someone did/ 

has/had/will have done" (recto). Penner sees absolute tense as more promi-

nent than modality because "the combination of absolute non-future and mo-

dality is more often recto (11 times) than obliquo (7 times)," but "the data is 

too meagre to permit confidence" (ib., 156). Again, the occurrences are not 

given and it is difficult to see what is meant by this statement.9 

The main point to note from Penner's statistics is the fact that a recto form 

like qatal occurs in future contexts (future perfect). Further, the same form 

clearly indicates present perfect, past perfect, and simple past as well. When 

the same verb form has relative and absolute functions and the system does 

not possess separate specifically relative tense forms (absolute-relative tense 

forms in Comrie's terms), the system cannot be a system of absolute tense. 

If it is temporal, it must be relative. 

Penner's approach does not pay sufficient attention to the system as such. 

Which forms are available and, consequently, what kinds of distinctions can 

be made? Failing to consider this question leads to a tendency to analyze 

English rather than Hebrew.10 It is evident that the HVS simply does not 

possess specific forms for distinguishing relative and absolute tenses. Pen-

ner's statistics (based on English translational equivalents and his interpreta-

tion of the texts) merely shows that the same Hebrew form expresses notions, 

for which English uses several different absolute and relative tense forms. 

E.g., qatal is equivalent to English simple past, present perfect, past perfect, 

or future perfect. If, e.g., a simple past translation happens to be most fre-

quent, this is primarily a reflection of genre (partly recognized by Penner 

[2015, 142], though he does not draw the necessary conclusions from it). If 

                                                           
9 Penner (2016) applies the same method on 1 Sam 1–2, concluding that "the Hebrew 

verb forms align themselves much more closely with modality" (ib., 18). However, the 

only reason modality is considered among the most prominent categories is the interpre-

tation of future tense and habituality in modal terms (cf. Penner 2015, 91, 112‒113, 158). 

Without this theoretical assumption, modality is clearly out of the picture. 
10 Cf. Furuli (2005). E.g., he argues that the PTC from עמד in Gen 41:1 and the wayyiqtol 

from the same root in Gen 41:3 are used "without any visible difference in the meaning 

that is conveyed" (2005, 330‒331). However, this is clearly just because he has decided 

to translate both verbs as a simple "stood," rather than "he was standing" vs. "and they 

positioned themselves." There are numerous cases like this. In fact, it is the basis for his 

entire modus operandi. 
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all the texts happened to be direct speech, most of the qatal forms would 

probably have present perfect as their English equivalent and the conclusion 

would be different. Similarly, if the texts are predictions of future events, all 

the yiqtols will be understood as simple future and translated as such into 

English. If they are laws or instructions, a modal interpretation will be likely. 

In sum, this approach does not lead to clarity on the semantics of the verb 

forms and the characterization of the HVS. 

 

2.2 Cook and typology 

Cook is highly critical of Penner's statistical approach. Without providing 

details, he correctly notes the "misleading sense of objectivity," stating that 

"in the end the statistics only serve as a tally of the interpreter's subjective 

and often pre-determined semantic interpretation of the forms of the BHVS. 

Statistics cannot serve to validate semantic interpretation, which still par-

takes of human enterprise. Statistics are only valid when they tally objec-

tively measurable things, such as the number of times a distinctly Jussive 

form of the verb appears clause initially" (Cook 2012, 184).11 

However, Cook's typological approach does not lead to better results. He 

wants to find something that can "validate a theory of the BHVS" (ib., 184), 

"in order to arbitrate between the competing descriptions" (ib., 185). A the-

ory must be "a 'typologically credible' model of the verbal system in light of 

the abundance of data on verbal systems in the world's languages" (ib., 149). 

Typology "provides an external means of judging the results of inductive 

study – namely: Is the model of the language typologically believable or is 

it typologically anomalous?" (ib., 175). Typology is "an external means of 

validation of a model of the BHVS, by placing restrictions on what consti-

tutes possible and impossible verbal systems" (ib., 187). 

This approach leads Cook to uphold a "classical" aspectual view since a 

tense approach is "typologically less credible than an aspectual model of the 

BHVS" (ib., 149). Basing himself on the work of Bybee and Dahl (1989) and 

Dahl (1985), he claims that aspect is a more fundamental category in the 

world's languages, one of the reasons being that "tense forms show more 

morphological similarity with each other within verbal systems than aspec-

tual forms do" (Cook 2012, 139; cf. Cook 2006). His Arabic example (from 
                                                           
11 Cook includes Furuli in his criticism of the statistical approach, noting that Penner and 

Furuli end up with contradictory results (Penner's absolute tense vs. Furuli's own brand 

of aspect) although both scholars "attempt an empirical, statistical analysis of the verb 

forms in 'context'" (ib., 148). To be sure, Furuli's work is not persuasive, but his approach 

is not statistical. In fact, he explicitly disregards the statistically predominant usages of 

the forms and attempts to find the meaning of the forms without interference from context 

(Furuli 2005, 49, n. 49, 186, 187, et passim). 
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Dahl) is supposed to show that the aspectual distinction between perfective 

and imperfective is expressed by morphologically distinct forms (kataba, "he 

wrote," vs. yaktubu, "he is writing"), while the past vs. non-past distinction 

is expressed by grammatical constructions that are morphologically related 

(past imperfective: (kāna) yaktubu, "he was writing"). However, this argu-

ment only holds if we accept that Arabic qatala and yaqtulu are aspects – 

which is the point he is trying to prove. From another angle, the distinction 

qatala vs. yaqtulu could be interpreted as one of relative tense (anterior vs. 

non-anterior). As the translations show, the default difference in meaning 

between qatala and yaqtulu is one of tense. Kāna, of course, is a qatala-

form. Since this verb situates the event in the past, a temporal interpretation 

seems more appropriate, while the aspectual meaning derives from the com-

bination of two forms, which by themselves are best described as relative 

tenses.12 

Cook claims that Bybee and Dahl 1989 is based on "an extensive cross-

linguistic typological study of verbal systems" and that the aspect-prominent 

model presented there "represents the most common type of verbal system 

found in their data." However, the survey on which the conclusion is based 

is a sample of only 18 languages. Out of these, nine have a basic distinction 

of perfective vs. imperfective. Of these nine, seven also have a past vs. non-

past distinction (Bybee and Dahl 1989, 83). Hebrew, in contrast, has only 

one main opposition in the part of the system under discussion, viz. qatal/ 

wayyiqtol vs. yiqtol/weqatal.13 Clearly, the languages in the survey are not 

very similar to Hebrew. We cannot apply such general results to Hebrew and 

claim that aspect must be a more fundamental category than tense. In fact, 

according to some scholars, the opposite is the case, i.e., tense is more fun-

damental than aspect (Kuryłowicz 1972, 83‒84; 1973, 115; Blake 1944, 273; 

Gzella 2004, 35). Though Cook would disagree, it does seem difficult to im-

agine a language with one mandatorily marked morphological opposition 

(like yiqtol/weqatal vs. qatal/wayyiqtol), whose semantics would be most 

fittingly described in aspectual terms. I know of no such cases. Relative tense 

seems to be a better description for the meaning marked by such "simple" 

systems. To decide this question, of course, would require a thorough 

                                                           
12 Bybee, Perkins, and Pagliuca (whose work is used extensively by Cook) state that a 

form which co-occurs with an imperfective to make a past imperfective is a past form, 

rather than a perfective (1994, 95). While I would prefer to describe qatala in Arabic as 

anterior and not simple past, and yaqtulu as a non-anterior, the point to note here is that 

Cook's use of typological studies is not consistent. 
13 On the connection between qatal and wayyiqtol and between yiqtol and weqatal, as 

well as Cook's approach to this question, see 3.6. 
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knowledge and analysis of the languages involved. In addition, as noted in 

1.2, terminology plays a major role in such discussions. 

The use of typology as a "judge" is highly problematic. Typology is sta-

tistical in nature, based on examinations of a large number of languages (cf. 

Anttila 1972, 187). Clearly, tense-prominent languages do exist. Hence, even 

if we accept the statistical preponderance of aspect-prominent languages in 

the world, we cannot seriously argue that Hebrew has to be aspect-prominent 

simply because that is what most languages are. Cook (2012, 187) acknowl-

edges that typology is based on "statistical tendencies." Yet, this should lead 

to a recognition that we cannot use such tendencies to decide what is possible 

or impossible. The statement (ib., 200) that "a TAM system with a core bi-

nary opposition of perfective:imperfective viewpoint aspect is eminently 

probable based on the extensive typological studies" is not conclusive unless 

typological studies convincingly show that all languages by necessity must 

have this kind of system, which is obviously not the case. Typology is not a 

finished product that gives objective, once-and-for-all answers.14 There are 

practically always exceptions to typological "universals" (even implicational 

ones, "if a language has X, it also has Y").  

The work of Bybee, Perkins, and Pagliuca (1994) is based on existing 

grammatical descriptions of a large, yet still rather limited number of lan-

guages (compared to the number of languages ever spoken in the world). The 

verb forms used in the survey need to have meaning labels, which means that 

one has to choose how to interpret them – but often there is disagreement in 

the field of study of a particular language. If we were to include Hebrew in 

such a survey, we would have to assign meaning labels to, e.g., qatal, as past, 

perfective, or anterior. A similar lack of consensus obtains in other lan-

guages. As Comrie notes (2006, ix), even in a language as thoroughly studied 

as English, "there remains controversy concerning the definition of the vari-

ous tenses, and statements that turn out to be erroneous can be found in what 

are otherwise reliable and insightful sources." We cannot base the choice 

between competing descriptions of Hebrew on typology, which, in turn, is 

based on surveys of languages, for which similarly competing descriptions 

are available. On some languages, only little research exists and there may 

not be any disagreement, but that is no guarantee that the possibly only avail-

able description is correct. Often a language randomly chosen to be included 

in the survey could not be used because no grammatical descriptions existed 

(Bybee, Perkins, and Pagliuca 1994, 27–37). 

                                                           
14 In fact, this is implicit in Cook's use of the expression "ever-increasing data from the 

world's languages" (ib., 175). 
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If we use surveys based on interpretations of multiple languages (most of 

which have been studied far less than Hebrew) to correct the interpretation 

of Hebrew, the same surveys could be used to correct the interpretation of 

other languages in order to make them more "plausible." This approach 

would presumably lead to the extermination of all variation, since all lan-

guages would have to be described in the most "typologically credible" way, 

i.e. all languages would be aspect-prominent. Since this is clearly not the 

case, a typological approach must explain why Hebrew has to follow the 

statistically most common type, when other languages are "allowed" to be 

tense-prominent.15 

 

2.3 Andrason and path theory 

Andrason refers to his method as "dynamic" and "panchronic," describing it 

as a combination of synchrony and diachrony "into one global general view" 

(Andrason 2011a, 31). Since this approach uses diachronic typology, much 

of the criticism levelled at Cook's approach applies to Andrason's as well. In 

recent articles (Andrason and van der Merwe 2015; Andrason 2016; 2017), 

Andrason has embraced a type of statistical approach, which shares the same 

weaknesses that characterize Penner's work. However, there are clear differ-

ences between Andrason and the other scholars. Andrason's aim, at least in 

the earlier articles, is significantly different from the one pursued by Cook 

and Penner since Andrason does not seek to find the basic meaning of the 

verb forms and the fundamental categories to which they belong. Quite the 

contrary, he explicitly rejects the existence of a basic meaning, though he 

seems to be moving in a slightly different direction in his recent work. 

The basis for Andrason's approach is grammaticalization and so-called 

path theory, which claims that linguistic forms follow universal paths of de-

velopment. A grammatical morpheme (gram) starts out as a lexical word 

used in a periphrastic construction and gradually loses its independence and 

becomes a part of other words as a grammatical affix, becoming part of the 

morphology, first of the agglutinative, then the fusional type (Andrason 

2011a, 22). The meaning associated with grams changes in predictable ways 

based on the meaning of the original input to the process. Such developmen-

tal patterns are called paths (or clines), and these are considered universal 

and irreversible. For example, an original resultative construction develops 

along the so-called anterior path towards becoming a simple past tense, ac-

quiring meanings from the categories of taxis, aspect, and tense (in that or-

der) along the way. 

                                                           
15 Cook's specific aspectual arguments will be discussed in 3.5.1. 
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Andrason has criticized Cook's aspectual interpretation of the opposition 

between qatal and yiqtol. He correctly notes the lack of logic in Cook's sta-

tistical argument for this claim (Andrason 2011a, 43). However, Andrason 

proceeds to reject the whole idea of forms having an inherent basic meaning, 

and this is a highly problematic point of view. His "dynamic" approach 

claims that a grammatical form is "typically an amalgam of the meanings up 

to that particular moment in time" (ib., 38). This means that a form which 

has moved along the anterior path should not be described simply as an as-

pectual form or a tense form but rather as having different meanings "which 

derive from the value of their original lexical input and which correspond to 

stages on a given path" (ib., 28). This way of describing the HVS is not very 

illuminating. Andrason's approach "solves" the problem of the basic mean-

ing of the fundamental opposition in the HVS by claiming that there is no 

fundamental opposition and no basic meaning.16 According to Cook (2012, 

xi), Andrason's method of simply listing the different uses of a form without 

finding a central meaning really amounts to little more than "a taxonomy of 

meanings with no guidance for the Hebrew philologist to decide which is 

more or less likely in a given syntagm or discourse context."  

However, Andrason does recognize that some meanings are more proto-

typical than other (2011b, 18, n. 27). In a recent work, he states: "the proto-

typical sense is not only the most frequent one; it is also a value in terms of 

which most of the other senses can be explained—a conceptual nucleus of 

the map from which other senses cognitively emerge. On the basis of this 

pilot study, it is possible to conclude that the taxis sense constitutes the sta-

tistical center of the meaning of the qatal" (Andrason and van der Merwe 

2015, 87). Statistics are used to show that qatal in Genesis is mainly perfect 

(marks taxis/relative tense). This approach is similar to Penner's. The results, 

however, are not the same, and, of course, neither are the corpora examined. 

This would seem to underline the point made above concerning the highly 

genre-dependent character of this type of work. In principle, Andrason and 

van der Merwe recognize this factor (ib., 85; cf. Andrason 2016, 32), as does 

Penner, yet they do not draw the necessary conclusions from this. The basic 

problem is the same in both approaches – analyzing one's own English trans-

lation instead of the Hebrew material. 

                                                           
16 Andrason seems to recognize that the forms at the starting point of the various paths of 

development did have an inherent basic meaning. Hence, I see no reason why we should 

refrain from positing an inherent meaning for later phases of the language as well. E.g., 

Andrason (2013, 9) refers to "the conceptual and diachronic spread from the central point 

of the network (the original PS sense) to the values observed in BH." This point is noted 

by Bergström (2014, 58–59). 
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This problem is pervasive in Andrason 2016 on the difference between 

qatal and wayyiqtol (based on a statistical examination of Genesis). He 

claims that linguistics is an "empirical natural science that should be con-

ducted in the spirit of hard sciences rather than in the form of philosophy or 

literary study" (ib., 11, n. 4), thus disregarding the fact that we need to inter-

pret the biblical texts if we want to analyze the language contained in them. 

"[E]mpirically measuring senses as they appear," as Andrason would have it 

(ib., 80), is simply not possible.17 The senses of the Hebrew verbs do not just 

"appear" independently of interpretation and translation. 

A failure to deal seriously with the material is evident in several cases. 

Andrason assigns very precise percentages to the distinct senses of way-

yiqtol: 89.7% perfective past, 4% various types of perfect, 6% durative past, 

0.15% present, 0.05% performative, and 0.05% cohortative (ib., 33). The last 

of these categories demonstrates the problem. The single supposed instance 

of cohortative wayyiqtol is Gen 4:8 (ה -which Andrason ren ,(ַוְיִהי ִבְהיֹוָתם ַבָשדֶּ

ders as "Let us go out to the field" (ib., 34). Clearly, this is simply the product 

of mechanically using an emendation of the text found in some translations, 

rather than reading the actual Hebrew ("and it happened when they were in 

the field"). Similarly, the claim that wayyiqtol can have present tense mean-

ing is based solely on the English translation (Gen 32:6,  ְַיִהי־ִלי שֹורו  > "I have 

oxen").18 

This statistically based attempt to distinguish between different senses of 

qatal and wayyiqtol merely counts the English translational equivalents, 

based on literary (mis)interpretation, and completely disregards the fact that 

Hebrew simply does not have separate forms for notions like simple past, 

present perfect, and past perfect. Recognizing the limited repertoire of forms 

in the HVS is a fundamental prerequisite for a correct analysis. 

Andrason's articles typically include a list of all the meanings expressed 

by a verb form. On this basis, he proceeds to map out all these meanings on 

the universal path of development to which the form in question presumably 

belongs. However, in most cases, the point of contention is exactly this list 

of meanings. Hence, we cannot take it for granted. Even if we assume that 

the evolutionary paths exist, the task is to situate a given language on a spe-

cific stage of such a path.19 We have to investigate the language itself to find 
                                                           
17 Andrason, in his n. 72, acknowledges that "we do not have machines to measure 

senses." This insight should lead to a radical rethinking of the entire methodology. 
18  For further details, see Siegismund forthcoming b. 
19 Andrason (2016, 85) makes the obscure claim that "every gram spans the entire field 

traced by its grammaticalization cline. Already at the very beginning of its grammatical 

life, it reaches to the limits of its grammatical universe and spans to the end of the seman-

tic field established by the cline(s)." 
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out how far it has progressed on the path and, most importantly, to decide 

whether the presumed relics of meanings associated with earlier stages of the 

path do in fact exist. When Andrason treats the so-called precative perfect, 

he assumes that there is such a usage in Hebrew and then points to occur-

rences of the same (supposed) usage of cognate forms in other Semitic lan-

guages as well as similar usage of verb forms in unrelated languages. He then 

proceeds to find a way to make this usage fit the assumed path. However, the 

central point is to decide whether the precative usage is attested in Hebrew 

in the first place (cf. Cook's comments, 2016, 410, with n. 35; on the preca-

tive perfect, see 3.3.4).  

Describing paths of development that are conceptually logical and attested 

in the history of many languages is clearly an enlightening project. However, 

claiming that meanings originating at a preceding stage of the path must nec-

essarily be present at a particular stage of a particular language is quite an-

other matter. We need to look at the entire system at that particular stage of 

language and see if new forms have developed for the expression of some of 

the meanings previously expressed by other forms. A verb form may have 

present perfect and simple past meaning, but then, at a later stage, a new way 

of expressing present perfect evolves. In this case, we should not expect to 

find the present perfect meaning preserved in the older form, which would 

be confined to simple past (cf. the modern Danish past tense as opposed to 

earlier stages of Germanic). 

The interaction between forms in the system is important for the correct 

interpretation. Because of the intimate connection between qatal and way-

yiqtol (and between yiqtol and weqatal) and the highly systematic inter-

change between the forms, a good case can be made for the view that qatal 

and wayyiqtol share the same semantics (apart from the meaning inherent in 

"and"; the same applies to yiqtol and weqatal; see 3.6).20 This means that 

irrespective of their background, the two forms in each group have the same 

semantics, which might entail moving backwards on the supposedly irre-

versible path.21  

A relevant case from another language is the Latin Perfect.The forms that 

make up this category (expressing notions rendered by both present perfect 

and simple past in English) derive from either the Indo-European perfect or 

                                                           
20 Most of Andrason 2016 focuses on finding distinct senses for wayyiqtol and qatal. Yet, 

he correctly (though somewhat peripherally to the article as a whole) notes the interaction 

between the forms as part of a system and the fact that this system is responsible for 

certain "emergent properties" of the forms (ib., 72, 77, and 84). This insight ought to play 

a decisive role in the analysis. 
21 Cf. Joosten 2012a, 75–76: sometimes "water flows uphill for a short while." 
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the aorist. In terms of developmental paths, the perfect meaning is supposed 

to be connected to an earlier stage of the path than the aorist meaning, but 

since the Latin system does not make any distinction between these two orig-

inal categories, all Latin Perfect forms can have both present perfect meaning 

and simple past meaning. Hence, original aorists seem to have moved the 

wrong way. Another example: Afrikaans has abandoned the usual Germanic 

simple past in favour of what used to be the present perfect form ("I have 

done"). This periphrastic construction signifies different kinds of anteriority 

(simple past, present perfect, past perfect). However, a few verbs preserve 

the old past form, e.g. "to be," yet with all the functions of the periphrastic 

past construction (Donaldson 1993, 237). Hence, the form has acquired 

meanings that it did not have when it was simply a past tense (the final stage 

of the supposed path), and these acquired meanings belong to a previous 

stage of the path – a supposedly impossible backward movement.22 In addi-

tion, a form may shift to another path. Andrason (2011c and 2012) acknowl-

edges this possibility, referring to "modal contamination" in the development 

of weqatal. It seems clear that this form is not a regular development on the 

"anterior path," but rather an analogical development based on the workings 

of other parts of the system (see 5.3). 

 

2.4 General observations 

None of the methods discussed above provides an external control that would 

allow us to decide which interpretation of the HVS is correct.23 

How, then, is it possible to reach an understanding of the basic meaning 

of the Hebrew verb forms? The lack of native speakers – a basic condition 

for everyone working with an ancient language – has often been lamented 

(e.g. Holmstedt 2006, 9). In the absence of native speakers, much infor-

mation may be inaccessible to us. We cannot use intuition to decide what 

difference it makes if, in a certain clause, we change qatal into yiqtol, or 

weyiqtol into weqatal. Yet, native speakers would not solve all problems – 

scholars have proposed diverging and mutually exclusive analyses of phe-

nomena in modern living languages, too. Native speaker intuition might help 

decide which forms are equivalent with which other forms (do wayyiqtol and 

                                                           
22 For further criticism of grammaticalization theory, see, e.g., Lightfoot 2006, 38 and 

177, with n. 4. 
23 The same applies to Zuber's use of translations of Hebrew into Greek and Latin as 

external validation for his mood-prominent analysis (Zuber 1986). This approach has 

been rightly criticized (e.g. Gross 1987a, 426; Cook 2012, 140). For details, see appendix 

2. 
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qatal signify the same thing, e.g.). On other questions, however, the prob-

lems would remain, particularly concerning the designation of the basic se-

mantic categories of the system. To answer this question there is no single, 

objective approach. There is a basic circularity in any attempt at solving this 

task. First, we might define the categories in ways that allow us to show that 

the system conforms to our thesis. E.g., we might decide in advance that 

future tense is modal in order to show that the system is modal, or define 

relative tense in a way that ensures that the Hebrew forms will fall into this 

category. Hence, we should strive to use simple, uncontroversial, "common-

sense" definitions of the basic difference between tense, aspect, and modality 

(temporal location, internal temporal structure, status of events). Second, we 

must take into account the close relation between exegesis/philology and lin-

guistic analysis (cf. Rogland 2003, 1). It is impossible to do serious exegesis 

without a thorough understanding of the linguistic system in which the con-

tent finds expression. Likewise, it is impossible to achieve such linguistic 

understanding without serious consideration of the content and the various 

possible interpretations. Thus, exegesis and linguistic analysis must always 

proceed hand in hand, and here, too, is a source of circular reasoning (as in 

Furuli 2005). The close connection between exegesis and linguistics means 

that the best way to ensure a valid result of the linguistic analysis is to engage 

seriously with the texts and the various possible interpretations. We need a 

theory to test on the material (cf. Joosten 2012a, 70). Going through the texts 

with a theory based on aspect or one based on relative tense or modality 

(defined in simple, uncontroversial terms), it should be possible to decide 

which one provides the best and most simple description of the largest 

amount of material in a way that conforms to sound exegetical work on the 

texts.24 We have to keep in mind the repertoire of forms available and the 

way the forms interact with each other. A balanced use must be made of all 

available knowledge derived from the study of other languages, diachrony, 

typology, ancient translations, exegetical tradition, etc. Happily, Hebrew is 

not a language isolate, and we should appreciate the fact that there has been 

a continuous tradition of reading and translation that might help us in our 

                                                           
24 Clearly, our corpora of texts include sentences that are problematic for different reasons 

and possibly ungrammatical. Different scholars may disagree on the inclusion of specific 

sentences in this category, yet the existence of dubious passages should be acknowledged. 

Consequently, one should be careful not to draw conclusions regarding the basic meaning 

of the verb forms on the basis of highly contested sentences for which widely diverging 

interpretations have been put forward. Further, a claim such as Furuli's (2005, 463) that 

his theory is capable of explaining all verbs in the corpus is highly problematic given the 

fact that the texts contain passages that must be considered corrupt, impossible to under-

stand, or textually very difficult (cf. Kawashima 2010, 28, n. 60). 
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attempt to understand the system. None of these factors is decisive in and of 

itself, and none of the approaches relying on any one of these can be used as 

an objective judge when it comes to determining the basic semantics of the 

HVS. Rather, all available information should be used carefully as part of 

the theoretical analysis of the best way to describe the system. 

 



 

3 The verbal system of CH 
 

The verb forms of CH do not all function on the same level. Rather, the sys-

tem of finite verb forms consists of two layers, so to speak, or of two different 

subsystems. The first consists of explicitly volitive or directive forms (the 

jussive, the imperative, and the cohortative), which mark the will of the 

speaker in some way (3.7). The second, non-volitive, system consists of the 

remaining finite verb forms, which are four in number: qatal, yiqtol, way-

yiqtol, and weqatal.1 According to the interpretation presented here, the four 

forms indicate only two, not four different meanings. They belong together 

in a system of systematic interchange, in which qatal and wayyiqtol mark the 

same anterior meaning, while yiqtol and weqatal mark non-anterior meaning. 

The choice between qatal and wayyiqtol or between yiqtol and weqatal de-

pends on the presence or absence of the conjunction "and" and on the place-

ment of other elements in front of the verb for various reasons (3.6). 

In the following discussion of the basic character of the system (aspectual, 

modal, temporal), the forms under consideration are the forms that make up 

the non-volitive system. The volitive system is obviously modal in nature 

and if one were to consider the entire system at the highest level, it seems 

quite clear that the main opposition between the two subsystems, i.e. between 

the volitive and the non-volitive system, is indeed an opposition expressing 

modal meaning. However, the question that needs to be answered is the char-

acter of the semantic difference between qatal/wayyiqtol on the one hand and 

yiqtol/weqatal on the other hand. The PTC, too, though not part of the system 

of positionally determined interchange between the finite forms, must be in-

cluded in the discussion of the non-volitive subsystem (3.8).2 

 

3.1 Relative tense in the OT 

Based on the discussion of absolute vs. relative tense systems in 1.2.3, it was 

argued in 2.1.1 that an analysis of the HVS as a system of absolute tense does 

not make sense. Relative tense is a category better suited as a description of 

the semantic content of the main Hebrew verb forms. In this section (and the 

relevant appendices), the relative temporal character of qatal/wayyiqtol and 

                                                           
1 The weqatal referred to here is the "converted" weqataltí as opposed to "unconverted" 

weqatálti. The latter form, though attested sporadically in CH, seems to be oddly out of 

place in the system and might be considered an unclassical intrusion, apparently carrying 

the same meaning as classical wayyiqtol. On the distinction between the two forms, see 

5.3.2; on the use of weqatálti, see 6.2.1. 
2 In addition to the PTC, the HVS includes the infinitives (construct and absolute). How-

ever, unlike the PTC, which seems to have succesfully competed with and partially re-

placed the non-anterior finite verb forms, the infinitives play no decisive role as substi-

tutes for the finite forms. See appendix 3 for further details. 
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yiqtol/weqatal will be illustrated with examples from the OT. It will be clear 

that Hebrew does not possess separate relative tense forms (Comrie's abso-

lute-relative forms) and uses the same set of verb forms to indicate all kinds 

of anteriority (qatal and wayyiqtol; "before-tense") and non-anteriority 

(yiqtol and weqatal; "not-before-tense").3 

Qatal and wayyiqtol often indicate simple past tense – numerous examples 

can be found on every page of narrative prose. However, the meaning of the 

forms is clearly not restricted to cases where an event in the absolute (often 

distant) past is referred to (as in Gen 1:1). The event may be past in relation 

to another event in the past or to an event in the future, or it may have a 

relation of relevance to the present time, i.e. what would be expressed in 

languages with a larger repertoire of tense forms through the use of past per-

fect, future perfect, and the present perfect, respectively. Hebrew does not 

have such specific forms. Hence, the same verb forms may be used in con-

nection with adverbs referring to a point of time in the absolute past with no 

implication of direct present relevance (e.g. ִבְשַנת+X, Gen 7:11; 1 Kgs 15:25, 

33) as well as with adverbs referring to the present moment with clear present 

relevance (e.g.  ָהַעת , Gen 26:22; 27:36). Deut 20:5ff. provides several good 

examples of qatal of the present perfect type (e.g. v. 5: ר ָבָנה ַבִית־ ִמי־ָהִאיש ֲאשֶּ

ֹ  ָחָדש ֹוא ֲחָנכְול ), cf. also Deut 5:24 ( ת־ָהָאָדם ָוחָ ֹוַהי ר ֱאֹלִהים אֶּ ים ַהזֶּה ָרִאינּו ִכי־ְיַדבֵּ ). The 

adverb ִהנֵּה, which emphatically draws attention to the contextually deter-

mined here and now, frequently occurs with qatal. Such cases often refer to 

the actual present (present perfect) but may also refer to a past or future point 

of time, in relation to which the event is anterior.4 E.g., Lev 14:44 ( ן ּוָבא ַהֹכהֵּ

ִיתע ַבבָ גַ ְוָרָאה ְוִהנֵּה ָפָׂשה ַהנֶּ  ) and 48 (  ֹ ן ְוָרָאה וְ ְוִאם־ב ַגע ַבבַ ִהנֵּ א ָיבֹא ַהֹכהֵּ תיִ ה לֹא־ָפָׂשה ַהנֶּ ) 

indicate anteriority in relation to a future or potential/general point of time. 

The final verb of Lev 14:48 illustrates the same usage in a ִכי-clause ( ר ְוִטהַ 

ת־ַהבַ  ן אֶּ ַגעִית ִכי ִנְרָפא ַהנָ ַהֹכהֵּ ), and in Lev 15:11 the qatal ָשַטף refers to an action 

(not) done prior to the preceding yiqtol ( ר ִיַגע־בֹו ַהָזב ְוָיָדיו לֹא־ָשַטף ַבָמִים ְוֹכל ֲאשֶּ

ס ְבָגדָ  יוְוִכבֶּ ). Cf. Gen 24:19 ( ְשָאב ַעד ִאם־ִכלּו ִלְשתֹ  יָך אֶּ תַגם ִלְגַמלֶּ ) and 28:15 ( ִכי לֹא

ֱעָזְבָך רעַ  אֶּ ר־ִדַבְרִתי לָ  ד ֲאשֶּ ת ֲאשֶּ ְךִאם־ָעִׂשיִתי אֵּ ). In the latter example, the first qatal 

is logically future perfect, while the second one is present perfect. See ap-

pendix 4 for further examples. 

In contrast to the anterior meaning of qatal and wayyiqtol, yiqtol and 

weqatal express anything that is not anterior to a point of time indicated by 

the context. However, at the classical stage of the language, this general non-

                                                           
3 For lists of various usages of the verb forms, see, e.g., GKC 309ff., §106–107; Joüon 

and Muraoka 2009, 330ff., §112–113; Cook 2012, 78‒79, 201, 218. 
4 Cf. the helpful overview of verbal usage with various adverbs and particles in Joosten 

2012a, 95ff. 
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anteriority most often refers to the future, future in the past, or general, ha-

bitual, iterative events in any time frame. In CH, the non-anterior forms 

rarely indicate ongoing, durative, progressive events (including the real pre-

sent), for which CH prefers the PTC. The term non-anteriority must have 

applied better to Hebrew at an earlier stage. In CH, the term posterior instead 

of non-anterior might be more precise, at least if general, habitual, and iter-

ative events can be seen as a type of "prediction" (i.e. a type of posteriority). 

Yet, the PTC has not taken over completely the expression of ongoing action 

from yiqtol and weqatal (e.g. Gen 2:6, ת־ָכל־ְפנֵּי־ ץ ְוִהְשָקה אֶּ ה ִמן־ָהָארֶּ ד ַיֲעלֶּ ְואֵּ

 cf. the discussion in 3.8), hence it seems better to keep the designation ;ָהֲאָדָמה

non-anterior. Non-anteriority is often close to different shades of modal 

meaning, although the notion of explicit volition is expressed by the separate 

volitive system.5 Yiqtols and weqatals referring to the (absolute) future are 

ubiquitous in the OT. Whether the verb expresses simple future tense (a pre-

diction) or some modal shade of meaning (translatable with, e.g., "can"; 

"shall"; "must") has to be decided from the context. What is grammatically 

marked by the verb form itself is that the event is not (yet) anterior, relative 

to the time of reference.  

The use of non-anterior forms in a past context are of different types. Or 

rather: in different contexts, they are liable to be translated in different ways 

(Hebrew, of course, does not have separate forms for the different functions). 

The general notion of non-anteriority may indicate future in the past (e.g. 

Exod 2:4, ה לֹו ָעה ַמה־יֵָּעׂשֶּ ָרֹחק ְלדֵּ ַתַצב ֲאֹחתֹו מֵּ  Kgs 3:27; 13:14),6 or iterative 2 ;ַותֵּ

or habitual action in the past (e.g. Exod 33:7ff.,  ל ְוָנָטה־לֹו ִמחּוץ ת־ָהֹאהֶּ ה ִיַקח אֶּ ּוֹמשֶּ

                                                           
5 I do not share all of Joosten's modality prominent analysis of the HVS (as will be clear 

in 3.5.2 below), yet modality and the various types of non-anteriority (future, habituality, 

etc.) are clearly connected. A further reason for the modal connotations of yiqtol (and 

weqatal) seems to be the loss of formal distinction between jussive and ordinary yiqtol in 

most cases (cf. Cook 2012, 248). Shulman somewhat misleadingly claims that ordinary 

yiqtol conveys "the speaker's certainty or knowledge that the act will be performed" 

(2000, 174). To be sure, there is no explicit volitive meaning in the "indicative imperfect," 

yet the form clearly does not always indicate an absolutely certain future event/prediction. 

In fact, Shulman's example (Exod 20:3,  ֹ ִרים ַעל־ָפָניַ ל א ִיְהיֶּה־ְלָך ֱאֹלִהים ֲאחֵּ ), which is stated to 

convey "God's knowledge that this is what will happen" (ib., 177), is hardly a prediction. 

Rather, the Israelites will repeatedly follow other gods. Hence, a broader characterization 

of the form (as non-anteriority, with various modal connotations derived from the con-

text) seems necessary. 
6 For further examples, see Joosten 2012a, 282. The second yiqtol in Job 3:3 ( יֹאַבד יֹום

ד בֹו  probably belongs here as well (cf. GKC, 316, §107k). Bergström (2014, 110 and (ִאָּולֶּ

112) distinguishes between "preparative meaning" (e.g. 2 Kgs 3:27) and "real future in 

the past" (e.g. 2 Kgs 13:14). This distinction has no basis in the HVS, which uses the 

same non-anterior form for both meanings. 
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-Num 9:16ff.).7 In the latter cases, the use of yiqtol/weqatal is an ex ;ַלַמֲחנֶּה

plicit way of describing how things used to be done or were repeatedly done 

in the past but it is not mandatory to use such forms. Often there is no explicit 

marking of actions that, according to the logic of the wider context, must be 

iterative or habitual. Instead, anterior forms are used (cf. Num 10:35,  ַוְיִהי

ה ר ֹמשֶּ  Variant mss. may differ in the 8.(ּוְבנֹֻחה יֹאַמר ,vs. 10:36 ,ִבְנֹסַע ָהָאֹרן ַויֹאמֶּ

explicit expression of habituality. Cf., e.g., 2 Sam 15:2ff. in the MT (two 

weqatals, wayyiqtol, yiqtol in a relative clause, wayyiqtols, weqatals) vs. 

4QSamc (partly reconstructed וענה ]האיש ואמר in v. 2,9 instead of MT ר ֹ אמֶּ  (ַוי

vs. 4QSama (the first MT weqatal in v. 2 is probably a simple qatal; three 

MT wayyiqtols in v. 2 are weqatals).10 

Some scholars see the use of non-anterior forms in past context as equiv-

alent to the "historic present" known from e.g. Latin or English.11 However, 

there is a fundamental difference. In English, the use in a past context of the 

present tense, which otherwise refers specifically to the absolute present (or 

future), tends to provide a certain dramatic effect, involving the listener or 

reader directly in the narrative. This is the case because the meaning of the 

form itself is not, strictly speaking, compatible with the past context. In con-

trast, the non-anterior forms of the relative tense system of Hebrew, in a past 

context, seem to serve the more specific purpose of indicating the notions of 

iterativity etc. outlined above. 

                                                           
7 In Siegismund 2013, 268, I followed the widespread characterization of the past habit-

ual/iterative use of yiqtol/weqatal as aspectual (e.g. Hendel 1996, 164; Blau 2010, 192). 

The use of the term aspect to describe certain usages of yiqtol in a past context is an 

unnecessary complication of the matter since such usage can be adequately described 

within the framework of non-anteriority. 
8 Noted by Ewald (1863, 355). Cf. Joosten 2012a, 174. For ר  in 1 Sam 2:16, Driver ַויֹאמֶּ

(1913, 31) would prefer "ְוָאַמר, in accordance with the other tenses before and after: but 

Hebrew is sometimes negligent in such cases to maintain the frequentative tense through-

out." The word "negligent" seems ill-chosen – the point is that the explicit expression of 

iterativity etc. in a past context is never mandatory in Hebrew. In addition, in 1 Sam 

2:12ff., the shift from iterative/habitual to a single event makes sense in v. 16 (the person 

addresed would not habitually reply in this manner). The non-mandatory expression of 

iterativity etc. often makes it extremely difficult to decide whether weqatals in past con-

texts are anterior or non-anterior (i.e. weqatálti or weqataltí). Cf., e.g., Num 11:8ff. 
9 See Ulrich 2010, 308. 
10  Ulrich 2010, 309. The weqatals in the scrolls may not be habitual but rather unclassical 

anterior weqatals (cf. 6.2.5 and appendix 49). Alternatively, the MT may represent a late 

misvocalization of a consonant text that really contained (unclassical) weyiqtols indicat-

ing habituality in the past. 
11 E.g. Schneider 1978, 196; Zevit 1988, 31. Cf. the similar description of certain uses of 

the PTC in past context in Joosten 2012a, 243. 
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It bears repeating that the verb forms merely indicate anteriority or non-

anteriority. In Reichenbachian terms (cf. 1.2.3), Hebrew does not distinguish 

R and S. Qatal and wayyiqtol merely indicate that E is before something, 

either S or R. Similarly, yiqtol and weqatal mark that E is not-before either 

S or R. Hebrew does not possess morphological means to distinguish be-

tween R and S. In Deut 23:16 ( ִעם ֲאֹדנָ  יָך מֵּ לֶּ ל אֵּ ר־ִיָנצֵּ ל־ֲאֹדָניו ֲאשֶּ ד אֶּ בֶּ יולֹא־ַתְסִגיר עֶּ ), 

the second yiqtol indicates simple future in relation to S, not in relation to 

the first yiqtol. In many cases, one may find either anterior forms or non-

anterior forms in similar contexts (instead of the attested yiqtol, we might 

have expected a qatal indicating future perfect in relation to  ִירַתְסג  in Deut 

23:16). In conditional clauses, anterior forms (referring to the fulfilment of 

the condition before the result, i.e. relative to a future R) as well as non-

anterior forms (referring to something that is future or general present in re-

lation to S) may be used. The same is the case in relative and temporal 

clauses. Such use of varying verb forms represent different ways of express-

ing similar notions, depending on which point is taken as the point of refer-

ence. The distinctive meaning associated with each category (anterior-

ity/non-anteriority) remains the same.12 E.g., the qatal ֱהִביאֹו in Lev 17:4 in-

dicates present perfect or future perfect meaning in a clearly future/general 

context (cf. v. 3, ר ִיְשַחט ש ל ֲאשֶּ ית ִיְׂשָראֵּ ֹורִאיש ִאיש ִמבֵּ ). In contrast, the yiqtol in 

the similar passage in 17:9 indicates simple future in relation to S. Similarly, 

instead of using present perfect for both ָעָׂשה in Lev 24:19 and ן  in v. 20 ִיתֵּ

(ESV), a present perfect in v. 19 and present tense in v. 20 reflects Hebrew 

usage better. After some conjunctions, anterior and non-anterior forms are 

equally possible, depending on whether S or the context-induced R in the 

future is taken as the point to which the verb form refers (e.g. Ezek 34:21, 

ר  ם אֹותָ ַעד ֲאשֶּ ָנהֲהִפיצֹותֶּ , vs. Gen 27:44,  ִר־ָתשּוב ֲחַמת ָאח יָךַעד ֲאשֶּ ). Likewise, though 

Jer 31:29 ( י ָבִנים ִתְקהֶּ ָאבֹות ָאְכלּו בֹ  ר ְוִשנֵּ יָנהסֶּ ) and Ezek 18:2 ( ...יֹאְכלּו  ... ) are often 

translated the same (ESV: "have eaten"), there is no reason to disregard the 

meaning associated with the forms elsewhere. 

 

3.2 Inherent and general meaning 

As noted in 1.1.3.4‒5, some scholars deny that the verb forms have inherent 

meaning. Most treatments of the HVS, however, rightly presuppose (explic-

itly or not) that it does make sense to search for the meaning that the verb 

forms carry in themselves. Two clauses may be the same except for the verb 

form used. If verb forms derived their meaning solely from context, such 

clauses would presumably have the same meaning. Of course, as noted by 

                                                           
12 In Furuli's work (2005), such varying usage is claimed to "prove" that all verb forms 

have the same temporal meaning. 
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Cook (2012, 183), our lack of native speaker intuition makes it impossible 

to devise definite tests for the grammaticality of different constructions and 

the difference in meaning between different passages. Yet, Hebrew has dis-

tinct morphological forms in its verbal system and it is mandatory to choose 

between these forms. While the difference between yiqtol and weqatal (and 

between qatal and wayyiqtol) seems to indicate no semantic difference (3.6), 

there is no reason to suppose that the difference between the main categories 

(qatal/wayyiqtol vs. yiqtol/weqatal) would carry any less meaning and be 

any more context dependent than, e.g., the difference between pl. and sg. 

forms or the difference between one noun and another. The verb forms 

should not be treated as the only part of the context that does not contribute 

its own meaning. In fact, the meaning of the context is the product of all its 

parts, as well as the meaning that emerges from specific combinations of 

these parts. The combined context, in turn, interacts with the meaning of the 

verb forms (and other elements), selecting certain shades of meaning from 

the potential of the inherent meaning. 

The idea is occasionally met with that wayyiqtol is a specifically narrative 

form whose past meaning is merely derived from the narrative context. How-

ever, as Joosten shows (2012a, 191), not all passages with wayyiqtols are 

narrative. The verb form does not refer to past events because it is used in 

narrative contexts. Rather, the reverse must be the case. The form carries the 

inherent meaning of referring to something that happened before something 

else (as well as the meaning of the conjunction "and," which is a part of the 

verb form). Since general anteriority is what is available in the HVS for re-

ferring to events in the absolute past, wayyiqtol is the obvious choice for 

continuous narrative passages, interchanging with the other anterior form 

(qatal) when something interrupts the flow of verb-first clauses introduced 

by "and." We have to proceed from the assumption that verb forms have 

inherent meaning. If not, how would the forms that are characteristic of var-

ious types of discourse have come to be associated with their respective dis-

course types in the first place?13 

How, then, do we describe the inherent meaning of a verb form? Comrie 

(2006, 29) remarks: "the investigation of the use of a grammatical category 

in discourse should not be confused with the meaning of that category; in-

stead, the discourse function should ultimately be accounted for in terms of 

the interaction of meaning and context." Cook (2012, 183) makes a good 

case for the need to posit an inherent "invariable 'general' meaning for each 

                                                           
13 Cf. Cook 2012, 273–274: "many biblical scholars have been content with identifying 

wayyiqtol as a sequential narrative form without examining a possible semantic motiva-

tion for its narratival use." 
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conjugation from among the various discrete TAM categories" and to derive 

the various "specific meanings" of the forms from this invariable meaning in 

combination with different "contextual factors, either syntactic or prag-

matic." Of course, "invariable meaning" does not mean that it remains the 

same forever. Rather, the meanings of verb forms change over time. Part of 

such change is attributable to the interaction between the inherent semantics 

of a form at a certain stage and the meanings derived form various contexts. 

A meaning that was originally associated with a verb form only because of 

its occurrence in a particular context may occur so frequently that it becomes 

associated with the verb form itself and becomes part of the inherent meaning 

of the form even when not used in the context in which the specific meaning 

originated ("conventionalization of implicature"). Similarly, what was once 

a specifically marked meaning of a form (such as progressive, ongoing ac-

tion) may become less specific over time (e.g. to become a mere indication 

of present tense). Such developments are, in general, cognitively derivable 

from the basic meaning as posited for an earlier stage of the language, al-

though the processes may be complex (cf. 2.3). 

The term "invariable" refers to the basic meaning discernible behind the 

various uses of a form in the system as attested in the corpus or period under 

investigation. Hence, when trying to establish the best description of the in-

herent meaning of a verb form, a certain level of abstraction is required. On 

the one hand, as noted by Andrason (2016, 13 and 15), reality is immensely 

complex and constantly changing, with various parts interacting all the time. 

Hence, ideally, a model of such a complex reality should be equally complex. 

On the other hand, an immensely complex model would not be very helpful. 

Scholars need to make "approximations, simplifications, generalizations" 

(ib., 15). While the precise meaning of a verb form (or any other word) may 

never be exactly the same when uttered at two different times, the goal is to 

find an abstract meaning that covers all occurrences of a particular verb form 

(but cf. ch. 2, n. 24). If we describe the main (non-volitive) finite verb forms 

of CH as expressing anteriority vs. non-anteriority, we should be able to de-

rive the attested uses of the forms from these basic meanings. The various 

uses of the anterior forms for the expression of simple past, past perfect, pre-

sent perfect, and future perfect are clearly subcategories of the main category 

anteriority. The use of anterior forms to express counterfactual irrealis is 

metaphorically derivable from the basic anterior meaning (cf. 1.2.1). Other 

uses can be described in a similar way, as metaphorical or stylistically moti-

vated derivations from the basic meaning, or by presupposing a specific con-

text of speech. Pragmatics play a decisive role and verb forms can be used 

in more or less idiomatic ways to indicate a wide variety of meanings that 
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may seem to be far removed from their basic meaning (cf. Joosten 2012a, 

22). In Danish, e.g., if the equivalent of "then you left" ("så gik du") is uttered 

at the right time (and preferably in a threatening voice), the meaning seems 

to be close to a very emphatic imperative. Likewise, it is possible to use the 

absolute past tense form in reference to the future in certain contexts ("han 

kom i morgen, ikke?," lit. "he came tomorrow, right?"; the implication is that 

this is something that has been discussed before and agreed upon). Such us-

age does not mean that we have to analyze the Danish verbal system as a 

system without tense forms. Rather, we can maintain the description of the 

past tense form as a past tense as long as such apparently deviant usage can 

be derived from the basic meaning in a cognitively plausible way. The same 

applies to Hebrew. 

Grammars and works specifically devoted to the HVS usually feature in-

ventories of meanings for each verb form. E.g., the list of meanings typically 

attributed to qatal as presented by Cook (2012, 201) includes "(1) present or 

past state (with statives), (2) simple past, (3) past perfect, (4) present perfect, 

(5) present (gnomic), (6) performative, (7) future perfect, (8) counterfactual, 

(9) so-called prophetic perfect, and (10) optative/precative." 

While (2), (3), (4), (7), and (8) are easily subsumable under the general 

heading of anteriority, it seems to be more difficult to fit (1), (5), (6), (9), and 

(10) into this interpretation. However, on closer inspection, (1) can be ac-

counted for in anterior terms and the other alleged instances of non-anterior 

use of the anterior forms can be explained as products of specific exegetical 

and translational choices in the rendering of the passages into English (or 

other languages) using present or future tense or the imperative. A different 

exegetical approach and a corresponding translation leads to the view that 

the verbs under consideration are in fact completely regular instances of the 

usual anterior meaning of qatal. 

 

3.3 Non-anterior qatal (and wayyiqtol) 

The most ubiquitous of the allegedly non-anterior uses of qatal is the present 

tense usage of stative verbs like adjectival ד  and ָיַדע as well as the verbs ָכבֵּ

 etc.14 This usage partly reflects the original non-temporal character of ָעַמד

the ancestor of qatal, a PS nominal construction similar to the Akkadian sta-

tive/permansive (for details, see 5.3). In WS this construction, when formed 

from verbal roots, developed into a proper tense form (*qatala) with anterior 

meaning. This form gradually replaced the old anterior form *yaqtul. In this 

light, stative qatals in Hebrew (and WS generally) can be seen as relics from 

a period when the form merely signified that the subject is (or was or will 

                                                           
14 See 3.6.1 for the use of wayyiqtol in this function. 
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be, according to context) the notion expressed by the root (e.g. "I am old").15 

However, when the form became an anterior tense form, these verbs must 

have been reanalyzed as part of the new system. "I am old" could be reinter-

preted as if derived from "I have become old" (although that is not the origin 

of the form).16 Similarly, "I know" could be reanalyzed as "I have come to 

know," etc. Stative verbs in qatal are also interpretable as referring to the 

past, and they are open for a non-stative (fientive) interpretation as well. This 

means that the same form (when translating into languages that make such 

distinctions) can signify "I was old"; "I became old"; "I had/have become 

old"; "I am old." Similarly, "I knew" or "I got to know," etc. Hence, the sit-

uation is parallel to the one that obtains with non-stative verbs, which are 

always interpretable as present perfect (with present reference) as well as 

simple past (with past reference). The choice between the two (or between 

other types of anteriority) is only relevant when we translate into a language 

that makes more distinctions than Hebrew in the field of anteriority. In He-

brew, the general category of anteriority covers all such cases. The anterior 

meaning attributable to a stative qatal is not always readily apparent (cf. 

Joosten 2012a, 201‒202). Yet, a distinction is clear between the state ex-

pressed by such a form and a corresponding yiqtol with non-anterior meaning 

(e.g. Gen 12:11,  ֶּתְ אָ ה ָיַדְעִתי ִכי ִאָשה ְיַפת־ַמְרא , with Gen 15:8,  ַדע ִכי ִאיָר ָנהשֶּ ַבָמה אֵּ ). 

Thus, the use of qatal with stative verbs in a present context is not an argu-

ment against the anterior label for qatal (and wayyiqtol). 

 

3.3.1 "Prophetic perfect" 
Apart from statives, the allegedly non-anterior uses of the anterior forms be-

long to four main groups: so-called prophetic, gnomic, performative, and 

precative qatal. Rogland (2003) has treated the first three of these in an ad-

mirably clear way, explaining how they fit into a (relative) temporal analysis 

of the system.17 

The prophetic perfect is a supposedly absolute future use of qatal, already 

noted by the earliest grammarians (Qimḥi 1862 [ed. Rittenberg], 37a: the עבר 

is frequently used במקום עתיד, mostly in the Prophets). Most later scholars 

have recognized this usage, yet often correctly remarking that a stylistic or 

psychological explanation should be sought, rather than claiming that qatal 

signifies future tense as such. GKC (313, §106n) ascribes the usage to the 

                                                           
15 Cf. nominal clauses with adjectives, e.g. Gen 25:29 (ְוהּוא ָעיֵּף); (ִכי ָעיֵּף ָאֹנִכי) 30. V. 29 is 

part of the narrative ("and he was tired"), v. 30 is direct speech ("I am tired"). 
16 Cf. Fenton (1969, 36) on the "resultative error." 
17 Rogland mentions the precative perfect briefly, suggesting a connection between the 

supposed precative usage and the prophetic perfect (2003, 132‒133). 
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prophet transporting "himself in imagination into the future" in such a way 

that "he describes the future event as if it had already been seen or heard by 

him." Rogland takes this approach one step further and argues convincingly 

that this use of qatal should not be considered "non-past" in the strict sense. 

Rather, the cases that have been proposed by various scholars can be inter-

preted within the meaning normally associated with qatal. They may be past 

relative to a future R (future perfect) or indicate absolute past events, some-

times as part of something that will be uttered in the future, sometimes be-

cause the verb refers to a past decision or to something seen in a vision or 

dream (Rogland 2003, 113).18 If an author wants to give the impression that 

he has seen the events in a vision, it makes sense to render them in the past 

tense since the vision is past, even though the content is future.19  

Other cases noted by Rogland are described as "idiomatic tense mis-

matches" with the purpose of fulfilling some rhetorical intention, e.g. Num 

17:27 ( ְדנּוַוְענּו ָאַבְדנּו ֻכָלנּו ָאבָ ן גָ הֵּ  ). The speakers are clearly not dead yet, but the 

exaggeration produces a rhetorical, dramatic effect, and Rogland (2003, 92‒

95) refers to similar cases in other languages with clearly grammaticalized 

tense forms, which means that this usage is hardly a reason for claiming that 

Hebrew is "tenseless."  

Many prophetic perfects noted by scholars are clearly products of specific 

exegetical approaches. A scholar may interpret a passage as referring to the 

future and accordingly translate the verb forms as future tense. Subsequently, 

he may claim that qatals in such a passage express this sense. However, a 

different approach to the passage could indicate a past setting, leading to 

another interpretation and hence another analysis of the semantic potential 

of the verb form (e.g. Isa 5:13,  ִן ָגָלה ַעמ יָלכֵּ ). In other cases, we find isolated 

qatals in passages that are clearly future tense descriptions with non-anterior 

tense forms (weqatals and yiqtols). Such occurrences (e.g. Isa 11:8, ֹו ּול ָידָגמ

הָהדָ  , or 25:8,  ַָצחת ָלנֶּ וֶּ ִבַלע ַהמ ) are interpretable as a kind of dramatic outburst 

(translatable with the present perfect).20 

Klein (1990) has surveyed the cases adduced by various scholars. He elim-

inates some due to textual problems or because the verb may be interpreted 

                                                           
18 Cf. Koolhaas 1748, 98 on the visionary nature of many of the cases. Bergström (2014, 

119, n. 309) sees a historical problem in assuming "that prophecy was always visionary." 

However, Rogland does not claim that the visionary explanation holds for all cases. 
19 In modern fiction, of course, past tense forms are regularly employed in narrative con-

texts situated in the future (see Fludernik 2012, 82–83). Fludernik also mentions the use 

of future tense as a narrative tense in modern experimental fiction. This is clearly a sty-

listic, literary device, but it does not, of course, mean that the future tense form can "be 

made to signify 'pastness'" (ib., 95). 
20 Note that 4QIsac has a yiqtol in Isa 11:8 (יהדה; Ulrich 2010, 477). 
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as modal or referring to the past. Yet, Klein finds it possible to "prove the 

'Prophetic Perfect'," by adhering to three principles: "the text must be sound"; 

"the mood must be neutral, that is, indicative"; "the Perfect must unquestion-

ably be future, a sense one hopes to see confirmed by converted Perfects and 

Imperfects in the context" (ib., 59). To this he adds that the third factor is the 

most difficult to determine. In fact, all of Klein's "legitimate" cases are inter-

pretable as various types of anteriority, and the presence of weqatals or 

yiqtols in the vicinity clearly does not constitute valid proof. See appendix 5 

for further details on Klein's "legitimate 'Prophetic Perfects'" (and cf. the al-

leged absolute future qatals in 1QHa discussed in 2.1 and appendix 1). The 

so-called prophetic perfect is a stylistically determined use of the ordinary 

anterior meaning. Especially in poetry and prophetic discourse, seemingly 

strange shifts in temporal reference are quite regular. If, in some cases, we 

feel compelled to translate such instances with a future tense, even after 

reevaluating the interpretation of the wider passage (and discarding textually 

problematic cases), this ought to be attributed to the stylistic preferences in 

the language into which we translate. 

 

3.3.2 "Gnomic perfect" 

The gnomic perfect is the alleged use of qatal for the expression of ge-

neric/general or habitual statements, usually in proverbs and sayings. Ac-

cording to Rogland, the supposed instances of this usage do not constitute an 

argument against a temporal analysis of qatal. He cites similar sayings from 

English and other languages and illustrates how past tense forms can be used 

to express general statements without undermining the temporal analysis of 

the languages in question (Rogland 2003, 49‒51). He prefers to see such 

sayings as reports "of a particular, and often extraordinary, experience or 

observation" or as generalizations from the way "things have typically oc-

curred in the past" (ib., 131). Previous scholarship has explained the usage 

in similar terms, as a type of experiential perfect (e.g. Ewald 1844, 261). 

Hence, the general present sense clearly derives from the anterior meaning 

of the form – this has always or often been the case, therefore this is how it 

is. To underline this analysis, Rogland often inserts a "never" or "ever" in his 

translations (e.g. in Ps 9:11; Rogland 2003, 38). Tropper (2006, 418) criti-

cizes this and various other "Kunstgriffe" in the translations offered by Ro-

gland. However, inserting a "never" or "ever" merely serves to underline the 

interpretation. It is not required for Rogland's general point to be valid. In-

deed, this "Kunstgriff" highlights a very important fact, which Rogland never 

seems to state in explicit terms. The Hebrew anterior forms have to fulfill all 

the functions for which English and other languages use simple past, present 
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perfect, past perfect, etc. As emphasized above, the distinction found in Eng-

lish is simply not a part of the HVS. Accordingly, every qatal is always po-

tentially interpretable as "he did" and "he has done," as well as other types 

of anteriority. The use of "never"/"ever" in a translation merely stresses the 

present perfect reading. Rogland's conclusion that the usage under consider-

ation does not invalidate the analysis of qatal as a "past" (i.e. anterior) form 

is surely correct. 

Cook (2005) follows Rogland's lead on the gnomic perfect. Though he 

retains the use of the terms "genericity" and "generic statements" for the pas-

sages in question, he correctly states that in most cases "the usual translation" 

(the way such forms are usually translated in other texts) is acceptable (ib., 

130). Sometimes the passages should be interpreted as "past tense anecdotes 

whose moral message is left for the reader to discern" (ib., 131).21 This is a 

very good description. Indeed, we must conclude that the gnomic perfect 

only exists when we choose to translate the qatals in proverbial passages as 

present tense.22 E.g., Prov 16:26 (ל ָעְמָלה לֹו ִכי־ָאַכף ָעָליו פִ יהּו ש ָעמֵּ  could be (נֶּפֶּ

rendered with a past tense, as a short anecdote from which the wise will draw 

his own conclusion. Similarly, Prov 22:13 ( ל ֲאִר ָאמַ  ָרצֵּ ר ָעצֵּ חַ י ַבחּוץ ְבתֹוְך ְרֹחבֹות אֵּ ) 

can be understood as a minimal unit of narrative, illustrating a point of gen-

eral relevance. 

 

3.3.3 "Performative perfect" 

The notion that the well-known performative perfect (e.g. Gen 1:29,  ִהנֵּה ָנַתִתי

ת־ָכל־עֵּ  ם אֶּ בָלכֶּ ׂשֶּ ) attests to a special present tense meaning of qatal is prob-

lematic as well. Performativity refers to actions performed through the utter-

ance itself ("I hereby give you"). According to Rogland (2003, 126), the use 

of qatal in such clauses seems to be simply "a convention and has no bearing 

on the semantic analysis of qatal." However, it is possible to be more spe-

cific. In fact, since the meaning of qatal is not absolute past but anteriority, 

events that have happened "just now" as a result of the speaker's utterance 

(or thought or determination, etc.) naturally fall under the domain of this verb 

form. In contrast, the use of the PTC would stress the event as ongoing and 

yiqtol would have future and/or modal implications (on the use of participial 

"performatives," see 4.2.1). Several scholars have noted the basic anterior 

character of performative qatal (Joosten 2002b, 62‒63: "with the utterance, 

                                                           
21 Cf. Alter (1985, 169) on "narrative vignettes" with "some minimally etched plot" as 

part of hortatory passages. Curiously, in spite of this characterization, Alter uses the pre-

sent tense in his translation of the example used as illustration (Prov 11:8). 
22 Cf. Siegismund forthcoming b, on the use of qatal in Prov 31:10‒31, the general ques-

tion of the "gnomic perfect," and translation-based interference. 
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the main component of the action is past"; Joüon and Muraoka 2009, 334, 

§112f.).23 

The choice of present tense when translating these qatals into English or 

similar languages is a product of the need to produce an idiomatic translation 

and not an argument against the basic anterior semantic content of the He-

brew form itself.24 

 

3.3.4 "Precative perfect" 

The precative perfect allegedly expresses wishes, prayers, commands, etc. 

However, a closer look reveals that it is in fact another example of transla-

tion-based interference in the analysis of the HVS. Though the existence of 

precative qatals in BH is far from universally accepted, the majority position 

seems to be that cases do occur in the OT, albeit in very low numbers.25 As 

part of his "dynamic" investigations of the HVS, Andrason argues for the 

existence of precative qatal in the OT using comparative and typological 

evidence to show that other Semitic languages use forms cognate with He-

brew qatal in the same function and that unrelated languages exhibit a typo-

logically similar use of a single verb form for both past tense and optative or 

imperative.26 He describes a plausible path of development that connects the 

                                                           
23 The so-called "epistolary perfect" might be considered a distinct phenomenon (see Rog-

land 2000). However, the use of qatal in letters is clearly just a reflection of the general 

anterior meaning of the verb form, as is the performative usage. Pardee and Whiting 

(1987,1) correctly point out that the epistolary perfect is not an overtly marked grammat-

ical category but a translational category needed because letter writing usage differs be-

tween English and Hebrew. 
24 Bergström (2014, 16) argues that in Gen 17:16 גַ ם comes "in between the conjunction 

and the verb, without, apparently, making it non-consequtive [sic]" ( ַרְכִתי ֹאָתּה ְוַגם ָנַתִתי ּובֵּ

ן ָנה ְלָך בֵּ  .is performative, this interpretation is unnecessary ָנַתִתי However, if .(ִממֶּ
25 Andrason (2013, 3–5) provides an overview of previous scholarship on the question, 

mentioning defenders (the majority position, according to Andrason) and deniers of the 

existence of this use of qatal. One scholar cited in defence of precative qatal is G. R. 

Driver with a quotation from 1936. In a later work, however, Driver reached a different 

conclusion: "all the supposed instances in the Old Testament are doubtful; none are una-

voidable and all can be otherwise explained" (Driver 1969, 60; cf. Cook 2012, 250, n. 

87). 
26 Some of the Semitic evidence is ambiguous. In several languages, some or all of the 

alleged instances are dubious or interpretable as other forms or as having other meanings. 

In the remaining cases, what we have is a usage that is either clearly marked as precative 

through the use of specific particles (the real carriers of the precative meaning) or belongs 

to a more or less restricted set of greetings, religious blessings, or "fixed expressions." 

Cf. Driver 1969, 52. Weninger (2001, 102) shows that there probably is no "Wunschper-

fekt" in Classical Ethiopic. Neither is the Akkadian evidence decisive. The Akkadian sta-

tive is a nominal formation and there is nothing odd about the fact that it can be used with 
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different uses and succeeds in arguing that it is not intrinsically implausible 

that precative qatal might exist in the OT. What he does not show, however, 

is that this is in fact the case. In his examples from the OT, Andrason merely 

assumes that the qatals are precative, without considering other interpreta-

tions of the texts. 

According to Andrason (2013, 14, n. 13), there are 18 precative qatals in 

the OT, of which he considers 12 to be the most evident and convincing. In 

most cases, the precative interpretation is based on a preceding overt deontic 

form (e.g. an imperative) but in other "very sporadic and still controversial 

examples," there is no preceding modal form, in which cases Andrason de-

rives the precative interpretation from "the meaning of the whole situation" 

(ib., 11). However, "the meaning of the whole situation" is rarely clear-cut. 

This is the problem with the entire notion of precative qatal, including the 

instances with preceding modal forms. Since most of the cases occur in po-

etry (mostly Psalms) it is necessary to consider the general style of biblical 

poetry, especially the tendency to switch between different temporal planes 

(see 3.4). When we encounter a qatal, we should try to make sense of the 

passage by reading the form as it is usually read in other cases (simple past, 

present perfect, etc.). In Niccacci's words (2010, 117), we should respect "the 

verbal forms for what they are and try to interpret them accordingly, even 

when one finds abrupt transitions." 

With this approach, we can explain all the supposed precative qatals (in 

some cases, textual issues are relevant too). E.g., Andrason (2013, 11) trans-

lates ָפִדיָתה in Ps 31:6 ( ל ֱאמֶּ  יָתהָפדִ י ַאְפִקיד רּוחִ  ְבָיְדָך תאֹוִתי ְיהָוה אֵּ ) as "may you 

redeem." However, the verb probably refers to a previous act of God, stress-

ing the belief of the Psalmist that he is among the redeemed, regardless of 

his present suffering. There are other instances of such previous events as 

part of the prayers in vv. 8–9. Likewise, Andrason (ib., 14) renders ָאְבדּו in 

Ps 10:16 ( ְך עֹוָלם ָועֶּ  לֶּ ַאְרצ ּוָאְבדד ְיהָוה מֶּ ֹוגֹוִים מֵּ ) as "may perish." However, other 

approaches are possible. We can follow the LXX and read the form as 2pm 

imperative (with גֹוִים as a vocative). Alternatively, we should recognize the 

clear break in the structure of the poem in v. 16, which is a declaration about 

the way Yahweh is king (Driver 1969: 57), as opposed to the second person 

forms in vv. 14–15 and 17. Accordingly, there is no reason to let the imper-

ative and yiqtols in v. 15 influence the interpretation of the qatal, which can 

                                                           

the precative particle lū (or the corresponding negative particles) just like ordinary nouns 

and adjectives. In all of Andrason's examples, one of these particles occur. The same 

seems to be the case in the Ancient South Arabic example (yet this and similar cases have 

been interpreted as infinitives; Nebes and Stein 2008, 174). On Arabic, see 5.3. 
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be rendered as "the nations have perished from his land."27 Appendix 6 con-

tains details on the remaining alleged precatives from Andrason 2013. All of 

them are interpretable as ordinary anterior qatals without recourse to an ex-

tremely rare and contested type of qatal whose meaning is at odds with the 

one attested elsewhere. 

 

3.3.5 Problematic cases 

There are other cases where translators find it difficult to render qatal (and 

sometimes wayyiqtol) in the usual way and opt for a present or future trans-

lation. Some might be textually problematic but often it is possible to uphold 

the anterior interpretation of the Hebrew forms if we recognize that the He-

brew forms are relative tenses and that the stylistic conventions of Hebrew 

may differ from English (and other target languages). Consider Exod 10:3 

( ָעֹנת ִמָפנָ  ַאְנָת לֵּ יַעד־ָמַתי מֵּ ) vs. 10:7 ( שֹוקֵּ ַעד־ָמַתי ִיְהיֶּה זֶּה ָלנּו ְלמ ). Does the qatal in 

10:3 have non-anterior meaning (as one would assume from translations such 

as "how long will you refuse")? Joosten (2012a, 209, n. 23) prefers a modal 

interpretation of the qatal here and in similar passages, while GKC (311, 

§106h) defends an anterior reading: "how long hast thou already been refus-

ing (and refusest still…? which really amounts to how long wilt thou re-

fuse?)." The latter option seems preferable – it allows us to interpret a prob-

lematic verb without blurring the distinction between the verb forms or at-

tributing exceptional meanings to specific cases. 

Another problematic example is Exod 9:15 ( ת־ָיִדי ָוַאְך אֹוְתָך ִכי ַעָתה ָשַלְחִתי אֶּ

ץ ד ִמן־ָהָארֶּ ר ַוִתָכחֵּ ת־ַעְמָך ַבָדבֶּ  Is the qatal "performative"? Are the wayyiqtols .(ְואֶּ

supposed to be weyiqtols? Is the entire passage an expression of counterfac-

tual irrealis? Is it "prophetic"? The LXX has νῦν γὰρ ἀποστείλας τὴν χεῖρα 

πατάξω σε καὶ τὸν λαόν σου θανάτῳ καὶ ἐκτριβήσῃ ἀπὸ τῆς γῆς. Jer 38:9 is 

another case ( ל־ַהבֹור  ר־ִהְשִליכּו אֶּ ת ֲאשֶּ י ָהָרָעבאֵּ ַוָיָמת ַתְחָתיו ִמְפנֵּ ). Obviously, Jere-

miah had not died at this point, and in light of v. 10 it seems unlikely that the 

messenger thought so. The messenger, of course, is the Nubian eunuch. 

Hence, the "foreign factor" may play a role (foreigners using deviant lan-

guage as a means of characterization), the wayyiqtol perhaps intended as a 

weyiqtol instead of the expected classical weqatal. Alternatively, we might 

speculate that the original verb was an ordinary non-anterior weqataltí, 

                                                           
27 It is not necessary to identify the גֹוִים from v. 16 with the evil and godless people who 

are the focus of the preceding part of the psalm. If the גֹוִים are foreign peoples thought to 

have been eradicated from the land in the past, this might serve as a good basis for the 

belief that Yahweh will also deal with the interior enemies, the wicked among his own 

people. If we read the verb as an imperative, the vocative גֹוִים would refer to people living 

in Yahweh's land in the present. 
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which (because of the preceding simple qatals) was misinterpreted as an un-

classical anterior weqatálti and then "corrected" into a wayyiqtol. The LXX 

has no verb corresponding to this one in its rendering of the passage. In gen-

eral, it is not sound methodology to base far-reaching conclusions on a few 

isolated oddities, whose grammaticality may be uncertain.28 

A special case is the use of qatal after the conjunction אֹו ("or") in passages 

referring to the future. According to Kawashima (2010, 31; based on Zuber 

1986, 157‒159), such qatals are "converted" like weqatal (e.g. Exod 21:37, 

ה ּוְטָבחֹו אֹו ְמָכרֹו  However, once we realize that qatal is .(ִכי ִיְגֹנב־ִאיש שֹור אֹו־ׂשֶּ

not an absolute past tense but a general anterior form and further allow a 

degree of abruptness in certain styles of writing, we might not need any "con-

version" (Exod 21:37: "when/if a man steals an ox or a sheep and slaughters 

it, or (when/if) he has sold it, he shall repay, etc."). For further details on the 

attested cases, see appendix 7. In any case, even if we follow Zuber and Ka-

washima, the alleged non-anterior meaning is not a "natural" feature of sim-

ple qatal but seems to be taken over from weqatal. 

In sum, none of the alleged non-anterior uses of qatal (or wayyiqtol) is 

convincing. Though precative, gnomic, etc. readings do make sense in many 

passages, the disputed verbs are practically always interpretable in terms of 

the invariable meaning of the form. This approach seems preferable to using 

a comparatively small number of ambiguous passages as the basis for posit-

ing separate functions of a verb form that go directly against the general 

meaning of the form. A certain number of truly "odd" (possibly ungrammat-

ical) cases must be acknowledged but in most cases, a different exegesis or 

a better appreciation of the differences between Hebrew and English usage 

allows us to follow Rogland in rejecting the supposedly non-anterior uses of 

the anterior forms. 

 

3.4 The verbs in poetry 

According to a widespread view among scholars and ordinary readers alike, 

verbs in prose and poetry follow different rules. Specifically, verbal usage in 

poetry has been seen as more or less random (e.g. Bergsträsser 1929, 29, §6i; 

Berlin 1979, 23; Buth 1986, 26‒28). Of course, as in other languages, we 

must allow Hebrew poets a degree of poetic licence. Metrical considerations, 

too, might influence the use of verbs, though far too little is known about this 

for us to draw any clear conclusions (the fluidity of the textual material prob-

ably guarantees that nothing decisive can be said on this point). However, 

                                                           
28 Other problematic wayyiqtols are found in 1 Sam 2:6 and similar passages (cf. Joosten 

2012a, 187, who refers to several cases; they are interpretable in the same way as gnomic 

qatals, i.e. as ordinary anteriors). 
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poetic licence pertains to the stylistic use of the system. It does not involve 

arbitrarily attributing a meaning to a verb form that might be the exact oppo-

site of the meaning of the form elsewhere – at least, the latter type of poetic 

licence would seem to guarantee that nobody would be able to understand 

the poet. 

Accordingly, several scholars have challenged the view that verbs in po-

etry are used indiscriminately (cf. Notarius 2013, 26‒27). Niccacci has aban-

doned his earlier position (1990, 193‒197; 1997) and argues convincingly 

that the verbs in poetry have the same basic meaning as in prose, more spe-

cifically in direct speech (2006 and 2010). Rogland (2003, 13, n. 70) notes 

that the difference between poetry and prose is not the semantics of the forms 

as such ("poetics, not grammar"; cf. Joosten 2012a, 416: "style, not gram-

mar"). If (as seems to be the case) we can make sense of poetry in this way, 

positing one grammatical system with the same semantics for poetry and 

prose is clearly preferable to claiming the existence of separate grammatical 

systems or separate semantics for the verb forms (cf. Rogland 2003, 14). 

The frequent abrupt transitions between qatal and yiqtol or between other 

verb forms in poetry might pose a challenge to this approach. However, once 

we realize that Hebrew verbs are marked for relative rather than absolute 

tense and keep in mind the non-linear and segmental character of most poetry 

(cf. Niccacci 2010, 114) such transitions are, in most cases, quite unprob-

lematic. In fact, we noted similar shifts in prose (3.1 and 3.3.5). The use of 

different verb forms in similar sentences does not force us to conclude that 

the forms have the same inherent meaning. Likewise, the occurrence of dif-

ferent verb forms in a poetic passage does not mean that the inherent seman-

tics of the forms must be the same.29 

The segmental nature of poetry makes it possible to shift between hope or 

prayers for the future and statements about past events such as God's previ-

ous acts of mercy (cf. Notarius 2013, 58 on "discursively non-homogeneous" 

poetry). A shift to a narrative sequence may have dramatizing purpose rather 

than necessarily relating events that have actually occurred (cf. "prophetic 

perfect" in 3.3.1; an example may be the shift to wayyiqtol in Ps 18:8/2 Sam 

22:7b). Such shifts of temporal reference are frequent (cf. several "precative" 

passages in appendix 6). In other cases, the absolute temporal reference 

seems to be constant, though different verb forms are used. Since the Hebrew 

                                                           
29 Berlin (1979, 24) recognizes that, e.g., a nif. and a hif. from the same root in parallel 

stichs have different meanings – in contrast to her claim that there are no semantic reasons 

for the shifts between yiqtol and qatal (ib., 23). She provides no arguments for the as-

sumption that the latter shifts have no semantic content. 
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verbs indicate relative rather than absolute tense, this does not pose a prob-

lem for the claim that the semantic content of the verb forms is the same as 

in prose. Non-anterior forms occur in past as well as present and future con-

texts. Anterior forms are often used where English or similar languages use 

present perfect, i.e. the temporal reference is the "now" of the psalmist. Of-

ten, it is difficult or impossible to decide whether to translate a sequence of 

qatal and yiqtol as simple past plus concomitant/durative past or as present 

perfect plus present/future tense (e.g. Ps 18:5,  י ְבִלַיַעל ת ְוַנֲחלֵּ י־ָמוֶּ ְבלֵּ ֲאָפפּוִני חֶּ

 .The HVS simply does not make such distinctions .(ְיַבֲעתּוִני

Appendix 8 provides a few examples of the way the clash of different ver-

bal forms may be treated within the standard system. There is no reason to 

doubt the fundamental point that verb forms have the same meaning in prose 

and poetry and function according to the same basic rules. These rules, how-

ever, are exploited in different ways in various types of literature, depending 

on stylistic needs. Yet, a cautionary note is in order – just because it is pos-

sible to make sense of poetic texts in this way, there is no guarantee that this 

is the correct approach. In poetry, alternative readings abound. In many 

cases, interpreting the verbs following a different set of rules than the ones 

that hold in prose may make perfect sense. It is hardly possible to prove that 

the qatals in, e.g., Ps 1 or 2 must have anterior meaning (see appendix 8). 

However, it is clearly desirable to have a theory that explains as much as 

possible. Alternatively, we would have to posit a separate grammatical sys-

tem every time our preferred exegesis leads us to a translation that violates 

the rules otherwise established for the language. 

Note two points. First, it seems likely that textual corruption and scribal 

misunderstandings are liable to be found in poetic passages, which were pos-

sibly highly ambiguous to start with, to an even higher degree than is the 

case in prose.30 Hence, some passages may not fit the rules – not because 

they follow a definite set of different rules but because the text as transmitted 

is not in order. In practice, there is no way to decide objectively when this is 

the case and before accepting such a claim, all possibilities for an interpreta-

tion within the standard system should be exhausted. Second, archaic verbal 

usage may be attested in certain poems, notably the use of yiqtol with anterior 

meaning as a relic of PS *yaqtul otherwise only attested in "frozen" form in 

wayyiqtol (see 5.1). Commonly noted in this connection are passages such 

as Gen 49; Exod 15; Num 23‒24; Deut 32‒33; Judg 5; 2 Sam 22/Ps 18 (see, 

e.g., Notarius 2013; Vern 2011; Robertson 1972). There seems to be a con-

nection between the supposed archaic (or archaizing) character of a passage 

                                                           
30 Stipp (1991, 540): it is sometimes hard to decide if a shift between verb forms is due 

to "hochpoetische, finessenreiche Sprache" or "hochgradige Textverderbnis." 
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and the degree of textual ambiguity attested. Rezetko and Young (2014, 168 

et passim) note that unusual linguistic traits (such as supposed archaisms) 

are the most likely to be lost or added during the process of transmission. 

Their comparison of Ps 18 and 2 Sam 22 shows "almost no overlap between 

the less common linguistic forms of these two parallel texts of the same com-

position" (ib., 158; cf. also Young 2017). 

It is difficult to decide whether the supposedly archaic yiqtols in fact have 

anterior meaning (and whether the "archaic" poems are in fact old). In most 

cases, the general approach to poetry outlined above allows us to interpret 

the texts without recourse to such claims. For an excursus on verbal usage in 

several "archaic" poems, see appendix 9. The yiqtols in question may have 

ordinary non-anterior meaning, or in some cases, they may represent sudden 

dramatic volitive outbursts (jussives). However, in some texts it seems diffi-

cult to eliminate all the supposed instances (notably Deut 32). Hence, a total 

rejection of the idea (cf. Niccacci, e.g. 2006, 252) might be going too far. 

Other languages exhibit archaic linguistic traits (or conscious lingustic ar-

chaizing) in various types of texts, like the pl. form of verbs in Danish hymns 

and Christmas carols, or the French Passé Simple, which is confined to liter-

ary (not just poetic) usage. However, in such cases it is clearly not a question 

of one form having the opposite meaning of its usual meaning in a certain 

genre. Rather, a separate verb form or certain morphological traits of a verb 

form are preserved in specific stylistic contexts. In fact, this is also the case 

with supposedly anterior yiqtols in BH. Rogland (2003, 13, n. 70) states: 

"Even an observable difference between Hebrew poetry and prose such as 

the use of the free-standing preterital yiqtol (*yaqtul) relates not to the se-

mantic value of the verbal form itself but rather to its frequency of use and 

distribution in different literary genres." Some anterior yiqtols may occur in 

prose as well but most can be interpreted otherwise (see appendix 10 for 

examples). To the extent that convincing instances of the usage are identified 

in poetry (and prose), they are not cases of ordinary yiqtol with anterior 

meaning, but relics of another verb form belonging to the anterior category 

rather than the non-anterior category to which other cases of yiqtol (< *yaq-

tulu) belong.31 

 
                                                            
31 The ancestor of wayyiqtol and supposedly anterior yiqtol must have had a different 

stress placement from non-anterior yiqtol (cf. 5.1‒2.1). This distinction may have been in 

existence when the supposedly archaic poems were first composed. We do not know how 

long this stress-based distinction existed (cf. Notarius 2013, 83, on Deut 32). In any case, 

regardless of the background of the forms, in the texts as we have them we are able to 

interpret the forms as non-anteriors in virtually all instances, as must have been the case 

for the people reading and transmitting the texts in antiquity. 
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3.5 Aspect- and mood-prominence: A critical discussion 

The types of usage discussed in the previous sections do not constitute deci-

sive evidence against the relative temporal interpretation of the system. It is 

possible to handle alleged cases of non-anterior qatal (and wayyiqtol) as well 

as apparently different meanings in poetry within the confines of such an 

interpretation (a basic opposition between anterior qatal/wayyiqtol and non-

anterior yiqtol/weqatal). 

Before proceeding, it is important to reiterate what is meant by the claim 

that the HVS is a system of relative tense rather than aspect or modality. It 

does not mean that Hebrew is incapable of expressing aspectual or modal 

notions – it merely means that relative tense is the best way to describe the 

fundamental notion expressed by the opposition qatal/wayyiqtol vs. 

yiqtol/weqataltí. When attempting to determine the basic meaning of the 

verb forms and characterize them as aspectual, temporal, etc., the notion of 

"prominence" must be borne in mind. Much (probably most) recent scholar-

ship is well aware of this and rather than categorically stating that Hebrew is 

"aspectual," scholars prefer to describe the language as "aspect-prominent" 

(or "tense-prominent," etc.). Bhat (1999, 91) argues that "languages gener-

ally do not give equal prominence to all these three categories [tense, aspect, 

mood]. Instead, they select one of them as the basic category and express 

distinctions connected with it in great detail; they represent the other two 

categories in lesser detail and further, they use peripheral systems like the 

use of auxiliaries, or other indirect means, for representing these latter cate-

gories."32 In Hebrew, the various categories may be marked by the lexical 

meaning of roots, the different binyanim, adverbial phrases, etc. The ques-

tion in the present context is which categories are marked grammatically in 

the verb forms. In 3.5.1‒2, I will argue that the aspect-prominent approach 

(that the main difference between the non-volitive finite forms is primarily 

aspectual) and the mood-prominent approach (that the difference primarily 

pertains to modality) are less adequate than a tense-prominent approach 

based on relative tense when analyzing the basic opposition in (this part of) 

the HVS. 

 

 

 

                                                            
32 Bhat (1999, 92) notes that the typological distinction is an idealised one, "Natural lan-

guages do not fall into sharply differentiated language types. There are different degrees 

of prominence that these categories receive in different languages; further, in the case of 

some languages, two or more of these categories may receive equal prominence, and 

hence we would not be able to select the most prominent category in them." 
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3.5.1 The aspect-prominent approach  

As noted in 1.2.3, terminology plays a role when choosing between a relative 

temporal and an aspectual interpretation of the HVS. Both categories have 

to do with time and what some scholars call relative tense others may refer 

to as aspect. However, the fairly uncontroversial basic definition (tense = 

location of a situation relative to some point; aspect = internal structure of a 

situation) is a good starting point. It should be possible to decide whether the 

difference between yiqtol/weqatal and qatal/wayyiqtol typically pertains to 

the former or the latter way of looking at the event marked by the verb. In 

many instances, the most straightforward reading points in the direction of 

relative temporal location without any discernible focus on the internal struc-

ture of the situation. This is evident in the numerous cases of yiqtol (or 

weqatal) that simply mark future situations that must be interpreted as single, 

punctual events, rather than specifically imperfective meaning. Cook's as-

pect-prominent analysis will be treated in detail below, as a prime example 

of the aspectual approach. The flaws in Cook's general methodology (lin-

guistic typology) were discussed in 2.2. As it turns out, the specific argu-

ments presented by Cook do not add much in the way of persuasiveness if 

one rejects the central typological argument. He summarizes the arguments 

in favour of aspect-prominence in five points: 

1) Such a system is "eminently probable" from the point of view of typo-

logical studies (Cook 2012, 200). As stated in 2.2, this is no argument. 

2) "[T]he 'basic-ness' of aspectual oppositions versus tensed oppositions" 

and the "integration of TAM morphology with the discontinuous-root mor-

phology of the Semitic (and BH) verb in contrast to the periphrastic means 

of denoting tense in some Semitic languages […] make it much more plau-

sible that the qatal:yiqtol opposition is one of viewpoint aspect and not tense 

or mood" (ib., 201). This is simply a variant of the first argument, i.e. no 

argument.  

3) "[T]he pattern of interaction of qatal versus wayyiqtol with stative roots 

is mutually confirming of the dynamic-stative analysis of the a-i/u theme-

vowel distinction as well as a perfective analysis of qatal and past tense anal-

ysis of wayyiqtol" (ib., 201). According to Cook, the interaction between sta-

tive verbs and qatal shows that qatal marks perfective aspect. However, as 

will be illustrated in 3.6.1, the arguments for separating qatal and wayyiqtol 

and ascribing different inherent semantics to each form are not persuasive. 

Further, stative verbs in qatal do not always indicate present stative meaning 

(cf. Cook's numbers [2012, 199]: 46% past reference, 22% in direct speech). 

Present stative qatals are interpretable in the framework of a theory of rela-

tive tense, which recognizes the nominal origin of the form (cf. 3.3). Further, 
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stative meaning ("I am old"; "he is heavy") is not perfective. A suitable as-

pectual label would be imperfective. Hence, this argument does not support 

the perfective vs. imperfective interpretation of qatal vs. yiqtol. The same 

problem arises with the present perfect use of qatal (which, in my analysis, 

is not fundamentally different from the stative present use). It seems prefer-

able not to follow those scholars who see the perfect as a third aspect next to 

perfective and imperfective. If we were to assign an aspectual label to present 

perfect verbs, it would have to be imperfective, since these verbs refer to the 

state resulting from a past event. In Hebrew this leads to the paradox that 

qatal – the supposedly perfective verb form – is imperfective as well, since 

it often functions as a present perfect.33 The way to solve this paradox is to 

recognize that aspect is not an inherent part of the meaning of the verb forms 

and that the primary function of qatal (and wayyiqtol) is the marking of rel-

ative tense, viz. anteriority (cf. Gzella 2004, 95). 

4) "[D]espite the intermingling of meanings between past tense and per-

fective aspect, the predominate past temporal reference for qatal can be ac-

counted for within an aspectual analysis in light of Smith's analysis of 'de-

fault temporal interpretation' of aspectual forms" (Cook 2012, 201). This is 

not an argument, but a defence against an objection to the aspectual ap-

proach. The point is correct – there is a connection between perfectivity and 

past tense interpretation, yet this does not prove the aspect-prominent char-

acter of the HVS.34 

5) "[T]he viewpoint-aspect analysis of the qatal:yiqtol opposition is con-

sonant with the diachronic data and contributes to a coherent and typologi-

cally feasible TAM system for BH" (ib., 201). This is a reiteration of the first 

and basic typological argument (which does not prove anything), only with 

more emphasis on the diachronic development. According to Cook, "by the 

end of the Tannaitic period, the conjugation [qatal] becomes restricted to 

past temporal reference, even with stative roots. Even more importantly, the 

patterning of qatal with stative predicates in BH and RH strongly disposes 

one to identify the TAM of qatal as perfective aspect in BH and past tense 

in RH" (ib., 204). He reiterates the claim that "we can identify qatal in post-

BH (i.e., the Mishnah and beyond) as a simple past verb" (ib., 208), although 

                                                           
33 Cook (2012, 207) recognizes that qatal often has present perfect meaning. He explains 

"the perfect as a meaning that persists from the earlier stage when it was its [= qatal's] 

primary meaning." This hardly eliminates the problem for the perfective interpretation of 

qatal. Cf. Bergström 2014, 60. 
34 Binnick's statement (1991, 437) against the aspect theory that it "falsely predicts that, 

out of context, the verb forms should have no tense value" is not conclusive. 
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he notes one example of present perfect qatal in RH (ib., 208, n. 47). How-

ever, such cases in RH are not isolated oddities (see 4.4). The verb forms in 

RH indicate relative tense in a manner broadly similar to BH. The question 

of stative verbs has nothing to do with the characterization of the verb forms 

as aspectual or temporal but indicates that the nominal relics of the ancestor 

form of qatal gradually receded. In fact, in contrast to Cook's view, I will 

argue that RH is more aspect-prominent than BH (see 3.8.1 and 4.4).35 

In the course of his analysis of qatal and yiqtol, Cook provides further 

arguments. He states that the wide range of temporal meanings generally at-

tributed to qatal "forms the strongest objection to a past tense analysis of 

qatal" (ib., 202). Specifically he notes that "[e]vidence to distinguish qatal 

as a perfective aspect gram instead of simple past is amply supplied by its 

appearance in present and future temporal spheres, as illustrated by the per-

formative and future perfect examples" (ib., 207). This is a good point 

against an absolute tense interpretation of the HVS but, as illustrated above, 

this objection does not rule out an approach based on relative tense (which 

is clearly capable of explaining such usage). 

Similarly, Cook's claim that the lack of tense shifting aligns the HVS with 

aspect rather than tense (ib., 200) does not seem to recognize the distinction 

between systems of absolute and relative tense (on tense shifting, see 

1.2.3).36 

In the performative qatal Cook finds "an additional typological argument" 

– "in languages where tense is grammaticalized, a present tense form is used 

(e.g., English), but in languages where aspect is grammaticalized, perfective 

aspect grams are used, as in BH" (ib., 208). This is not a decisive argument. 

Tense-prominent languages do not always use simple present tense (cf. Berg-

ström 2014, 84) and aspect-prominent languages do not necessarily use the 

perfective (Greek uses imperfective present tense; Russian likewise, though 

perfective present [which normally has future reference] may be used, see 

Gattnar, Heininger, and Hörnig 2016). As argued in 3.3.3, the anterior mean-

ing of Hebrew qatal and the lack of a simple present tense in the language 

sufficiently explain the performative use of qatal. 

Another typology-based argument used by Cook is the encoding of adjec-

tival predicates, i.e. the use of "normal" adjectives ("nouny" encoding) vs. 

                                                           
35 Bybee, Perkins, and Pagliuca (1994, 93) state that they "know of no clear documented 

case of a perfective that has become a simple past." See Cook's reply to Robar on this 

point (Cook 2016, 415). 
36 Cook refers to Endo in support of his claim. However, Endo (1996, 301) clearly states 

that lack of tense shifting "does not support the view that the Hebrew conjugation ex-

presses the aspect and that only the context signals the 'tense'." 
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stative verbs ("verby" encoding). Both strategies are used in BH, while RH 

prefers the former. According to Cook (2012, 230), aspect-prominent lan-

guages tend to use the verbal strategy, whereas tense-prominent languages 

tend to use a nominal strategy. He uses this to argue for a drift from more 

aspect-prominent BH to more tense-prominent RH. The claim is based on 

Stassen's "tensedness parameter" (Stassen 1997, 347‒357). However, the use 

of this parameter is not as straightforward as Cook seems to assume. First, 

Stassen clearly states that aspect marking and the "verby/nouny split" are 

"largely independent" (ib., 349). There are "verby languages" with and with-

out aspect-marking and "nouny languages" without aspect-marking. The 

only fairly clear tendency is that the combination of aspect-marking and 

nouny encoding is infrequent (ib., 349‒350). Yet, Stassen notes that this 

combination does exist (e.g. Russian, Ancient Greek, Classical Arabic). 

Even a more cautious restatement of the tendency does not live up to his 

requirements for correlational parameters (ib., 350).37 Stassen arrives at a 

final statement on the relationship between "tensedness" and "nouny/verby" 

encoding: "(a) If a language is TENSED, it will have NOUNY adjectives. If 

a language has NOUNY adjective, it will be tensed. (b) If a language is 

NON-TENSED, it will have VERBY adjectives. If a language has VERBY 

adjectives, it will be NON-TENSED" (ib., 357). However, his definition of 

"tensedness" (ib., 350‒351; 356) excludes relative tense. According to Stas-

sen, "a tensed language should have a verbal form which is employed exclu-

sively to refer to past time" (ib., 355). This means that Hebrew clearly is 

"non-tensed" in all of its phases (including RH, see 4.4). Hence, in addition 

to its typology-based and therefore dubious character (in fact, Stassen finds 

several exceptions to his final formulation of the tendency; ib., 569‒570), 

this correlation is unhelpful in relation to Hebrew since it only tells us that 

there are no absolute tense forms in the HVS – which was obvious all along.38 

Cook's treatment of yiqtol as an imperfective gram is problematic too. Ac-

cording to Cook (2012, 217‒218), perfectives develop only in languages that 

already possess an imperfective gram. Hence, since qatal is perfective, the 

                                                           
37 "(a) If a language has nouny adjectives, it will tend to lack aspect-marking on verbs. 

(b) If a language has aspect-marking on verbs, it will tend to have verby adjectives" (ib., 

350). 
38 Stassen does note a drift from more aspect-prominent to more tense-prominent in the 

history of Semitic but since BH clearly has many "nouny" adjectives, his conclusion 

seems to be less than useful for Cook's purposes. In fact, Stassen states that compared to 

Akkadian, BH and Classical Arabic have proceeded further towards temporal orientation 

– "maybe even up to a point where a nonpast/past distinction is the more prominent pa-

rameter" (ib., 495). However, I argue that the HVS never became an absolute tense system 

(not even in ModH, contrary to Stassen, ib., 497 and 657, n. 8). 
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"imperfective identity of yiqtol follows almost inevitably." However, as ar-

gued above, Cook's case for perfective qatal is unconvincing. He further 

claims that modal and temporal theories cannot account for yiqtol's "wide-

ranging semantics," such as (1) past progressive, (2) past habitual/iterative, 

(3) present progressive, (4) present gnomic, (5) general future, (6) future past 

(= English Conditional), (7) deontic modality, (8) contingent modality, and 

(9) simple past (with certain adverbs) (ib., 218). Yiqtols with past temporal 

reference are "inherently at odds with identifying the form as an opposite, 

tensed gram" (ib., 219). Again, this is a fine criticism of an absolute tense 

approach. With a relative tense approach, all the points can be subsumed 

under the label non-anteriority, except possibly for (9). If yiqtols with ם רֶּ  טֶּ

and ָאז have "simple past" meaning, they must be relics of *yaqtul (i.e. irrel-

evant when discussing the meaning of yiqtol < *yaqtulu). Alternatively, they 

are in fact non-anteriors (see 5.1). Either way, point (9) in the list should be 

deleted. In fact, Cook (ib., 263) describes the meaning of yiqtol after ם רֶּ  as טֶּ

"relative future in the past" – rather than imperfective. This is a good de-

scription from my point of view but quite strange in Cook's aspectual frame-

work. 

In other cases too, some of Cook's actual interaction with the texts points 

in a temporal direction. He admits that yiqtol has lost many of its "prototyp-

ical imperfective functions" to the PTC (ib., 233).39 Similarly, Cook states, 

"yiqtol is preferred for future and subjunctive (irrealis) expressions, which 

tend toward perfective aspect" (ib., 267). Also, rather than using qatal's al-

leged perfectivity in explaining its gnomic use, Cook uses the default past 

tense reference when reading his example (Prov 21:22) as a "past-time anec-

dotal proverb" (ib., 215.; cf. Cook 2005). This is clearly the right path (see 

3.3.2). The admission that the default reading of verb forms is in general 

temporal rather than aspectual (Cook 2012, 268) ought to lead to a reconsid-

eration of the aspectual interpretation of the HVS. In fact, apart from the 

dogmatic typology-based argument, Cook provides no real arguments for as-

pect-prominence. 

That aspect is not the dominant category may be seen from the use of 

yiqtol in reference to single, punctual, instantaneous events in the future (e.g. 

Exod 9:5,  אֹמר ד לֵּ ם ְיהָוה מֹועֵּ ה ְיהָוה ַהָדָבר ַהזֶּ ַוָיׂשֶּ ץה ָבאָ ָמָחר ַיֲעׂשֶּ רֶּ ). Josh 3:7 ( ר ַכֲאשֶּ

ְהיֶּה ִעמָ יָהיִ  ה אֶּ ְךִתי ִעם־ֹמשֶּ ) provides another illustration of the fact that tense and 

not aspect is central. Both situations must be continuous, the only difference 

being that the first is past, the second future. Josh 11:6 (ת־ ר ְואֶּ ם ְתַעקֵּ יהֶּ ת־סּוסֵּ אֶּ

                                                           
39 The lack of prototypical imperfectivity in yiqtol is Joosten's main argument in his crit-

icism of the aspectual approach, e.g. Joosten 2002a, 53. 
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ם ִתְׂשֹרף ָבאֵּ ש יהֶּ -is a command or prediction with two yiqtols.40 V. 9 de (ַמְרְכֹבתֵּ

scribes the actual event with the same verbs in qatal (ת־ ר ְואֶּ ם ִעקֵּ יהֶּ ת־סּוסֵּ אֶּ

ם ָׂשַרף ָבאֵּ  יהֶּ שַמְרְכֹבתֵּ ). From an aspectual point of view, the events in both 

verses seem to be perfective, indicating that the opposition yiqtol vs. qatal is 

hardly one of aspect. 1 Sam 17:37 ( ר  ִני ְיהָוה ֲאשֶּ ִהִצַלִני ִמַיד ָהֲאִרי ּוִמַיד ַהֹדב הּוא ַיִצילֵּ

הִמַיד ַהְפִלְשִתי ַהזֶּ  ) is another example of the temporal rather than aspectual char-

acter of the basic opposition. The qatal ( ִניִהִצלַ  ) refers to the past, probably to 

several past incidents (unmarked iterative/habitual). The yiqtol ( ִניַיִצילֵּ  ), in 

contrast, clearly refers to a single, "perfective" event in the future.41 

 

3.5.2 The modal approach 

The modal approach has a certain appeal. In fact, it is necessary to 

acknowledge the close interrelation between different types of modality and 

temporal notions. While it was rather clear that aspect plays no role in Josh 

11:6 in the preceding paragraph, it was more difficult to decide between 

tense and modality. However, there are reasons for not considering modality 

the defining parameter in the opposition qatal/wayyiqtol vs. yiqtol/weqatal. 

Hebrew has a separate modal subsystem of an explicitly volitive character 

(imperative, jussive, cohortative; see 3.7). This in itself is not an argument 

against the mood-prominent interpretation of the overall system but the fre-

quent use of yiqtol/weqatal for marking simple future temporal location  is 

problematic for the modal theory. Of course, if future tense (or even tense as 

such, cf. 1.2.1) is defined in modal terms, the latter point hardly constitutes 

an argument either. With such an approach, however, the question of the 

basic semantics of the HVS would be answered in advance since virtually all 

verbal systems would seem to be modal by definition. If it is argued that 

modality is a more basic category than tense (cf. Penner 2016, 28), this, too, 

would apply to most languages, including languages that would not normally 

be described as "modal." Though most scholars regard English, Danish, and 

similar languages as tense-prominent, there is a more basic distinction be-

tween modal and non-modal sentences. However, this is a distinction on an-

other level and does not relate directly to the difference between, e.g., "does" 

and "did."42 

                                                           
40 The decision is difficult to make, especially when God is the speaker. 
41 Cf. the translation into a language with universally recognized aspect-marking (Russian 

Synodal Version): "Господь, Который избавлял меня от льва и медведя, избавит 

меня и от руки этого Филистимлянина." The qatal is rendered as a past imperfective 

(избавлял), the yiqtol as a perfective present (избавит), which regularly has perfective 

future meaning (a periphrastic imperfective future is available). 
42 According to Bhat (1999, 176), the decision to classify the future form in a given lan-

guage as modal or temporal depends on the general characterization of the language as 
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A prominent defender of the modal approach is Joosten, according to 

whom the main distinction in the system is between the indicative forms 

wayyiqtol, qatal, and the predicative PTC with realis meaning and the modal 

forms yiqtol and weqatal with irrealis meaning (in addition, the modal sub-

system includes the volitive system of imperative, jussive, and cohortative; 

Joosten 2012a, 32–33). He convincingly argues that the PTC is the usual 

marker of the real present and past concomitant action rather than 

yiqtol/weqatal. This is indeed the case most of the time, though not always 

(see 3.8). However, his claim that the difference is best described by seeing 

irrealis modality as the basic meaning of yiqtol (and weqatal) is less convinc-

ing (ib., 60‒61). The difference between yiqtol and the PTC can be explained 

by analyzing yiqtol as a general non-anterior and the PTC as an explicit 

marker of progressive/concomitant action, gradually relegating yiqtol to a 

predominantly posterior domain.43 

As Cook (2012, 219) has pointed out, the attempt to interpret 

yiqtol/weqatal as modal forms forces Joosten to "make the category 'modal' 

endlessly elastic, such as by the claim that 'there is something inherently 

modal about questions' (Joosten 2002a, 54). If yiqtol is a modal gram, the 

precise extent of modal should be more clearly delineated than he has hith-

erto done." Likewise, Bergström (2014, 50) correctly notes that if the modal 

approach is to be taken seriously we need to know what is meant by modality 

– "what specific modality lies behind all the various meanings of yiqtol-L [= 

ordinary, non-volitive yiqtol]" (cf. also ib., 112). There is some truth in 

Joosten's claim that questions are inherently modal (cf. Palmer 1986, 89) but 

this hardly means that any verb form occurring in a question should be ana-

lyzed as inherently modal. Indeed, as Joosten (2012a, 279) notes, "the pre-

dicative participle is just as idiomatic as YIQTOL in questions referring to 

the present."44 

                                                           

mood- or tense-prominent. This is not very helpful in deciding the fundamental character 

of a verbal system. The circularity is evident. 
43 Note what appears to be a slip from the otherwise consistent mood-based interpretation 

of futurity, seemingly implying that simple futurity is not a modal nuance: "In these ex-

amples, YIQTOL may be taken to express simple futurity, or a modal nuance may be 

attributed to it (commitment, menace)" (Joosten 2012a, 96). 
44 Joosten (2012a, 279) seems to modify his earlier statements on the inherent modality 

of questions somewhat, "Although questions always have a modal tinge, there is no rea-

son to think that YIQTOL presents the process as unreal in the examples enumerated 

above. Thus, the usage described in the present section does not entirely tally with the 

basic irrealis function of YIQTOL." He suggests that the use of yiqtol in questions might 

be "residual." 
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Another argument against the modal approach is the counterfactual use of 

qatal/wayyiqtol, a usage that seems to be accepted by practically all Hebrew 

grammarians.45 This usage is often referred to as irrealis. It seems problem-

atic that this notion should be expressed by the members of the realis group. 

In fact, the use of past tense forms to indicate different types of counterfac-

tual modality is very widespread cross-linguistically and it seems clear that 

this simply makes no sense if the verb form used has realis as its inherent, 

invariable meaning. As Palmer (2001, 219) argues, "the modal function of 

past tense can occur only in languages that have a tense system that differ-

entiates past from present or non-past [or similar relative tense forms, KS]. 

It does not occur in languages [...] that deal with time relations within the 

category of Realis/Irrealis mood." Note that the argument here is not typo-

logical but based on the lack of logic in analyzing a form as "real" when that 

form is in fact preferred for the expression of events as not real. 

Deriving the simple future use of yiqtol and weqatal from a supposedly 

inherent modal meaning constitutes a fundamental problem for the modal 

approach. It hardly makes sense to posit one of the modal shades of meaning 

as the basic, invariable meaning of the forms and then claim that this mean-

ing is cancelled in certain contexts without explaining which contexts and 

how. In contrast, the opposite derivation makes more sense, i.e. positing sim-

ple non-anteriority or posteriority as the invariable, inherent meaning and 

ascribing the various attested modal shades of meaning to the context. Sim-

ilar modal interpretations of tense forms are observable in many languages. 

E.g., Danish present tense may mark necessity, ability, command etc., yet it 

makes no sense to ascribe such shades of meaning to the inherent meaning 

of the form. Hence, we ought to treat the modal shades of meaning associated 

with yiqtol and weqatal as contextually induced readings of basic non-ante-

rior temporal reference.46 

 

3.6 The consecutive forms 

In this section, I will argue that the inherent meaning is the same in qatal and 

wayyiqtol (anterior) and in yiqtol and weqatal (non-anterior). The observable 

differences in usage derive from the obligatory presence of the various 

shades of meaning associated with "and" in the waw-prefixed forms and the 

related differences of position in discourse. In a continuous flow of clauses 

                                                           
45 E.g. Gen 26:10, referred to by Cook (2012, 202) who rightly notes the problems caused 

by this usage for the interpretation of qatal as realis. 
46 Modal notions may be indicated in various more explicit ways. In addition to the voli-

tive modal forms, there are various particles, conjunctions, lexical words (like יכול), word 

order, etc., all of which seem to play a role in this connection. 
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introduced by "and," an author (or, presumably, a speaker) uses wayyiqtol or 

weqatal. If something interrupts the flow (or in clauses without "and"), qatal 

or yiqtol is used. Such interruption may be due to the introduction of a new 

subject with some kind of focus or contrastive emphasis, a focused object or 

adverbial phrase, or simply a wish for variation. A real "break" in the flow 

is not necessarily implied, nor does the use of w+X+simple form necessarily 

imply that the information is "off-line" or backgrounded. For a brief excursus 

on the question of word order and the HVS, see appendix 11. 

Several points must be discussed. 

The traditional designation "consecutive" is a misnomer. The waw-pre-

fixed forms do not necessarily continue the meaning of a preceding verb, nor 

do they necessarily indicate sequentiality or temporal succession. Rather, the 

forms have inherent meaning, and this meaning is simply anteriority (way-

yiqtol) or non-anteriority (weqatal), plus the meaning inherent in "and." To 

be sure, weqatal often follows a yiqtol (or a volitive form) but this is not a 

necessary condition. Weqatal may introduce a non-anterior segment even 

when the preceding verb is simple qatal (cf. Joosten 2012a, 293‒294). In 

Lev 17:4 ( ּואָדם ָשָפְך ְוִנְכַרת ָהִאיש ַהה ) and Num 19:13 ( ת־ִמְשַכן ְיהוָ  ְרָתה א ְוִנכְ ה ִטמֵּ אֶּ

ש ַההִ  ואַהנֶּפֶּ ), the texts shift from anterior qatal (explaining that a person who 

does certain things has thereby committed some specific sin) directly to non-

anterior weqatal. Judg 13:3 ( ןְת בֵּ ִהנֵּה־ָנא ַאְת־ֲעָקָרה ְולֹא ָיַלְדְת ְוָהִרית ְוָיַלדְ  ) shifts from 

a stative qatal and a fientive qatal (past or present perfect reference) to a 

prediction about the future. See appendix 12 for further examples. Some 

cases occur after ִכי, other subordinate clauses, or direct speech, in which case 

the weqatal cannot be said to function on the level of the preceding verb 

(appendix 13). Yet, such cases remain relevant – through its inherent mean-

ing, weqatal indicates the end of the subordinate passage and a return to the 

non-anterior line of thought. 

Likewise, wayyiqtols do not merely continue an ongoing past narrative. 

As often noted, several books begin with wayyiqtol: Lev, Num, Josh, Judg, 

1 Sam, 2 Sam, 2 Kgs, Ezek, Jonah, Ruth, Esth, 2 Chr. In some cases, of 

course, the division into books is secondary and the narrative clearly contin-

ues from the preceding book. However, wayyiqtol may occur after various 

non-anterior forms or nominal clauses and yet indicates anterior temporal 

reference (cf. Joosten 2012a, 182; see appendix 14 for a few examples). Fur-

ther, in numerous cases, wayyiqtol marks the return to past narrative after a 

passage of direct speech (e.g. 1 Sam 24:5, ַויָ ָקם).47 

                                                           
47 Robar argues that wayyiqtol is not a "preterite," i.e. never indicates a shift to past tense 

reference. E.g., to account for the wayyiqtol in 1 Kgs 3:17 ( ָחד ֲאִני ְוָהִאָשה ַהזֹאת  ֹיְשֹבת ְבַבִית אֶּ

ד ִעָמּה ַבָבִית לֵּ  .she claims that the preceding PTC sets the stage in the past (2014, 84; cf ,(ָואֵּ
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Wayyiqtol and weqatal do not take over the meaning of a preceding verb. 

Rather, because of the meaning inherent in the waw-prefixed forms they are 

typically employed in continuation of other verb forms with the same mean-

ing or a meaning that is logically congruent with that meaning. If wayyiqtols 

tend to follow qatals and weqatals mostly follow yiqtols, it is simply due to 

the textual logic whereby a writer will tend to keep the same time frame when 

he introduces a new verb with "and." However, this is not always the case. 

The alleged inherent temporal succession or sequentiality of the waw-

forms is problematic as well. Hatav (1997, 56‒85) claims that wayyiqtol and 

weqatal represent a distinct sequential "aspect" and that these forms only 

appear in sequence while the other verb forms are considered non-sequential. 

According to Hatav, sequential forms move reference time forward, marking 

their own reference time in which the situation is included; in contrast, a non-

sequential form like qatal is "parasitic" on another reference time and does 

not move reference time forward (ib., 6). However, such a neat distinction 

does not catch the essence of the Hebrew system. In a sense, all the Hebrew 

verb forms are "parasitic." E.g., qatal and wayyiqtol indicate that the event 

or situation occurred before something else. Context decides whether we in-

terpret this as before S or R. 

To be sure, most waw-prefixed forms clearly occur in sequential contexts, 

yet sequentiality cannot be inherent in the forms as such since there are nu-

merous counterexamples. Further, simple forms occur in sequential contexts. 

In fact, as Hatav notes (ib., 83), the use of an explicit adverb indicating se-

quentiality (ואחר, "and then") excludes the use of the allegedly sequential 

forms and demands a "non-sequential" qatal or yiqtol (e.g. Exod 5:1 or Lev 

14:19).48 

The mandatory occurrence of "and" in wayyiqtol and weqatal in combina-

tion with the inherent anterior or non-anterior meaning naturally means that 

the combined meaning is often close to "and then" but this is not always the 

case (already pointed out by Qimḥi, see 1.1.4). Often wayyiqtol does not 

                                                           

2013, 30).Yet, nothing suggests that the women do not live together anymore. Further, 

even if the past reading of the PTC were correct, we would only infer this from the fol-

lowing wayyiqtol. In this case (and the other cases in Robar's argument), the wayyiqtol 

clearly provides the context with anterior meaning. 
48 Note Goldfajn's unfortunate use (1998, 119) of the term "posteriority" for the meaning 

of wayyiqtol (two past situations follow each other on the time line). This term should be 

reserved for the use of non-anteriors expressing future (in the past). A similar confusing 

term is Joosten's "contemporaneous" for the meaning of wayyiqtol (2012a, 25). His point 

is that E coincides with R (both being before S). This is often true, but the term is liable 

to cause confusion with the notion of real contemporaneousness, expressed by the PTC 

(ib., 230). 
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mark a new subsequent event but elaborates on a preceding event (e.g. 1 Kgs 

ְך ְבדֶּ  ,15:26 ְך ָאִביוַויֵּלֶּ רֶּ , following  ָי ְיהו ינֵּ הַוַיַעׂש ָהַרע ְבעֵּ ). The "and" may function 

on another level and simply indicate that something else also happened (or 

will happen, in weqatal) or the waw-form and the preceding verb may indi-

cate a single event, e.g. "answer" and "say" (Gen 18:27 or Deut 26:5) or "eat" 

and "drink" (1 Kgs 19:6; cf. Joosten 2012a, 167ff. and 290ff.).49 Similarly, 

the ubiquitous use of wayyiqtol after introductory ַוְיִהי does not indicate tem-

poral succession.50 In addition, wayyiqtol may mark past perfect – or rather, 

in some cases, this is the most appropriate translation into languages that 

have a past perfect form – a usage which is clearly not sequential. However, 

the interpretation of most such cases is contested (e.g. Neh 2:9, ַוִיְשַלח, or Isa 

עַוִיְשמַ  ,39:1 ; for further discussion, see 3.6.1). 

When discussing the waw-forms, it is necessary to note that simple coor-

dination is more frequent in Hebrew (and several other Semitic languages) 

than it is in English and many other languages. Hence, from the translational 

viewpoint, a waw is often "superfluous." As is well known, the apodosis of 

a conditional sentence is typically introduced by waw, which can often lead 

to ambiguities when translating. Since the second or subsequent parts of a 

protasis may be marked by waws just like the apodosis, it can be difficult to 

decide where the apodosis begins (most of the time, of course, the content 

makes it obvious). The reason for the use of waw in apodoses might be the 

possible original non-subordinate character of the clause introduced by the 

conditional conjunction (which might have an etymological connection with 

 In any case, even though the "and" must be left out in a translation, this .(ִהנֵּה

should not influence the analysis of wayyiqtol and weqatal as consisting of 

"and" plus anteriority and non-anteriority, respectively. Likewise, a waw-

prefixed form is occasionally used after an initial adverbial expression not 

introduced by ַוְיִהי (or ְוָהָיה), e.g. Gen 22:4 with wayyiqtol or Exod 16:6‒7 

with weqatals (for further examples, see Joosten 2012a, 43, n. 3). If judged 

from the point of view of an English translation, such cases would seem to 

imply that wayyiqtols and weqatals should be analyzed as units and not as 

                                                           
49 On the meaning/meanings of waw, see Steiner 2000. The important point is that waw 

is merely a connector. Supposedly adversative cases, the apparent meaning "and then," 

etc. are the products of interpretation of the context and the need to render this into another 

language with different usage. Cf. Cook 2012, 314. 
50 Cf. Joosten 2012a, 165 and 167. According to some scholars, ַוְיִהי and ְוָהָיה are not reg-

ular verbs, but rather discourse markers serving a macro-syntactic function (for an over-

view, see van der Merwe 1999). While the use of ַוְיִהי (and ְוָהָיה) is highly characteristic of 

CH and often difficult or stylistically problematic to render in other languages, I see no 

reason to treat the forms differently from other wayyiqtols/weqatals in terms of semantic 

content. They mark the same combination of "and" and anteriority/non-anteriority. 
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"and" plus a verb form. However, this would be misleading. Gen 40:9 

( ן פֶּ יְלָפנָ  ַבֲחלֹוִמי ְוִהנֵּה־גֶּ ) and 40:16 ( י ֹחִרי ַעל־רֹאִש  יַאף־ֲאִני ַבֲחלֹוִמי ְוִהנֵּה ְשֹלָשה ַסלֵּ ) show 

similar cases with a preposed adverbial element and a seemingly superfluous 

waw on the following clause. In these cases, however, the following clauses 

are nominal. Similarly, in 2 Chr 10:5 ( לָ  ת ָיִמים ְושּובּו אֵּ יעֹוד ְשֹלשֶּ ) a preposed 

adverbial element is followed by w+imperative. Such instances underline the 

fact that the occurrences in Gen 22:4 and other places are not directly rele-

vant for the analysis of wayyiqtol and weqatal. Rather, the preposed adver-

bials should be seen as short, separate nominal clauses (and some might pos-

sibly be due to textual error/omission).51 In translation, the waw part of verb 

forms (as well as in other places) often needs to be disregarded or rendered 

as a subordinate or adversative conjunction or similarly rephrased. Yet, we 

cannot set up rules for this. Instead, we should acknowledge that Hebrew 

usage prefers coordinate constructions and does not regard extensive use of 

"and" as bad style; in fact, this is the preferred option in many cases (though 

waw-less alternatives also occur, seemingly becoming more normal in the 

course of time). Thus, while essentially true, Blau's description (2010, 190) 

of the use of waw-prefixed forms seems to be too simplistic, "the forms with 

'conversive' waw are used in a syntactic environment in which it is possible 

to apply connective waw. Otherwise, the simple forms occur." We should 

add that "a syntactic environment in which it is possible to apply connective 

waw" is a very broad category in Hebrew. 

The claim that qatal and wayyiqtol on the one hand and yiqtol and weqatal 

on the other share the same inherent meaning of anteriority and non-anteri-

ority, respectively, seems to lend support to the other frequent term used for 

the waw-prefixed forms, viz. "conversive." Indeed, from a synchronic point 

of view, simple yiqtol and wayyiqtol have opposite meanings, i.e. meanings 

belonging to opposite sides of the basic opposition in the non-volitive finite 

verbal system. The same applies to qatal and weqatal. As argued in 3.3, there 

are no convincing cases of simple qatal with actual non-anterior meaning. 

Qatal indicates anteriority, while weqatal indicates non-anteriority. Simi-

larly, except for possible relics of *yaqtul, the meaning of simple (non-voli-

tive) yiqtol can be subsumed under the heading of non-anteriority, while 

wayyiqtol indicates anteriority. From a diachronic point of view, and when 
                                                           
51 Joosten (2012a, 43, n. 3) refers to Gen 22:4 etc. as casus pendens (cf. Gross 1987b, 50). 

However, since there is nothing in the following clause that refers back to the preposed 

element, this seems to be an unfortunate designation (if by pendens we are to understand 

what is usually understood by that term). Note that Joosten (2012a, 292) refers to in-

stances such as Exod 16:6 as "extraposition (left dislocation)" rather than casus pendens. 

In some cases, the preposed element clearly is a casus pendens, e.g. in Judg 1:12 (ר־ ֲאשֶּ

ת־ַעְכָסה ר ּוְלָכָדּה ְוָנַתִתי לֹו אֶּ פֶּ ת־ִקְרַית־סֵּ ה אֶּ  .refers back to the relative clause לֹו where (ַיכֶּ
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the details of the formal side of the verbs are taken into consideration, of 

course, the "conversion" that is synchronically observable between simple 

yiqtol and wayyiqtol is not a good description of the process that actually 

took place. Since wayyiqtol and simple yiqtol derive from two different verb 

forms, historically speaking, no "conversion" has taken place. As will be ar-

gued in 5.3.1, the perceived "conversive" character of the relationship be-

tween yiqtol and wayyiqtol must have been an integral part of the develop-

ment of the form weqatal, which is indeed an analogically based "conver-

sion" of what used to be a single verb form. 

The view that wayyiqtol has the same meaning as qatal (plus the meaning 

inherent in "and") and that weqatal has the same meaning as yiqtol (plus 

"and") is far from universal. E.g., Joosten agrees more or less with the latter 

claim (yiqtol and weqatal have the same meaning) but he rejects this view 

when it comes to qatal and wayyiqtol (Joosten 2012a, 263‒264).52 Cook 

(2012, 256‒265) rejects both claims, arguing that wayyiqtol is a past tense as 

opposed to perfective qatal, while weqatal is in essence an "ordinary" qatal 

(with perfective meaning) in contrast to imperfective yiqtol. The special 

meaning of weqatal is claimed to be irrealis and to be derived from the initial 

position of the verb (ib., 203, 210, 249, 254‒256, et passim).53 This theory is 

clearly untenable. First, the alleged aspectual difference between yiqtol and 

weqatal cannot be convincingly demonstrated in the material. Cook (ib., 

255) argues that in a past habitual context, "the perfective aspect of qatal is 

maintained throughout its uses, for both realis and irrealis mood expres-

sions." His example is Gen 29:2‒3 and he claims that the weqatals indicate 

procedural habitual expressions, while the yiqtol in v. 2 expresses the "habit-

uality of the larger situation of watering the flocks" (ib., 255). Nothing sup-

ports this position. In fact, the description of "the larger situation" ought to 

be perfective, providing an overview of the event as a whole. Second, the 

claim that initial qatal is irrealis is disproved by numerous instances of sim-

ple anterior initial qatal (see appendix 11). Indeed, the general behavior of 

                                                           
52 Joosten (2012a, 262) notes a few possible "residual functions" that might set yiqtol 

apart from weqatal to a limited extent, viz. the use as a real present in questions and 

concomitant processes in the past. However, in a question such as ש  weqatal is ,ַמה־ְתַבקֵּ

excluded. Hence, there is no real difference between the forms here (ib., 263). As will be 

argued in 6.2.1, some weqatals seem to indicate concomitance in the past. In fact, proba-

bly more often than yiqtol does. 
53 Bergström (2014, 119‒122), from a different angle, shares the view that qatal and 

weqatal (weqataltí and weqatálti) do not belong to different categories. Note his comment 

in [  ], "Go to Pharaoh and [given that you do] you say ['you have said'] to him" (ib., 122). 

Recognizing that weqatal (= weqataltí) simply marks non-anteriority just like yiqtol frees 

us from the awkward "you have said." 
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the forms makes it abundantly clear that yiqtol and weqatal occur in syntac-

tically conditioned interchange and that the same is true for qatal and way-

yiqtol. In the case of Gen 29, the decisive factor is the presence of ִכי and a 

prepositional phrase in front of the yiqtol. 

Lev 4:19‒20 illustrates several points: 

ָחה ְוָעָׂשה ַלפָ  נּו ְוִהְקִטיר ַהִמְזבֵּ ְלבֹו ָיִרים ִממֶּ ת ָכל־חֶּ רְואֵּ ה־ל ר ַכֲאשֶּ ן ַיֲעׂשֶּ ֹו ָעָׂשה ְלַפר ַהַחָטאת כֵּ

ם ן ְוִנְסַלח ָלהֶּ ם ַהֹכהֵּ הֶּ ר ֲעלֵּ  ְוִכפֶּ

The directions are expressed with non-anterior verb forms, yiqtols and 

weqatals, and there is no obvious semantic difference between the forms, 

except for the fact that "and" is connected to the weqatals. It seems far-

fetched to claim a different inherent semantics for  ָהְוָעׂש  and ה  ,In contrast .ַיֲעׂשֶּ

the difference between ָעָׂשה and  ָהְוָעׂש  is clear – the former refers to something 

that he has done, while the latter refers to something that he will or must do. 

Hence, qatal and weqatal belong to separate semantic categories, a fact that 

is readily discernible in numerous places (e.g., Zech 10:8, ּוְוָרבּו ְכמֹו ָרב ; 14:5, 

ם ר ַנְסתֶּ ם ַכֲאשֶּ  In contrast, weqatal and yiqtol go together as syntactically .(וַנְסתֶּ

conditioned expressions of the same category. The fact that yiqtol is regularly 

used in passages otherwise dominated by weqatals whenever a negation is 

needed merely underlines this analysis.54 

 

3.6.1 Do qatal and wayyiqtol have the same meaning? 

Many scholars ascribe different meanings to qatal and wayyiqtol, typically 

arguing that wayyiqtol is a real past tense, while qatal is not (being either 

aspectually perfective or resultative, or indicating anteriority).55 To be sure, 

when translating into, e.g., English, the simple past is the obvious choice for 

wayyiqtol in the vast majority of cases, while qatal needs to be rendered with 

a larger variety of forms and constructions (simple past, present perfect, past 

                                                           
54 Some languages use special forms in negation but it hardly makes sense to claim that 

the inherent temporal, aspectual, or modal meaning changes when a verb is negated. Ar-

abic lam yaqtul is the regular negation of qatala but apart from lam yaqtul being negative, 

the meaning ascribed to the two forms is identical. Finnish negation involves using a 

different form from the one used in the corresponding positive clause; however, this does 

not change the temporal or aspectual meaning. 
55 Some scholars claim that Hebrew has only one real tense form, viz. wayyiqtol (Cook 

2012, 256; Joosten 2012a, 25). It is difficult to accept that wayyiqtol can be marked for 

+TENSE (while all other forms are –TENSE), as Joosten suggests, without specifying 

which tense is meant. Clearly, qatal and wayyiqtol have separate origins and at one point 

their semantics may have differed. However, the system of interchange in the Hebrew 

that we have access to does not allow us to posit separate semantics for the forms. 
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perfect, present tense with stative verbs, etc.). However, as argued above, the 

HVS simply does not distinguish these meanings. We must find the relevant 

interpretation of the general category of anteriority from the context when 

we translate into a language with more categories available. The distribution 

of uses between qatal and wayyiqtol does not reflect a different inherent se-

mantics for each form but rather has to do with the difference in position and 

the presence of mandatory "and" in wayyiqtol (on the general question, see 

Gross 1976). 

First, however, note that most uses of qatal that are not simple past do in 

fact occur with wayyiqtol as well. Stative wayyiqtols are attested sporadically 

but the identification of cases is difficult because stative and fientive are not 

two completely separate categories (see 3.3). In most cases, a fientive read-

ing with a simple past or present perfect translation works just as well as the 

proposed past or present stative meaning. This is the important point – these 

are not separate notions in Hebrew but rather contextually derived interpre-

tations of the inherent anteriority of the verb form. Further, since wayyiqtols 

(with mandatory "and" and occupying front position in a clause) are mainly 

used in the flow of narrative, where states are rare, the relative scarcity of 

stative wayyiqtols is unsurprising.56 Joosten (2012a, 85) mentions several oc-

currences of wayyiqtol indicating a state in the past (e.g. 1 Kgs 7:14,  ַאו ִיָמלֵּ ; 

 Present statives occur as well but, as noted, most are interpretable .(ַוַיֲאִרכּו ,8:8

as fientives indicating simple past or present perfect (see appendix 15). Clear 

cases of present perfect wayyiqtol are difficult to find too. Cook (2012, 264, 

n. 100) notes that proposed cases such as Gen 19:19, 31:9, 32:5, Isa 49:7, Jer 

8:6, and Prov 7:15 "are more accurately rendered as simple past" (in contrast, 

see Bergström 2014, 127‒128, with n. 325). Yet, this is not necessarily a 

question of accuracy. In English, we have to choose between simple past and 

present perfect (some varieties of English preferring the former and other 

varieties the latter in certain contexts). In Hebrew, to reiterate the basic point, 

the form merely indicates anteriority. Appendix 16 lists some cases in which 

context makes the present relevance of wayyiqtol stand out. 

The past perfect use of wayyiqtol is ambiguous as well. In most cases, a 

past perfect wayyiqtol follows a past perfect qatal and often a simple past 

rendering makes sense instead. However, there are some examples of way-

yiqtols that seem to require a past perfect interpretation on their own (appen-

dix 17). However, it is possible to interpret most of these and similar cases 

as simple past, depending on the target language and the way one perceives 

the narrative flow of the overall passage. 

                                                           
56 Correctly pointed out by Joosten (2012a, 84), though he still insists that qatal and way-

yiqtol do not belong to the same category. 
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There are other cases of wayyiqtol not expressing simple past tense. Gen 

ֲחָך) 31:27  seems to be irrealis, though Joosten (2012a, 191) prefers to (ָוֲאַשלֵּ

read the form in connection with the negation of the preceding verb. In that 

case, the irrealis reading is unnecessary. However, this approach is not quite 

convincing. In any case, the irrealis use of an anterior form is not unexpected, 

cf. Isa 48:18‒19 ( יַוְיהִ   x2) with a preceding irrealis qatal. Similarly, wayyiqtol 

occurs after qatal in conditional clauses, e.g Num 5:27 or 35:16 (cf. Joosten 

2012a, 189, for further examples). 

On the surface, the rather meagre collection of wayyiqtols alleged to indi-

cate something other than simple past tense would seem to support the view 

expressed by Cook and other scholars who see a fundamental difference be-

tween qatal and wayyiqtol. Cook (2012, 264) states, "it is not evident that 

these meanings [present perfect/past perfect] are basic to wayyiqtol or even 

semantic rather than contextual." Similarly, "any apparent past-perfect sense 

is a pragmatic implicature and not semantic" (ib., 294). Joosten (2012a, 185) 

states that wayyiqtol locates a situation in the past, "In direct discourse, how-

ever, the context often lends WAYYIQTOL the meaning of a 'present per-

fect'." However, the central point is that this is also the case with qatal. Qatal 

can indicate simple past tense just like wayyiqtol (as is evident from the ubiq-

uitous shift between the two forms when negation or a fronted element pre-

vents the use of wayyiqtol). Other interpretations of qatal (present perfect, 

past perfect etc.) are not automatic. In contrast to Zevit (1998) and his one-

sided focus on what he calls the anterior construction as a clear expression 

of past perfect meaning (i.e. w+subject+qatal following another verb with 

past reference), there are numerous cases where this reading makes no sense 

(cf. Driver 1874, 92, n. 1).57 The various types of anterior meaning that we 

need to choose from when translating must always be determined from the 

context. Joosten (2012a, 49) states that the simple past meaning often ex-

pressed by qatal is "not intrinsic to qatal, but forced upon it by the context."58 

This is clearly correct – but the same should be said about wayyiqtol. The 

                                                           
57 In many cases, the construction does indicate past perfect. Yet, we should state this 

differently. The construction itself merely indicates a disruption of the flow of narration 

and a fronting of the subject for focus. In some cases, the logic of the narrative forces us 

to choose a past perfect translation when translating into a language that uses such a verb 

form. 
58 Joosten (2012a, 137) paraphrases 1 Sam 9:11 (ָמה ָמְצאּו ה ָהִעיר ְוהֵּ ָמה ֹעִלים ְבַמֲעלֵּ  as "they (הֵּ

were still going up when they had already found," in order to uphold the semantic dis-

tinction between qatal and wayyiqtol. If we accept that qatal and wayyiqtol have the same 

inherent anterior meaning – in this case interpretable as simple past tense – a less forced 

reading is possible. 
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verb form itself merely indicates anteriority, and this applies to qatal as well 

as wayyiqtol. 

Joosten (ib., 47‒48) attempts  to illustrate the difference between qatal 

and wayyiqtol by contrasting narrative and report. 2 Sam 12:26 ( ם יֹוָאב ַוִיָלחֶּ

ת־ִעיר ַהְמלּוכָ  י ַעמֹון ַוִיְלֹכד אֶּ הְבַרַבת ְבנֵּ ) uses wayyiqtols, while v. 27 ( ה ִנְלַחְמִתי ְבַרבָ 

ת־ִעיר ַהמָ גַ  ִיםם־ָלַכְדִתי אֶּ ) uses qatals (cf. 1 Kgs 16:9‒10 vs. 16:16). According 

to Joosten, wayyiqtol "projects the event into the past," while qatal "connects 

the events to the time of speaking, presenting them retrospectively" (ib., 

48).59 Yet, he admits that the use of ַגם plus qatal in 2 Sam 12:27 and 1 Kgs 

16:16 is not usual and that the normal way to continue a report is by using 

wayyiqtol (ib., 50). Rather than claiming that wayyiqtol and qatal have dif-

ferent inherent meanings, we must seek an explanation for the observable 

difference in usage elsewhere. Due to the mandatory "and" and the fronted 

position of the verb in all cases of wayyiqtol, the form primarily occurs in 

the continuous flow of narrative. Hence, as was the case with present sta-

tives, the relatively infrequent attestation of present perfects and past perfects 

should not surprise us. Since the HVS has no specific past perfect verb form, 

this notion is typically indicated by a disruption of the regular flow of narra-

tion, i.e. by fronting the subject or another element (or rather, the need to 

translate a Hebrew verb as such typically arises in such contexts). Under 

these circumstances, wayyiqtol clearly cannot occur as the first verb in a past 

perfect sequence. Other cases of past perfect interpretation typically occur in 

subordinate clauses (with ִכי or in relative clauses). Again, this excludes way-

yiqtol, except in continuation of the initial qatal in such a sequence.60 

 

3.7 The volitive system 

As noted above, the finite verb forms of CH belong to two subsystems. The 

first subsystem consists of the forms described in the preceding sections, 

while the second subsystem is the volitive or directive-volitive system 

(Joosten 2012a, 17–18, 313ff.; similar ideas were presented by, e.g., Joüon 

                                                           
59 Note Joosten's "rough" description (2012a, 71) of qatal ~ "he has killed" vs. wayyiqtol 

~ "he killed." This distinction is not part of the HVS. 
60 Cf. Andrason 2016, 84. After arguing that there is a semantic difference between the 

forms and giving very precise figures for the frequencies of usage (cf. 2.3), in the final 

part of the article, he suddenly (and quite correctly) stresses the need to take into consid-

eration the interchange between the forms and the difference in possible occurrence of 

the forms in subordinate clauses etc. 
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1923, 307, §114; Bergsträsser 1929, 45, §10; Revell 1989). The volitive sub-

system is a suppletive paradigm of forms: the cohortative, imperative, and 

jussive, used for first, second, and third person, respectively.61 

Volition is a type of deontic modality (1.2.1), expressing the will of the 

speaker. Several shades of meaning are possible in this domain and Joosten 

(2012a, 121; cf. 319–340) argues that expressions of will are highly sensitive 

to pragmatic factors such as the status and power of the speaker and the ad-

dressee.62 

Synchronically, the cohortative is a lengthened version of 1s/p yiqtol, with 

the ending -ā (־ה).63 The jussive, in contrast, is a shortened form of yiqtol, 

attested in roots of particular types. At an earlier stage of the language (which 

can be reconstructed on the basis of evidence from other Semitic languages 

as well as from Hebrew itself), the ancestor form of "ordinary," non-jussive 

yiqtol must have been *yaqtulu, pl. *yaqtulūna, while the jussive (and the 

yiqtol part of wayyiqtol) can be traced to reconstructed *yaqtul, pl. 

*yaqtulū.64 At some point, Hebrew lost final short vowels (and the n-endings 
                                                           
61 The jussive occurs in the second person, albeit mostly negated (as the negative coun-

terpart of the imperative). Non-negated second person jussives as well as second person 

weyiqtols are very rare in classical usage. Cf. the non-use of the precative (= jussive) in 

the second person (and generally in the first person, too) in Akkadian (von Soden 1969, 

105, §81c). In Ugaritic and Arabic, too, the use of second person jussive is somewhat 

restricted, while the corresponding form in Classical Ethiopic is used in all persons. No-

tarius (2013, 293) suggests that the "archaic" verbal system may have had a full jussive 

paradigm (but see appendix 9 on "archaic" poems). 
62 Bergström (2014, 156) uses the term "reduced appeal function" for the jussive and 

cohortative. Rather than denoting an outright command, "[e]ven when the speaker has 

authority over the listener, the jussive gives the impression that the listener has the option 

to grant the wish by his own free will." However, this description seems to owe a lot to 

the fact that the rendering of Hebrew jussives in English (and other Germanic languages) 

typically includes a construction with the verb "let." It is doubtful whether permission is 

relevant. 
63 As a rule, III-h/' roots do not have distinct cohortative forms. The ā-ending (which may 

also occur on 2sm imperatives) has been compared to different forms in cognate lan-

guages. There seems to be a complicated historical relationship between the Hebrew co-

hortative (and the similar form in Ugaritic), the Arabic subjunctive (yaqtula), the Akka-

dian ventive (-am), the "energic" n-forms attested in various languages, and the "em-

phatic" particle ־ָנא in Hebrew (for a recent overview, see Cook 2012, 238ff.). Note that 

the Arabic subjunctive and energic forms are conjugated in all grammatical persons. The 

same applies to the Akkadian ventive. In Hebrew, the use of -ā on yiqtol is restricted to 

the first person (except for two cases in Isa 5:19 and a few other potential cases; Joosten 

2012a, 143, n. 55). 
64 This is more or less uncontroversial (cf. the "hegemonic status" of this view in Hebrew 

studies, Cook 2012, 257). On the disputed question of a possible distinction between two 

kinds of *yaqtul, see 5.2.1. 
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that were part of some of the forms). Yet, in certain root types in some gram-

matical persons, the difference between original open and closed syllables 

(*yaqtulu vs. *yaqtul) led to different evolutions of the final vowel in the 

root (in II-w/y and hif.), or, in the case of III-h, to complete loss of the final 

syllable (plus subsequent segolisation) in original *yaqtul vs. preservation of 

the syllable in original *yaqtulu. In most roots, however, jussive and simple 

yiqtol have the same form. Still, CH seems to uphold a distinction between 

jussive and simple yiqtol, even in cases where no formal contrast is possible 

(cf. Joosten 2012a, 314–319). Other traits are characteristic of verbs with 

volitive meaning: the negation ַאל (rather than לֹא), the particle ־ָנא, the lack 

of paragogic nun (i.e. relics of the ending -na in *yaqtulu, *yaqtulūna), the 

non-use of the "energic" object suffixes, and a tendency for clause-initial 

position (while ordinary yiqtol is mostly non-initial).65 Initial position is not 

the cause of the volitive meaning (cf. Joosten 2012a, 353). Indeed, the re-

verse seems to be the case. Hebrew uses fronting (initial position) to focus 

the fronted element (see appendix 11). In clauses with volitive verbs, focus 

would tend to be on the verb itself in order to highlight the volitive force 

inherent in the verb, hence the widespread use of initial position (cf. Revell 

1989, 21).66 

There are exceptions to practically all the defining marks of volitive verbs. 

Marked volitive forms occasionally occur in contexts that seem to be non-

volitive, and forms specifically marked as non-volitive occur in contexts that 

seem to demand a volitive interpretation. Sometimes, initial yiqtol lacks vol-

itive meaning and clearly volitive forms may occupy non-initial position 

(e.g., if another element needs to be focused, the initial position of the voli-

tive verb can be overruled). A Hebrew clause may include only a verb. In 

such cases, a single yiqtol (which must of necessity be initial) is not neces-

sarily volitive (e.g. 1 Sam 23:12,  ִר ְיהָוה ַיְסג ירּוַויֹאמֶּ , vs. 2 Sam 2:14,  ֶּר יֹוָאב ַויֹאמ

מּוָיקֻ  ). 

Special note should be taken of weyiqtol, i.e. "unconverted" w+yiqtol as 

opposed to "converted" wayyiqtol. In CH in general, weyiqtol belongs to the 

volitive subsystem, indicating a specifically jussive or cohortative meaning 

(on exceptions and potential chronological implications, see 6.2.3). This is 

clear from the general functioning of the verbal system. As described above, 

yiqtol and weqatal share the same non-anterior semantics, the choice be-

tween the forms depending on the occurrence or non-occurrence of focused 

                                                           
65 Cf., e.g., Kummerow 2008. The connection between volitives and initial position was 

noted by Rosén 1969; Niccacci 1987; Revell 1989. Cf. also Orlinsky 1942, 274. 
66 Other languages show a tendency for placing volitives (especially imperatives) in initial 

position (English, Danish, etc.; in Danish, non-initial imperatives sound very odd). 
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elements before the verb. The interchange between the forms is readily ob-

servable in innumerable places. In this system, there is no place for weyiqtol 

(as argued by Joosten 2012a, 425). Weyiqtol requires some other explanation 

and indeed, most occurrences are in clearly volitive contexts with other vol-

itive forms in the vicinity. Further, when a formal distinction is possible, 

most weyiqtols are marked as volitives, though many exceptions exist (we-

yiqtols marked as non-volitives, yet seemingly with volitive meaning; like-

wise, some wayyiqtols have unexpected non-shortened form). This blurring 

of the formal distinction even in roots where it could have been upheld is no 

doubt a product of the fact that the distinction was lost in most root types.67 

Often (including in cases where no formal marks can be seen and no other 

volitive forms occur), a clear distinction between weyiqtol and weqatal 

seems to be perceivable. However, since modern readers and scholars are in 

no position to judge such fine shades of meaning with native speaker intui-

tion, there is a considerable degree of uncertainty in some cases (cf. 

Holmstedt 2006, 9, n. 26: even the "most gifted philologist" can never be a 

"suitable stand-in for a true native speaker"). Johnson attempts to establish 

the difference in meaning between weqatal and weyiqtol, relying only on 

some kind of undefined intuition (Johnson 1979, 94). He notes that the stress 

in weqataltí vs. weqatálti and the distinction between w+ordinary yiqtol and 

w+jussive or cohortative are important issues, yet he does not treat these 

questions in his study. This omission clearly renders the investigation less 

than satisfactory. Though he succeeds in establishing a basic difference be-

tween weqatal and weyiqtol, his failure to use the diachronic and compara-

tive evidence means that the conclusion relies on nothing but his own trans-

                                                           
67 Baden (2008) argues for a distinction between weyiqtol consisting of w+volitive form 

(formally marked as such) and weyiqtol consisting of w+simple yiqtol not marked as vol-

itive. According to Baden, there are only 11 of the latter type in the corpus Gen–2 Kgs 

(ib., 151), and he argues for a consistent significance of such forms, viz. the expression 

of purpose or result (ib., 155). He translates the 11 cases with subordinate clauses such as 

"so that the dry land may appear" (Gen 1:9), "that she might suckle" (Exod 2:7), etc. 

However, Joosten (2009, 496) notes that the count of 11 forms is faulty, since first person 

weyiqtols without cohortative ending should be added, which brings the number up to 21. 

According to Joosten, some of these forms are problematic for Baden's interpretation, in 

addition to two of Baden's original examples, which also "proved to be somewhat re-

sistant to Baden's thesis (Judg 19:11; 2 Kgs 4:10)." Joosten argues that the formally non-

volitive weyiqtols noted by Baden should "be regarded as instances of wǝ+volitive, in 

spite of the unexpected morphology" (ib., 498). Joosten is surely right in pointing out that 

a considerable amount of levelling of the original distinction has occurred, even in roots 

where the distinction could be upheld, due to the loss of the formal distinction in the 

majority of root types. 
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lations. Since we lack native speaker intuition, we need to use all the evi-

dence available if we seek to answer the question that Johnson asks. Still, his 

conclusion that weqatal marks something that merely follows from the pre-

ceding action, while weyiqtol marks a new initiative, often implying a wish 

or expressing a modal sense (ib., 57 and 65), seems to be close to the con-

clusion that can be reached if the comparative evidence is integrated in the 

analysis. However, Johnson fails to take account of the important notion of 

markedness. It may be the case that weyiqtol explicitly marks a new initia-

tive, while weqatal does not – however, neither does weqatal explicitly mark 

the absence of such initiative, as Johnson seems to think (ib., 57). Clearly, in 

many cases, weqatal logically implies the active initiative of the subject (e.g. 

יּוָפַקְדִת   , said by God). 

Since the non-anterior meaning of ordinary (non-volitive) yiqtol and 

weqatal often has various modal connotations, a certain overlap is to be ex-

pected between these forms and the volitives. In fact, the wider context of a 

non-anterior verb form may lead to a volitive interpretation of the passage as 

a whole, though this is not explicitly expressed in the verb itself – i.e., the 

volitive forms are explicitly marked for the expression of speaker's will, 

while simple yiqtol and weqatal are unmarked (cf. Cook 2012, 247; Joosten 

2012a, 66–67).  

Many scholars believe that volitives with prefixed waw may have a sub-

ordinate function, expressing the purpose or consequence of a preceding verb 

(e.g. Joüon and Muraoka 2009, 352ff.; cf. Joosten 2012a, 140ff.).68 However, 

such "indirect volitives" need not be interpreted in this way. The subordina-

tion is merely a product of translation into languages that do not share the 

characteristic Hebrew preference for coordinated clauses. There are other 

explicit ways of expressing purpose (infinitive, למען, etc.). While the render-

ing of a weyiqtol clause with a subordinate clause of purpose or consequence 

might be defensible if the intention is to produce a readable translation, this 

kind of translational interference should never be allowed to determine the 

analysis of the HVS.69 In the Hebrew system, weyiqtol is not subordinate.70 

                                                           
68 In contrast to most other scholars, Baden (2008) ascribes the alleged final meaning 

specifically to the non-volitive weyiqtol forms (cf. previous n.). 
69 On the role of translation in the analysis of weyiqtol, see Muraoka 2002. For contrast, 

cf. Kelly's treatment of weyiqtol (1920). 
70 The Arabic subjunctive (yaqtula), which seems to share a common origin with the He-

brew cohortative, is indeed a subordinate form (as the name implies), at least most of the 

time. The form does occur after the coordinating conjunction wa-, as in Hebrew, but can-

not be used in simple main clauses without wa-. The use of the form is required after 
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Like the volitive forms without waw, weyiqtol simply expresses volition, i.e. 

the will of the speaker, in simple coordination with a preceding clause. Var-

ious other interpretations are derived from this inherent meaning and the con-

text. 

To illustrate the use of weyiqtol as a marked volitive, appendix 18 provides 

an overview of the occurrences in Genesis and Exodus. In the overwhelming 

majority of cases, weyiqtol seems to be volitive and follow the tendencies 

noted above. This is the case generally in CH, although we have to 

acknowledge a substantial number of exceptions (with seemingly non-voli-

tive weyiqtols) in all kinds of texts. Unless we want to assume that the voli-

tive character of weyiqtol was never more than a tendency, it might be helpful 

to posit, on the one hand, a classical system (the way the verbs behave in the 

majority of cases in the texts), and, on the other hand, interference in the 

texts from an unclassical system (cf. 6.2). 

 

3.8 The PTC 

When one compares Hebrew with several other Semitic languages (Akka-

dian, Ugaritic, Classical Ethiopic), or the Hebrew of the late documentary 

texts with the ancient epigraphic corpus, it seems clear that the PTC achieved 

an increasing prominence in the verbal system in the course of time, taking 

over the expression of ongoing action from the finite non-anterior verb forms 

(iparras in Akkadian; yəqattəl in Ethiopic; yiqtol and its equivalents [< *yaq-

tulu] in other languages).71 Hence, Joosten (2012a, 229) refers to the PTC as 

a "newcomer to the verbal paradigm" (cf. Smith 1999). Steiner (1995) argues 

that the reason for the rise of the PTC in Hebrew was the loss of final vowels, 

which led to the eventual total collapse of the modal system in RH. Since it 

                                                           

certain conjunctions, which clearly mark the clause as subordinate, contrary to the situa-

tion in Hebrew. On the secondary nature of the subordinate use in Arabic, see Testen 

1994. Cf. also the Ethiopic jussive. 
71 On the PTC in Akkadian, see von Soden 1969, 111, §85d ("fast immer nominal"), 201, 

§148. On Ugaritic, Tropper 2012, 718, §76.61: "gewöhnlich nicht wie eine (imperfektive) 

'Tempusform', etwa als Ersatz für die PKL [= *yaqtulu], gebraucht." On Classical Ethio-

pic, Tropper 2002, 98, §44.351: "Das Äth. besitzt kein Partizip Präsens (aktiv) des Typs 

*qātil wie andere semit. Sprachen" (the same form, however, appears in the function of 

ordinal number). The nomen agentis (qatāli) is a kind of active PTC but it mostly indi-

cates occupations, e.g. "a writer" (ib., 209, §55.31). In Classical Arabic, on the other hand, 

"verbal" use of the PTC is more widespread (cf. Fischer 1972, 99‒100, §202‒203), which 

is also the case to an even higher degree in Aramaic, as is well known. In Phoenician, too, 

PTCs may have "verbal" function, see Friedrich and Röllig (Guzzo; Mayer) 1999, 195‒

196, §270‒271. In the restricted corpus of Moabite, the only potential predicative "verbal" 

PTC (l. 28 on the Mesha-stele, ן משמעתכי כל דיב ) has been interpreted as a noun (Gibson 

1971, 82); the simple yiqtol in l. 5 (יאנף) seems to indicate concomitant action in the past. 
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was no longer possible to distinguish between indicative and volitive future, 

the use of the PTC became one of several ways of marking the former cate-

gory. He only mentions the use of the PTC in RH and does not treat the use 

of the predicative PTC in earlier forms of Hebrew. In CH, many verbs pre-

serve the distinction between original *yaqtulu and the jussive and the dis-

tinct categories were generally kept apart. Hence, the origins of the predica-

tive use of the PTC can hardly be explained as the result of the collapse of 

these distinctions but Steiner's proposal may still be used as part of the ex-

planation of the later increasingly dominant position of the PTC.72 

In the Hebrew inscriptions, the PTC in predicative, verbal use is not 

widely attested, but at least it seems clear that it was possible to use the form 

to indicate the real present at this stage.73 Most PTCs in the inscriptions, 

however, are passive (from the roots ברך and ארר). Only two active, predic-

ative PTCs are clearly attested: Lach 4:8 and 4:11 (the former seems to have 

context-induced future reference). MHsh 1:3 may contain a case of היה+PTC 

indicating ongoing action in the past ("your servant was harvesting") but 

other interpretations of the passage are possible.74 This single (uncertain) in-

stance hardly supports Schniedewind's inclusion (2013, 125) of the peri-

phrastic participial construction in his list of "commonly proposed features 

of epigraphic Hebrew"! When discussing the use of the PTC, however, it 

must be noted that neither is there any clear case of yiqtol indicating ongoing 

(or habitual/iterative) action in the past (but see 4.1 below on KAjr 20:2). A 

few yiqtols may refer to the actual present, Lach 6:9 and 6:11 being the most 

likely, yet not completely certain, cases (and 6:9 is interrogative). In contrast 

                                                           
72 Smith (1999, 330‒331) discusses Steiner's theory. He notes that Aramaic lost final 

vowels as well and experienced a similar increase in the use of the PTC (n. 159, with 

reference to Huehnergard). As is the case with CH, the distinction between jussive and 

indicative yiqtol continued to exist in restricted form in Aramaic after the predicative use 

of the PTC developed (see Muraoka 2011, 101, §24k, on QA). 
73 For the inscriptions, see, e.g., Dobbs-Allsopp et al. 2005. 
74 Lines 2‒4 (עבדך קצר היה עבדך בחצר אסם) may be read: a) "your servant (was/is) a reaper, 

your servant was/is in חצר אסם"; b) "your servant (was/is) harvesting, your servant was/is 

in חצר אסם"; c) "your servant was/is a reaper, your servant (was/is) in חצר אסם"; d) "your 

servant was/is harvesting, your servant (was/is) in חצר אסם";  e) "(as for) your servant, 

your servant was/is a reaper in חצר אסם"; f) "(as for) your servant, your servant was/is 

harvesting in אסם חצר." If קצר is a PTC in a periphrastic construction with היה, Dobbs-

Allsopp et al. (2005, 360) note that the relative order of the finite verb and the PTC would 

be "nonnormative." However, this order is found in the OT, cf. Deut 9:7, 22, 24; 31:27; 

Ps 122:2. 1 Sam 17:34 poses the same problem as the inscription – is it periphrastic ("was 

keeping sheep"/"used to keep sheep") or nominal ("was/is a shepherd"). Cf. also 1 Kgs 

5:15, where ב  .might be considered verbal or nominal ֹאהֵּ
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to this corpus of texts, the active PTC is widely used in the documentary 

texts from later periods (approx. 20 in predicative, verbal usage).75 

While the use of the PTC in RH is readily observable, the more restricted, 

yet far from insignificant, role of the PTC in the verbal system of earlier 

phases of the language has previously been somewhat neglected. However, 

several scholars have highlighted the importance of this form. E.g., Muraoka 

(1999, 191) argues that the PTC should be considered "an integral part" of 

the HVS, despite its "distinct morphology and some aspects of its syntax, 

which set the participle apart from the imperfect and the perfect." Joosten, 

especially, has championed an approach that integrates the PTC in the de-

scription of the verbal system (e.g. Joosten 1989, 128; 2002b, 59). He ob-

serves that the use of the PTC is required for the expression of certain mean-

ings, viz. the real present and past concomitance/attendant circumstances 

(Joosten 2012a, 20). At the same time, he underlines the difference between 

the PTC and the finite forms, stressing the fact that, morphologically, the 

PTC is an adjective, which functions as a verb only in combination with an 

explicit subject (ib., 229, with n. 1 concerning the few exceptions). Contrary 

to Cook's claim (2012, 224) that Joosten (1989) understands the PTC "as a 

finite verb form," Joosten (ib., 128, with n. 4) clearly states that it is not "a 

conjugated verbal form" (by which he must mean a finite verb form conju-

gated for person; the PTC is, of course, conjugated for number and gender). 

Later he explicitly says that the PTC is not a finite verb form (ib., 156, n. 

104). 

However, Cook (2012, 228) is surely correct when he highlights the con-

tinued "intermediate" status of the PTC – it never "stops being adjectival at 

any time in the history of Hebrew." The PTC's gradual encroachment on do-

mains of meaning previously expressed by the finite non-anterior forms 

(yiqtol and weqatal) is referred to by Cook as "a 'nominal takeover' of event 

predicates," because the PTC remains a nominal form (ib., 228). When de-

ciding how to categorize a specific PTC, several factors need to be taken into 

account. Muraoka (1999, 189‒190) distinguishes three main uses of the PTC 

– predicative, attributive, and nominal – but Holst (2008, 42) correctly points 

out that these categories are not mutually exclusive, since "predicative" and 

"attributive" are syntactical categories, while "nominal" has to do with the 

semantics. A predicative PTC is not necessarily "verbal" (Holst's example is 

Gen 14:18, ְלי ל עֶּ ן ְלאֵּ ֹוןְוהּוא ֹכהֵּ ) and neither is an attributive PTC (Gen 48:16, 

ל ֹאִתי ִמָכל־ָר ַהַמְלאָ  עְך ַהֹגאֵּ , vs. 1 Sam 14:1,  ַלָ ו א כֵּ ל־ַהַנַער ֹנׂשֵּ ן־ָשאּול אֶּ ר יֹוָנָתן בֶּ יויֹאמֶּ ). A 

                                                           
75 For the texts, see Yadin et al. 2002, Yardeni 2000 and DJD 2, 27, and 38 (Milik 1961; 

Cotton and Yardeni 1997; Charlesworth et al. 2000). For further remarks on the verbal 

system in the inscriptions and the late documentary texts, see 4.1 and 6.1. 
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PTC can have nominal or verbal rection (being in a construct relationship 

with its object or taking a "real" object) and it might be substantivized or not. 

See, e.g., Gen 2:11 ( ת  ב אֵּ ץ ַהֲחִוילָ הּוא ַהֹסבֵּ רֶּ הָכל־אֶּ ) with a substantivized PTC 

with article and verbal rection, functioning as predicate of a clause.76 The 

cases of interest in the present context are the ones where the PTC is predic-

ative, has verbal rection, and does not have the definite article or other traits 

characteristic of a nominal function. In many cases, however, it is difficult 

to decide how to categorize a given PTC. Is Gen 4:17 ( נֶּה ִעירַוְיִהי בֹ  ) "he was 

building a city" or "he was/became a citybuilder"? Ps 146:6‒9 shows the am-

biguity in categorizing PTCs as nominal or verbal. Some of the PTCs might 

function as appositions to  ָיוְיהָוה ֱאֹלה  in v. 5, others might be independent pred-

icates in verbal or nominal function. The usage of the language into which 

the Hebrew text is translated is liable to play a role in the characterization of 

the PTC, which might lead to distinctions that are not necessarily there in the 

Hebrew texts.77 However, rather than investigating the status of the PTC fur-

ther, the main point of interest for the present study is the meaning of the 

predicative (active) PTC and its interaction with the non-anterior finite 

forms. 

The meaning of a PTC in nominal function may simply indicate the agent 

of an action (e.g. Exod 21:12, ת מֹות יּומָ ת ה ִאיש ָומֵּ -However, in its predic 78.(ַמכֵּ

ative, "verbal" function, the PTC generally refers to action that is ongoing at 

R. Less often the PTC is used with a form of היה in order to situate the ongo-

ing event more directly in the relative past or future, or, rarely, in order to 

combine ongoingness with an imperative or jussive (cf., e.g., Joosten 2012a, 

                                                           
76 Such cases are sometimes referred to as participial relative clauses (cf. Holmstedt and 

Screnock 2016, 87‒89 and 94). If so, we would have to ascribe a verbal function to the 

PTC in Gen 2:11. However, the rendering of the phrase as a relative clause (with a finite 

verb) is clearly just a result of translational expediency. On this question, cf. Geiger 2012, 

323. 
77 The fact that clauses with PTCs are often rendered in English or other languages with 

finite verb forms does not detract from the basic nominal character of the form. Other 

non-verbal elements in nominal clauses also typically require the insertion of a finite verb 

in translation. 
78 Cf. Geiger 2012, 3, with n. 8: "Ein Partizip bezeichnet den Ausführenden (bei passiven 

Verben den Erleidenden) der Handlung des Verbs, mit dem es verbunden ist, bei 

Zustandsverben den im Zustand Befindlichen"; "Dauer" is not an inherent trait. Thus, ה  ַמכֵּ

in the example seems to indicate single, non-durative action. Cf. also 2 Kgs 14:5–6 

 In some roots the PTC may indicate duration, not of the fientive process, but of .(ַהַמִכים)

the resultant state, e.g. נפל and מות. This is not always the case, however, cf. 2 Kgs 19:35 

ִתים) ת ַאָתה ְולֹא ִתְחיֶּה) dead") vs. 20:1" ,מֵּ  dying"). This phenomenon seems to be related" ,ִכי מֵּ

to the question of the double potential of stative verbs (3.3) and/or to the basic nominal 

character of the PTC. Cf. Joosten 2012a, 90. 
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257‒260; Muraoka 1999). This usage becomes much more common in RH 

(see 3.8.1 on the implications of this development for the characterization of 

the HVS). The notion of ongoingness can be described in different ways, but 

some variant of this view seems to be the standard explanation (Cook 2012, 

230: "progressive"; "in the midst of an activity" at R; Joosten 2012a, 90: 

"contemporaneous" with R; ib., 239: "ongoing" at R; Geiger 2012, 27 and 

483: "Gleichzeitigkeit").79 

In contrast to the statement above referring to R, Joosten earlier (1989, 

129) claimed that the predicative PTC does not express duration in any time 

frame, but rather "represents an action as contemporary with the moment of 

speaking." He noted that the prevailing views "probably result from not dis-

tinguishing between main clauses and circumstantial clauses" (ib., 129, n. 6). 

Referring to Gen 19:1 ( ב ְבַשַער־ְסדֹ י ַהַמְלָאכִ ָיֹבאּו ְשנֵּ וַ  ב ְולֹוט ֹישֵּ רֶּ םים ְסֹדָמה ָבעֶּ ), he 

stated that the past reference of PTCs in such clauses is "due to this specific 

type of subordinate clause (the circumstantial clause), not to the participle" 

(ib., 129). However, such clauses are not subordinate in Hebrew (regardless 

of Joosten's translation, "while Lot was sitting"). The fact that the present 

tense is regularly expressed by the PTC does not mean that the PTC is in 

essence a present tense form – it clearly occurs in all time frames and a des-

ignation of its meaning in relative terms is clearly preferable. In spite of 

Joosten having seemingly abandoned his earlier analysis of the PTC as a 

present tense in favor of an analysis of the form as a marker of relative con-

comitance, he still refers to certain usages of the form as "historic present" 

(2012a, 243‒245).80 Yet, he renders the examples in the past tense (e.g. 2 

Kgs 11:14; ib., 244) in contrast to the present tense translation of the pas-

sages in his earlier work (1989, 143). Since the HVS does not express abso-

lute tense, the term "historic present" has no place in the analysis.The PTC 

in such cases expresses concomitance in relation to the past context. 

The description of the predicative PTC as a marker of progressive, con-

comitant action also accounts for other uses where the marked progressive 

meaning seems to have faded somewhat. Thus, futurate (Gen 17:19,  ָָרה ׂש

ת ְלָך בֵּ  דֶּ ןִאְשְתָך ֹילֶּ ), general/habitual present meaning (Exod 13:15,  ַַח ע ן ֲאִני ֹזבֵּ ל־כֵּ

הַליהוָ  ), and habitual action in the past (1 Kgs 10:24,  ץ ְמַבְקִש ת־ְפנֵּי ים אֶּ ְוָכל־ָהָארֶּ

הְשֹלמֹ  ; cf. v. 25) can be derived from the basic meaning (cf. English "I am 
                                                           
79 Hatav (1997, 89ff.) and Cohen (2013, 127) use the term "inclusion" (i.e. inclusion of R 

in the event referred to by the verb; but see also Cohen 2013, 140: some PTCs mark 

"simultaneity which does not entail inclusion"). 
80 Note what seems to be a slip from the general point of view in the book to his earlier 

position (Joosten 2012a, 60): "The participle is an expression of contemporaneousness 

with the moment of speaking." Earlier in the book, he expresses the more correct view 

that the moment of speaking is merely the default point of reference (ib., 29; cf. ib., 56). 
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leaving tomorrow").81 In past contexts, some scholars claim that the progres-

sive or concomitant meaning is absent in some cases, e.g. Joüon (1923, 340‒

341, §121g), "[d]ans la langue postérieure on trouve la forme périphrastique 

ל -au sens d'un pur parfait il tua (sans nuance durative ou frequenta ָהָיה ֹקטֵּ

tive)," referring to Neh 2:13, 15 and 2 Chr 24:12, etc. (cf. Eskhult 2000, 89; 

Van Peursen 1997, 159). This usage is ascribed to influence from Aramaic 

(cf. Rosenthal 1974, 55, who notes the "free use of the participle as a narra-

tive tense" in BA). However, as noted in later editions of Joüon's grammar 

(Joüon and Muraoka 2009, 382, §121g), the basic progressive meaning may 

still be applicable.82 A partial bleaching of the marked meaning of the form 

can occur without forcing us to state that the form has lost its ordinary mean-

ing and acquired an explicitly non-progressive meaning in certain cases. If a 

new progressive form develops in the language, however, such bleaching 

might lead to an eventual reinterpretation and loss of the original meaning of 

the earlier progressive form.83 

The relationship between the PTC and yiqtol/weqatal is of particular in-

terest. According to Joosten (2012a, 59‒65), the latter forms do not regularly 

express concomitance (real present or past concomitance). As noted above, 

the PTC seems to have replaced the finite non-anterior forms in many func-

tions. In general, Joosten's examples are quite convincing. Often the distinc-

tion between a future yiqtol and an ongoing present seems to be quite evident, 

though sometimes conflated in translations. E.g., Ezek 3:7 ( ל לֹא ית ִיְׂשָראֵּ ּובֵּ

ינָ  יָך ִכי־אֵּ לֶּ לָ ם אֹ יֹאבּו ִלְשֹמַע אֵּ יִבים ִלְשֹמַע אֵּ ) is rendered with two identical verbal 

constructions in KJV ("will not hearken"x2) and NIV ("are not willing to 

listen"x2). However, a distinction between יֹאבּו with future reference and 

יםֹאבִ   with actual present reference makes sense (cf. ESV: "will not be will-

ing"; "are not willing").84 

                                                           
81 Further examples: Joosten 2012a, 241–242 and 246, n. 60; cf. Muraoka 1999, 192. 
82 The terms "inchoative imperfect" and "graphic historic present" are used. However, it 

seems better to simply state that the basic progressive meaning is still essentially there. 
83 Koller (2012, 272) states that in "the Hebrew of the Mishnah, unmarked participles 

were usually punctual, not durative." However, his example from m. Naz. 6:4 is not very 

persuasive, and the case from b. Soṭah 40b commenting on m. Soṭah 7:8 seems to have 

more to do with the change of meaning of the root עמד than with the inherent meaning of 

the PTC (ib., 286). 
84 Joosten (2012a, 382 and 394) states that the PTC in 2 Chr 18:7 (א ינֶּנּו ִמְתַנבֵּ  "replaces" (אֵּ

the yiqtol in 1 Kgs 22:8 (א  for the expression of habitual present tense. Both (לֹא־ִיְתַנבֵּ

clauses are translated as "for he never prophesies anything favorable about me." Yet, how 

do we know that the yiqtol in 1 Kgs does not have a future/modal shade of meaning? As 

will be illustrated in 6.2.3 (on the use of weyiqtol), Joosten's attempt to distinguish sharply 
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Some cases are problematic (and Joosten mentions some of them). E.g., 

Gen 37:7 ( יכֶּ בֶּ ה ְתסֻ ְוִהנֵּ  םיָנה ֲאֻלֹמתֵּ ) or 1 Sam 1:10 and 13 ( הּוָבֹכה ִתְבכֶּ   and  ְוקֹוָלּה לֹא

עַ ִיָשמֵּ  ) indicate ongoing action in the past. 1 Sam 1:15 ( עַ ִהנֵּה ִתְראּו ִאיש ִמְשַתגֵּ  ) 

seems to indicate ongoing present tense.85 According to Joosten, such cases 

might be interpreted modally or, alternatively, as traces of an earlier usage. 

Since "modality" is such a broad and vague category, it is virtually always 

possible to find a way to read a given form as modal. However, often such 

attempts appear far-fetched (e.g. 1 Sam 13:17‒18,  ֶּהִיְפנ  x3; 2 Sam 15:37, 

ִ וְ  םַאְבָשֹלם ָיבֹא ְירּוָשָל ; Isa 6:4,  ָא ָעש ןְוַהַבִית ִיָמלֵּ ). In all three cases, Joosten (2012a, 

133‒134) suggests a prospective reading. However, only in the second case 

does this appear possible (yet hardly convincing). In Isa 6, at least, the mean-

ing is clearly one of ongoing action in the past, and this seems to be the most 

obvious reading of the other cases as well (in fact, Joosten's translation of Isa 

6 is not prospective). The yiqtols and weqatals in Isa 6:2‒3 are possibly on-

going as well, rather than iterative or habitual. At least, it illustrates the fact 

that a clear distinction is difficult to make. 

1 Kgs 21:6 ( אלִ י־אֲ כִ  ל־ָנבֹות ַהִיְזְרעֵּ ר אֶּ יַדבֵּ ) seems to be another case of ongoing 

action in the past ("when I was speaking"), though Joosten (2012a, 287) sug-

gests that this and other occurrences (2 Kgs 8:29/9:15; Gen 37:7 [also re-

ferred to as present tense, cf. above]; Deut 2:12; Judg 2:1; 1 Kgs 7:8; 20:33) 

may be "preterite," i.e. relics of archaic *yaqtul.86 This approach is problem-

atic. In fact, all the forms may be past progressives or, in some cases, at-

tributable to scribal mistakes (cf. appendix 10). 

In Jer 36:18 ( ר ַבְדיִיְקָר  ִמִפיו פֶּ ב ַעל־ַהסֵּ ה ַוֲאִני ֹכתֵּ לֶּ ת ָכל־ַהְדָבִרים ָהאֵּ ַלי אֵּ ֹוא אֵּ ), we find 

a yiqtol and a PTC side by side. Joosten (2012a, 118 and 281) interprets the 

former in a habitual sense and the latter as a progressive ("He used to dic-

tate"; "while I wrote"). It might be claimed that the yiqtol marks the iterative 

reading of single words, while the PTC marks the writing as continuous. In 
                                                           

between CBH and so-called LBH leads him to treat the forms according to different cri-

teria in the two corpora of texts. In fact, it seems possible to uphold Joosten's general view 

of the distinction between yiqtol and the PTC in this particular case. 
85 See Joosten 2012a, 279‒280. He further mentions 2 Kgs 6:19; 9:20; Job 2:10. Joosten 

ascribes real present meaning to all of these, including Gen 37:7 because "dream reports 

have a tendency to use the present-tense" (ib., 279, n. 51). However, since yiqtol is not an 

absolute tense form, such terminology is not appropriate. He mentions other cases of 

yiqtol that are difficult for his approach (ib., 62‒63, n. 50): Exod 19:19; 1 Sam 1:10; 

13:17‒18; 2 Sam 15:37; 23:10; with negated yiqtol: Gen 2:25 and 2 Sam 2:28. 
86 Bergström (2014, 110, n. 294) sees the cases mentioned in the preceding paragraph – 

1 Sam 13:17‒18; 2 Sam 15:37; Isa 6:4 – as "aoristic" (at least 1 Sam and Isa). A durative, 

ongoing reading seems more probable. In Aramaic, Joosten seems to follow the same line 

of thought, preferring to interpret past yiqtol as "preterite" rather than durative/progres-

sive, cf. Joosten 2010b, 80 (on yiqtols in Daniel and the Genesis Apocryphon). 
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view of 36:4, however, it seems unlikely that this was a habitually repeated 

event, as suggested by Joosten's translation. 

Other scholars have noted further cases of yiqtol for ongoing events in the 

past (e.g. Gen 2:6, 25; 48:10; Exod 8:20).87  

In his analysis of the verbs in poetry, Niccacci often uses past dura-

tive/progressive readings to account for the use of yiqtol (e.g. Niccacci 2006, 

256ff.). Indeed, following the approach to the verbs in poetry outlined above 

(3.4), it seems necessary to accept a large number of yiqtols indicating con-

comitant action. Otherwise, in many cases, they would have to be interpreted 

as relics of archaic *yaqtul. The use of yiqtol in a past context after the par-

ticle ָאז is also problematic. If, as seems to be the case, the yiqtol form in this 

construction is not < *yaqtul but < *yaqtulu, the most likely explanation for 

the use of a non-anterior form is that it marks ongoingness (cf. 5.1). Of 

course, in defence of the overall validity of the distinction between yiqtol and 

the PTC, we may note that past ָאז+yiqtol is a fixed construction in which an 

older usage of the verb form remains. Outside of past contexts, Joosten 

(2012a, 280) notes that yiqtol in poetry often expresses the real present, 

which might be attributable to archaizing. The archaizing approach, of 

course, might also be used for yiqtols in past context in poetry, but this ap-

proach is hardly applicable to another problematic set of cases, mainly at-

tested in prose – as will be discussed in 6.2.1, many weqatals are interpreta-

ble as indicating non-anteriority of the progressive, durative, concomitant 

type. Alternatively, such occurrences need to be interpreted as examples of 

unclassical anterior weqatal. If they are in fact non-anterior, they pose a chal-

lenge for Joosten's distinction between the PTC and the finite forms. 

Note also a certain blurring of the distinction in the other direction when 

the PTC expands its area of usage into the domain of yiqtol even further. 

Joosten (2012a, 243) notes that the PTC sometimes indicates general present 

or iterative or habitual action. In 1 Kgs 17:6 ( ר ם ּוָבָׂשר ַבֹבקֶּ חֶּ ְוָהֹעְרִבים ְמִביִאים לֹו לֶּ

ם ּוָבָׂשר  חֶּ ב ּוִמן־ַהַנַחל ִיְשתֶּ ְולֶּ הָבָערֶּ ) both PTC and yiqtol seem to indicate habitual 

events. In a similar past habitual/iterative sense, yiqtol is used in 1 Sam 18:5 

( נּו ָשאּול ַיְׂשכִ  ר ִיְשָלחֶּ ילְבֹכל ֲאשֶּ ) while the same root with (seemingly) the same 

                                                           
87 See GKC, 314, §107b. Some of the additional examples in the same paragraph, how-

ever, seem to be habitual/iterative (e.g. Exod 1:12). Joosten (2012a, 285) explains Gen 

2:6 as iterative/repeated, 2:25 as "possibly" implying the volition of the subject (ib., 284), 

while 48:10 and other cases with יכל are ascribed to the particular semantics of the verb, 

which is modal in itself (ib., 62 and 93). In Exod 8:20 he suggests reading a wayyiqtol 

(ib., 62, n. 50) or possibly understanding it as a prospective (ib., 282). None of these 

suggestions seems very convincing (e.g. on יכל – why double modal marking?). 
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meaning occurs as a PTC with היה in 18:14 (ַוְיִהי ָדִוד ְלָכל־ָדְרָכו ַמְׂשכִ יל).88 Cf. 

Exod 13:21 (ְך ) and v. 22 (ֹהלֵּ ִמישיָ  ). Similarly, as noted above, there seems to 

be an overlap in the use of the forms in questions relating to the present 

(while the PTC is used in the answer to such questions), cf., e.g., Jer 1:11, 

13; 24:3; Ezek 12:9; Amos 7:8; 8:2; Zech 4:2; 5:2. 

To sum up, in the majority of cases, Joosten's main point is valid. Yiqtol 

and weqatal do not regularly indicate concomitance. In most cases, this do-

main has been taken over by the PTC. However, a certain blurring of the 

distinction is attested and the distinction between different functions is not 

always easy to make.89 Because of this (and especially because of the likely 

durative, concomitant use of weqatal), it seems unnecessary to use a more 

specific term for yiqtol/weqatal (such as "prospective" or "posterior"). The 

general terms "non-anterior" and "non-anteriority" remain the most fitting 

designations to cover all the meanings of the forms as long as we add that, 

typically, this non-anteriority does not include the expression of ongoing ac-

tion, which is, in general, the domain of the active, predicative PTC. 

 

3.8.1 The PTC and aspect 

According to Joosten (1989; 2012a, 29‒31, 56‒59, and 230‒257), word or-

der in participial clauses has aspectual implications. He suggests that the 

most widespread order of elements, viz. subject before the PTC ("Su-Ptcp"), 

indicates an event in actual progress (imperfective aspect) while the opposite 

order ("Ptcp-Su") presents the situation as a complete whole (perfective as-

pect). Other scholars have been reluctant to accept this proposal (but see 

Warren 1998). Buth (1999, 81 and 90‒94) rejects the thesis and argues that 

Su-Ptcp is the basic order and that the fronting of the PTC in Ptcp-Su is prag-

matic rather than semantic. It marks focus or a "contextualizing constituent" 

(orienting the clause to the larger context). Cook, too, finds Joosten's ap-

proach unconvincing (2014, 385‒386). Appendix 19 discusses the evidence 

in some detail. Only in very few cases is the alleged distinction (relatively) 

clear. It seems wiser to follow Buth and others who argue for a pragmatic, 

focus-based explanation of the order of elements rather than an inherent se-

mantic distinction. In fact, it seems that the vast majority of cases of Ptcp-Su 

                                                           
88 The same root (in qal) is found in 18:30 in qatal in a passage clearly marked as iterative 

with the expression "every time" (י ָשאּול אָתם ָׂשַכל ָדִוד ִמֹכל ַעְבדֵּ י צֵּ  ,In similar cases .(ַוְיִהי ִמדֵּ

iterative/habitual yiqtol or weqatal is typically used (e.g., 1 Sam 1:7 or 7:16). However, 

as noted before, the explicit expression of this shade of meaning is never mandatory. 
89 Cf. Fokkelman 1991, 49: "no watertight partition between the durative and the itera-

tive"; "repetition and duration easily coalesce, every now and then." According to Joosten 

(2012a, 286), yiqtol marks durative meaning, not iterative, with stative verbs. The prob-

lem is, of course, that the category of stative verbs is not clearly demarcated. 
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on Joosten's list (1989, 158) are interpretable as marked for some kind of 

focus on the preposed PTC. Hence, the argument that the two sequences 

mark aspect is unconvincing – even with Joosten's admission (2012a, 30) 

that the alleged distinction "is not central to the system as a whole." 

There is, however, a more promising approach to the connection between 

the PTC and aspect. Joosten (ib., 30‒31) refers to another and much more 

persuasive argument for the aspectual role of the PTC, viz. the use of the 

PTC in a past (narrative) context. He claims that the PTC represents a type 

of imperfective aspect in opposition to qatal and wayyiqtol, which – in their 

relationship to the PTC – might be called perfective. He refers to 1 Sam 7:10 

( ה ָהעֹוָלה ּוְפִלְשִתים ִנְגשּו ַלִמְלָחָמה ְבִיְׂשָראֵּ  ל ַמֲעלֶּ לַוְיִהי ְשמּואֵּ ) and 2 Sam 18:24 ( ְוָדִוד

ין־ְשנֵּ יֹושֵּ  ה י ַהְשָעִר ב בֵּ ְך ַהֹצפֶּ ל־ַגג ַהשַ ים ַויֵּלֶּ ל־ַהחֹומָ אֶּ הַער אֶּ ), which both exhibit a dif-

ference between PTC and qatal or wayyiqtol that seems to mark the same 

type of meaning that is marked by imperfective and perfective verb forms in 

other languages.90 Joosten only mentions simple PTCs in his argument and 

not the use of היה+PTC and he does not really follow up on this line of 

thought. 

To me, however, the conclusion appears inescapable. In clear contrast to 

the widespread view that Hebrew developed from an aspect-prominent sys-

tem to a tense-prominent system, the opposite seems to be the case. Later 

phases of Hebrew in which the PTC plays a more decisive role are more 

aspect-prominent than earlier phases in which the PTC only played a mar-

ginal role in the system.91 The use of the PTC never becomes obligatory in 

the way that the English progressive construction is, and the dominant char-

acteristic of the system remains the opposition between the finite forms ex-

pressing relative tense. There are degrees of prominence. The point is that 

the language becomes more aspect-prominent insofar as the spreading use of 

the PTC makes it possible to combine tense and the progressive meaning 

expressed by the PTC. As long as the system only has one basic opposition, 

viz. qatal/wayyiqtol vs. yiqtol/weqatal, with the same forms (yiqtol/weqatal) 

functioning as markers of future, future in the past, general present, habitu-

ality and concomitance in the past, etc., an aspectual interpretation of the 

                                                           
90 Note that 1 Sam 7:10 is probably not an example of periphrastic היה+PTC, but rather 

of introdoctory ַוְיִהי plus a participial clause. On this question, see n. 19 in ch. 6. 
91 While scholars of BH typically see ModH as a system of absolute tense, scholars deal-

ing specifically with the modern language are not so sure – some argue that aspect plays 

a prominent role (see Boneh 2016). 
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system is difficult to maintain, as argued above.92 To the extent that the sim-

ple PTC merely replaces yiqtol, the same situation would seem to hold in 

relation to the PTC, i.e. we should describe it as a non-anterior relative tense 

form (cf. Cohen 2013, 130). However, the use of היה+PTC allows for two 

distinct anterior tense forms ("simple" qatal/wayyiqtol vs. ויהי/היה+PTC) and 

two non-anterior tense forms ("simple" yiqtol/weqatal vs. והיה/יהיה+PTC). 

The latter member of each pair is explicitly marked for imperfective (pro-

gressive) aspect, the former member unmarked for this aspect – which in 

opposition to the marked counterpart will tend to be interpreted as non-pro-

gressive (perfective). See, e.g., Judg 16:21 ( ית ָהֲאסיִר י טֹוחֵּ ַוְיהִ  יםן ְבבֵּ ) vs. Exod 

32:20 ( ש  ר־דָ ַוִיְׂשֹרף ָבאֵּ קַוִיְטַחן ַעד ֲאשֶּ ); 2 Sam 3:17 ( ם ְמַבְקִש ַגם ַגם־ְתמֹול ם י־ִשְלֹשם ֱהִייתֶּ

יכֶּ  ְך ֲעלֵּ לֶּ ת־ָדִוד ְלמֶּ םאֶּ ) vs. Ezek 34:4 ( ת לֹא ִבַקְשתֶּ  דֶּ ת־ָהֹאבֶּ םְואֶּ ); 2 Sam 7:6 ( ְהיֶּה ָואֶּ

ל ּוְבִמְשכָ  ְך ְבֹאהֶּ ןִמְתַהלֵּ ) vs. Gen 5:22 and 24 ( ת־ָהֱאֹלהִ ַוִיְתהַ  ְך ֲחנֹוְך אֶּ יםלֵּ ); 2 Kgs 6:8  

( ְך ֲאָר ּומֶּ  לם ָהָיה ִנְלָחם ְבִיְׂשָראֵּ לֶּ ) vs. Num 21:26 ( ְך מֹוָאב ָהִראשּוא ִנְלחַ ְוה לֶּ ֹוןם ְבמֶּ ) or 

Exod 17:8 ( ל ִבְרִפידִ  ם ִעם־ִיְׂשָראֵּ ק ַוִיָלחֶּ םַוָיבֹא ֲעָמלֵּ ). Similarly with future reference 

(or modal meaning): Gen 1:6 ( ין ַמִים ָלמָ  ִיםִויִהי ַמְבִדיל בֵּ ) vs. Deut 19:2 ( ֹוש ָשל

 Such usage is much more prevalent in RH (cf. 4.4).94 The 93.(ָעִר ים ַתְבִדיל לָ ְך

fundamental point bears repeating, since it runs counter to the generally ac-

cepted point of view: RH is more aspect-prominent than BH (or CH in gen-

eral).95 

                                                           
92 Clearly expressed by Joosten (1989, 154): "In fact, a language needs to have more than 

one verbal form expressing the same tense before we can attribute to it the category of 

aspect." Joosten's approach is based on Kuryłowicz (1972; 1973; cf. 2.2 above). 
93 Such aspectual distinctions are subjective and reflect the way the writer wants to present 

the events. E.g., Ezek 34:4 might very well refer to something that extended over a 

lengthy period but the text presents it as a single, whole event. Cf. 1.2.2. 
94 On the aspectual character of היה+PTC in RH, see, e.g., Van Peursen 1997, 161 and 

173. Note his statement that "היה is more than a copula and time indicator. It also indicates 

durative or iterative aspect" (ib., 173). However, the aspectual meaning clearly does not 

derive from the form of היה but from the PTC (and from the combined construction). For 

an aspect-prominent view of the verbal system of RH, see Bar-Asher Siegal 2017. Ac-

cording to this view, "the verbal system of Tannaitic Hebrew systematically marks both 

aspect and tense. The primary opposition is between perfective and imperfective aspect" 

(ib., 67). 
95 The similar combination of the verb "to be"+PTC in Aramaic is interpretable in the 

same way, as is the combination of "to be" (in the qatala form) and yaqtulu (Classical 

Arabic) or yəqattəl (Classical Ethiopic). Such constructions indicate a heightened aspect-

prominence within a system of relative tense (cf. 2.2; ch. 4). On a similar note, modern 

English must be more aspect-prominent than earlier phases of the language. As is well 

known, the progressive construction was once less widespread and not obligatory in the 

same way that it is today (see Elsness 1994; Mair 2012, 810). 



 

4 Relative tense in the extra-biblical corpora 
 

In the previous chapter, I argued that a relative tense approach is the best 

way to describe the main opposition in the verbal system of CH, illustrated 

with examples from BH. Ch. 4 briefly demonstrates that the same approach 

provides the best account for the system in the other corpora of CH (inscrip-

tions and QH) as well as the later corpora of texts (late documentary texts 

and RH). Of course, there are many differences between the various stages 

and corpora of the language (and between texts within the corpora), most 

conspicuously the development of the consecutive forms (see ch. 6). Here, 

the focus is on the relative temporal character of the verb forms. At no point 

did the HVS cease to be a system of relative tense. The language never de-

veloped specific relative tense forms or constructions (absolute-relative 

forms, in Comrie's terminology) and the various verb forms continued to be 

used in all time frames, indicating anteriority and non-anteriority (of differ-

ent types; with different shades of modality) relative to the contextually de-

termined point of reference. 

In contrast, several other Semitic languages developed means of indicat-

ing specific types of relative tense, thereby potentially allowing the system 

as a whole to be interpreted as more absolute tense prominent. Classical Ar-

abic has several constructions of this type, viz. the use of sawfa or sa to en-

hance the posterior/future meaning of yaqtulu, the combination of kāna ("to 

be") and other finite verb forms, or the addition of the particle qad to indicate 

various more specific notions of absolute-relative tense (see Fischer 1972, 

94‒96, §187, §189‒191, and §193). As noted above (2.2), the combination 

of kāna+yaqtulu (vs. simple qatala) also provides the language with a more 

explicit way of marking aspectual distinctions. This system is also used in 

Modern Standard Aabic, for which Holes (1995, 189‒190) gives examples 

of future in the past (kāna+sa-yaqtulu), past perfect (kāna+qatala), and fu-

ture perfect (yakūnu+qatala; sa- optional before yakūnu, qad optional before 

the qatala form).1 The use of qad signifies some kind of "pragmatic rele-

vance to the current discourse topic" (i.e. typically present perfect) (ib., 190). 

Holes notes that such constructions are much more widespread today than in 

earlier periods; even today, however, their use is somewhat restricted. In nar-

ratives, once the time frame has been established, the auxiliaries will typi-

cally not be used. Likewise, sequence of tense is usually left unmarked in 

sentences of the type "after he had done that, he did this" (ib., 191). Some 

modern dialects have a very sparing use of such constructions (ib., 192‒194). 

                                                           
1 On the modern "dialects," see ib., 192 (and ib., 180, on the active PTC of dynamic verbs 

as a kind of present perfect in some dialects). 
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Though the language has developed means to potentially function as a sys-

tem of absolute tense, actual usage indicates that the relative character of the 

system has been maintained to a large degree. Constructions similar to the 

Arabic ones are attested in other Semitic languages as well, notably Ethiopic 

and Aramaic.2 Hebrew, however, never developed such constructions.3 

 

4.1 The inscriptions 

The epigraphic corpus is deplorably small. For this reason and because of 

the genres of the documents, some uses of the verb forms known from BH 

are not attested. Most conspicuously, there seem to be no clear cases of yiqtol 

in a past context. The cautious formulation is needed because much of the 

material is quite fragmentary and often open to alternative readings and/or 

interpretations. KAjr 20:2 (ישאל) may have past reference. Renz (1995, 64) 

uses a past tense ("erbat") in his translation but does not elaborate.4 It might 

be an archaic anterior yiqtol (< *yaqtul) or an iterative/habitual use of ordi-

nary non-anterior yiqtol. The latter option seems more likely since the sen-

tence is a generalized relative sentence (Renz: כל אשר ישאל מאש חנן, "Mit al-

lem, was er erbat von irgendjemandem, hat [man ihn] gnädig bedacht"). 

Gogel (1983, 415), however, gives another translation, with present refer-

ence for the yiqtol ("Whatever he asks from a man, may it be favored").5 In 

contrast, Dobbs-Allsopp et al. (2005, 296) read מאל חנן כל אשר ישאל , which 

also leads to a non-past context ("all that he asks from the Gracious God"). 

Hence, this verb is not a convincing case of yiqtol in past context. The lack 

                                                           
2 On Classical Ethiopic, see Tropper 2002, 199. On Amharic, Hartmann 1980, 155. On 

Syriac, Nöldeke 1898, 197‒198, §263, 200‒201, §268. 
3 This applies to ModH as well. Contrary to what is often claimed, ModH is not a system 

of absolute tense (cf. Hatav 2010 and 2012). Only in the passive we might have something 

that looks like a distinction between simple past and past or present perfect (pu. qatal vs. 

 ,pu. PTC), cf. Berman 1978, 168. This, however, does not seem to be very systematic+היה

and there seems to be no clear evidence for such a distinction in BH (further investigation 

is needed). Zewi and Oren (2015, 415; referring to Goshen-Gottstein 1951/2006) mention 

some cases of Arabic influence in medieval Hebrew. They note the use of compound 

tenses consisting of forms of qatal or yiqtol of the root היה in combination with qatal or 

yiqtol of the main verb, as well as the use of the adverb כבר. Thus, past perfect can be 

expressed explicitly as היה כבר עשה, and future perfect as יהיה כבר עשה, corresponding to 

similar Arabic usage. 
4 Renz refers to the text as KAgr(9):10/Pithos 2, the line number being 1 in his edition. In 

general, different editions present a confusing variety of designations and systems of 

numbering. I follow Dobbs-Allsopp et al. 2005. 
5 Gogel refers to the text as K. Ajrud 16:1. See below on her translation of חנן as a "prec-

ative perfect." 
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of this usage in the corpus must be a result of genre, notably the near total 

lack of narrative sequences. 

In total, the corpus contains about 52 yiqtols. Some of these are volitives. 

They are rarely formally marked as such in the unvocalized script, but quite 

consistently follow the classical positional rule (see appendix 20). Non-ini-

tial yiqtols are interpretable as ordinary, non-jussive yiqtols expressing non-

anteriority (with context-induced modal shades of meaning), referring to the 

present or future. Similarly, most weqatals indicate non-anteriority with pre-

sent/future reference. Two contested instances (the same word) might be 

non-anterior weqatals in a past context indicating durative or concomitant 

action, viz. ואסם in MHsh 1:5 and 6‒7. However, there are several competing 

interpretations.6 The weqatal in KAjr 20:2 (ונתן) might be interpreted as in-

dicating habitual or iterative action in the past (following the possible itera-

tive/habitual yiqtol mentioned above) but the context is too unclear. Most of 

the remaining non-anterior weqatals seem to have modal connotations de-

rived from the context (see appendix 21). Of the seven clearly non-anterior 

cases (Arad 2:5‒6, 7‒8; Arad 3:8; Arad 7:5‒6; Arad 17:3‒4; Arad 24 Rev:2, 

3‒4), the six first are second person, in contexts of command. Arad 24 

Rev:3‒4 is third person and might function as a simple future. As will be 

discussed in 6.1, the remaining forms are ambiguous as to whether they 

should be regarded as non-anterior weqataltí or anterior weqatálti. 

If we were to use a statistically based method (cf. Penner) it would prob-

ably show that yiqtol and weqatal (excluding the potential anteriors) virtually 

always refer to the future or have modal meaning, which might lead to the 

conclusion that they mark absolute tense or mood. However, it would be a 

mistake to let the restricted corpus and the genre of the texts determine our 

conclusions in this regard. Everything we know from other phases of Hebrew 

indicates that if the writer of an inscription had felt a need to express future 

in the past or past habituality, he would have had to use yiqtol or weqatal.7 

                                                           
6 For the non-anterior weqatal solution, see Weippert 1990 or Schüle 2000, 133‒4 

("wobei/während"). Renz (1995, 325) mentions this possibility, though he prefers to fol-

low Cross and others who see the forms as absolute infinitives used as stand-ins for finite 

verbs. Alternatively, the forms are anterior weqatals (weqatálti), cf. Dobbs-Allsopp et al. 

(2005, 361). They mention Naveh's interpretation of the form as a wayyiqtol 1s, stating 

that the sudden shift from 3sm to 1s, which would be the result of such an interpretation, 

is awkward. However, since the third person forms are clearly used as a polite way of 

referring to the first person (as is often the case in the inscriptions), the possibility remains 

open. In other inscriptions, we see similar shifts (e.g. MHsh 1:8 and Lach 4:3). On ואסם, 

see also Young 2003b, 294‒295. 
7 On the use of the PTC in the inscriptions, see 3.8. 
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A fuller range of usage is attested for the anterior forms (qatal and way-

yiqtol). All cases are interpretable within the framework of the relative tem-

poral approach as different types of anteriority. The corpus contains about 

57 qatals and six wayyiqtols (in relatively clear contexts).8 While most of the 

wayyiqtols are found in simple past contexts, Lach 4:6‒7 may have present 

relevance (= present perfect when translating into English; see appendix 22). 

As expected, qatal exhibits a broader range of anterior functions. About 15 

"epistolary" and/or "performative perfects" are attested (appendix 23).9 Two 

seem to be stative verbs in a clearly present context, while a few additional 

cases may variously be interpreted as present stative, simple past, or present 

perfect (appendix 24). Most of the remaining qatals express simple past tense 

though in some cases the context indicates that the meaning may be anteri-

ority relative to some other point of time (future/present/past perfect; see ap-

pendix 25). As argued repeatedly, such shades of meaning are not separate 

categories in Hebrew but merely different contextual interpretations of the 

basic category of anteriority that we need to make when we translate. This 

clearly illustrates the relative temporal character of the system. 

According to some scholars, the alleged precative use of qatal may be 

attested in the inscriptions. Gogel (1983, 415) renders KAjr 20:2 ( כל אשר

 ",as follows: "Whatever he asks from a man, may it be favored (ישאל מאש חנן

apparently understanding חנן in a precative sense. As noted above, other 

(more likely) readings and interpretations are available, viz. as an ordinary 

anterior (Renz) or as an adjective (Dobbs-Allsopp et al.).10 Likewise, the pro-

posed precative interpretation in Qom 3:2 is highly uncertain. Some scholars 

read ברך, others ברכת, and different interpretations are possible (passive PTC, 

ordinary anterior 3sm or 2sm qatal, 1s qatal, possibly with performative 

meaning; cf. Zevit 1984). The precative reading "may you bless" is one 

among several suggestions made by O'Connor (1987, 228‒229; cf. Waltke 

and O'Connor 1990, 494, n. 22). Nothing necessitates such an interpretation. 

As was the case in the OT, there is no secure attestation of the precative 

perfect in the inscriptions, nor is there any convincing case of other types of 

non-anterior simple qatal. Hence, though the full range of non-anterior func-

tions of yiqtol and weqatal is not attested in the corpus, it must be concluded 

                                                           
8 On the relatively low number of wayyiqtols, see 6.1. 
9 On the distinction between the two usages and why both should be interpreted as part 

of the same grammatical category, see 3.3.3. 
10 Dobbs-Allsopp et al. (2005, 296) use the term "precative perfect" for the weqatal in the 

same line. This is a misunderstanding. The so-called precative perfect is an alleged – but 

(as argued in 3.3.4) probably non-existent – use of simple qatal. 
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that the use of the verb forms in the inscriptions fits the description of the 

system as a system of relative tense.11 

 

4.2 Qumran 

The relative temporal character of QH was already discussed in 2.1.1. Like 

Penner, Hendel (1996, 158, with n. 26) sees absolute tense as dominant in 

QH. Like many other scholars, he claims that RH and ModH are absolute 

tense systems, adding that QH is "an early exemplar of this phase" with ref-

erence to Qimron's description of QH (especially the short chapter on syntax 

= Qimron 1986, 70‒86). However, Qimron does not treat this question in 

detail. In fact, when he does mention tense usage, the only thing he notes is 

a tendency in QH to use qatal in conditional clauses as a future perfect to a 

greater extent than is the case in BH (ib., 84‒85). This is clearly a relative 

tense usage that does not fit Hendel's description. Here I present a selection 

of examples that illustrate the relative temporal character of the system in 

QH. 

 

4.2.1 Relative temporal use of qatal in QH 

In numerous cases, qatal marks types of anteriority other than simple past. 

The stative present usage is quite frequent (appendix 26).12 Present perfect 

qatals are extremely numerous (particularly in poetry like Hodayot) but in 

most cases simple past readings are possible as well, reflecting the fact that 

all types of anteriority are "the same thing" in Hebrew (see appendix 27 for 

cases in which the present relevance of a past event and hence the present 

perfect interpretation seems clear).  

Likewise, future perfect usage is often ambiguous. Most cases are trans-

latable as present perfects and sometimes it is difficult to decide whether the 

form marks anteriority in relation to the present or the future. Several likely 

candidates are listed in appendix 28. Furthermore, past perfects and irrealis 

usage are attested (appendix 29). As noted above, the use of qatal in condi-

tional clauses referring to the future or to general present conditions is quite 

widespread in QH (appendix 30). However, as noted by Qimron (1986, 84‒

85), the use of yiqtol (and weqatal) is more widespread. Both usages may 

occur in the same passage (e.g. CD 15:3‒4; 4Q415 fr. 11 10‒11; 4Q416 fr. 

2 iii 5‒6; cf. the discussion in 3.1). Qimron (ib., 85) notes that in some cases, 

                                                           
11 On the use of the system of consecutive forms and weyiqtol in the inscriptions, see 6.1. 
12 In contrast, in some cases the PTC occurs in contexts where a stative qatal could have 

been expected, mostly with the root ידע, e.g. in 1Q18 fr. 1‒2 3; 1QS 6:25; 4Q200 fr. 4 3; 

4Q261 fr. 3 3; CD 14:20; 4Q271 fr. 3 6, 7; 11Q11 III 7 (cf. also מאמנת in 4Q200 fr. 4 4?). 

This usage, of course, is also frequent in BH. 
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a scroll has a qatal where a corresponding passage in the MT has a yiqtol, 

e.g. 11QTa 66:4 (ואם בשדה מצאה האיש את האשה) vs. the similar passage in Deut 

22:25 ( ת־הַ  ה ִיְמָצא ָהִאיש אֶּ ֲעָר נַ ְוִאם־ַבָשדֶּ ). The use of verbs in fixed contexts such 

as conditional clauses is not a decisive argument, yet the extended use of 

qatal as compared to BH clearly does not suggest a development in the di-

rection of a system of absolute tense. 

As is the case in the other corpora of texts, the analysis of a given verb 

depends on the interpretation of the context – and on the language used by 

the researcher or into which the Hebrew verb is translated. The Hebrew form 

marks only the notion of anteriority. Consequently, the appendices are not 

exhaustive lists but merely serve as illustration. One type of qatal that seems 

to be virtually unattested in the corpus is the performative usage. The most 

likely case is 4Q504 fr. 1-2r vi 5 (רצ֗ינו), though an "ordinary" present perfect 

reading makes sense as well.13 Likewise, the qatal in 1Q22 fr. 1 ii 11 (צוה) 

may be a kind of performative (cf. García Martínez and Tigchelaar 2000, 

1:61). However, "ordinary" present perfect is probably more likely. 4Q522 

fr. 9 ii 11 (וה]נ[֗ה נתתיו עבד) may be performative too. In addition, one possible 

example of "epistolary" qatal has been found, viz. 4Q398 fr. 14‒17 ii 2, כתבנו 

(on the relation between "performative" and "epistolary," see 3.3.3). In con-

texts that seem to allow a performative reading (in a broad sense), mostly 

PTCs are found (cf. Rogland 2003, 129).14  

Except for the possible example from 4Q522, there are no cases of clearly 

performative נתתי in the scrolls – the typical example of the usage in BH. 

However, neither are there any cases of the PTC of this verb used in a clearly 

performative function. There are several occurrences of the type  אשר אנוכי

 however, it ;(similar sequences occur quite often in the OT as well) נותן לכה

is not clear that this type should be considered performative. Of course, as 

has been argued in 3.3.3, the performative use of qatal (and of the PTC) is 

not a special meaning but merely reflects the general anterior meaning of 

qatal of the present perfect type (or the "bleached" present/future meaning 

of the PTC). In light of the numerous examples of present perfect use of 

qatal, the lack of performative qatals is not an argument against the relative 

character of qatal. Rather, it seems to attest to the growth in the use of the 

                                                           
13 García Martínez and Tigchelaar (2000, 2:1017) use the present tense. This is the only 

possible case noted by Rogland (2003, 127). 
14 1Q22 fr. 1 i 6 (מגיד); 1Q22 fr. 1 i 9 (֗מצוך; this type is frequent in the OT, e.g. Exod 

34:11; Deut 4:40; 6:6); 1Q22 fr. 1 ii 2 (מצוך); 4Q200 fr. 4 4 (מבקש; with preceding ועתה); 

4Q216 I 12 (מגיד); 4Q216 I 14 (כורת); 4Q223‒224 fr. 2 iv 6 (מ[֗דבר); 4Q390 fr. 1 3 (מ֗צֹוך); 

4Q510 fr. 1 4 (משמיע?). Note the yiqtol in 1Q18 fr. 1‒2 2 ( ֗א֗ב]ק[֗ש), which may be a kind 

of performative, though it might have future reference. The form in 1QHa 8:29 (ואחלה) 

may be weyiqtol or wayyiqtol. In the latter case, it might be performative (cf. 4.2.2)? 
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PTC. The fact that the few instances of possible performatives are mostly 

PTCs seems to illustrate the development of the PTC as a more central player 

in the HVS and the "bleaching" of its concomitant meaning.15 

 

4.2.1.1 "Precative" qatal in QH? 

It seems clear that qatal always indicates some sort of anteriority. Like the 

alleged absolute future qatals in Hodayot (2.1), other supposedly non-ante-

rior qatals are interpretable in anterior terms. Some scholars seem to presup-

pose the existence of precative qatal in QH. García Martínez and Tigchelaar 

(2000, 2:1045) render the expression גלה ה]אר[ץ (4Q521 fr. 2 iii 4) as "May 

the [ea]rth rejoice." Similarly, they translate 11QPsa 22:6–7 ( שקר ועול נכרתו

 as "may lying and sin be eradicated from (ממך יגילו בניך בקרבך וידידיך אליך נלוו

you. Your sons will rejoice in your midst and your loved ones will be united 

with you" (ib., 2:1177). Sanders (1965, 87) translates both qatals not as prec-

atives but simple future ("will be cut off" and "will be united"). 

Yet, nothing in these passages demands a precative or absolute future in-

terpretation. The context in 4Q521 is fragmentary and it is entirely possible 

to read the form as a simple past or present perfect (Puech 1992, 496) or 

possibly as a present tense (stative-type verb). In 11QPsa, there are two pre-

ceding yiqtols in the second person sg. feminine (spoken to Zion). However, 

immediately before the supposed precative qatal, we have the form טהר, 

which is translated as an imperative ("purge") by both Sanders and García 

Martínez and Tigchelaar. As Sanders (1965, 88) points out, the form does 

not have the expected ending for an imperative 2sf – either we should read 

 ,or the form might be an infinitive with imperative force; alternatively טהרי

he notes that it could be vocalized as a pu. qatal. The latter possibility seems 

most likely. The qatals can be read as ordinary markers of anteriority, in this 

case future perfect in the description of the future blessings of Zion (at that 

point in the future, "violence has been cleansed from your midst, lie and sin 

have been eradicated from you. Your sons will rejoice in your midst, and 

your beloved ones have been united with you").  

Lange (2000, 415) translates a potential qatal (לחם) in 4Q468g 5 as "he 

will make war," stating that it is probably a prophetic perfect. However, no-

thing in the fragmented context prevents an ordinary past reading ("fought" 

in García Martínez and Tigchelaar 2000, 2:947 [4Q468i]). Further, the form 

may be an imperative (cf. Ps 35:1). Similar cases occur in 4Q438 fr. 3 3 

 Weinfeld and Seely 1999, 329: "and my neck I will submit to your ;הביא֗ותי)

                                                           
15 While the general process seems clear enough, Eskhult's claim (2007, 34) that the lin-

guistic development forces the author to use the PTC rather than a qatal in 1Q22 fr. 1 i 6 

(he writes 7) might be an exaggeration. 
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yoke") and 4Q524 fr. 25 7 (ל֗ו֗א ֗ירשתמה; Puech 1998, 110: "vous n'hériterez 

pas"; cf. García Martínez and Tigchelaar 2000, 2:1053). Such translations 

result from one specific interpretation of contexts that are open to standard 

anterior interpretations as well. 

Jones (2015, 302) claims that the qatals at the beginning of the inscriptions 

on the trumpets in 1QM 3:9 (נגף אל), (אסף אל) 3:10, and 4:3‒4 ( חדל מעמד

 indicate general truths or habitual actions. This view is based on the (רשעים

unconvincing argument that initial qatal is modal (see 3.6 and appendix 11). 

Nothing speaks against a standard anterior reading of the forms in 1QM (cf. 

Holst 2008, 104). 

 

4.2.2 Relative temporal use of wayyiqtol in QH 

As expected (cf. 3.6.1), most wayyiqtols refer to the simple past. Yet, some 

cases may mark other types of anteriority. E.g., a stative present usage of 

wayyiqtol seems to be attested in 1QHa 6:36‒37 (ותשנא and ֗ואהבכה) and 7:23 

 ידע Several cases of what appear to be wayyiqtols from the root 16.(ואהבכה)

are interpretable as stative presents (e.g. 1QS 10:16; 1QHa 7:26,17 36; 17:14; 

4Q511 fr. 42 7). Also, 4Q184 fr. 1 7 (ות֗שכון) seems to indicate a present state 

or result (stative present or present perfect), rather than narrating a simple 

past event. The same applies to CD 20:2 (ויקוץ). In CD 20:28, the w+yiqtols 

 could be wayyiqtols with present reference as indicated by (ויתודו and וישמעו)

the preceding PTC ("and they have listened to the voice of the teacher and 

have confessed"). However, the forms might be weyiqtols. Likewise, וישלח 

in 1QM 17:6 might be a wayyiqtol with present reference. The preceding 

clause is nominal, referring to the present time ("today is his appointed 

time"). Hence, depending on the target language, a present perfect rendering 

seems more appropriate than a simple past narrative tense. 4Q385 fr. 2 2 

-may be another example. Recall that the point here is not that way (וילכו)

yiqtol is a present perfect, but merely that the form potentially covers the 

entire category of anteriority, for the expression of which some other lan-

guages have seperate verb forms. Alternatively, the form could be a weyiqtol. 

Further, if the w+yiqtol in CD 14:19 (ויכפר) is not a weyiqtol it may be a 

future perfect use of wayyiqtol ("until the rising of the Messiah of Aaron and 

Israel and (until) their sin has been atoned"; cf. 6.2.4). Similarly, וישישו in 

                                                           
16 Cf. Newsom's translation (Stegemann 2009, 96 and 106), "you hate"; "I love you." 

Alternatively, the forms may be weyiqtols. 4Q511 fr. 30 2 ([ויעמק֗ו) is another potential 

example. 
17 Note l. 25 with ואני ידעתי. The form ואדעה in l. 26 seems to express the same meaning, 

i.e., it must be a wayyiqtol referring to present knowledge, rather than a weyiqtol ("and let 

me know" or "I will know"). 
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11QPsa 22:4 may be a wayyiqtol following a PTC with the definite article 

("those who long for the day of your salvation, and they have [= who have] 

rejoiced in …"). Again, it may be a weyiqtol (Sanders 1965, 87, "that they 

may rejoice" [volitive]; García Martínez and Tigchelaar 2000, 2:1177, "and 

who rejoice" [non-volitive]). Often, of course, wayyiqtols continue a present 

perfect reference initiated by a qatal (e.g. in CD 8:4ff.). In 4Q504 fr. 6 6‒7, 

the w+yiqtols follow a nominal clause ( עמכה כולנו ותשאנו ]...[ ותביאנוכיא  ) and 

probably represent wayyiqtols (to be interpreted/translated as present per-

fects; again, of course, they might be weyiqtols). 

 

4.2.3 Relative temporal use of yiqtol, weqatal, and the PTC in QH 

Most yiqtols and weqatals clearly refer to the future or indicate some shade 

of context-induced modal meaning in relation to the present or future. Due 

to the lack of long passages of narrative prose, the use of non-anterior forms 

in a past context (habitual, iterative, future in the past, etc.) is rare – but not 

unattested. In most cases, however, alternative interpretations are possible. 

Appendix 31 is a critical discussion of several instances, some of the more 

convincing cases being 4Q377 fr. 2 ii 11 (past habitual or iterative yiqtol), 

4Q385a fr. 18 i a‒b 7 and 9 (past future/modal yiqtol and weqatal), 4Q422 

III 9 (past habitual yiqtol). Several potentially durative or concomitant 

weqatals will be discussed in 6.2.2 and appendix 45. 

The predicative active PTC is quite frequent in QH. Most cases refer to 

the moment of speech/writing, indicating action ongoing at this time or, of-

ten, a more "bleached" type of ongoingness (general/habitual present or fu-

ture reference), e.g. 1QpHab 6:4 (פשרו אשר המה זבחים), 6 ( ר המה פשרו אש

 PTCs referring to the past are rather rare (as are finite non-anterior .(מחלקים

forms with past reference).18 However, appendix 32 shows that some cases 

clearly indicate ongoingness in a past context. The comparatively low num-

ber must be a result of genre. It is not an argument that the temporal reference 

of the form is absolute rather than relative. 

The periphrastic construction with היה and active PTC has an uneven dis-

tribution in the corpus.19 Most documents do not attest to this usage while a 

few texts exhibit numerous instances, with the vast majority occurring in a 

single (very long) text, viz. 11QT. In all the cases, the meaning seems to be 

a combination of explicit ongoingness or habituality etc. and the meaning 

inherent in the form of היה (see the list in appendix 33). Comparatively few 

                                                           
18 Kesterson (1984, 11) finds only one PTC referring to the past in his corpus (the Serakim 

and CD), viz. CD 3:1, which is, in fact, a passive (nif.) PTC. 
19 Cf. Muraoka 1999; Geiger 2012, 350‒367. Qimron (1986, 70) states very briefly that 

the periphrastic construction is attested "about 50 times, chiefly in TS [= 11QT]." 
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cases refer to the past (due to the lack of long narrative texts, as was the case 

with the simple PTC) while many occur with the non-anterior forms, mostly 

yiqtol. Some cases include the infinitive of היה and one (fragmentary) case 

has a PTC following an imperative.20 This distribution is quite different from 

the one in BH, where the use of the PTC with yiqtol, weqatal or volitive 

forms of היה is rare in comparison with qatal and wayyiqtol+PTC (Joosten 

2012a, 260). This seems to be primarily a question of genre (cf. Muraoka 

1999, 197). 

In sum, with regard to all the verb forms, the relative temporal character 

of the system is clear. The HVS uses the same form in different time frames 

– and this is the case for QH as much as it is for BH.21 

 

4.3 The late documentary texts 

The documents from the Bar Kokhba period and the other (somewhat earlier) 

documentary texts constitute an even smaller corpus than the early inscrip-

tions. In addition, some texts are very fragmentary and difficult to read.22 

Many aspects of the verbal system are unattested and divergent interpreta-

tions of specific lines may lead to divergent analyses of the meaning and use 

of verb forms. In 6.1, the use of the consecutive forms in these texts will be 

addressed, and while certain points are debatable, the general impression is 

that the classical system of consecutive forms and the classical rules for dis-

tinguishing between volitives and simple yiqtol are no longer operative in 

these texts. Hence, the forms to be dealt with here (in order to illustrate the 

relative temporal character of the system) are yiqtol and qatal (not weqatal 

and wayyiqtol; w+qatal is "and" plus ordinary qatal, w+yiqtol is "and" plus 

yiqtol). 

No yiqtols occur in a clearly past context (no future in the past or past 

habitual, iterative, etc.). A potential exception is Mur 46:9 (עמד עליו שיפטר). 

                                                           
20 8‒10 cases refer to the past (six with qatal of 1 :היהQ17 fr. 1 6; 1Q22 fr. 1 iii 9; 2Q20 

fr. 1 3; 4Q177 fr. 1‒4 8 (2x); 4Q221 fr. 5 6; one with wayyiqtol: 4Q385a fr. 18 ii 4; one 

with anterior weqatal: 4Q200 fr. 6 2–3; the PTCs in 4Q477 fr. 2 ii 2 and 11QPsa 21:14 

with qatal might be nominal). Another ten occur with the infinitive of 1) היהQS 5:2, 24; 

1QM 2:1; 1QHa 23:10–11; 4Q174 fr. 1‒2 i 6; 4Q258 I 2; II 3; VIII 7; 4Q503 fr. 64 5; 

11QTa 40:2). One seems to occur with an imperative (4Q200 fr. 2 3; Muraoka [1999, 199] 

states that there are no such cases). The rest (50+) use mostly yiqtol, plus a few weqatals 

and one weyiqtol. Note that some simple PTCs with past reference in appendix 32 occur 

in such fragmented contexts that we cannot exclude the presence of a form of היה. 
21 The same applies to the Hebrew of Ben Sira (some of which is also included in QH, of 

course). See Van Peursen 2004 for numerous examples. 
22 On the language of some of the documents, see Nebe 1997. For a recent, thorough 

treatment of the material, see Mor 2016. 
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The preceding verb is (possibly) a qatal. However, the larger context is un-

clear. Yardeni (2000, 2:65) translates the sequence as "insist/insisted on it 

that he should break(?) into it." The rest of the approx. 34 more or less clear 

yiqtols seem to refer to the future – or possibly (?) to the present in Mur 30:23 

 with various – (לבוא = לבו ;אם יחפצו לבו) and Mur 44:6 (לעשות בו כל שתחפץ)

shades of context-derived modal meaning. However, as in the inscriptions, 

the lack of future in the past etc. is probably a matter of genre and content. 

No PTCs with past reference are attested. 

Compared to the earlier epigraphic corpus, the active PTC in predicative 

function is very widespread (about 20). Several occur in the periphrastic con-

struction with a form of היה but never in a past context. All seem to mark the 

combination of future tense or some shade of modal meaning and ongoing 

or habitual meaning: Naḥal Ḥever (P. Yadin) 44:17, 19, 22 (all seem to be 

connected with the yiqtol 3p, יהיוו, in l. 16); Naḥal Ḥever (P. Yadin) 45:16 

(twice, with a yiqtol 2sm, תהיה); Naḥal Ḥever (P. Yadin) 49:6 (with an im-

perative, הוא). The PTC in Mur 43:5 seems to represent a "bleached" version 

of the progressive meaning of the PTC, apparently indicating a simple future 

event ( ברגלכם םשאני נתן תכבלי , "that I will put the chains on your feet"). A 

similar "bleached" progressive meaning seems to be attested in Naḥal Ḥever 

(P. Yadin) 49:6 ( ֗הוא י֗דעין with an unexpected spelling of the pl. imperative 

of היה, "be knowing" or simply "know"?). This is the only clear case of the 

root ידע as an active PTC and the root does not occur as a qatal. Likewise, 

other roots that are often used with stative present meaning in BH are unat-

tested in the present corpus, except for the root ישב, which occurs a few times 

as a PTC (Mur 42:4, יעקב בן יהודה שיושב אבית משכו, and Naḥal Ḥever (P. Ya-

din) 49:3, בטב אתן יושב]י[ן). However, with this meaning, the PTC is used in 

BH as well, rather than qatal (e.g. Gen 24:3, ב ְבִקְרב ר ָאֹנִכי יֹושֵּ ֹוַהְכַנֲעִני ֲאשֶּ ; with 

the meaning "to live," qatal with present reference seems to be unattested). 

Hence, there seems to be no clear evidence for the expected development 

away from stative qatal. 

Some PTCs may be interpreted as performatives: XḤev/Ṣe 49:7 ( תסלע

 Naḥal Ḥever (P. Yadin) ;(מעיד אני עלי תשמים) Mur 43:3 23;(הזוא אן מקבל המך

45:6 and Naḥal Ḥever (P. Yadin) 46:3 (both היום )(מודא אני לך )לכם; possibly 

Mur 29:9 and Mur 30:9 (both חותמים – which might, however, have a nominal 

function). Compared to the early inscriptions, this reflects a broadening of 

the use of the PTC. However, due to the content of many of the papyrus 

letters (contracts, deeds), several qatals are interpretable as some kind of 

performative as well, e.g. with verbs meaning "sell" or "lease," as in Naḥal 

                                                           
23 Note the translation (like a qatal) "I have received from you this sela" in Broshi and 

Qimron 1994, 288. Yardeni (2000, 2:19) writes "This Selac I (have) receive(d) from you." 
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Ḥever (P. Yadin) 46:4, תללו חכרתי מכם, "These I (hereby) lease from you" 

(other potential cases are listed in appendix 34). Rendering the clause like 

this is merely a translational choice. Alternatively – and in most of the cases 

this is perhaps the better choice – such verbs can be rendered as present per-

fects. At least, it seems clear that they do not express simple past tense; some 

of the cases include an adverbial expression like "today," e.g. Naḥal Ḥever 

(P. Yadin) 44:3 (היום הזה). As has been stressed repeatedly, these shades of 

meaning do not belong to separate categories in the HVS. The performative 

use of qatal is always merely a translational convenience for rendering the 

general anterior meaning of the form in a manner closer to the usage in the 

target language. The same applies to the present perfect use, the simple past, 

etc. 

Hence, as far as qatal is concerned, the relative temporal character of the 

system is evident. Qatal expresses not only simple past tense, but also pre-

sent perfect. In addition, there are two irrealis (counterfactual) qatals, which 

is just another function of anterior meaning (Mur 42:5‒6,  ואף אללי שהגיים

 and if it weren't for the fact that the gentiles are" ,קרבים אלנו אז֗י עלתי והפצתיך

near to us, I would have gone up and compensated (?) you"; the second oc-

currence is a weqatal of the unclassical, anterior type). 24 At this stage, qatal 

clearly remains an anterior tense form. Though the small corpus and the 

genre of the texts do not allow us to establish the functioning of yiqtol and 

the PTC in contexts that would illustrate the relative character of the forms, 

there is no evidence that the language had developed specific absolute and 

absolute-relative tense forms. In short, nothing in the present corpus indica-

tes that Hebrew at this stage had ceased to be a system of relative tense. 

 

4.4 The Rabbinic literature 

The development of the HVS from CH to RH is often presented as a transi-

tion from an aspectual system to a system of (absolute) tense or – if CH is 

not seen as aspectual – at least as a transition to a system that is more focused 

on absolute tense than CH was. Penner (2015, 3) calls this the "conventional 

view" (see, e.g., Ewald 1827, 554; Albeck 1971, 195; Hendel 1996, 158 [cf. 

4.2 above]; Schniedewind 2013, 47). 

Clearly, the verbal system of RH differs fundamentally from CH in several 

ways. Most notably, the consecutive forms and most of the separate volitive 

system have been lost while the PTC has partially taken over the domain of 

yiqtol/weqatal to an even larger extent than was already the case in CH. Yet, 

the inherent meaning of the finite tense forms (and the PTC) seems to be 

                                                           
24 Cf. Yardeni's translation (2000, 2:64). 
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basically the same in RH as it was in CH. Like the earlier phases of the lan-

guage, RH does not possess separate relative tense forms (Comrie's absolute-

relative forms). Qatal, yiqtol, and the PTC occur in all time frames, indicat-

ing anteriority, non-anteriority (posteriority/modality), and concomitance, 

respectively, in relation to the given context – with the PTC taking over much 

of the non-anterior domain of yiqtol, specifically concomitance, habituality, 

etc., while yiqtol is being restricted to modal, often subordinate, contexts.25 

In other words, the system remains a system of relative tense, and the differ-

ences between CH and RH should be seen as alterations within this basic 

system. In contrast to the "conventional view," if we want to find a shift in 

prominence, we must accept that RH is in fact more aspect-prominent than 

CH (see 3.8.1). 

Hendel (1996, 162) recognizes that the past perfect use of qatal "persists 

in later stages of Hebrew as a vestige of the CBH relative tense system" but 

explicitly states that already in LBH, the relative use of yiqtol as a future in 

the past has been lost (ib., 160, n. 36). According to Hendel, the entire rela-

tive system "begins to break down in LBH and disappears entirely in Rab-

binic Hebrew, where the Pf. is restricted to the absolute past (and the pluper-

fect) and the Impf. to the absolute future, with the Pt. now the form for pre-

sent tense. In Rabbinic Hebrew, as in Modern Hebrew, tense is absolute" 

(ib., 163). However, past perfect qatal is not the only relative tense usage 

attested in RH.26 

Even Segal, who generally identifies qatal with the past, yiqtol with the 

future, and the PTC with the present (1927, 150), refers to several uses of the 

verb forms that do not fit this description. In addition to the past perfect, he 

refers to the widespread use of qatal in conditional clauses (ib., 151),27 as 

                                                           
25 Recent scholarship tends to see yiqtol as primarily modal/subordinate in contrast to the 

earlier view (as represented by Segal) that qatal, yiqtol, and the PTC denote past, future, 

and present, respectively (cf. Sharvit 1980, 110). However, yiqtol has not lost all its non-

modal functions and the designation of the form as modal (rather than non-anterior or 

posterior) might be unwarranted. Consider, e.g., the three yiqtols in m. Pe'ah 5:4 (ַיֲחֹזר ,ִיֹטל, 

 The first seems to indicate permission and the third obligation, while the second .(ְיַשלֵּם

one is a simple future (albeit in a temporal, subordinate clause; yet, there is nothing obvi-

ously modal about this clause). In any case, the mere designation of the meaning of a 

form as "modal" is problematic (cf. the criticism of the modal approach to BH in 3.5.2). 

For a recent argument in support of Segal's view and against the modal characterization 

of yiqtol in RH, see Bar-Asher Siegal 2017 (where further references may be found). 
26 On past perfect qatal, see Segal 1927, 151, §309; Pérez Fernández 1997, 116. Note 

Pérez Fernández's general remarks against a too rigid absolute tense interpretation of RH 

(ib., 107‒108). 
27 Cf. Pérez Fernández 1997, 215. As in CH, qatal is also the form used for marking 

irrealis (ib., 216‒217), often combined with the PTC in the periphrastic construction. 
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marker of acts that have "just been performed, in which case English would 

use the present" (ib., 153),28 and, in rare cases (according to Segal, but see 

below), as a future perfect (ib., 153). Similarly, he mentions the use of yiqtol 

as marker of modality in the past and PTCs without היה referring to the past 

(ib., 154 and 156).29 

The indications that the system is relative are, in fact, quite numerous. RH 

has one single form for the expression of anteriority, viz. qatal. Hence, in 

many passages, a present perfect (or future perfect) rendering is preferable, 

although in many cases English usage allows for simple past as well. Thus, 

participial clauses referring to the general present often follow clauses with 

qatal forms indicating the background for the action expressed by the PTC 

(e.g. m. Ber. 9:3,  ִלים ֲחָדִשים ר ׳ָברּוְך שֶּ  –ָבָנה ַבִית ָחָדש ְוָקָנה כֵּ ֱחָינּו׳אֹומֵּ הֶּ ; m. Pe'ah 

ָאה ַאַחת ,3:5 ת ָהִאיָלן, נֹוְתִנין פֵּ ָלְקחּו אֶּ  .(the text is from Albeck 1952‒58 ;ְשַנִים שֶּ

While such qatals can be rendered in English with simple past tense (cf. the 

translations in Neusner 1988, 13 and 19), a present perfect translation is more 

natural in, e.g., Danish which has a more strict sequence of tense and uses 

the present perfect more often. The point here is not to introduce categories 

from another language into the analysis of Hebrew – quite the contrary. Such 

passages show that Hebrew does not possess a separate category of present 

perfect and has to use the same form for indicating all kinds of anteriority, 

simple past as well as anteriority with present relevance in relation to clauses 

in a present or future/general temporal frame. 

Several types of anteriority are attested in m. Ber. 2:5. 

י ַשָבת, ָחָתן ָפטּור  ה ְבַרָבן אִ ִמְקִריַאת ְשַמע ְבַלְיָלה ָהִראשֹון ַעד מֹוָצאֵּ ה. ַמֲעׂשֶּ ם לֹא ָעָׂשה ַמֲעׂשֶּ

ָנָׂשא. ָקָרא ְבַלְיָלה ָהִראשֹון שֶּ ל שֶּ יו׃ לֹא ִלַמְדָתנּו...ָאְמרּו לֹו ַתלִמידָ  ַגְמִליאֵּ  

                                                           

Segal discusses this type in his section on the PTC (1927, 156) but the irrealis meaning is 

clearly related to the anterior meaning of the qatal part of the construction and not to the 

inherent meaning of the PTC. 
28 Cf. Pérez Fernández 1997, 116, who refers to the frequent expressions  ָָאמַ ְרת, which he 

translates as "that's what you say," and לֹא ָזִכיִתי ִמן ַהִדין, which he renders as "I do not arrive 

at this through deductive reasoning." As in similar uses of qatal in CH, nothing warrants 

a real present tense or other non-anterior interpretation. Such cases are clearly anteriors 

(of the present perfect type). Pérez Fernández refers to gnomic use of qatal in RH (without 

using the term), in "declarations of general validity, which allow no exception" (ib., 117). 

These cases are to be explained in the same way as the similar occurrences in CH (3.3.2). 
29 Segal's example of past yiqtol is ה ְוַרבּו ָעַלי ֲעׂשֶּ  ;.m. Sanh. 3:7, according to some mss) ָמה אֶּ

others have  ַרי ַרבּו ָעַליָמה ֲחבֵּ ה שֶּ ֱעׂשֶּ אֶּ ). An alternative interpretation is possible, whereby the 

yiqtol has future/present reference and the qatal is a present stative. In any case, the rela-

tive temporal character of the system is evident from such ambiguity. 
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First, a qatal occurs in a conditional clause relating to a general present/fu-

ture statement (ה  if he has not consummated the marriage").30" ,ִאם לֹא ָעָׂשה ַמֲעׂשֶּ

Second, ָנָׂשא is anterior in relation to the preceding qatal (ָקָרא), i.e. it can be 

rendered with a past perfect. Third, the qatal in the direct speech (ִלַמְדָתנּו) 

clearly has present relevance to a higher degree than the preceding narrative 

qatal (ָאְמרּו) and might be rendered as a present perfect, though English usage 

might use simple past here.31 

The use of qatal in connection with various conjunctions provides further 

illustration of the relative character of the form. Note, e.g., m. Pe'ah 7:8 with 

qatal in clauses introduced by לֹא ־ and ("before") ַעד שֶּ  relating to ("after") ִמשֶּ

a main clause referring to the general present/future. 

לֹות  לֹא נֹוְדעּו בֹו ָהעֹולֵּ ת ַכְרמֹו ַעד שֶּ ין ָהעֹולֵּ  –ַהַמְקִדיש אֶּ לאֵּ נֹוְדעּו בֹו ָהעֹולֵּ ֹות לֹות ָלֲעִנִיים; ִמשֶּ

לֹות ָלֲעִנִיים – .ָהעֹולֵּ  

The qatals mark present perfect or future perfect rather than simple past 

tense.32  

For further examples of relative use of qatal, see appendix 35. 

As was the case in the other non-biblical corpora, yiqtols in past contexts 

are rather rare in the Mishnah. This is primarily a consequence of genre (the 

Mishnah being mainly concerned with the way things are done or should be 

done). Still, some cases do occur though other interpretations are often pos-

sible. Consider m. Šeb. 4:1 ( ַרבּו עֹו ט ...ִמשֶּ א זֶּה ְמַלקֵּ ְיהֵּ ָרה ִהְתִקינּו, שֶּ י ֲעבֵּ ְברֵּ ). The 

qatal introduced by ־ -marks anteriority in relation to the past or the pre ִמשֶּ

sent, depending on the interpretation of the qatal in the main clause (ִהְתִקינּו) 

as simple past or present perfect. ַרבּו may be rendered as a simple past, a past 

perfect, or a present perfect. Similarly, in the clause that is the object of 

א the yiqtol ,ִהְתִקינּו  (in a periphrastic construction with a following PTC) ְיהֵּ

can be understood as marking modality in the past or in relation to the general 

                                                           
30 Danby's translation (1933, 3). Again, a simple past rendering is possible in English 

(Neusner 1988, 5). Blackman (1951, 42) uses the past perfect ("if he had not [by then] 

consummated the marriage"). The point is clear – Hebrew only possesses one anterior 

form that has to do the duty of several English verb forms and constructions. 
31 Cf. Danby's "Didst thou not teach us" (1933, 4) vs. Blackman's "thou hast taught us/hast 

thou not taught us" (1951, 42‒43). 
32 Other examples include m. Šeb. 3:8 ( ָפְסקּו ב ְשִביִעית ִמשֶּ רֶּ ָאיֹות עֶּ גֹות ַעל ִפי ַהגֵּ ין בֹוִנין מַ ְדרֵּ אֵּ

) and 9:9 (ַהְגָשִמים לֹא הּוְרָמה ַחָלָתּה ִעיַסת ְשִביִעית ַעד שֶּ ל מֵּ ַחָיב ִמיָתה ,ָהאֹוכֵּ ). Note that ־  may also ִמשֶּ

occur with yiqtol (cf. m. Pe'ah 8:1). In m. Šeb. 4:7 and 4:8, similar passages with ־  use ִמשֶּ

yiqtol and qatal, respectively, cf. the discussion in 3.1. 
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present/future.33 For further examples, see appendix 36 (m. Macaś. Š. 5:2 and 

the ones in 'Abot R. Nat. seem particularly clear). 

Scholars often refer to the construction עתיד+infinitive as an explicit, ab-

solute future tense marker. However, as noted by Bar-Asher Siegal (2017, 

81–82), this is a "lexical future" (and other similar constructions are occa-

sionally used, such as סוף+infinitive). Furthermore, even in this construction, 

the meaning is relative rather than absolute future. See, e.g., m. Naz. 5:5, 

according to Ms Kaufmann (ב ָחרֵּ ית ַהִמְקָדש ָעִתיד לֵּ בֵּ -in a clearly past con ,שֶּ

text).34 Similarly, 'Abot R. Nat. 1 ( מלמד שגלוי היה לפני מי שאמר והיה העולם

 .(Schechter 1887, 3 ;שעתידין הדורות לומר כך

The PTC is not a real (absolute) present tense in RH. Most PTCs do occur 

in present contexts, yet simple PTCs (without היה in qatal) sometimes clearly 

refer to the past, cf. Segal 1927, 156. He states that היה is "omitted" in such 

cases but this may not be quite accurate. The PTC is not a finite present tense 

form but – in its predicative, verbal function – simply indicates concomitance 

or (often) explicit ongoingness in relation to a contextually indicated R. 

Hence, Pérez Fernández's use (1997, 134) of present tense translation for m. 

Soṭah 7:8 is unnecessary (cf. the remarks on the "historic present" in 3.1). A 

few examples are listed in appendix 37 (more may be found in narrative texts 

like 3 Enoch; see Odeberg 1928). 

Some scholars argue that the PTC in RH often has explicit modal meaning 

(Segal 1927, 159, "a somewhat jussive sense"). Clearly, forms referring to 

the present or future often receive modal meaning from the context, but Segal 

goes one step further and states that the transition "to a real jussive or imper-

ative is easy" (ib., 159). Similarly, Sharvit (1980, 112 and 116‒117) argues 

that the PTC in the Mishnah often has various specific shades of modal 

meaning (obligation, permission, etc.). Cf. also Cohen 2013, 148; Muraoka 

1999, 193. 

However, deriving the alleged modal connotations from the context seems 

preferable to ascribing explicit modal meaning to the PTC. Note also that 

two of the examples used by Segal (1927, 159) to illustrate the use of PTCs 

with jussive meaning are periphrastic constructions with ְיהּו or א  whence) ְיהֵּ

the modal meaning). His other examples need not be interpreted as explicitly 

modal. The reason for not describing CH yiqtol in modal terms (cf. 3.5.2) 

also applies to the RH PTC. Modal shades of meaning can easily be derived 

from the context whereas the elimination of some sort of inherent modality 

in unspecified contexts seems more difficult to explain. This question relates 

                                                           
33 Danby (1933, 43): "…it was ordained that a man might only gather…"; Blackman 

(1951, 254): "…that one may collect…." 
34 Other mss. have ב ית ַהִמְקָדש ָחרֵּ בֵּ  .(5:4) שֶּ
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to the genre of the Mishnah. When PTCs are used, is the text prescribing a 

certain behavior in direct terms or is it merely describing how things are done 

(and leaving it up to the reader to draw the conclusion that this is what he 

ought to do as well)? Neusner (1988, xiii, xv, xxvii) argues convincingly for 

the latter view. 

To sum up, there are ample indications that the HVS as a whole remains 

a system of relative tense in RH. A statistical approach like the one taken by 

Penner in relation to QH would probably lead to the result that the system is 

absolute (especially if based on English translational equivalents). However, 

this is irrelevant. The restricted repertoire of forms available and the usages 

noted above excludes an absolute temporal analysis of the system, regardless 

of the number of attestations of various uses. Finally, the point noted in 3.8.1 

on the aspectual implications of the use of the periphrastic construction with 

 PTC should be reiterated. Appendix 38 provides examples to illustrate+היה

the distinction between simple finite forms and the participial construction.



 

 

 



 

5 The origins of wayyiqtol and weqatal 
  

This chapter discusses the prehistory of the Hebrew consecutive forms, in-

cluding the background of wayyiqtol and the special form of the conjunction 

and prefix (waCC-) as well as the development of non-anterior weqatal and 

its distinctive stress (weqataltí). 

 

5.1 The prehistory of wayyiqtol 

The field of comparative Semitics has provided firm arguments for the sep-

arate origins of the yiqtol part of wayyiqtol and jussive yiqtol on the one hand 

and non-anterior yiqtol on the other. The latter derives from original *yaqtulu 

(pl. *yaqtulūna), while the ancestor of the former had no final vowel and n-

ending, i.e. *yaqtul (pl. *yaqtulū).1 The short prefix forms are attested in 

most ancient Semitic languages, with jussive or anterior meaning or both, as 

in the Canaanite language reflected in the Amarna letters (Rainey 1996, 221–

254; for a recent treatment, see Baranowski 2016). The short form is clearly 

distinguished in the Classical Arabic jussive yaqtul (vs. non-anterior yaq-

tulu). In addition, a form synchronically identical to the jussive is used after 

the negation lam to indicate anteriority (in other contexts marked by qatala, 

the cognate of Hebrew qatal).2 Even in the unvowelled writing of Epigraphic 

South Arabian (Sabaic), the original distinction between *yaqtul and 

*yaqtulu may be reflected in certain cases, though the real situation remains 

unclear (Stein 2013, 88, §7.3.1.7; cf. ib., 80, §6.3.4‒5). In the oldest stages 

of Aramaic the distinction between jussive (< *yaqtul) and non-anterior (< 

*yaqtulu) is regularly preserved in the presence or absence of final -n, and in 

                                                           
1 I use the term "anterior" for the meaning of (non-jussive) *yaqtul in PS, as I do for the 

corresponding category in Hebrew. Other scholars use "preterite" or "perfective," imply-

ing that the form had absolute past or aspectual meaning. To decide this question we 

would need a full view of the PS verbal system, which is not easy to obtain (if it is possible 

at all). A crucial question seems to be whether a verb form corresponding to the Akkadian 

perfect (iptaras) existed in PS and which meaning it marked at that stage. In addition, at 

the WS stage when *qatala developed into an anterior tense form, it might be argued that 

the relics of *yaqtul became more restricted to the simple past. However, in the attested 

languages, such a distinction does not seem relevant (in the HVS it clearly is not, cf. 3.6). 

The question cannot be treated further here, but I am not convinced that we have evidence 

for an absolute tense or aspectual analysis of the verb forms in PS (or WS). I find the 

general arguments for the relative temporal interpretation of the HVS applicable in most 

of the attested languages as well. As noted in ch. 4, some languages may be argued to 

have become more absolute tense prominent or aspect prominent, though without invali-

dating the fundamental relative temporal character of the system. Hence, I prefer to use 

the terms anterior vs. non-anterior for all the languages. 
2 Both short forms are often collectively referred to as the "apocopatus." See Fischer 1972, 

96‒97, §194‒195, and 104, §214. 
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different forms of III-y roots (Segert 1983, 252–253). The situation in Phoe-

nician seems to be similar though the writing system prevents certainty. 

Hackett (2004, 379, §4.5.2) thinks that original *yaqtul and *yaqtulu are in-

distinguishable in the attested forms.3 In the mostly vowelless Ugaritic writ-

ing system, the short form can be distinguished when the final consonant is 

alef, in which case the writing system is capable of indicating following -u, 

-a, or -i (also used for zero).4 The jussive use of short yqtl-Ø seems to be 

uncontroversial. However, scholars are divided on the anterior use of yqtl-Ø 

in Ugaritic. E.g., Tropper (2012, 454, §73.25) and Hackett (2012) argue in 

favour, while Bordreuil and Pardee (2009, 46) have adopted Greenstein's 

view that "the /YQTLØ/ perfective/preterite was no longer used with this 

function but in free variation with the /YQTLu/ forms." In prose, the sup-

posed anterior usage is attested in a few, uncertain instances, while the cases 

in poetry are (possibly) much more numerous. Of course, forms in poetry are 

notoriously difficult to interpret, and Smith (1994, 41) argues that the use of 

yqtl-Ø for the past was "obsolescent already in the time of the written com-

position of the poetic texts" and thus "a mark of archaism" (cf. 3.4 and ap-

pendix 9 on archaic *yaqtul in BH).  

The situation is much clearer in Akkadian. The short form is used as the 

regular anterior tense (iprus) and as a jussive in the so-called precative, al-

ways with a preposed particle (liprus). However, there is no contrast with a 

long form derived from *yaqtulu, since non-anterior meaning is expressed 

by means of the form iparras, while the u-ending known from CS *yaqtulu 

is attested as a marker of verbs in (some) subordinate clauses (von Soden 

1969, 102‒109, §78‒83). The non-anterior in Classical Ethiopic is yəqattəl, 

while *yaqtulu is unattested.5 The short form, on the other hand, is preserved 

                                                           
3 A morphological distinction between short and long forms is noted in a few cases in 

Friedrich and Röllig (Guzzo; Mayer) 1999, 82, §135, and 119, §177. 
4 Tropper 2012, 620, §75.232. He notes that the interpretation of the writing system is not 

without problems. Cf. ib., 655‒658, §75.531e‒f on problems in distinguishing *yaqtul 

and *yaqtulu in III-y/w roots. 
5 The identification of Ethiopic yəqattəl with Akkadian iparras is not unproblematic. 

However, the two forms clearly reflect the same type and function. The majority view 

seems to be that *yaqtulu as an expression of non-anteriority (or "imperfectivity" in the 

terminology of aspectually minded scholars) is an innovation, probably derived from an 

originally subordinate construction as attested in the Akkadian subjunctive with -u (e.g. 

Hamori 1973; Hasselbach 2012). Other scholars argue that *yaqtulu is the original non-

anterior (or "imperfective") form. According to this view, the use of Akkadian iparras 

and Ethiopic yəqattəl in this function is a secondary development, which might have taken 

place independently in the two separate branches of Semitic (e.g. Andersen 2000; 

Kouwenberg 2010). So far, none of the approaches appears to have provided a smooth 

explanation of all the facts. Since the discussion involves the meaning and function of 
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as the subjunctive or jussive form yəqtəl (Tropper 2002, 89‒90, §44.13‒14). 

Original u is regularly reduced to ə in Ethiopic and disappears in final posi-

tion (hence, yəqtəl might theoretically reflect *yaqtulu), but the original lack 

of vowel can be seen before second person object suffixes (yəqtəlka with no 

connecting vowel; ib., 94, §44.23). In addition, there is a possible relic of 

anterior *yaqtul in the root bhl ("say"). Instead of the expected qatala, a pre-

fix form marks anteriority (e.g. yəbe "he said"). However, the interpretation 

of this usage as a reflex of anterior *yaqtul has been challenged, e.g. by Voigt 

(1997 and 2000) who understands the form as historic present (i.e. as a 

yəqattəl; cf. Tropper 2002, 126–127).6 What was stated in connection with 

the use of the term historic present in Hebrew (3.1) applies here as well – 

like Hebrew yiqtol, yəqattəl is a non-anterior form and not a present tense. 

Still, the point that a non-anterior tense expressing concomitance can be used 

to introduce direct speech is valid (a similar usage is attested in other Semitic 

languages). Yet, if yəbe is a yəqattǝl the frequent combination of wayəbe 

("and he said") with the particle 'ǝnza ("while") plus what is obviously a 

yəqattǝl of the root bhl seems a bit odd (wayəbe 'ǝnza yǝbǝl, "and he said 

while saying"; cf. Lambdin 1978, 182). The possibility that yəbe is a relic of 

*yaqtul probably remains open. 

Several other languages preserve relics of *yaqtul with anterior meaning. 

In Moabite, a form similar to Hebrew wayyiqtol occurs more than 30 times 

on the Mesha stele (see Dearman 1989). Six occurrences are from III-y roots 

(lines 3, 7, 9 and 10). As in Hebrew, they lack the final radical, probably 

reflecting the loss, as in Hebrew, of the final vowel that resulted from the 

contraction of the final -y and the preceding vowel to short -i (also attested 

in Arabic and Akkadian), thus representing the original short form.7 As in 

CH, the form is used in initial position, while a form similar to Hebrew qatal 

is used when other elements precede the verb in a sentence. As noted in 3.8 

                                                           

reconstructed verb forms at non-attested stages of Semitic, a solution may not be reacha-

ble. On possible Hebrew relics of a form similar to iparras, see Meyer 1958 and Rössler 

1961. Other scholars have tried to find relics in Ugaritic but few modern scholars embrace 

such views (see Cook 2012, 98, n. 31). Note that the doubling of the middle radical in 

Akkadian iparras (and the similar Ethiopic form) was not recognized in the early period 

of research, which partially explains how Bauer could imagine a connection between this 

form and *qatala (Bauer 1910, 17; cf. Cook 2012, 100, n. 33). 
6 Smith (1991, 12–13) notes another relic of anterior *yaqtul in Ethiopic, viz. yəqtəl (iden-

tical with the jussive) after words meaning "before." For more on this question, see below 

(on Hebrew ם רֶּ  .(טֶּ
7 III-w roots, on the other hand, seem to have preserved the final waw, both in wayyiqtol 

and in simple yiqtol (3sm wayyiqtol ויענו in l. 5, 1s yiqtol אענו in l. 6). See Jackson 1989, 

106. 
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(n. 71), the simple yiqtol in l. 5 (יאנף) is hardly an anterior form reflecting 

*yaqtul, but rather a non-anterior form (< *yaqtulu) expressing durativity or 

concomitance. Other cases of relics of *yaqtul are attested in Sabaic (Stein 

2013, 132, §12.1.3; Beeston 1984, 20, §7.6; according to Beeston, the usage 

is "markedly frequent in a dozen or so mid period texts" but "otherwise 

rare"). The earliest stages of Aramaic, too, attest to anterior *yaqtul, three 

cases in the ZKR inscription and several in Deir 'Alla and Tel Dan.8 In Phoe-

nician, a few cases of anterior yqtl may be attested but the evidence is highly 

uncertain and alternative interpretations are possible (Friedrich and Röllig 

[Guzzo; Mayer] 1999, 191‒192, §266; Hackett 2004, 379, §4.5.2). 

Returning to Hebrew, it seems ill-advised to ignore this comparative evi-

dence when describing wayyiqtol (in contrast to the scholars mentioned in 

1.1.4.3). As outlined in 3.7, the distinction between *yaqtul/*yaqtulū and 

*yaqtulu/*yaqtulūna was preserved (in some grammatical persons) in certain 

root types (II-w/y, III-h, as well as generally in hif.). Most roots, however, 

lost the distinction. A certain degree of levelling took place even with roots 

where the formal distinction could be upheld. Yet, in the majority of cases, 

yiqtols with jussive meaning (including weyiqtols) as well as wayyiqtols ex-

hibit a form that reflects original *yaqtul rather than *yaqtulu. There is no 

reason, then, to disregard the near-consensus on the background of wayyiqtol 

in PS anterior *yaqtul. Similarly, there is no reason to disregard a priori the 

idea of simple yiqtols (outside of wayyiqtol) being relics of anterior *yaqtul. 

As argued in 3.4, however, very few convincing examples exist. Two other 

cases are often discussed in this connection, viz. the well-known use of yiqtol 

with ָאז and ם רֶּ  However, as noted in 3.5.1, the type of yiqtol used with these .טֶּ

particles (or at least with ם רֶּ  is probably not the one derived from *yaqtul (טֶּ

but rather "ordinary" yiqtol < *yaqtulu. The basic meaning of ם רֶּ  is clearly טֶּ

compatible with the non-anterior meaning of yiqtol (< *yaqtulu), indicating 

                                                           
8 See, e.g., Tropper 1996. Except for two cases in Tel Dan, all the Aramaic cases are 

wyqtl, a fact which has led to a debate (primarily Tropper vs. Muraoka) concerning the 

relationship between the Aramaic forms and Hebrew wayyiqtol. In addition to Tropper 

1996 (where further references can be found), see Muraoka's reaction to Tropper (Mu-

raoka 1998). The question is whether the Aramaic forms should be seen as "converted," 

i.e. whether anterior yqtl is only preserved in this specific context. At first glance, the 

cases without w- in Tel Dan indicate otherwise but they may be expressions of concomi-

tance or posteriority in the past (i.e. < *yaqtulu; cf. Tropper 1996, 641‒643). Note that a 

few scholars consider Tel Dan a forgery (e.g. Gmirkin 2002). Also note that the charac-

terization of the language of Deir 'Alla is debated. Garr (1985, 2) calls it "idiosyncratic." 

Cf. also Huehnergard 1991. 
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posteriority in a past context (future in the past).9 An event which has yet to 

happen at R is expressed using the non-anterior form.10 

The formal side of yiqtol after ָאז seems to point to a background in 

*yaqtulu rather than *yaqtul in this case as well. In fact, only 1 Kgs 8:1 has 

a short form ( לָאז ַיְקהֵּ  ). However, the perceived function of the form in con-

nection with this particle is more difficult to reconcile with non-anterior 

meaning. The usual rendering of the construction ("then" and simple past 

tense) seems to indicate that yiqtol in these cases is indeed a reflex of anterior 

*yaqtul. Hendel's attempt to describe it as "relative future" (similarly to 

yiqtol after ם רֶּ  is not persuasive (1996, 159‒160). His point is that the event (טֶּ

marked by yiqtol is future when seen from the point of view of the preceding 

event, i.e. the same kind of reasoning that was the basis for the "relative 

(consecutive)" approach to wayyiqtol associated with Koolhaas, Schröder, 

and others. Hendel's use of the term "relative future" is inadequate for the 

same reason that was outlined above (1.1.4.1). However, this does not mean 

that yiqtol after ָאז cannot be interpreted as a reflex of non-anterior *yaqtulu. 

Instead of future in the past, the specific type of non-anteriority marked by 

the form in this context would be concomitance or durativity in the past (thus, 

again, the problem is really one of translation; in Hebrew, the same verb form 

is used for expressing future in the past and all other types of non-anterior-

ity). This was the view of Rabinowitz (1984, 54), "the action is thought of as 

                                                           
9 E.g. Hendel 1996, 160; Joosten 2012a, 282. As Cook (2012, 261) points out, three 

yiqtols occurring after ם רֶּ  have paragogic or energic nun. This, too, points towards טֶּ

*yaqtulu. Kawashima (2010, 17, n. 20, and 19‒20, n. 28) stresses the fundamental differ-

ence between the usage with ם רֶּ ם He sees yiqtol after .ָאז and טֶּ רֶּ  as "retaining the normal טֶּ

tense value of the (unconverted) imperfect" while yiqtol after ָאז is seen as "converted" as 

in wayyiqtol, but not as a direct continuation of archaic *yaqtul. Other scholars make a 

similar distinction between the two constructions. E.g., Cook (2012, 263) sees ָאז+yiqtol 

as "archaic past." 
10 Akkadian uses its non-anterior tense (iparras) with lāma ("before") when the reference 

is to the past (e.g. "lāma allakam eqlam ipšurū, 'They (m) sold the field before I came'"; 

Huehnergard 2011, 286). This usage is (mutatis mutandis) similar to the one attested in 

Hebrew. In Ethiopic, on the other hand, clauses introduced by words meaning "before," 

viz. 'əmqədma and (za)-'ənbala, use the synchronic jussive (yəqtəl) rather than non-ante-

rior yəqattəl (Tropper 2002, 195‒196, §54.333‒334 and 243, §65.56). As mentioned 

above (n. 6), Smith sees this as a relic of anterior *yaqtul and it might be argued that it is 

problematic to see a jussive meaning in these contexts (however, Ethiopic frequently uses 

the jussive in subordinate clauses). Alternatively, this usage might be a relic of *yaqtulu, 

which is otherwise not attested in Ethiopic (final -u would be regularly lost; the n-endings 

in the pl., however, are more problematic to account for). Arabic, too, uses the synchronic 

jussive/apocopatus after the conjunction lammā ("not yet"; Fischer 1972, 96, §194). This, 

of course, cannot be < *yaqtulu (since this form is regularly preserved as such in Arabic), 

but must be a relic of *yaqtul similar to the use of the same form after lam. 
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having taken place before the completion of, hence as incomplete relative to, 

the actions described as completed in the preceding context."11 If this is the 

case, the difference between ָאז+yiqtol and the more frequent ָאז+qatal would 

be equivalent to other cases of anterior forms referring to simple past events 

vs. non-anterior forms marking concomitant, durative action in the past. As 

noted in 3.8, this use of yiqtol (and weqatal) is rather infrequent. However, 

as was also argued there, the comparative evidence seems to indicate that it 

was a natural way of using yiqtol or its ancestor prior to the rise of the PTC. 

Such an earlier usage may have been preserved in connection with a specific 

particle such as ָאז. Yet, it is very difficult to demonstrate the supposed dif-

ference in meaning between ָאז with yiqtol and ָאז with qatal in the texts – 

why would Exod 15:1 use yiqtol ("at that time Moses was singing")?12 The 

alternative would be to disregard the formal evidence and claim that yiqtols 

after ָאז in a past context do indeed derive from *yaqtul, but were possibly 

later subjected to alteration "in the process of transmission, being written 

plene and then reinterpreted as yiqtols" (Cook 2012, 263, n. 97). In either 

case we seem to deal with the preservation of an archaic use of a verb form 

(whether anterior *yaqtul or the concomitant or durative use of yiqtol < *yaq-

tulu) in a restricted context with a specific particle.13 

 

5.2 How to explain waCC-  
Much attention has been devoted to the peculiar form of the initial conjunc-

tion "and" in wayyiqtol (if it is the conjunction "and") and to the accompa-

nying doubling of the prefix consonant, i.e. the characteristic waCC-element 

in wayyiqtol (in 1s wā'-, instead of a doubled alef, the vowel is long).14 As 

noted in 1.1.4.2, Ewald proposed two theories (waCC- contains the verb היה 

or the particle ָאז), while Schultens and Koolhaas compared the special vo-

calization to the definite article (also Testen 1998, 183‒206; Hatav 2004, 498 
                                                           
11 Joosten (2012a, 110) seems to misunderstand this approach, arguing that if the con-

struction "implied some type of 'backtracking' or 'flashback,' one would expect the 

QATAL form to be used." Cook (2012, 261) seems to have misunderstood Rabinowitz in 

the same way. However, Rabinowitz' point is not that the event marked by yiqtol hap-

pened before the preceding event, but before the completion of that event, i.e. simultane-

ously with it. Revell (1989, 11) follows Rabinowitz' approach, stating that yiqtol after ָאז 

in the past represents an event "which is present relative to its past context." 
12 There are a few cases of ָאז+PTC, which clearly refer to this kind of past concomitance. 

See Joosten 2012a, 112; Bergström 2014, 136. 
13 Regardless of the real background, it might be argued that writers and readers must 

have understood the forms as non-anteriors. 
14 A few 1s wayyiqtols resemble weyiqtols with short wa-. Cf. Driver 1874, 73, n. 1; 

Joosten 2012a, 14, n .13. This may be the result of influence from the vocalization/syl-

labification of the rest of the word (all the cases seem to be pi. or pol.). 
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and 500; van de Sande 2008, 226ff. and 370). McFall (1982, 217–219, n. 13-

2) provides a list of suggestions (cf. Cook 2012, 258). Most scholars have 

interpreted waCC- as a reflex of the conjunction "and" plus different parti-

cles or as a reduced form of היה with prefixed waw or of an alternate form of 

the same verb (הוה) without prefixed waw. E.g., according to Hetzron (1969, 

9), *hawaya "it was" became first *haway and then, as a prefix, *way- > 

waCC-). Others see similarities between waCC- and the Indo-European aug-

ment.15 Young (1953) proposed an Egyptian connection. Bauer and Leander 

(1965, 218‒219, §24d) thought that the doubled prefix consonant was a re-

sult of the hesitation of the speaker. Apparently the consonant was length-

ened while the speaker decided which verb to use – a highly unlikely inter-

pretation, especially given the fact that wayyiqtol is mostly used in continu-

ous, sequential narrative. Advocates of the SV approach to Hebrew word 

order (see appendix 11) prefer an explanation with some kind of extra ele-

ment in front of the verb since "it can account for the obligatory VS order 

for wayyiqtol in terms of triggered inversion" (Cook 2012, 258; cf. 

Holmstedt 2006, 20). 

In contrast to these more or less fanciful theories, what I believe to be the 

correct explanation involves neither invisible particles nor compound verb 

forms that are otherwise unattested in Hebrew. In fact, it is possible to ex-

plain waCC- as a regular outcome of the conjunction wa- ("and") plus the 

old anterior form *yaqtul, provided that we accept that this form was stressed 

on the prefix (at least in some grammatical persons). This was Bergsträsser's 

view (1929, 22, §5e: "Die Verdoppelung ist entstanden als Vortonverdoppe-

lung"). Likewise, Birkeland (1940, 71) argued that *wayáqtul would natu-

rally undergo lengthening of the first a (pretonic lengthening) but this was 

replaced by "die mit Vortondehnung gleichwertige Vortonverdoppelung."16 

Instead of *wāyáqtul, we get *wayyáqtul > wayyiqtol (the timing of the other 

phonetic developments from *yáqtul to yiqtol is not relevant for the present 

discussion).17 However, something else seems to be at work in the process 

                                                           
15 For a comparison between wayyiqtol and the augment (in a typological sense), see 

Wikander 2010. Testen (1998, 197‒198) makes a similar comparison. 
16 McFall (1982, 219, n. 13-2) mentions neither Bergsträsser nor Birkeland as represent-

atives of this approach. He refers to Siedl and Artom for later variants of the theory 

(Artom 1965, 9; Siedl 1971, 17‒19). Also, Blau 2010, 152, §3.5.12.2.16. 
17 On pretonic doubling, see, e.g, Bauer and Leander 1965, 219, §24f, and 238, §26i'; 

Joüon and Muraoka 2009, 72, §18f; Blau 2010, 124, §3.5.7.4.6. Pretonic lengthening is 

the change of a > ā in the syllable before a stressed syllable (under specific circumstances, 

which are not easy to describe, other vowels may be lengthened). This sound law ceased 

to be operative at some point. Vowels that wound up in pretonic position after the general 
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as well. This development does not take place with "and" plus nouns with 

initial stress (there is no †ף סֶּ ף instead of ַוכֶּ  סֶּ  The difference is that in the 18.(ָוכֶּ 

case of wayyiqtol the phonetic development was part of a paradigm with 

conjugation according to grammatical person and number. In 1s, the prefix 

is a laryngeal, which does not allow doubling, for which reason wāC- was 

the only possible result. In other contexts, there is a regular correspondence 

between long vowel plus laryngeal and short vowel plus doubled non-laryn-

geal (e.g. in pi.). This correspondence must have led to the conclusion that if 

we have wāC- when C is a laryngeal, we should have waCC- when C is not 

a laryngeal, viz. in the other grammatical persons.19 

 

5.2.1 Jussive *yaqtúl, anterior *yáqtul? 

There is one major problem with the theory described above. If we want to 

explain why waCC- became the marker of the anterior formation wayyiqtol 

in particular, we need to claim that the initial stress on *yáqtul was restricted 

to the anterior usage of this form. The jussive, in contrast, must have been 

*yaqtúl at some stage of evolution prior to the development of Hebrew way-

yiqtol. If this was not the case, the same phonetic development would have 

                                                           

shift of stress from the penultimate to the final syllable were reduced rather than length-

ened (e.g. *qatálū > *qātálū > *qātalu ̄́  > *qātəlu ̄́  Some scholars see this as an .(ָקְטלּו = 

unnatural phonetic process, the later reduction of pretonic vowels being more natural. 

Hence, the phenomenon has been described as very late, possibly a compensating reaction 

to Aramaic influence (where reduction is the regular development of pretonic vowels). 

See the discussion (and further references) in Blau 2010, 123‒132, §3.5.7.4‒7. Malone 

(1990, 461), in contrast, sees the phenomenon as a natural development, "a genuine sound 

change," which "occurred quite early in the history of Hebrew." He refers to similar pro-

cesses in other languages (ib., 468, n. 26). 
18 The lengthening of pretonic a in the conjunction "and" (outside of wayyiqtol) is re-

stricted to certain environments, mostly in positions of pause where the stress, which 

caused the lengthening, must have been clearly preserved. In context, the stress would 

often be reduced and caused no lengthening. E.g., in Isa 30:30 we have  ֶּן ָבָרדנֶּפ בֶּ ֶ֥ ם ְואֶּ ץ ָוזֶּ ֶ֖רֶּ , 

with one wā- introducing the final element in a pair (hence in minor pause) and one wə- 

introducing the first part of a construct phrase (with reduced or no stress). The same dis-

tinction can be observed in Isa 35:8 ( א ָלּה ְוָהָיה־ָשם ש ִיָקרֵּ ְך ַהֹקדֶּ רֶּ ֶ֤ ְך ְודֶּ רֶּ ַמְסלּול ָודֶּ֗ ). On this ques-

tion, see Revell 2015. Revell emphasizes the fact that the accents and the vocalization do 

not always agree on the placement of pause. 
19 Of course, a similar result could have been reached with nouns (e.g. ן בֶּ ף .vs אֶּ סֶּ -re ,(כֶּ

sulting in the use of waCC- before all nouns with stress on the initial syllable, but since 

such cases were not part of a specific paradigm, there was no incentive for this develop-

ment. Revell (1984, 443) presents an alternative reason for doubling in wayyiqtol. He 

thinks that the syllable wa- was only pretonic in some cases, and since "other forms did 

not have initial stress, the consonant following the conjunction had to be doubled to main-

tain the length of the syllable." 
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taken place in "and" plus jussive (i.e. weyiqtol), which is clearly not the case. 

At a later stage, as is generally accepted, Hebrew experienced a general shift 

of stress to the final syllable, but in certain root and conjugation types, the 

phonetic makeup of the entire formation allowed the stress on the prefix to 

be preserved in wayyiqtol (in words with an open penultimate and a closed 

final syllable, e.g. ָשב  This does not occur in the jussive (which, with the .(ַוָי 

same root, would be ב  It seems necessary to assume that at some stage .(ְוָיֹש 

prior to Hebrew as we know it, a distinction existed between anterior *yáqtul 

and jussive *yaqtúl. 

Hetzron (1969) argued that this distinction goes back to PS. However, 

while his arguments for positing a stress-based distinction are convincing in 

relation to the Hebrew evidence (ib., 8‒18), the non-Hebrew material is more 

problematic. In fact, none of the evidence from other languages (Akkadian, 

Ethiopic, and, in a supporting role, Arabic) is conclusive. Hetzron explains 

the Akkadian precative liprus as a contraction of the particle lū and the jus-

sive *yaqtúl (Akkadian iprus) (ib., 3‒5). The same particle with emphatic or 

asseverative meaning occurs before the preterite iprus without contraction. 

According to Hetzron, the minimal pair liprus "may he separate" vs. lū iprus 

"he separated indeed" derives from an original difference of stress. In the 

jussive with stress on the final syllable, the two vowels (after the Akkadian 

development of the prefix to i-) contracted. In the anterior form, the stress on 

the prefix prevented contraction. However, Huehnergard (1983) argues that 

the two particles should be derived from different original forms with differ-

ent vowels. If this is correct, there is no argument for different stress patterns 

in Akkadian. In addition, it could be argued that the different outcomes were 

caused by a difference of stress on the particle, with the asseverative particle 

carrying a separate stress, while the one used with the jussive had no stress. 

In any case, the Akkadian evidence for *yáqtul vs. *yaqtúl is hardly compel-

ling. 

The same applies to Hetzron's use of Classical Ethiopic (1969, 5‒8). He 

argues that the special form of the final syllable in yəbe ("he said") from the 

root bhl is due to the original non-final stress in *yáqtul. Final -e derives 

from -ay, which Hetzron explains as the result of palatalization caused by 

the weak final syllable without stress, as opposed to the non-anterior ("im-

perfect," yəbəl) and jussive (yəbal), which retained the l because the stress 

was on the syllable containing it. Hetzron admits that this explanation is 

"strongly hypothetical and highly questionable," since the presumed palatal-

ization of final -al lacks parallels anywhere else in the language. However, 

he thinks that alternative explanations (which must presuppose an unmoti-

vated dual development of the same form) are even more problematic (ib., 
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8). Yet, this isolated case is hardly a convincing argument for a PS distinction 

between *yáqtul and *yaqtúl. As noted above, some scholars see yəbe as 

non-anterior, and Lambdin (1978, 182) has proposed a different explanation 

for the loss of the final -l that would make Hetzron's stress-based approach 

unnecessary ("an old misdivision when a dative suffix was attached: 

yebēlana > yebē lana he said to us"). While none of these approaches dis-

proves Hetzron's idea, they do underline the fact that the evidence from Ethi-

opic is very weak.20 

Some scholars have embraced Hetzron's idea,21 while more seem to reject 

it. In some recent publications on the HVS, it seems to be taken for granted 

that the idea has been effectively refuted.22 On the one hand, the PS character 

of the stress distinction is indeed uncertain at best, as argued above. In addi-

tion, jussive meaning can in fact be derived from an anterior/past meaning 

(cf. the connection between irrealis and anterior forms in Hebrew and other 

languages, 1.2.1, and the discussion of *qatala below).23 On the other hand, 

the attested stress distinction in Hebrew still remains and needs to be ex-

plained. In fact, the scholars who have argued against Hetzron have not been 

able to provide any coherent explanation for the Hebrew evidence. Specifi-

cally, they cannot explain why the retracted stress occurs in wayyiqtol and 

not in the jussive. 

                                                           
20 Likewise, Hetzron's Arabic argument is, as he admits, not evidence in the real sense 

(1969, 3). He refers to the development of the negation lam in the sequence lam yaqtul 

(ib., 18‒20) but this does not pertain to the alleged distinction of stress. 
21 E.g. Verreet 1986, 79; Buccelati 1996, 183; Dolgopolsky 1999, 106‒107. Lipiński 

(1997, 184, 336, and 358) bases his version of the theory on very unconvincing evidence 

from Modern Arabic colloquials, Modern South Arabian, and Berber (Kabyle). He does 

not refer to Hetzron explicitly but mentions Hetzron's article in the bibliography. Voigt 

2004, 44 presents an approach similar to Hetzron's (without mentioning Hetzron or other 

references). 
22 Joosten (2012a, 15, n. 17) refers to Goerwitz and Garr, seemingly as proof of refutation 

(see below). Cook (2012, 96, n. 26) also refers to Goerwitz (and to Huehnergard for the 

objection that jussive and past meaning can be derived from the same form). 
23 E.g. Huehnergard 1988, 20; Streck 1997–1998, 320; Kouwenberg 2010, 131. Note also 

Kouwenberg's misunderstanding of Hetzron's Hebrew evidence. He claims that "there is 

no reason to question the more common explanation that these forms reflect an original 

endingless perfective and jussive *yáqtVl and an imperfective *yaqtV̄́ lu." The forms cited 

as jussives, however, are long forms (e.g., yāqūm), i.e. ordinary non-jussive yiqtols, and 

"everybody" agrees that the difference between long and short forms stems from the orig-

inal distinction between *yaqtulu and *yaqtul. The question about different stress position 

in the two types of short forms cannot be answered like this. 
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Garr (1998, lxxvi–lxxvii, n. 240) dismisses Hetzron with the claim that 

the "distinctive accent in the imperfect consecutive is phonologically in-

duced and is not traceable to an underlying accentual feature of *yaqtul pret-

erite."24 Like Joosten and Cook, Garr points to Goerwitz (1992) as his refer-

ence. Goerwitz points out that most scholars since the early twentieth century 

posit general penultimate stress in Proto-Hebrew. This naturally means that 

the jussive as well as anterior *yaqtul must have been stressed on the prefix 

(in the forms without suffixes), i.e. both were *yáqtul. Since there seems to 

be no decisive arguments against such a general penultimate stress in Proto-

Hebrew, and possibly in PS as well, Hetzron's failure to explain the unex-

pected final stress in the jussive is surely one of the weak points in his theory. 

However, Goerwitz's approach does not provide a proper account of the at-

tested stress distinction between the forms in Hebrew. 

According to Goerwitz (1992, 199), the only way to account for the total 

loss of the final radical in jussives from III-y roots in Phoenician, Arabic, and 

Hebrew is to posit that the final syllable was unstressed.25 To be sure, the 

loss of the final syllable in the jussive in Hebrew III-h roots is indeed prob-

lematic for a theory that posits final stress in such forms (cf. Huehnergard 

1983, 587–588, n. 165; Müller 1988, 185, n. 247). Why would a stressed 

syllable be lost? Hetzron (1969, 14‒15) argues that the expected form *yabní 

(with an early reduction from **yabníy; the same reduction is attested in Ar-

abic and Akkadian) could not be maintained because the language did not 

allow final short vowels with stress. Hebrew had to either reinstate the final 

y, in which case the resulting form would be identical with the form devel-

oped from *yaqtulu, or lose the vowel entirely. Since both these possibilities 

are attested for the jussive (i.e. there are examples of short and long forms 

                                                           
24 Garr (1998, lxviii, with n. 204) outlines four phonological terms under which the stress 

shifts to the penultimate: 1) a closed heavy ultima, 2) an open heavy penult, 3) a closed 

antepenult, and 4) the underlying vowel of the ultima must be high (*i or *u). No. 3 is 

intended to limit the stress shift to wayyiqtols, but this approach leaves the closed antepe-

nult, i.e. the special form of the conjunction and prefix waCC-, unexplained. As argued 

above, the only satisfying explanation of waCC- is to understand it as the result of the 

stressed prefix, instead of the other way around, as Garr does, deriving the stress from the 

(unexplained) heavy syllable waCC-. 
25 Note that the Arabic forms retain the final vowel. They do not necessarily imply lack 

of stress. The Phoenician orthography is ambiguous but seems to reflect total loss of the 

final syllable as in Hebrew (Friedrich and Röllig [Guzzo; Mayer] 1999, 119, §177). 
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with jussive function), whereas the wayyiqtol is always short, Hetzron con-

cludes that two different original types were involved (ib., 15).26 Alterna-

tively, we may suggest that the loss of the final syllable spread from prefix-

stressed wayyiqtol (where it was regular) to the jussive because of a per-

ceived correspondence between wayyiqtol and the jussive. The perception of 

such a correspondence probably originated in II-w/y roots where *yáqtul as 

well as *yaqtúl (e.g. **yáCūC and **yaCu ̄́C) had to have a short vowel in 

the closed syllable, as opposed to *yaqtulu (i.e. *yaCūCu). Hence, though 

the vowel quality developed differently in wayyiqtol and the jussive (due to 

the difference in stress, ַוָיָשב vs. ְוָיֹשב), both forms exhibit a shorter form in 

contrast to simple yiqtol (< *yaqtulu, i.e. ָישּוב). This correspondence was ap-

parently taken over by III-h where the short form (< anterior *yáqtul) was, 

in many cases, taken over by the jussive. The same perceived correspond-

ence between wayyiqtol and jussive may be the basis for the occasional oc-

currence of unshortened 1s/p wayyiqtol as well as the use of "cohortative" 

long forms in 1s/p wayyiqtol (in QH quite regularly). As noted (Bergsträsser 

1929, 22, §5d; Qimron 1986, 46), since the cohortative is the first person 

version of the jussive, it makes sense to use this form also in 1s/p wayyiqtol, 

based on a perceived similarity of jussive and wayyiqtol in certain root types. 

The rare cases of jussives with stress on the prefix can be explained as a 

result of the same perceived correspondence (see Exod 23:1, ת ָיְדָך שֶּ ִעם־ ַאל־ָתֶ֤

 .(ָרָשע

Goerwitz (1992, 200) argues that all forms ending in consonants at some 

point underwent a stress shift. Hence, *yáqtul became *yaqtúl. This applies 

to the jussive as well as the anterior function. The only exception to this shift 

is III-h because these forms, according to Goerwitz, had already lost the final 

radical and hence did not end in a consonant. In Goerwitz's view, only these 

forms preserve the original penultimate stress. After this near-universal 

stress shift to the final syllable another stress shift occurred, reintroducing 

prefix stress in some forms (ib., 202). However, he cannot explain why pen-

ultimate stress was reintroduced in wayyiqtol and not in the jussive ("for rea-

sons unknown," ib., 203). His paper "does not deal with the question of why 

retraction occurred mainly in the preterite. I merely demonstrate the linguis-

tic likelihood that it did so." He refers to Revell (1984) for a "plausible ex-

planation" (ib., 202, n. 37). However, Revell provides no such explanation. 

                                                           
26 Hetzron (ib., 14, n. 4) notes that sometimes wayyiqtol has a long form, "before laryngals 

(gutturals)." Some cases, however, occur elsewhere (e.g. 1 Kgs 19:8). As Hetzron ob-

serves (ib., 18), in most verbs, all the prefix-forms evolved into identical forms and there-

fore a certain degree of levelling in both directions should come as no surprise (cf. below). 
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Revell (1984, 437‒439) describes the stress patterns of BH. With some 

specific exceptions, stress is final in words ending in consonants and penul-

timate in words ending in vowels. Accordingly, prefix stress in *yaqtul can-

not be considered original – both types must have had final stress, since they 

ended in a consonant. However, like Goerwitz, Revell highlights III-h verbs. 

In these verbs, "the final syllable was treated as open from an early date, so 

that the form received penultimate stress under the standard pattern" (ib., 

442), i.e., because such forms ended in a vowel. These forms, then, served 

as a model after which other wayyiqtols fulfilling certain phonetic require-

ments received penultimate stress, which was "taken as characteristic of the 

category" (ib., 443). According to Revell, penultimate stress and the charac-

teristic waCC- were very late phenomena, which only came into use at a time 

when wayyiqtol was no longer a living part of the spoken language (ib., 444). 

There are two main problems with Revell's approach. First, contrary to Goer-

witz's assertion, Revell does not explain why the supposed retraction of 

stress occurred in wayyiqtol only and not in the jussive. Since according to 

this approach anterior and jussive *yaqtul were identical, both must have had 

prefix stress in III-h. Accordingly, there is no reason why this stress should 

be taken as characteristic of one category and not the other. Second, the gen-

eral synchronic BH stress pattern as described by Revell is unlikely to have 

been operative at an earlier stage of the language, for which, as noted above, 

general penultimate stress must be posited.27  

If stress was penultimate at a pre-Hebrew stage, anterior *yáqtul was per-

fectly regular, while jussive *yaqtúl needs to be explained. Janssens (1982, 

52) argues that several forms used in contexts of command have what he 

calls sentence stress as opposed to word stress (the jussive, the imperative 

and 2sm weqataltá). I.e., the special stress is derived from the overall tone 

of a commanding sentence and is therefore not restricted by the general rule 

of stress placement. This idea might be improved if we reconstruct the PS 

imperative not as *qutúl, as Janssens does, but rather as *qtul with only one 

vowel, which must accordingly have been stressed without violating the rule, 

i.e. *qtúl (cf. Birkeland 1940, 75; Lipiński 1997, 335). In the various lan-

guages, the consonant cluster was resolved in different ways, either as in 

Arabic with a preposed vowel when necessary, or as in Hebrew with a vowel 

                                                           
27 Before the loss of case endings and the vowels of various personal endings (e.g. ם  > ־תֶּ

*-tumu) practically no words ended in consonants. Exceptions are 3sf qatal, viz. *qatalat, 

the imperative, and *yaqtul in some grammatical persons. The later generalized stress 

shift towards the end of word (except when prohibited by various phonetic constellations) 

seems to be the result of levelling since most words had acquired final stress already when 

final short vowels were lost (e.g. 3sm *qatála > qātál). 
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between the two consonants > *qutúl > ל  This aberrant stress in a form .ְקֹט 

with a very clear semantic content might have been the model for a similar 

aberrant stress in the semantically related jussive, which was part of the same 

volitive system. 

As noted above, Hetzron did not think that stress played a role in the de-

velopment of waCC-. It is clear, however, that the simple, phonetically based 

explanation for the special vocalization and doubling of the prefix consonant 

outlined above is a major argument in favour of a distinction, at one point in 

the evolution of Hebrew, between jussive *yaqtúl and anterior *yáqtul. Rev-

ell (1984, 443) argues against various scholars who posit some verbal or ad-

verbial element as part of waCC- and embraces the pretonic explanation. 

However, in Revell's theory, this only applies to III-h. Importantly, from 

Revell's point of view, this development must also have taken place in the 

jussive, which makes it difficult to see why waCC- would become the mark 

of wayyiqtol specifically. However, if the phonetic explanation of waCC- is 

coupled with the distinction between anterior *yáqtul and jussive *yaqtúl, it 

is easy to see how the special vocalization could become the distinguishing 

mark of the anterior category. When final stress was generalized and final 

short vowels had been lost, all types of yiqtol (i.e. from *yaqtulu, *yáqtul, 

and *yaqtúl) became identical in most roots. Hence, the special form of the 

conjunction and prefix consonant became the main marker of anterior mean-

ing. Jussives with preposed waw do not have waCC-, not even in short III-h 

forms with prefix stress (see Ezra 1:3 ַעל ן and ְוַיַ֕ בֶּ   28.(ְוִי֗

To sum up, a distinction between *yaqtúl and *yáqtul in PS is theoretically 

possible, but far from certain. In fact, there is no real positive evidence. The 

Hebrew evidence, in contrast, seems to demand such a distinction. As noted 

above, there is a plausible connection between the jussive and the anterior 

function (through the irrealis usage of the latter). Hence, the basic starting 
                                                           
28 According to Hetzron (1969, 2), stress in *yáqtul was on the prefix throughout the 

paradigm, also in forms with personal suffixes (2sf, 1p, 2p). As a starting point, however, 

there is no reason to deviate from the basic penultimate stress pattern. I.e., prefix stress 

and hence the development of waCC- may have been restricted to forms without suffixes 

and only secondarily extended to 2sf, 1p, and 2p (cf. Bergsträsser 1929, 22, §5e). It bears 

repeating that much levelling has taken place. Since all types of yiqtol were alike in most 

roots, we should not be surprised to find irregular long wayyiqtols (and jussives) once in 

a while. Such forms do not show that wayyiqtol is "an unlikely preterite" (Robar 2013, 

37; 2014, 79). Tropper (1998, 167) argues that unshortened III-h forms are not necessarily 

reflexes of *yaqtulu. However, instead of claiming that long forms can be the regular 

development of *yáqtul in III-h, it seems preferable to ascribe such forms to simple ana-

logical levelling brought about by the general development of all yiqtols into the same 

form in most root types. Further, see n. 41 in ch. 6 on the tendency to use short forms 

after waw, regardless of function. 
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point of both forms could be the same *yáqtul with the expected penultimate 

stress. Secondarily, either in PS itself (if one accepts Hetzron's arguments) 

or – more likely – at least at some stage prior to the evolution of the well-

known Hebrew system, the jussive must have acquired final stress (probably 

in imitation of the imperative, as argued above).29 Birkeland (1940, 73) cor-

rectly notes that the stress must have moved to the final syllable in the jussive 

earlier than was the case in the anterior form that formed the basis for way-

yiqtol.30 In any case, once we accept that stress played a role in the develop-

ment of wayyiqtol, it becomes possible to throw new light on the origins of 

weqatal and the final stress attested in some forms. Taking into account the 

position of the stress as part of the process allows us to flesh out the analog-

ical approach to weqatal and its position in the general system. In addition, 

if the position of the stress did in fact play a role in the development of the 

system, it seems necessary to assume that is was part of the real language at 

a comparatively early stage. Hence, seeing waCC- and the final stress in 

weqatal (1s and 2sm) as late, artificial phenomena seems unwarranted, as 

will be argued in the following section. 

 

5.3 The origins of weqatal 

In contrast to the relative consensus concerning the origins of wayyiqtol 

(with regard to the derivation of the yiqtol part from anterior/past/preterite 

*yaqtul), the origins of weqatal is a much more open question. As indicated 

in 3.6, some scholars deny that weqatal constitutes a category separate from 

simple qatal (Cook, Bergström). However, as argued there, the non-anterior 

meaning of weqatal, and hence the need to see it as belonging to the same 

                                                           
29 In other cases, the imperative exhibits forms similar to ordinary, non-jussive yiqtol (cf. 

III-h and II-w). According to Bauer and Leander (1965, 391, §56t), the long vowel in 

imperative 2sm II-w is due to influence from the other forms of the paradigm with vowel 

endings. 
30 Blau (1971, 23) cautiously suggests that the preservation of penultimate stress in some 

wayyiqtols (in contrast to the jussive) may have been caused by analogy to 1s, 2sm, and 

1p qatal – because wayyiqtol was used in continuation of "perfect forms stressed on the 

penult." I find Blau's suggestion less convincing than the semantically based explanation 

above, especially because 1s/1p wayyiqtol often does not preserve penultimate stress (cf. 

the connection between 1s/p wayyiqtol and the cohortative). In 3sm, of course, qatal (after 

the loss of final vowels) had final stress, as had 3sf and 3p (after the general shift of stress 

to the final syllable in most words). Hence, the analogical pressure could not have been 

great. Further, in Blau's theory, the penultimate stress in simple qatal is itself unexpected, 

possibly preserved due to "rhytmical reasons" (1971, 22). On the latter point, see n. 70 

below. In his later work, Blau (2010, 207, §4.3.3.3.3n.) states that in the jussive, "the 

stress of the short prefix-tense shifted to the ultima on the basis of the general trend of 

shift to final stress […] and the influence of the ordinary prefix-tense." 
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category as yiqtol rather than simple qatal, should be evident. Although some 

have claimed that weqatal merely preserves an older meaning of the form or 

is the relic of an older form with future (or similar) meaning, there is no real 

evidence for this claim.31 E.g., G. R. Driver (1969, 49‒50) claimed that there 

were two original forms, a Western *qatál with past meaning, reflected in 

Hebrew simple qatal, and an Eastern *qátil with future meaning, which is 

reflected in weqatal. The fact that Hebrew has both forms is claimed to be 

the result of Hebrew being a mixed language with both Western and Eastern 

traits (cf. ch. 1, n. 56).  

According to Andersen (2000, 41‒42), weqatal is not a relic of a separate 

verb form but a reflection of a specific meaning of the ancestor form *qatala. 

Based on superficial and unconvincing comparisons with Japanese and Dra-

vidian, he claims that *qatala had progressive meaning with activity verbs 

and resultative meaning with achievement and accomplishment verbs. An-

dersen's and Driver's theories have the same basic weakness – there is no 

evidence for an ES cognate of qatal with real future meaning nor for a pro-

gressive use of *qatala anywhere (except in Hebrew weqatal). As outlined 

in 3.3, there are no convincing cases of non-anterior simple qatal in Hebrew 

(for the opposite view, see, e.g., Tropper 1998, 185). The alleged types were 

explained within the framework of the general anterior meaning of qatal or 

as relics of the earlier nominal, non-temporal, background of the form. A 

similar approach explains alleged non-anterior uses of cognate forms in other 

Semitic languages. 

In Akkadian, the nominal character of the form (the stative) was largely 

preserved. It does not have explicitly non-anterior meaning. The stative is 

basically a conjugated verbal adjective (or noun) without temporal meaning 

as such.32 The form merely indicates that the subject is/was/will be what is 

referred to by the word in question. When formed from verbal roots, the 
                                                           
31 On Bauer's point of view (1910, 17 and 30), see 1.1.4.3. Bauer thought that weqatal 

preserves the form known from Akkadian iparras (i.e. the non-anterior form in Akka-

dian). 
32 On the Akkadian stative, see the grammars and especially Huehnergard 1987, as well 

as Tropper 1995. Huehnergard uses the terms "verbal adjective"  and "predicative form" 

rather than "stative," while he prefers the term "pseudo-verb" for the transitive type, 

which will be discussed further below (1987, 220, 231 and 232; in Huehnergard 2011, 

393‒395, he does not use the term "pseudo-verb," but rather "transitive parsāku construc-

tion"). Indeed, the usual term "stative" is problematic because of its use as one part of the 

semantic opposition between stative and fientive verbs (Huehnergard 1987, 229). Other 

scholars have used the term "permansive" (e.g. Rowton 1962). Note that Huehnergard 

sees the use of nouns in the stative/"predicative form" (as in, "I am a king") as secondary 

and analogically based on the use of verbal adjectives in the same construction (1987, 

223). 
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meaning is usually resultative, indicating the "condition or state that is the 

result of the action of the verb" (Huehnergard 2011, 221). If the verb is ac-

tive-transitive, the state referred to by the stative form is mostly passive 

("stolen," not "having stolen") (ib., 27). In a restricted set of verbs, however, 

the stative has active meaning and may have what appears to be an object.33 

In WS, this usage seems to have become the dominant one, leading to the 

development of the form as a real relative temporal form marking anterior 

tense (or perfectivity, in the aspectual approach). All WS languages attest to 

the older nominal usage of the form (stative verbs). In addition, relics of the 

older anterior form (*yáqtul) are found in all of them. Hence, the evolution 

of *qatala into a real tense form and its dominating position in that area can-

not have been completed at the Proto-WS or CS level (cf. Tropper 1995, 

511–512). According to Tropper (ib., 509), this use is "keine proto-west-

semitische, sondern eine proto-zentralsemitische Innovation […], die erst 

nachträglich, via Sprachkontakt, Eingang in das Verbalsystem der geogra-

phisch eng benachbarten südsemitischen Sprachen gefunden hat." However, 

the development of a resultative construction such as the ancestor of *qatala 

into an anterior temporal form is very straightforward and natural. If – as 

seems to be the case – the process had already started in PS, the further de-

velopment might have taken place in the various branches without borrow-

ing. The process, however, was no automatic drift, since it seems that the 

process was actually halted in Akkadian. The active-transitive stative even-

tually went into disuse and instead the t-perfect (iptaras) partially replaced 

anterior (preterite) iprus in later stages of the language (Rowton 1962, 236). 

By way of explaining the development of the active-transitive usage, 

Huehnergard (1987, 228; based on Lambdin's unpublished ideas) suggests 

that transitive verbs acquired active meaning in this construction through the 

analogy of intransitive verbs, to which a passive meaning was not applicable. 

Thus, e.g., as wašib ("he is seated") relates to ušib ("he sat down"), the form 

maḫir is interpreted as "he is in receipt of," standing in a similar relationship 

to imḫur, "he received" (cf. also Tropper 1995, 502).34 The active sense may 

                                                           
33 See Huehnergard 2011, 393‒395; 1987, 228‒229; Rowton 1962. Most of these verbs 

have the general meaning "to hold" or "get a hold of." E.g., with maḫārum "receive," the 

stative functions as an "ordinary present perfect," with the meaning "he has received, 

accepted" (Rowton 1962, 243). 
34 Some other languages exhibit a similar connection between resultative/present perfect 

intransitives and passive/reflexive transitives. The Akkadian t-perfect (iptaras) looks like 

the passive/reflexive Gt-stem and in the Germanic and Romance languages, a passive of 

a transitive verb and present perfect of an intransitive verb can be expressed through the 

same form (he is killed vs. he is gone or il est tué vs. il est arrivé). Cf. Kuryłowicz 1972, 

61. See also Van Peursen 2004, 207‒208.  
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derive from a description of a state where a noun in the accusative was orig-

inally intended in an adverbial sense but reinterpreted as a direct object (e.g, 

"I am in a state of reception with regard to the silver" becomes "I have re-

ceived the silver" (cf. Buccellati 1996, 409‒410; Huehnergard 1987, 228, n. 

45). From a formal point of view, the development of WS *qatala poses 

several problems.35 However, in the present context, this is of minor concern. 

The point is merely to show that WS *qatala (and hence Hebrew qatal) and 

the Akkadian stative share the same background and that the latter never has 

the specifically non-anterior meaning of Hebrew weqatal. 

In WS, *qatala took over the anterior domain from *yáqtul (which left 

only sporadic relics, cf. 5.1). The functions of the descendants of *qatala in 

the various languages can be described in the same way as in Hebrew, i.e. 

simple past, present perfect, past perfect, future perfect, irrealis (and stative 

present with some verbs reflecting the nominal origin of the form).  

Non-anterior uses similar to the ones proposed for Hebrew have been 

noted in other languages, but as was the case in Hebrew such usages are 

interpretable as varieties of anterior meaning.36 This applies to performatives 

                                                           
35 First, the final *-a in 3sm, which must be reconstructed for WS, is not part of the cor-

responding Akkadian form (cf. Kouwenberg 2010, 188f.). Second, WS lacks the long 

connecting ā-vowel of the Akkadian first and second person (1s parsāku, 2sm parsāta, 

etc.), which is probably derived from the long vowel of the 1s pronoun (anāku). Kouwen-

berg thinks this is an Akkadian innovation (ib., 183), while Bergsträsser (1929, 11, §3c, 

and 141, §27s) sees the -ō- in certain Hebrew roots (II-gem., II-w) as a relic of this for-

mation. If Bergsträsser is right, maybe the "hybrid" forms of Amarna Canaanite (in -āti) 

attest to the same type. Third, the vowel in the second syllable is mostly i in Akkadian 

(also u and a), but typically a in the WS fientive type (and typically i and u in verbs with 

stative, adjectival meaning). Different explanations have been proposed for the use of the 

a-vowel (cf. Kouwenberg 2010, 185–6). Voigt (2004, 46f.) argues that the second a in 

*qatala stems from the t-perfect (iptaras), which he assumes existed in PS. When the 

functions of this form were taken over by the newly evolving *qatala, the disitinctive 

vowel was also taken over from the semantically related older form (in contrast, Tropper 

[1995, 505] relates the a-vowel to the vowel in iparras). However, the existence of the t-

perfect at the PS stage is far from certain. 
36 For overviews of the use of cognates of qatal in various languages see, e.g., on early 

Aramaic, Segert 1983, 374‒376, §6.6.3.2; on Syriac, Nöldeke 1898, 193–198, §255–263; 

on Arabic, Fischer 1972, 91‒92, §181‒183; on Phoenician, Friedrich and Röllig (Guzzo; 

Mayer) 1999, 188‒190, §262; on Ugaritic, Tropper 2012, 702‒718, §76.5; on Ethiopic, 

Tropper 2002, 182‒186, §54.1; on Sabaic, Beeston 1984, 18‒19, §7:1; Stein 2013, 131‒

135, §12.1‒3. 
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and epistolary perfect,37 alleged prophetic and gnomic perfects,38 and the use 

of the reflexes of *qatala in conditional clauses.39 Smith (1991, 8) correctly 

notes that using "the past tense form standard to a given Semitic language" 

in conditional protases (and, in some languages, apodoses) might be a com-

mon Semitic feature of syntax. In Arabic, the use of qatala is standard in 

apodoses. Bravmann (1977, 565) derives the use of qatala in Arabic protases 

and apodoses from original descriptions of past occurrences ("when you 

[once] attempted to deceive God, he (i.e., God) deceived you [actually]"), 

which were subsequently generalized ("When (or: If) you attempt to deceive 

God, he (i.e., God) deceives you (or: will deceive you) [actually]"). From 

such cases, "the use of the perfect tense (in a 'non-temporal' meaning) in 

conditional sentences became routine" (ib., 566). For Hebrew cases of "log-

ical" use of an anterior form in apodoses, see Num 32:23 ( ן ְוִאם־לֹא ַתֲעׂשּון כֵּ

ם ַליהוָ  הִהנֵּה ֲחָטאתֶּ ; cf. GKC, 496, §159q); Ps 127:1 ( ִאם־ְיהָוה לֹא־ִיְבנֶּה ַבִית ָשְוא ָעְמלּו

רשֹומֵּ ד בֹוָניו בֹו ִאם־ְיהָוה לֹא־ִיְשָמר־ִעיר ָשְוא ָשקַ  ). From such cases, the use of re-

flexes of *qatala may have become standard in the fixed context of condi-

tional structures. Hence, this usage is not evidence that the form had inherent 

non-anterior or future meaning. In contrast to the claim of Andersen (2000), 

who cannot see the semantic motivation for using a "past tense form in a 

conditional sentence, especially in the apodosis" (ib., 33), we do not have to 

regard the use of *qatala in apodoses "as a remnant of an earlier future 

qātal"(ib., 55). However, the use of qatal in apodoses probably played a role 

in the development of explicit non-anterior meaning in Hebrew weqatal (see 

below). 

A precative function has been ascribed to cognates of qatal in several lan-

guages. In some cases, the evidence is not convincing.40 Arabic provides the 

clearest examples (e.g. Fischer 1972, 92, §182).41 However, even in Arabic, 

                                                           
37 As argued in relation to Hebrew, these usages are simply anterior. Akkadian uses its 

own anterior form iprus or the t-perfect (iptaras) in such cases, cf. Pardee and Whiting 

1987. 
38 As in Hebrew, such cases are stylistic uses of the ordinary anterior meaning. On pro-

phetic perfect in Ethiopic, see Weninger 2001, 96. On Arabic, see Aartun 1963, 59 (gno-

mic) and 89 (prophetic). 
39 Again, Akkadian often uses its anterior form (or iptaras) in conditional protases. As 

Huehnergard (2011, 159) remarks, "the action is normally represented as having already 

taken place." 
40 Cf. 3.3.4. The Ugaritic evidence is ambiguous, too. Tropper (2012, 726‒727, §77.34‒

35) sees a "volitivische Nuance" in the Ugaritic equivalent of qatal, while Pardee 

(2003/2004, 361) reaches the opposite conclusion. On precative wqtls and qtls in Phoeni-

cian, see below. 
41 Marcus (1970, 10) ascribes the use of allegedly precative qatal in Mandaic to Arabic 

influence. Note that the Syriac use of the verb hw' in the qətal with a following PTC or 
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the usage seems to be restricted to more or less fixed expressions. Negated 

precatives use the particle lā (which also occurs with jussives, as opposed to 

indicative mā). In all Semitic languages, precative usage seems to be either 

clearly marked as precative through the use of such specific particles (which 

are the real carriers of precative meaning) or restricted to specific greetings, 

religious blessings, or fixed expressions. However, the latter cases still need 

to be explained, and it might be claimed that such a usage, though probably 

unattested in Hebrew (as argued in 3.3.4), was available at an earlier stage 

of the language, providing another possible starting point for the develop-

ment of Hebrew weqatal (cf. Joosten 1992, 3).  

Andrason (2013, 9) sees the precative as a "real factual optative." Accord-

ing to his reconstruction of the development, the usage must be the result of 

modal "contamination" at a time when the original form had present mean-

ing, i.e. before *qatala acquired past tense meaning in WS (see his Figure 1; 

ib., 22). In contrast to this view, other scholars see a connection between 

precative and irrealis (in hypothetical/counterfactual contexts; e.g. Joosten 

1992, 3). In that case, the development would have taken place at a later 

stage when the form had already acquired its past (or rather, anterior) tense 

meaning. There may be some truth in both scenarios. In Akkadian, the com-

bination of the particle lū with the stative (or any other nominal form) can 

express a wish etc. Possibly, remnants of such usage were preserved with 

stative/adjectival verbs, while the precative use of fientive verbs may have 

evolved at a later, temporalized stage from the irrealis use of anteriority. Still, 

as was the case with conditional *qatala, we are very far from the Hebrew 

system in which weqatal has the same meaning as yiqtol and stands in clear 

contrast to simple qatal. 

In the other Semitic languages, alleged non-anterior usages of reflexes of 

simple *qatala are either problematic and disputed or clearly restricted to 

certain contexts (conditional clauses, specific particles, fixed expressions, 

etc.) – in glaring contrast to the ubiquitous use of weqatal in CH. Something 

decisive must have happened during the development of the HVS. 

However, precursors of the characteristic CH use of weqatal may be at-

tested in the languages most closely related to Hebrew. While the combina-

tion of the conjunction *wa- and the local reflex of *qatala in all WS lan-

guages generally indicates anteriority (like *qatala by itself), several cases 

in the Canaanite language attested in the Amarna letters sent from Canaan 

seem to reflect a usage (at least partially) similar to CH non-anterior we-

                                                           

adjective for the expression of a wish or command (Nöldeke 1898, 196, §260) might be 

derived from the subordinate use of the same construction after explicit expressions of 

command etc. (ib., 196‒197, §261). 
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qatal.42 E.g., EA 77:26‒29, šum-ma MU.MEŠ a[n]-˹ni˺-ta ú-ul / yu-ṣa-na 

ERÍN.MEŠ [pí-ṭ]á-ti / ù in-né[-ep-ša-a]t ka-li / KUR.KUR.MEŠ a[-na 

LÚ.MEŠ GA]Z, "If this year the regular army does not come forth, then all 

the lands will be[come aligned] w[ith the capî]ru [men]" (Rainey 1996, 359). 

The apodosis begins with ù in-né[-ep-ša-a]t, which must be a reflex of 

*wa+*qatala (3sf), seemingly with future reference.43 The apodosis in EA 

88:29‒39 begins with the same word (ù in4-né-ep-ša-<at>), followed by a 

subject. After this, a new part of the apodosis (or an independent sentence) 

begins with "and"+subject+prefix form (ti-né-ep-šu), i.e. seemingly the same 

kind of interchange that can be observed in CH between weqatal and yiqtol.44 

Most cases of this kind of usage are in conditional contexts and this seems 

to be the most likely background for the use of *wa+*qatala in independent 

contexts, as in Hebrew. According to Moran (2003b, 216), in the letters from 

Byblos we have "an early stage of the far more developed Hebrew usage." 

He notes that except for two cases, "all of these perfects occur in sentences 

which are implicitly or explicitly conditional. And the exceptions are more 

apparent than real, since they occur with a temporal clause, the general struc-

ture of which is identical with that of conditional sentences." E.g., EA 

118:36–38, though not strictly conditional, contains an absolute infinitive 

seemingly functioning as a temporal/conditional clause: al-lu / pa-ṭá-ri-ma 

LÚ.MEŠ ḫu-ub-ši ù / ṣa-ab-tu LÚ.MEŠ GAZ.MEŠ / URU, "Behold, if the 

yeomen farmers depart, then the capîru men will seize the city" (Rainey 

1996, 361). Note that here the verb is clearly fientive/transitive. 

Smith (1991, 6‒15) also sees the background of Hebrew weqatal in con-

ditional apodoses, with precursors in Amarna and Ugaritic (and Phoenician; 

                                                           
42 See especially Moran 2003a, 24‒49; 2003b, 215‒216; Rainey 1996, 347‒366; Smith 

1991, 6‒8 (note that Smith mixes up Moran's numbers and the terms apodosis and prota-

sis). For the texts, see also the recent edition by Rainey (2015). 
43 A few apodoses with *qatala are not introduced by *wa (see Rainey 1996, 358). Two 

of the three cases mentioned by Rainey, however, do not have real future reference (EA 

286:51‒53 and 288:57‒60). They are statives or present perfects to be translated as "are 

lost" (both are of the type "if there are no troops, the lands are lost!"). The atemporal 

character of the stative in the Akkadian language with which the Canaanite linguistic 

elements are mixed should also be kept in mind. 
44 ù šu[m-ma la yi-iš-mu] / [L]UGAL BE-ia a-na a-wa-te Ì[R-šu] / ù in4-né-ep-ša-<at> 
URUGub[-la] / a-na ša-šu ù gáb-bi KUR.ḪÁ L[UGAL] / a-di KURMi-iṣ-ri ti-né-ep-šu / a-

na LÚ.MEŠ SA.GAZ.MEŠ, "But i[f] the king, my lord, [does not heed] the words of [his] 

ser[vant], then Byblos will become aligned with him (cAbdi-Ashirta) and all the lands of 

the k[ing] as far as Egypt will become aligned with the capîru men" (Rainey 1996, 360). 

Cf. EA 103:56‒57 where the verb in the apodosis is a prefix form with a preposed object, 

ka-li KUR.MEŠ / ni-ìl-qú ˹a˺-˹na˺ šàr-ri, "we will take all the lands for the king" (Rainey 

2015, 562‒563). 
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ib., 14 and 21). With one possible Ugaritic exception,45 "neither the Amarna 

letters nor the Ugaritic texts attest a clear instance of a 'converted' verbal 

form in independent clauses" (ib., 13). However, some of the cases from 

Amarna do seem to attest an "independent" usage. Cf. EA 123:33‒35: 3 

LÚ.<MEŠ> ša-a šu-ri-ib / IPí-ḫu-ra uš-˹ši˺-ra / ù bal-ṭá-ti, "Send the three 

m<en> whom Piḫura brought in and I will survive" (Rainey 2015, 646‒647). 

EA 74:25‒27: du-ku-mi / ˹eṭ˺-la-ku-nu ù i-ba-ša-tu-nu ki-ma ia-ti-nu / ˹ù˺ 

pa-aš-ḫa-tu-nu, "Kill your 'lad' and become like us, and you will be at rest" 

(ib., 454‒455). Such instances may suggest that the Canaanite dialect spoken 

by the scribes (not necessarily Proto-Hebrew but closely related) had already 

undergone the development that led to the system as known from CH. How-

ever, the nature of the evidence (a small corpus of texts; difficulties in dis-

cerning the actual Canaanite language in the Canaanite-Akkadian hybrid; the 

existence of competing interpretations and translations of the documents) 

probably prevents us from gaining real clarity on this question. We cannot 

know how pervasive this usage was in the language behind the Canaanite 

influence in the letters, and the interpretation of the forms as part of the gen-

eral linguistic system remains uncertain.46 The same applies to other Canaan-

ite languages like Moabite, Ammonite, and Edomite. A form corresponding 

to Hebrew wayyiqtol (as far as the unvocalized writing permits us to see) 

occurs numerous times in Moabite but none of the preserved texts in any of 

these languages allows us to draw conclusions about the development of 

weqatal. 

Phoenician and Punic provide several examples that may elucidate the 

process leading to Hebrew weqatal. There are cases of wqtl in conditional 

contexts.47 In addition, as was the case in Amarna, several cases of possibly 

                                                           
45 KTU 3.4.19. However, see below on the problematic nature of this case. 
46 Similarly, we can say nothing about a possible stress distinction as in Hebrew weqataltí 

vs. weqatálti. Note that many cases of *wa plus *qatala in the Amarna letters simply 

indicate "and" plus anteriority (Moran 2003a, 31‒32). Note also that Moran's alleged 

cases of *qatala with future meaning (without *wa) are unconvincing (ib., 31). The eight 

instances are in protases of conditional clauses and do not have real future meaning. 
47 On verb forms in conditional contexts, see Friedrich and Röllig (Guzzo; Mayer) 1999, 

228‒230, §324. In protases, both qtl and yqtl are attested. In apodoses, yqtl is found in all 

periods while wqtl is restricted to Old Phoenician and Punic. Since most of the cases seem 

to be curses, the interpretation of apodoses with wqtl is not always clear. They might 

indicate simple future or a wish (precative qtl). Thus, Friedrich and Röllig render the 

apodosis in KAI 26 III:18 (ומח) as "so mögen/werden der Baal des Himmels und El, der 

die Erde geschaffen hat, . . . dieses Königtum auslöschen" (ib., 229). Do such cases pre-

serve a precative use of qtl (in which case the w possibly plays no role at all), are they 

"converted" to a non-anterior meaning simply by being in a conditional context, or – if 

we were to take the superficial similarity with Hebrew at face value – do they represent 
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non-anterior wqtl occur in contexts that are not (strictly speaking) condi-

tional, but nonetheless may be interpreted as some sort of condition.48 Un-

fortunately, much of the evidence is problematic, especially the possible 

cases of non-anterior or modal wqtl outside of conditional contexts. First, in 

the consonantal writing system, many forms are ambiguous. Garr (1985, 

183) interpreted the wqtls in question as w+absolute infinitive.49 Alterna-

tively, some forms might be PTCs. Some occurrences, however, have a per-

sonal ending -t, that clearly indicates that the form in question is a first or 

second person finite form.50 Second, the alleged non-anterior cases allow 

other interpretations. Thus, the form mentioned by Segert (wktbt, RES 1543), 

which he translates as "and you shall write" (1976, 195, §64.443), may be 

"and I have written." Similarly, wšlḥt (KAI 50:6), which Krahmalkov (2001, 

177) translates as "you shall send," is rendered as "und du hast […] ge-

schickt" by Donner and Röllig (1968, 67). 

Two possible examples are attested in the second part of the bilingual 

Phoenician-Luwian Karatepe inscription (KAI 26 III:2b–11). Most scholars 

interpret the two wqtls (III:2, וברך, III:7, וכן) as marking some sort of non-

anterior or modal meaning. This reading hinges on the identification of the 

semantics of the Phoenician verb forms with the forms in the Luwian version 

of the text (which uses third person imperative forms in this part of the text). 

In fact, the text does read quite smoothly if one renders the forms as "and 

may Bacal bless" and "may this city be." There are simple yqtls in III:8 and 
                                                           

real "converted" forms like Hebrew weqatal (i.e., do they have inherent non-anterior 

meaning)? The low number of examples and the small size of the available corpus in 

general probably preclude a definite answer. Note also the different verb forms in the 

protases in the conditional passage in KAI 26 (III:12‒IV:3): yqtls, wqtls, and wyqtls. It is 

difficult to discern any difference between the forms, unless we should assume that the 

wqtls retain the anterior meaning of a simple qtl (cf. the occasional use of qatal in pas-

sages with yiqtols and weqatals in BH, 3.1). Also, see below for the possibility that the 

wqtls are in fact absolute infinitives. 
48 E.g. KAI 69:20 following a generalizing relative clause:  כל כהן אש יקח משאת בדץ לאש

 was jeden Priester angeht, der eine Abgabe nimmt entgegen dem, was" ,שת בספר ז ונענ]ש

in diesem Texte festgesetzt ist, so wird er bestraft [werden]" (Friedrich and Röllig [Guzzo; 

Mayer] 1999, 230, §324). KAI 69:18 has a similar structure. Krahmalkov (1986, 5) refers 

to this kind of sentence structure as "anticipatory clause followed by resumptive main 

clause." 
49 In past contexts, Phoenician often uses the absolute infinitive followed by a personal 

pronoun (a usage sporadically attested in BH, see appendix 3). Perhaps this form was 

used as a "consecutive" form in any time frame. 
50 A t-ending can, of course, be a marker of the feminine PTC. Finite 3sf qtl did not have 

a t-ending, except when followed by a suffixed object (as in Hebrew). Thus, some cases 

are interpretable as either finite 3sf+object or as a feminine PTC. Cf. the discussion in 

Krahmalkov 1986. 
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10, which might support such a reading. However, Baranowski (2015) ar-

gues that the two versions are different texts, each to be analyzed in its own 

right, the Phoenician passage in question being a description rather than a 

blessing. He sees the wqtls as ordinary markers of past tense while the yqtls 

in the passage indicate past habitual events (2015, 329). His main arguments 

are 1), a blessing is unlikely in a royal inscription, and 2), the expected form 

in a blessing is yqtl (as in other Phoenician blessings), not wqtl (ib., 327‒

328).51 On the one hand, the habitual yqtl forms in II:4–5 in the first part of 

the inscription, which has clear past reference, might support Baranowski's 

thesis (ib., 329).52 On the other hand, it might be countered that one of the 

supposedly habitual yqtls is יכן (III:8), i.e. from the root "to be." With this 

root, a simple past form would be expected, as in III:7 (i.e. simple past ac-

cording to Baranowski's interpretation of the form וכן). Why is a wqtl used 

in l. 7 but a habitual yqtl in l. 8, in very similar clauses (וכן הקרת ז בעלת שבע, 

"and this city was the owner of abundance," vs. ועם ז ... יכן בעל אלפם, "and 

these people … were (used to be, were being?) owners of oxen")? However, 

the corpus of Phoenician texts hardly allows us to decide this question. An-

other potential explanation for the shift from wqtl to yqtl in the passage 

would be to interpret the wqtl כןו  as present perfect, with a shift to future or 

modal יכן ("and this city has become the owner of abundance…, and these 

people … will be owners of oxen etc."). 

In any case, Baranowski's argument remains a necessary corrective to an 

approach that takes the existence of non-anterior/modal wqtls in non-condi-

tional contexts in Phoenician for granted. Even if the majority reading of the 

passage as a blessing is accepted, the identity of the wqtls remains unclear. 

First, as proposed by Garr (1985, 183), they might be absolute infinitives. 

Second, if they are reflexes of *wa+*qatala, do they represent a general prec-

ative usage of the reflex of *qatala or Phoenician equivalents of Hebrew 

non-anterior weqatal? The possible attestation of qtl without w- with preca-

tive meaning might support the former option.53 However, the passage III:7‒

                                                           
51 For the point of view that the passage is a blessing, see, e.g., Barré 1982. 
52 Most verb forms in the first part of the inscription (I:1–III:2a), which clearly refers to 

the past, are absolute infinitives with 1s pronoun (e.g. I:6, ומלא אנך). There is only one 1s 

wqtl (I:8, ושברת, "and I shattered"). The form וכן (I:5; II:1, 7) may be a wqtl (3sm or 3pm) 

or an absolute infinitive. 
53 See Krahmalkov 1986, 10. Krahmalkov argues that clause initial position is the decisive 

factor, cf. also his broader treatment of the use of qtl (2001, 170‒179). The attestation of 

wqtl with simple anterior meaning, however, would seem to pose a problem for this ap-

proach. He gets around this problem by insisting (ib., 178) that qtl in itself is unmarked 

for mood, aspect and tense and functions as a "consecutive subform," taking over the 

mood, aspect, and tense of the main verb. However, the claim that a verb form has no 
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8 with one wqtl and one yqtl of the root "to be" seems to attest the same kind 

of interchange that we observe between Hebrew weqatal and (w+)X+yiqtol 

(in this case, the subject intervenes betwenn ו and יכן). The same type of in-

terchange was attested in the Amarna letters (see EA 88:29‒39 above). A 

similar shift from yqtl to wqtl occurs in the Phoenician (Punic) text KAI 69 

(lines 4, 8, and 10; X+יכן is followed by וכן+X). In these clauses, the meaning 

can hardly be precative (as might be the case in KAI 26 III:7). However, 

while not conditional in the strict sense, these clauses may be examples of 

the conditional-like structures referred to above. Does this kind of inter-

change between yqtl and wqtl indicate the existence of at least the rudiments 

of a system similar to the Hebrew one?54 The lack of a large corpus of texts 

comparable to the corpus of CH means that any attempt at interpreting the 

Phoenician verbal system is bound to be inconclusive. 

In Ugaritic, the evidence for something similar to Hebrew non-anterior 

weqatal is even less convincing. Smith (1991, 8) offers two main examples 

of conditional sentences "which bear on the BH converted perfect," KTU 

2.30.16–20 and 1.119.34–36. According to Smith, the yqtl form in the apod-

osis of the second conditional clause in the former passage shows that the 

wqtl in the apodosis of the first conditional clause must have future meaning 

(ib., 8–9: whm ḫt cl wl'kt cmk whm lcl wl'akm 'il'ak, "and if the Hittite comes 

up, then I will send to you. But if he does not come up, then surely I will 

send"; on this passage, cf. Fenton 1969, 36–37). This is not a decisive argu-

ment. In fact, if the wqtl apodosis has the same temporal reference as the one 

with yqtl, it is difficult to see why the author felt a need for two separate 

conditional constructions. A different approach is taken by Segert (1984, 90, 

§64.26). He interprets the wqtl as irrealis, "and if the Hittite were to come 

up, (then) I would send (a letter) to you."55 Alternatively, the first apodosis 

may be an ordinary anterior qtl with past or present perfect reference, "if the 

Hittites attack, I have (already, in another letter?) sent/written to you (so you 

already know what to do), and if they do not attack, I will surely send/write." 

                                                           

inherent meaning seems to be just as problematic in Phoenician as it is in Hebrew (see 

1.1.3.4–5 and 3.2). 
54 Buth 1992, 101: "Phoenician may have examples of a sequential suffix form, so this 

development may be quite early." Cf. Fenton 1969, 38. Bauer and Leander (1965, 35, 

§2h') state that the only "Überrest" of non-anterior weqatal in Phoenician is the form ןוכ  

in texts such as KAI 69. They consider this usage "eine archaische, erstarrte Formel." 
55 Elsewhere, Segert renders the same passage as "and if the Hittite had come, I would 

have sent (a message) to you" (ib., 121, §77.6). 
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Since this seems to be the only example of wqtl in a clear conditional apod-

osis,56 we cannot draw any conclusions. Note, however, that the shift from 

wqtl to yqtl follows the mechanism known from Hebrew, Amarna, and Phoe-

nician (wqtl+X vs. w+X+yqtl).  

In the passage 1.119.34–36, the case for non-anterior wqtl seems stronger 

(Smith 1991, 10: wšm[c bc]l ṣlt[km] ydy cz lṯḡrkm [qrd] lḥmytkm, "And [Baa]l 

will hea[r your] prayer. He will drive the strong from your gates, [The war-

rior] from your walls"; The reading in KTU3 is w šmc [.b]cl . l . ṣltk[m]). 

According to Smith, this is an apodosis to a protasis in l. 26, introduced by 

k-. However, the apodosis to this k- must be the yqtl in l. 27 (tšun). If wšmc 

is to be interpreted as a reflex of *wa+*qatala with future meaning, we seem 

to have an independent use of a form similar to weqatal. However, since such 

usage would be unparalleled, it might be advisable to consider other possible 

interpretations. Could the form be an imperative (which would require the 

suffix on the following noun to be read as 1p)? Or could the clause be a kind 

of unmarked temporal/conditional protasis for the following verb ydy, i.e. 

"and (if/when) Bacal has heard your prayer, he will drive…"?57 Smith (1991, 

10‒11) mentions several other cases of potential interest (KTU 1.5 I:25, 

2.10:18, 3.4:17–19, and 3.9:5) but all appear in difficult or disputed passages 

and "are susceptible to more persuasive explanations." The most likely one 

seems to be KTU 3.4:17‒19 but the exact interpretation of the clause and its 

status relative to the preceding clauses are not clear (ib., 11: [w 'un]ṯ 'inn lhm 
cd tṯṯbn ksp 'iwrkl wṯb l'unṯhm, "[And] they have no ['un]ṯ-tax. Until they 

have repaid Iwrkl, They will return to their 'unṯ-tax"; on the ambiguity of the 

connection with the preceding clause, see Tropper 2012, 797‒798, 

§83.214a). Smith finds Kienast's anterior reading (present perfect, "Bis sie 

das Silber des Iwarikalli zurückgeben, sind sie zu ihrer Lehnspflicht zurück-

gekehrt") "somewhat tortured." However, in light of Kienast's explanation, 

it does seem to make sense. The point is that the persons in question have 

been freed from their obligation – but only in principle. Until they repay the 

money used to free them, they have returned to their former obligation 

(Kienast 1979, 448). Tropper (2012, 716, §76.541a) notes two other in-

stances of wqtl with alleged future meaning, KTU 1.124:9 and 2.7:10, both 

of which are dubious.58 The former case (w prc[t]; in KTU3, there is no [], 

                                                           
56 It is the only case listed by Tropper (2012, 717, §76.542). He mentions (ib., 687‒688, 

§76.332) several examples of yqtl in apodoses, including one wyqtl (KTU 2.82:18‒21). 
57 Cf. Tropper (2012, 910, §97.94) on "durch w eingeleitete Sätze mit konditionaler Im-

plikation." 
58 Tropper (ib., 717) lists two other "future" qtls, one after the conjunction/particle k (yld; 

as Tropper notes, the form might be yqtl) and one (yrt) following the precative particle l. 
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but the t is marked as partially preserved) has been interpreted as an infinitive 

(without the final t) or a feminine PTC.59 2.7:10, which is not a real wqtl 

since w and qtl are separated by another element, has been read as an adverb 

or an ordinary anterior qtl (w ikm kn; Tropper [2012, 716, §76.541a] marks 

this case with "?" and translates "und irgendwie wird/möge es gesche-

hen").60 

Ugaritic does not shed much light on the development of Hebrew weqatal. 

The analysis of the Ugaritic verbal system faces difficulties similar to the 

ones that prevent us from getting a clear picture of the verbal system of Am-

arna Canaanite and Phoenician. Due to the small size of the textual corpora 

and the widely varying interpretations of individual texts a complete view of 

the system as a system seems to be out of reach. We might find single in-

stances that appear to function like the Hebrew consecutive forms, but the 

way such cases fit into the broader system is another question. Answering 

this question would require access to a much larger corpus of texts with sim-

ilar contexts. The most we can say is that in Ugaritic, Phoenician, and – prob-

ably to a larger degree – Amarna Canaanite, there are sporadic attestations 

of what appear to be forms derived from *wa+*qatala, which seem to behave 

like Hebrew non-anterior weqatal. However, the material does not allow us 

to determine the precise degree of similarity with the HVS. There is no de-

cisive evidence that these languages used wqtl in the systematic manner at-

tested in Hebrew but neither can we exclude the possibility entirely. 

In sum, Smith's general conclusions on the subject seem valid, with a few 

additions. The most likely starting point for the development of CH weqatal 

does indeed seem to be the use of the ancestor of qatal in conditional clauses 

(Smith 1991, 14). Possibly, the use of the same verb form with precative 

function attested sporadically in some WS languages provides another point 

of departure. In any case, the Hebrew system as such is "an inner Hebrew 

development" (ib., 14‒15), in which the use of the verb form was extended 

from conditional clauses (and possibly precative contexts) to "independent 

clauses in the form of the 'converted perfect', perhaps following the develop-

ment of, and on analogy with, the 'converted imperfect'" (ib., 8). As noted 

above, it might be necessary to add that Amarna Canaanite, and possibly 

                                                           
59 Pardee 1988, 188. Pardee remarks on the possible "converted" character of the form 

and the possible similarity to the Hebrew system (cf. Pardee 1983, 137, "If the recon-

struction and analysis are correct, the form looks for all the world like a waw-consecutive 

perfect!"). 
60 Del Olmo Lete and Sanmartín (2015, 443) suggest that kn is the adverb "thus" or from 

the verbal root k-n. Pardee 1984, 243, "And how has he been?" 
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Phoenician, exhibit early reflections of the same process, but the material 

does not allow us to state this with any conviction. 

 

5.3.1 The analogical explanation and the origin of final stress in weqataltí 

Smith does not go into details with regard to the "inner development" that 

led to the system as known from CH, except for references to the widespread 

analogical explanation. He explicitly states that he will not address "many 

questions regarding the waw-consecutive's morphology," including the posi-

tion of the stress (1991, xi). In this section I attempt to integrate the view 

presented above on the distinction between anterior *yáqtul and jussive 

*yaqtúl into the description of the development of Hebrew non-anterior 

weqatal. I argue that the analogical explanation of weqatal is more convinc-

ing if we take the position of stress into account (i.e. the movement of stress 

to the final syllable attested in the Masoretic notation in 1s and 2sm non-

anterior weqatal under certain circumstances). 

As noted in 1.1.4.3, several scholars have argued for some kind of analog-

ical explanation, according to which weqatal was created as the counterpart 

of yiqtol after the model of the interchange between qatal and wayyiqtol.61 

In Bobzin's version of the analogical approach (1973, 153), the process is 

presented schematically as follows: "(way)yiqṭol – x : x – qāṭal = X : x – 

yiqṭol. X = (we)qāṭal – x." The analogy is clear enough, despite claims to the 

contrary. Cook (2012, 209) states that "the relationship between these pairs 

is not analogous – either semantically or developmentally"; "Most im-

portantly, Ewald (1879: 23) rightly observed that, in contrast to wayyiqtol 

[…], there is no evidence in the Semitic languages for a wĕqatal conjugation. 

Despite attempts to make a case based on comparative-historical grounds 

(e.g., Bauer 1910), no convincing evidence is forthcoming." However, that 

is precisely the point of an analogical explanation – there is not supposed to 

be any non-anterior weqatal in the other languages since it is a new creation 

internal to Hebrew (and possibly other Canaanite dialects) based on the anal-

ogy of other parts of the system already at hand. The reference to Bauer is 

odd since his was clearly not an analogical approach (rather, he thought that 

non-anterior weqatal was a relic of the original meaning of qatal, cf. 1.1.4.3 

and 5.3).62  
                                                           
61 Smith (1991, 6) and Andersen (2000, 33) provide further references to scholars with 

this approach. 
62 Edward M. Cook (2017, 16, n. 19) also argues against the analogical view. If weqatal 

was formed analogically after wayyiqtol, all dialects with weqatal must have had way-

yiqtol as well – and since, according to Cook, Phoenician has weqatal and not wayyiqtol, 

the analogical explanation cannot be correct. However, as illustrated above, it is not evi-

dent that Phoenician had a weqatal as such (at least not in the systematic Hebrew sense). 
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However, what seems to be lacking in the simple version of the analogical 

approach is some kind of motivation or mechanism that might explain the 

process. Ewald's claim (1870, 599) that wayyiqtol of itself calls forth weqatal 

("ruft … vonselbst … hervor") is hardly convincing. Blake (1944, 271‒272) 

notes that the change of meaning in weqatal as compared with qatal is un-

likely to be simply the result of "inverse analogy" or "polarity."63 Hence, he 

tries to integrate the form of the conjunction into the explanation, arguing 

that the a-vowel in wayyiqtol (the original vowel of the conjunction) was the 

marker of past meaning in the yiqtol part of the form, while we- in weyiqtol 

was a marker of present-future-modal meaning (ib., 278).64 According to 

Blake, the "present-future-modal meaning thus developed in ṷĕ infects the 

perfect preceded by ṷĕ with its present-future-modal meaning" (ib., 295). 

Only the fact that the sequence yiqtol+weqatal became the preferred se-

quence (rather than yiqtol+weyiqtol) can ("perhaps") be explained as a "polar 

analogy," i.e., "as the sequence of perfect was an imperfect form, so the 

proper sequence of imperfect would tend to be the opposite form, viz., the 

perfect with waw." He adds that the analogy is probably more direct; since 

"the additive sequence of two past tense ideas is expressed by two different 

verb forms," two different verb forms should be used for a "similar sequence 

of two imperfect (present-future-modal) tense ideas" (ib., 293). This account 

fails to satisfy, primarily because no explanation is given for the preservation 

of wa- and its association with past time reference specifically. As argued 

above, the doubling of the prefix consonant (which Blake [ib., 279] perceives 

as a secondary, orthographic device) must be seen as integral to the com-

bined marker waCC-, which is best explained as the product of the stress on 

the prefix in the ancestor form, anterior *yáqtul. Blake (ib., 282) unconvinc-

ingly presents the "recessive accent" in wayyiqtol as a generalization (unex-

plained) of ordinary stress retraction before another stressed syllable (nesiga 

                                                           

Furthermore, "must have had" is crucial – an earlier stage of Phoenician may have used 

a wayyiqtol-like construction, which was lost prior to the writing of the extant written 

material. Hence, Cook's argument is not decisive. 
63 By "inverse analogy" he understands the following process: "if a form x has a meaning 

x' and a form y a meaning y', a change in x producing the meaning of y, viz., y', will 

produce when applied to y the meaning of x, viz. x'" (Blake 1944, 272). In the case at 

hand, this means that when the addition of waw to yiqtol produces the meaning normally 

associated with qatal, then the addition of waw to qatal will produce the meaning nor-

mally associated with yiqtol. 
64 Blake does not distinguish different predecessors of Hebrew yiqtol (no *yaqtul vs. 

*yaqtulu) but ascribes a general omnitemporal meaning to a single ancestor form (ib., 

294). He gives no convincing explanation as to why wa- would be specifically associated 

with past tense. 
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or nasog 'aḥor). He does not explain why this happened specifically in way-

yiqtol. However, though Blake's own account is hardly convincing, his call 

for something more than mere "inverse analogy" is valid. Importantly, he 

remarks that the reason for the development of final stress in weqatal might 

be the final stress in "the synonymous imperfect with  ְו" – "as a result of the 

influence of these imperfect forms the oxytone accent came to be regarded 

as a characteristic of verb forms with  ְו which have imperfect (present-future-

modal) meaning, and so is extended to perfect forms with  ְו that are not al-

ready oxytone" (ib., 284‒285). An explanation that takes this as the central 

point (the position of stress and its connection to specific temporal/modal 

meanings) seems to have a better chance at accounting for the analogical 

process. 

In fact, several earlier scholars have underlined the importance of the po-

sition of the stress.65 E.g., Ewald (1870, 600) saw a close connection between 

final stress and the meaning of weqatal, as opposed to the retracted stress 

often observed in wayyiqtol, "Es ist alswenn man im Deutschen sagen wollte: 

dá-spricht oder dá-sprach, und im gegentheile da-sprícht; oder als wollte 

jenes nach vorn hin an die vergangenheit, dieses nach hinten hin an die zu-

kunft anknüpfen." Similarly, Driver (1874, 126) noted that "a real difference 

of some kind or other exists between the use of the perfect with simple waw, 

and the use of the perfect with waw conversive, and the external indication 

of this difference is to be found in the alteration of the tone which constantly 

attends and accompanies it."66 To Driver, "the changed pronunciation […] 

seems to cry There! to attract the hearer's attention, and warn him against 

construing what is said in an absolute and unqualified sense" (ib., 129).67 

Joüon (1911, 403) claims that the analogical stress shift occurred in the sim-

ple form, at the PS stage. He argues that *yaqtul, "selon la place de l'accent, 

exprimait soit le future soit le passé" (note that no distinction is made be-

tween *yaqtulu and *yaqtul). Further, "[a] l'instar de la double accentuation 

du yaqtul, la langue différencia également le sens temporal des trois parfaits 

[i.e., the three types qatila, qatula, qatala] par une doble accentuation, dont 

un reste se trouve également en hébreu (parfait et parfait converti)" (ib., 

404).68 Like Bauer, Joüon identifies the supposedly non-anterior *qatala 

                                                           
65 The distinctive stress pattern was recognized already by the earliest Jewish grammari-

ans (1.1.4). 
66 The word "constantly" is, of course, an exaggeration, as will be discussed below. 
67 Isaksson (2015, 86, n. 15) argues that the stress shift might be "the residue of an into-

nation signal of a consequence clause (beginning of apodosis)." 
68 Cf. Joüon 1923, 320, §117c; Joüon and Muraoka 2009, 359, §117c. 
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with Akkadian iparras. This identification is baseless and there is no evi-

dence for simple qatal/*qatala with final stress and non-anterior meaning.69  

Birkeland (1940, 72) presents a very clear version of the analogical ap-

proach, taking into account the position of the stress. He notes that 1), "im 

Impf. ein Gegensatz ausgebildet war, der nur durch den Akzent zustande 

kam: yíqṭul:yiqṭúl," and 2), qatal with penultimate stress typically continues 

a "yíqṭul" (in the form of wayyiqtol), which also had penultimate stress. Ac-

cordingly, "In der gleichen Weise wird die ultimabetonte Form yiqṭúl gerade 

durch die auch ultimabetonte Form des Perf. cons. fortgesetzt. Dass wir bei 

diesen Tatsachen vor der Erklärung der Betonung des Perf. cons. stehen, 

scheint sehr wahrscheinlich."70 He states that the stress movement was the 

precondition for the development of weqatal into a separate form, "eine 

merkmalhafte Form, die für ganz bestimmte Funktionen reserviert war und 

auch ohne irgendeine fortzusetzende Form vorkommen konnte" (ib., 73‒74). 

Note that Birkeland's yiqṭúl does not include the jussive, which he thought 

was stressed on the prefix. However, he adds that the later "analogische 

Akzentverschiebung auf die Ultima" happened earlier in the jussive than in 

wayyiqtol (ib., 73; cf. 5.2). The latter point ties in with the arguments pre-

sented above for the distinction between jussive *yaqtúl and anterior *yáqtul 

at some point prior to the development of the CH system. With this back-

ground, we can tentatively propose the following outline of the development 

of the Hebrew system of consecutive forms. 

                                                           
69 Simple qatal has final stress in a few cases (in II-gem. roots). See Deut 32:41; Isa 44:16; 

Ps 17:3; 92:11; 116:6 (cf. Bauer and Leander 1965, 430, §58m). However, these cases do 

not seem to have non-anterior meaning. At least one is interpretable as an infinitive with 

1s possessive suffix (Ps 92:11). Zevit (1998, 61), in contrast, assumes that what he refers 

to as "present-future qatal verbs were distinguished originally [by stress] when not pre-

ceded by a waw." There is no evidence for this, and the examples cited are mostly per-

formatives and statives (i.e. ordinary anterior qatals). 
70 Artom, without citing any references, presents an analysis of the development of 

weqatal similar to Birkeland's. The difference is that Artom explicitly refers to the differ-

ence between wayyiqtol (past reference and penultimate stress) and weyiqtol (future ref-

erence and final stress) as the driving force behind the analogical creation of a distinction 

between past weqatálti and future weqataltí (Artom 1965, 9). Note Blau's explanation of 

final stress in weqatal as a reflection of the general process that led to final stress in most 

words in Hebrew. He claims that simple qatal ought to have undergone the same de-

veloment, but that it did not, "perhaps because of rhythmic reasons" (Blau 1971, 21–22). 

Secondarily, he adds that the analogy as presented by Birkeland may have played a role. 

The first part of Blau's explanation seems unlikely. Penultimate stress in simple qatálti 

and qatálta was probably preserved quite regularly, because of the structure of the words. 

Hence, in order to explain the final stress in weqatal analogical pressure is required. 
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In all WS languages, the younger anterior form *qatala had been replacing 

the older form *yáqtul, which – to varying degrees in various languages – 

left only sporadic relics.71 However, before the new form had replaced the 

old one entirely, something happened in Hebrew, which preserved *yáqtul 

and gave it a new lease of life. The development of waC- to waCC- before a 

stressed syllable enabled anterior *yáqtul to survive in Hebrew, emerging as 

a separate verb form with a special marker, in the form wayyiqtol. The fact 

that the possibility provided by this phonetic development was actually real-

ized (i.e., that the form with the archaic verbal element was retained rather 

than replaced by w+qatal) must be attributed to a certain conservatism in the 

language.72 Outside of this specific context, the younger form eventually pre-

vailed completely as the expression of anterior tense (on possible other relics 

of *yáqtul, see above). In this way, an interchange between wayyiqtol and 

(w+)X+qatal developed. This became the model for a similar interchange 

between (w+)X+yiqtol and a new analogical formation, weqatal.73 

When simple yiqtol without waCC- was no longer (or only sporadically) 

used with anterior meaning, the relation between yiqtol and wayyiqtol could 

be perceived, from a synchronic point of view, as expressing a fundamental 

                                                           
71 Smith (1991, 5) seems to ascribe *qatala's rise to dominance as a past tense form to the 

loss of final vowels in Hebrew, whereby original *yaqtulu and *yaqtul became indistin-

guishable (he does not take the stress into account). However, the same development of 

*qatala and the decline of anterior *yáqtul took place in Arabic (where the final vowel 

was not lost from *yaqtulu) and in Ethiopic (which had no form descended from 

*yaqtulu). In addition, the position of the stress would have helped distinguish the forms 

descended from *yáqtul and *yaqtulu (with stress on the new final syllable). Only later, 

when final stress was generalized (except in specific phonetic contexts), the total identity 

of all types of yiqtol in most roots would lead to the situation outlined by Smith. However, 

at that point, qatal had probably been functioning as a regular anterior form for a long 

period, as seen from the use of the form in the related languages (but see 5.3 above). 
72 Cf. above on anterior *wa+*qatala in Amarna Canaanite. 
73 Isaksson (2015, 80) suggests a different reason for the development of weqatal. He 

takes the difference in position between yiqtol (< *yaqtulu) and the jussive as the starting 

point. When the former became restricted to non-initial position, "there was a need for an 

alternative encoding of a corresponding syndetic clause without a topicalized clause ele-

ment." I.e., weqatal was used because initial yiqtol would imply volitive meaning. This 

may have played a role but it is hardly the main reason for the development of weqatal. 

As argued in 3.7, the typical initial position of volitives is not the cause of the volitive 

meaning. In fact, it seems preferable to see the positional rule as (partly) a result of the 

development of weqatal rather than the other way around. Because weqatal was used 

instead of (non-volitive) weyiqtol, the tendency for non-volitive yiqtol to occur in non-

initial position was strengthened, leading to the classical positional distinction between 

volitives and non-volitive yiqtol. 
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semantic shift from non-anterior to anterior (cf. Kawashima 2010, 16). Ap-

parently, non-anteriority turns into anteriority when waw is prefixed, as the 

classic "converted" theory claims although, from a diachronic point of view, 

there is no "conversion." Further, the apparent "conversion" is often accom-

panied by a difference in stress between wayyiqtol and yiqtol < *yaqtulu. It 

seems plausible that language users may have made a connection between 

final stress and non-anterior/modal/jussive meaning.74 Even when stress be-

came final in most wayyiqtols, the distinction was preserved in some roots 

(5.2.1). Furthermore, the original penultimate stress was preserved in qatal 

in forms with a certain phonetic structure (1s, 2sm and 1p), even when stress 

in general shifted to the final syllable. On this basis, the non-anterior form 

weqatal (weqataltí) was analogically created – with a combination of final 

stress and non-anteriority as opposed to the simple qatal form with the op-

posite traits. Or, from a different angle, just like qatal (with penultimate 

stress) expresses the same anterior meaning as wayyiqtol (also with penulti-

mate stress), non-anterior yiqtol (with final stress) enters into a similar inter-

change with the new form weqatal (also with final stress).75  

Hetzron (1969, 9) claims that the development of weqataltí happened after 

*yaqtulu and jussive *yaqtúl had become homonymous in most cases, since 

the new form "represents both the imperfect and the jussive." However, 

weqataltí is never a specific jussive. It has general non-anterior meaning and 

contextually derived modal shades of meaning. For the combination of "and" 

and jussive, CH would use weyiqtol. However, the meanings were close 

enough for the jussive to contribute to the perceived correlation between 

stress and meaning. The arguments presented above for an early Hebrew or 

pre-Hebrew distinction between anterior *yáqtul and jussive *yaqtúl are 

clearly important for the development of weqatal. If the position of the stress 

were the same in both forms, the perceived connection between stress and 

meaning would be more problematic and the analogical approach would 

have correspondingly less explanatory power.76 

                                                           
74 The imperative had final stress too. Further, in II-w roots, the loss of case vowels and 

feminine -t led to a distinction marked by stress between the feminine PTC (ה  > ָקָמ 

*qāmátu) and 3sf qatal (ָמה  qa ̄́mat). In 3sf, the original stress was preserved because* > ָק 

of the long vowel in the stressed syllable. 
75 Janssens (1982, 52) derives the final stress in 2sm weqataltá solely from the cases 

where the function is one of command. In simple future use, as well as in 1s weqataltí, 

the final stress, according to Janssens, is analogically derived from the use of 2sm in 

commands. 
76 This, of course, is not an independent argument for the existence of a distinction marked 

by stress. However, the two theories (the analogical approach to weqatal and the theory 
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If the stress did play this decisive role in the development, the result of the 

process was not merely an old form with a change of meaning. Rather, the 

analogical creation was a new form with a corresponding new meaning 

(weqataltí). Hence, it would have been possible to maintain the "natural" 

construction – i.e. w+qatal without stress movement and with anterior mean-

ing (weqatálti).77 However, the extent to which this form was used in CH is 

a matter that is very difficult to settle (see 6.2.1 and ch. 8). 

 

5.3.2 Final stress in weqatal? 

The classical claim that stress is of relevance in connection with weqatal has 

often been contested. It is clear that the final stress is only regularly attested 

in 1s and 2sm and only in certain root types. Some roots (such as III-h/') tend 

to prevent stress shift, with details differing according to stem type, syllable 

structure, etc. The shift is also prevented under certain phonetic and/or syn-

tactic conditions in the clause (in pause or before a stressed syllable in the 

next word). The bewildering set of rules needed to account for all the appar-

ently irregular occurrences has led some scholars to question the entire no-

tion. Bergström (2014, 119) claims that the morphological difference be-

tween weqatálti and weqataltí is "not sufficiently distinctive." However, he 

gives no definition of what a sufficient distinction would be. Likewise, Cook 

argues that "there is no evidence that qatal and wĕqatal represent distinct and 

independent developments in Hebrew," stating that there is no connection 

between stress and meaning (2012, 210). The example adduced to prove this 

point is Amos 1:4 (ְחִתי ַבְרִתי  ) vs. Amos 1:5 (ְוִשַלֶ֥  Both are non-anterior, yet .(ְוָשָֽׁ

only v. 5 has final stress. However, this is clearly an example of the well-

known phenomenon that final stress tends to be avoided before a following 

word with initial stress when the two words are closely joined (nesiga).78 In 

1:4, the following word is ש ק in v. 5 we have ,אֵּ  ׂשֶּ יַח ַדמֶֶּּ֔  Cook refers to .ְבִרִ֣

Revell for the argument that the position of the stress is subject to prosodic 

forces, and this is clearly true. However, Cook seems to overlook the fact 

                                                           

of *yáqtul vs. *yaqtúl) fit nicely together and enable us to present an account of the de-

velopment of the system, which is coherent and more convincing than the alternatives. 
77 Birkeland (1940, 74) states that the development of weqataltí presupposes a weqatálti, 

"sonst wäre das 'und' ein zureichendes Merkmal und eine Akzentverschiebung un-

verständlich." However, it seems that the model of yiqtol < *yaqtulu (and *yaqtúl) in 

contrast to wayyiqtol and simple qatal may have been enough to inspire final stress in 

weqataltí, whether or not weqatálti was part of the system. 
78 According to Revell (1985, 286), the influence of a following stressed syllable on 

weqatal 1s and 2sm is not, strictly speaking, nesiga, but a related phenomenon. The stress 

was not retracted as in ordinary nesiga, but remained in its original (pre-analogy) position. 

However, the underlying phonetic mechanism must be the same. 
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that Revell recognizes a distinction between two separate categories. The 

various phenomena that decide whether or not a given form occurs with final 

stress only apply to "converted" weqatal and not to simple w+qatal (Revell 

1985, 279). Cook's other argument – that the distinction is very late, repre-

senting "at most a retrospective grammatical analysis and not an organic de-

velopment within BH grammar" (2012, 210) – does indeed reflect Revell's 

view, but as will be argued below, the evidence for this view is not convinc-

ing. 

A comprehensive attack on the semantic significance of stress in weqatal 

was launched by McFall (1982, 189‒210). He concludes that "the tone was 

syntactically conditioned and was not linked with any phonemic change" 

(ib., 210). Revell's argument noted above that the rules regulating the occur-

rence or non-occurrence of final stress only apply in the category of non-

anterior weqatal was specifically directed at McFall. McFall's point of view 

is clearly untenable. His main arguments are the occurrence of weqataltí with 

simple past meaning (ib., 194, point 4, and 203) and the opposite phenome-

non, viz. weqatálti with non-anterior meaning (ib., 194, point 3). All his ex-

amples of the former type, however, are in fact non-anterior: future, modal, 

or expressions of habituality etc. in a past context (cf. Revell 1985, 278–279; 

also Zevit 1998, 52ff., especially 53, n. 13). For details, see appendix 39. The 

latter type (penultimate stress, non-anterior meaning) includes a few cases 

that are probaly anterior (1 Chr 17:10 and 29:17).79 The remaining cases are 

in pausal position, followed by a stressed syllable, or from root or stem types 

that tend to prevent stress shift (III-h hif. and pi., III-' nif., or II-w and II-gem. 

hif. with connective -o-). 

Final stress in clearly non-anterior weqatals in words whose root type or 

phonetic or syntactic context normally prevent such stress are unproblem-

atic. In most weqatals 1s and 2sm, the stress shift did take place and an ana-

logical irregular overextension of the phenomenon is hardly surprising.80 

Hence, irregular  ְִ֣וָאִפיָת in Lev 24:5 (McFall 1982, 193‒194) is not an argu-

ment against the classical conception. 

McFall argues that the connection of the verb to the larger sense-unit is 

decisive. Final stress shows that "the speaker's mind is on what follows the 

verb," while non-final stress indicates the end of a sense-unit (ib., 201). To 

be sure, syntactic and phonetic conditions do influence the actual occurrence 

                                                           
79 McFall writes 29:14, which has no weqatal. He must mean v. 17. Note also McFall's 

list (1982, 215‒216), which purports to show that simple qatal has past and future mean-

ing regardless of stress position. As argued in 3.3, there are no convincing examples of 

real non-anterior simple qatal. 
80 Cf. the sporadic stress shift in 3sf II-w, II-gem., hif. See Birkeland 1940, 73. 
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of final stress in a given word but this in no way eliminates the need to posit 

two distinct categories. McFall (ib., 194) claims that a semantic category that 

only finds expression under certain circumstances is absurd. The evidence, 

however, indicates otherwise. E.g., the category of gender is neutralized in 

pause in some words (ָבְך ,ָלְך) and 1s and 2sf qatal are not kept apart when an 

object suffix is added. Similar neutralizations are found in many languages. 

The details concerning the conditions that counteract final stress are not 

the point here.81 In any case, they are not necessarily consistent throughout 

all the texts. Revell (1987, 37) notes that the exact same sentence occurs with 

and without nesiga (2 Kgs 25:3 and Jer 52:6). The point here is merely to 

underline the fact that there is no reason to disregard the stress as part of the 

form non-anterior weqatal. Appendix 40 provides a list of weqatáltis in the 

OT whose penultimate stress cannot be explained by recourse to interfering 

factors such as problematic root/stem types, nesiga, pause, etc., but must be 

attributed to anterior meaning.82 For most of these, it is possible to find 

weqataltís from the same verb with clearly non-anterior meaning. There are, 

of course, many more occurrences of anterior weqatal (see 6.2.1) – but in 

most cases, the link between stress and meaning is not clear (due to the fac-

tors mentioned or because the verbs are not 1s or 2sm). 

Many scholars see the distinction between weqatálti and weqataltí as late 

and possibly artificial. According to Brockelmann (1913, 150), it may be a 

product of "der künstlichen Synagogenaussprache," since the expected nat-

ural outcome of *waqataltí is the unattested uqtaltí. Yet, this argument is not 

decisive. In an analogical process, the new form may take over the general 

shape from the form on which it is based (cf. Blake 1944, 285). Similarly, 

the restriction of the stress shift to 1s and 2sm in certain root types in certain 

positions has been used as an argument for the lateness of the phenomenon.83 

Bauer and Leander (1965, 313–314, §42z) answered this point, arguing 

                                                           
81 See Revell 1985; Blake 1944, 289–292, n. 35. According to Birkeland (1940, 73) stress 

shift is irregular because "der Gegensatz yíqṭul:yiqṭúl im Schwinden war" at the time 

when weqatal developed and because 2sm weqatal "gelegentlich auch yíqṭul [i.e., the 

jussive, according to Birkeland's approach] ersetzte." The latter part, at least, is hardly 

convincing, cf. the argument above that the jussive must have had final stress. 
82 I.e., anterior meaning according to the interpretation of the Masoretes. In some cases, 

the intention behind the consonant text may have been regular non-anterior weqatal (see 

below). 
83 See Andersen 2000, 44. He asks why there is no final stress in "the more basic formation 

qātal, but only in the derived formation wəqātal." The answer is obvious. Simple qatal is 

always an anterior tense with stress according to the regular phonetic development while 

the new analogically created non-anterior weqataltí has analogical final stress derived 

from non-anterior/modal/jussive forms. 
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against Brockelmann that if the distinction is really a late, artificial way of 

highlighting a difference of meaning, there is no reason why it is not found 

in the entire paradigm. On the contrary, the sporadic and somewhat irregular 

attestation may indicate that the shift is a relic of an originally more wide-

spread phenomenon, cf. Ewald's claim that the stress shift is "nicht mehr 

überall deutlich ausgeprägt" (1870, 600).84 

Revell argues for the lateness of final stress by pointing out that the stress 

shift was blocked by the same mechanism that produced nesiga (before a 

stressed syllable in the following, closely joined word). Hence, Revell 

claims, the form weqataltí could not have been created before nesiga oc-

curred, and since, according to Revell, nesiga likely had not occurred at the 

time of the Qumran writings, the final stress must be later than those texts 

and "probably arose within the biblical reading tradition" (Revell 1984, 439, 

n. 13, and 440). The idea that there was no nesiga in QH is based on the usual 

plene writing of the vowel in the penultimate syllable in yiqtol 3p which is 

reduced to shewa in Masoretic notation. Since nesiga, so to speak, skips re-

duced vowels (e.g. in qatal 3p as in Gen 49:6, יש ְרגּו ִאֶּ֔  the reduction must ,(ָהִ֣

have happened before nesiga. However, this argument is not very convinc-

ing. First, the mechanism behind nesiga seems to be a general tendency to 

avoid two consecutive stressed syllables rather than a single event that oc-

curred just once. Second, the Qumran material does not show whether there 

was nesiga and reduction of vowels. The Masoretic notation is extremely 

detailed and shows all kinds of phenomena that occur in all languages all the 

time (reduction or lengthening of vowels, change of vowel quality, stress 

shift, spirantization of consonants, etc. depending on clausal position and 

phonetic environment). Most orthographies do not mark such phenomena 

explicitly because it would be mostly unnecessary for a competent speaker, 

who knows automatically how to pronounce a given word in a given context 

even though it is written in a standard way (i.e. a more phonemic notation as 

opposed to the more detailed phonetic information provided by the MT; cf. 

Brønno 1956, 255). Hence, we do not know whether the QH spelling יקטולו 

signifies a pronunciation or stress pattern different from the MT (e.g. MT Ps 

י ,129:2  Ulrich 2010, 703). The fact that QH ;לו[א יכולו לי vs. 11QPsa ,לֹא־ָיְֶ֥כלּו ִלָֽׁ

orthography does not show the same details as the MT does not constitute an 

argument for the lateness of weqataltí. 

                                                           
84 Bauer and Leander explain the lack of final stress in 1p by analogical influence from 

the personal pronoun 1p without final stress, as opposed to the pronouns in 1s and second 

person. Cf. Revell (1985, 277, with n. 2). In addition, Revell follows Blau (1971, 22) in 

suggesting that stress in general may have been less likely to shift to u. 
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Clearly, our only source of knowledge about stress in weqataltí is the Mas-

oretic notation.85 The obvious fact that the attestation of this notation is very 

late does not mean that the distinctions expressed by the system are inven-

tions without a basis in the real development of the language. As Gibson 

(1995, 97) correctly notes, "[t]hat these distinguishing marks [in weqatal and 

wayyiqtol] are not always present is not so important as the fact that they are 

there at all." The Masoretes probably misvocalized specific verbs (wayyiqtol 

instead of weyiqtol or weqataltí instead of weqatálti, or vice versa), but this 

does not signify that the categories in question are artificial inventions. We 

need convincing evidence for the claim that the Masoretes invented the cat-

egory of weqataltí. In the absence of such evidence, we should try to make 

sense of the attested phenomenon as a real part of the language (cf. Birkeland 

1940, 72; Driver 1874, 126‒127: "a practice current in their [the Masoretes'] 

day, and doubtless handed down from a period when Hebrew was a living 

and growing language"). On a more general level, as Waltke and O'Connor 

(1990, 2, §1.6.3i) note, "[a] complex body of evidence indicates that the MT 

could not, in any serious or systematic way, represent a reconstruction or 

faking of the data." Still, it is important not to make too far-reaching claims. 

It is not possible to prove that final stress in weqataltí was part of spoken 

Hebrew when the category of non-anterior weqatal developed. However, as 

long as the evidence for the lateness and artificiality of the phenomenon re-

mains unconvincing, an approach that integrates all the available information 

into the explanation ought to be preferred. The integration of the stress posi-

tion in the evolution of weqatal enables us to describe the mechanism behind 

the analogical creation of the form in a more convincing manner (giving it 

more substance) than is the case if we ignore the stress. 

 

                                                           
85 There is no convincing evidence that the variations in spelling in the ancient inscrip-

tions indicate a stress distinction (as argued, e.g., by Zevit 1998, 58‒59). To be sure, most 

weqatals are written with -t and most simple qatals with -th, but this distribution is not 

entirely consistent (cf. Gogel 1983, 87). Further, the fact that the full spelling occurs 

mostly on simple forms without final stress would be very odd if spelling and stress were 

connected. 



 

6 The decline of the consecutive forms: Unclassical usage in 

various corpora 
 

As argued, the central category in the HVS is relative tense throughout all 

stages of the language. The difference between CH and RH cannot be 

properly described as a transition from aspect-prominence to tense-promi-

nence.1 Rather, we are dealing with reconfigurations of the same relative 

temporal system. These reconfigurations, however, are of a quite fundamen-

tal character. Kutscher's designation of the changes as "revolutionary" may 

not be exaggerated (1982, 131). 

Three main phenomena define the two major stages of the language in 

relation to each other. 1) The separate volitive system was abandoned. 2) The 

predicative PTC acquired an increasingly dominant position in the system, 

which brought about several changes in the usage of the finite forms. The 

PTC took over several functions from yiqtol, a process which was already 

underway in CH. Accordingly, yiqtol became restricted to the marking of 

relative posterior events and modal shades of meaning, including frequent 

use in subordinate contexts introduced by various conjunctions or particles. 

Some of the functions of qatal were taken over by the PTC as well ("per-

formatives" and stative usage with some verbs). 3) The use of wayyiqtol and 

non-anterior weqatal was abandoned. In RH, the characteristic system of 

consecutive forms known from CH is found only in biblical quotations.2 

Point 3), in particular, clearly separates RH from the classical language.3 In-

stead of the ever-present interchange of qatal and wayyiqtol or yiqtol and 

weqatal, RH simply coordinates the basic forms with w-, e.g. m. 'Abot 1:1 

ל תֹוָרה ִמִסיַני ּוְמָסָרּה ִליהֹוֻשעַ  ה ִקבֵּ ָמא ָתחּובּו ...  ,or 1:11 ,(qatal and weqatal) ֹמשֶּ שֶּ

 In order to set the stage for the .(yiqtol and weyiqtols) ְוִתְגלּו ... ְוִיְשתּו ... ְוָימּותּו

further discussion of the development of the consecutive forms, the follow-

ing section will briefly present the use of the relevant forms in the ancient 

inscriptions in contrast to the usage in the later documentary texts. 

 

                                                           
1 In fact, RH is more aspect-prominent than CH (3.8.1 and 4.4). 
2 A passage in b. Qidd. 66a contains several wayyiqtols (some cases of ויבדלו ,ויבוקש ;ויאמר, 

 cf. Segal 1927, 72). According to Rabin (1958, 155), this may be a quotation ;ויהרגו ,ותוצץ

from a lost "ancient" work comparable to Judith, Jubilees, etc. Sharvit (1980, 125) notes 

a few cases in the Mishnah of what appears to be non-anterior weqatal (m. 'Abot 1:11 and 

m. B. Meṣica 5:9). The verb is מצא and he refers to a similar example without w- in m. 

Roš Haš. 1:6. Hence, it seems better to regard these cases as having ordinary anterior 

meaning. Pérez Fernández (1997, 101) mentions the use of מצא as a special type of meta-

language. 
3 The Rabbis seem to be very well aware of the fundamental distinction between CH and 

RH, e.g. b. cAbod. Zar. 58b, לשון תורה לעצמה לשון חכמים לעצמה; b. Ḥul. 137b; b. Qidd. 2b 

(cf. Meyer 1957, 148). In contrast, note Elwolde's view (1997, 51). 
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6.1 Consecutive forms in the inscriptions and documentary texts 

The problematic nature of the epigraphic material was already mentioned in 

4.1. The fragmentary state of many inscriptions, alternative readings, and 

competing interpretations reduce the number of forms that can be used in 

analyzing the verbal system. It is necessary to focus on forms that are clearly 

legible and occur in passages whose interpretation is more or less certain. In 

documents without vowel points context is needed in order to decide, e.g., 

whether a wyqtl is a weyiqtol or a wayyiqtol. Such decisions have conse-

quences for one's view of the consecutive forms and in some cases it is not 

possible to decide. Similarly, some cases of weqatal seem to be equally in-

terpretable as anterior or non-anterior. 

In Arad 111:3, e.g., we find the form ואתן. Dobbs-Allsopp et al. (2005, 

106) translate this as "and I will give," i.e. as a weyiqtol, apparently with no 

volitive meaning (Renz 1995, 402: "und ich werde geben"). This would be 

an unclassical use of weyiqtol for expected weqatal. However, this ostracon 

is very fragmentary, and the form may be a wayyiqtol ("and I have 

given/gave"). Likewise, Dobbs-Allsopp et al. (2005, 248) render ותעצר in 

KBar 2:2–3 as "and seal," to which they add the mysterious claim that "[t]he 

form of the verb itself represents the correct biblical form for expressing 

consecutive imperatives, i.e., an imperative followed by a second-person im-

perfect 'converted' with waw, which fits with the consecutive nature of filling 

and sealing." This makes no sense. If it is a "converted imperfect," it is a 

wayyiqtol ("and she/you sealed"). In fact, there is no reason not to read the 

form as a wayyiqtol. Renz (1995, 339) refers to both possibilities in his notes, 

but prefers the weyiqtol interpretation in his translation ("und du sollst 

verschliessen"), indicating that the preceding imperative makes a jussive 

reading likely. However, the preceding verb form (מלא) might be a qatal. In 

any case, this short inscription may in fact be a school exercise (both words 

seem to be repeated), which makes it doubtful whether there is any connec-

tion between the verbs. Similar ambiguity applies to the wyqtls in KAjr 14:1; 

15:2, 3; Uza 2:7. The form in Lach 4 Rev.:2 (וידע) could be a weyiqtol 

(Dobbs-Allsopp et al. 2005, 315 and 318: jussive, "and let him know") or a 

weqatal (Gogel 1983, 262–263 and 417: probably weqatal, "he will know"). 

Despite these problems, the more clearly attested cases conclusively 

demonstrate that the system of consecutive forms was in regular use. In gen-

eral, scholars have noted the classical character of the inscriptions (Gogel 

1983, 292; with particular reference to the verbal system, Joosten 2012a, 

379). This does not mean that epigraphic Hebrew is identical with BH (or 
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specifically with presumed EBH).4 Yet, if we focus on the use of the consec-

utive forms, the inscriptions seem to function in the way described in 3.6. 

We have attestations of qatal, yiqtol, non-anterior weqatal, wayyiqtol, (voli-

tive) weyiqtol, imperative, absolute and construct infinitive, active and pas-

sive PTC. The functions are similar to the ones attested in the OT. However, 

due to the small size of the corpus and the genres of texts represented some 

usages of some verb forms are rare or completely unattested (cf. 4.1). Some 

scholars claim that the rather low number of wayyiqtols (approx. seven) in-

dicates that the consecutive forms were already more or less obsolete at the 

time of the inscriptions (e.g. Dobbs-Allsopp et al. 2005, 317). However, 

genre and the general style and character of the inscriptions seem to be the 

decisive element. In inscriptions with narrative passages more wayyiqtols 

might have been expected (Arad 40, Lach 4, and Silm). Yet, there are reasons 

for the dominant use of qatal (preposed object or subject, relative particles, 

negations, etc.; cf. Isserlin 1972, 201‒202; Young 2003b, 295). Most signif-

icantly, simple qatal is used in these cases, not anterior weqatal, as would 

have been the case if the system of consecutive forms had become obsolete. 

There are approx. 12 weqatals in the inscriptions. Most are clearly of the 

classical, non-anterior type (see appendix 21). Two cases, however, (Arad 

3:2–3 and Arad 16:4) are ambiguous (for the texts, see appendix 41). They 

seem to be interpretable as anteriors (weqatálti), especially 3:2–3 ( וצוך חנניהו

שבע על באר -may be performative/epistolary (a function of basic anteri וצוך .(

ority), in which case the subject (חנניהו) is the writer/sender of the letter. This 

may find support in Arad 16:1‒2, where the same (?) חנניהו sends greetings 

to the same (?) אלישב, using a 3sm verb followed by a 1s, which makes it 

clear that the 3sm form refers to the writer/sender. In Arad 3, however, we 

cannot be sure that חנניהו is the writer/sender of the letter. If he is not, וצוך 

may be an ordinary non-anterior (future) weqatal. In this case, the order in 

lines 1‒2 is to be carried out first, i.e. the addressee should give wine, possi-

bly to חנניהו, who will then proceed to send the addressee to Beersheba. In 

Arad 16:4, a non-anterior reading (future) of the form ושלחתי is possible as 

well – the preceding infinitival construction ( תךכצא֗ת֗י ֗מבי ) can refer to any 

time frame.5 The two possible cases of weqatal in MHsh 1:5 and 6‒7 were 

discussed in 4.1. Their unclassical nature is not clear. 
                                                           
4 See Young 2003b; Young, Rezetko, and Ehrensvärd 2008, 1:143‒172; further, the mon-

ograph under preparation by Rezetko (Comparing Ancient Corpora: Epigraphic and Bib-

lical Hebrew in Historical Sociolinguistic Perspective). 
5 See Dobbs-Allsopp et al. 2005, 32‒33. They prefer a past tense reading and refer to 

Pardee, who changed his interpretation from past to future. Gogel (1983, 263 and 390) 

renders the verb as "I will send." Renz (1995, 379), though using past tense in his trans-

lation, calls the form a "Prf. consec." 
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All the clear cases of weyiqtol in the inscriptions are volitive: KHin 2:6–

7, 10–11; KAjr 19:8, 9. The forms in KHin are only partially preserved 

 the first of these is preserved in an even worse state in ;֗ו]י[שם and ֗ו]י[שמרך)

KHin 1:15–16, וי[שמרך[). Yet, it seems clear that they are w+yiqtols. The 

passage contains initial simple yiqtols and since the content is clearly a ver-

sion of the text preserved in Num 6:24–26 (the Priestly Blessing), the inter-

pretation of the forms as explicitly jussive weyiqtols seems evident. The 

reading of the two cases in KAjr 19 as weyiqtols seems to be certain as well 

(l. 8 וישמרך, l. 9 ויהי). The preceding verb is an initial yiqtol, i.e. probably a 

jussive (יברך). Since the content seems to be a blessing (introducing a letter; 

note the performative qatal in l. 5 ברכתך), the jussive reading is an obvious 

choice. The form in KAjr 19:9 is short (ויהי); in the other verbs, no formal 

distinction is possible. Thus, the four clearly attested cases conform to clas-

sical usage. 

In spite of limited evidence, we must conclude that the epigraphic corpus 

is CH, as far as the use of waw-prefixed forms is concerned. No completely 

convincing case of unclassical usage is attested.  

In contrast, the general character of the verbal system in the later docu-

mentary texts is clearly unclassical. Though a few forms are potentially in-

terpretable as wayyiqtols due to lack of context, there are no clear cases of 

wayyiqtol or non-anterior weqatal in this corpus. 

There are only three clear weqatals: Naḥal Ḥever (P. Yadin) 44:2 (ו֗חלקו), 

Mur 42:6 (והפצתיך), and Mur 44:8 (ופקדתי). In her English translation, 

Yardeni (2000, 2:64) renders the weqatal in Mur 44:8 as a CH non-anterior 

weqatal ("And I shall order"). However, in her ModH translation (2000, 

1:159), as well as in Milik's translation (1961, 162), the more likely unclas-

sical, anterior interpretation is found. The other two cases are also unclassical 

anterior forms (the one in Mur 42:6 seems to be a counterfactual irrealis). In 

addition, Broshi and Qimron (1994, 292) apparently understand XḤev/Ṣe 

 as a weqatal 3sm, in the classical non-anterior sense: "And (והתשלם) 49:10

(the debt) might be collected." They note that the second letter can be read 

as a yod (i.e. as a weyiqtol), "but linguistically our reconstruction is prefera-

ble to ויתשלם." They do not explain why this is the case. In fact, since there 

are no other instances in this corpus that can be securely interpreted as non-

anterior weqatals, one would expect the use of weyiqtol rather than weqatal 

if the meaning is future/modal. Further, the form may be a noun (Yardeni 

2000, 2:19: "then the payment (will be)." 

No convincing case of wayyiqtol occurs in this corpus. The context of 

some wyqtls is so damaged that any interpretation is possible: Naḥal Ḥever 
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(P. Yadin) 49:12; 51:5, 8; Jericho 11:3; XḤev/Ṣe 6 fr. 2 6; fr. 3 1, 7.6 Strictly 

speaking, we cannot rule out a wayyiqtol reading, but since the other cases 

of wyqtl in the documents belong in contexts of either future time reference 

or command, it seems preferable to interpret all the forms (approx. 10) as 

weyiqtols. The occurrences (in addition to the ones mentioned before) are: 

XḤev/Ṣe 49:9;7 Naḥal Ḥever (P. Yadin) 45:25; 46:6 (twice), 9; Mur 44:4. In 

none of these cases does an explicitly volitive interpretation of weyiqtol seem 

necessary.  

Though the lack of real narrative sequences makes it impossible to draw 

any firm conclusions regarding wayyiqtol and anterior weqatal, the evidence 

as it is seems to indicate that the classical consecutive forms have been lost 

in the language reflected in these texts. 

In sum, the overall development seems to be tolerably clear. As far as the 

consecutive forms are concerned, the inscriptions present a classical type of 

Hebrew whereas the verbal system of the later documents aligns with RH.8 

There are no unambiguous examples of anterior weqatal or non-jussive we-

yiqtols in the inscriptions, while classical wayyiqtol and weqatal are clearly 

attested. The active PTC plays a very restricted role and there is no certain 

case of the periphrastic construction. In contrast, the later documents display 

no convincing and unambiguous examples of wayyiqtol and non-anterior 

weqatal, while weyiqtols with seemingly non-volitive meaning and anterior 

weqatals are attested in several instances. The PTC, including the periphras-

tic construction, occurs much more frequently than in the inscriptions (on the 

PTC in both corpora, see 3.8). 

 

                                                           
6 On XḤev/Ṣe 6, see Mor 2016, 280. The text is a biblically based prayer and may con-

tain classical wayyiqtols. However, the forms are interpretable as non-anterior weyiqtols. 

Morgenstern (2000, 199‒200) translates the form in fr. 3 7 (וילמ֗ד]נ[ו) as "and he taught 

[u]s" but remarks that it may refer to an eschatological Torah to be restored at the end of 

days. 
7 In 49:13, the form ואחתם occurs (Yardeni 2000, 2:19, "and I shall sign"). In principle, it 

could be claimed to be a wayyiqtol. However, Broshi and Qimron (1994, 287‒288) read 

this word with a mem instead of an alef, interpreting the form as a passive PTC ("… and 

signed"). 
8 This is the general picture concerning the verbal system. When examining other aspects 

of the language, it becomes clear that the idiom preserved in the documentary texts cannot 

be the direct ancestor of RH (or rather, of the spoken language on which RH was based). 

Koller (2017, 164) argues that the language of the late documentary texts should be called 

Judean Hebrew and regarded as "the spoken language of the people in Jerusalem and 

Judea in Hellenistic times" – "through at least the early part of the second century CE," 

while "a somewhat different dialect we might call Proto-Mishnaic Hebrew was being 

spoken to the west, on the coastal plain and in the Shephelah." 
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6.2 Unclassical interference 

As shown in 6.1, the development of the HVS is quite clear when one com-

pares the two corpora of non-literary ancient Hebrew documents. The dates 

of these texts are less controversial than those of biblical books and their 

dependence on literary language is not as obvious as is the case with the 

Qumran material.9 A substantial period of time separates the two corpora 

(tenth to sixth century BC vs. ca. 130 AD), which allows an overall view of 

the development of the system. Moreover, the system in the late documen-

tary texts resembles the system attested in RH while the system in the early 

inscriptions resembles the system attested in the OT. However, this statement 

requires serious modification. The classical system (as described in 3.6) is 

the dominant – but not the only – way that the verb forms function in the OT. 

In numerous places, seemingly unclassical usage shows up. When discussing 

the development of the consecutive forms, the cases of interest are the spo-

radic occurrences of anterior weqatal (weqatálti) and weyiqtols without spe-

cific volitive meaning, i.e. unclassical substitutes for wayyiqtol and non-an-

terior weqatal, respectively. If this kind of usage were limited to clearly late 

texts, we might be dealing with a simple reflection of the real world devel-

opment of the language leading to a progressively more RH-like system. 

However, things are not that simple, especially not when the Qumran corpus 

is taken into account. Some demonstrably late texts show few or no signs of 

unclassical usage while some texts that are generally seen as early do. 

In recent years, the presumed connection between linguistic traits and 

chronology has faced heavy criticism, in particular by Young, Rezetko, and 

Ehrensvärd (2008; cf. several articles in Young 2003a; Rezetko and Young 

2014). While some of the claims made by these scholars in their 2008 book 

have been lambasted for seemingly implying an almost total denial of chro-

nological evolution of the language,10 the basic point of their criticism is cer-

tainly valid. The nature of the texts at our disposal, the way they were pro-

duced and transmitted, and the fact that the classical version of Hebrew must 

                                                           
9 Rezetko and Young (2014, 21‒26 and 44) highlight the problems in using literary (spe-

cifically religious) texts in the description of the development of languages. Note that the 

non-literary nature of the inscriptions is not universally agreed upon. There might have 

been literary models for the language used as argued, e.g., by Rendsburg (1990, 32–33). 

On this question, see 7.2. 
10 Cf. several contributions in Miller-Naudé and Zevit 2012. As argued by Rezetko and 

Young (2014, 594‒595), they never intended to deny the role played by chronological 

development though they admit to having "sometimes used unpropitious language, mis-

judged or underplayed the potential relevance of different proportions of linguistic vari-

ants (in the variationist sense) in biblical writings, and in some instances even over argued 

a synchronic or stylistic interpretation of particular linguistic data." 
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have been used as a learned language in religious literature for a long period 

(while the spoken language probably evolved farther and farther away from 

the classical standard) would seem to preclude any direct and necessary re-

lation between supposedly diagnostic traits in the linguistic makeup of a text 

and the date of writing of the original text. In fact, it does not seem to be 

possible to trace the development of the HVS in a straight line through the 

various books of the OT, via the Qumran documents, to RH. There is no 

guarantee that late texts such as the ones from Qumran must exhibit a clearly 

unclassical use of every part of the system. Since it seems necessary to as-

sume a continued use of CH as a literary standard language, a skilled late 

writer or copyist may have been able to use a polished classical style without 

betraying his lateness. 

In the next sections, the main types of unclassical usage in the OT and at 

Qumran will be discussed (anterior weqatal and non-volitive weyiqtol, with 

a critical discussion of Joosten's approach to the latter question). In ch. 7, the 

character of CH and the best way to characterize QH will be discussed. 

 

6.2.1 Anterior weqatal in the OT 

In section 6.1, I argued that no unequivocal anterior weqatal is attested in the 

ancient inscriptions (alternative interpretations are possible for the potential 

cases). The difficulties in deciding whether a weqatal is anterior apply to the 

other corpora of texts as well. Indeed, various scholars have offered quite 

diverging counts of the relevant forms in the OT. E.g., Rezetko (2003, 234, 

with n. 62) finds 610 "past-weqatal forms" in the OT, with Joshua exhibiting 

the greatest number (91). In contrast, Joosten (without giving a number for 

the entire OT) states that there are around 60 cases in "EBH" (which includes 

Joshua) and around 115 in "LBH" (2012a, 404).11 He notes only one case 

from Joshua (9:12,  ִש ְוָהָיה ִנֻקד יםְוַעָתה ִהנֵּה ָיבֵּ ) – and this may in fact be an ordi-

nary non-anterior ("It is dry, and it will become crumblings/is about to crum-

ble!").12 The problem is that many cases are interpretable as non-anteriors. 

Sometimes the past reference is debatable (as in Josh 9:12), but in the ma-

jority of instances noted by scholars the context is clearly past. However, this 

does not rule out the use of a non-anterior form, as evidenced by the frequent 

use of yiqtol and weqatal to indicate iterative or habitual meaning in the past. 

Hence, the weqatals in question might be ordinary, classical non-anteriors, 

                                                           
11 See the lists of occurrences in discourse (Joosten 2012a, 225‒226) and narrative (ib., 

227‒228). 
12 The simple qatal in the similar expression in 9:5 might be an argument for an anterior 

reading, yet hardly a decisive one. 
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rather than unclassical anteriors.13 In Joshua, Joosten (2012a, 307) sees cases 

such as 19:11‒14 as iteratives, while such forms must be included in 

Rezetko's "past-weqatal forms" (cf. Hornkohl 2014, 35, n. 99; 258, n. 276).  

In the absence of native speaker intuition, it will probably never be possi-

ble to give a reliable number for the cases belonging to the category of ante-

rior weqatal. In the lists presented in grammars and other treatments of the 

question, we often find cases of ordinary non-anterior forms referring to the 

future or, more often, indicating iterativity or habituality in the past. E.g., in 

Spieckermann's list of "Pf. cop. in sensu stricto" (1982, 126‒128), we have 

2 Sam 12:31 ( ֱעבִ  ירְוהֶּ ) and 2 Kgs 12:10 ( ְתנּוְונָ  ; the same in v. 12), which seem 

to be habitual/iterative. Isa 28:26 ( ֹוְוִיְסר ) and Jer 6:17 (י  seem to have (ַוֲהִקֹמִתֶ֤

future reference and the same might be the case with 2 Kgs 14:10 ( ָׂשֲאָךנְ ּו ) and 

-Likewise, in the list of "single action past" weqatals in Sam 14.(ְוִנְצתָ ה) 22:17

uel (Rezetko and Young 2014, 189, n. 47), 1 Sam 15:28 ( ּהּוְנָתנָ  ) probably has 

future reference (cf. Joosten 2012a, 50). The number of anterior weqatals 

can be reduced substantially – depending on one's analysis of the type of 

event that can be subsumed under the heading non-anteriority (or imperfec-

tivity or modality, according to other approaches). Clearly, all attempts at 

counting the cases must be subjective (cf. Van Peursen 2004, 157). 

Concomitance and durativity are notions typically marked by the PTC and 

not by the finite non-anterior forms (3.8). Yet, this view may have to be mod-

ified. If these notions are included in the domain of non-anterior weqatal, 

many proposed anterior weqatals might be reinterpreted as non-anteriors. 

The idea that weqatals can indicate a type of concomitant action has been 

expressed by several scholars – with otherwise widely diverging views on 

the analysis of weqatal and its status in the system (see Siegismund 2017, 

202–206). Driver (1874, 171) used the term "accretion" as opposed to "de-

velopment" to describe the meaning of (some cases of) weqatal, often in "the 

conjunction of two synonymous or similar ideas." GKC (339, §112ss) refers 

                                                           
13 Note the well-known example of a (possibly) unclassical weqatal, Gen 15:6 ( ֱאִמן ְוהֶּ

ָה לֹו ְצָדָקהַביהָוה וַ  ַיְחְשבֶּ ). The form can be read as a simple past tense (Greek καὶ ἐπίστευσεν; 

cf. the probable wayyiqtol in 4Q225, ]ויא]מין). Other interpretations have been proposed, 

however, including habitual/iterative past, durative past, simple future (with ָך  .from v ַזְרעֶּ

5 as the subject; see Willi-Plein 2000). Cf. Joosten 2012a, 227. Rogland (2008, 243) ob-

serves that the habitual/iterative interpretation is most natural and "accords with the over-

whelming number of instances of weqatal in pre-exilic biblical narrative." However, we 

cannot be sure that the passage, or this particular verb, is pre-exilic. As will be argued 

below, it is possible that unexpected weqatals are late additions or other types of interfer-

ence from a later type of language. 
14 Spieckermann (1982, 127, n. 212) notes the possible future interpretation of the latter 

case, but finds it unconvincing in light of 22:13. 
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to a "longer or constant continuance in a past state," while Nyberg (1952, 

276, §86kk) explains some (but far from all) cases of weqatal as indicating 

a "biomständighet vid sidan av huvudhandlingen" (concomitance in relation 

to the main event). Likewise, Spieckermann (1982, 124) states that "[n]icht 

selten dient die Koordination zweier oder mehrerer Perfecta auch dem 

Ausdruck der Gleichzeitigkeit." Revell (1989, 8) translates Judg 3:23 ( ַוִיְסֹגר

לַדְלתֹות ָהַעִלָיה ַבֲעדֹו ְוָנעָ  ; cf. 2 Sam 13:18) as "He closed the doors of the 

penthouse behind him, locking (them)." He attributes this usage not to the 

type of weqatal that is equivalent to yiqtol (YQTL in Revell's terminology), 

but to weqatal belonging to the category QTL (i.e., anterior weqatal). He 

states that, in this usage, a QTL verb represents "an action contemporary with 

a preceding one" (ib., 8). However, if this is in fact the function of the 

weqatal in Judg 3:23 it must belong to the non-anterior category (Revell's 

YQTL). 

Other scholars ascribe other functions to unexpected weqatals.15 Longacre 

(1994, 72) argues that "an isolated weqatal in the narrative framework marks 

a climactic or at least a pivotal event." He refers to Judg 3:23 as a "great 

moment of a story" where "we can expect the narrator to indulge in a few 

tricks." The same form in 2 Sam 13:18 is said to be used in order to "mark 

the climactic event in a scenario of violence." Bergen (1994, 330) argues that 

authors use "incorrect" forms to express unusual thoughts. Robar (2014, 159) 

holds a similar point of view, arguing that unexpected weqatals "may suggest 

a thematic role for the clause in question that would not have been immedi-

ately obvious." She admits that, in most cases, the alleged theme is not 

"clearly expressed but only hinted at" (ib.). 

The notion of pivotal events, climax, unusual thoughts etc. is too vague 

and subjective to be of real use. Clearly, many turning points or unusual ideas 

are not marked with this verb form. Yet, Longacre (1994, 85) does note one 

point of potential importance. He argues that a weqatal ( היָ הָ וְ  ) sometimes 

points forward as a "marker of significant following material." However, the 

special significance of such following material is not evident (Siegismund 

2017, 203‒204). Rather, the weqatals mentioned by Longacre seem to intro-

duce temporal expressions of concomitance.16 Though the event introduced 

                                                           
15 For further references, see Joosten 2012a, 223‒228; Young, Rezetko, and Ehrensvärd 

2008, 2:150‒155. 
 is followed by a preposition with infinitive (2 Kgs 3:15; 1 Sam 10:9) or by PTCs ְוָהָיה 16

or a ִכי-sentence (1 Sam 1:12–13; 17:48–9; 25:20), describing a prolonged period during 

which the event takes place. Cf. Spieckermann 1982, 125; Hornkohl 2014, 264. 
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by  ְהיָ הָ ו  in these cases is a simple, punctual event (in the wayyiqtol), the in-

troductory weqatal seems to take over the meaning from the following tem-

poral expression. 

If we let non-anteriority include the notion of concomitant action, many 

cases of unexpected weqatal can be contained within the classical system.17 

E.g., in Josh 6:8 ( ֹותְוִשְבָעה ַהֹכֲהִנים ... ָעְברּו ְוָתְקעּו ַבשֹוָפר ), the weqatal seems to 

indicate action concomitant with the preceding qatal (NIV "went forward, 

blowing their trumpets"; cf. the following PTC, יהֶּ ְבִר  ַוֲארֹון ְך ַאֲחרֵּ םית ְיהָוה ֹהלֵּ ). 

The weqatal in 2 Sam 16:13 ( רְוִעפַ  ) might indicate concomitance, like the 

PTC and absolute infinitive in the same verse. Wayyiqtols are used in this 

verse as well, indicating that the expression of durativity etc. in a past context 

need not be marked explicitly on every verb (cf. 3.1). Another example is 1 

Kgs 20:27 ( ל ָהְתָפְקדּו ְוָכְלְכלּו ַויְֵּלכּו ִלְקָראתָ ּוְבנֵּ  םי ִיְׂשָראֵּ ). The weqatal could be in-

terpreted as a marker of an event concomitant with the preceding verb, while 

the following wayyiqtol indicates a separate event. Similarly in 2 Chr 34:4 

( י ַהְקבָ ְוָהֲאשֵּ  ַדק ַוִיְזֹרק ַעל־ְפנֵּ כֹות ִשַבר ְוהֵּ יםִר ִרים ְוַהְפִסִלים ְוַהַמסֵּ ַדק ,(  seems to form a ְוהֵּ

unit with ִשַבר while ַוִיְזֹרק marks a separate event. 

Following this line of thought, the list of anterior weqatals can be reduced 

to a very low number. In fact, according to some scholars, the number of 

irregular/unclassical cases may be zero. E.g., from an aspectual point of 

view, Moomo (2005) attempts to argue that all cases of weqatal are "imper-

fective."18 However, a more balanced approach seems to be needed (cf. 

Hornkohl 2014, 254‒266; 287‒293). Since we know that weqatal eventually 

replaced wayyiqtol as the expression of simple anteriority in continuous nar-

rative and that the same usage is attested in Aramaic and other related lan-

guages, it seems unnecessary to claim that there are no cases of unclassical, 

anterior weqatal in the OT. The same argument casts doubt on the claim that 

the problematic weqatals are in fact absolute infinitives (Huesman 1956). To 

be sure, most of the problematic weqatals are 3sm, which means that the 

consonants may have signified absolute infinitives, with erroneous vocaliza-

tion. Some cases, however, are first or second person. This fact (in addition 

                                                           
17 The distinction between habituality/iterativity and durative/concomitant action is often 

difficult to make (3.1). Stipp (1991, 532) notes that in Num 11:8 (ן  (ְוָהָיה ַטְעמֹו ְכַטַעם ְלַשד ַהָשמֶּ

and 2 Kgs 18:7 (ְוָהָיה ְיהָוה ִעמֹו), the iterative meaning of the surrounding clauses with 

fientive verbs in yiqtol or weqatal seems to have led to the unexpected use of ְוָהָיה rather 

than ַוְיִהי. Rather than being durative or indicating simple past, the weqatals in these two 

cases would indicate that this was the taste every time it was tasted (Num 11:8) and that 

Yahweh was with him on every single, repeated occasion (2 Kgs 18:7). 
18 In contrast, Cook (2012, 253) suggests that some weqatals (e.g. Gen 18:26) may be 

interpretable as "past-in-the-future"/future perfect. This would potentially lead to a very 

large number of unclassical weqatals. 
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to the presence of anterior weqatal as a regular feature in the later language) 

seems to indicate that we should maintain the category of anterior weqatal. 

Accordingly, we should be wary of using the "concomitant action" approach 

too liberally. Since we seem to have to accept at least some cases of anterior 

weqatal, it might be argued that many (or all) of the rest are of that type, too. 

As noted by Joosten (2012a, 227), none of the proposed approaches to prob-

lematic weqatals seems capable of explaining all the instances. The rarity of 

the form poses a problem in itself. If Longacre is correct in ascribing a "piv-

otal" or "climactic" meaning to the forms in question, why are they so rare? 

Likewise, if the concomitant approach is correct, we might expect many 

more such weqatals. Even when a simple qatal is immediately followed by 

another verb with prefixed waw, both of which share the same or similar 

meaning, there is no guarantee that the second form will be a weqatal. Some 

such sequences use wayyiqtol (e.g. 2 Kgs 19:26; Jer 50:23; cf. Joosten 2012, 

225‒226). With regard to the use of weqatal leading up to various expres-

sions of concomitance, Stipp (1991, 538) remarks that if  ְהיָ הָ ו  with a follow-

ing PTC is due to the durative meaning of the latter, it seems strange that 

there are so few cases. Mostly, the PTC is used alone or in the sequence  ַיהִ יְ ו  

with PTC.19 

This leads to the conclusion that although some (or even many) weqatals 

may express concomitant non-anteriority, it seems impossible to avoid the 

assumption in other cases of some sort of interference from another type or 

later stage of language. 

Some supposedly unclassical weqatals occur in passages or single clauses 

regarded as late additions on other grounds, e.g. 2 Kgs 17:21 ( יָאם ֲחָטָאה ֱחטֵּ ְוהֶּ

הְגדֹולָ  ) and other parts of 2 Kings (especially ch. 23; cf. Joosten 2012a, 227). 

Likewise, Job 1:5 ( ֲרכּו ֱאֹלִהים ִבְלָבבָ  םּובֵּ ) may be a dogmatic change of an orig-

inal verb with the meaning "curse." When a late scribe changed the verbal 

root, he apparently used a late verb form.20 Similarly, Bartelmus (1985, 368‒

375) integrates the supposedly unclassical weqatals in Ezek 37:7–10 in his 

argument for the lateness of the passage. However, it is clear that there is no 

automatic and necessary correspondence between late passages and the use 

of unclassical weqatal. 

                                                           
19 Not all participial clauses introduced by ַוְיִהי or ְוָהָיה are to be interpreted as periphrastic 

constructions. Thus, e.g., we should not read ת ְוָהָיה בֶּ ֹרכֶּ  as a unit in 1 Sam 25:20 ( ְוָהָיה ִהיא

ת ַעל־ַהֲחמֹור בֶּ  "but rather (literally) as "and it happened – she was riding on the donkey (ֹרכֶּ

(cf. Joosten 2012a, 129). Support for this view is the lack of congruence between verb 

and subject. In other cases, however, the periphrastic construction seems to be attested 

(e.g. 2 Sam 8:15, ה ִמְשָפט ּוְצָדָקה  .(ַוְיִהי ָדִוד ֹעׂשֶּ
20 In contrast, see Oblath 1999, 197‒198 ("they blessed God in their hearts," i.e., "not 

outwardly, but only inwardly"). 
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Interference of late forms need not be the result of later redaction/insertion 

or scribal slips. Instead, if the usage of the spoken language was different 

from the written standard, the original author may have permitted his daily 

language to influence his literary product, in sporadic contrast to the polished 

(probably more archaic) style otherwise used. As argued by Longacre, Ber-

gen, and Robar, in some cases, this might even be an intentional method used 

by the author to attract attention to a particular point in the text. In practice, 

however, it seems futile to seek to prove that the alleged usage is intentional. 

Given the facts that anterior weqatal is a regular feature of RH and that the 

usage does not really fit into the system of CH, it is hard to escape the con-

clusion that interference of some sort is responsible for at least a large part 

of the problematic weqatals noted by scholars. Gropp's designation of ante-

rior weqatal in CH as "extrasystemic" (1991, 48) is a fitting description. I.e., 

at least some cases of weqatal must be seen as interference from another 

grammatical system. Agreeing on which cases are to be included in this cat-

egory is another matter. We would need native speaker intuition in order to 

decide precisely which cases are anterior and which (if any) can be under-

stood as expressions of concomitant non-anteriority. We cannot decide from 

the context whether a wayyiqtol and a weqatal in a past context have the 

same meaning or whether some subtle difference of simple past tense vs. 

durative or concomitant action is implied. The context would be identical in 

both cases, the verb form itself marking the semantic difference. 

 

6.2.2 Anterior weqatal in QH 

In the documents from Qumran, the question of anterior weqatal is even 

more problematic than in the OT. Due to fragmentary contexts and varying 

interpretations, many weqatals may equally be claimed to be non-anterior 

and anterior (see Siegismund 2017, on which 6.2.2 is based). 

The classical character of the HVS in most documents is readily observa-

ble, at least as regards the use of the consecutive forms. In general, we see 

the classical shift from clearly anterior w+yiqtol to qatal when some element 

precedes the verb, and a similar shift from clearly non-anterior w+qatal to 

yiqtol. According to several scholars, the system in general is much closer to 

BH than it is to RH.21 On the other hand, some scholars maintain the view 
                                                           
21 Smith 1991, 60: "The usage of converted tenses in QL more closely resembles that in 

a late BH book such as Esther rather than Mishnaic Hebrew" (on the problematic com-

parison with LBH, see 7.1); Van Peursen 2004, 4: typologically, the Hebrew of Ben Sira 

and the DSS "can be considered as late representatives of CH"; Holst 2008, 144: "no 

noticeable differences" between the HVS in 1QM and Ex 25‒30; Penner 2015, 199: "The 

verbal syntax of most Qumran documents does not agree with Mishnaic Hebrew against 

Biblical Hebrew"; Geiger 2012, 492‒493: "Das tempus-System des BH scheint im QH 
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(common in the earlier phases of research on QH) that the system is in a 

process of breakdown.22 Schniedewind (1999, 247) states that the use of way-

yiqtol in QH is in general unclassical – the "highly nuanced narrative syntax" 

of BH "breaks down in QH." However, this view is clearly a product of his 

understanding of wayyiqtol in BH. He does not elaborate on this, but as it 

stands it makes little sense. The fact that  ַיהִ יְ ו  is not used in QH is a question 

of style and genre, not of the basic grammatical system. The same applies to 

the numbers presented by Abegg (1998, 338). He argues that "the waw con-

secutive seems to have lost ground to the simple perfect as a means of ex-

pressing completed action." This statement is based on figures for the forms 

expressing what he calls "completed aspect," i.e. qatal and wayyiqtol (BH 

48% qatal and 52% wayyiqtol; QH 75% qatal and 25% wayyiqtol). How-

ever, this does not reflect a fundamental change in the grammatical system. 

Rather, it seems to be a consequence of genre – as Abegg (ib., 337) acknowl-

edges for the higher frequency of simple yiqtols as opposed to wayyiqtols in 

QH. There are few long, continuous narratives and therefore less need for 

wayyiqtol. Most significantly, there is no corresponding increase in the use 

of anterior weqatal (cf. Eskhult 2000, 84). Since wayyiqtol routinely occurs 

in cases where anterior weqatal might have been used we must conclude that 

the basic system of consecutive forms is intact, though the frequencies of the 

various forms may differ from the frequencies in BH due to genre and style. 

Many phenomena in QH point in the direction of later language, yet, as far 

as the basics of the HVS are concerned, Joosten's claim (2010a, 357) that 

QH "stands halfway between Classical and Mishnaic Hebrew in regard to 

verbal syntax" is clearly exaggerated. Similarly, his statement (2012a, 17, n. 

22) that the system with "copulative QATAL" instead of wayyiqtol "is not 

fully attained" in QH seems to imply that anterior weqatal is very widespread 

though not completely dominant. The actual evidence does not support this 

claim.23 

In fact, in the major documents most extensively studied by scholars only 

a handful of anterior weqatals have been noted. The cases are listed in ap-

pendix 42 (cf. Siegismund 2017, 207‒209). Smith (1991, 59) concludes that 

                                                           

weitgehend erhalten. […] Dagegen unterscheidet sich das tempus-System des QH er-

heblich von dem des MH." On the formal side, of course, QH frequently deviates from 

the classical standard with the ubiquitous use of pseudo-cohortative wayyiqtol (־ה). 
22 For overviews of research on QH, see Penner 2015, 19–37; Holst 2008, 24–33. 
23 Cf. the equally unsubstantiated claim (Joosten 2016b, 91, n. 3) that wayyiqtol may have 

alternated freely with weqatal, though he admits that the scarcity of narrative texts makes 

this conclusion somewhat uncertain. 
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the texts examined by him "lack unconverted perfects, but they use the con-

verted imperfect." Likewise, Penner (2015, 197) notes that – at least in this 

respect – QH is much closer to BH than to RH. 

The numerous smaller documents, often in a very fragmentary state, have 

not received the same kind of attention that scholars have given the major 

"sectarian" scrolls. This is quite understandable since we cannot see the func-

tioning of the system as a system in damaged and fragmented texts. Yet, in 

many cases, translators and commentators of such texts understand weqatals 

as anteriors, using simple past tense in their translations. In light of what we 

know from the better-preserved documents this is a questionable approach. 

In fact, only few weqatals treated as anteriors in various translations demand 

such an interpretation. Most cases are interpretable as ordinary non-anterior 

weqatals or may be read or reconstructed as something that is not a weqatal 

at all (Siegismund 2017, 209‒213). E.g., García Martínez and Tigchelaar 

(2000, 2:630‒631) read ]וקר]א in 4Q274 fr. 3 i 1, which they translate as "and 

he cal[led (?)]." The context is so fragmented that nothing necessitates the 

past translation and the reading itself is uncertain. Baumgarten (1999, 106) 

reads  ֗יקרא. Likewise, ובלע in 4Q163 fr. 1 3 is translated as "and he has con-

fused" (García Martínez and Tigchelaar 2000, 1:319) but nothing prevents a 

non-anterior (future) interpretation. In 4Q525 fr. 14 ii 16, García Martínez 

and Tigchelaar (ib., 2:1057) and Puech (1998, 148) render the form  יתה֗ והי as 

a past tense. Again, a non-anterior (future) reading is to be preferred. Many 

similar instances are noted in Siegismund 2017, 10‒13, and further examples 

of potential (but mostly unlikely) anterior weqatals can be found in appendix 

43. In most cases, the anterior reading cannot be disproved, but the rarity of 

this usage in the longer texts that provide coherent contexts should make us 

very cautious about accepting such translations when other interpretations 

are available. 

Nine cases seem to be strong candidates for anterior use of weqatal in the 

minor documents, listed in appendix 44 (cf. Siegismund 2017, 215‒217). Six 

are from narrative past contexts, three from the Book of Tobit (4Q200), two 

from Jubilees (4Q216 and 223–224), and one from the Commentary on Gen-

esis (4Q252). In Tobit and Jubilees, the versions in other languages give us 

a strong argument in favour of the anterior interpretation. The three remain-

ing forms are not from narrative contexts. They are cases of close coordina-

tion with a preceding simple qatal. In 4Q372, the weqatal comes immedi-

ately after a simple qatal with more or less the same meaning. In the two 

cases in 4Q418, the weqatals are also closely coordinated with preceding, 

more or less synonymous expressions. In addition, seven cases may have 

non-anterior meaning of the habitual or concomitant type (appendix 45; cf. 
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Siegismund 2017, 213‒215). If this usage is not accepted (not all cases are 

equally convincing), these would seem to be anterior weqatals too.24 In any 

case, anterior weqatal is clearly not standard usage in QH. The consequences 

of this will be the subject of further discussion in 7.1.1. 

 

6.2.3 Weyiqtol in the OT 

Weyiqtol in CH mostly expresses explicit volition (3.7). Yet, exceptions do 

occur. Joosten (2012a, 308–311 and 404–407) argues that most such cases 

in what he considers the core books of (presumably early) CBH (= Genesis–

2 Kings) are suspect in different ways while a substantial number of assured 

occurrences occur in so-called LBH (= 1–2 Chronicles, Ezra-Nehemiah, Es-

ther, Daniel, and Ecclesiastes). According to Joosten, weyiqtol often occurs 

in LBH in contexts where classical usage would require weqatal – "the dif-

ferent [volitive] forms are still extant, but they no longer imply a different 

meaning" (ib., 314; cf. Revell 1989, 30–31). Non-volitive weyiqtols "repre-

sent normal syntax" in LBH, mixing with weqatal "without obvious semantic 

or pragmatic implications" (Joosten 2012a, 399). However, such a clear dis-

tinction between CBH and LBH is problematic. The reflection in the biblical 

books of the apparent real world development of the language is not straight-

forward. First, problematic, possibly non-volitive, weyiqtols occur in sup-

posedly early books. Second, some of the books in Joosten's LBH corpus do 

not exhibit any deviations from classical usage – as acknowledged by 

Joosten (ib., 408) as far as Esther is concerned. A major problem in dealing 

with the two supposedly chronologically distinct corpora is the circular na-

ture of the assumptions underlying the interpretation of the forms (weyiqtols 

in CBH are classical and deviations are explained away; in LBH they are 

normal). In fact, as was the case with anterior weqatal, interpreting weyiqtols 

is highly subjective.25 

As stated in 3.7 (cf. appendix 18), most cases in Genesis and Exodus fol-

low the classical rule (weyiqtol = explicit volition). The same applies to the 

other books described as CBH. Yet, a substantial number of instances are 

problematic. According to Joosten (2012a, 309), non-volitive weyiqtols in 

                                                           
24 Joosten (2006, 145–146) finds the "disappearance of iterative WEQATAL" confirmed 

by QH and RH but provides no evidence (see Rezetko and Young 2014, 191‒192). 

Joosten's approach to verbal usage in supposedly early and late texts is quite problematic 

(cf. 6.2.3 on weyiqtol). 
25 The same applies to other aspects of the supposed breakdown of the volitive system in 

LBH. Joosten (2012a, 401) argues that long yiqtol in non-initial position can express vo-

lition in LBH (Neh 2:3, ְך ְלעֹוָלם ִיְחיֶּה לֶּ ְך ָדִוד ְלֹעָלם ,vs. 1 Kgs 1:31 ,ַהמֶּ לֶּ  ,However .(ְיִחי ֲאֹדִני ַהמֶּ

can we be certain that Neh 2:3 is not a simple indicative? Similarly, it is often very diffi-

cult to decide whether QH texts follow the classical rules or not. 
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Genesis and Exodus are Gen 22:17 (ְוִיַרש); Exod 19:3 (יד ף) 23:8 ;(ְוַתגֵּ  ;(ִויַסלֵּ

 However, Joosten eliminates most of such cases 26.(ְוִנְשָמע) 24:7 ;(ְוִיָנפֵּש) 23:12

in CBH by pointing to textual or other problems in the passages. Gen 22:17 

is a I-y root and the writer of the consonant text may have intended the form 

as a weqatal. The problematic weyiqtols in Exod 19:3, 23:8, and 23:12 are 

explained as "poetic syntax," following the "peculiar rules of ellipsis obtain-

ing in poetry" (ib., 311 and 429). Exod 19:3 (יד  is a 2sm form, which is (ְוַתגֵּ

unclassical – though occurring in the classical corpus. According to Joosten 

(ib., 406), the e-vocalization reflects the late tendency to use the marked vol-

itive forms with waw. In 23:12, the preceding verb is an ordinary yiqtol in-

troduced by the particle ְלַמַען; we clearly expect weqatal instead of weyiqtol. 

Yet, a jussive interpretation may not be impossible ("and let the son of your 

servant woman be refreshed").27 None of the three cases is poetry in any real 

sense of the word and the claim that influence from poetic usage explains the 

weyiqtols does not, of course, remove the problematic occurrences. Accord-

ing to Joosten, the only real case of non-volitive weyiqtol in the two books is 

Exod 24:7. He argues that this verse is surprising, both because of the we-

yiqtol (instead of a weqatal) and because of the order of the two verbs in the 

clause, ה ְוִנְשָמע ר ְיהָוה ַנֲעׂשֶּ ר־ִדבֶּ  28 Apart from this case from.(ib., 308) ֹכל ֲאשֶּ

Exodus, Joosten finds only one other undoubted instance of non-volitive 

weyiqtol in the corpus of classical prose, 2 Kgs 7:12 (ם -Joosten elim 29.(ְוִנְתְפׂשֵּ

inates all the other problematic cases in the corpus using the same or similar 

methods as those used in Genesis and Exodus (see appendix 46). 

Two cases are apparently eliminated by Joosten without explanation (Josh 

ן ,Kgs 14:16 1 ;ְוִיְשְמעּו ,7:9  .They seem to be rather clearly non-volitive .(ְוִיתֵּ

                                                           
26 Joosten (ib., n. 111) refers to difficult cases in Exod 26:24 and 28:28. He seems to think 

that they express "light subordination," which, according to Joosten, is a special function 

of the volitive forms (on such allegedly "indirect volitives," see 3.7). 
27 The Samaritan version has no second verb in the למען-clause:  למען ינוח עבדך ואמתך כמוך

 .וכל בהמתך והגר
28 The Samaritans and one Greek ms. have the verbs in the opposite order, and 4QPaleo-

Exodm – though fragmentary – seems to exhibit the same order (֗נשמע ו]נעשה; Ulrich 2010, 

85). According to Waltke and O'Connor (1990, 653, §39.2.4c), the waw is epexegetical, 

"All that YHWH has said, we will do, that is, we will obey." It might be remarked that a 

volitive (cohortative) reading makes excellent sense in the context, but the non-initial 

position of the first verb and the lack of final heh on the weyiqtol would seem to argue 

against. However, a focused object may overrule the initial position of volitives, and there 

are other examples of non-use of cohortative heh (e.g. ונלין in Judg 19:11; cf. Joosten 

2012a, 319, n. 22). On the other hand, Deut 5:27 uses weqatals (and the opposite order of 

words), ְוָשַמְענּו ְוָעִׂשינּו. 
29 However, as in Exod 24:7, I would argue that nothing in the context seems to rule out 

a cohortative interpretation. 
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In addition to the cases noted and eliminated by Joosten, a few other cases 

in his CBH corpus might be candidates for a non-volitive reading (though 

given a volitive interpretation by Joosten): Exod 26:24 (ְוִיְהיּו) and 28:28 

 cf. the remarks on 1 Kgs 14:5 in appendix ;ְוַאְעִלים) Sam 12:3a 1 30;(ְוִיְרְכסּו)

46); 1 Kgs 13:33 (ִויִהי). The latter case is especially interesting. It is clearly 

non-volitive, possibly marking iterative/habitual action in the past, i.e. a de-

cidedly unclassical usage, which Joosten ascribes solely to certain LBH 

cases (cf. the notes on Nehemiah and 2 Chronicles in appendix 48, with n. 

85). 

Thus, Joosten's count of only two non-volitive weyiqtols in CBH is prob-

ably too low. In addition, the use of textual corruption or scribal misunder-

standings as explanations calls into question the entire enterprise of correlat-

ing specific linguistic traits and the date of the original writing of a text.31 

The reference to "poetic syntax" as an explanation for some cases seems to 

presuppose a different grammatical system in prose and poetry, a claim for 

which there is little evidence (3.4). The difference between prose and poetry 

is a question of stylistic uses of the same system. Poetry is typically more 

abrupt with different segments referring to different temporal frames. Sud-

den shifts from non-volitive description to volitive outbursts may occur. 

However, the examples of "poetic syntax" referred to above are not of this 

type, but rather examples of weyiqtol seemingly having the same meaning as 

weqatal. This indicates that, though atypical, this usage was generally avail-

able to writers/scribes. 

A major problem for the interpretation of weyiqtols is the fact that it is not 

mandatory for a writer (or, presumably, a speaker) to use weyiqtol in a certain 

context. According to classical usage, the choice between weyiqtol and 

weqatal in an otherwise identical passage would indicate a difference in 

meaning, with weyiqtol explicitly stressing the volition of the speaker. The 

use of weqatal (or simple yiqtol) does not necessarily mean that there is no 

volition involved – it is simply not expressed explicitly (3.7). Since we do 

                                                           
30 The cases are similar with no volitive context, though Joosten refers to the verbs as 

volitive "light subordination" (ib., 309, n. 111). However, in similar passages in the con-

text, weqatal is used – and in fact, in the Samaritan version of 26:24, the verb is a weqatal. 

The preceding verbs are ordinary yiqtol (26:24) or weqatals (28:28). 
31 There is a certain tension in Joosten's approach to the use of linguistic traits for dating 

biblical texts. On the one hand, he acknowledges that presumably early texts may contain 

late additions/corruptions and in a recent article (2016a, 19) he clearly states that the "dia-

chronic approach to ancient Hebrew was not developed in order to date biblical texts." 

On the other hand, he hastens to add that the analysis of the linguistic phenomena may 

contribute to the debate, and, in fact, most of his work operates within a paradigm that 

correlates linguistic traits with date of origin. Cf. Rezetko and Young 2014, 91‒96. 
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not have native speaker intuition, much depends on our analysis of the con-

text and our understanding of the development of the system. In the same 

context, the choice of weyiqtol or weqatal might be the only variable. How 

do we decide whether the forms are used indiscriminately or with separate 

meanings (explicit volition vs. lack of explicit – but still possibly implicit – 

volition)? In many passages in the CBH corpus a volitive interpretation of a 

weyiqtol makes sense, yet a non-volitive interpretation seems just as mean-

ingful. If we did not entertain the idea that such forms ought to be volitive in 

CBH, some could easily be interpreted as non-volitives.32 

Several CBH weyiqtols occur in passages that are not clearly volitive and 

where it is difficult to see why weyiqtol is used rather than weqatal. Con-

versely, the reason for choosing weqatal over weyiqtol is sometimes unclear. 

In such cases, then, do we claim that the distinction is still there (weyiqtol = 

explicit volitive meaning) or do we consider them manifestations of the 

eventual breakdown of the system? E.g., Gen 1:14–15 has two weqatals 

(both ְוָהיּו), following an initial jussive (ְיִהי). Similar clauses in the immediate 

context have weyiqtols (ִויִהי in 1:6 and ה ָראֶּ  in 1:9). In 4QGeng fr. 2, the line ְותֵּ

corresponding to MT v. 14 has a weyiqtol (ויהיו; Ulrich 2010, 4).33 How are 

we to interpret such a state of affairs? Does the MT attest to an unclassical, 

possibly indiscriminate use of weqatal and weyiqtol, while 4QGeng has the 

proper classical usage? Or, on the contrary, did the scribe of 4QGeng misun-

derstand some subtle point in the MT's non-use of an explicit volitive form? 

According to Joosten (2012a, 296), "the transition [in Gen 37:20] from a 

volitive form to WEQATAL obviously does imply a semantic nuance" (im-

perative, two weyiqtols, weqatal, weyiqtol). Indeed, interpreting the we-

yiqtols as volitive and the weqatal as simple future makes sense ("come and 

let us kill him"; "and let us throw him"; "and (then) we'll say"; "and let us 

see"). However, apart from the form itself, our interpretation of the system 

as a whole, and our decision to see the passage in question as belonging to 

the classical period, nothing in the context seems to prevent reading this as 

an example of the breakdown of the system and an indiscriminate use of the 

                                                           
32 Revell (1989, 31) notes (and rejects) the position that various "anomalies" in the clas-

sical corpus might indicate that the late system was already more or less evolved at an 

earlier time and that, maybe, "the different connotations ascribed to modal and indicative 

forms in many other cases are illusory." While it seems unwarranted to abandon the no-

tion of different meanings for weyiqtol and weqatal altogether, the theoretical position 

referred to by Revell does point to an important problem. The decision to understand a 

given case of weyiqtol as volitive or not is often far less straightforward than Joosten 

seems to think. 
33 The verb at the beginning of MT v. 15 has not been preserved in the scroll. 
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two forms.34 Appendix 47 lists many examples from CBH that may reflect a 

blurring of the classical distinction between weyiqtol and weqatal. 

Turning to Joosten's list of non-volitive weyiqtols in so-called LBH, it is 

clear that the occurrences are far from uniform.35 Some may be volitives 

while others could be eliminated using the same methods applied to the sup-

posedly early corpus. Some (especially in Daniel and Ecclesiastes) do seem 

to attest to an indiscriminate use of weyiqtol and weqatal. However, Daniel 

is clearly not ordinary prose but prophetic/visionary discourse with passages 

that are often somewhat obscure.36 Neither is Ecclesiastes ordinary prose. 

Accordingly, if "poetic syntax" and archaic or poetic passages are eliminated 

in CBH, we should also refrain from basing our conclusions on works like 

Daniel and Ecclesiastes. Appendix 48 lists the details about supposedly non-

volitive weyiqtol in Joosten's LBH corpus. 

The difference between supposedly CBH and LBH usage is not as clearly 

marked as expected. The number of problematic, possibly non-volitive cases 

in CBH is higher, and the corresponding number of clear non-volitive cases 

in LBH is lower than assumed by Joosten. The general usage in the LBH 

corpus is quite classical. 1 Chronicles has 16 weyiqtols and only one of these 

is (probably) non-volitive.37 2 Chronicles has 36 weyiqtols, of which only 16 

figure on Joosten's list. As shown in appendix 48, most are interpretable as 

volitives, as are the remaining 20. Ezra has only two weyiqtols, both of which 

are volitive. Nehemiah has 18 weyiqtols. Seven of these are found in 

Joosten's list, and as shown in the appendix, most are less than clearly non-

volitive (and the remaining 11 are volitives). In Esther, there are 11 we-

yiqtols, all of which are volitive. Most of the clearly non-volitive occurrences 

are in Daniel and Ecclesiastes, which are not representative of ordinary prose 

                                                           
34 Cf. the similar cases in Gen 28:3 and 41:35. In both instances, the weqatal probably 

but not unambiguously indicates simple future consequence in contrast to the volition of 

the weyiqtols. Thus, in 28:3, "And may El Shadday bless you and may he make you fruit-

ful and may he multiply you and (then) you will be an assembly of peoples." Note the 

possible alternative rendering as a result clause ("so that you will be"). This would be a 

purely translational "trick," of course, though one that often seems to be more applicable 

to weqatals than to the supposed "light subordination" expressed by weyiqtol. 
35 For the list, see Joosten 2012a, 309, n. 115, and 399. Eccl 7:7 is included in the list on 

p. 309, but not on p. 399. 
36 Cohen 2013, 250: Dan 11 "differs from the rest of the Second Temple period texts" and 

"should be treated as an independent entity." Jones (2015, 409) concludes that Dan 8‒12 

was not written by a native speaker of Hebrew; the language of these chapters "should 

not be considered in any diachronic analysis of ancient Hebrew." 
37 1 Chr 14:15 (ִויִהי). We would expect weqatal. This case is not included in Joosten's list 

of non-volitive LBH weyiqtols, but the same form in 2 Sam 5:24 is eliminated due to 

textual corruption. 
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and should be eliminated. In sum, the picture is less clear than Joosten's list 

would suggest. Joosten's claim that non-volitive weyiqtols in CBH are "spu-

rious examples that are hard to integrate into the verbal system" while the 

occurrences in LBH "represent normal syntax" (2012a, 399) is an exaggera-

tion. In fact, the nice distinction between the two corpora seems to be, at least 

partly, a result of a decision to interpret the forms according to different rules 

in the two preconceived corpora.38 

While the general evolution of the language discernible in the non-literary 

material and the comparison of CH with RH indicate that the general devel-

opment from volitive to non-volitive use of weyiqtol did happen, there is no 

direct reflection of this in the literary texts. 

 

6.2.4 Weyiqtol in QH 

The distribution of weyiqtol in the documents from Qumran illustrates the 

same phenomenon. There is no necessary connection between the date of 

writing and specific linguistic traits. Some documents have many weyiqtols, 

many of which are probably non-volitive and employed in seemingly indis-

criminate interchange with weqatal. Other documents follow classical usage. 

It is impossible to state a precise number of weyiqtols in the Qumran mate-

rial. Neither can the proportion of non-volitive cases be established with cer-

tainty. Due to the fragmentary state of many documents, w+yiqtol is often 

equally interpretable as wayyiqtol, volitive weyiqtol, and non-volitive we-

yiqtol. Even in larger, less fragmentary documents, the interpretation is often 

highly subjective – volitives occasionally show up in unexpected places. Due 

to the unvocalized nature of QH, it is often difficult or impossible to decide 

with certainty whether a w+yiqtol is weyiqtol or wayyiqtol (even in texts that 

are not full of holes). This applies especially to poetic texts like Hodayot.39 

                                                           
38 Note Young's general criticism (2016, 992) of the method used by the proponents of 

what he calls the "MT-Only paradigm" (i.e. the idea that the MT reflects the language of 

the original author and hence that linguistic traits can be used for the purpose of dating 

the text): "When a few PCH [Peripheral Classical Hebrew; otherwise referred to as LBH] 

features turn up in Samuel or Kings, clearly this is not a sign for them that these books 

are late (the MT-Only scholars know that these books are early). However, when a few 

PCH features turn up in Pesher Habbakuk or the Community Rule, this is taken by MT-

Only scholars as clear evidence that they are late (because they know they must be, and 

that late books are characterised by these PCH features)." 
39 De Vries (1965a, 389) notes "the conflation of past, present, and future" in some pas-

sages in Hodayot, suggesting "a significant parallelism between the inconcinnities of the 

poet's theological ideology and the ambiguities of the verbal system." Cf. Zuber 1986, 

141 (the use of ambiguous verb forms is "ein bewusst angewandtes Stilmittel"). However, 

the ambiguity is there in writing only. Though this is a matter of some controversy, with 

some scholars claiming that the Masoretic distinction between weyiqtol and wayyiqtol is 
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In any case, if we want to investigate whether documents from Qumran be-

have like CBH or LBH in their use of weyiqtol, we should use the same 

standards of elimination of problematic forms as in the OT – this means dis-

regarding poetry, textually problematic and highly ambiguous and frag-

mented texts, etc. Of course, the mere absence of non-volitive weyiqtol in a 

document might not be significant unless weqatals are attested. The lack of 

weyiqtols might merely indicate a lack of appropriate context for such forms 

rather than a preference for the classical usage. 

I will highlight a few texts in order to illustrate the different degrees of 

adherence to the classical standard in the corpus. 

In 1QM, most verbs are non-anterior forms referring to the future or indi-

cating directions for action (cf. Holst 2008, 80). Large numbers of ordinary 

yiqtols and weqatals occur in classical interchange, according to the presence 

or absence of other clause elements in fronted position (ib., 143). In contrast, 

only few weyiqtols are attested. There are nine cases of w+yiqtol, of which 

three are quite clearly wayyiqtols.40 The six remaining cases are 6:11 (ויהיו); 

-In ad .(ותבצור) 18:14 ;(וישלח) 17:6 ;(ונגילה and ונשישה) x2 13:13 ;(ותעש) 11:9

dition, there is וירד in 11:7, in a quotation from Num 24:19 ( ְְויְֵּרד). However, 

in the consonant text of 1QM, the form may be interpreted as a weqatal (root 

 occurs in a badly preserved context that precludes secure (ותבצור) 18:14 .(ירד

analysis. 11:9 (ותעש) and 13:13 (ונשישה and ונגילה) are interpretable as a jus-

sive and two cohortatives, as is evident from the forms. However, the form 

in 11:9 is an unclassical 2sm. The following verb in 1QM 11:10 is a non-

initial (and unshortened) yiqtol (תבעיר). Nonetheless, it may be jussive with 

a preposed focused object contrasting with the wicked ones denoted by the 

"them" in l. 9. Such use of a non-negated 2sm jussive is, of course, unclassi-

cal as well.41 Holst (2008, 109) interprets וישלח in 17:6 as "indicative future" 

                                                           

late and possibly artificial, I find no evidence for this claim. Rather, since the Masoretic 

system fits so well into what we know from historical and comparative Semitic studies, 

it seems likely that the vocalization reflects an actual difference in pronunciation (cf. ch. 

5). Of course, it is likely, too, that at least part of our feeling of bewilderment in the face 

of verbal usage in some poetic passages is the result of our lack of native speaker intuition 

and an inadequate understanding of conventions of poetic style(s). 
 .(ויקרא) 14:5 ;(ותקימה) 13:7 ;(וילמדנו) 10:2 40
41 In QH, to an even higher degree than is the case in BH, there is a clear tendency for 

short forms (or, in 1s/p, for the lengthened forms in heh) to be used after waw, regardless 

of the meaning of the form (see Qimron 1986/1987). This tendency, of course, is a natural 

product of the fundamental fact that, originally, all occurrences of w+yiqtol would be 

short forms (< anterior *yáqtul or jussive *yaqtúl) or, in 1s/p weyiqtol, the cohortative 

forms, while the place of w+yiqtol < *yaqtulu was filled by weqatal in the classical sys-

tem. The use of pseudo-cohortative forms in 1s/p wayyiqtol, which is such a characteristic 
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rather than jussive. However, a jussive reading seems probable, considering 

the initial simple yiqtol in l. 8, which seems to be jussive as well. Alterna-

tively, וישלח may be a wayyiqtol. The only remaining case is 6:11 (ויהיו). This 

form can hardly be a wayyiqtol and a volitive reading seems odd in the con-

text – we clearly expect weqatal. Yet, in CBH, Joosten eliminates weyiqtols 

from היה due to textual corruption. Of course, those cases are of the introduc-

tory "and it will happen"-type, which is not the case here. However, ויהיו in 

6:11 is very similar to Exod 26:24, which Joosten explains as the "subordi-

nate" type of volitive (n. 30 above). A similar reading might make sense here. 

Still, I find it more convincing to read 1QM 6:11 and Exod 26:24 as simple 

non-volitive, unclassical weyiqtols. In sum, 1QM seems to have one non-

volitive weyiqtol, as well as one 2sm volitive form (11:9), a type attested 

very sporadically in CBH. In light of the widespread use of classical weqatal 

in the document, the few cases of deviant usage do not seem to warrant a 

general "unclassical" label for 1QM (since similar unclassical usage is found 

inside the "classical" corpus itself). 

1QS has more than 50 weqatals of the ordinary, non-anterior type (though 

many are the same word, ונענש). The number of non-volitive weyiqtols, in 

contrast, is very low. Smith (1991, 41–42) notes jussive weyiqtols in 1QS 

2:3, 4, 6, 16; 3:9. In addition, 6:22 (  ויהי); (ואברכנו) 10:14 ;(וארצה) 10:13 are 

probably volitive weyiqtols. Two or three of the four "unconverted imperfect 

forms" noted by Smith (1QS 5:8, ויכן ,11:13 ;וישתהו ,10:2 ;וישמעו ,6:2 ;ויקם) 

may be volitives as well. Only 1QS 10:2 seems to be clearly non-volitive.42 

Further, ויבדילהו in 6:25, curiously referred to by Smith (ib., 43) as a "con-

verted perfect" yet correctly given as wybdylhw, seems to be non-volitive 

(beginning of apodosis in a legal rule, followed by weqatal; note that Bi-

bleWorks reads והבדילהו, which is not what can be seen in the pictures avail-

able). Yet, an explicit expression of volition may have been needed to avoid 

reading the verb as a straight continuation of the preceding participial clause 

 Also note the possible connection with the clearly volitive use .(והואה יודע)

                                                           

trait of QH, is clearly an analogical extension of the perceived connection between way-

yiqtol and the jussive in the third person producing a similar connection between way-

yiqtol and the cohortative in 1s/p. Qimron's argument that the prevalent use of short forms 

in weyiqtol is conditioned by the waw and not the volitive meaning of the form is, to a 

large extent, based on his reading of many forms as non-volitive. However, in many cases, 

a volitive reading is more likely. E.g. in Zeph 2:13, Qimron states that the following 

weqatal and yiqtol indicate that "the prophecy is in the indicative mood" (1986/1987, 

157). However, this is no decisive argument. 
42 On 5:8, see Kesterson 1987. 11:13 may not be volitive but rather a wayyiqtol introduc-

ing a new segment continued by the following qatal, both translatable as present perfects 

("And he has made firm"). 
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of the same word in 2:16. In addition, there is ויז in 4:21, not mentioned by 

Smith, which might be non-volitive but not necessarily. The preceding verb 

form has been read as a weqatal (וזקק) or as a yiqtol (יזקק; García Martínez 

and Tigchelaar 2000, 1:78), which would be in initial position. A volitive 

interpretation cannot be ruled out, like a wishful outburst (cf. Lev 15:24 in 

appendix 47). Kesterson (1984, 169) suggests that the particle אז (as found 

in 4:19, 20) has been left out between the waw and the verb. This would be 

akin to the type of usage referred to as "poetic ellipsis" by Joosten. One ad-

ditional case should not be interpreted as a non-volitive weyiqtol, viz. 1QS 

 ,This is probably a wayyiqtol (stative present/present perfect .(ואדעה) 10:16

"and I have come to know"; cf. 4.2.2). 

In 1QSa, most verbs are yiqtols, in occasional interchange with weqatal. 

There are no weyiqtols (though two of the four weqatals are I-y [2:13 and 

2:14] and might be claimed to be weyiqtols). 

In the Damascus Document (CD), most weyiqtols seem to be volitives. 

CD 14:19 may be a wayyiqtol ( עד מעמוד משי[ח אהרן ו֗ישראל ויכפר עונ֗ם, "until 

the rise of the anointed of Aaron and Israel, and (until) their sin has been 

atoned"; cf. 4.2.2). Likewise, 20:2 (ויקוץ) and 20:28 (וישמעו and ויתודו) may 

be wayyiqtols. Thorion-Vardi (1985, 74–75) lists several cases of "future" 

w+yiqtol (2:2; 2:9; 2:14; 11:1; 13:8–9, x4; 20:2; 20:33, x3). Some of these 

might be wayyiqtols (2:9, וידע, and 20:2, ויקוץ, though Thorion-Vardi notes 

that the form in the ms. has "babylonian vocalization of copulative W" [ib., 

 is probably a weqatal (or wayyiqtol?). The remaining cases (וירד) 11:1 .([74

from Thorion-Vardi's list seem to be volitive. Kesterson (1984, 144) argues 

that the weyiqtols in 20:33 (followed by two weqatals) "seem to function as 

the wĕqataltí does in BH." However, it is reasonable to interpret the we-

yiqtols as volitives while the weqatals indicate simple future. In general, 

Kesterson's evidence for a "breakdown" in the distinction between weqatal 

and weyiqtol in QH (ib., 172) is less clear than suggested. In fact, Kesterson 

notes that CD and the Serakim are quite classical in most cases.  

The most likely non-volitive is the partially preserved form in CD 15:14 

 The context is fragmentary, which makes it difficult to decide if the .(וי֗ל]מד[)

passage is volitive. The preceding weqatal may suggest that the two forms 

are used indiscriminately. ו֗יתהלכו in 19:4 follows two weqatals, but the we-

yiqtol marks the beginning of a conditional apodosis. Since the meaning is 

clearly a command ("if… then they must…"), a volitive reading makes sense. 

Yet, weqatals are usually found in such passages (which often makes it dif-

ficult to decide where the protasis ends and the apodosis begins). Hence, an 
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indiscriminate use of the form as a substitute for weqatal seems plausible.43 

The two CD mss. are not from Qumran but medieval mss. found in the Cairo 

Genizah. It is interesting to note that the much older fragments of this text 

found at Qumran provide a few additional weyiqtols in parallel passages. In 

4Q266 fr. 8 i 5, there are two weyiqtols (ויצוהו and וילמד) corresponding to 

the weqatal and weyiqtol in CD 15:14. Does this mean that the entire passage 

is in fact volitive (in which case CD possibly exhibits an unclassical, indis-

criminate use of the two forms), or is the passage non-volitive (in which case 

both texts are unclassical, but the older text even more so)? Similarly, 4Q266 

fr. 10 i 6 has a weyiqtol in contrast to the weqatal in CD 14:13 (וינתן vs. ונתנו). 

Again, it is not quite clear if the intention is volitive, and accordingly, 

whether the older or the younger text is more classical. In addition, 4Q266 

fr. 11 8 might be non-volitive too ( ֗וידבר; there is a yiqtol right before this 

form, and the following verbs are weqatals). The same applies to 4Q270 fr. 

7 i 16 (וידיעהו, with a simple yiqtol preceding); possibly 4Q270 fr. 7 i 10 but 

the context is unclear ([ ֗ו֗י֗כ֗ת֗ו]בוהו). 

1QpHab contains several (potential) non-volitive weyiqtols but interest-

ingly, they all occur in the parts that quote the biblical text. Some are found 

in the MT as well while others are variants (MT simple yiqtol or weqatal). 

In some cases, however, it is difficult to decide whether the intention behind 

the written form is weyiqtol or wayyiqtol.44 In contrast, no weyiqtols appear 

in the actual pesher-sections, while several cases of ordinary weqatal are at-

tested (4:2, 3, 8; also 1:9, which is very badly preserved).45 

These texts hardly give reason for claiming that the classical use of 

weqatal and weyiqtol had been abandoned. The few cases of probable non-

volitive weyiqtol and the examples of second person weyiqtols do not indi-

cate that the forms were used indiscriminately but rather (as was the case in 

most of the OT material, whether "CBH" or "LBH") that the classical usage 

was occasionally and sporadically disturbed by what could be interpreted as 

interference from the spoken language of the period, in which the system 

                                                           
 .in CD 9:17 looks like a defectively written hif. weyiqtol (also in an apodosis) וידיעהו 43

However, it might be a mistake for a hif. simple yiqtol יודיעהו. There are also cases of 

weqatal introducing an apodosis in the text (CD 9:12, 21). 
44 1QpHab 4:9 (וישם = MT 1:11, ם  .the form in the scroll is probably a wayyiqtol, cf ;ְוָאשֵּ

the preceding MT 5:8 ;(ַוַיֲעֹבר (ותחריש = MT 1:13, yiqtol); 5:13 (ויגרהו = MT 1:15, yiqtol; 

the preceding MT qatal is a yiqtol in the scroll); 8:13 (ויקומו = MT 2:7, yiqtol); 8:15 and 

 MT 2:12, weqatal; the form in the scroll may = ויכונן) 10:6 ;(MT 2:8, yiqtol = וישלוכה) 9:3

be a wayyiqtol). 
45 1QpHab 6:1 might be non-volitive weyiqtol, but nothing prevents reading the form as 

wayyiqtol (cf. Smith 1991, 39). 
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known from RH might have already developed. In contrast, other texts seem 

to exhibit a much higher degree of such interference.  

The clearest example is the Temple Scroll (11QT). Smith (1991, 60) notes 

that this document differs markedly from the other documents ("the con-

verted and unconverted forms were mixed"). In many passages, a semantic 

difference between weqatal and weyiqtol is hard to detect. Though the we-

yiqtol ויכפר (11QTa 26:9) might indicate a type of volition (command) while 

the weqatal ונסלח (l. 10) indicates mere future consequence ("and then they 

will be forgiven"), such a correspondence between form and meaning does 

not hold for the next verb, which is a weqatal (ורחץ), yet seems to indicate a 

command.46 Similar seemingly random shifts between weqatal and weyiqtol 

occur frequently, e.g. 45:15–16 (וספר...ויכבס...ורחץ; cf. three weqatals in Lev 

15:13) or 49:17–20 with several weyiqtols in contrast to a similar passage in 

50:8 with weqatals. 50:14–15 and 51:3 exhibit the same kind of seemingly 

indiscriminate use of weqatal and weyiqtol. The same verb (כבס) occurs as a 

weyiqtol in 51:3 and as a weqatal in l. 4. Does this mean that the forms are 

equivalent? Did the writer(s) see no semantic difference between weqatal 

and weyiqtol? Maybe the writer(s), though clearly aware of classical weqatal 

(which is far more frequent than weyiqtol), simply did not understand the 

finer shades of meaning obtaining in CH between this form and weyiqtol. 

However, it may be possible to argue that the usage is not completely arbi-

trary. Due to the genre of the document, practically all the weyiqtols are in 

inherently volitive contexts. Maybe the beginning of the document described 

God telling someone to command the people to do all the things that are 

commanded (as in, e.g., Lev 24:2 or Num 5:2), in which case weyiqtols 

would not seem out of place, indicating an explicit degree of added volition. 

Of course, since weqatals are employed in the majority of cases, this added 

volition would be only occasionally expressed in an explicit way – weqatal 

does not specifically indicate non-volition, but merely the lack of explicit 

volition (3.7). García Martínez and Tigchelaar occasionally try to distinguish 

between the forms in translation, e.g. the passage in 61:15 ( ונגש הכוהן וידבר

 the priest shall come forward and he will speak to the" ,(אל העם ואמר אליהמה

people and shall say to them" (2000, 2:1285). Curiously, "will" is used for 

weyiqtol, and "shall" for weqatal. Cf. 64:5‒6 ( ורגמוהו כול אנשי עירו בא֗ב֗נ֗ים

 shall stone him"; "and he will die" (ib., 1287). Muraoka (2000b, 209)" ,(וימות

refers to the latter case as an example of the preference for unconverted verb 

forms in the scrolls in contrast to the MT (the passage is a version of Deut 

21:21 with two weqatals). Yet, in this case, the shift from weqatal to weyiqtol 

(and back to weqatal in the following verb) may be intentional – the weyiqtol 

                                                           
46 Cf. Lev 4:20 with two weqatals: ם ן ְוִנְסַלח ָלהֶּ ם ַהֹכהֵּ הֶּ ר ֲעלֵּ  .ְוִכפֶּ
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might be volitive (possibly of the type that some scholars refer to as indirect). 

Also note that the MT (vocalization) has a weyiqtol at the end of v. 21 (ְוִיָראּו). 

Only few weyiqtols in 11QT occur in passages that are not some kind of 

command. At least some of these potentially non-volitive weyiqtols might be 

parsed as wayyiqtols. The following w+yiqtols occur in contexts that can 

hardly be considered volitive: 48:17 (ויטמאנו; probably wayyiqtol);47 50:10 

 possibly wayyiqtol: "And a woman, when she becomes pregnant, and ;וימות)

her child has died in her womb, all the days that it is dead inside her, she will 

be unclean like a grave"; the context is clearly non-volitive); 51:17 ( אשר יקח

 clearly non-volitive; however, this case is similar to ;שוחד ויטה משפט צדק

Joosten's "poetic syntax" as found in Exod 23:8 etc.); 56:8 (ויעש; probably 

non-volitive, but maybe wayyiqtol as in 50:10?); 57:7 (ויתפש; here, Joosten's 

"light subordination" makes sense, i.e. a type of volition, cf. Yadin 1983, 

2:256, "lest he be taken"); 59:16 (ויעש; clearly non-volitive; maybe "poetic 

parallelism"?); 64:9–10 ( כי יהיה באיש חטא משפט מות ויברח אל תוך הגואים ויקלל

 ,clearly non-volitive; possibly wayyiqtol as in 50:10, cf. Yadin 1983 ;את עמו

2:290, "and has defected"; "and has cursed"). In addition, 49:20 ( טהרווי ), 

though in a context of command, may indicate a simple future consequence. 

Note also that there is only one unclassical second person weyiqtol (25:11, 

 against numerous second person weqatals and simple yiqtols. Another (ותענו

possible indication that the writer(s) of 11QT did not use weyiqtol and 

weqatal in a haphazard way is 11QTa 55:17, reflecting Deut 17:3. The MT 

has three rather unexpected wayyiqtols (ם ִרים ַוִיְשַתחּו ָלהֶּ ְך ַוַיֲעֹבד ֱאֹלִהים ֲאחֵּ  .(ַויֵּלֶּ

They must indicate future perfect since the reference is clearly future as in-

dicated by the preceding clauses (...ה ר ַיֲעׂשֶּ א... ִאיש אֹו־ִאָשה ֲאשֶּ  In v. 4 .(ִכי־ִיָמצֵּ

there is a shift to weqatal with ordinary future reference. In 11QTa 55:17, the 

first part of the passage is the same as in the MT, but the wayyiqtols are 

weqatals in the scroll (והלך ועבד אלוהים אחרים והשתחוה להמה). There seems to 

be no reason to claim that these forms are unclassical, anterior ("uncon-

verted") weqatals. An ordinary non-anterior reading fits the context perfectly 

and it raises the question whether the wayyiqtols in the MT might be a prod-

uct of late vocalization while the consonant text had weyiqtols – in a non-

volitive context. In any case, it seems significant that the scroll does not use 

weyiqtol in a context that is clearly not volitive. In sum, while the large num-

ber of weyiqtols in 11QT remains strange from a classical point of view, it 

seems possible to maintain that the classical distinction is still there, albeit 

                                                            
47 Cf. Yadin 1983, 2:210: "And as for the leper who is afflicted with old leprosy or scab, 

and the priest has declared him unclean." In contrast, Smith (1991, 49) states that the form 

is "an unconverted imperfect, as the syntactically parallel clause in line 15 indicates." 

However, these lines are not parallel, and the wayyiqtol reading is clearly preferable. 
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employed in an unexpected way. The grammar and inherent semantics of the 

forms might be classical, but the style is certainly not.48 

Other documents exhibit a similar seemingly indiscriminate use of 

weqatal and weyiqtol, although, in shorter texts, it is impossible to see how 

typical such more or less isolated cases are in the context of the entire origi-

nal writing (e.g. 4Q274 fr. 1 i 3, ורחץ במים ויכבס בגדיו; fr. 2 i 1, ורחץ ויכבס). 

The fragments of Jubilees in 4Q216–228 seem to include several unclassical 

weyiqtols as well.49 Similarly, non-volitive weyiqtols (seemingly indicating 

future prediction) probably occur in the writing represented in 4Q371 and 

4Q372.50 This text seems similar to Dan 11 (n. 36 above), i.e. it is atypical 

in the classical corpus as well as in so-called LBH. 

To conclude, the supposedly clear-cut distinction between the use of we-

yiqtol in early and late texts is not reflected in the material from Qumran. 

Some of these clearly late texts show a very low degree of unclassical inter-

ference, while others seem to attest to a more or less indiscriminate use of 

weyiqtol and weqatal.51 The most likely candidate for the latter category 

(11QT) is presumably older than the major "sectarian" works, which gener-

ally exhibit a much more classical use of the forms (Smith 1991, 62). Fur-

thermore, interpreting forms as volitive or non-volitive is a subjective under-

taking, which makes it hard to draw firm conclusions. Joosten (2012a, 339‒

340) reads CBH Lev 15:24 as a volitive outburst (see appendix 47). Hence, 

                                                           
48 11QT is generally regarded as a composite work with separate parts with different 

backgrounds. Wilson and Wills (1982) divide the scroll into sections based on content 

and note that these sections differ stylistically and linguistically. Some sections have far 

more weyiqtols (in comparison to weqatals) than other sections and היה (yiqtol)+PTC is 

concentrated in specific sections (ib., 285–286). They do not indicate the relative date of 

the presumed sources but note that "[a]lthough wĕyiqṭôl and yihyeh qôṭēl are both late 

forms, the authors of the documents had different styles and used these forms with differ-

ent frequencies" (ib., 286). See also Callaway 1986 for a more cautious approach on the 

question of sources. 
49 E.g., 4Q216 II 5 (ויל]כו) and 6 (ויעבודו), which seem to be predictions concerning the 

future (unwanted) behavior of the Israelites. The Jubilees fragments exhibit other types 

of unclassical verbal use, most conspicuously anterior weqatal in 4Q216 VII 11 and 

4Q223–224 Unit 2 IV 18 (6.2.2). 
50 There is some overlap between the two mss. In a few cases, w+yiqtol in one is paralleled 

by simple yiqtol in the other (4Q371 fr. 1 2 vs. 4Q372 fr. 1 6; 4Q371 fr. 1 12 vs. 4Q372 

fr. 1 13). However, the analysis of this text is difficult. Schuller and Bernstein (2001) 

advocate a past tense reading, interpreting the w+yiqtols as wayyiqtols, the weqatals as 

unclassical anteriors, and the simple yiqtols as archaic past tense forms. This would seem 

to be a rather amazing mixture. In contrast, Mitchell (2009, 193) argues that reading the 

text with future reference makes more sense. 
51 In contrast, note Joosten's claim that weqatal "freely alternates with w plus imperfect," 

seemingly referring to QH in general (Joosten 2016b, 91; cf. 2015, 32). 
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numerous supposedly odd weyiqtols might be analysed in the same way in 

non-CBH documents. In fact, it might be possible to ascribe a large part of 

the deviant behavior of weyiqtols in texts such as 11QT to the style of the 

writer(s) rather than to a fundamental change in the grammatical system and 

the semantics of the verb forms. For this reason it would hardly make sense 

to use statistical means to measure the "classicality" of different texts accord-

ing to their use of weyiqtol. What would be measured would not be objective, 

observable facts but rather the scholar's subjective interpretation of the ma-

terial (cf. 2.1; see also Rezetko and Young 2014, 229). 

The same applies to anterior weqatal. As noted in 6.2.1, we cannot define 

the limits of the category in a clear way and many cases permit alternative 

interpretations. Hence, it is difficult to establish a clear connection between 

such forms and the date of the texts in which they occur. If, as seems to be 

the case, some instances are the result of later additions or scribal influence, 

the connection is even weaker. Joosten (2012a, 224) argues that the best ap-

proach to the distribution of the form is "a diachronic view" – "the older 

books show few cases of we+QATAL, while in later books, starting with 2 

Kings and Jeremiah, the usage increases. In Ecclesiastes, we+QATAL is used 

about 25 times, while WAYYIQTOL occurs only thrice." However, he also 

remarks that in the "other late books the syntagm is not particularly frequent" 

(ib., n. 58). "There is simply a sprinkling of single cases occurring in the 

midst of good, classical narrative" in various parts of the OT (ib., 227; cf. ib., 

386). As will be discussed further in ch. 7, the fact that the probable real-

world diachronic development is clear does not mean that this development 

must be reflected directly in the actual texts. 

 

6.2.5 Remarks on the biblical Qumran scrolls 

The distinction between a biblical scroll and a non-biblical one containing 

much biblical material is difficult to make. 11QT, discussed above, reuses 

many passages from the Pentateuch, and several cases of variation were 

noted with potential significance for the description of the development of 

the HVS. Likewise, biblical passages in Pesher documents may include var-

iants (a few weyiqtols for MT yiqtol or weqatal were noted in 1QpHab). In 

the mss. usually designated "biblical" (apparent versions of the "same" texts 

that we have in the MT rather than pesharim or more extensive reworkings), 

similar variation is attested but not in any systematic way.52 In fact, in most 

mss., the significant variants are very few. Appendix 49 presents a list of 

variants pertaining to verbs and their potential relevance for the evolution of 

                                                           
52 The decision to call a ms. "biblical" is still somewhat subjective, of course. I have 

restricted myself to mss. included in Ulrich 2010. 
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the HVS (1QIsaa is discussed separately in appendix 50). This does not in-

clude variants that are merely orthographical (plene or defective spelling, 

addition of final -h on 2sm qatal etc.) or in other ways irrelevant for the 

questions of interest in the present context (sg. vs. pl., use of a different root, 

a different stem, passive/active, etc.). The distinction between an ortho-

graphic variant and a variant with implications for the analysis is sometimes 

difficult to make (cf. Rezetko and Young 2014, 206). Nonetheless, the inter-

esting cases (for the present purpose) are readily apparent – the use of qatal 

instead of yiqtol or vice versa, the use of weqatal instead of wayyiqtol, or of 

what appears to be weyiqtol instead of weqatal, etc.  

The overall impression is clear. In general, the mss. present a verbal sys-

tem that does not deviate significantly from the one attested in the MT. Only 

few mss. exhibit large numbers of significant variants that may indicate a 

breakdown of the classical system, such as weqatal instead of MT wayyiqtol 

or weyiqtol instead of MT weqatal.53 The clearest such case is the great Isaiah 

scroll (1QIsaa). However, as was already suggested by Goshen-Gottstein 

(1958b, 105), IQIsaa is atypical. Furthermore, even in this scroll, the descrip-

tion is not always as straightforward as one would presume based on 

Kutscher (1974, 17). To be sure, it is possible to interpret many variants as 

reflections of a late type of verbal system, but in many cases, an interpreta-

tion within a more classical system is also possible. There is no general "up-

dating" of the language to a direct reflection of the late verbal system. Only 

some variants seem to derive from a post-classical perception of the system 

(see appendix 50 for an excursus on verbal usage in 1QIsaa). After 1QIsaa, 

the Samuel and Psalms mss. seem to present the greatest degree of variation. 

On Samuel, cf. Rezetko and Young 2014, 453‒591. Again, while some cases 

may be unclassical as compared to the MT, other cases are more ambiguous. 

In most other mss., significant variation is very restricted.54 

Outside of 1QIsaa, the only cases where a scroll has a non-volitive we-

yiqtol not attested in the MT are the following (most are ambiguous, marked 

with ?): Gen 41:30; Exod 15:14 (?; probably wayyiqtol); Deut 32:43; Isa 

22:17 (?); 46:6 (?); Jer 31:8 (?); Joel 4:16 (?); Mal 3:17 (?); Ps 104:22 (?); 

104:28 (?); 104:29 (?); 104:30 (?). No completely clear case of non-MT an-

terior weqatal seems to be found in these scrolls, but see 2 Sam 6:13; 8:2; 

15:2, 6 (all of which are probably iterative/habitual); Ps 33:9 (?), Ps 38:6 (?). 

In contrast, the scrolls occasionally seem to reflect a more classical usage 

than the MT. Note the following cases pertaining to the semantics of weqatal 

                                                           
53 Cf. the general conclusions in Muraoka 2000b, Fassberg 2000, Abegg 2011. 
54 On the low number of variants (compared to the MT) in biblical mss. from elsewhere 

(e.g. Masada), see Young 2005. 
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and weyiqtol: Gen 1:14; Exod 2:7 (?); Deut 2:4; 1 Sam 10:5; 2 Sam 5:8 (?); 

6:16; 12:16 (?; MT probably iterative/habitual weqatal); Isa 43:4 (?), 12; 

49:7 (?); 57:13 (?), 17 (?), 18 (?); 63:5‒6 (?); Ps 35:15 (?); Ps 71:2; Ps 109:31 

(?); Ps 136:15 (?); Ps 144:5; Job 37:1 (?); Dan 11:15. For details, see appen-

dix 49.55 

 

                                                           
55 Unclassical influence is often discernable in the Greek translation of OT texts. The 

translators, of course, generally had a good grasp of BH but occasionally, and to varying 

degrees in various books, they seem to have been influenced by the way Hebrew (and/or 

Aramaic) was spoken in their own time. In most cases, the translations reflect the classical 

system well. If one were to read the OT as RH (w+yiqtol as non-anterior, w+qatal as 

anterior), most of the texts would cease to make any sense. However, in some cases, 

weqatals do seem to be interpreted as anteriors (where the original meaning was probably 

habitual past) or past habitual yiqtols as future tense (cf. 2 Kgs 12:12‒15?). Yet, it is 

extremely difficult to draw clear conclusions. A translation may not be intended as a di-

rect translation of the text that we have in the MT. Furthermore, the obvious differences 

in grammatical system between Hebrew and Greek must be taken into consideration, as 

well as the specific type of Greek used. In the confines of this dissertation, I cannot ven-

ture into this wide field of research. On several important aspects of the question, see 

especially Joosten's works, conveniently collected in Joosten 2012c. Specifically on the 

verbal system, cf. also Good 2010. 



 

7 QH, spoken Hebrew, and the character of CH 
 

The observations presented in ch. 6 seem to indicate that the essential ele-

ments of the classical HVS remained in use throughout the pre-mishnaic pe-

riod for literary production.1 In the OT, apart from Ecclesiastes, which as a 

whole is particularly unclassical, the deviations from the classical system are 

quite sporadic (and it is sometimes debatable whether they are in fact unclas-

sical). Some deviations are isolated cases in otherwise classical passages, but 

sometimes a longer passage exhibits several examples of unclassical verbal 

usage (e.g. 2 Kgs 23). We can explain this state of affairs by claiming that 

CH functioned as a more or less standardized literary language for a long 

time while the spoken language evolved towards a complete abandonment 

of the system of consecutive forms. On this background, deviations from 

classical usage could be seen as interference from the linguistic system of 

the spoken register of the writer (or scribe) into what was intended to be 

literary CH. 

 

7.1 What is QH and (how) does it reflect spoken language? 

The characterization of the Hebrew of the Qumran documents and the rea-

sons for the use of Hebrew in these writings are important questions for un-

derstanding the history of the language and the role it played in society in 

different periods. What does the general classical character of QH tell us 

about the real world development of spoken Hebrew? Specifically, is it pos-

sible to claim that some speakers of Hebrew were speaking a type of Hebrew 

like the one found in the scrolls? Did (some varieties of) spoken Hebrew 

maintain the classical consecutive forms in this period? 

Against the prevailing view that QH is "basically the latest stage of bibli-

cal (literary) language" (Blau 2000, 20), some scholars have argued that QH 

was a spoken language. One of the most prominent proponents of this idea 

is Qimron. The central point of his argument is that "the grammar of DSS 

Hebrew is basically independent and distinct from other phases of Hebrew," 

reflecting "the Hebrew of the period spoken in Jerusalem or in its vicinity" 

(Qimron 2000, 232).2 Elsewhere he states that certain "unique features show 

that DSS Hebrew is not merely a mixture of BH, MH and Aramaic, but also 

draws on a distinct spoken dialect" (1986, 117–118). However, terminology 

such as "reflects" and "draws on" is highly ambiguous. These and similar 

                                                           
1 The general classical character of the Hebrew of Ben Sira is evident (see Van Peursen 

2004). Very few clear anterior weqatals are attested (and some are dubious or occur in 

variant readings/secondary passages; ib., 409). Non-volitive weyiqtols are more frequent, 

yet classical non-anterior weqatal and volitive weyiqtols are in quite general use. 
2 On the problematic use of "DSS Hebrew" rather than QH, see Reymond 2014, 5; cf. 

Schniedewind 2000, 245. 
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terms can be used to indicate several degrees of reflection – from sporadic 

reflection of a spoken language in a literary language to a more or less direct 

expression of the way people were actually speaking. 

Qimron's stand is not always clear. On the one hand, at times he expresses 

himself in a way that sounds like the ideas that he otherwise criticizes. Thus 

he states, "Admittedly, most of the DSS are literary works, but their grammar 

should be considered as reflecting the spoken language of their scribes" 

(Qimron 2000, 244). Similarly, "One may therefore describe the history of 

written Hebrew as reflecting the influence of these dialects (and of Aramaic) 

upon the literary language" (1992, 361). He argues that the language of 

4QMMT "persumably [sic] best reflects the spoken Hebrew of Qumran" 

(1986, 117).3 If there are different degrees of reflection, the written language 

in general cannot be a direct representation of the spoken language. On the 

other hand, elsewhere he is adamant that QH is not "an unknown phase of 

BH or a mixture of the spoken and written language of the Jews" (Qimron 

2000, 232). This claim implies a very direct sense of "reflection." A similar 

direct relationship between spoken language and writing seems to be presup-

posed in Qimron's rather naïve statement that, "Naturally, one should assume 

that the Hebrew of the book attributed to Nehemiah (and written in the first 

person) would reflect the language of Nehemiah" (ib., 236). 

The basis for Qimron's view is twofold. First, he rightly shows that there 

are no traces of RH (MH in his terminology) in QH as would be expected if 

the scribes were speakers of RH (ib., 233). However, he also notes (ib., 235–

236) that RH is a literary language from a later period, probably based on the 

spoken language of another part of the country. Accordingly, it is clear that 

RH in the strict sense (the language of the Mishnah and other Rabbinic writ-

ings) is not to be found in QH. In fact, most of the scholars that Qimron is 

arguing against likely have a less restricted sense of RH in mind when they 

argue that QH is attempted CH/BH written by speakers of RH. The idea is 

not that QH reflects the specific idiom found in the Mishnah, which is a 

highly condensed and technical literary language that was probably never 

spoken as such.4 Rather, the Mishnah and other RH writings are based on a 

later developmental stage of spoken Hebrew and what is reflected in QH is 

not RH as such, but an earlier phase of the dialect that later became the basis 

for RH or, more likely, an earlier phase of a dialect related to the dialect on 

                                                           
3 Cf. Qimron and Strugnell 1994, 65–108, especially 102–108. In this work, we do not 

find the strong claim that spoken Hebrew is directly reflected in QH in general. 
4 The same applies to BH (cf. Ullendorff 1971; Knauf 1990). Native speakers of BH as 

abstracted from the totality of biblical texts never existed. 
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which RH was based.5 Hence, while Qimron's observations about the lack of 

direct links between QH and RH are important in their own right, they hardly 

constitute an argument for the view that QH reflects a spoken dialect in any 

direct way. 

Second, according to Qimron, the grammar of QH is independent and dis-

tinctive from other phases of the language and he finds several specific traits 

that he can only explain on the basis of a living language (2000, 237; 1992, 

354–355). 

A similar view was put forward by Morag (1988). Qimron cites Morag 

approvingly though he notes that some of Morag's evidence for influence 

from a spoken language might be explained otherwise. Nonetheless, Qimron 

uses the evidence in a much more far-reaching way than Morag, who does 

not claim that the written language reflects the spoken language directly. Ac-

cording to Morag (1988, 149), there are three main categories of QH: CSH 

("Copper Scroll Hebrew"), QM ("Qumran Mishnaic"), and GQH ("General 

Qumran Hebrew"). CSH contains one document (the Copper Scroll/3Q15). 

As for QM, Morag only mentions 4QMMT (unpublished at the time) and 

further refers to Milik (1962, 222), who – in addition to 4QMMT – notes 

some "Mishnaic" elements in 4QMishmarot and 4QPseudo-Jubilees. GQH 

includes most of the texts and is defined by "the occurrence of several dis-

tinctly salient features" such as the long forms of the personal pronouns and 

the yiqtol type יקוטלהו. According to Morag (1988, 163), several of these fea-

tures in GQH "can in no way be regarded as having been originated in a 

literary, archaizing, language, which had BH as its model of writing, or as 

indicating a linear development of LBH. They are part and parcel of the mor-

phological structure of certain Hebrew dialects of the Qumran period."6 They 

must be the result of processes that, according to Morag, can only occur in a 

living, spoken language. Yet, unlike Qimron and some other scholars, Morag 

does not claim that the expression of this supposed spoken language in the 

texts is direct. They "do not precisely represent the language spoken by the 

scribes who were bound, in their orthography, grammar and lexicon, to a 

certain literary tradition. They could not, however, in spite of the attempts to 

adhere to the standards of the literary tradition, avoid the imprints of their 

spoken language" (ib., 150). Morag's use of the ten features (see n. 6) to 
                                                           
5 For a recent treatment of the background of RH, see Koller 2017.  
6 Morag treats ten GQH features, 1) the use of אשר rather than 2 ,ש־) contraction of -aw 

in final position, i.e. 3 ,־ו < ־יו) dissimilation of CC into nC, 4) w+yiqtol with the "cohor-

tative" suffix ־ה, i.e. 5 ,ואקטלה) pausal forms in non-pausal position, 6) yiqtol+object 

 long forms of the personal pronouns in 3sm/f, 8) 3sm possessive (7 ,יקטולהו and יקוטלהו

suffix ־הו on words ending in -ī, 9) 2p and 3p endings with 10 ,־ה) syntactic structures: a) 

 .PTC and b) specific uses of certain prepositions (Morag 1988, 151–152)+היה
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prove that GQH is an independent entity is questionable. He explicitly states 

that there are more GQH features and that the ten have merely been selected 

by him. Still, he uses the number of similarities or lack thereof between 

GQH, BH, and RH with regard to the ten features as an argument. Since 

Morag has selected the list of features in order to show that GQH is an inde-

pendent entity, it is difficult to see what such statistics can prove. If he had 

included other features, the result would have been different. There are many 

grammatical traits that are the same in BH and GQH – as opposed to the 

single such trait (feature 1) noted by Morag (ib., 150). Hence, the numbers 

hardly prove Morag's point. In addition, some of Morag's features may be 

explained by analogical influence from forms also attested in BH, thus mak-

ing the claim of a basis in spoken language unnecessary. Morag admits this 

in the case of feature 4 (pseudo-cohortative ואקטלה; ib., 154) but the same 

seems to apply to other features. E.g., the type יקוטלהו before object suffixes 

(feature 6) may be an analogical creation based on the imperative with ob-

ject, as noted by Qimron (1986, 52–53). Further, feature 3 (dissimilation of 

CC into nC) is very rare and its relevance for the characterization of QH 

seems negligible. 

Returning to Qimron, the phenomena that he mentions in support of his 

thesis are, first, the more or less consistent use of what looks like jussive and 

cohortative forms in all w+yiqtol forms (1992, 354). Second, the double sets 

of short and long pronouns and suffixes, regulated by phonetic constraints, 

which prevent long forms from occuring when the preceding sound is -ū- or 

-ī- (ib., 355). Third, and this is what Qimron calls "[p]erhaps the most con-

vincing example" (ib., 355), there is the use in 4QMMT of ש־ like in RH 

instead of classical אשר. This particle is used in a way that is not entirely 

consistent with the way it is used in RH, which means that the spoken lan-

guage was not RH, and since the very existence of the particle is "contrary 

to the literary standard" its use must reflect a spoken dialect different from 

RH. As was noted above, it is evident that the spoken language at the time 

was not RH in the strict sense. However, the fundamental lesson from this 

example in fact goes against the view of QH in general as a direct reflection 

of spoken language. If it is true that the spoken language used ש־ like 

4QMMT, the other Qumran texts that do not use this particle but rather the 

classical counterpart seem to be attempts at standard literary Hebrew with a 

notable degree of archaizing in contrast to contemporary spoken usage. On 

a more general level, Qimron's claim that the grammar of QH is independent 

and distinctive is hard to follow. To be sure, there are special traits that char-

acterize QH, but the basic grammatical system – particularly the verbal sys-

tem – clearly aligns with the system known from BH (as argued in ch. 6). 
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Other scholars have expressed views similar to Qimron's. Talshir (2003, 

265) finds that "QH must have been a living language rather than an artificial 

creation of a number of dedicated scribes. This is proven by the recurring 

and consistent use of linguistic patterns." Furthermore, Talshir considers it 

likely that QH is "the natural continuation of LBH" (ib., 265).7 According to 

his interpretation, classical BH developed into LBH and QH in the mountain 

areas, while it developed into RH in the lowlands (ib., 262).8 Talshir's view 

is quite radical in ascribing the status of living language to various attesta-

tions of Hebrew. He seems to see all these types of language as real, living, 

spoken languages, including LBH (ib., 269, "LBH does not have to be 

viewed as an artificial language or a language in disguise"). However, the 

idea that any part of the OT provides direct evidence for the spoken language 

is problematic (cf. 7.3).  

Naudé also appears to think that QH reflects the spoken language in a very 

direct way. He even mentions the transmission of grammar from mother to 

child in this connection, implying that QH was a natural language that chil-

dren would learn as their mother tongue (Naudé 2000, 116). He points to the 

Bar Kokhba letters as proof that Hebrew was spoken and not merely a Rab-

binic invention. However, this is an argument that RH was based on living, 

spoken Hebrew. It has nothing to do with the degree of direct reflection of 

the spoken language in QH.9 

Most other scholars are more cautious. While Muraoka (2000a, 344) 

agrees with the view that some features can only be explained by phonolog-

ical processes occurring in spoken language, he notes that "the notion of 

writing as one talks is a fairly modern one," and therefore "none of the doc-

uments is likely to reveal the writer's spoken Hebrew in full, which equally 

holds for Mishnaic Hebrew." Similarly, Joosten (2010a, 356) remarks that 

writing always differs from speech and certain traits of the language can be 

                                                           
7 The continuity between LBH and QH is a widespread view (e.g. Joosten 2012a, 380) 

but some scholars doubt that there is a direct link, cf. Young, Rezetko, and Ehrensvärd 

2008, 1:253‒255 and 276. Already Polzin (1976, 6‒8) noted that QH is in many ways 

closer to EBH. 
8 Other scholars note that RH cannot be the direct descendant of BH, typically arguing 

that RH sometimes exhibit more archaic forms than BH. For an overview of the main 

evidence, see Koller 2017, 152‒155. Note that some of the evidence may be debatable 

(such as the claim that the feminine demonstrative זֹו is older than זאת or the view that 3sf 

III-h ָבָנת is necessarily more original than ָבְנָתה rather than a later development). 
9 Note also Naudé's curious statement about "the disappearance" of the consecutive forms: 

"In fact, the waw-consecutive phenomenon is nearly absent in QH" (2000, 126). Like-

wise, it "is not altogether certain whether QH has the consecutive waw construction" 

(2003, 210). These claims find no support in the documents. 
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seen as artificial, but still "one should always give the Qumran authors the 

benefit of the doubt: unless there is reason to think that a form, a word, or a 

turn of phrase reflects reuse of biblical expressions, or influence from Ara-

maic, one should admit that it represents proper Hebrew of the dialect used 

by the sectarians." However, he also stresses the decidedly biblicizing style 

of the Qumran authors. In addition to direct quotations and allusions, even 

when "the authors express their own ideas, they often clothe them in lan-

guage that is partly taken over from earlier writings" (ib., 359). 

As indicated by Joosten's words, the biblical flavour of QH is very pro-

nounced. Yet, at the same time, there are clear indications of something that 

is not BH. The claim (Joosten 2010a, 361) that the scrolls show that Hebrew 

was a living language in the first century BCE is clearly correct, but that does 

not mean that this living Hebrew was identical to QH. The problem is how 

to define the "reflections" from the spoken language in the texts. What does 

it mean that QH reflects a living language? Does it mean that the authors 

wrote more or less like they spoke, or does it mean that their spoken language 

sometimes caused interference in the more or less standardized literary lan-

guage. "Reflections" might be understood in either way. Calling QH a "dis-

tinct dialect" does not in itself indicate whether that dialect was spoken in 

real life and the idea of a "living substratum" would hardly be denied by 

anybody. Obviously, the authors spoke some kind of living language when 

they were not writing and there is good reason to suppose that this was a type 

of Hebrew (while they were probably also proficient in Aramaic). However, 

the question is the degree to which this living substratum is directly reflected 

in the writings. 

Blau has argued that all the traits that Qimron and others claim could only 

have evolved in a spoken language are explainable as purely literary phe-

nomena. He notes that "even dead languages, only used in literature, 

change" (Blau 2000, 20). In his opinion, QH simply reflects "the latest stage 

of artificial (literary) biblical language, exposed, to some extent, to the influ-

ence of the spoken vernaculars, viz. Aramaic and some sort of Middle He-

brew, which later crystallized as Mishnaic Hebrew, but also representing 

various traditions, genres, fashions, scribal schools, and personal inclina-

tions" (ib., 22). He refers to medieval Middle Arabic texts with special de-

velopments of classical Arabic forms, which cannot have been caused by 

contemporary spoken Arabic since they involve the case system or the inter-

nal passive, which the spoken language had lost (ib., 21 and 24). Similar 

examples can be found in other languages, e.g., Sanskrit, as noted by Coul-

son (1992, xxi). Furthermore, Coulson makes two important distinctions that 
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may be helpful when discussing the different types of Hebrew, between liv-

ing and dead languages and between natural and learned languages.10 Ac-

cording to this view, a language is living "when people choose to converse 

and formulate ideas in it in preference to any other" (ib., xix). To a modern 

scholar, Classical Sanskrit is dead and learned, but to the writers in the clas-

sical period it was learned, yet living. Likewise, QH was not a dead language 

(as Blau thinks), but a living, learned language. The spoken Hebrew dialects, 

of course, would be living and natural in this terminology. 

Even if specific traits in a written text could be shown to derive from spo-

ken language, such "reflections" need not indicate that the spoken language 

was the same as the written language (cf. Hurvitz 2000, 113). Rather, it might 

be a case of interference, i.e. influence from one linguistic system on another. 

In the case of QH, this would mean that QH should be described as CH with 

interference, either from an entirely different language (Aramaic) or from a 

later phase or different register of the same language (some kind of spoken 

pre-RH), cf. Rabin's term "involuntary Mishnaisms" (1958, 146).11 Hence, 

we cannot say that Qimron and others with similar ideas have convincingly 

undermined the prevailing view of QH (the "conservative view," to use 

Blau's term). 

However, another intriguing question must be adressed – the question of 

"why." If the writers of QH spoke another kind of Hebrew, why did they 

write the way they did? Specifically, to which degree was this a conscious 

decision? 

 

7.1.1 "Antilanguage"? 

Schniedewind has argued strongly for a "conscious" approach (1999; 2000; 

2013, 173–190; Rendsburg 2010 embraces Schniedewind's position, cf. 

2015). The basic idea was already presented by Rabin. In various Qumran 

texts, he noted several examples of what seems to be the sectarians' negative 

perception of their opponents' language and he thought that language was 

used as a marker of identity between the Qumran sect and their opponents, 

Pharisees or Rabbinic Jews (Rabin 1958, 146 and 158–159).12 He argued that 

                                                           
10 Learned in the sense that the language is not a mother tongue, but has to be acquired 

later through study and mastered in a conscious way. In addition, Coulson (1992, xx) 

notes that the "literary medium of any language contains elements of learned speech." 
11 In light of the remarks on RH above, "Mishnaisms" is not a very precise term (cf. Go-

shen-Gottstein 1958a, 105, n. 14: "nur als Klischee aufzufassen"). 
12 Rabin takes expressions such as "a halting tongue," "an uncircumcised language," and 

"a tongue of blasphemies" to be derogatory terms for RH (ib., 146). Other interpretations 

may be possible, however – Greek, Aramaic, or a reference to the general content rather 

than the form of language? 
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the writers of the DSS "employed a Hebrew which is much more like that of 

the Bible, and has only few traits of the spoken language. This effort at pur-

ism was probably not a function of superior linguistic training, but part of 

the self-identification of that group with the generation of the Exodus from 

Egypt and the will to imitate not only the latter's religious customs, but also 

their way of speaking" (1974, 37). 

Following the same line of thought, Weitzman (1999, 45) describes the 

use of Hebrew as one of the methods used by the sect to affirm "its identity 

as a transcendent community, a symbolic gesture of its eternally valid status 

in a world of competing ideologies and languages," as a means to "transcend 

the multilingualism of the wayward world around it." 

According to Schniedewind (1999, 235), QH is an "antilanguage" – "cre-

ated by conscious linguistic choices intended to set the speakers and their 

language apart from others."13 Specifically, the language was modelled after 

what was perceived to be "the very language of God used in the creation of 

the world," including forms and usage from poetry (perceived to be archaic) 

as well as what was intended to be pre-classical forms, i.e. pseudo-classi-

cisms and hyper-classicisms (Schniedewind 2000, 245; cf. Kutscher's 

"vogue for archaisms" [1974, 21] in certain aspects of 1QIsaa spelling). Since 

it is clear that not all the documents are the products of the supposed sect, 

Schniedewind (1999, 237) states that it is necessary to limit "our analysis to 

the corpus of sectarian texts that reflect the language specifically of the group 

living at Khirbet Qumran." 

                                                           
13 Schniedewind also uses the idea of conscious linguistic choice in other contexts. De-

scribing the early development of Hebrew writing, he suggests that the spelling of the 

word for "land" in Hebrew and Aramaic with ṣade and cayin (earlier qof), respectively, 

was not "simply the result of different phonological mergers or shifts," but rather of ide-

ological considerations – "we can hardly rule out such issues in a highly loaded word like 

land" (2013, 55). However, neither can we rule out the simpler explanation that the writ-

ing simply reflects different natural developments of the underlying PS sound leading to 

different pronunciations in the two languages. Given the fact that the same correspond-

ence between graphemes (and presumably sounds) is attested in other words and is, in 

fact, quite regular, there seems to be no reason to see an ideological, conscious motive 

here. The basic point of Schniedewind's idea was already expressed by Rabin (1974, 29), 

"a desire to stress features that differentiate 'our' language from those of the neighbours." 

In a general form, the idea has merit, of course. If the natural development of a language 

leads to the existence of several variants, some of which are different from the ones in 

neighbouring languages, while others are the same, speakers or writers might choose the 

former if they want a "national" language that is maximally differentiated from their lin-

guistic relatives. Yet, it seems that more evidence is needed if specific cases of such con-

scious language planning are to be accepted. 
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Schniedewind's theory is surely intriguing and makes for a fascinating nar-

rative that connects the place, the persons and the language of the texts. At 

least for some aspects of QH, this approach may point in the right direction 

but as a general description, the speculative and circular nature of the rea-

soning cannot be denied. Schniedewind (2000, 245) states that language is a 

complex social fact and "[c]onsequently, the sectarian religious beliefs of the 

Qumran community would have influenced Qumran Hebrew." However, 

there is no automatic connection – sectarian beliefs may lead to a markedly 

different use of language, but since we need to show that this is actually what 

happened in the case at hand, it cannot simply be used as the starting point. 

Similarly, when Schniedewind limits his analysis to the texts that he thinks 

are sectarian he also seems to presuppose what he is supposed to prove. The 

designation "sectarian" is not unproblematic and scholars have noted that the 

communities described in, e.g., CD and 1QS are not identical (Collins 2010, 

157). All documents with the "sectarian" label need not derive from the same 

"sect" or from the same place or time in the development of such a group. 

This makes any clear connection between a specific type of language attested 

in the texts and the supposed language policy of a particular group highly 

problematic.14 

Antilanguages tend to avoid and violate standard usage (Schniedewind 

2000, 245; Irvine 1989). In Schniedewind's view (2000, 246), the standard 

was "the vernacular spoken in Jerusalem by the opponents of the Qumran 

community."15 However, he also notes that there is a written or literary back-

ground. This means that the use of an archaizing CH may not have been a 

specifically sectarian trait. In fact, it seems more likely that the standard, for 

written usage, was precisely CH with the OT as a model. The problem is that 

we do not have any writings from the supposed opponents of the sectarians 

from the same period. This point was also criticized by Weitzman (1999, 37; 

cf. Segert 1963, 315).16 In fact, Schniedewind recognizes the problem (2000, 

                                                           
14 On the different ways of applying the term "sectarian" to texts, see Newsom (1990, 

173). She notes that though it seems probable that writings originating in a sectarian group 

would often exhibit distinctive traits of style, vocabulary etc., they do not have to have 

such traits; in certain genres, it is possible that all authors, whether sectarian or not, would 

have to abide by certain stereotypical conventions (ib., 175–176). 
15 Schniedewind (ib., 252) points out that scribal corrections, when made, are towards the 

"Qumran practice." 
16 Schniedewind claims to be doing sociolinguistics, but Rezetko and Young (2014, 238–

239, n. 95) point out that this is not really the case. He does not achieve the desired cor-

relation between measurable linguistic and social phenomena. Similar criticism applies 

to Kim's "sociolinguistic evaluation" of the linguistic dating of OT texts (Kim 2013). 
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251) yet does not seem to see how speculative his approach is because of this 

factor. 

To demonstrate the validity of his hypothesis Schniedewind (2000, 251) 

mentions the 3sm suffix on words with -ī- (אביהו), which he refers to as a 

hyper-classicism, one of the "most telling attempts to reconstruct primordial 

language." Such forms go "against the natural linguistic tendencies." Since 

the ה mostly elided in CH, its "reappearance" is the result of "the ideological 

creation of an idiolect for the community" (Schniedewind 1999, 238).17 

However, the proof is not conclusive. The ה-forms may reflect usage in the 

spoken dialect of the writers, which (in this particular trait) may have hap-

pened to be more conservative than the MT, preserving a more original form. 

Alternatively, the type with ה may be a late analogical (literary or spoken, 

and not necessarily conscious and sectarian, but quite natural) creation based 

on other cases with preserved ה (with 3sf or 3p suffix) or Aramaic influence. 

In general, Schniedewind sees the addition of ה (personal pronouns, verbal 

endings, the adverb שמה, etc.) as hyper-archaizing indicating the sectarians' 

attempt to reconstruct primordial forms. Since, in some cases, the longer 

forms are clearly older and the shorter forms later reductions, a general feel-

ing may have arisen that long forms are old and therefore appropriate for 

archaic religious language, regardless of the real history of the forms 

(Schniedewind 2000, 253–254). To be sure, most of such longer forms are 

arguably late analogical creations, yet we still lack a convincing argument 

that they are conscious creations. Some are attested in Samaritan Hebrew 

too, which would seem to indicate that other factors may have been at work 

beside the ideology of the presumed Qumran sect.18 

Further, Schniedewind (2000, 254) argues that the type יקטולו, which in 

the MT is a pausal form (mostly in poetry), is another instance of conscious 

use of a perceived archaic form. Again, nothing indicates that this was a con-

scious choice.19 

                                                           

Further, note that one of the "independent" variables used by Kim is the date of the texts 

– the question he is trying to evaluate (cf. Rezetko and Young 2014, 240). 
17 For a seemingly opposite development, see Reymond 2014, 88 and 99 (ע seems to be 

most susceptible to loss or substitution by other signs in the most "sectarian" texts). 
18 Cf. Ben-Ḥayyim 1958, 207. Rendsburg (2010, 235) suggests a separate but similar 

sectarian motivation behind the Samaritan forms. 
19 According to Morag (1988, 155), "pausal" forms in non-pausal position are a GQH 

trait, indicating penultimate stress. However, the orthography of QH only indicates part 

of what is expressed in the detailed MT vocalization. The spelling יקטולו need not indicate 

a pronunciation or stress pattern different from the MT (cf. 5.3.2). 
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In general, the positive evidence for a conscious linguistic ideology at 

Qumran is ambiguous at best.20 However, a more promising line of thought 

is the negative evidence – what Schniedewind (1999, 243) calls "studied 

avoidance." In some texts, features of unclassical language, specifically 

"Mishnaic" elements, are prominent (he mentions the Copper Scroll and 

4QMMT, as well as sporadic cases in other scrolls). This shows that this type 

of language existed and could be written but was mostly avoided. Schnie-

dewind does not mention any traits from the verbal system in this connection, 

but verbal usage seems to support the general point. The sporadic cases of 

unclassical usage scattered across the documents show that an unclassical 

type of verbal system did exist at the time but was not – in general – used in 

writing. However, this does not tell us whether this was a conscious choice 

of a particular sect or simply the way to write good, classical literary Hebrew. 

Unfortunately, the document most clearly connected to RH (cf. Høgen-

haven 2015), viz. the Copper Scroll, contains very few verbs (only impera-

tives). We cannot know if consecutive forms would have been used. The 

other documents dubbed "Mishnaic" provide no clear evidence for unclassi-

cal verbal usage (4QMMT, 4QMishmarot and 4QPseudo-Jubilees). The des-

ignation of the Mishmarot texts as "Mishnaic" seems to be based on the use 

of relative ש־. There are no verbs of relevance to our question. 4QPseudo-

Jubilees clearly uses the classical system – and possibly in a more classical 

way than the MT.21 The "Mishnaic" character of 4QMMT stems mostly from 

the vocabulary, while the grammar is "primarily Qumranic" (Qimron and 

Strugnell 1994, 102–103). No wayyiqtol, weyiqtol, or anterior weqatal is at-

tested. However, there are several cases of non-anterior weqatal, some of 

which are in direct or indirect OT quotes, while two are not (4Q398 fr. 14‒

17 ii 5, ונחשבה ,7 ,והרחיק). The use of PTCs in MMT is very dominant, in-

cluding periphrastic constructions with היה (yiqtol). This seems to point in 

the direction of RH but since the text is direct discourse, genre plays a role. 

PTCs used as a real present tense in direct discourse are not unclassical. 

While no Qumran text attests to a verbal system of a clearly RH type, 

numerous cases of unclassical usage show up in the documents (6.2.2 and 

6.2.4). On the one hand, the presence of such usage seems to indicate that a 

verbal system of the RH type was in use at the time of writing or copying of 

the texts. On the other hand, the texts do not regularly use this system but 

rather the classical one. This seems to support the view that the written and 

                                                           
20 On conscious linguistic development in other languages, see Dixon (1997, 12 and 106, 

n. 2). 
21 The possibly non-anterior weqatal in Gen 15:6 seems to be a wayyiqtol in 4Q225 fr. 2 

i 7 (]ויא]מין), cf. n. 13 in ch. 6. 
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spoken registers of Hebrew were in fact quite different in this period. In other 

words, the idea that QH reflects spoken language directly is difficult to up-

hold. Rather, in QH (as well as in BH) we seem to witness varying degrees 

of interference from a system of the RH type in the classical system. Appar-

ently, a situation of diglossia existed. Two markedly different grammatical 

systems were in use at the same time, a high variety (without native speakers) 

that had to be learned for literary, formal use, and a low variety used for 

ordinary conversation and day-to-day usage.22 Occasionally, slips may have 

occurred between the two varieties, leading to the use of colloquial elements 

in the formal variety (and, in some cases, such usage may have been a delib-

erate stylistic choice; cf. Van Peursen 2004, 55‒57). 

Was strict adherence to the classical standard language with archaizing 

tendencies a conscious decision of a particular group (the "antilanguage" of 

the presumed sect at Qumran)? The clearest cases of anterior weqatal in QH 

(6.2.2) occur in texts that are generally considered "non-sectarian," while the 

near total absence of such forms in the major "sectarian" documents might 

be seen as an attempt to be "more biblical than the Bible itself." Apparently, 

texts such as Tobit and Jubilees were not subject to the same archaizing 

tendencies (Siegismund 2017, 218). Perhaps the almost consistent non-use 

of anterior weqatal in the major sectarian documents shows that they delib-

erately avoided this form in their own works as opposed to other writers and 

the scribes of mss. such as 1QIsaa, who allowed a higher degree of interfer-

ence from the system of the spoken language.23 However, this does not prove 

the "antilanguage" claim (conscious decisions).  Maybe the "sectarian" writ-

ers were simply better at avoiding interference in a language type that was 

not necessarily their own conscious creation but rather "standard" Hebrew, 

the way one was supposed to write regardless of one's sectarian affiliation. 

                                                           
22 On diglossia, see especially Rendsburg 1990. Young, Rezetko, and Ehrensvärd (2008, 

1:172‒179) discuss several responses to Rendsburg's approach. E.g., our lack of infor-

mation on real spoken usage prevents us from determining the degree of divergence be-

tween the supposed high and low varieties and whether we are in fact dealing with di-

glossia or merely with a standard language based on one dialect as opposed to other, more 

or less diverging dialects. On dialects in ancient Hebrew, see, e.g., ib., 1:180‒200. In 

addition, several foreign languages played a role in the periods under consideration (Ar-

amaic, Greek, later also Latin), in different varieties and registers. Hence, the linguistic 

situation must have been more complex than "simple" diglossia. 
23 Smith (1991, 59) states that the "absence of unconverted perfects is in part a matter of 

genre and in part a matter of style. The extant QL texts are mostly prescriptive in character 

and therefore do not call for past *wqtl which was might [sic] be expected in historical 

texts." However, the texts that do include narrative past sequences typically use wayyiqtol 

and simple qatal – not anterior weqatal. Nothing indicates that, e.g., 1QM would have 

used large numbers of anterior weqatal, had it included lengthy narrative passages. 
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In fact, with the available material, it seems impossible to prove the "anti-

language" theory. At the same time, the evidence does not allow us to dis-

prove it either. Too many factors remain unknown. Specifically on the use 

of anterior weqatal, the numbers are very low, and it would be unwise to 

draw too firm conclusions. 

The same applies to the question of the degree of direct reflection of spo-

ken language. The observations above seem to indicate that QH was a liter-

ary language that differed markedly from the spoken dialect(s). Below, I will 

discuss the view that this was probably the case for BH as well and that CH 

in general is to be considered a literary standard language. However, given 

the obvious lack of actual samples of spoken Hebrew from ancient times, 

Qimron's thesis cannot be disproved that easily – some people may have been 

speaking an archaic dialect that preserved the classical verbal system. Of 

course, the literary language (whether a more general standard or a con-

sciously created "antilanguage") may even have been secondarily used as a 

spoken language by the presumed sectarians (cf. the distinction between liv-

ing/dead and learned/natural languages).24 Further, it could be claimed that 

the supposed interference from spoken Hebrew was in fact Aramaic, while 

contemporary spoken Hebrew used the classical verbal system. However, 

the evidence suggests that Hebrew was spoken even at a later date and the 

late documentary texts do not use the classical system at all. Hence, it seems 

likely that the interference, at least in part, came from a type of Hebrew.25 

Finally, perhaps the variation that has been noted and interpreted as signs of 

interference from the spoken language in the written language may in fact 

have existed in the spoken language, i.e., the spoken language used anterior 

weqatal and wayyiqtol with the same meaning, the choice between the forms 

possibly reflecting social stratification, style, etc. Indeed, during the devel-

opment of the spoken language, such a situation likely existed (8.2). How-

ever, such a situation must have been very unstable since the existence of 

anterior weqatal would tend to produce a high degree of ambiguity as long 

as classical non-anterior weqatal remained in use, as it clearly was in QH. 

Since the reflections of an RH type of verbal system seem to be attested in 

texts from a longer period they are more likely to be interference in a written 

standard language from a spoken language, which had already undergone the 

fundamental shift in the verbal system at an earlier date. 

                                                           
24 See Reymond 2014, 14, n. 3. In other diglossic situations (Modern Arabic) the primarily 

literary high variant is used in spoken form under certain circumstances. 
25 Kutscher (1974, 29) notes that many features of 1QIsaa are shared by RH and Aramaic. 

He remarks that if the changes made in the scroll were supposed to produce a more pop-

ular edition we must assume that Hebrew was still in use (ib., 73). 
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In sum, the evidence leaves many possibilities open and allows for very 

few clear conclusions. Since we only have access to written texts and do not 

have any sources that unambiguously tell us about the spoken language it is 

difficult to see how a definitive answer to the questions can be given. As long 

as this is the case, I see no reason to abandon the widely accepted view that 

QH in general is to be considered classical literary Hebrew with different 

degrees of archaizing as well as interference, possibly from the spoken lan-

guages (a pre-RH type of Hebrew and Aramaic) and possibly from purely 

literary developments attributable to scribal style etc.26 

 

7.2 The ancient inscriptions and spoken Hebrew 

It seems likely that a diglossia-like situation obtained when the Qumran texts 

were written. An archaic literary language and a spoken language, presuma-

bly in several dialects, coexisted for different communicative purposes. To 

account for the deviations from classical usage we must assume that at least 

some of the spoken dialects had undergone a considerable development in 

comparison with the classical language, in the verbal system as well as other 

parts of grammar, phonology, and lexicon. If that was the case for QH, when 

did such a situation originate?27 

Rendsburg (1990, 175) sets the beginning of diglossia at a very early date 

("c. 1200 B.C.E."). At that time, the written and spoken dialects were very 

similar for "a brief instant," but "[w]ith the standardization of classical He-

brew, especially from c. 1000 B.C.E. onward in Jerusalem, and the continued 

development of the spoken idiom, the difference between the two dialects 

became more pronounced." To be sure, a period of relative similarity be-

tween written and spoken language (specifically concerning the consecutive 

forms) must have existed at some point unless we embrace the unconvincing 

claim that the system is an artificial creation (7.2.1). Yet, it may be necessary 

to date that period much later than Rendsburg does. According to Rendsburg 

(ib., 32–33), the inscriptions imitate the OT, which he dates early ("by and 

large their language is identical to BH, and few colloquialisms appear to have 

penetrated them"). However, since the arguments for early dating of OT texts 

in general have been challenged (to say the least), the idea that BH (as we 

know it) influenced the inscriptions is problematic. Of course, it is possible 

(and indeed likely) that ancient literary works may have existed that have 

been completely lost to us or that may have been partly incorporated into 

works that later became part of the OT. An additional complication is the 

                                                           
26 See the balanced approach presented by Reymond (2014, 18 and 20). 
27 Cf. Hornkohl 2014, 24. 
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possibility that an oral literature may have existed, leaving no direct evi-

dence. The presence on the Ketef Hinnom silver amulets (KHin) of a version 

of the Priestly Blessing (Num 6:24–26) and a passage similar to Deut 7:9 is 

noteworthy in this respect. Yet it clearly does not prove that the writer of 

these inscriptions knew Numbers and Deuteronomy as finished books in the 

form transmitted to us (in contrast, cf. Schniedewind 2013, 114‒115). Sig-

nificantly, most other ancient inscriptions deal with matters much more mun-

dane. In some cases, there is a certain degree of formality (e.g. seemingly 

fixed expressions such as ישמע יהוה את אדני ש֗מעת שלם in Lach 2:1‒3, or  מי

 in 2:3‒4; cf. also Lach 3; 4; 5; 6; 8; 9; see Young 1993, 110). In all עבדך כלב

languages, the mere act of writing tends to lead to the use of linguistic traits 

that differ from the ones used in spoken discourse, as noted by Young (ib., 

25). He suggests that the inscriptions were written in what he refers to as 

"Official Prose," which stands in contrast not only to the "Literary Prose" of 

the biblical texts but also to the spoken language (ib., 20). This "official" 

language was needed "by the large centralized administration set up by Da-

vid and Solomon to rule their empire" (ib., 97). However, the historicity of 

these characters and their empire is not a given fact and the argument ought 

to be more general and cautious (to the degree that some kind of centralized 

administration/state existed, an "official" or standard language would tend to 

be needed).28 

                                                           
28 Young's view is based on Rabin (1974, 29). Young (1993, 4; cf. Rabin 1974, 21–22) 

argues that "the origin of Hebrew is to be sought in the continuation of a pre-existing 

'Canaanite' literary prestige language" (see also Young, Rezetko, and Ehrensvärd 2008, 

1:178 and 316). This prestige language is reflected in the Amarna letters from Canaan, 

which are seen as expressions of a consciously evolved hybrid language with a high de-

gree of uniformity (Young 1993, 7‒10). However, this theory is not convincing. It is un-

necessary as an explanation for the attested similarities between Canaanite languages, 

which can simply be seen as the result of ordinary historical development of diverse dia-

lects from a common source. In Young's early work, classical historical-comparative lin-

guistics and the question of genetic relationship between languages do not seem to play 

any role. In the period when separate Canaanite languages are attested, the languages are 

very similar (it might be debated whether Hebrew and Moabite, e.g., are separate lan-

guages). At an earlier date (closer to their common source), at the time of Amarna, the 

similarities must have been even greater. Hence, the perceived uniformity in the Canaan-

ite traits attested in the letters need not be the product of a conscious, literary creation but 

might be perfectly natural reflections of a still mostly undifferentiated Canaanite lan-

guage. In addition, the claim that the Amarna letters with Canaanite influence represent 

a uniform means of communication deliberately developed by scribes (cf. Schniedewind 

2013, 47) seems unwarranted. They may be more or less failed attempts at writing Akka-

dian by native speakers of Canaanite. Alternatively, see von Dassow's argument (2004) 

that the intention was, in fact, to write Canaanite rather than Akkadian. In any case, the 

evidence for a consciously created literary prestige language is hard to see. 
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Clearly, we have no real specimens of spoken Hebrew. As noted above, 

"the notion of writing as one talks is a fairly modern one" (Muraoka 2000a, 

344).29 However, since we do not know how people were actually speaking, 

this does not necessarily mean that we have to posit diglossia at the time of 

the inscriptions (in the strict sense of two coexisting varieties of markedly 

different type). We have no evidence that there were significant grammatical 

differences between spoken and written Hebrew at this stage. If we restrict 

the discussion to the HVS, the kind of unclassical interference known from 

BH and QH does not seem to occur in the inscriptions. This might be mere 

chance, of course, but we must at least recognize the possibility that the rea-

son may be that the classical consecutive forms were in fact a living part of 

spoken Hebrew at this time. 

Schniedewind (2013, 99) argues that a "democratization of Hebrew" took 

place in ancient Judah from the eighth century BC. Writing spread through 

different classes of society and was no longer restricted to a highly trained 

scribal elite (ib., 104). He assumes a relatively widespread rudimentary lit-

eracy, which he calls "craft literacy" (ib., 105).30 The contents of several in-

scriptions may support this view. Lach 3 ("Letter of a Literate Soldier") is 

thought to indicate that illiteracy was a social stigma since the soldier in the 

letter vehemently defends himself against accusations that he is unable to 

read (ib., 106). Schniedewind argues against the view that the letter is "Offi-

cial Hebrew" and/or that it was penned by a professional scribe since the 

point of the letter is that the soldier is able to do it himself (ib., 107). In addi-

tion, the "rudimentary linguistic skills" of the writer and the "linguistic prob-

lems" of the letter, according to Schniedewind, indicate that the soldier was 

the actual writer (ib., 107).31 Similarly, he states that we cannot take for 

granted that the complaint from an agricultural worker in MHsh 1 (Yavneh 

Yam) was penned by a professional scribe (ib., 112). In fact, he argues that 

the language is "rather redundant […] perhaps reflecting aspects of oral 

speech" (ib., 111). Similarly, Parker (1997, 16) notes that the "clumsiness" 

of the letter "must reflect the manner of speech" of the worker. Parker, how-

ever, thinks that the worker was an illiterate who poured out his story to a 

                                                           
29 We cannot use spoken discourse as represented in the OT as evidence for real spoken 

usage. "When Biblical authors composed their works they couched everything, including 

direct speech, in the classical language" (Rendsburg 1990, 19). 
30 Cf. Wise (1992, 158) on "craftsman's literacy" ("a society in which most craftsmen can 

at least read, while women, unskilled laborers, and peasants generally cannot"). 
31 The word "linguistic" in this context is not well chosen. There is no reason to assume 

that the soldier did not have full command of what we assume was his own language. 

"Scribal" or "stylistic" would have been better terms. 
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scribe, thereby possibly adding to the alleged "clumsiness" due to "his agita-

tion and anxiety under the circumstances." One should be very cautious 

when making such value judgements – the perceived "clumsiness" may be 

due to our lack of native speaker intuition. The text, however, does appear 

repetitious and in some ways atypical. Dobbs-Allsopp et al. (2005, 360) note 

that the "style may be characteristic of colloquial Hebrew." 

The Siloam inscription (Silm), describing the building of the famous tun-

nel, may be another relevant case. The contents and location of the inscrip-

tion (inside the tunnel) are atypical compared to building inscriptions in other 

languages. Perhaps it was put up by and for the actual workers, possibly re-

flecting their spoken language.32 However, we cannot know whether they 

used a professional scribe.33 In fact, none of the texts mentioned here yields 

conclusive evidence about the real extent of literacy in the period or about 

the relation between spoken Hebrew and the language of the inscriptions (cf. 

Smith 1991, 26).34 However, taken together, they do seem to suggest that the 

strictly official or even literary character of the inscriptions may be an un-

warranted assumption. We cannot exclude the possibility that the language 

of the inscriptions was close to spoken varieties. 

 

7.2.1 Artificial consecutive forms? 

While some scholars have argued explicitly that the consecutive forms must 

have been part of the spoken language, more seem to hold a more skeptical 

view.35 Several scholars have claimed that the consecutive forms are purely 

                                                           
32 Rendsburg and Schniedewind 2010 argue (rather speculatively) that certain Northern 

dialectal traits in the text indicate that the author of the inscription was a recent refugee 

to Jerusalem from the North, used as forced labour. 
33 See Young 1993, 104. Based on 2 Chr 32:2‒4, he argues that "the miners […] may well 

have had expert royal scribes laid at their disposal by a grateful king." The use of the 

biblical narrative as historical witness reduces the usefulness of this argument considera-

bly. 
34 A recent analysis of the handwriting in 16 Arad letters concludes that at least six authors 

are represented, hence literacy must have been quite widespread in the military hierarchy 

around 600 BC (Faigenbaum-Golovin et al. 2016). However, Rollston provides some 

cautionary remarks on the study and its conclusion. He thinks there is no evidence for 

widespread literacy (online, cited 27 November 2017: http://www.rollstonepigra-

phy.com/?m=201604). Cf., e.g., Rollston 2006 (on the formal and standardized character 

of the inscriptions and formal scribal training). 
35 Isserlin (1972, 200) notes that several wayyiqtols are attested in what he refers to as 

"popular" or "low class" Hebrew, viz. in MHsh 1. He argues that this type of Hebrew was 

more conservative than the more official inscriptions. Blau, too, seems to see the forms 

as part of the spoken language although he argues that the system was less fixed than in 

the written language (1971, 26; 1977, 23; 2010, 194, §4.3.2.2.8). 
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literary phenomena and that their occurrence in the inscriptions should be 

seen as elements of written language foreign to spoken Hebrew. Segal (1927, 

73, §157) suggested that it might "be doubted whether the consecutive con-

struction ever attained in popular speech that dominating position which it 

occupies in the literary dialect." Young (1993, 104) argued that the use of 

the forms in "Official Hebrew" is influence from "Literary Hebrew," the 

wayyiqtol in Silm being "most likely a case of the influence or intrusion of 

High Literary idiom into the lower form of standard prose." On the same 

form in MHsh, he states (ib., 121) that "the poorly educated author tried to 

give his text a certain literary polish." Likewise, the use of weqatal in the 

Arad letters is seen as intrusion into "Official Hebrew" from the literary lan-

guage (ib., 111).36 According to Rendsburg (1980, 103), "the consecutive 

tenses were used only in the written dialect and not in the spoken dialect" 

(cf. 1990, 20, n. 61: "characteristic only of written Hebrew"). In Schnie-

dewind's view, "Forms such as the waw consecutive are purely scribal forms, 

hence the description of it sometimes as a 'narrative tense'" (2013, 46–47).37 

Sasson (1997, 123, n. 29) "cannot accept the idea that the waw consecutive 

imperfect was a day-to-day spoken verbal form," but sees it as "a purely lit-

erary construction and a pretentious one at that. It is a special literary 'dress', 

put on for oral declamation or in written compositions." According to Sas-

son, wayyiqtol was originally developed "for recounting heroic, war-related, 

mythic, or national epic drama" (ib., 122), possibly in Aramaic from where 

Hebrew borrowed the construction (ib., 124).38 Smith, too, concludes that the 

most likely scenario is that "the waw consecutive was primarily a literary 

usage," though he notes the impossibility of showing "the extent of converted 

forms in the spoken language" (1991, 26–27). Joüon and Muraoka (2009, 

325, §111a, n. 3) state that "the typical BH tense system must be considered 

primarily a feature of a well-established literary idiom. The day-to-day prose 

form, let alone the spoken idiom, was most likely somewhat different." The 

                                                           
36 The view expressed here seems to be somewhat modified in later work. Young, 

Rezetko, and Ehrensvärd (2008, 1:155) correctly observe that the relative rarity of con-

secutive forms in the inscriptions may be the result of genre and content. 
37 The "hence" in the quote makes little sense. The term "narrative tense" is used by some 

scholars because wayyiqtol is used in narration of past, sequential events, not because it 

is a purely scribal form. On MHsh 1, Schniedewind (2013, 112) states that "[e]ven though 

the complaint is rather crude in its style, it still uses classical literary forms of SBH, like 

the waw consecutive." 
38 In contrast, Gianto (1996, 495) claims that wayyiqtol originated in Hebrew and spread 

from there to adjacent Aramaic and Canaanite regions. It seems much more likely that 

Hebrew wayyiqtol and similar usage of prefix forms in other languages are relics of PS 

*yáqtul rather than an innovation borrowed from one language (see 5.1). 
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basis for the latter claim is the alleged use of anterior weqatal in the Arad 

inscriptions. However, as noted in 6.1, these cases are ambiguous. 

Most of these scholars provide no clear arguments for the largely literary 

character that they ascribe to wayyiqtol and weqatal. The idea that the forms 

were in some way difficult or strange and hence unsuited for ordinary, eve-

ryday spoken usage seems to play a role in the discussion. Young, e.g., refers 

to the use of a "more straightforward style" in contrast to the consecutive 

forms of literary prose (1993, 27), claiming that the latter forms are rare in 

"Official prose" because its "overriding concern is with clear, efficient ex-

pression" (ib., 97). The consecutive forms are seen as imprecise (ib., 108). 

Segal (1927, 73) describes the use of the unconverted tenses as "more con-

venient" than "the more difficult construction by means of the consecutive 

tenses." Likewise, Sasson (1997, 123) states that wayyiqtol "simply was not 

a practical, day-to-day linguistic tool; not even in written form." 

I find no basis for these claims. The fact that the system of consecutive 

forms may seem impractical and strange to a modern reader is not a decisive 

argument. Many languages boast features that strike a non-native learner as 

strange and impossible to learn and use in actual speech but this does not 

prevent native speakers from doing so! In fact, the historical explanation of 

wayyiqtol as a reflex of the ordinary PS anterior form *yáqtul (5.1) shows 

that there is nothing mysterious or artificial about the form. Further, the clas-

sical system with qatal/wayyiqtol vs. yiqtol/weqatal is actually very clear and 

precise. The feeling of imprecision and impracticality only arises in texts 

with unclassical interference where weqatal and w+yiqtol become ambigu-

ous. In addition, the ambiguity was mainly a problem in the written language, 

since at least some forms were differentiated through stress position and the 

distinct vowel in wayyiqtol when spoken aloud. 

There is no reason to assume that the consecutive forms are articificial in 

the sense that they were made up specifically for literary use. Yet, at some 

point, they do seem to have been restricted to the literary language, much 

like French Passé Simple, which is not used in ordinary speech. This does 

not mean that the Passé Simple is artificial – it is a continuation of the Latin 

Perfect form. Earlier it must have been used in spoken discourse as well, as 

is still the case with the corresponding form in other Romance languages. 

Similarly, at some point, wayyiqtol and weqatal must have been real, living 

phenomena of the spoken language. The idea of deliberately creating a phe-

nomenon like the Hebrew system of consecutive forms is simply too unbe-

lievable (cf. Pardee 2012, 286). 

This, of course, does not tell us when the forms ceased to be used in natural 

spoken discourse. Since no actual spoken Hebrew is available, it might be 
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true that the use of wayyiqtol and weqatal in the inscriptions is literary influ-

ence. Clearly, there is always a more or less marked difference between 

speech and writing. However, Holmstedt (2006, 13) correctly observes that 

this does not mean that there must be a fundamental difference in the gram-

matical system – such an assertion must be backed up by evidence.  

In QH, many texts contain unclassical usage. This leads to the reasonable 

assumption that the spoken language at the time of writing of these texts had 

evolved away from the classical system. As far as the consecutive forms are 

concerned, no unambiguous cases of such unclassical interference are at-

tested in the epigraphic corpus. Hence, we cannot preclude the possibility 

that the classical system was used naturally in speech as well as in writing at 

the time of the inscriptions. If the contrary claim is made, evidence should 

be adduced. Two of the three inscriptions noted above, whose contents seem 

to be particularly non-literary, possibly reflecting the speech of workers and 

a soldier, contain consecutive forms (wayyiqtols in Silm 4 and MHsh 1:4, 5, 

7, 8). While not conclusive in itself, this fact might lend support to the view 

that such forms were part of spoken usage when the inscriptions were writ-

ten. In any case, even if the use of consecutive forms were an archaic literary 

device at the time of the inscriptions, this merely moves the vernacular char-

acter of the forms further backwards in time. It is not proof that the forms as 

such were artificial or invented literary forms. 

 

7.3 CH as a standard literary language and the question of dating 
The best way to make sense of the material seems to be to accept that CH, 

though originally based on what must have been a spoken variety of Hebrew, 

developed into a standardized literary language used throughout a period of 

several hundred years. The spoken language appears as sporadic interference 

in this written register, until eventually a new written language emerges with 

much more direct ties to the spoken register of the time. This is the standard 

view of RH.39 As Rabin (1958, 161) has argued, there seem to have been 

                                                           
39 For the argument that RH was based on living, spoken Hebrew and not a mere invention 

of the Rabbis, see especially Segal 1927, 5ff. Cf. Pérez Fernández 1997, 1ff; also Emerton 

1973. It is customary to distinguish the first (Tannaitic) phase of RH (RH1) from later 

phases, which reflect a situation in which Hebrew had ceased to be used as a spoken 

language. Koller (2017, 150‒152) gives an overview of the evidence, concluding that RH 

cannot be a "purely scholastic invention" (ib., 152). He notes that the internal evidence, 

on which Segal based his argument (specific RH traits that cannot be explained from BH 

or Aramaic), only shows that RH was a spoken dialect "at some time and in some place," 

not the precise time and location (ib., 152). The external evidence (that a dialect of He-

brew was used in documents from the Bar Kokhba period) might be the result of politi-

cal/ideological motives – "In the absence of 'neutral' texts, whose language choices are 
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ideological and social reasons for the shift from one literary language (CH) 

to another (RH), viz. "the break between Pharisaism and the Qumran sect" 

(cf. 1976, 1015; cf. also Pérez Fernández 1997, 9). Schniedewind, too, em-

phasizes the connection between the content (oral law) and the "intentional 

use of vernacular Hebrew in the Mishnah" (2000, 247). However, as also 

noted by Schniedewind (2013, 197), RH is not a direct reflection of the ver-

nacular but "comes to us as a textualized and standardized vernacular."40 

This seems to have been the case for CH as well. Centuries before the 

emergence of written RH, CH must have had its origin in a similar textual-

ization and standardization of what had previously been an ordinary day-to-

day vernacular. Rendsburg (1990, 28; cf. 29‒30 and 176) notes that the spo-

ken language of an earlier period typically lives on as a conservative written 

standard idiom for quite some time until something happens that leads to the 

adoption of a new written standard. From a presumed more or less close re-

lation between spoken and written language, the two varieties become pro-

gressively less alike as the spoken variety develops while the literary stan-

dard remains conservative and increasingly archaic. When a new social/po-

litical situation leads to the adoption of a new written language, the connec-

tion between spoken and written language becomes close again for a period 

of time until the spoken language again diverges from what is now a new 

conservative standard. Accordingly, there is no direct and natural develop-

ment from BH to RH, both of which are literary languages (similarly, mod-

ern written French is not a direct descendant of classical Latin). However, 

the spoken languages, on which they were based, must have been part of a 

natural diachronic relationship (the exact nature of which is complicated by 

dialectal considerations). 

The view of CH as a standard literary language (in itself hardly a contro-

versial point of view, cf. Rezetko and Young 2014, 96) does not necessarily 

invalidate the attempts to use linguistic traits for the purpose of dating bibli-

cal texts since it might be the case that there was a steadily increasing degree 

of interference of the spoken language in the written register correlating with 

the time of writing. However, the evidence from ch. 6 (anterior weqatal and 

non-volitive weyiqtol) supports the central claim of Rezetko, Young, Eh-

rensvärd, and others who have challenged the entire notion of linguistic da-

ting. While the evolving spoken language and the conservative written lan-

guage must have moved increasingly apart, it seems clear that there is no 

                                                           

not driven by political motivations, it is impossible to be sure that Hebrew was in fact a 

naturally spoken language" in this period (ib., 151). Fassberg (2012) suggests that spoken 

Hebrew may have lived on in some places for far longer than often assumed. 
40 Cf. 7.1. In contrast, Rabin claims that "the Sages wrote as they talked" (1974, 39). 
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direct link between the date of writing of a text and the degree of interference 

from the vernacular. In addition, as has been strongly emphasized by Rezet-

ko and Young, we do not have access to the actual originals of any texts but 

only to copies in which the linguistic details used as arguments for the dating 

of the texts may have undergone all kinds of change (linguistic moderniza-

tion or archaizing, scribal additions, corrections, corruptions, etc.; see, e.g., 

Rezetko and Young 2014, 114; Young 2017). Without engaging further in 

this debate, I find it necessary to accept their basic position.41 The nature of 

CH (and BH specifically; cf. Rezetko and Young 2014, 167), the character 

of the sources, the scribal transmission, the relative fluidity of the language 

in different versions of texts, etc. preclude any automatic correlation between 

the chronological position of the original writer or even of later editors or 

scribes and the presence of specific linguistic phenomena in the mss. at our 

disposal. An inherent problem in much work by scholars using language for 

dating purposes is readily apparent – once a few "late" traits have been found 

in certain texts, it is all too often assumed that texts that do not contain such 

traits must be early.42 However, this is clearly not the case. 

The findings on weyiqtol (6.2.3) indicate that so-called LBH is not a uni-

fied phenomenon directly reflecting late usage. There is no necessary con-

nection between the time of writing of a text and the use of non-volitive we-

yiqtol (or anterior weqatal). However, I would emphasize that the general 

evolution of the real world language seems clear enough (full use of the sys-

tem of consecutive form and clearly volitive weyiqtols in the ancient inscrip-

tions vs. the abandonment of the consecutive forms and explicitly volitive 

weyiqtol in RH and the late documentary texts). In literary corpora prior to 

the Mishnah, however, the classical system seems to function, with sporadic 

interference from what we assume was the spoken language, in which the 

development of the system was already underway. In some texts, this inter-

fering influence is very restricted or non-existent, in others it is clearly felt. 

                                                           
41 However, I tend to agree with those scholars who have perceived a sometimes too 

sweeping anti-diachronic line in Young, Rezetko, and Ehrensvärd 2008 (but see n. 10 in 

ch. 6). Similarly, the notion of "style" as an alternative explanation instead of chronology 

was simply too vague (in effect, style seems to be just another word for variation; cf. 

Siegismund 2013, 274). In their recent work (Rezetko and Young 2014), these shortcom-

ings have been rectified. 
42 E.g. Shin 2016. He argues that the postexilic prophets Haggai, Zechariah, and Malachi 

contain "clear elements of LBH" (ib., 267). However, he does not show that other pro-

phetic texts cannot be late as well; in fact, he does not even consider the question. On 

clearly late (postexilic) texts without LBH traits, see Young, Rezetko, and Ehrensvärd 

2008, 1:55‒56. 
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There is no direct link between the date of a text and the degree of "classi-

cality" in the use of the verbal system. For the long period in which Hebrew 

in its classical form was in use as a learned, religious language, the date of 

composition of a text is clearly not the only determining factor in the observ-

able linguistic variation. Accordingly, the renaming of LBH as PCH ("Pe-

ripheral Classical Hebrew") and the description of the linguistic traits char-

acteristic of the texts usually called LBH as "non-standard" rather than "late" 

(as opposed to contrasting "early" traits), as suggested by Rezetko and 

Young (2014, 10‒11, 88, and 399), are steps in the right direction. 

Note, in conclusion (and in contrast), the rather extreme claim made by 

Joosten in a recent article (2016a, 28): "CBH and LBH are not the same lan-

guage, nor even contiguous chronolects: they are separated by a period of 

time long enough to allow for the forgetting of many expressions, their rein-

terpretation in an unrelated way, and their revivification with the new mean-

ing." This is the conclusion to his latest treatment of the phenomenon called 

"pseudo-classicisms."  

On this subject, see appendix 51.  

The examples adduced by Joosten provide absolutely no basis for the 

claim that CBH and LBH are separate languages. Of course, as argued above, 

the language behind the texts developed and it makes sense to see RH and 

the spoken language on which it was based as, in many ways, a grammatical 

system distinct from CH (especially in the domain of the verbal system). Yet, 

it would seem odd to call RH and CH separate languages rather than separate 

stages of the same language.  

The literary language CH functions according to the same fundamental 

grammatical system throughout its long period of use as standard literary 

medium, with varying degrees of interference from the later system.  

We might argue that a text with excessive unclassical influence and a text 

with no such influence are close to being separate grammatical systems, and 

in fact, when focusing on the verbal system, it makes sense to exclude a text 

like Ecclesiastes from being part of CH. It would still, of course, be BH 

(since it is part of the Bible) and would still belong to the merely chronolog-

ical category "Early Hebrew" (cf. n. 2 in the preface). Similarly, the docu-

mentary texts from the Bar Kokhba period are "Early Hebrew," but not CH 

– and, of course, not BH. However, most texts are not as clearly unclassical 

as Ecclesiastes.  
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The basic traits of the language are, in fact, quite stable throughout most 

of BH and CH in general, as emphasized by Rezetko and Young (2014, 110‒

111).43 

 

                                                           
43 Holmstedt (2006, 18) calls for a "new bottom-up approach," in which "separate de-

scriptions are constructed for each 'bibliolect', that is, the grammar of each text" (cf. 

Holmstedt and Screnock 2016, 68 and 106). While this would indeed be an interesting 

enterprise, it is clear from the treatment of the noun phrase in 1QM (Holmstedt and 

Screnock 2016) that much of the information in such separate grammars would be virtu-

ally identical, since the basic grammar and structures are the same. 



 

8 The decline of the consecutive forms: Steps towards an expla-

nation 
 

As argued above, it seems clear that the literary language preserved the con-

secutive forms long after they were lost from spoken usage. Discussing the 

later abandonment of the forms in written usage, Smith (1991, 32) makes the 

following observation: "Given that direct discourse attested in classical He-

brew utilizes freestanding forms, it might be suggested that the speech of 

direct discourse eventually affected the narrative system of converted tenses. 

In other words, the spoken language may have influenced the literary idiom." 

He states that "two usages of tenses co-existed from the period of the mon-

archy down to Qumran: one was more formal and literary, and the other ap-

proximated more closely the spoken language. The use of tenses in speech 

eventually may have superseded the formal usage of converted forms" (ib., 

63). It is not certain how far back in time this dual usage can be traced (7.2) 

but the general picture is clear enough for the later period. However, the 

question remains how the system without consecutive forms evolved from a 

system with such forms. Unless we assume that wayyiqtol and non-anterior 

weqatal were never part of spoken Hebrew (an assumption that was de-

scribed as baseless in 7.2.1), the reference to spoken usage superseding the 

formal, literary use of consecutive forms merely pushes the problem back-

wards in time. It does not free us from the task of explaining how and why 

the use of these forms was abandoned in the spoken language. 

At first glance, the use of weqatal instead of wayyiqtol seems very natural. 

In fact, as illustrated in 5.3, in all WS languages the old anterior form *yáqtul 

was displaced by the younger *qatala. In Hebrew, the special development 

of the marked form wayyiqtol ensured the survival of the descendant of 

*yáqtul in this particular context, but only for a limited period. In the end, 

qatal replaced this incarnation of *yáqtul as well, as it had done in all other 

contexts. In this sense, the loss of wayyiqtol is hardly mysterious. If qatal 

means "he killed," it seems very natural and obvious that "and"+qatal should 

mean "and he killed." However, what complicates the matter is the existence 

in Hebrew of non-anterior weqatal. Because the language had developed this 

form, we have a situation where the form weqatal, which eventually replaced 

wayyiqtol, was already in use in the classical system with a meaning quite 

unlike that of wayyiqtol. The question is how to account for the development 

in light of this situation. 

A few general remarks on language change and its causes may be in order. 

Variation is inherent in all languages, even in the speech of an individual. 

This must be the fundamental reason why all languages change all the time 

(Anttila 1972, 189: "Change is the struggle of variants"). However, the 

causes of specific changes and the reasons why some changes catch on while 
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others do not are often obscure. At various levels of language, several factors 

may lead to change, such as ease of pronunciation and "natural" tendencies 

in speech production or perception, analogy, reanalysis, metaphor, semantic 

"bleaching" of the meaning of a form through exaggerated use and subse-

quent coinage of new constructions to express the earlier meaning more ex-

plicitly, influence from other languages, etc. The diffusion of certain changes 

as opposed to others in a specific community relates to social pressure, fash-

ion, the need to differentiate various groups, etc.1 Recall what was said about 

grammaticalization and "path theory" in 2.3 concerning tendencies in the di-

rection of change and the fact that there is (in general) a cognitive, conceptual 

logic in the way that languages change.2 However, as noted there, the "natu-

ralness" of a certain change does not make it necessary and hence does not 

explain why and how it happened in a particular language at a particular time 

(see Hickey 2012, 394; Lass 1980). The view often expressed (mostly by 

non-linguists) that language change is deterioration has no basis in facts.3 On 

the other hand, neither is linguistic evolution functional in the sense that it 

leads to a steadily more efficient or better system. Simplification in one area 

of a language may make other areas more complex (loss of morphological 

case makes a language "easier" from one point of view but the price may be 

more complex rules of word order etc.).4  

Trask (2010, 20) refers to several cases of rather absurd explanations of 

language change, such as the claim that the damp climate around Paris leads 

                                                           
1 For a basic introduction to the general question, see, e.g., Trask 2010; also Anderson 

1973; Anttila 1972, 57‒204; Hickey 2012; Lightfoot 2006. 
2 Cf. Bybee, Perkins, and Pagliuca 1994, 282‒302. 
3 On Hebrew, see, e.g. De Vries 1965a, 377: "severe deterioration in key points of verbal 

syntax" (cf. ib.,  414); 1965b, 76: "the degree of decay in the syntax of the Qumran scrolls" 

(cf. ib., 82). Holst (2008, 28, with n. 24) rightly observes that the conclusions of De Vries 

are partly attributable to his faulty understanding of the functioning of the classical con-

secutive forms. Schniedewind's statement (2013, 187) on the use of wayyiqtol in QH 

seems to reflect a view close to De Vries's. 
4 Traditionally, linguists claim that all languages are equally complex. This notion has 

been challenged, e.g. by Trudgill (2011, 16), who states that the traditional claim was 

mostly a "propaganda ploy that was vital for combating the 'some languages/dialects are 

primitive/inadequate' view that has been widespread in our society." According to Trudg-

ill, it does make sense to speak about simplification. Hence, "a language must be more 

complex before simplification than after it; and if some languages are more or less com-

plex at different stages of their history, then different languages can be more or less com-

plex than others" (ib., 15–16). However, while Trudgill claims that it cannot be main-

tained that simplification in morphology necessarily leads to, e.g., more complex syntax 

(ib., 16), it remains difficult to see how one could ever measure complexity in absolute 

terms for a language as a whole. 
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to frequent head colds, which is supposedly the cause of nasal vowels in 

French. A similarly far-fetched idea in the field of Hebrew is the claim of 

Murtonen (1963–1964, 92) that a direct connection existed between heavy 

or sharp word stress and the "psychic tension or pressure" caused by insta-

bility and crisis in the Bar Kokhba period. To be sure, language is part of 

society, but we should not expect to be able to posit such direct links between 

specific events in society and specific linguistic changes. Naudé (2000, 113) 

emphasizes the distinction between change (in an individual's idiolect, fun-

damentally caused by the impossibility of perfect grammar transmission), on 

the one hand, and diffusion, on the other hand – the spread of such change 

"throughout a specific population group over a certain length of time" (ib., 

115).5 Naudé notes that "there is a different object (grammar) with the advent 

of each generation. The grammar of the mother [or other providers of lin-

guistic input, we may add] does not change into the grammar of the child. 

The child is engaged in a process of grammar construction" (ib., 112).6 A 

language, or the grammar of a language, is clearly not a physical thing that 

actually changes. Yet, in an abstract sense, it seems necessary and meaning-

ful to continue to speak about the differences between two stages of a lan-

guage as change (and the term language in itself is, of course, an abstraction 

based on actually existing, perpetually varying, idiolects; cf., e.g., Lightfoot 

2006, 17 and 40). The purpose of this final part of the dissertation is to de-

scribe the factors that may have led to the basic observable fact that CH uses 

consecutive forms while RH does not. 

 

8.1 Aramaic influence 

Aramaic influence is evident in many aspects of the development of Hebrew. 

In the domain of the verbal system, many scholars cite such influence as a 

main factor since the similarities between the verbal systems of Hebrew and 

Aramaic are obviously greater in RH than in BH. However, scholars are gen-

erally well aware that Aramaic influence cannot be the only explanation. As 

                                                           
5 Other scholars use the terms innovation and change rather than change and diffusion, 

see, e.g., Hickey 2012, 393; Roberge 2012, 374. 
6 Cf. Naudé 2003; 2012; Holmstedt 2012. On change and diffusion, see also Rezetko and 

Young 2014, 211ff. Naudé (2003), Holmstedt (2012) and Rezetko and Young (2014; in 

contrast to their 2008 book) all refer to the well-known S-curve for diffusion of linguistic 

change. The proces starts slowly among few speakers, picks up momentum after reaching 

a certain point, then slows down again before its eventual spread throughout the entire 

speech community affected by the change. Rezetko and Young use this as one argument 

against a mechanical correlation between linguistic traits and the date of a text since 

"there can be considerable differences in the participation of (contemporaneous) individ-

ual speakers/writers in ongoing changes" (2014, 396). 
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Goldfajn (1998, 27) notes (in a discussion of Hebrew as a "Mischsprache"), 

"[f]oreign elements do not introduce syntactic changes that are completely 

alien to the structure of a language." It does seem unlikely that Hebrew 

speakers decided that weqatal ought to mean "and he killed" rather than "and 

he will kill" simply because that was the meaning in Aramaic. Some kind of 

inner development in Hebrew must have made such external influence pos-

sible (cf. Meyer 1972, 55, §101.7a). 

Segal (1927, 73) was reluctant to claim Aramaic influence on the earliest 

books in the OT, in which there is already evidence that sometimes "the sim-

ple tenses are used in place of the usual consecutive tenses."7 He draws the 

following conclusion: "Probably this irregularity in the use of the simple for 

the consecutive tense arose at an early time within the Hebrew language it-

self, and independently of outside influence. […] The contact with Aram. 

naturally strengthened the simpler construction, until eventually the consec-

utive construction disappeared from the living speech, and survived only in 

literature, largely by the force of the literary tradition, as in the later books 

of the Bible, in Sirach, and other literary productions of the MH period" (ib., 

73). Similarly, Kutscher (1982, 75) takes a cautious stand noting that rather 

than ascribing everything to Aramaic influence, "a parallel development 

might have occurred in both languages." Though "parallel development" is 

probably not the right term (since Aramaic never had a system of consecutive 

forms in the Hebrew manner), it seems reasonable to attempt to look for a 

language internal explanation before turning to outside influence, as part of 

the description of the general development (cf. also Joosten 2012a, 382). In-

ternal and external pressure may have worked together to push the develop-

ment forward (Hickey 2012, 388: internal vs. external "should not be under-

stood as forming a mutually exclusive dichotomy, but rather as referring to 

two possible sources which can be identified in language change"). 

It seems reasonable to assume that many (or even most) speakers of He-

brew in much of the period in which the development of the HVS occurred 

must have been bilingual or at least exposed to Aramaic on a regular basis 

(and probably other languages such as Greek). In such situations of multilin-

gualism, code-switching is a frequent phenomenon. A speaker (writer) 

                                                           
7 As argued in ch. 6, it is not clear to which extent the "simple" forms (anterior weqatal 

and non-jussive weyiqtol) were used in the originals of presumably early books. We can-

not rule out interference from the language of later redactors or scribes. On the question 

of simplicity, see below. 
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switches between two or more languages in the context of a single conver-

sation (text), occasionally in the course of a single sentence.8 If such switch-

ing occurred frequently, it would clearly tend to strengthen an internal de-

velopment already underway in one language if the direction of this devel-

opment was towards greater similarity with the other language. Hudson 

(2001, 44) notes that "[f]eatures presumably spread across language bound-

aries as the result of bilingualism, and the prevalence of syntactic features 

among areal features may be due to the tendency among bilingual individuals 

to mix languages in mid-sentence. […] language-mixing may encourage the 

suppression of syntactic differences" (cf. Dixon 1997, 20 and 25). 

Edward Cook argues that the decisive influence of Aramaic on Hebrew 

was not the result of native speakers of Hebrew being exposed to Aramaic 

and communicating in Aramaic. Rather, basing himself on insights from gen-

eral linguistic research on contact situations, he suggests that the changes 

that led to RH are the results of widespread imperfect second language ac-

quisition of Hebrew by adult Aramaic speakers (Cook 2017, 7). The prereq-

uisite for such a scenario is a historical situation in which a large number of 

Aramaic speakers acquired Hebrew – a number large enough to affect the 

way native speakers spoke Hebrew (ib., 18). According to Cook, the 

Hasmonean period (with territorial expansion and Judaization) is the most 

likely candidate (ib., 22). He does not propose pidginization or creolization 

as the origin of RH. Rather, RH may be of the type that Trudgill calls "cre-

oloids" and John Holm has termed "partially restructured languages" (ib., 

10–11).9 Cook prefers McWhorter's term "Non-hybrid Conventionalized 

Second Languages" ("Non-hybrid, because they are neither pidgins nor cre-

oles; conventionalized second languages, because they originated in non-na-

tive acquisition but have been adopted by the native speaker community," 

ib., 11).10 Since acquisition of the second language in this scenario remains 

imperfect, structural characteristics of the native language of the learners 

may be incorporated into the acquired language or traits that were part of the 

native variety of the acquired language may be lost because they have no 

                                                           
8 Cf. Schendl 2012, 523. He notes that multilingualism is much more common than gen-

erally assumed based on the situation in most modern, Western societies. In fact, on a 

world-scale and in historical perspective, monolingualism may be the exception rather 

than the norm (ib., 521). 
9 Cf. Trudgill 2011, 68, who cites Afrikaans as a good example of a "creoloid" language. 

On pidgins and creoles, see, e.g., Anttila 1972, 173‒177. 
10 Aramaic itself (in the period that is relevant here) seems to be a product of a similar 

process. Many people had to acquire Aramaic as a second language in the period of the 

empires (Cook 2017, 19). He sees Imperial Aramaic as a simplified koine developed as a 

compromise or combination of the features of several dialects. 
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analogue in the learners' own language (ib., 9–10). According to Cook, this 

background explains the loss in RH of several features of the older language, 

viz. the absolute infinitive, the volitive system, and the consecutive forms 

(ib., 11–18).11 

Cook describes this process as simplification, though he observes that 

"[s]implification, ironically, is a complex notion" (ib., 8). We might ask – is 

RH simpler than CH (or BH in particular)? On the level of the language as a 

whole, it seems impossible to answer this question. Regarding the system of 

consecutive forms specifically, we observed in 7.2.1 that the classical use of 

wayyiqtol and non-anterior weqatal is really quite simple. Much of the per-

ceived complexity and ambiguity may be a product of different grammatical 

systems having been mixed in the texts as they have been transmitted. Cook's 

argument (ib., 17) that the classical system was overspecified and redundant 

because it obligatorily marks sequence is based on a faulty interpretation of 

the semantic content of the forms (3.6). Yet, since the abandonment of the 

system includes the loss of separate forms (with specific rules of vocalization 

and stress, etc.) it does make sense to talk about simplification. As long as 

we restrict ourselves to the formal side of things, Cook is clearly right. The 

loss of separate forms, such as the absolute infinitive, the volitives, and way-

yiqtol and non-anterior weqatal does represent a simplification, at least on 

the surface level. This would be important especially for Aramaic speaking 

adult learners who did not have such forms in their native language, since, 

obviously, the loss of wayyiqtol and non-anterior weqatal, and of the entire 

system of consecutive forms as such, increases the similarity between He-

brew and Aramaic. However, while high-contact languages in general tend 

to become more simple (at least in morphology), whereas languages with 

little or no outside contact tend to be more complex, as argued by Trudgill 

(2011, 72 and 101), we clearly cannot conclude that formal simplification in 

a specific subsystem of a language cannot occur without external interfer-

ence. 

Specifically, the decline of the consecutive forms may have set in earlier 

than envisaged in Cook's scenario, independently of Aramaic influence, as 

acknowledged by several scholars referred to above. In fact, in relation to the 

volitive forms, Cook (2017, 15) mentions the possibility that the cohortative 

may not have survived in Hebrew even prior to the presumed scenario of 

                                                           
11 Cook (ib., 6) explicitly states that "BH is the parent language of MH," though it "has to 

share parental rights with another language" (viz. Aramaic). As argued in 7.3, BH was a 

literary language and it did not evolve into RH as such. Rather, the spoken varieties on 

which BH was originally based evolved and then a new literary language was based on 

one or more of these varieties. 
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contact-driven simplification. Similarly, it is "possible that the Hebrew jus-

sives had already undergone morphological leveling without the stimulus of 

Aramaic contact" (ib., 15).12 Likewise, on the loss of the consecutive forms, 

he states that "[a]t some point, but not here, there will have to be a more 

detailed discussion of what preconditions in Hebrew allowed this process to 

happen" (ib., 17, n. 20). Indeed, it is difficult to see why native speakers of 

Hebrew would follow Aramaic speakers with faulty Hebrew skills in think-

ing that weqatal means "and he killed" rather than "and he will kill" unless 

the internal development of Hebrew had already led in that direction.13 

Hence, Cook's approach does not bring us much closer to a description of 

the actual process that led to the loss of the consecutive forms. Still, the re-

alization that the "Aramaic connection" may have involved Aramaic speak-

ers acquiring Hebrew in addition to Hebrew speakers being influenced by 

Aramaic is clearly important. The scenario proposed seems to be a plausible 

background for at least some aspects of the development of post-classical 

Hebrew, although this does not necessarily apply to all the changes that de-

fine RH in relation to CH. Rather than explaining the origins of changes, this 

scenario seems to be relevant in relation to the wider diffusion of innovations 

already under way in Hebrew. 

 

8.2 Internal developments 

Superficially, the form weqatal appears to have changed its meaning from 

"and he will kill" in CH to "and he killed" in RH. However, this is not nec-

essarily the case. If (as argued in 5.3.1‒2) non-anterior weqatal (marked with 

final stress where possible) was a category separate from anterior qatal and 

from anterior weqatal (to the extent that the latter form was in fact in use in 

CH), we are not dealing with a single form whose meaning shifted from non-

anterior to anterior. Rather, non-anterior weqatal was entirely lost, just as 

wayyiqtol was lost. However, there may be other ways to understand the de-

velopment, and the fact that weqataltí and weqatálti were formally indistin-

guishable in some root types and under several specific circumstances com-

plicates the matter further. In the present section, I will discuss various fac-

tors that may have played a role. Given the nature of the question, it seems 

unavoidable that the discussion will be somewhat speculative. The purpose 

                                                           
12 As mentioned before, Aramaic preserved a formal distinction of the jussive even at the 

QA stage (Muraoka 2011, 101, §24k). 
13 An open question is the number of people involved. The historical scenario proposed 

by Cook appears plausible enough but it remains a hypothesis – we have no hard evidence 

that great numbers of Aramaic speakers acquired Hebrew. Cook admits that we have "no 

evidence on the language policy of the Hasmoneans" (ib., 24). 
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is merely to make a series of observations and present a possible scenario 

that might help shed some light on the development and possibly lead to 

further work on the subject.14 

An important element is the existence of anterior weqatal (weqatálti) in 

CH. Some scholars have argued that this form was available all along. Meyer 

(1972, 55, §101.7a) notes "den althergebrachten präteritalen Gebrauch des 

Perf. in Satzgefügen […], wo man nach der klassischen Regel das Imperf. 

cons. erwarten sollte." Anterior ("präterital") use of weqatal is attested 

"bereits im ältesten Epos Israels," viz. Judg 5:26,  ְוָהְלָמה ִסיְסָרא ָמֲחָקה רֹאשֹו

-15 How.(ib., 46‒47, §100.3e) ואסם ,and in MHsh 1:5, 6‒7 ,ּוָמֲחָצה ְוָחְלָפה ַרָקתֹו

ever, as argued in 4.1 and 6.1, the epigraphic evidence is not clear. ואסם may 

not be an anterior weqatal after all and other supposed cases in the inscrip-

tions are ambiguous as well. The view that Judg 5 is very old is, of course, 

widespread but not universal (cf. Levin 2003). There seems to be no reason 

to rule out interference from a later type of Hebrew, either on the original 

writer (who may have written the poem at a rather late date) or secondarily 

during the process of transmission. The same applies to many other cases of 

presumed anterior weqatal in the OT. 

Some weqatáltis, however, seem to have been in use at an early stage. 

Birkeland (1940, 74) observed that the development of weqataltí presup-

poses the original existence of weqatálti but later the latter form gradually 

disappeared, being replaced by wayyiqtol. According to Birkeland, then, 

there was a period where weqatálti existed, followed by a period without 

weqatálti, followed, in turn, by the late period when weqatálti was replacing 

wayyiqtol. In Birkeland's analysis, the development of weqataltí occurred 

during the earliest of these periods. Pardee (2012, 294‒295, with n. 47) 

seems to operate with the same basic periods, but – like Revell and others – 

he dates the development of final stress to the late period as a secondary 

attempt at distinguishing the two types of weqatal. The problems associated 

                                                           
14 I must admit that I am not able to make much sense of what seems to be Naudé's ex-

planation of the loss of the consecutive forms (2003, 212). It appears to be partly based 

on the erroneous claim that the waw in the consecutive forms is a subordinating conjunc-

tion (ib., 209 and 212). He states that "[c]hanges in the lexical features of the waw (from 

strong to weak) will not cause the raising of the verb to the complementizer position and 

will imply the disappearance of the waw-consecutive phenomena" (ib., 212) – but no ex-

planation of the change from strong to weak waw seems to be offered. Cf. n. 9 in ch. 7 on 

Naudé's views on the consecutive forms in QH. 
15 Cf. Meyer 1959. Notarius (2013, 290) argues for anterior weqatal in "archaic" poems 

and a virtual lack of classical non-anterior weqatal (ib., 288). However, I remain uncon-

vinced that the poems in question really represent an archaic verbal system (see appendix 

9). 
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with the late date of the development of weqataltí were discussed in 5.3.2, 

and as mentioned in 5.3.1 (n. 77), Birkeland's focus on weqatálti as a neces-

sary prerequisite for weqataltí may be unwarranted since ample analogical 

pressure existed even without weqatálti. However, the evidence from Am-

arna Canaanite (and Phoenician and Ugaritic) seems to indicate that anterior 

w+qatal was in use at an early stage, including – presumably – in some kind 

of Proto-Hebrew.16 Still, it may be claimed that Hebrew was always very 

conservative and never developed the temporal use of w+qatal because the 

older anterior form *yáqtul was preserved in the specific context of an im-

mediately preceding waw, even while simple qatal took over the expression 

of anterior tense from *yáqtul in other contexts. However, the nominal back-

ground of qatal must be taken into consideration. Adjectival and stative 

qatals must have been available for use with a preposed waw all the time. 

Though the same verbs with the same meaning occasionally occur in way-

yiqtol (as a result of the general interrelatedness of the forms as part of the 

overall system; cf. 3.6; 3.6.1), this is one type of weqatálti that must be as-

sumed to have been a part of CH. In addition, Pardee (2012, 295) notes that 

anterior weqatal might have been retained in "morpho-syntactic slots where 

confusion with imperfective wəqātal [i.e., non-anterior weqatal in my termi-

nology] was not a significant problem, particularly as the last of a series of 

qātal forms." However, as suggested in 6.2.1, some such cases may poten-

tially be interpreted as non-anteriors (concomitance etc.).  

In any case, Pardee seems to be right (and in agreement with Birkeland) 

when he observes that "it appears necessary to surmise that the perfective 

*waqatal [i.e., anterior weqatal] fell largely out of usage at some stage of 

proto-Hebrew […]. Perfective wəqātal was, therefore, to a great extent aban-

doned by the time that Judaean Hebrew reached the state that we know from 

the pre-exilic inscriptions and from Standard Biblical Hebrew" (ib., 295). 

The spoken language, of course, might be a different story. The main argu-

ment in 7.2.1 was that wayyiqtol and non-anterior weqatal must have been 

part of spoken usage at some point. Yet, we have no way of knowing whether 

anterior weqatal was a regular feature of the spoken language as well (though 

leaving no clear trace in the inscriptions). Perhaps anterior weqatal was in 

                                                           
16 Meyer (1959, 122) uses Ugaritic as an argument that anterior weqatal "auch im 

klassischen Hebräisch eine lange und legitime Geschichte hat, die bis in vorisraelitische 

Zeit zurückreicht." However, keep in mind that Ugaritic is not Hebrew, nor a direct an-

cestor of Hebrew. The same applies to Phoenician while the status of the Canaanite lan-

guage in the Amarna letters is less clear. Hebrew may represent a very conservative/ar-

chaic dialect, which preserved older traits even at a comparatively late date. 
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regular use already at the pre-Hebrew stage but was lost in the written lan-

guage where wayyiqtol became dominant while both forms continued in use 

in the spoken language. If this is the case, the occurrence of anterior weqatal 

has no chronological significance at all – it was always available in the spo-

ken language and could have intruded in the written language at all stages of 

composition and transmission. However, there are problems with this ap-

proach. First, there is no unambiguous evidence for anterior weqatal in in-

disputably early Hebrew, i.e. in the epigraphic corpus. Second, having two 

forms (wayyiqtol and weqatálti) with what seems to be the same meaning 

and function appears redundant. In addition, a high degree of ambiguity 

would seem to result from the lack of distinction between many instances of 

the two types of weqatal. Hence, it may be argued that anterior weqatal can-

not have been very widespread in the spoken language that must have been 

the basis for CH. Since the most fundamental distinction in the HVS is the 

one between anteriority and non-anteriority, it is difficult to imagine that the 

system could include a form that – apart from a restricted set of cases – was 

systematically ambiguous between these two basic categories.17 For the same 

reason, a very long period of diffusion seems difficult to envisage, as it 

would tend to lead to frequent misunderstandings.18 

If there is some truth in this line of thought, a further impetus for the de-

velopment of the system seems to be required. Keeping the speculative na-

ture of the discussion in mind, we may suggest that several phenomena 

worked together against the consecutive forms. First, in QH, the use of non-

volitive weyiqtol seems to have been more widespread than the use of ante-

rior weqatal (6.2.2 and 6.2.4). We should not draw too firm conclusions from 

such evidence regarding the development of the language in the non-literary 

world, yet we might take this as an indication that the entry of weyiqtol into 

the domain of classical non-anterior weqatal was the earlier of the two main 

                                                           
17 One might counter that OT narrative texts in which anterior weqatal occurs alongside 

ordinary wayyiqtols are usually quite easy to understand. The problem referred to above, 

however, is the existence of weqatal with two fundamentally different temporal mean-

ings, which would seem to make it more difficult to interpret non-narrative, spoken dis-

course efficiently. To be sure, verbs in many languages are ambiguous in this way, but 

typically such languages have no verbal morphology and obligatory expression of tense, 

quite unlike Hebrew (where the anterior vs. non-anterior distinction is an essential and 

obligatory part of the system). 
18 In contrast, Naudé (2012, 77‒78) argues for a long process of diffusion. However, 

though the written evidence may seem to evince a slow and long-drawn process, the ac-

tual evolution in the spoken language is another story. As argued in ch. 6 and ch. 7, literary 

CH attests to various degrees of interference from a spoken language in which the process 

had probably already run its course. 
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developments that separate the later system from CH (viz. anterior weqatal 

and non-volitive weyiqtol). The development of weyiqtol seems to have been 

part of a general semantic bleaching of the volitive forms, aided by the loss 

of formal distinction between simple yiqtol and the jussive. A gradual en-

croachment of weyiqtol on the domain of weqatal may have opened the way 

for wider use of anterior weqatal. 

Further, weqatal in a past context was always part of the classical system, 

in the sense of habitual, iterative, concomitant non-anteriority. Perhaps a 

kind of bleaching occurred, leading to the reanalysis of such weqatals as 

simply expressing some kind of pastness rather than marked habituality etc. 

This process seems to presuppose that weqatal was already under pressure 

from weyiqtol. A further significant factor contributing to this reanalysis 

might be the rise of the PTC and its encroachment on the domain of the finite 

non-anterior forms, including habituality etc. in a past context. If a new verb 

form became available for the explicit marking of concomitant or habitual 

events, the older form that used to have this function might be reinterpreted 

without this specific semantic component – this process might have been 

strengthened by the fact that the expression of habituality etc. was never ob-

ligatory in Hebrew (3.1). Yiqtol, of course, was also used in past contexts for 

the expression of habituality etc. but this form was clearly not reinterpreted 

as anterior, since yiqtol was in widespread use as a non-anterior. The reanal-

ysis of weqatal (if it occurred) must be seen in connection with the rise of 

non-volitive weyiqtol and with influence from the meaning of simple qatal.19 

Smith (1991, 32) correctly notes the possible role of the PTC in the devel-

opment, arguing that "the use of the participle as a verbal form governing 

independent clauses" may have played a role in the "slow breakdown of con-

verted tenses in narrative prose." He states that "the use of the participle as a 

main verb in narrative probably contributed to the reconfiguration of the 

post-exilic system of narrative tense" (ib., 33). While the precise role played 

by the PTC is not entirely clear from Smith's presentation, it remains a highly 

plausible suggestion that the PTC and its increasing role in the verbal system, 

gradually taking over the domain of yiqtol and weqatal, was of some im-

portance for the decline of the system of consecutive forms.20 

                                                           
19 Some scholars argue that the PTC itself underwent a process of bleaching later on, in 

Hebrew as well as in Aramaic (cf. 3.8). E.g., Rosenthal (1974, 55) states that the Aramaic 

PTC sometimes loses its meaning of simultaneousness and functions as a simple narrative 

tense. On the general notion of new, more expressive formations replacing older ones to 

carry some "desired stylistic effect" after the old forms have lost their original "marked 

force," see Lightfoot 1979, 385. 
20 According to Smith (1991, 32), the use of the PTC in independent clauses is found in 

narrative in post-exilic writings while pre-exilic narrative only uses the PTC in dependent 
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These factors (viz. non-volitive use of weyiqtol, increased use of the PTC, 

possible semantic bleaching of habitual/concomitant weqatal in past con-

text), coupled with the "logical" pressure from the meaning of waw and of 

simple qatal in addition to pressure from Aramaic, might have contributed 

to a general reanalysis of weqatal in past context (cf. Johnson 1979, 95‒96: 

"die Grenze" between weqatal used in past contexts and wayyiqtol became 

"fliessend und leicht überschritten," which – "zusammen mit dem Druck des 

Aramäischen" – seems to have led "zu einer gewissen Unsicherheit"). 

If the input heard by children acquiring Hebrew increasingly included 

non-volitive weyiqtol and PTCs rather than non-anterior weqatals, such chil-

dren might construct a grammar without a category of non-anterior 

weqatal.21  

The fact that at least one type of weqatálti must have been available all 

the time (stative verbs) would tend to strengthen this process. A further po-

tential relevant factor is the confusability between wayyiqtol and weyiqtol in 

a situation where the latter form gained ground at the expense of non-anterior 

weqatal. As long as the use of weyiqtol was restricted and its meaning was 

clearly volitive, the slight formal distinction between wayyiqtol and weyiqtol 

in most types of verbs may have been unproblematic but when speakers be-

gan using weyiqtol more extensively for simple non-anteriority it may have 

provided a further reason for replacing wayyiqtol with weqatal. 

In addition, Zevit (1998, 65) suggests that "a tendency to shift stress to the 

heads of words" may have been a factor contributing to the changes in the 

HVS. This alleged shift in general stress placement can be seen, according 

to Zevit, in the DSS and especially in later RH (ib., 51). If this were indeed 

the case, we would have a further reason for the loss of non-anterior weqatal 

                                                           

clauses. However, the alleged subordinate character of participial clauses expressing con-

comitance is a product of translation (see 3.8). Smith (ib., 28) notes a few cases of inde-

pendent narrative use of the PTC with sequential meaning in Esther. However, there is 

nothing particularly sequential in these examples, which seem to express habituality (Esth 

ְך ֹכְרִעים ּוִמְשַתֲחִוים ְלָהָמן ,3:2 לֶּ ר־ְבַשַער ַהמֶּ ְך ֲאשֶּ לֶּ י ַהמֶּ ַע ּוִמְשתַ  ,5 ,ְוָכל־ַעְבדֵּ ַכי ֹכרֵּ ין ָמְרדֳּ ה לֹוִכי־אֵּ ֲחוֶּ ) or 

some kind of durative action with no apparent sequentiality (9:3,  י ַהְמִדינֹות ... ְמַנְשִאים ְוָכל־ָׂשרֵּ

ת־ַהְיהּוִדים ְך ְוָגדֹול ,4 ,אֶּ ַכי הֹולֵּ ְך ְבָכל־ַהְמִדינֹות ִכי־ָהִאיש ָמְרדֳּ  .(ְוָשְמעֹו הֹולֵּ
21 Cf. Lightfoot 2006, 110: "The emergence of a grammar in a child is sensitive to the 

initial conditions of the primary linguistic data. Those data might shift a little, because 

people came to use their grammars differently in discourse, using certain constructions 

more frequently, or because the distribution of grammars had shifted within the speech 

community, or because there was a prior change in I-languages [= internal, individual 

languages, as opposed to E-languages = external languages, which are abstractions based 

on the various grammars of actually existing I-languages]. In that case, there may be sig-

nificant consequences for the abstract system. A new system may be triggered, which 

generates a very different set of sentences and structures." 
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(viz. the loss of all distinguishing markers). However, there is no real evi-

dence that such a general retraction of stress (and particularly in weqatal) 

took place (cf. 5.3.2). 

Finally, recall that the Masoretic notation of penultimate or final stress in 

specific weqatal forms does not necessarily reflect the intention behind the 

consonant text (5.3.2; the same applies to the Masoretic notation of wayyiqtol 

vs. weyiqtol). While the system of stress distinction as such must be seen as 

a real part of the language rather than a secondary and artificial addition, 

actual instances of weqatal may have been (and probably were) misanalyzed 

when the accents were added. Hence, a process of reanalysis similar to the 

one hypothesized to have taken place in the spoken language may be attested 

in the texts as well. I.e., some weqatals (1s or 2sm) originally intended to 

mark past habituality etc. may have been interpreted as simple anteriors with 

penultimate stress (e.g. 1 Sam 17:35, ְלִתי ְקִתי   and ְוִהַצִ֣ ֱחַז   ,cf. Driver 1913 ;ְוהֶּ

145).22

                                                           
22 Driver (1874, 134) regards the penultimate stress in these verbs as a misconception 

brought about by the preceding weqatals which belong to types that do not allow distinc-

tion of stress. 



 

 

 



 

9 Conclusions 
 

In this dissertation, I have focused on two main questions. 1) The basic char-

acter of the system and the most adequate description of the semantic content 

of the non-volitive, finite verb forms. 2) The functioning, origins, and devel-

opment of the system of consecutive forms.  

On the first question, the dissertation presents a sustained argument that 

the Hebrew language at all stages of its development is a system of relative 

tense. Qatal – and wayyiqtol in CH – indicate events that occur before some-

thing else, i.e. anteriority. Yiqtol – and weqatal in CH – indicate events that 

do not occur before something else, i.e. non-anteriority. The argument in-

cludes a general discussion of tense, aspect, and mood (1.2), a critical eval-

uation of the methods used by Penner, Cook, and others (ch. 2), and an illus-

tration of the inadequate foundations of aspectual and modal theories (3.5). 

Statistical and typological approaches are rejected as unreliable in the role of 

allegedly objective arbiters between the opposing views on the semantics of 

the verb forms. If tense relates to temporal location and aspect to internal 

temporal structure (as the simple, uncontroversial definitions state), it is clear 

that aspect cannot be the dominant category of the system. Similarly, the 

obvious modal connotations of yiqtol and weqatal that may be perceived in 

many instances should be seen as context-derived. The quite restricted rep-

ertoire of forms in the relevant part of the Hebrew system (a single opposi-

tion between qatal/wayyiqtol and yiqtol/weqatal) is of fundamental im-

portance. Since it is clear that the forms are not restricted to indicating simple 

past or future tense, the absolute temporal approach is inadequate. Ch. 4 pro-

vides illustration of the fact that Hebrew never developed separate relative 

tense form in the sense of Comrie's absolute-relative tenses. Hence, the wide-

spread belief that later phases of Hebrew developed into a system of absolute 

tense is rejected. In addition, the discussion of the early grammarians and 

their views of the HVS indicates that the absolute tense interpretation often 

attributed to these scholars seems to be a misunderstanding. In contrast to 

the claim of Cook and others who see CH as aspect-prominent and RH as 

(absolute) tense-prominent, I argue that RH is more aspect-prominent than 

CH. The increasingly dominant position of the predicative PTC and in par-

ticular the use of the periphrastic construction (היה+PTC) allows the system 

to express aspect in a way that was not possible at an earlier stage. The fact 

that the PTC gradually takes over the expression of various notions that were 

previously the domain of the finite non-anterior forms (progressive, concom-

itant action, later also habituality etc.) must also be taken into consideration 

in the description of the finite forms. Specifically, the non-anterior forms 

become increasingly restricted to posterior meaning, while concomitance be-
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comes the domain of the PTC. However, it is argued that enough counterex-

amples remain to warrant the continued use of the term non-anteriority for 

the semantic content of yiqtol/weqatal. 

On the second question (the consecutive forms), the dissertation defends 

the view that the non-volitive, finite verbal system in CH is characterized by 

a fundamental opposition between two groups of forms, yiqtol/weqatal vs. 

qatal/wayyiqtol. The members of each group have different origins and his-

tories but their regular interchange in the classical system means that we can-

not claim that yiqtol and weqatal or qatal and wayyiqtol have different in-

herent semantics. The use of the simple or waw-prefixed forms depends on 

the presence of other material in the focal position of the clause – and on the 

presence of the conjunction waw (3.6). Ch. 5 presents a detailed discussion 

of the background of wayyiqtol as a relic of PS anterior *yáqtul and of 

weqatal as an analogical creation with possible early precursors in Amarna 

Canaanite and other related languages. In particular, it is argued that the spe-

cial vocalization and doubling of the initial prefix-consonant in wayyiqtol are 

the results of a simple phonetic process caused by the stress on the prefix in 

(some forms of) the underlying verb form. In this connection, arguments are 

presented for positing a stress-based distinction between the yiqtol part of 

wayyiqtol and the jussive at some stage of pre-Hebrew. Similarly, it is argued 

that the stress shift attested in non-anterior weqatal under specific circum-

stances must be integrated into the description of the process that led to the 

CH system of consecutive forms. These forms must be seen as real parts of 

the spoken language rather than artificial formations or constructions that 

were always restricted to literary usage (7.2). In RH, however, the consecu-

tive forms are no longer used, and ch. 8 presents a discussion of various fac-

tors that may have influenced this development. A combination of several 

types of internal pressure in addition to the external pressure from Aramaic 

should be seen as components of a description that is more plausible than the 

unconvincing point of view that the written language merely took over the 

system of the spoken language or that the development was merely the prod-

uct of Aramaic influence.  

The decline and eventual loss of the consecutive forms are clearly im-

portant parts of the real evolution of the Hebrew language. However, the 

discussions in chs. 6 and 7 show that there is no direct relation between this 

development and its reflection in the documents. The view is defended that 

CH was a literary language that was used for a long period after the spoken 

language had evolved away from the use of the classical consecutive forms. 

The investigation of the use of anterior weqatal and non-volitive weyiqtol in 

the OT and in QH illustrates that there is no necessary link between the date 
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of a text and the presence of such unclassical traits. In 7.1, the status of QH 

is treated and the claim that the language directly reflects spoken language 

is found to be problematic. The same conclusion is reached concerning the 

alleged conscious character of the typical QH traits and the designation of 

QH as an antilanguage. Yet, certain phenomena may indicate that at least 

some writers consciously strove to keep unclassical interference out of their 

writings.
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Appendix 1 

Alleged absolute future qatal in Hodayot (1QHa)1 

                                                           
1 For the text, see Stegemann 2009, with translations by Newsom (cf. Schuller and New-

som 2012). The numbering of columns and lines differ from Sukenik's earlier edition of 

the text. 

ת ֗כ֗ הלך֗בכול֗אשר֗אהבתה֗ולמאוס֗ב֗ לה[ת ֗ 4:36 וב֗ט֗ ולעשות[֗ה֗ ֗]הול֗אשר֗שנא 

 בעיניך
 There are two qatals in this line (אהבתה and ה ת   though the second one ,(שנא 

is partially reconstructed in the reading used by Penner (ת[  According .(שנא 

to Penner's database, both E and R are after S, and E is marked with an "s?" 

in relation to R (i.e. possibly simultaneous). The forms do not express ab-

solute future. They are stative verbs. In such verbs, the anteriority of qatal 

can be interpreted/translated as simple present tense (cf. 3.3). Other in-

stances of the same type occur in 6:21 and 7:32, yet Penner does not inter-

pret these as future tense but rather as simple present (tagged with an "S," 

simultaneous, for all the relations, E/S, E/R, and R/S). This illustrates the 

limited value of statistics based on interpretative exegesis. 

 מה֗אדבר֗בלא֗נודע֗ואשמיעה֗בלא֗סופר 9:25
 One form is clearly a qatal (סופר; pu.). The form נודע may be a PTC. The 

absolute future interpretation is clearly unnecessary. It would lead to a 

translation like "what will/can I declare that will not be told," which makes 

little sense. Rather, the point of the passage is that the person speaking can-

not say anything that is not already known and has been told, since all his 

understanding comes from God. Hence, an anterior interpretation is prefer-

able (cf. Newsom: "that is not already known, […] that has not already been 

told." In fact, Penner tags both forms according to this view, albeit tenta-

tively (with a "b?," before, for the relation between E and R). I.e., there is 

no reason to include these forms among the supposed cases of absolute fu-

ture qatal. 

11:11 

(8‒13) 
ם ֗ היה֗בצוקה֗כמו֗אשת֗לדה֗מבכריה֗כיא֗נהפכו֗צירי  א   8֗...֗ו 

 9֗וחבל֗נמרץ֗על֗משבריה֗להחיל֗בכור֗הריה֗כיא֗באו֗בנים֗עד֗משברי֗מות 
 10֗והרית֗גבר֗הצרה֗בחבליה֗כיא֗במשברי֗מות֗תמליט֗זכר֗ובחבלי֗שאול֗יגיח 
 11֗מכור֗הריה֗פלא֗יועץ֗עם֗גבורתו֗ויפלט֗גבר֗ממשברים֗בהריתו֗החישו֗כול 

12֗משברים֗וחבלי֗מרץ֗במולדיהם֗ופלצות֗להורותם֗ובמולדיו֗יהפכו֗כול֗  

 צירים
 13֗בכור֗הריה֗והרית֗אפעה֗לחבל֗נמרץ֗ומשברי֗שחת֗לכול֗מעשי֗פלצות֗...  

 The form החישו in l. 11 is tagged with "A," after, for all the relations (though 

with a "?" added for the relation between R and S). Newsom renders the 

form with a general present tense ("hasten"). However, the passage is a de-

scription of the distress in which the speaker found himself at some point 

and his suffering is compared to the labor pains of a woman giving birth. 

Accordingly, it would seem that there is no need for a specific absolute 

future reading of the verb. Rather, we see a poetic shifting back and forth 
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2 The verb occurs in several OT Psalms (Ps 18:5/2 Sam 22:5, Ps 40:13; 116:3; also Jon 

2:6), always as a qatal indicating either simple past or the resultative state after the en-

closing, i.e. anterior meaning, to be rendered into English as a present perfect. As argued 

in 3.1, simple past and present perfect, as well as all other types of anteriority, belong to 

the same anterior tense category in Hebrew. 

between yiqtols expressing general present tense and qatals expressing pre-

sent perfect, cf. Newsom's translation of the qatal נהפכו in l. 8 ("when pangs 

and painful labor have come upon her womb opening"). The other qatals 

should be treated in the same way. 

 וחבלי֗מות֗אפפו֗לאין֗פלט 11:29
 Penner's tagging: E after S, R after S, E simultaneous ("s?") with R. New-

som uses present tense ("and the cords of death encompass, leaving no es-

cape"). The temporal reference of this passage is probably future as part of 

a long protasis consisting mostly of b+infinitives. Yet, this does not mean 

that we have to interpret the qatal אפפו as an absolute future. It is an ordi-

nary anterior qatal functioning as a future perfect in a future context, most 

naturally rendered with a present perfect in English.2 

 למען֗יתפשו֗במחשבותם֗אשר֗נזורו֗מבריתכה 12:20
 Penner's database has "A," after, for all the relationships, including (with 

"?") the relationship between E and R. An absolute future interpretation is 

clearly unnecessary since the qatal נזורו occurs in a relative clause, which 

makes a future perfect reading likely, i.e. anteriority in the future context 

(to be translated as present perfect), cf. Newsom ("those who have deserted 

your covenant").  

14:18 [  פרח֗כציץ 

 Penner has E after S, R after S, and E simultaneous ("?") with R. The qatal 

 comes immediately after a lacuna, which makes the passage difficult פרח

to assess. Of course, the text is a psalm, which makes it even more difficult 

to interpret the specific temporal frame of each verb. The context seems to 

point to a future frame for the passage as a description of the glorious ef-

fects of God's actions for his chosen ones. However, these actions are ex-

pressed with qatals in l. 13 (]תה[ ) and l. 15 (עשי  ה֗ הביאות ֗ ), which are trans-

lated as present perfects by Newsom ("[you] have acted"; "you have 

brought"). Thus, the text shifts between events that have occurred and fu-

ture events. The same could be the case with פרח, indicating that "their root" 

(or whatever is reconstructed in the lacuna) has already sprouted but the 

final effects of this are still to be seen. Alternatively, the word may not be 

a verb form but rather the noun "a bud, sprout" (Maier 1995, 1:82, "eine 

Blüte"; cf. Num 17:23). Either way, the absolute future reading is not very 

certain. 

18:7,  

8 (x2),  

9 (x2) 

חשב ת   7֗...֗מה֗אזום֗בלוא֗חפצתה֗ומה֗א 

 8֗באין֗רצונכה֗מה֗אתחזק֗בלא֗העמדתני֗ואיכה֗א»שכ«יל֗בלא֗יצרתה

 9֗לי֗ומה֗אדבר֗בלא֗פתחתה֗פי֗ואיכה֗אשיב֗בלוא֗השכלתני֗
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Appendix 2 

Zuber and translations 

Zuber's approach (1986) is another attempt at finding external validation for 

a specific way of analyzing the HVS. Zuber's analysis of the translation of 

the Hebrew verb forms into Greek and Latin is claimed to provide the basis 

for an interpretation of the HVS centered on modality. 

According to Zuber (1986, 27), the Hebrew verb forms belong to two cat-

egories, recto (qatal, "unconverted" w+qatal, and "converted" w+yiqtol) and 

obliquo (yiqtol, "unconverted" w+yiqtol, and "converted" w+qatal). He de-

scribes the semantic content of the categories as indicative (recto) vs. modal 

(obliquo).3 

Zuber's statistics show that "G [the Greek translation] und L [the Latin 

translation] verstehen die hebr. recto-Formen grundsätzlich indikativisch, 

die obliquo-Formen hingegen grundsätzlich modal oder futurisch" (ib., 77). 

 There is a 10.8% deviation from this general picture, but since "mit 

verschwindend wenigen Ausnahmen die eigentlichen Abweichungen sich 

                                                           
3 For a general critique of mood-prominence, see 3.5.2. 

 These are similar to the case in 9:25 above. The speaker asks how he can 

plan anything, say anything, be strong, etc. without God having done dif-

ferent things, e.g. "and what will/can I say when you have not opened my 

mouth" (l. 9). Hence, there is no absolute future but mere anteriority. In 

fact, this is also indicated by Penner's tagging (E is before the future R). 

20:26 

(25‒26) 
֗כשכלם֗הגשתם֗֗֗ כי[א   

 The qatal הגשתם seems to occur in a future context, which is, however, 

rather fragmentary. If the reconstruction of the preceding line in Stegemann 

2009 is correct (a כיא-clause), the verb is part of an explanatory subordinate 

clause, in which case a present perfect/future perfect makes sense as the 

prerequisite for the further events in the future (i.e., future events are deter-

mined by what God has already done or decided). As in the preceding cases, 

this is also Penner's reading (E before the future R). Hence, there is no 

compelling reason to take the qatal as an absolute future (Newsom uses the 

present tense). 

 למי֗נחשבתי֗עד֗זות 21:12
 In this case, Penner's tagging makes no sense: E after S, but R simultaneous 

with S (with "?") and E before R (with "?"). Newsom uses future tense for 

the qatal נחשבתי ("with whom shall I be reckoned until this?"). However, 

the "this" in "until this" must be God's action to bring the speaker into the 

covenant, and this has already occurred (l. 10, "you have brought into cov-

enant with you, and you have uncovered the heart of dust," according to 

Newsom). Hence, an anterior interpretation of the qatal seems possible. 
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auch durchaus gemäss der Theorie interpretieren lassen, darf die hier ver-

tretene Theorie vom hebr. Tempussystem grundsätzlich als bewiesen gelten" 

(ib., 137). The alleged proof is not convincing. At most, the statistics may 

show that the ancient translators understood the system in the same way that 

Zuber does. However, this does not guarantee that this is the correct inter-

pretation of the HVS. 

There are two main problems with the approach. The first problem is the 

question of the kind of Hebrew in which the ancient translators were compe-

tent (cf. Joosten 2001, 165, n. 2; see also n. 55 in ch. 6). To be sure, the trans-

lators might be as close as we can come to having access to native speakers, 

yet we cannot be sure that they really were native speakers of Hebrew – and 

if they were, the grammatical system of the spoken Hebrew of their period 

may have differed from the system found in the OT.4 The latter point, how-

ever, does not seem to be problematic for the interpretation of the basic se-

mantic categories in the HVS and the characterization of the system as 

modal, temporal, etc. (the difference between BH and later stages of the lan-

guage does not seem to be a difference in the basic meaning of the verb 

forms; cf., on BH and QH, Zuber 1986, 34, n. 1).  

The second problem is more serious and has to do with the fundamental 

difference between the languages involved. Hebrew, Greek, and Latin have 

very different repertoires of forms, and the verb forms have different basic 

semantics. Greek has aspectual and temporal markers, including relative 

tense forms, as well as modal forms. In Hebrew, on the other hand, the part 

of the system under investigation comprises only two basic categories (cf. 

Good 2010, 69). The attempt to fit the Greek and Latin forms into the two 

categories of indicative and modal (usually not considered the basic semantic 

categories in those languages) is misguided (cf. Gross 1987a, 426). See also 

Cook's critical remarks (2012, 140). In addition, the main reason why mo-

dality can be interpreted as the dominant category is the theoretical and ter-

minological decision to describe future tense as a type of modality, in He-

brew as well as in the other languages used in the analysis. Clearly, the ma-

terial and the statistics do not provide independent proof of anything without 

our interpretation. 

                                                           
4 Good 2010, 13: "[T]he translator was informed by contemporary spoken Hebrew, by a 

traditional understanding of the archaic use of certain verb forms in written Hebrew (de-

rived from the study of text and reading traditions), and by the realization that the context 

may bring additional meaning to the verb forms." He also notes that scholars have ques-

tioned "the ability of the translators to produce proper idiomatic Greek," and even 

"whether they had a good grasp of the Hebrew original" (ib., 37). 
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Appendix 3 

A few remarks on the use of infinitives 

Though the absolute infinitive sometimes occurs in contexts where an im-

perative would usually be employed (e.g. Exod 20:8, ָזכֹורֶ֗את־יֹוםַ֗הַשָבת, or 

Nah 2:2, ָנצֹורְ֗מֻצָרה; cf. Arad 1:1‒3, ֗ייןועת֗נתן֗לכתים ), the nominal character 

of the form remains (cf. German "Achtung!"; "Vorsicht!"). The absolute in-

finitive may function as a "stand-in" for other verb forms as well (e.g. Exod 

בֹו ,8:11 דֶ֗את־לִּ יָ֗הְיָתהָ֗הְרָוָחהְ֗וַהְכבֵּ  The use of an ordinary noun in a .(ַוַיְראַ֗פְרֹעה֗כִּ

similar function in 1 Sam 7:17 ( יתֹוּ֗וְתֻשָבתֹו י־ָשם֗בֵּ ָהָרָמָתה֗כִּ ) illustrates the nom-

inal character of the usage. In addition, there is the well-known use of abso-

lute infinitive in emphatic constructions (e.g. Gen 2:16, ל ץ־ַהָגןָ֗אֹכל֗תֹאכֵּ ֹכל֗עֵּ  (מִּ

and in expressions of continuous, durative, or iterative action (e.g. Gen 8:3, 

ַעלָ֗הָאֶרץָ֗הלֹוְךָ֗ושֹוב ם֗מֵּ  These functions reflect an adverbial use of the .(ַוָיֻשבּוַ֗הַמיִּ

nominal form.  

The construct infinitive, in most cases, is clearly a nominal form – the 

object or subject of a verb or often part of a prepositional phrase with l-, k-, 

or b-. Some scholars have argued that l- plus infinitive functions as a finite 

verb (mostly in so-called LBH and QH). Eskhult (2000, 91) refers to pas-

sages in Chronicles that substitute l-+infinitive for finite verbs in Samuel and 

Kings, allegedly with the same meaning. The problem is, however, that such 

passages are seldom identical. There is no reason to assume that the sen-

tences are supposed to carry the same meaning and that the different verb 

forms should be considered equivalent. E.g., Eskhult uses the example 2 Sam 

7:12 ( ְמְלאּוָ֗יֶמיָך֗ י֗יִּ ַכְבָת֗ כִּ ֶאת־ֲאֹבֶתיָךְ֗וָשָֽׁ ) vs. 1 Chr 17:11 ( י־ָמְלאּוָ֗יֶמיָךָ֗לֶלֶכת֗ ם־ְוָהָיה֗כִּ עִּ

 These two passages are clearly not just two ways of expressing the .(ֲאֹבֶתיָך

exact same thing. While the finite verbs ְמְלאּו ַכְבָת֗  and יִּ  are coordinated in 2 ְוָשָֽׁ

Sam ("when your days are fulfilled and you lie down with your fathers"), 

 and it will happen, when your days for") ָיֶמיָך in 1 Chr is subordinate to ָלֶלֶכת

walking with your fathers have been fulfilled"). 

Similarly, Cohen claims that all verb forms in the passage 2 Chr 7:14ff. 

have the same meaning, including the construct infinitive ַלֲעׂשֹות in v. 17 

( ְשָפַטי֗תִּ֗ יָךְ֗וֻחַקיּ֗ומִּ יתִּ ּוִּ יָךְ֗וַלֲעׂשֹותְ֗כֹכלֲ֗אֶשר֗צִּ ידָ֗אבִּ ְךְ֗לָפַניַ֗כֲאֶשרָ֗הַלְךָ֗דוִּ לֵּ ם־תֵּ ְשמֹורְוַאָתה֗אִּ ). 

According to Cohen (2013, 172–173), they have all "undergone a certain 

degree of neutralization." However, nothing prevents us from making a dis-

tinction between the weqatal ְ֗וָהיּו in v. 16 and the weyiqtols in v. 14 (degree 

of volition) and there is no reason to understand the infinitive in v. 17 as a 

finite verb as Cohen does. He translates the passage as "As for you, if you 

will walk before me as your father walked before me, and will do […]." In-

stead, we should understand the infinitive in an adverbial sense as dependent 
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on the main verb (ְך לֵּ  and as coordinated with the preceding phrase (תֵּ

 Much more could be said on these questions (and some cases of a  .(ַכֲאֶשר...)

kind of predicative use of l-+infinitive do occur), but it is clear enough that 

there is no need to treat the infinitives further in the main discussion. 

Appendix 4 

Further examples of relative tense usage of qatal in the OT 

Gen  

26:18 
םֲ֗אֶשרָ֗חְפרּו֗וַ֗ ֹרתַ֗הַמיִּ ְצָחקַ֗וַיְחֹפרֶ֗את־ְבאֵּ יוַ֗וְיַסְתמּום֗בִָּ֗יָשב֗יִּ יַ֗אְבָרָהםָ֗אבִּ ימֵּ

מֹות֗ ְקָראָ֗לֶהן֗שֵּ י֗מֹותַ֗אְבָרָהםַ֗ויִּ יםַ֗אֲחרֵּ ְשתִּ יוַכשְֵּ֗פלִּ ֹמתֲ֗אֶשר־ָקָראָ֗לֶהןָ֗אבִּ  

 The qatal and the wayyiqtol in the relative clause (ָחְפרּו and ַוְיַסְתמּום) are in-

terpretable as past perfect while the following wayyiqtol ( ְקָר֗ אַויִּ ) is not. This 

is another example of the fact that Hebrew has to use the same verb forms 

for different kinds of anteriority. 

Exod  

5:23 
ַרעָ֗לָעםַ֗הֶזה ְשֶמָך֗הֵּ ר֗בִּ יֶ֗אל־ַפְרֹעהְ֗לַדבֵּ ָאזָ֗באתִּ ַצְלָתֶ֗את־ַעֶמָךּ֗ומֵּ ל֗לֹא־הִּ ְוַהצֵּ  

 The first qatal (י  could be rendered with a simple past tense in English (ָבאתִּ

while an inclusive present perfect could be used for the second and third (i.e., 

X has happened since a certain time until now). E.g. ESV, "For since I came 

to Pharaoh to speak in your name, he has done evil to this people, and you 

have not delivered your people at all." Hebrew does not distinguish the two 

types of anteriority and uses the same verb form throughout.5 

Num 

17:11 
ש יםְ֗קֹטֶרתַ֗֗ויֹאֶמרֹ֗מֶשהֶ֗אל־ַאֲהֹרןַ֗קחֶ֗את־ַהַמְחָתהְ֗וֶתן־ָעֶליָה֗אֵּ ַחְ֗וׂשִּ ְזבֵּ ַעלַ֗המִּ מֵּ

ָרה֗ ְךְ֗מהֵּ י־ָיָצאַ֗הֶקֶצףְוהֹולֵּ יֶהם֗כִּ רֲ֗עלֵּ ָדהְ֗וַכפֵּ לַ֗הָנֶגףֶ֗אל־ָהעֵּ חֵּ יְ֗יהָוה֗הֵּ ְפנֵּ לִּ מִּ  

 The qatals ָיָצא and ל חֵּ -must be interpreted as having present relevance (pre הֵּ

sent perfect). In contrast, ל חֵּ ) in v. 12 must be past perfect הֵּ לַ֗הֶנגֶ֗ חֵּ נֵּה֗הֵּ ָבָעםףְ֗והִּ ). 

2 Sam 

5:24 
יםָ֗אז֗תֶ֗ יַ֗הְבָכאִּ יְ֗בָשְמֲעָךֶ֗את־קֹולְ֗צָעָדהְ֗בָראשֵּ יהִּ יָ֗אזָ֗יָצאְ֗יהָוהְ֗לָפֶניָך֗וִּ ֱחָרץ֗כִּ

ים ְשתִּ  ְלַהכֹותְ֗בַמֲחנֵּהְ֗פלִּ

 

 

The qatal in the י ָיָצאְ֗יהָוהְ֗לָפֶניָך) clause-כִּ ָא֗ז ֗י  refers to a point of time anterior (כִּ

to the future R implied in ים יַ֗הְבָכאִּ יְ֗בָשְמֲעָךֶ֗את־קֹולְ֗צָעָדהְ֗בָראשֵּ יהִּ ָאזֶ֗תֱחָרץ֗וִּ .  

Jonah  

3:10 
ַדְרָכםָ֗הָרָעה֗ י־ָשבּו֗מִּ יֶהם֗כִּ יםֶ֗את־ַמֲעׂשֵּ יםַ֗על־ָהָרָעה֗וַַ֗וַיראָ֗הֱאֹלהִּ ָנֶחםָ֗הֱאֹלהִּ יִּ

ֶברַ֗לֲעׂשֹות־ָלֶהםְ֗ולֹאָ֗עָׂשה  ֲאֶשר־דִּ

 The final part contains two qatals (ֶברַ֗לֲעׂשֹות־ָלֶהםְ֗ולֹאָ֗עָׂשה  ,The first one .(ֲאֶשר־דִּ

however, indicates past anteriority (past perfect), while the second one must 

be interpreted as a simple past when translating into English. I.e., "and God 

repented of the evil that he had said he would do to them, and he did not do 

it," rather than "that he had said he would do to them and had not done." 

                                                           
5 Other languages may treat such cases differently, according to the rules of their own 

verbal system, cf. the German Einheitsübersetzung: "Seit ich zum Pharaoh gegangen bin, 

[…] behandelt er dieses Volk noch schlechter, aber du hast dein Volk nicht gerettet." 
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"Legitimate prophetic perfects" (Klein 1990) 

Gen 

17:20 
יֹ֗אתֹו֗בִּ֗ יתִּ ְרבֵּ יֹ֗אתֹוְ֗והִּ יתִּ ְפרֵּ יֹ֗אתֹוְ֗והִּ ַרְכתִּ נֵּה֗בֵּ ם֗הִּ יאִּ ְמֹאדְ֗מֹאדְ֗שנֵּים־ָעָׂשרְ֗נׂשִּ

יוְ֗לגֹויָ֗גדֹול ידּ֗וְנַתתִּ  יֹולִּ

י  ַרְכתִּ -is a performative or present perfect (cf. Rogland 2003, 123). As ex בֵּ

plained in the main text, in Hebrew, performativity is a function of general 

anteriority. 

Num 

24:17 
לּ֗ומֶָ֗֗אְרֶאנּוְ֗ולֹאַ֗עָתהֲ֗אשּוֶרנּוְ֗ולֹאָ֗קרֹובָ֗דַרְך֗כֹוָכב ְׂשָראֵּ יִּ ֶבט֗מִּ ַיֲעֹקבְ֗וָקם֗שֵּ ַחץ֗מִּ

ת י֗מֹוָאבְ֗וַקְרַקרָ֗כל־ְבנֵּי־שֵּ  ַפֲאתֵּ

 is present perfect or report of vision. Rogland (2003, 92) argues that ָדַרְך 

all the forms in v. 17‒19 (from ָדַרְך) refer to the past, i.e., the weqatals are 

weqatáltis and the weyiqtol in v. 19 is a wayyiqtol. However, this interpre-

tation is unnecessary since a shift from a (present perfect) anterior form to 

non-anterior forms (weqataltís) is quite unproblematic in prophetic/poetic 

style. The weyiqtol in v. 19 might be revocalised as a weqatal from the root 

 .ירד

Isa 5:13  ֗י־ָדַעתּ֗וְכבֹודֹו ְבלִּ י֗מִּ ןָ֗גָלהַ֗עמִּ יָ֗רָעבַ֗וֲהמֹוָלכֵּ הָ֗צָמאְמתֵּ חֵּ נֹו֗צִּ  

 Simple past or present perfect. 

Isa 9:1–5  

 
יֶהם יְ֗בֶאֶרץַ֗צְלָמֶות֗אֹורָ֗נַגּהֲ֗עלֵּ יםַ֗בֹחֶשְךָ֗ראּו֗אֹורָ֗גדֹולֹ֗יְשבֵּ  1֗הָָ֗עםַ֗הֹהְלכִּ

ילּו֗  ירַ֗כֲאֶשרָ֗יגִּ ְמַחתַ֗בָקצִּ ְמָחהָׂ֗שְמחּוְ֗לָפֶניָךְ֗כׂשִּ ְגַדְלָתַ֗השִּ יָתַ֗הגֹוי֗לֹא֗הִּ ְרבִּ 2֗הִּ

 ְבַחְלָקםָ֗שָלל
ְדיָ֗ן   ֹתָתְ֗כיֹום֗מִּ ֶבטַ֗הֹנגֵּׂש֗בֹוַ֗החִּ ְכמֹו֗שֵּ ה֗שִּ תַ֗מטֵּ לֹוְ֗ואֵּ יֶ֗את־ֹעלֻ֗סבֳּ  3֗כִּ

ש   ָפהַ֗מֲאכֶֹ֗לת֗אֵּ֗ ְׂשרֵּ ים֗וְָ֗הְיָתה֗לִּ ְמָלהְ֗מגֹוָלָלהְ֗בָדמִּ ןְ֗בַרַעשְ֗וׂשִּ יָ֗כל־ְסאֹוןֹ֗סאֵּ  4֗כִּ
ץ֗  ְקָראְ֗שמֹוֶ֗פֶלא֗יֹועֵּ ְכמֹוַ֗ויִּ ְׂשָרה֗עַ֗ל־שִּ יַ֗המִּ ַתן־ָלנּוַ֗וְתהִּ ן֗נִּ י־ֶיֶלד֗יַֻלד־ָלנּו֗בֵּ 5֗כִּ

יעַ֗ בֹורֲ֗אבִּ ל֗גִּ ֹוםדַׂ֗שר־ָשלאֵּ  

 All the qatals (and wayyiqtols) are interpretable as ordinary past tense or 

present perfect. Note the shift to non-anterior weqatal in v. 4 (which might 

support the present perfect reading of the other forms). Rogland (2003,74) 

sees the passage as a narration of a vision and the weqatal in v. 4 as a 

iterative past or weqatálti. 

Isa 10:28  ַָ֗ליוָבא֗ע יד֗כֵּ ְכָמׂשַ֗יְפקִּ ְגרֹוןְ֗למִּ ל־ַעַיתָ֗עַברְ֗במִּ  

 Present (or future) perfect, cf. the shift to present/future yiqtol. Rogland 

(2003, 91) takes the qatals as simple past and the yiqtol as future in the 

past. The point is that in the HVS, these alternatives are functions of the 

same two categories, anteriority vs. non-anteriority. 

Isa 11:9 

 

 

י־ָמְלָאה֗הָ֗ י֗כִּ יתּוְ֗בָכל־ַהרָ֗קְדשִּ עּוְ֗ולֹא־ַיְשחִּ םַ֗לָים֗לֹא־ָירֵּ ָעהֶ֗את־ְיהָוהַ֗כַמיִּ ָאֶרץ֗דֵּ

ים  ְמַכסִּ
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 A stative verb, "be full," hence left out by Rogland (2003, 57, n. 32). Even 

if we read the verb as a fientive, the introductory י  clearly makes a present כִּ

or future perfect reading possible ("for/when the earth has become full").6 

Isa 19:7  ֗יְ֗יאֹור יַבש֗נִָּ֗ערֹותַ֗על־ְיאֹורַ֗על־פִּ ְזַרעְ֗יאֹור֗יִּ יֶננּוְוֹכל֗מִּ ַדףְ֗ואֵּ  

 Klein only refers to ַדף  though there are other qatals in the surrounding ,נִּ

passage. The style is clearly characterized by poetic abruptness, and a pre-

sent perfect translation makes sense, "and every sown field by the Nile will 

wither; it has been blown away; it is no more").7 

Isa 43:14  

 
לַ֗ לְ֗לַמַעְנֶכם֗שִּ ְׂשָראֵּ יםֹ֗כה־ָאַמרְ֗יהָוהֹ֗גַאְלֶכםְ֗קדֹוש֗יִּ יחִּ יָ֗ברִּ יָ֗בֶבָלהְ֗והֹוַרְדתִּ ְחתִּ

ָנָתם יֹות֗רִּ נִּ יםָ֗באֳּ  ֻכָלםְ֗וַכְׂשדִּ

י  ַלְחתִּ  .is present perfect, possibly performative (cf. Rogland 2003, 101) שִּ

Shift to ordinary non-anterior (future) weqatal. The text may present the 

event as initiated or decided though it has not happened yet. 

Jer 48:41  ְָ֗תפ יֹותְ֗וַהְמָצדֹות֗נִּ ְלְכָדהַ֗הְקרִּ ב֗גִּ֗נִּ שָָׂ֗שהְ֗וָהָיה֗לֵּ ב֗אִּ י֗מֹוָאבַ֗ביֹוםַ֗ההּואְ֗כלֵּ ה֗בֹורֵּ

ָרה  ְמצֵּ

 Present perfect in a lively, dramatic passage introduced by נֵּה -and a com הִּ

parison to an eagle in flight. Rogland (2003, 90) suggests reading the forms 

as 1p cohortative rather than 3sf qatal nif. 

Jer 51:30 םָ֗יְשבּוַ֗בְמָצדֹותָ֗נְשָתה ָלחֵּ יָ֗בֶבלְ֗להִּ בֹורֵּ יתּוָ֗֗חְדלּו֗גִּ צִּ ים֗הִּ ְגבּוָרָתםָ֗היּוְ֗לָנשִּ

יֶחיהָ֗ ְשְברּוְ֗ברִּ ְשְכֹנֶתיָה֗נִּ  מִּ

 Klein (1990, 56) includes the cases in this verse with much hesitation. The 

entire passage 51:29–32 is interpretable as a dramatic report of the envis-

aged destruction of Babylon, to be rendered with the present perfect. This 

interpretation is supported by the yiqtol in v. 31 and the general content of 

that verse. 

Dan 7:27  ַ֗יַ֗מְלְכָותְ֗תחֹותָ֗כל־ּומ יְ֗לכּוָתהְ֗וָשְלָטָנאּ֗וְרבּוָתא֗דִּ ישֵּ יַבתְ֗לַעםַ֗קדִּ ְשַמָיאְ֗יהִּ

ּה֗יִּ֗ ּהַ֗מְלכּותָ֗עַלםְ֗וֹכלָ֗שְלָטַנָיא֗לֵּ יןַ֗מְלכּותֵּ ְשַתְמעְפְלחֶעְליֹונִּ ּוןּוןְ֗ויִּ  

 This case is irrelevant since it is in Aramaic, not Hebrew. In any case, the 

"prophetic" reading of יַבת  is unnecessary – a present perfect or future ְיהִּ

perfect interpretation is preferable.8 

 

 

 

                                                           
6 Note that IQIsaa has a yiqtol instead of the qatal (תמלאה; Ulrich 2010, 353). 
7 Cf. Joosten 2012a, 208. Rogland (2003, 113) offers no explanation but notes that the 

passage is textually problematic. In 1QIsaa the qatals are weqatals (Ulrich 2010, 365). 
8 Rosenthal (1974, 56) suggests that the passive form of the verb and its relation to the 

passive PTC might have something to do with the use of qǝtal in this case. Cf. Rogland 

2003, 56, n. 27. 
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Appendix 6 

Further examples of "precative perfect" (from Andrason 2013) 

In addition to the instances discussed in the main text (Ps 10:16; 31:6), the 

following ten passages are the most convincing ones, according to Andrason 

(presented in his order and with his emphasis and translation, followed by 

my comments). 

Ps 22:22  

 
ים֗ מִּ ַקְרנֵּי֗רֵּ יַ֗אְריֵּהּ֗ומִּ פִּ י֗מִּ נִּ יעֵּ ֲעִניָתִניהֹושִּ  

"Rescue me from the mouth of the lions; save/may you save me from the 

horns of the wild oxen." 

 Instead of reading the two halves of the verse as parallel, י יָתנִּ  can be ֲענִּ

understood as a separate exclamation ("you have answered me!"). A sim-

ilar approach is taken by several translators. This would mark a turning 

point in the poem from a description of the troubles faced by the psalmist 

to praise of God for his help. Of course, this would entail disregarding the 

Masoretic accents. 

Ps 4:2  

 
יַ֗בָצר֗ ְדקִּ י֗צִּ יֱ֗אֹלהֵּ נִּ יֲ֗ענֵּ יִ֗הְרַחְבתְָָּבָקְראִּ ָלתִּ יּ֗וְשַמעְ֗תפִּ נִּ יָ֗חנֵּ לִּ  

"Answer me when I call, O God of my right! Give me relief from my 

distress. Be gracious to me, and hear my prayer." 
 Praise of God for his previous acts is expressed side by side with the pre-

sent supplications. Cf. v. 4 ( יד֗לֹוּוְדעּו֗כִּ֗ ְפָלהְ֗יהָוהָ֗חסִּ י־הִּ ). 

Ps 71:3:  

 
יד֗ יְ֗לצּורָ֗מעֹוןָ֗לבֹואָ֗תמִּ יָ֗אָתהִ֗צִויתֱָָּהיֵּה֗לִּ יּ֗וְמצּוָדתִּ י־ַסְלעִּ י֗כִּ נִּ יעֵּ ְלהֹושִּ   

"Be my rock of refuge, to which I can always go; command to save me, 

for you are my rock and my fortress." 
יתָ֗  ּוִּ -can be read as part of what Driver (1969, 55) calls a "concealed" rel צִּ

ative clause describing the צּורָ֗מעֹון (Driver: "be thou to me a rock of help, 

(to which) ever thou hast bidden me come that thou mayst save me"). Al-

ternatively, the verb introduces a short independent sentence, in which 

case it would be a statement of the fact that God has decreed the ultimate 

salvation of the psalmist a long time ago. A similar type of interweaving 

of past events and the present/future occurs elsewhere in this psalm (cf. 

vv. 5–6 "from my youth" and 17 "from the womb"). 

Ps 3:8  

 
י־ יֱ֗אֹלַהי֗כִּ נִּ יעֵּ יםִ֗֗הִכיתָָּקּוָמהְ֗יהָוה֗הֹושִּ נֵּיְ֗רָשעִּ י֗שִּ ִשַבְרתֶָָּאת־ָכל־ֹאְיַביֶ֗לחִּ  

"Arise, O LORD! Deliver me, O my God! Strike [for you must strike] 

all my enemies on the jaw; break the teeth of the wicked." 
 The י  makes a past or present perfect interpretation of the two qatals a כִּ

rather obvious solution. The past event is the foundation for the present 

supplication. Possibly the event was merely "seen" in a dream sent from 

God during the sleep referred to in v. 6? 
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Ps 7:7: ֗אְ֗בַעְברֹות֗צֹוְרָריְ֗ועּוָרה ָנׂשֵּ ְשָפט֗אֵּ֗קּוָמהְ֗יהָוהְ֗בַאֶפָך֗הִּ ִצִויתַָָּלי֗מִּ  

"Arise, O LORD, in your anger; rise up against the rage of my enemies. 

Awake, my God; decree justice." 
יתָ֗  ּוִּ ְשָפט֗צִּ  may be an independent clause with present perfect or simple past מִּ

interpretation, stating that God has decreed justice long ago. Alternatively, 

we may follow Driver (1969, 55), who sees this as a "concealed" relative 

clause.9 
1 Chr 

17:27 
יתַ֗עְבְדָךהֹוַאְלָתְָּוַעָתה֗ ְךֶ֗את־בֵּ ְלָברֵּ   

"So now may you agree (may you be willing) to bless the house of your 

servant." 
 Andrason infers the precative meaning from the wider context. The paral-

lel in 2 Sam 7:29 has two imperatives (יתַ֗עְבְדָך ְךֶ֗את־בֵּ לּ֗וָברֵּ -How .(ְוַעָתה֗הֹואֵּ

ever, Driver (1969, 58) notes that the parallel is a different sentence with 

a different meaning. In fact, nothing in 1 Chr 17:27 necessitates a precative 

reading. 
Ps 116:16 ֗י־ַעְבְדָךֶ֗בן־ֲאָמֶתָך יַ֗עְבֶדָךֲ֗אנִּ י־ֲאנִּ ָריַ֗תְחתָָּפִָָּאָנהְ֗יהָוה֗כִּ ְלמֹוסֵּ  

"O Lord, I am your servant; I am your servant, the child of your serving 

girl. May you lose my bonds!" 
 A present perfect translation makes much better sense than a precative 

reading, cf. the following verses in which the psalmist describes how he 

will offer thanks to God for what he has done. 
Lam 1:21  

 
יָ֗כל־ֹאְיַביָ֗שמְ֗ ם֗לִּ יןְ֗מַנחֵּ י֗אֵּ יֶ֗נֱאָנָחהָ֗אנִּ יָתָ֗שְמעּו֗כִּ יַ֗אָתהָ֗עׂשִּ יָׂ֗שׂשּו֗כִּ עּוָ֗רָעתִּ

יֵ֗הֵבאתָָּ ְהיּוָ֗כֹמנִּ יֹום־ָקָראָתְ֗ויִּ  

"They heard how I was groaning, with no one to comfort me. All my ene-

mies heard of my trouble; they are glad that you have done it. Bring 

on/may you bring the day you have announced, and let them be as I am." 
 Driver (1969, 58) suggests reading an imperative instead of the qatal (֗א ָהבֵּ

אתָ֗ instead of ֶאת בֵּ  ,cf. the apparatus in BHS). According to Driver ;הֵּ

"[c]learly a past tense is out of the question in the context." Yet, this is not 

necessarily true. ָ֗את בֵּ -may belong with the preceding statement – the ene הֵּ

mies are happy "because you have done it; you have brought about the day 

you had proclaimed." This must refer to the punishment that was due be-

cause of the transgressions, a consequence clearly proclaimed in advance. 

Cf. 1:18: י יתִּ יהּוָ֗מרִּ י֗פִּ יק֗הּואְ֗יהָוה֗כִּ ַצעֶ֗אְמָרתֹוֲ֗אֶשרָ֗עָׂשהְ֗יהָוהֲ֗אֶשר֗זָ֗ :2:17 ;ַצדִּ ָמם֗בִּ

י־קֶ֗ ימֵּ ָּוה֗מִּ ֶדםצִּ . 
Ps 67:7  

 
ינּוָ֗נְתָנהֶאֶרץ֗ יםֱ֗אֹלהֵּ נּוֱ֗אֹלהִּ ְיבּוָלּהְ֗יָבְרכֵּ  

                                                           
9 However, Driver's translation uses the general present tense, "Thou who dost com-

mand." The LXX renders this as a relative clause as well, but with an aorist verb; also, 

the antecedent of the relative clause is different from the one in Driver's proposal (ἐν 

προστάγματι ᾧ ἐνετείλω). 
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"May the earth yield her produce, and God, our God, will bless us." 
 A past or present perfect reading makes sense as an expression of the event 

that is the reason for the calls for jubilation and thanksgiving expressed by 

the jussives in the preceding verses. 

Isa 43:9 

(8‒9)  

 

םָ֗למֹו יםְ֗וָאְזַניִּ ְרשִּ ם֗יֵּשְ֗וחֵּ יַניִּ רְ֗ועֵּ ּוֵּ יאַ֗עם־עִּ  8֗הֹוצִּ

ים֗... םִ֗נְקְבצוַ֗יְחָדוְ֗ויֵָּאְספּוְ֗לֻאמִּ  9ָ֗כל־הגֹויִּ

"Lead out those who have eyes but are blind, who have ears but are deaf. 

All the nations gather together, and the peoples assemble."10 

 A past tense or present perfect interpretation is entirely possible. We might 

follow Driver (1969, 59) and emend the following weyiqtol (ְויֵָּאְספּו) to way-

yiqtol but this is not necessary in a poetic context. We may go from "all 

the peoples have been gathered" to "and let the nations be assembled." 

Note that the vocalization of the verb in v. 8 ( יאֹוצִּ֗ה ) indicates that it is a 

qatal rather than an imperative, which makes the anterior interpretation 

of ְ֗קְבצ ּונִּ even more likely. 

Furthermore, Andrason notes the following less clear instances: Ps 10:16 

(which was also treated as one of the convincing cases); Ps 57:7; Isa 26:15; 

Mic 1:10; Job 21:16, 18; Lam 3:57–61. All of these are either textually prob-

lematic, more or less obscure, or interpretable according to the ordinary an-

terior meaning of qatal. 

Mic 1:10 is textually problematic (תי תַפָלשִּ ְכָבְדתָ֗ ,x2 ָיַסְפתָ֗) On Isa 26:15 .(הִּ  ,נִּ

and ַחְקת  Driver (1969, 60) states that the whole context is "completely ,(רִּ

obscure, but the general opinion seems to be that the prophet is referring 

either to something which has recently happened or to something which is 

expected immediately to happen and of whose occurrence he is sure. […] In 

any case, a dubious usage of a tense cannot be supported by a passage of 

doubtful import." Ps 57:7 ( ּוָנְפל ) and Lam 3:57–61 (several verbs) are readily 

interpretable as ordinary past or present perfect. The same goes for Job 21:18 

( הּוְכֹמץְ֗גָנַבתּו֗סּופָ֗ ), possibly as an unmarked relative or temporal clause ("like 

straw before the wind and like chaff (which) the storm has taken"). Job 21:16 

י) יםָ֗רֲחָקה֗מֶ֗נִּ  repeated in 22:18) is a stative/present qatal.11 ;ֲעַצתְ֗רָשעִּ

 

 

                                                           
10 It is not clear why Andrason does not render this case more clearly as a precative ("let 

the nations be gathered"). 
11 Other scholars find even more cases, none of which seems to be more likely than the 

ones discussed here. For a passionate defence of the precative perfect, see Buttenwieser 

1925. 
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Appendix 7 

Qatal after אֹו ("or") 

Several cases of allegedly "converted" qatal with non-anterior meaning oc-

cur after אֹו ("or"). In passages referring to the future, typically in a temporal 

or conditional protasis, a sequence of yiqtols or weqatals may be interrupted 

by qatal introduced by אֹו. In fact, in such passages, אֹו is never followed by 

yiqtol.12 E.g., Exod 21:37 (יש֗שֹור֗אֹו־ֶׂשהּ֗וְטָבחֹו֗אֹוְ֗מָכרֹו ְגֹנב־אִּ י֗יִּ ת֗אֹו־) or 22:9 (כִּ ּומֵּ

ְשָבה ְשַבר֗אֹו־נִּ ָ֗הָעם֗) In a habitual/iterative context we find Num 11:8 .(נִּ ָשטּו

֗בַ֗ ָ֗דכּו ֗אֹו ם ַחיִּ ָ֗ברֵּ ְ֗וָטֲחנּו ְמֹדָכהְוָלְקטּו ). Kawashima (2010, 31) sees such cases as 

"converted" in a manner similar to weqatal.13 However, as noted in 3.1, the 

explicit marking of habituality is not always consistent. Hence, there is no 

reason to see ָדכּו in Num 11:8 as "converted" (cf. the simple qatal at the start 

of the sequence). In the cases with future reference, we cannot entirely reject 

the interpretation of Kawashima and Zuber, yet an alternative analysis seems 

to be available, once we make two important assumptions. First, that qatal is 

not an absolute past tense but a general anterior form. Second, that a degree 

of abruptness is allowed in certain styles of writing. Thus, Exod 21:37 may 

be rendered as "when/if a man steals an ox or a sheep and slaughters it, or 

(when/if) he has sold it, he shall repay, etc." Similarly in Exod 22:9, "when/if 

a man gives a donkey or an ox or a sheep or any beast to his neighbor to keep 

and it dies, or (when/if) it has been crippled or stolen, etc." All the cases can 

be read in a similar way: Exod 21:36, 37; 22:9, 13; Lev 5:1, 21, 22; 15:3; 

25:49; Num 5:14; 11:8; 30:11; 35:20, 22.14 Kawashima follows this line of 

thought in some cases where he allows a relative past reading (2010, 31, n. 

70).15 The same reading seems to be applicable to all the passages. In any 

case, as argued in the main text, even if we follow the analysis proposed by 

Zuber and Kawashima, the alleged non-anterior meaning is not a "natural" 

feature of simple qatal, but derivable from weqatal.16 

                                                           
12 In contrast, QH sometimes uses או+yiqtol in such contexts: 1QS 7:5; 4Q270 fr. 2 i 10 

(?); fr. 2 ii 12 (?), 13, 15; 11QTa 53:14 (או֗ישבע instead of או+absolute infinitive in Num 

30:3). However, there are also cases of או+qatal in QH in such contexts: CD 9:4; 4Q267 

fr. 6 6 (?); 4Q270 fr. 6 iii 18. Note also that 11QTa 53:16 has אסרה  instead of the weqatal א֗ו

in the similar passage in the MT (Num 30:4). 
13 Cf. Zuber, 1986, 158: אֹו is "selbst imstande, das darauffolgende Tempus umzukehren!". 
14 Lev 4:23 and 4:28 are textually problematic. An "or" makes little sense in the context. 

Read "and" (cf. LXX) or "if" (cf. Peshitta). 2 Sam 18:13 is probably irrealis. 
15 Kawashima mentions Exod 21:36; Lev 5:1; Num 35:18, 20, 21, 22 (note that in 35:18 

and 35:21, the אֹו does not appear right before the qatal). 
16 Note also the use of the absolute infinitive after אֹו in a few cases in similar contexts in 

BH: Lev 25:14; Num 30:3 (yiqtol in 11QTa 53:14); Deut 14:21. Cf. Cohen 2013, 271. 
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Appendix 8 

Examples of verbal usage in poetry 

Ps 1 

Ps 1 begins with qatals in v. 1 

 .followed in v ,(ָיָשב and ,ָעָמד ,ָהַלְך)

2 by a nominal clause and a 

clause with yiqtol (ֶיְהֶגה) marking 

general, habitual action (cf. ֗יֹוָמם

 V. 3 shifts to weqatal .(ָוָלְיָלה

 and in the rest of the poem ,(ְוָהָיה)

yiqtols are used, indicating future 

or general, habitual action. Nu-

merous translations render the 

qatals in v. 1 as present tense, ap-

parently in order to bring them 

into line with the remaining verbs or to stress the general applicability of the 

statement. However, an anterior reading is clearly relevant here. The blessed 

man is the one who has not (or "never," cf. the remarks on Rogland's trans-

lations in 3.3.2; see Rogland 2003, 45) walked in the counsel of the wicked. 

The two following qatals are (potentially) stative verbs and may be inter-

preted as having present stative or past or present perfect stative or fientive 

meaning – all of which are "the same thing" in the Hebrew system, viz. an-

teriority. 

Ps 2:1‒2 

The first verses of Ps 2 shift from qatal to 

yiqtol and from yiqtol to qatal (ֶיְהגּו – ָרְגשּו 

and ְתַיְצבּו -Instead of rendering ev .(נֹוְסדּו – יִּ

erything in the present tense, we can retain 

the Hebrew distinction between anteriority and non-anteriority by choosing 

a translation that allows a shift from present perfect to the general present. 

E.g., "why have the nations crowded tumultuously together, and (why) are 

the peoples roaring in vain. The kings of the earth are taking their stand, and 

the rulers have conspired together against Yahweh and his anointed."17 Ac-

cording to Niccacci (2006, 259), the passage refers to the past, "why did the 

                                                           
17 Possibly ָלָמה covers v. 2 as well, i.e. "(why) are the kings of the earth taking their stand," 

etc. Cf. Niccacci 2006, 259; Joosten 2012a, 427. This makes no difference for the argu-

ment above. 

ים֗  ישֲ֗אֶשר֗לֹאָ֗הַלְךַ֗בֲעַצתְ֗רָ֗שעִּ י־ָהאִּ 1ַ֗אְשרֵּ

ים֗לֹאָ֗עָמדּ֗וְבמֹוַשב֗לֵּּ֗וְבֶדֶרְךַ֗חטָ֗ ים֗לֹאָ֗יָשבצִּ֗אִּ  

םְ֗בתֹוַרתְ֗יהָוהֶ֗חְפצֹוּ֗וְבתֹוָרתֹוֶ֗יְהֶגה֗יֹוָמם֗ י֗אִּ 2֗כִּ

 ָוָלְיָלה

ן֗ תֵּ ְריֹו֗יִּ ם֗אֲֶ֗שר֗פִּ יָ֗מיִּ ץָ֗שתּולַ֗על־ַפְלגֵּ 3ְ֗וָהָיהְ֗כעֵּ

בֹולְ֗וֹכלֲ֗אֶשר־ הּו֗לֹא־יִּ תֹוְ֗וָעלֵּ יחְַ֗בעִּ ַיֲעֶׂשהַ֗יְצלִּ  

ְדֶפנּו֗רּוחַ֗   ם־ַכֹמץֲ֗אֶשר־תִּ י֗אִּ ים֗כִּ ןָ֗הְרָשעִּ  4֗לֹא־כֵּ

יםַ֗בֲעדַ֗ת֗ ְשָפטְ֗וַחָטאִּ יםַ֗במִּ ן֗לֹא־ָיֻקמּוְ֗רָשעִּ 5ַ֗על־כֵּ

ים יקִּ  ַצדִּ

ד ים֗תֹאבֵּ יםְ֗וֶדֶרְ֗ךְ֗רָשעִּ יקִּ ַעְ֗יהָוהֶ֗דֶרְךַ֗צדִּ י־יֹודֵּ  6֗כִּ

֗יק  ים֗יְֶ֗הגּו־רִּ םּ֗וְלֻאמִּ֗  1ָ֗לָמהָ֗רְגשּו֗גֹויִּ

ים֗נֹוְסדּו־ י־ֶאֶרץְ֗ורֹוְזנִּ֗ ְתַיְצבּוַ֗מְלכֵּ 2֗יִּ

יחֹו  ָיַחדַ֗על־ְיהָוהְ֗וַעל־ְמשִּ
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nations conspire, while the peoples were plotting" etc. This is certainly pos-

sible since Hebrew does not distinguish the two alternatives. When translat-

ing into English we have to choose between the various types of anteriority 

and non-anteriority. The main point is the correctness of Niccacci's insist-

ence on making a distinction between the main categories in poetry as well 

as in prose. Note also Cook's translation (2012, 216). 

Other examples of similar shifts: 

Ps 109:2‒5 

ְרָמהָ֗עַליָ֗פָתחּו֗ י־מִּ יָ֗רָשעּ֗ופִּ י֗פִּ 2֗כִּ

יְ֗לשֹוןָ֗שֶקר תִּ ְברּו֗אִּ  דִּ

ָנם י֗חִּ ָלֲחמּונִּ יַ֗ויִּ ְנָאהְ֗סָבבּונִּ יׂ֗שִּ ְברֵּ  3ְ֗ודִּ
ָלה   יְ֗תפִּ יַ֗וֲאנִּ ְׂשְטנּונִּ י֗יִּ  4ַ֗תַחת־ַאֲהָבתִּ

ְנָאה֗ ימּוָ֗עַליָ֗רָעהַ֗תַחת֗טֹוָבהְ֗וׂשִּ 5ַ֗וָיׂשִּ

י  ַתַחתַ֗אֲהָבתִּ

Qatals and wayyiqtol in v. 2–3, yiqtol in v. 4, way-

yiqtol in v. 5. Instead of conflating everything into 

a general present translation, the anterior (here 

present perfect) vs. non-anterior (general pre-

sent/future) distinction should be maintained. 

Deut 33:2 

ירָ֗למֹו֗ עִּ שֵּ יַניָ֗באְ֗וָזַרח֗מִּ סִּ ְיהָוה֗מִּ

ְבֹבתֹ֗קֶדש רִּ ַהרָ֗פאָרןְ֗וָאָתה֗מֵּ יַע֗מֵּ  הֹופִּ

The shift between qatal and weqatal (ָבא might be 

a PTC) need not indicate that the weqatals are un-

classical anteriors or that the simple qatal has fu-

ture or another non-anterior meaning. It is possi-

ble to go from "he has shone forth" to "and he will 

come" (of course, ְוָאָתה may have been intended as 

"and with him"). 
Prov 4:17 

ְשתּו ים֗יִּ יָ֗לֲחמּוֶ֗לֶחםֶ֗רַשעְ֗ויֵּיןֲ֗חָמסִּ  כִּ
Prov 6:8 

ין֗ ירָ֗תכִּ ץַ֗לְחָמּהָ֗אְגָרהַ֗בָקצִּ ַבַקיִּ

 ַמֲאָכָלּה
Prov 11:7 

ְקָוה֗ ְבמֹותָ֗אָדםָ֗רָשע֗תֹאַבד֗תִּ

ָדהיםָ֗אבְָ֗ותֹוֶחֶלת֗אֹונִּ֗  

 

All these cases exhibit a similar shift between 

(present perfect) anteriority and (general present 

or future) non-anteriority. 

Ps 7:13 

ְלטֹושַ֗קְשתֹו֗ ם־לֹאָ֗ישּובַ֗חְרבֹו֗יִּ אִּ

 ָדַרְךַ֗וְיכֹוְנֶנהָ֗

In spite of his correct general stance in the matter, 

Joosten (2012a, 422) seems to slide into the op-

posite position with regard to this passage, stating 

that wayyiqtol has an "omni-temporal" meaning 

in combination with yiqtol ("if one does not re-

pent, he will whet his sword; he bends his bow 

and aims it"). However, the usual anterior inter-

pretation of qatal and wayyiqtol is quite adequate, 

both being translatable as present perfect. Indeed, 

some of the dramatic content of the passage seems 

to be lost when the general present is used. See 

also Rogland 2003, 40. 
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Appendix 9 

Excursus on anterior yiqtol in selected "archaic" poetry 

A comparison of the parallel texts Ps 18 and 2 Sam 22 shows multiple vari-

ants in the use of verbs (cf. Rezetko and Young 2014, 156‒159, 413‒421). 

After the prose introduction, both versions begin in a present temporal frame, 

featuring nominal clauses and yiqtols (vv. 2‒4), followed by two verses that 

seem to retain the present reference with qatals (vv. 5‒6; present perfect) and 

a yiqtol (v. 5; present/future). Alternatively, the temporal reference is past 

with the yiqtol indicating concomitant action in the past. The Hebrew gram-

matical system does not distinguish between these alternatives. 

Ps 18:2‒6 

י ְזקִּ  2֗...ֶ֗אְרָחְמָךְ֗יהָוה֗חִּ

י֗ י֗צּורִּ לִּ י֗אֵּ יּ֗וְמַפְלטִּ יּ֗וְמצּוָדתִּ 3ְ֗יהָוהַ֗סְלעִּ

י ְׂשַגבִּ י֗מִּ ְשעִּ יְ֗וֶקֶרן־יִּ נִּ  ֶאֱחֶסה־בֹוָ֗מגִּ
עַ֗   ָּושֵּ ן־ֹאְיַבי֗אִּ  4ְ֗מֻהָללֶ֗אְקָראְ֗יהָוהּ֗ומִּ

י ַיַעלְ֗יַבֲעתּונִּ יְ֗בלִּ י־ָמֶותְ֗וַנֲחלֵּ יֶ֗חְבלֵּ  5ֲ֗אָפפּונִּ
יָ֗מֶות   י֗מֹוְקשֵּ ְדמּונִּ י֗קִּ יְ֗שאֹולְ֗סָבבּונִּ  6ֶ֗חְבלֵּ

 

2 Sam 22:2‒6 

י י־לִּ יּ֗וְמַפְלטִּ יּ֗וְמֻצָדתִּ  2֗...ְ֗יהָוהַ֗סְלעִּ

י֗ ְׂשַגבִּ י֗מִּ ְשעִּ יְ֗וֶקֶרן֗יִּ נִּ יֶ֗אֱחֶסה־בֹוָ֗מגִּ י֗צּורִּ 3ֱ֗אֹלהֵּ

י נִּ עֵּ ָחָמסֹ֗תשִּ י֗מֵּ עִּ יֹ֗משִּ  ּוְמנּוסִּ
עַ֗   ָּושֵּ ֹאְיַבי֗אִּ  4ְ֗מֻהָללֶ֗אְקָראְ֗יהָוהּ֗ומֵּ

י   ַיַעלְ֗יַבֲעֻתנִּ יְ֗בלִּ י־ָמֶותַ֗נֲחלֵּ ְשְברֵּ י֗מִּ יֲ֗אָפֻפנִּ  5֗כִּ
י־ָמֶות   יֹ֗מְקשֵּ ְדֻמנִּ י֗קִּ יְ֗שאֹולַ֗סֻבנִּ  6ֶ֗חְבלֵּ

 

In v. 7, Ps 18 contains four yiqtols ( אֶאְקָר֗ עַּ֗וֲֵּ֗אשַ֗ , ְשמַ֗ , עיִּ , and ֹואָתב ), while 2 

Sam 22 shifts to wayyiqtol in 7b (אֶאְקָר֗ ,ֶאְקָרא , and ְַ֗שמ עַויִּ ; there is no equiva-

lent of ֹואָתב ). Does this mean that we must interpret ְשַמע  as the semantic יִּ

equivalent of ְשַמע  i.e. as anterior yiqtol (< *yaqtul)? Not necessarily. We ,ַויִּ

should not force the same meaning onto parallel texts. Rather, Ps 18 may 

refer to the general present, with ְשַמע  probably indicating jussive ָתבֹוא and יִּ

meaning. In 2 Sam 22, we may interpret the two ֶאְקָרא's with present reference 

as well, or as indicating past iterativity or ongoingness (cf. Notarius 2013, 

165). If we claim that the Masoretes misvocalized ְשַמע  the intention might ,ַויִּ

have been a weyiqtol, providing jussive meaning like (possibly) in Ps 18. 

Ps 18:7 

יֶ֗אְקָר֗ ְשַמעַ֗בַצר־לִּ ַע֗יִּ אְ֗יהָוהְ֗וֶאל־ֱאֹלַהיֲ֗אַשּוֵּ

יְ֗לָפנָ֗ יְ֗וַשְוָעתִּ יָכלֹו֗קֹולִּ הֵּ ָתבֹואְ֗בָאְזָניו֗יומֵּ  

2 Sam 22:7 

יֶ֗אְקָראְ֗יהָוהְ֗וֶאל־ֱאֹלַהיֶ֗אְקָרא֗ ְשַמעַ֗בַצר־לִּ ַויִּ

יְ֗בָאְזָניו יְ֗וַשְוָעתִּ יָכלֹו֗קֹולִּ הֵּ  מֵּ

From v. 8 to v. 16, both versions seem to be past narration, featuring 

mostly wayyiqtols and a few qatals – as well as yiqtols. 
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Ps 18:8‒16 

ְרָגזּו֗ ֗ים֗יִּ יָ֗הרִּ ְרַעשָ֗הָאֶרץּ֗ומֹוְסדֵּ֗ ְגַעשַ֗ותִּ 8ַ֗ותִּ

י־ָחָרה֗לְתָגֲעשיִּ֗וַ֗ ֹוּו֗כִּ  

ים֗ לֶ֗גָחלִּ יו֗תֹ֗אכֵּ פִּ ש־מִּ 9ָ֗עָלהָ֗עָשןְ֗בַאפֹוְ֗ואֵּ

מֶָ֗בֲער נּוּו֗מִּ  
םַ֗ויֵַּרדַ֗וֲעָרֶפלַ֗תחַ֗תַ֗רְגלָ֗יו    10ַ֗ויֵּטָ֗שַמיִּ

י־רּוחַ֗   ְרַכבַ֗על־ְכרּובַ֗וָיֹעףַ֗ויֵּדֶ֗אַ֗על־ַכְנפֵּ  11ַ֗ויִּ
יבֹוָתיוֻ֗סכָ֗תֹוֶ֗חְשַכת־   ְתרֹוְ֗סבִּ 12֗יָ֗שֶ֗ת֗חֶֹ֗שְך֗סִּ

יְ֗שָחקִּ֗ םָ֗עבֵּ יםַמיִּ  
ש   י־אֵּ֗ ֹנַגּה֗נֶ֗גְ֗דֹוָ֗עָביוָ֗עְברּוָ֗בָרדְ֗וַגֲחלֵּ  13֗מִּ

ןֹ֗קלֹוָ֗בָר֗ד֗   תֵּ֗ םְ֗יהוָ֗הְ֗וֶעְליֹון֗יִּ םַ֗בָשַמיִּ 14ַ֗וַיְרעֵּ

י־אֵּ֗ שְוַגֲחלֵּ  
ם   יםָ֗רבַ֗וְיֻהמֵּ֗ םּ֗וְבָרקִּ יצֵּ ָציוַ֗וְיפִּ ְשַלח֗חִּ  15ַ֗ויִּ

ל֗  בֵּ גָ֗לּו֗מֹוְסדֹות֗תֵּ ם֗וַ֗יִּ יַ֗מיִּ יקֵּ 16ַ֗ויֵָּ֗ר֗אּוֲ֗אפִּ

ְשַמת֗רּוַחַ֗אפֶ֗ נִּ ַגֲעָרְתָךְ֗יהָוה֗מִּ ָךמִּ  

2 Sam 22:8‒16 

ם֗ ְרַעשָ֗הָאֶרץ֗מֹוְסדֹותַ֗הָשַמיִּ ְִּתָגַעשַ֗ותִּ 8ַ֗ו

י־ָחָרה֗לֹו ְתָגֲעשּו֗כִּ ְרָגזּוַ֗ויִּ  יִּ

ים֗ לֶ֗גָחלִּ יו֗תֹ֗אכֵּ פִּ֗ ש֗מִּ 9ָ֗עָלהָ֗עָשןְ֗בַאפֹוְ֗ואֵּ

מֶ֗ נּוָבֲערּו֗מִּ  
םַ֗ויֵַּרדַ֗וֲעָרֶפלַ֗תחַ֗תַ֗רְגלָ֗יו    10ַ֗ויֵּטָ֗שַמיִּ

י־רּוחַ֗   ְרַכבַ֗על־ְכרּובַ֗וָיעֹ֗ףַ֗ויֵָּר֗אַ֗על־ַכְנפֵּ  11ַ֗ויִּ
ם֗   יֹבָתיוֻ֗סכֹות֗חְַ֗שַרת־ַמיִּ 12ַ֗וָיֶשתֹ֗חֶשְךְ֗סבִּ

יְ֗שָחקִּ֗ יםָעבֵּ  
ש   י־אֵּ֗ ֹנַגּהֶ֗נְגדֹוָ֗בֲערּוַ֗גֲחלֵּ  13֗מִּ

ן֗קֹולֹו   תֵּ םְ֗יהָוהְ֗וֶעְליֹון֗יִּ֗ ן־ָשַמיִּ ם֗מִּ  14ַ֗יְרעֵּ
םָ֗בָר֗קַ֗ויָֹ֗המם   יצֵּ יםַ֗וְיפִּ צִּ ְשַלח֗חִּ  15ַ֗ויִּ

לְ֗בַגֲעַר֗ת֗   בֵּ ָגלּוֹ֗מְסדֹות֗תֵּ יָ֗ים֗יִּ קֵּ 16ַ֗ויֵָּראּוֲ֗אפִּ

ְשַמת֗רּוַחַ֗אפ נִּ ֹוְיהָוה֗מִּ  

Some of these yiqtols are readily interpretable as concomitant action in the 

past (i.e. the ordinary non-anterior meaning of yiqtol): ְָ֗רג זּויִּ  in v. 8, ֵּ֗לתֹאכ  in v. 

תֵּ֗ ,9 ןיִּ  in v. 14, all of which are shared by both versions. However, in three 

cases, one version has a wayyiqtol, while the other has a simple yiqtol (as 

was the case with ְַ֗שמ עַויִּ / ְשמַ֗֗ עיִּ  in v. 7). In v. 12, 2 Sam has ֶָ֗שתַוי , Ps 18 ֶָ֗שתי . 

Similarly in vv. 14 and 16 (2 Sam 22:14, ַ֗םְרעֵּ֗י , vs. Ps 18:14, ֵּ֗םַוַיְרע ; 2 Sam 

ָגל ,22:16 ּויִּ , vs. Ps 18:16, ָגלּו  Though we are dealing with two versions of .(ַויִּ

the "same" text, we cannot take for granted that these forms have the same 

meaning. According to Furuli (2005, 420), "[i]f there are no textual problems 

with a particular clause, and we find one verb form in one place and another 

form in the doublet, then we can draw the conclusion that both these forms 

could be used to convey the same meaning." This claim is not convincing 

(and variation in verbal usage might be considered a textual problem in it-

self). The simple yiqtol in 2 Sam 22:16 (ָגלּו  seems to function just like the (יִּ

ones in vv. 8, 9, and 14 (i.e. concomitant action in the past). The expression 

of durative or habitual meaning in a past context (by the use of non-anterior 

verb forms) is not mandatory. The person responsible for the present text in 

Ps 18:16 may have chosen not to express this special notion but used an an-

terior form unmarked for this meaning instead. 

The forms in vv. 12 and 14 seem to be more problematic. They are in 

initial position and short, which, in other text types, would indicate volitive 
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meaning.18 In fact, such a reading might not be impossible in a poetic de-

scription of a theophany, even in the midst of a sequence of verb forms re-

ferring to the past (cf. Driver 1874, 62). Thus, it might be claimed that 2 Sam 

22:14 is a sudden volitive outburst – in which case the second yiqtol in the 

verse (ן תֵּ  would be simple future or another jussive, whose customary initial (יִּ

position has been overruled due to the focused position of the subject ("may 

Yahweh thunder from the heavens, and the Most High will raise his 

voice/and may the Most High raise his voice"). The same could be the case 

in Ps 18:12.  

From v. 17 (and for the rest of the poem), the temporal reference seems to 

be the present again (like in the beginning of the poem). There are several 

initial yiqtols possibly indicating volition (v. 17, ְשַלח י ",may he send" ,יִּ נִּ ָקחֵּ  ,יִּ

"may he take me," etc.), and other yiqtols indicating general present/future 

action. However, a number of wayyiqtols and qatals occur as well, in both 

versions (qatals in vv. 18, 20, 22 [x2], 37, 41,19 42, 44; wayyiqtols in vv. 19, 

20, 24 [x2], 25, 33, 36, 40). All of these anterior forms, however, are inter-

pretable as having present reference, i.e. as the present perfect type of ante-

riority (and some qatals indicate stative present tense). E.g., the qatals in v. 

ֱאֹלָהי) 22 י֗מֵּ יְ֗יהָוהְ֗ולֹאָ֗רַשְעתִּ יַ֗דְרכֵּ יָ֗שַמְרתִּ  are part of a statement on the way the (כִּ

psalmist has acted ("I have (always, hitherto) kept the ways of Yahweh and 

I have not acted wickedly away from my God"). The wayyiqtols are inter-

pretable in the same way. E.g., v. 19 shifts from simple yiqtol to wayyiqtol 

( ְשעָ֗ יְ֗יהָוה֗מִּ יַ֗וְיהִּ ידִּ יְ֗ביֹום֗אֵּ ין֗לְִּ֗יַקְדֻמנִּ ; Ps 18 has ְשָען  they confront me on the" ,(ְלמִּ

day of my suffering, but Yahweh has become [= is] a support for me." V. 20 

has the opposite shift (י ץ֗בִּ י־ָחפֵּ י֗כִּ נִּ יְ֗יַחְלצֵּ אַ֗לֶמְרָחבֹ֗אתִּ י Ps 18 has ;ַוֹיצֵּ נִּ יאֵּ  and" ,(ַויֹוצִּ

he has brought me out in the open; he will [or may he?] save me," stressing 

the present relevance of an anterior event. Similarly in v. 40 (֗ל ַ֗חיִּ י נִּ ַוַתְזרֵּ

י נִּ ַ֗תְחתֵּ ָ֗קַמי יַע ְלָחָמהַ֗תְכרִּ י Ps 18 has ;ַלמִּ נִּ  and you have girdled me with" ,(ַוְתַאְזרֵּ

might for the war; you will [or may you?] humble my adversaries beneath 

me." In some verses, 2 Sam has wayyiqtols in addition to the ones in Ps 18 

(vv. 38‒39, 41, and 44). The opposite phenomenon is attested in Ps 18:48 

(with a PTC in 2 Sam). The latter case as well as the one in 2 Sam 22:44 

                                                           
18 On volitive forms, see 3.7. The segmental character of poetry and the omission of var-

ious syntactical markers usually present in prose mean that the rules governing the con-

nection between position and volitive/non-volitive meaning cannot always be assumed to 

be operative in poetry. E.g., the yiqtol in v. 19 can hardly be jussive. Even in prose, how-

ever, the rules are tendencies and not mandatory laws.  
19 2 Sam 22:41 has the strange form ַתָתה, which seems to be a reduction of ָנַתָתה as found 

in Ps 18. 
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(which is a simple, initial yiqtol in Ps 18:44) are interpretable as present per-

fect-type anteriors indicating present relevance of an anterior event. How-

ever, the forms in 2 Sam 22:38, 39, 41 are problematic. 

Ps 18:38‒41 

םְ֗ולֹא־אָ֗שּובַ֗עד־ יגֵּ 38ֶ֗אְרדֹוף֗אֹוְיַביְ֗וַאשִּ

 ַכלֹוָתם

ְפלּו֗תַַ֗חתַ֗רְגָלי םְ֗ולֹא־יְֻכלּו֗קּום֗יִּ  39ֶ֗אְמָחצֵּ
יַעָ֗קַמיַ֗תְחָתי   ְלָחָמהַ֗תכְ֗רִּ לַ֗למִּ יַ֗חיִּ נִּ  40ַ֗וְתַאְזרֵּ

ם   יתֵּ יֹ֗עֶרףּ֗וְמַׂשְנאַ֗יַ֗אְצמִּ  41ְ֗וֹאְיַביָ֗נַתָתה֗לִּ

2 Sam 22:38‒41 

םְ֗ולֹא֗אָ֗שּובַ֗עד־ ידֵּ 38ֶ֗אְרְדָפהֹ֗אְיַביָ֗וַאְשמִּ

םַכלֹותָ֗  

ְפלּו֗תַַ֗חת֗ םְ֗ולֹאְ֗יקּומּון֗וַ֗יִּ םָ֗וֶאְמָחצֵּ 39ָ֗וֲאַכלֵּ

יַרְגלָ֗  
י   נִּ יעַָ֗֗קַמיַ֗תְחתֵּ֗ ְלָחמָ֗הַ֗תְכרִּ לַ֗למִּ י֗חַ֗יִּ נִּ  40ַ֗וַתְזרֵּ

ם יתֵּ֗ יֹ֗עֶרףְ֗מַׂשְנַאי֗וַָ֗אְצמִּ  41ְ֗וֹאְיַביַ֗תָתה֗לִּ

The passage in Ps 18 has a simple, initial yiqtol followed by a weyiqtol 

and a negated simple yiqtol in v. 38, three yiqtols in v. 39, and one yiqtol 

following a qatal in v. 41. The intervening v. 40 has a wayyiqtol and a yiqtol. 

The entire sequence fits nicely in the over-all passage from v. 17‒51 as a 

description with predominant present tense/future/volitive reference, with 

occasional anterior forms indicating past events with present relevance. In 2 

Sam 22, however, v. 40 and v. 41 are interpretable in the same manner, but 

v. 38 and v. 39 are difficult, especially considering the explicitly volitive 

form at the beginning of v. 38. It seems plausible that these forms have been 

misvocalized. Weyiqtols appears to make much better sense – in fact, it is not 

easy to see how the vocalizer would have understood the sequence in its en-

tirety.  

This overview of the variant versions of the poem (and further variation 

can be found if we include non-MT material, LXX etc.)20 suggests that we 

may read each version on its own terms without recourse to special meanings 

of forms or relics of archaic forms. Though it is indeed possible to read large 

parts of the poem as referring to the past and thus find numerous examples 

of archaic yiqtol (indicating simple past tense), this is not a necessary read-

ing.21 Robertson (1972, 9) claimed to base his findings concerning archaic 

yiqtol only on "passages which beyond reasonable doubt refer to past time." 

However, the point is that such unambiguous passages are hard to come by 

in the sort of literature under consideration. 
                                                           
20 Cf. 4QSama (Ulrich 2010, 319), in which the text of 2 Sam 22:39 and 41 has yiqtols 

without w- in contrast to the MT of 2 Sam, but corresponding to the forms found in MT 

Ps 18. The unvocalized w+yiqtol in v. 38 can be interpreted as a weyiqtol in the scroll. In 

v. 40, the scroll has w+yiqtol (ותכרע), possibly a wayyiqtol, in contrast to simple yiqtol in 

the MT (2 Sam and Ps 18, ַ֗יע  .(ַתְכרִּ
21 In contrast, Notarius (2013,181) concludes that "preterite *yaqtul" is the main story-

telling form in 2 Sam 22:5‒20. In 33‒46, the main form is claimed to be "imperfective 

*yaqtulu used as a historical present." 
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This also applies to Exod 15, which is often referred to as the clearest 

example of archaic poetry.22 In fact, all of the supposed occurrences of ar-

chaic past yiqtol are interpretable as non-anteriors or volitives. 

E.g., ֻ֗מּוְיַכְסי  in v. 5 may indicate con-

comitant action in relation to the abso-

lute past indicated by the surrounding 

qatals. Alternatively, it may be simple 

present/future, in which case the qatals 

are translated as present perfects. As has been noted several times, Hebrew 

does not distinguish between these two alternatives. In the fiction of the text, 

the song is sung right after the events transpired. Hence, it makes sense to 

say, "they have been drowned in the Reed Sea, the floods cover them/will 

cover them" (even outside of this setting, the same reading makes sense, cf. 

Isa 43:17, ֗יאֶ֗ר ְשָתהָ֗כבּוַהמֹוצִּ ְשְכבּוַ֗בל־ָיקּומּוָ֗דֲעכּוַ֗כפִּ זּוזַ֗יְחָדו֗יִּ לְ֗ועִּ ֶכב־ָוסּוסַ֗חיִּ ).  

The yiqtols in vv. 6 and 7 are likely 

part of a passage of general praise with 

present/future reference.  

The yiqtols in v. 9 clearly do not refer 

to the past. Rather, they seem to be vol-

itives (cohortative and jussive), form-

ing part of the direct speech uttered by 

the enemies.  

The yiqtol in v. 12, while often seen 

as a prime example of archaic preterite 

yiqtol, may indicate concomitant action 

in the past (cf. Notarius 2013, 119). Al-

ternatively, and maybe more likely, it is 

a jussive in a short piece of direct 

speech/thought ("you stretched out 

your right hand [saying/thinking], 'let 

the earth swallow them!'"). 

In vv. 14‒15, the yiqtols may indicate concomitant action in the past, or, 

alternatively, general present/future with the qatals interpreted as present 

perfects (again, in Hebrew, there is no difference).23  
                                                           
22 According to Robertson (1972, 155), the early dating of Exod 15 is "the one unequiv-

ocal, firmly grounded conclusion" of his study. This conclusion is based on other traits 

besides the supposedly archaic use of yiqtol. See also, Young, Rezetko, and Ehrensvärd 

2008, 1:329‒335. Cf. Siegismund 2013. 
23 4QExodc (Ulrich 2010, 65) has וירגזו instead of ְרָגזּון  .in v. 14 (see appendix 49) יִּ

Exod 15:4‒5 

ְבַחר֗ ילֹוָ֗יָרהַ֗ביָ֗םּ֗ומִּ 4ַ֗מְרְכֹבתַ֗פְרֹעהְ֗וחֵּ

ָשיוֻ֗טְבעּוְ֗בַים־סּוף  ָשלִּ

ְמצֹוֹלתְ֗כמֹו־ָאֶבן  5ְ֗תֹהֹמתְ֗יַכְסיֻמּוָ֗יְרדּו֗בִּ

Exod 15:6‒7 

יְנָךְ֗יהָוה֗ יַ֗בֹכַח֗יְ֗מִּ יְנָךְ֗יהָוהֶ֗נְאָדרִּ 6ְ֗ימִּ

ְרַעץ֗אֹויֵּב  תִּ

7ּ֗וְבֹרבְ֗גאֹוְנָךַ֗תֲהֹרסָ֗קֶמיָךְ֗תַשלַ֗חֲ֗חֹרְנָך֗ 

מֹו֗ ַכַקשיֹאְכלֵּ  
Exod 15:9 

ק֗ יגֲ֗אַחלֵּ ָלל֗שָָ֗אַמר֗אֹויֵּבֶ֗אְרֹדףַ֗אשִּ

י֗ת יקַ֗חְרבִּ יָ֗ארִּ מֹוַ֗נְפשִּ ְמָלאֵּ יתִּ מֹוָ֗ידִּ ישֵּ ֹורִּ  

Exod 15:12 

מֹוָ֗אֶרץ ְבָלעֵּ יְנָך֗תִּ יָתְ֗ימִּ  ָנטִּ

Exod 15:14‒15 

י֗ ילָ֗אחַ֗זֹ֗יְשבֵּ ְרָגזּון֗חִּ ים֗יִּ 14ָ֗שְמעּוַ֗עמִּ

 ְפָלֶשת

י֗מֹוָאב֗ ילֵּ יֱ֗אדֹום֗אֵּ ְבֲהלּוַ֗אלּופֵּ 15ָ֗אז֗נִּ

י֗כְ֗ ָנַעןיֹאֲחזֵּמֹוָ֗רַעדָ֗נֹמגּוֹ֗כלֹ֗יְשבֵּ  
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The yiqtols (and weyiqtol) in vv. 

16‒18 are interpretable as general 

present/simple future or volitives.  

As was the case in 2 Sam 22/Ps 

18, other interpretations are possi-

ble for Exod 15. Reading the yiqtols 

as simple past tense makes sense in 

most cases. However, nothing com-

pels us to accept that such a rare usage is in fact attested in this poem (cf. 

Notarius 2013, 124).24 

Deut 32 provides more convincing evidence for the archaic, anterior use 

of yiqtol. Rainey, Notarius, and Joosten (as well as other scholars) argue for 

this usage in the supposedly narrative passage in the poem (32:8‒20).25 How-

ever, even in this poem, alternative interpretations may be possible. 

Deut 32:8‒20 

ל ְׂשָראֵּ י֗יִּ ְסַפרְ֗בנֵּ יםְ֗למִּ בְ֗גֻבֹלת֗עַ֗מִּ יָ֗אָדםַ֗יצֵּ ידֹוְ֗בנֵּ םְ֗בַהְפרִּ לֶ֗עְליֹון֗גֹויִּ  8ְ֗בַהְנחֵּ
ֶלקְ֗יֹהָוהַ֗עמֹוַ֗יֲעֹקבֶ֗חֶבלַ֗נֲחָלתֹו   י֗חֵּ  9֗כִּ

ינֹו  ישֹון֗עֵּ ְצֶרְנהּוְ֗כאִּ ֹמןְ֗יֹסְבֶבְנהּו֗יְ֗בֹוְננֵּהּו֗יִּ לְ֗ישִּ ְדָברּ֗וְבֹתהּוְ֗ילֵּ הּוְ֗בֶאֶרץ֗מִּ ְמָצאֵּ  10֗יִּ

הּוַ֗על־ֶאְבָרתֹו ָשאֵּ הּו֗יִּ ָקחֵּ֗ ְפֹרׂשְ֗כָנָפיו֗יִּ ף֗יִּ נֹוַ֗על־גֹוָזָליוְ֗יַרחֵּ יר֗קִּ  11ְ֗כֶנֶשרָ֗יעִּ
ל֗נֵָּכר  מֹו֗אֵּ ין֗עִּ  12ְ֗יהָוהָ֗בָדדַ֗יְנֶחנּוְ֗ואֵּ

יש֗צּור  ַחְלמִּ ֶסַלעְ֗וֶשֶמן֗מֵּ הּוְ֗דַבש֗מִּ קֵּ יָ֗אֶרץַ֗ויֹאַכלְ֗תנּוֹבתָׂ֗שָדיַ֗ויֵּנִּ ותֵּ הּוַ֗על־ָבמֳּ בֵּ֗  13ַ֗יְרכִּ
ָטה֗   ְליֹות֗חִּ ֶלב֗כִּ ם־חֵּ ים֗עִּ י־ָבָשן֗וְַ֗עתּודִּ יםְ֗בנֵּ ילִּ יםְ֗ואֵּ ֶלבָ֗כרִּ ם־חֵּ ב֗צֹאן֗עִּ 14ֶ֗חְמַאתָ֗בָקרַ֗וֲחלֵּ

נָ֗ ְשֶתה־חָ֗֗בְוַדם־עֵּ ֶמרתִּ  
ל֗צּורְ֗יֻשָעתֹו   ֹטשֱ֗אלֹוַהָ֗עָׂשהּוַ֗וְיַנבֵּ יָתַ֗ויִּ יָתָ֗כׂשִּ ְבָעטָ֗שַמְנָתָ֗עבִּ ְשַמןְ֗יֻשרּוןַ֗ויִּ  15ַ֗ויִּ

יסֻ֗הּו   ֹבתַ֗יְכעִּ יםְ֗בתֹועֵּ ֻאהּו֗בְָ֗זרִּ  16ַ֗יְקנִּ
יכֶ֗ם   ָקרֹ֗בָ֗באּו֗לֹאְׂ֗שָערּוםֲ֗אֹבתֵּ ים֗מִּ ים֗לֹאְ֗יָדעּוםֲ֗חָדשִּ ים֗לֹאֱ֗אֹלַהֱ֗אֹלהִּ֗ דִּ ְזְבחּוַ֗לשֵּ  17֗יִּ

לְ֗מֹחְללֶָ֗ך   ְשַכח֗אֵּ יַ֗ותִּ  18֗צּורְ֗יָלְדָךֶ֗תשִּ
ַכַעסָ֗בָניוּ֗וְבֹנתָ֗יו   ְנָאץ֗מִּ  19ַ֗ויְַ֗ר֗אְ֗יהָוהַ֗ויִּ

ֻמן֗בָ֗ם   ים֗לֹא־אֵּ מָ֗הָ֗בנִּ י֗דֹורַ֗תהְֻ֗פֹכת֗הֵּ֗ יָתם֗כִּ ֶהםֶ֗אְראֶ֗הָ֗מהַ֗אֲחרִּ יָרהָ֗פַני֗מֵּ  20ַ֗ויֹאֶמרַ֗אְסתִּ

                                                           
24 Note Gianto's unconvincing claim (1996, 506‒507) that the "primary grammatical 

meaning of the verbal form yiqtol as tense, aspect, or modality is determined by the se-

mantic content of the subject." Thus, when God is the subject in Exod 15, yiqtol is alleged-

ly a "preterite" while this is not the case when the subject is the people of Israel or a third 

party. 
25 See Rainey 1986, 15‒16; Notarius 2013, 73‒106; Joosten 2012a, 417‒419. They all 

recognize some of the yiqtols in the passage as non-anteriors (partially recognizable on 

the formal level because of energic nun etc.) indicating past durative, circumstantial ac-

tion etc. (this includes Joosten, whose usual refusal to ascribe this meaning to yiqtol does 

not apply to what he considers a clearly archaic text). The yiqtols in the first part of v. 11 

are considered general present tense referring to the eagle in the comparison. 

Exod 15:16‒18 

ְדמּו֗ גְֹ֗דלְ֗זרֹוֲעָך֗יִּ יָמָתהָ֗וַפַחד֗בִּ יֶהם֗אֵּ ֹפלֲ֗עלֵּ 16֗תִּ

ֹברַ֗עם־זּוָ֗כָאֶבןַ֗עד־ַיֲעֹברַ֗עְמָךְ֗יהָוהַ֗עד־ַיעֲ֗

יתָ֗  ָקנִּ
ְבְתָך֗   מֹוְ֗בַהרַ֗נֲחָלְתָךָ֗מכֹוןְ֗לשִּ ָטעֵּ מֹוְ֗ותִּ אֵּ 17ְ֗תבִּ

ְקָדשֲ֗אֹדָני֗כֹוְננ ּוָ֗יֶדיָךָפַעְלָתְ֗יהָוה֗מִּ  
ְמֹלְךְ֗לֹעָלםָ֗וֶעד   18ְ֗יהָוה֗יִּ
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Reading the passage as narration remains an obviously viable analysis, 

especially in light of the introductory remarks in v. 7 (֗ינּוְ֗שנֹות ְזֹכרְ֗ימֹות֗עֹוָלם֗בִּ

ֶניָךְ֗ויֹאְמרּוָ֗לְך ְדָךְ֗זקֵּ יָךְ֗וַיגֵּ  If this is the case, several of the yiqtols .(דֹור־ָודֹורְ֗שַאלָ֗אבִּ

do indeed seem to make most sense if interpreted as expressions of simple 

past tense. Niccacci (2006, 261, n. 24) argues that the yiqtols are not narra-

tive, but rather describe or represent the events "graphically" (i.e. the regular 

past durative/concomitant use of non-anterior yiqtol).26 E.g., he translates ב  ַיצֵּ

in v. 8 as "he would fix" and הּו ְמָצאֵּ  in v. 10 as "should he find him/when he יִּ

would find him." This reading makes little sense, at least not for v. 8. In v. 

10 we might choose to read another verbal root attested in the Samaritan 

version (יאמצהו; cf. LXX αὐτάρκησεν), which makes more sense as a dura-

tive. In fact, the word "find" seems odd in a narrative about God and the 

Israelites in the desert (after all, it was God who brought them there). In Nic-

cacci's analysis, the overall passage is still considered narrative, referring to 

the past. However, it might be possible to read the entire passage as referring 

to the present/future, probably in a volitive sense.  

As far as v. 8 is concerned, this idea was briefly alluded to by Driver 

(1874, 62, n. 1), "Does not Deut. xxxii. 8 gain in force if ב  ,be taken strictly ַיצֵּ

as expressing, namely, a wish that the manner in which the territories of the 

nations are allotted may be fixed by a continual reference to Israel – the rea-

son of the wish following in v. 9?" Though it is customary to read the MT in 

light of 4QDeutj (בני֗אלוהים; preceding and following words are missing) and 

the LXX (κατὰ ἀριθμὸν ἀγγέλων θεοῦ), the verse as transmitted in the MT 

(with ְֵּׂ֗שָרא י֗יִּ ְסַפרְ֗בנֵּ לְלמִּ ) might in fact make sense as a wish for the future – that 

the peoples will be given to the sons of Israel as an inheritance.27 If the verse 

in the MT is indeed a dogmatic correction made by the Masoretes (to avoid 

the idea of the peoples being distributed to different gods), we really have no 

idea what form the verb had in the original (the verb has not been preserved 

in 4QDeutj). In any case, if vv. 8 and 9 are not part of the narrative, and יאמצהו 

is read in v. 10 instead of הּו ְמָצאֵּ  the rest of the problematic yiqtols seem to ,יִּ

be more easily interpretable as non-anteriors in a past context. In v. 13, there 

are two wayyiqtols ( לַויֹאכַ֗  and ה קֵּ ּוַויֵּנִּ ). However, the LXX as well as the Sa-

maritans attest to verbs without waw. Maybe these forms were originally 

non-anterior yiqtols as well, or, alternatively, we might revocalize the forms 

                                                           
26 Cf. also Young, Rezetko, and Ehrensvärd 2008, 325‒326. 
27 A further alternative reading might be tentatively proposed. ב  might be a qatal, either ַיצֵּ

a pi. from the root יצב (cf. Aramaic), or, following Joosten's suggestion for 2 Kgs 8:29 = 

9:15 (2012a, 287, n. 67), the form might be a yif. (qatal) rather than a hif., which could 

explain the yod. Of course, such explanations are quite ad hoc with no real support. 
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as weyiqtols. If this is the case, the entire passage might be read as future/vol-

itive, although this would render the apparent introduction in v. 7 meaning-

less. In v. 15, in any case, we seem to have a short narrative passage, fol-

lowed in 16‒19 by a passage with present reference describing the way the 

Israelites behave. ְשַכח  in v. 18 may be a present perfect-type anterior ("you ַותִּ

are unmindful of the rock that bore you and you have forgotten the God that 

gave birth to you").  

As can be seen from this short discussion, the potential for an alternative 

reading is there, but it is clearly not as straightforward as seems to be implied 

by Niccacci. I find it impossible to conclude that there are no archaic, ante-

rior yiqtols in the passage, but the ambiguous poetic content makes it equally 

impossible to decide in favour of the opposite point of view. In addition, the 

unstable character of the text should be taken into consideration. At least 

some of the waws are unstable between the different attestations of the poem, 

which makes it very difficult to say anything conclusive about the use of 

simple yiqtol with possibly anterior meaning. 

Appendix 10 

A few examples of alleged anterior yiqtol (<*yaqtul) in prose, with com-

ments 

Joosten (2012a, 287) notes the following potential cases. He concludes, 

probably correctly, that they should be considered "local anomalies, to be 

explained on an ad hoc basis, whether as textual, linguistic, or literary." 

Gen 

37:7 
נֵּה֗ ָצָבהְ֗והִּ יְ֗וַגם־נִּ נֵּהָ֗קָמהֲ֗אֻלָמתִּ יםְ֗בתֹוְךַ֗הָשֶדהְ֗והִּ יםֲ֗אֻלמִּ נֵּהֲ֗אַנְחנּוְ֗מַאְלמִּ ְוהִּ

י ְשַתֲחֶויןַָ֗לֲאֻלָמתִּ יֶכםַ֗ותִּ  ְתֻסֶביָנהֲ֗אֻלֹמתֵּ

 .is readily interpretable as durative, concomitant action in the past (i.e ְתֻסֶביָנה 

ordinary non-anteriority). As noted in the main text, Joosten is reluctant to 

ascribe this shade of meaning to yiqtol. 
Deut 

2:12 
ירָ֗יְשבּוַ֗החֹ֗ עִּ יָרשְבׂשֵּ ָׂשו֗יִּ יםּ֗וְבנֵּי֗עֵּ יםְ֗לָפנִּ ידּוםּום֗רִּ ְפנֵּיהֶַ֗֗וַיְשמִּ םַ֗ויְֵּשבּוַ֗תְחָתם֗מִּ

לְ֗לאֶ֗ ְׂשָראֵּ םֶרץְ֗יֻרָשתֹוֲ֗אֶשר־ָנַתןְ֗יהָוהָ֗להֶַ֗כֲאֶשרָ֗עָׂשה֗יִּ  

 In light of vv. 21 and 22 with wayyiqtol from the same root and another 

order of verbs, יָרשּום  .seems to be a mere scribal mistake יִּ

Judg 2:1 ֗יא םָ֗וָאבִּ ְצַריִּ מִּ יםַ֗ויֹאֶמרַ֗אֲעֶלהֶ֗אְתֶכם֗מִּ ְלָגלֶ֗אל־ַהֹבכִּ ן־ַהגִּ ַוַיַעלַ֗מְלַאְך־ְיהָוה֗מִּ

ְתֶכםְ֗לעֹוָלם י֗אִּ יתִּ רְ֗ברִּ יֶכםָ֗וֹאַמר֗לֹא־ָאפֵּ יַ֗לֲאֹבתֵּ ְשַבְעתִּ  ֶאְתֶכםֶ֗אל־ָהָאֶרץֲ֗אֶשר֗נִּ

 The form ַאֲעֶלה is long, which is unexpected if the verb is an archaic relic of 

*yaqtul. A progressive/durative past reading might make sense. Alterna-

tively, we might speculate that something is missing in front of the verb, 

which could make a simple future reading possible (something like "and I 

said in my heart/I told you, 'I will lead you up from Egypt'. And I brought 
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you…"; cf. Exod 3:17). While not supporting this specific reconstruction, 

the LXX does show that something might have fallen out of the text here. 

In contrast to 2:1, the similar passage in Judg 6:8 has a more expected verb 

form ( בֵּ֗ יאֶ֗אְתֶכם֗מִּ םָ֗וֹאצִּ ְצַריִּ מִּ יֶ֗אְתֶכם֗מִּ יתִּ יֶ֗הֱעלֵּ יםָאֹנכִּ יתֲ֗עָבדִּ ). In the latter case, how-

ever, we have a fronted/focused subject personal pronoun. 
1 Kgs 

7:8 
יתֹוֲ֗אֶשר־יֵֶּשב֗ תַ֗יֲעֶׂשהּ֗ובֵּ יתָ֗לאּוָלםַ֗כַמֲעֶׂשהַ֗הֶזהָ֗הָיהּ֗וַביִּ בֵּ רָ֗הַאֶחֶרת֗מִּ ָשםָ֗חצֵּ

 ְלַבת־ַפְרֹעהֲ֗אֶשרָ֗לַקחְ֗שֹלֹמהָ֗כאּוָלםַ֗הֶזה

 Again, a long form (ַיֲעֶׂשה). A non-anterior reading hardly makes sense, but 

why would an archaic *yaqtul form show up in this connection? It seems to 

be a mere scribal mistake, probably due to attraction to the preceding habit-

ual non-anterior yiqtols (vv. 7 and 8). 
1 Kgs 

20:33 
יםְ֗יַנֲחשּו֗וַ֗ יָךָ֗הֲאָנשִּ ֶמנּוַ֗ויֹאְמרּוָ֗אחִּ ֶבן־ֲהַדדַ֗ויֹאֶמרֹ֗באּוָ֗קֻחהּוְ֗יַמֲהרּוַ֗וַיְחְלטּוֲ֗המִּ

הּוַ֗על־ַהֶמְרָכָבה ָליוֶ֗בן־ֲהַדדַ֗וַיֲעלֵּ א֗אֵּ  ַויֵּצֵּ

 Though perhaps unexpected, a progressive/durative non-anterior reading of 

 .is possible ְיַנֲחשּו

1 Kgs 

21:6 
רֶ֗אל־ָנבֹות֗ י־ֲאַדבֵּ ֶליָה֗כִּ ר֗אֵּ יֶ֗את־ַכְרְמָךְ֗בֶכֶסף֗אֹוַ֗וְיַדבֵּ יָ֗וֹאַמר֗לֹוְ֗תָנה־לִּ אלִּ ְזְרעֵּ ַהיִּ

י ןְ֗לָךֶ֗את־ַכְרמִּ ץַ֗אָתהֶ֗אְתָנה־ְלָךֶ֗כֶרםַ֗תְחָתיוַ֗ויֹאֶמר֗לֹא־ֶאתֵּ ם־ָחפֵּ  אִּ

ר   ,has progressive/durative-type non-anterior meaning. As noted before ֲאַדבֵּ

Joosten is reluctant to ascribe this function to yiqtol (it is usually the domain 

of the PTC). 
2 Kgs 

8:29 = 

9:15 

יםָ֗בָרָמה יםֲ֗אֶשרַ֗יֻכהּוֲ֗אַרמִּ ן־ַהַמכִּ ְזְרֶעאל֗מִּ אְ֗ביִּ ְתַרפֵּ ַ֗וָיָשב֗יֹוָרםַ֗הֶמֶלְךְ֗להִּ

לֶ֗מֶלְךֲ֗אָרם֗... ָלֲחמֹוֶ֗את־ֲחָזהאֵּ  ְבהִּ

 Again, we might argue that ַיֻכהּו is progressive/durative but this interpreta-

tion seems unconvincing in the context. We clearly expect a qatal (indicat-

ing anteriority in the past = past perfect), cf. the parallel in 2 Chr 22:6 (ֻכהּו  .(הִּ

Joosten (2012a, 287, n. 67) tentatively suggests that ַיֻכהּו might be a yif., i.e. 

a hif. with weakening of h > y as attested in Phoenician. In this case, the 

form could be a qatal. 

Appendix 11  

Excursus on word order 

Most scholars seem to hold the view that VS is the unmarked, basic word 

order in verbal clauses in CH (e.g. GKC 456, §142a, f; Joüon and Muraoka 

2009, 545, §155k; Moshavi 2010, 10‒11; Joosten 2012a, 356‒362). How-

ever, some dissenters have argued for the opposite view, viz. that SV is the 

unmarked order (e.g. Joüon 1923, 474, §155k; Holmstedt 2005 and 2011; 

Cook 2012, 235‒237). In Siegismund forthcoming a, I treat the question in 

some detail. In the present context, I briefly present the standard VS view 

and some critical remarks on the SV approach as advocated most promi-

nently by Holmstedt. 
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It is clear that Hebrew does not have a fixed word order in the sense that 

some other languages do. Both VS and SV clauses occur and it is clearly 

possible for writers (and, presumably, speakers) to front all kinds of elements 

(i.e. place them in initial position) in order to focus attention or provide em-

phasis on relevant parts of a clause.28 Hebrew has been described as a "free 

order" language, i.e. a language "exhibiting a great deal of word order vari-

ation," for which reason "[a]ttention to the pragmatic features of a clause is 

particularly significant" (Holmstedt 2011, 220). However, it is much easier 

to explain SV clauses as being marked for some kind of focus on the subject, 

derived from a more basic VS order, than the other way around (i.e. than 

claiming that SV is basic and having to explain VS clauses as in some way 

specially marked with focus on the verb; cf. Joosten 2012a, 362).  

Buth (1999, 95) describes the basic mechanism of fronting "out of an un-

derlying predication with a basic VSOX order plus a slot before the verb for 

pragmatic marking by means of word order. The pragmatic, communication 

effect may have one of two functions, either marking special saliency, a Fo-

cus, or marking a less salient constituent as orienting the clause to the con-

text. This Contextualizing Constitutent is the more common function in nar-

rative." 

Proponents of basic SV order recognize that objects or other elements may 

be fronted for pragmatic reasons (e.g. Screnock 2011, 40). Holmstedt (2011, 

23, n. 53) even refers to SV clauses with fronted subject. However, if the 

basic order is SV, as claimed by Holmstedt, it makes little sense to say that 

the same order can be pragmatically marked. According to Holmstedt (ib., 

24; 2005, 149‒150), many SV clauses do not mark any special focus on the 

subject and should be regarded as a serious challenge to the VS approach. 

However, none of his examples are convincing. Rather, some kind of focus 

seems to be discernable in every case. 

When discussing basic word order, Holmstedt argues that some clause 

types and verb forms should be left out of consideration (2011, 13ff.). To be 

sure, negative or interrogative clauses and marked volitive verb forms should 

be disregarded if the aim is to determine the unmarked word order. Similarly, 

clauses with preposed objects or adverbs cannot be considered basic (they 

quite consistently have VS order after the preposed element). However, 

Holmstedt reduces the field even further, arguing that we ought to disregard 

                                                           
28 There are other means of focusing/emphasizing. Cf. 1 Sam 31:5 (ֹפלַ֗גם־הּואַ֗על־ַחְרבֹו  or (ַויִּ

Isa 7:14 (֗הּואָ֗לֶכם֗אֹות ֲ֗אֹדָני ן תֵּ ֗יִּ ן  On the notion of emphasis see Holst 2008, 75, and .(ָלכֵּ

especially Muraoka 1985. 
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wayyiqtol, weqatal, and initial qatal too. Wayyiqtol exhibits a "highly re-

stricted pattern" (ib., 12),29 while weqatal and initial qatal are regarded as 

modal (ib., 19‒20; 2005, 150). Accordingly, it is not very difficult for 

Holmstedt to "prove" that SV is the basic order (since virtually all VS clauses 

have been eliminated from the discussion). However, as pointed out by 

Screnock (2011, 36), it makes no sense to claim that weqatal is modal while 

w+X+yiqtol is not. Either we also eliminate non-initial yiqtol from the dis-

cussion (which would leave us with only non-initial qatals to discuss), or we 

must admit that weqatal should not be eliminated. Similarly, there are no 

convincing arguments that initial qatal is modal (cf. Joosten 2012a, 354‒

355; Gross 1976, 32), except for Holmstedt's decision to translate the form 

as such. E.g., Holmstedt (2005, 150) translates Prov 22:13 (ל  as "the (ָאַמרָ֗עצֵּ

lazy person says," claiming that the initial qatal is a modal form with habitual 

meaning. In contrast, I argue that such cases are to be interpreted like other 

qatals (i.e. expressing anteriority), probably functioning as minimal narra-

tive units (Siegismund forthcoming a; cf. 3.3.2).30 In addition, the claim that 

wayyiqtol should be disregarded due to its restricted pattern is unconvincing 

– wayyiqtol is part of a system of interchange with X+qatal and the re-

strictions apply to the system as such, not just to wayyiqtol. 

The question of word order must be seen in connection with the Hebrew 

system of consecutive forms, as described in 3.6. When the text flows along 

continuously with clauses introduced by "and," the forms used are wayyiqtol 

and weqatal. However, when some kind of deviation from the regular flow 

occurs (introduction of a new, contrasting subject or object, emphasis, focus, 

etc.), the simple forms qatal and yiqtol are used, following the fronted ele-

ment that marks the focused part of the clause. Accordingly, VS seems to be 

unmarked, while the shift to SV seems to be the result of focusing on the 

subject. In clauses that are not part of a continuous flow, both word orders 

are possible. However, in such isolated or disconnected clauses, new subjects 

are often introduced, which leads to a tendency for SV to dominate. As sug-

gested in 3.7, focus-based fronting seems to play a role in the distribution of 

volitive (initial) and non-volitive (non-initial) yiqtol. Non-volitive yiqtol is 

part of the interchange with weqatal and therefore only occurs in continuous 

discourse when other elemenst are fronted. In single/isolated clauses, on the 
                                                           
29 Holmstedt (2006, 20) argues that wayyiqtol includes a "reduced function word," which 

is the cause of the VS order. Cf. 5.2. 
30 Hence, the tendency for a connection between modality and initial position cannot be 

extended beyond the volitive subsystem (3.7). Possibly the passive PTC could be included 

here as well (the type ָברּוְך or ָארּור+subject, etc.). However, how are we to decide whether 

the meaning of such clauses is "blessed be Yahweh" or "blessed is Yahweh"? Cf. the use 

of ָברּוְך with an explicit volitive verb form in 1 Kgs 10:9 ( יְ֗יהָוהֱ֗אֹלֶהיָךָ֗ברּו ְךְיהִּ ). 
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other hand, the subject would tend to be focused, while the focus in volitive 

clauses would tend to be on the modal meaning of the verb itself. Accord-

ingly, VS position is maintained, albeit – as noted (3.7) – not consistently. 

Appendix 12 

Further examples of weqatal marking a shift to non-anteriority 

Gen 17:6 ָ֗םּ֗וְמל יָךְ֗לגֹויִּ ְמֹאדְ֗מֹאדּ֗וְנַתתִּ יֹ֗אְתָך֗בִּ ִ֤ תִּ ְפרֵּ אּוְוהִּ ְמָך֗יֵּצֵּ ים֗מִּ כִּ  

 This is a transition from a performative qatal in v. 5 (which, according 

to the analysis presented here, is not to be regarded as being fundamen-

tally different from ordinary anterior qatal) to non-anterior weqatals 

with future reference (one of which is even from the same root as the 

preceding simple qatal). 
Gen 17:20 ֵּ֗נֵּה֗ב יָך֗הִּ אלְ֗שַמְעתִּ ְשָמעֵּ ְמֹאדּ֗וְליִּ יֹ֗אתֹו֗בִּ ִ֥ יתִּ ְרבֵּ יֹ֗אתֹוְ֗והִּ ִ֥ יתִּ ְפרֵּ יֹ֗אתֹוְ֗והִּ ַרְכתִּ

יוְ֗לגֹויָ֗גדֹול ידּ֗וְנַתתִּ ם֗יֹולִּ יאִּ  ְמֹאדְ֗שנֵּים־ָעָׂשרְ֗נׂשִּ

 The preceding qatal may be performative here as well. 
Gen 26:22  ֗יבְ֗יהָוהָ֗לנּו ְרחִּ י־ַעָתה֗הִּ ינּוָ֗בָאֶרץ...ַ֗ויֹאֶמר֗כִּ ּוָפרִּ  
Exod 31:6  ֗ב בָ֗כל־ֲחַכם־לֵּ ה־ָדןּ֗וְבלֵּ יָסָמְךְ֗לַמטֵּ יָאבֶ֗בן־ֲאחִּ לִּ תָ֗אהֳּ תֹו֗אֵּ י֗אִּ נֵּהָ֗נַתתִּ י֗הִּ ַוֲאנִּ

ָך֗ יתִּ ּוִּ תָ֗כל־ֲאֶשר֗צִּ יָ֗חְכָמהְ֗וָעׂשּו֗אֵּ  ָנַתתִּ

1 Sam 15:28  ָ֗לָ֗קַרעְ֗יהו ָליוְ֗שמּואֵּ ָעֶליָךַ֗היֹוםּ֗וְנָתָנּה֗ת־ַמְמְלכּות֗ה֗אֶַ֗ויֹאֶמר֗אֵּ ל֗מֵּ ְׂשָראֵּ יִּ

ֶמךָ֗ ֲעָךַ֗הטֹוב֗מִּ  ְלרֵּ

1 Sam 17:36  ...ֶ֗הם לַ֗הֶזהְ֗כַאַחד֗מֵּ יֶ֗הָערֵּ ְשתִּ ָכהַ֗עְבֶדָךְ֗וָהָיהַ֗הְפלִּ יַ֗גם־ַהדֹוב֗הִּ  ַגםֶ֗את־ָהֲארִּ

1 Sam 27:12  ַ֗יש֗ו ְבאִּ ש֗הִּ אֹמרַ֗הְבאֵּ ד֗לֵּ ישְ֗בָדוִּ ןָ֗אכִּ יְ֗לֶעֶבדַ֗יֲאמֵּ לְ֗וָהָיה֗לִּ ְׂשָראֵּ ְבַעמֹוְ֗ביִּ

 עֹוָלם
2 Kgs 9:26  ֗יְ֗לָך ִ֥ ַלְמתִּ יֶ֗אֶמשְ֗נֻאם־ְיהָוהְ֗ושִּ יתִּ יָ֗בָניוָ֗ראִּ יָ֗נבֹותְ֗וֶאת־ְדמֵּ ם־לֹאֶ֗את־ְדמֵּ אִּ

 ַבֶחְלָקהַ֗הזֹאתְ֗נֻאם־ְיהָוה֗...

Isa 2:2  ...֗ים יתַ֗הָימִּ  ְוָהָיהְ֗בַאֲחרִּ

 The first word in a new prophetic prediction, following the introduc-

tion in v. 1 with a simple qatal. Cf. Joosten 2012a, 294, n. 89. 
Isa 9:7  ל ְׂשָראֵּ  ָדָברָ֗שַלחֲ֗אֹדָניְ֗בַיֲעֹקבְ֗וָנַפלְ֗ביִּ

Isa 31:2 ֗אָ֗רעְ֗וֶאת־ְדָבָריו יםְ֗וַעל־ְוַגם־הּואָ֗חָכםַ֗וָיבֵּ עִּ יתְ֗מרֵּ ירְ֗וָקםַ֗על־בֵּ סִּ לֹא֗הֵּ

י֗אֶָ֗עְזַרת֗פֹ֗ ֶוןֲעלֵּ  

 The preceding qatal and wayyiqtol in this verse are often treated as 

non-anteriors in translations. However, as argued in 3.4 on the use of 

verbs in poetry, such conflation of the meaning of the forms is unnec-

essary. 
Isa 48:15  ְִּ֗צל יוְ֗והִּ יֹאתִּ יוֲ֗הבִּ יַ֗אף־ְקָראתִּ ַבְרתִּ י֗דִּ יֲ֗אנִּ ֹויַחַ֗דְרכֲאנִּ  

Jer 28:13  יֶהןֹ֗מטֹותַ֗בְרֶזל יָתַ֗תְחתֵּ ץָ֗שָבְרָתְ֗וָעׂשִּ  ...ֹ֗כהָ֗אַמרְ֗יהָוה֗מֹוֹטת֗עֵּ
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Jer 48:41  ֗יֹות ְלְכָדהַ֗הְקרִּ ב֗גִּ֗נִּ ְתָפָׂשהְ֗וָהָיה֗לֵּ בְ֗וַהְמָצדֹות֗נִּ י֗מֹוָאבַ֗ביֹוםַ֗ההּואְ֗כלֵּ בֹורֵּ

ָרה ָשהְ֗מצֵּ  אִּ

Ez 17:24  י יתִּ יְ֗וָעׂשִּ ַבְרתִּ יְ֗יהָוה֗דִּ  ...ֲ֗אנִּ

 The same sequence occurs in Ez 22:14; 36:36; 37:14. While some 

translations treat the weqatal as anterior (KJV: "I the LORD have spo-

ken and have done it"), a shift from anterior to non-anterior makes bet-

ter sense (ESV: "I am the LORD; I have spoken, and I will do it"; cf. 

LXX, ἐγὼ κύριος λελάληκα καὶ ποιήσω; in 22:14 and 36:36, KJV has 

a similar rendering). 
Ez 23:31  ְך י֗כֹוָסּהְ֗בָידֵּ ִ֥ ְךָ֗הָלְכְתְ֗וָנַתתִּ  ְבֶדֶרְךֲ֗אחֹותֵּ

Mal 3:17  ...֗יֹ֗עֶׂשהְ֗סֻגָלה יָ֗אַמרְ֗יהָוהְ֗צָבאֹותַ֗ליֹוםֲ֗אֶשרֲ֗אנִּ  ְוָהיּו֗לִּ

Ruth 2:9 ים לִּ תְ֗וָהַלְכְתֶ֗אל־ַהכֵּ ְךְ֗וָצמִּ יָ֗נְגעֵּ ְלתִּ יםְ֗לבִּ יֶ֗את־ַהְנָערִּ יתִּ ּוִּ ית֗֗...ֲ֗הלֹוא֗צִּ ְוָשתִּ

ים ְשֲאבּוןַ֗הְנָערִּ ֲאֶשר֗יִּ  מֵּ

Appendix 13 

A selection of weqatals marking a shift to non-anteriority (the preceding 

anterior form occurs in some kind of subordinate clause) 

Lev 13:5 ירֹו ְסגִּ נֵּה Preceding ְוהִּ  .clause with qatals-הִּ

Num 

16:10 
ַקְשֶתם י Preceding ּובִּ  .clause with qatal and wayyiqtol-כִּ

Deut 17:5  ֗אָת ֹוצֵּ נֵּה Preceding ְוהָֽׁ  .clause with passive PTC and qatal-הִּ

Isa  

16:9‒10 
י Preceding ְוֶנֱאַסף  .clause with qatal-כִּ

Isa 60:11  ְתחּו י Preceding ּופִּ  .clause with qatals-כִּ

Jer 7:14 י יתִּ  .clause with infinitives, wayyiqtols, and qatals-ַיַען Preceding ְוָעׂשִּ

Jer 9:10 י ִּ֧ י Preceding ְוָנַתתִּ  .clause with qatals-כִּ

Jer 26:6 י ִּ֛  Preceding relative clauses with various forms, including a qatal ְוָנַתתִּ

right before the weqatal. 

Appendix 14 

Wayyiqtol indicating a shift to anterior reference (see Joosten 2012a, 

182‒183) 

Exod 6:2‒3 יְ֗יהָוה  2֗...ֲ֗אנִּ

לַ֗שָדי֗...  ְצָחקְ֗וֶאל־ַיֲעֹקבְ֗באֵּ ָראֶ֗אל־ַאְבָרָהםֶ֗אל־יִּ  3ָ֗ואֵּ

Lev 20:26 י יָ֗קדֹושֲ֗אנִּ ים֗כִּ יְ֗קֹדשִּ יֶתם֗לִּ ְהיִּ י֗וִּ ְהיֹות֗לִּ ים֗לִּ ן־ָהַעמִּ לֶ֗אְתֶכם֗מִּ ְיהָוהָ֗וַאְבדִּ  

Deut 26:5  ...ְ֗צַרְיָמה יַ֗ויֵֶּרד֗מִּ דָ֗אבִּ יֹ֗אבֵּ  ...ֲ֗אַרמִּ
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Judg 19:18  

 

 

י֗הַ֗ ית־ֶלֶחםְ֗יהּוָדהַ֗עד־ַיְרְכתֵּ בֵּ יםֲ֗אַנְחנּו֗מִּ י֗...ֹ֗עְברִּ ָשםָ֗אֹנכִּ ם֗מִּ ר־ֶאְפַריִּ

יתֶ֗לֶחםְ֗יהּוָדה֗ ְךַ֗עד־בֵּ לֵּ ...ָואֵּ  

1 Sam 2:2931  יָ֗מע יתִּ ּוִּ יֲ֗אֶשר֗צִּ ְנָחתִּ יּ֗וְבמִּ ְבחִּ ְבֲעטּוְ֗בזִּ י֗.ָלָמה֗תִּ ֶמנִּ דֶ֗את־ָבֶניָך֗מִּ ..ֹוןַ֗וְתַכבֵּ  

1 Sam 15:17 ְׂ֗שָר י֗יִּ ְבטֵּ יֶניָך֗רֹאש֗שִּ ם־ָקֹטןַ֗אָתהְ֗בעֵּ ְמָשֲחָךְ֗יהָוה֗...ֲ֗הלֹוא֗אִּ לָ֗אָתהַ֗ויִּ אֵּ

ל ְׂשָראֵּ  ְלֶמֶלְךַ֗על־יִּ

2 Sam 14:5  י ישִּ יַ֗וָיָמת֗אִּ ָשה־ַאְלָמָנהָ֗אנִּ  ...ֲ֗אָבל֗אִּ

2 Sam 14:6 ָנצּוְ֗שנֵּיֶהםַ֗בָשֶדה יםַ֗ויִּ יָ֗בנִּ ְפָחְתָךְ֗שנֵּ ינֵּיֶהםַ֗וַיכֹוָ֗הֶאחָּ֗֗וְלשִּ יל֗בֵּ יןַ֗מצִּ דְ֗ואֵּ

 ֶאת־ָהֶאָחדַ֗וָיֶמתֹ֗אתֹו

1 Kgs 3:17  ֗...ָ֗שהַ֗הזֹאת יְ֗וָהאִּ דֲ֗אנִּ לֵּ תֶ֗אָחדָ֗ואֵּ תּהַ֗בבָ֗מָ֗עִֹּ֗יְשֹבתְ֗בַביִּ יִּ  

2 Kgs 10:13  ְשלֹום יֲ֗אַחְזָיהּוֲ֗אַנְחנּוַ֗ונֵֶּרד֗לִּ יָרה֗...ַ֗ויֹאְמרּוֲ֗אחֵּ יַ֗הְגבִּ ְבנֵּי־ַהֶמֶלְךּ֗וְבנֵּ  

Job 14:17 י ְטֹפלַ֗על־ֲעֹונִּ יַ֗ותִּ ְשעִּ ְצרֹור֗פִּ  ָחֻתם֗בִּ

Appendix 15 

Potential present stative wayyiqtols (alternatively, fientive simple past or 

present perfect) 

Exod 33:17 

ָדֲעָך)  (ָואֵּ

 

ן֗ה֗כֱִּ֗עׂשְֶ֗רָת֗אֶ֗בַַ֗ויֹאֶמרְ֗יהָוהֶ֗אל־ֹמֶשהַ֗גםֶ֗את־ַהָדָברַ֗הֶזהֲ֗אֶשר֗דִּ֗ י־ָמָצאָת֗חֵּ

ָדֲעָך יַניָ֗ואֵּ םְבשְֵּ֗֗בעֵּ  

Deut 10:5 

ְהיּו)  (ַויִּ
םֶ֗את־ַהֻלֹחתָ֗בָארֹוןֲ֗אשֶ֗ ן־ָהָהרָ֗וָאׂשִּ ד֗מִּ רֵּ ֶפןָ֗ואֵּ ְהיּוָ֗שםַ֗כֲאֶשרָואֵּ יַ֗ויִּ יתִּ ֗רָ֗עׂשִּ

יְ֗יהָוה ַּונִּ  צִּ

Deut 22:16  ְֶׂ֗שָנא ָשהַ֗ויִּ ישַ֗הֶזהְ֗לאִּ יָ֗לאִּ יָ֗נַתתִּ תִּ הָ֗...ֶ֗את־בִּ  

Isa 2:7‒8 ...֗ים אַ֗אְרצֹו֗סּוסִּ ָמלֵּ אַ֗אְרצֹוֶ֗כֶסףְ֗וָזָהב֗...ַ֗ותִּ ָמלֵּ  7ַ֗ותִּ
ים  ילִּ אַ֗אְרצֹוֱ֗אלִּ ָמלֵּ  8ַ֗ותִּ

Isa 31:1 ַ֗נּו֗ו ָשעֵּ ים֗יִּ םְ֗לֶעְזָרהַ֗על־סּוסִּ ְצַריִּ ים֗מִּ יָ֗רב֗...הֹויַ֗הֹיְרדִּ ְבְטחּוַ֗על־ֶרֶכב֗כִּ יִּ  

Isa 50:7  ה י֗יַַ֗֗ואֹדָניְ֗יהוִּ ןֲעָזר־לִּ יַ֗על־כֵּ ְכָלְמתִּ ן֗לֹא֗נִּ יָ֗פַניַ֗על־כֵּ ַדע֗כַַׂ֗֗שְמתִּ ישָ֗ואֵּ ַחָלמִּ

ֹ֗ י־ל בכִּ ֹושא֗אֵּ  
Jer 5:27  ן ְרָמהַ֗על־כֵּ ים֗מִּ אִּ יֶהםְ֗מלֵּ ןָ֗בתֵּ א֗עֹוף֗כֵּ ְכלּובָ֗מלֵּ ירּו֗כִּ ָגְדלּוַ֗וַיֲעשִּ  

Jer 11:18  ֗י יַתנִּ ְראִּ ָדָעהָ֗אז֗הִּ יָ֗ואֵּ יַענִּ יֶהםַויהָוה֗הֹודִּ ַמַעְללֵּ  

Ez 9:9  ָ֗מ ְמֹאדְ֗מֹאדַ֗ותִּ יהּוָדהָ֗גדֹול֗בִּ ל֗וִּ ְׂשָראֵּ ית־יִּ ירָ֗מְלָאהֲ֗עֹון֗בֵּ יםְ֗וָהעִּ אָ֗הָאֶרץָ֗דמִּ לֵּ

 ֻמֶטה

Ps 29:10  ְיהָוהַ֗לַמבּולָ֗יָשבַ֗ויֵֶּשבְ֗יהָוהֶ֗מֶלְךְ֗לעֹוָלם 

Ps 45:8  ...ְׂ֗שָנאֶ֗רַשע  ָאַהְבָתֶ֗צֶדקַ֗ותִּ

                                                           
ד 31  might be claimed to represent a misvocalization of an unclassical non-volitive ַוְתַכבֵּ֗

weyiqtol. 
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Ps 52:9 ְֹ֗בַטחְ֗בר יםָ֗מעּוזֹוַ֗ויִּ יםֱ֗אֹלהִּ נֵּהַ֗הֶגֶבר֗לֹאָ֗יׂשִּ ֹוזְ֗בַהָּותבָ֗עְשרֹוָ֗יעֹ֗הִּ  

Ps 78:3  ְפרּו־ָלנּו ינּו֗סִּ םַ֗וֲאבֹותֵּ ָדעֵּ  ֲאֶשרָ֗שַמְענּוַ֗ונֵּ

Ps 119:90  ְלֹדרָ֗וֹדרֱ֗אמּוָנֶתָך֗כֹוַנְנָתֶ֗אֶרץַ֗וַתֲעֹמד 

Ps 139:1  ַ֗ח ָדעַלְמַנצֵּ יַ֗ותֵּ ְזמֹורְ֗יהָוהֲ֗חַקְרַתנִּ ד֗מִּ ְלָדוִּ  

Lam 4:6  ַחַטאתְ֗סֹדםַ֗הֲהפּוָכהְ֗כמֹו־ָרַגע י֗מֵּ ְגַדלֲ֗עֹוןַ֗בת־ַעמִּ  ַויִּ

1 Chr 23:25 ִּםַ֗עד־ְלעֹוָלם ירּוָשַל ְשֹכן֗בִּ לְ֗לַעמֹוַ֗ויִּ ְׂשָראֵּ י־יִּ יַחְ֗יהָוהֱ֗אֹלהֵּ נִּ יד֗הֵּ יָ֗אַמרָ֗דוִּ  כִּ

Appendix 16 

Potential present perfect wayyiqtols (some of the most convincing exam-

ples) 

Num 22:11 יןָ֗הָאֶרץ םַ֗וְיַכסֶ֗את־עֵּ ְצַריִּ מִּ א֗מִּ נֵּהָ֗הָעםַ֗הֹיצֵּ יֹ֗אתֹו֗הִּ ַעָתהְ֗לָכהָ֗קָבה־לִּ  

Num 31:50 בֶ֗את־ָקְרַבןְ֗יהָוה  ַוַנְקרֵּ

 According to Joüon and Muraoka (2009, 366, §118o), this is a "present 

of instantaneous action, like qatal," i.e. performative (cf. Van Peursen 

2004, 100, n. 106). However, an "ordinary" present perfect translation 

may be more appropriate, like the qatal in v. 49 ( יָךָ֗נְׂשאּוֶ֗את־רֹאשֲ֗עָבדֶ֗

ְלָחמָ֗ יַ֗המִּ הַאְנשֵּ ). See Joosten 2012a, 187). 
Josh 6:25  לַ֗עדַ֗היֹוםַ֗הֶזה ְׂשָראֵּ ֶשבְ֗בֶקֶרב֗יִּ  ַותֵּ

 On clauses with "to this day," see Joosten 2012a, 99. Cf. also Berg-

ström 2014, 130. He notes that the expression also occurs with verbs 

that seem to refer to the absolute past, as in Josh 9:27 with a wayyiqtol 

referring to an event in the past (indicated by ַביֹוםַ֗ההּוא), ְתנֵּם ְיהֹוֻשַעַ֗ביֹוםַ֗֗ויִּ

ְזַבחְ֗יהָוהַ֗עד־ַהיֹוםַ֗הֶזה֗ ָדהּ֗וְלמִּ םָ֗לעֵּ יַ֗מיִּ יםְ֗וֹשֲאבֵּ צִּ י֗עֵּ  This is merely a .ַההּואֹ֗חְטבֵּ

further indication of the essential point that Hebrew uses the same 

forms (wayyiqtol and qatal) to indicate all kinds of anteriority. 
Josh 13:13  לַ֗עדַ֗היֹוםַ֗הֶזה ְׂשָראֵּ  ַויֵֶּשבְ֗גשּורּ֗וַמֲעָכתְ֗בֶקֶרב֗יִּ

Josh 15:63  ִּםַ֗עדַ֗היֹוםַ֗הֶזה ירּוָשַל יְ֗יהּוָדה֗בִּ יֶ֗את־ְבנֵּ    ַויֵֶּשבַ֗הְיבּוסִּ

1 Sam 14:28 

 (ַוָיַעף)
ַע֗ ָהָעםַ֗ויֹאֶמרַ֗הְשבֵּ יש֗מֵּ ישַ֗וַיַען֗אִּ אֹמרָ֗ארּורָ֗האִּ יָךֶ֗את־ָהָעם֗לֵּ יַעָ֗אבִּ ְשבִּ הִּ

 ֲאֶשר־יֹאַכלֶ֗לֶחםַ֗היֹוםַ֗וָיַעףָ֗הָעם

 
 If the final clause is part of the direct speech, the verb must have some 

kind of present relevance ("the people have become weary" or stative 

"are weary"). However, the clause may mark the return to the narrative 

flow. 
Ruth 2:7 

 (ַוַתֲעמֹוד)
ָאזַ֗הֹבֶקרְ֗וַעד־ַעָתהֹוא֗וַַ֗וָתב...֗ ...ַ֗תֲעמֹוד֗מֵּ  
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Appendix 17 

A selection of potential past perfect wayyiqtols (for further examples, 

see Joosten 2012a, 171‒172; cf. also Waltke and O'Connor 1990, 552‒

553, §33.2.3) 

Josh 2:4 ַ֗ק יָ֗הֲאָנשִּ֗ח֗הַָ֗ותִּ ָשהֶ֗את־ְשנֵּ ְצְפנֹו֗וַ֗ים֗וַ֗אִּ ַלי֗אֶמרתֹ֗תִּ ןָ֗באּו֗אֵּ ים֗הָ֗֗כֵּ ֲאָנשִּ

אַ֗ י֗מֵּ ן֗הְֵּ֗ולֹאָ֗יַדְעתִּ ָמהיִּ  

 The preceding verse reports the arrival of a messenger to Rahab 

demanding that she bring out the men who had come to her. She 

must have hid the men prior to her conversation with the mes-

senger. Hence, ַקח ְצְפנֹו and ַותִּ  .are interpretable as past perfects ַותִּ

1 Kgs 6:38 ֗הְ֗בֶיַרח֗בּול֗הּואַ֗הֹחֶדש תְ֗לָכל־הַּ֗וַבָשָנהָ֗הַאַחתֶ֗עְׂשרֵּ יָ֗כָלהַ֗הַביִּ ינִּ ְשמִּ

ים ְבנֵּהּוֶ֗שַבעָ֗שנִּ ְשָפָטוַ֗ויִּ  ְדָבָריוּ֗וְלָכל־מִּ

ְבנֵּהּו   It may .ָכָלה clearly does not indicate an event that follows ַויִּ

be interpreted as past perfect, or simply as a summarizing simple 

past. 
Isa 39:1 ֶ֗ואָ֗שַלחְ֗מֹרַדְךַ֗בְלֲאָדןֶ֗בן־ַבְלֲאָדן֗מ תַ֗ההִּ ְנָחהָ֗בעֵּ יםּ֗ומִּ ֶלְך־ָבֶבלְ֗סָפרִּ

יָ֗חָלהַ֗וֶיֱחָזק ְשַמע֗כִּ ָיהּוַ֗ויִּ ְזקִּ  ֶאל־חִּ

ְשַמע   seems to be a good example of past perfect wayyiqtol. Note ַויִּ

that the parallel in 2 Kgs 20:12 has ָ֗שַמע י  cf. 4QIsab; Ulrich) כִּ

2010, 509). 
Neh 2:9 ת ֶברַ֗הָנָהרָ֗וֶאְתָנהָ֗לֶהם֗אֵּ ְשַלחָ֗֗וָאבֹואֶ֗אל־ַפֲחוֹות֗עֵּ ְגרֹותַ֗הֶמֶלְךַ֗ויִּ אִּ

י֗ מִּ י֗חַ֗עִּ לּ֗וָפָרשִַּ֗הֶמֶלְךָׂ֗שרֵּ יםיִּ  

 The sending marked by ְשַלח  must have occurred prior to the ַויִּ

arrival of Nehemiah (i.e., past perfect). 

Appendix 18 

Weyiqtol in Genesis and Exodus 

There are 175 occurrences of weyiqtol in Genesis and Exodus, in 139 verses: 

Gen 1:6, 9, 26; 9:26, 27 (two); 11:3, 4, 7; 12:2 (three), 3; 13:9 (two); 17:2 

(two); 18:5, 21, 30, 32; 19:5, 20, 32 (two), 34; 20:7; 22:5 (two), 17; 23:4, 9, 

13; 24:3, 14, 49, 51, 56, 57, 60; 26:3 (two), 28; 27:4, 7 (two), 9, 21, 25, 28, 

29 (two), 31, 41; 28:3 (two), 4; 29:21, 27; 30:3 (two), 25, 26, 28; 31:3, 27, 

37; 32:10; 33:12 (two); 34:12, 21 (two), 23; 35:3 (three); 37:13, 20 (three), 

27; 38:24; 41:33, 34, 35 (two); 42:2, 16 (two), 20, 34; 43:4, 8 (three); 44:21; 

45:18, 28; 46:31 (two); 47:16, 19 (two); 48:9, 16 (two); 49:1, 7, 25 (two); 

50:5 (two); Exod 2:7, 20; 3:3, 10, 18; 4:18 (two), 23; 5:1, 3, 9, 21; 6:11; 7:16, 

19, 26; 8:4 (three), 16; 9:1, 13, 22, 28; 10:3, 7, 12 (two), 17, 21 (two); 11:2; 

12:3; 14:2 (two), 4, 12, 15, 16, 17 (two), 26; 15:2 (two), 17; 17:2; 18:19; 
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19:3; 20:19; 23:8, 12; 24:7, 12; 25:2; 26:24; 27:20; 28:28; 32:10 (three); 

33:5, 13; 35:10.32 

In most cases, the classical "rules" (the tendencies outlined in 3.7) clearly 

apply. Where distinct short forms exist, these are used in almost all cases 

(14): Gen 1:6; 9:26, 27b; 19:20; 24:51; 41:34; Exod 2:7 (consonant text; vo-

calisation as for ordinary yiqtol, ק ינִּ  ;8:4a; 9:22; 10:12a, 17, 21a; 18:19 ;(ְותֵּ

32:10a. 

Only one occurrence has a clearly non-shortened form with a root where 

a short form exists, viz. Gen 1:9 (ָ֗רֶאה ְ֗ותֵּ םֶ֗אל־ָמקֹוםֶ֗אָחד ַתַחתַ֗הָשַמיִּ ם֗מִּ ַ֗הַמיִּ ָקוּו יִּ

ן י־כֵּ  The same applies to the consonant text in Exod 19:3, though 33.(ַהַיָבָשהַ֗וְיהִּ

not the vocalisation (יד   .(see 6.2.3 on this and other problematic forms ;ְוַתגֵּ

In the first person, all weyiqtols from roots that are able to take the heh-

suffix occur with this ending: Gen 11:3, 7; 12:2c, 3; 13:9a, 9b; 17:2a; 18:5, 

30, 32; 19:5, 32a; 22:5b; 23:4, 13; 24:56, 57; 26:28; 27:4, 7a, 25, 41; 29:21, 

27; 30:25, 26, 28; 32:10; 33:12a, 12b; 34:12; 35:3a; 42:34; 43:4, 8a, 8b; 

44:21; 45:18; 46:31a, 31b; 47:16; 49:1; 50:5a, 5b; Exod 3:18; 4:18a; 5:3; 

8:4b; 9:28; 14:4, 12, 17b; 20:19; 24:12; 33:5.34  

Most of the weyiqtols are in clearly volitive passages, typically following 

other volitive verb forms (approx. 151 of the 175 occurrences): 

After an imperative Gen 12:2a;35 12:3;36 13:9a, 9b; 17:2a; 18:5; 19:5; 19:34; 

20:7; 23:4, 9, 13; 24:3, 14, 49, 51, 56, 60; 26:3a; 27:4, 7a, 9, 

21, 25, 28,37 29b; 29:21, 27; 30:3a, 25, 26, 28; 31:3, 37; 

32:10; 34:12; 35:3a; 37:13, 20a, 27; 38:24; 42:2, 16a, 16b, 

34; 43:8a; 44:21; 45:18; 47:16, 19a, 19b; 48:9; 49:1; Exod 

2:20; 3:10; 4:23; 5:1; 6:11; 7:16, 19, 26; 8:4a, 16; 9:1, 13, 

22, 28;38 10:3, 7, 12a, 17, 21a; 11:2; 12:3 (?); 14:2a, 12, 15, 

16, 26; 17:2; 20:19; 24:12; 25:2; 32:10a; 33:5, 13. 

                                                           
32 The list is from BibleWorks 9. 
33 In Gen 1:9, 4QGenk has the sequence שה[  Nothing else is .(Ulrich 2010, 3) ותרא֗היב 

preserved, but Ulrich assumes that the form is a wayyiqtol and that this ms. contained 

more text than the MT (cf. LXX). However, since the preceding part of the text has not 

been preserved, this might be the MT weyiqtol with the expected shortened form. 
34 Some of these first person forms have no final heh in the Samaritan Pentateuch (Gen 

12:3; 18:5; 19:5; 22:5b; 24:57; 27:4, 25; 29:21; 32:10; 34:12; 45:18; 46:31b; 47:16; Exod 

8:4b; 9:28; 24:12; ). Gen 29:27 also lacks the final heh in the Samaritan text. However, 

the form is 1s, while the MT has a 1p – unless the MT ְ֗תָנה ְונִּ is a nif. weqatal 3sf (in which 

case, however, the following את is unexpected). 
35 The intervening simple yiqtol is in a relative clause. 
 It might make more sense to read the w+imperative as a weqatal. The preceding .ֶוְהיֵּה 36

forms are weyiqtols. 
37 A relative clause intervenes between the imperative and the weyiqtol. 
38 A nominal clause intervenes between the imperative and the weyiqtol. 
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After a jussive (formally 

marked or initial) 

Gen 1:6, 9; 9:27a; 18:30, 32; 26:28; 27:29a, 31, 41; 41:33, 

34;39 Exod 5:9, 21; 15:17 (?). 

After a cohortative Gen 1:26; 11:3, 4, 7; 18:21; 19:20, 32a; 22:5a; 24:57; 

33:12a; 34:23; 43:4; 45:28; 46:31a; 49:7 (?); 50:5a; Exod 

3:3, 18; 4:18a; 5:3; 18:19 (?); 24:7. 

After another weyiqtol Gen 9:27b; 12:2b, 2c; 17:2b; 19:32b; 22:5b; 27:7b; 28:3b; 

30:3b; 33:12b; 34:21b; 35:3b, 3c; 37:20b; 41:35b; 43:8b, 8c; 

46:31b; 48:16b; 50:5b; Exod 4:18b; 8:4b, 4c; 10:12b, 21b; 

14:2b, 17b; 32:10b, 10c.  

In some cases (approx. 13), the general context is clearly volitive, even 

though the preceding verb is not a volitive form: 

Gen 9:26  Follows a ָברּוְך-clause. 

Gen 28:3a  The preceding yiqtol does not have a short form and the focused subject 

overrules the initial position. However, the content is clearly a 

prayer/blessing. 

Gen 28:4  Belongs to the same sequence as the weyiqtol in v. 3 above though the 

preceding verb is a weqatal. 

Gen 34:21  After a descriptive nominal sentence. The whole context suggests a vol-

itive reading. Note that LXX and the Samaritans have no waw. 

Gen 37:20c  Disregarding the intervening quotation, the preceding verb is a weqatal. 

The verbs preceding the weqatal, however, are weyiqtols and an impera-

tive, and the context is clearly volitive. On the weqatal, see 6.2.3. 

Gen 41:35a  Though the preceding verb is a weqatal, there are other volitive forms in 

the vicinity and the context clearly allows a volitive reading. 

Gen 48:16a  Similar to 28:3a. 

Gen 49:25a 

and 25b  

The syntax of this passage is difficult. The meaning of the verbs ("help" 

and "bless") indicates a context of prayer or blessing, which would sug-

gest a volitive reading. The LXX has "and" plus aorists. 

Exod 2:7  The preceding verb is a weqatal. The context seems to indicate that the 

volition of the addressee is asked for (Joosten 2012a, 275). Yet, a non-

volitive reading makes sense as well (appendix 47). 

Exod 15:2a 

and 2b  

After nominal clauses. The context of praise seems to suggest a cohorta-

tive interpretation. 

Exod 27:20  

 

The preceding verb is a non-initial yiqtol. The lexical content of this word 

is "command" (ְתַצֶּוה). Hence, a following volitive weyiqtol makes sense 

(cf. Joosten 2012a 141).40 

In sum, in the overwhelming majority of cases, weyiqtol in Genesis and 

Exodus seems to be volitive (but see 6.2.3). 

                                                           
39 Initial, but long (ַיֲעֶׂשה). The Samaritans have ויעש. 
40 According to Niccacci (1987, 10), the preceding yiqtol does have jussive value because 

the parallel text in Lev 24:2 has an imperative instead of yiqtol. However, such arguments 

from the semantic equivalence of different verb forms in parallel passages are not con-

vincing. 
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Appendix 19 

On the alleged aspectual distinction marked by word order in participial 

clauses 

According to Joosten (1989; 2012a, 29‒31, 56‒59, and 230‒257), word or-

der in participial clauses marks an aspectual opposition. The order subject 

plus PTC ("Su-Ptcp") indicates an event in actual progress (imperfective as-

pect), while the opposite order ("Ptcp-Su") presents the situation as a com-

plete whole (perfective aspect). He uses the terms "actual present" (for Su-

Ptcp) vs. "factual present" (Ptcp-Su). Joosten (2012a, 231) admits that "the 

semantic distinction referred to is subtle." In addition, various factors such 

as the lexical meaning of the verb and subject fronting may "void" the nuance 

between "actual" and "factual" (ib., 236‒239). The relatively rare "factual" 

order only marks the perfective aspectual meaning sometimes (ib., 248). Yet, 

he maintains that the distinction is clear to see in most cases (ib., 231).41 

Some of Joosten's examples do seem to support his thesis – at first glance, 

at least. E.g., the PTC in 2 Sam 18:27 seems to indicate actual, ongoing pre-

sent (אשֹון יֹ֗רֶאהֶ֗את־ְמרּוַצתָ֗הרִּ  which cannot be the case with the opposite ,(ֲאנִּ

order in Gen 31:5 ( ֗שִּ֗ ְתֹמל ֗כִּ ַלי ֗אֵּ יֶננּו י־אֵּ ֗כִּ יֶכן ֲ֗אבִּ י ֶ֗את־ְפנֵּ י ָ֗אֹנכִּ ְלֹשםֹרֶאה ). Jacob is 

speaking to Leah and Rachel without their father being present; hence, the 

seeing is not actually ongoing. However, in several cases, the alleged dis-

tinction is problematic. In other instances, the distinction seems possible, but 

ultimately unprovable.  

Some Ptcp-Su clauses are clearly ongoing and indicate "actual present": 

Exod 36:5 (יא ְ֗לָהבִּ ָ֗הָעם ים י) Sam 20:17 2 ;(ַמְרבִּ ָ֗אֹנכִּ ַע ָ֗בָשן֗) Isa 33:9 ;(ֹשמֵּ ר ְוֹנעֵּ

סְ֗נבֹו) 46:1 ;(ְוַכְרֶמל י) Jer 4:19 ;(ֹקרֵּ בִּ י֗לִּ הֶ֗קֶשתֹ֗בַרַחתָ֗כל־) 29 ,(ֹהֶמה־לִּ קֹולָ֗פָרשְ֗וֹרמֵּ מִּ

יר י) 38:26 ;(ָהעִּ ָנתִּ יְ֗תחִּ יל־ֲאנִּ י) Job 6:4 42;(ַמפִּ  .(ֲאֶשרֲ֗חָמָתםֹ֗שָתה֗רּוחִּ

                                                           
41 According to Joosten (1989, 131, n. 10), there are about 110 cases of Ptcp-Su and about 

four times as many Su-Ptcp (excluding "circumstantial clauses"). He presents a list of the 

110 cases (ib., 158). Cf. 2012a, 231 (140 Ptcp-Su, about eight times as many Su-Ptcp; 

these numbers are extrapolated from the figures for Genesis). Note that if the alleged 

semantic distinction existed it must have been for a rather short period only. It was clearly 

a Hebrew innovation and, according to Joosten (2012a, 234, n. 18), "[i]n LBH, the facts 

are not clear-cut, but in Qumran Hebrew the two sequences manifestly function according 

to different rules from those in CBH." 
42 According to Joosten (2012a, 255), the sequence Ptcp-Su in Jer 38:26 is an expression 

of the "immediate past" in which the "continuing relevance of the situation" is stressed. 

This seems like a way to explain away a passage that does not fit the theory. His transla-

tion is quite correct ("I was presenting my plea"), but this is simply durative, ongoing 

action relative to the past context. The same applies to the other cases that Joosten notes 

as belonging to the same type (Exod 36:5; Isa 33:9; 46:1; Job 6:4). They all seem to refer 

to ongoing action in spite of being Ptcp-Su. 
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Often, the alleged distinction between "fact" and ongoingness is very 

vague. A "fact" may be ongoing and an ongoing event may be a "fact" (e.g. 

2 Sam 15:19, ְמקֹוֶמָך  In contrast, some clauses with Su-Ptcp .(ְוַגם־ֹגֶלהַ֗אָתה֗לִּ

seem to indicate not "actual" ongoing present tense, but rather a "factual" 

present (as in Gen 31:5 above), e.g.: Gen 25:32 (ְךָ֗למּות הֹולֵּ ֗י נֵּהָ֗אֹנכִּ  Josh 5:14 ;(הִּ

רֶ֗אל־ַעְבדֹו) ְמַדבֵּ ֗י ים) Jer 38:19 ;(ָמהֲ֗אֹדנִּ ֶאת־ַהְיהּודִּ ֗ג ֹדאֵּ ֗י ) Neh 2:17 ;(ֲאנִּ יםָ֗הָרָע֗ה ַאֶתםֹ֗ראִּ

 .(ֲאֶשרֲ֗אַנְחנּוָ֗בּה

Joosten introduces an "extended present" use of Su-Ptcp (e.g. Judg 18:3, 

ים ,as opposed to the "actual present" (Judg 18:18 ,(ּוָמה־ַאָתהֹ֗עֶׂשה  .(ָמהַ֗אֶתםֹ֗עׂשִּ

This usage seems to be very close to the "factual" Ptcp-Su, as Joosten 

acknowledges, though he maintains that "[p]resumably, each syntagm im-

plied a distinct nuance to speakers of biblical Hebrew, but for modern readers 

it is hard to capture this nuance in every case" (Joosten 2012a, 243). The 

attempt to impose the theory on the material leads to some far-fetched 

claims. On Ps 19:2 (ַ֗יע ידָ֗הָרקִּ ַמגִּ הָ֗יָדי֗ו לּ֗וַמֲעׂשֵּ יםְ֗כבֹוד־אֵּ םְ֗מַסְפרִּ  Joosten states ,(ַהָשַמיִּ

that "the first clause would seem to insist more on the actual ongoing nature 

of the process, the second clause more on its eternal veracity" (ib., 256). 

There seems to be nothing to back up this claim, except for the thesis itself. 

Since we are not native speakers, we are in no position to evaluate such sub-

tle distinctions.43 

Appendix 20 

Volitive yiqtol in the ancient inscriptions 

) in Lach 6:1‒2 ירא יהוה֗את֗אדני֗את֗העת֗הזה֗שלםירא֗ ) seems to be the only yiqtol 

in the corpus that is formally marked as a jussive. The verb is in initial posi-

tion and seems to indicate a wish ("may Yahweh cause my lord to see…"). 

The remaining yiqtols cannot distinguish formally between jussive and 

"long" yiqtol. There are no internal matres. Thus, the form תרכב in Arad 1:6‒

7 is probably a hif. but the lack of internal yod does not necessarily indicate 

that it is a short form. Practically all yiqtols follow the classical rule with 

regard to position.  

The following forms arguably occur in initial position. Most are from 

greetings in letters or similar contexts where a blessing would seem to be 

appropriate and hence a jussive meaning expected: 

                                                           
43 Some cases of Ptcp-Su in Joosten's list are from acrostic psalms. Here the constraints 

of the poetic format make it even more difficult to argue that the order of elements plays 

a semantic role. This includes the very first example of the allegedly "factual present" in 

his first article on the question, viz. Ps 34:8 (Joosten 1989, 130). The occurrences in 

acrostic psalms are Ps 34:8, 23; 37:18; 119:162; 145:20. 
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KHin 1:14–15  

(and KHin 2:5) 
֗יהוה  יברך 

KHin 1:16–17  

(and KHin 2:8) 
ה ר֗יהו   ]י[א 

KAjr 19:7–8  יברך 
Lach 2:1 (also 3:2; 5:1; 9:1) ישמע֗יהוה֗את֗אדני֗שמעת֗שלם 
Lach 2:5  יבכר֗יהוה֗את֗א]֗֗[י֗דבר 
Lach 4:1 (similarly 8:1) ישמע֗יהוה֗]את[֗אדני֗עת֗כים֗שמעת֗טב 

Lach 5:7 ם ֗הי  ב  ט  ר֗ב  צ  ק  ֗יהוה֗ה  ך   ירא 
Lach 6:1 ירא֗יהוה֗את֗אדני֗את֗העת֗הזה֗שלם 
MHsh 1:1 הדבישמע֗אדני֗השר֗את֗דבר֗ע  

The verb ישאל in Arad 18:2–3 might be an exception (יהוה֗ישאל֗לשלמך). 

The context seems to be comparable to other blessings at the beginning of 

letters (Dobbs-Allsopp et al. 2005, 38, "May YHWH seek your welfare") but 

the subject precedes the verb. Either this is a violation of the positional rule 

– which is not a grave offence, of course, since the initial position of the verb 

may be overruled by the need to focus on another element of the clause – or 

we might say that ֗ישאל is not a jussive but rather a future tense prediction 

("Yahweh will seek your welfare"). In either case, the passage stands out in 

comparison with the greetings in the other letters.  

In addition to this case, some scholars treat yiqtols in a way that casts more 

doubt on the validity of the classical rule in the inscriptions. E.g., Renz 

(1995, 355) argues that the yiqtols in Arad 1 (lines 6–7, תרכב, and 10, תתן) 

and 18 (line 6, תתן) are jussives (Schüle 2000, 115–116, interprets them in 

the same way). Both passages express commands, and the preceding verb 

forms are imperatives in both cases (in Arad 1 the first verb, נתן, is an abso-

lute infinitive used in place of an imperative and the following one, וכתב, 

might be interpreted as an imperative or another absolute infinitive). How-

ever, there seems to be no reason to assume that the yiqtols have explicit 

jussive meaning. All the forms are second person and if direct volition were 

intended, we would expect imperatives rather than jussives. In contexts of 

command, the inscriptions use imperatives (and absolute infinitive), 

weqatals and simple yiqtols. The difference between the imperative on the 

one hand and weqatal and yiqtol on the other hand seems to be one of degree 

of direct volition, while the choice between weqatal and yiqtol has to do with 

the presence of other material that needs to be focused. If a focused object or 

something similar is placed first, weqatal cannot be used, and we get the 

sequence w+X+yiqtol. Imperatives, too, are more or less consistently used 
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in initial position in the inscriptions (with the exception of Arad 4:3). For 

biblical examples of clearly long yiqtols following an imperative and inter-

changing with weqatal, see, e.g., Gen 6:14 (יםַ֗תֲעֶׂשהֶ֗את־ נִּ י־ֹגֶפר֗קִּ ַבתֲ֗עצֵּ הְ֗לָך֗תֵּ ֲעׂשֵּ

ח תּ֗ומִּ ַביִּ ֹ֗אָתּה֗מִּ ָבהְ֗וָכַפְרָתִ֥ ֶפרּוץַ֗בכַֹ֗התֵּ ) or Num 10:2 (ְ֗קָשה יֲ֗חצֹוְצֹרתֶ֗כֶסף֗מִּ הְ֗לָךְ֗שתֵּ ֲעׂשֵּ

ָדהּ֗וְלַמַסעֶ֗את־ַהַמֲחנֹותַתֲעֶׂשהֹ֗אָתםְ֗וָהיּוְ֗לָך֗ ְקָראָ֗העֵּ ְלמִּ ).  

Thus, the material does seem to be interpretable in a way that is consistent 

with the classical rules – non-initial yiqtol is ordinary non-anterior yiqtol, 

while initial yiqtol is volitive/jussive. 

Appendix 21 

Non-anterior weqatal in the inscriptions (clear cases) 

Arad 2:5‒6 והסבת The passage begins with an absolute infinitive used in-

stead of an imperative (2:1, נתן). In 4‒5, the sequence ומלא 

may be a w+imperative, a w+absolute infinitive, or a 

noun (see the discussion in Dobbs-Allsopp et al. 2005, 

14). After the weqatal comes a negated jussive (ואל֗תאחר). 

Arad 2:7‒8 ונתת This is the apodosis to a conditional nominal clause (֗ואם

 .following the passage described above ,(עוד֗חמץ֗ונתת֗להם

Arad 3:8 לקחת  In line .(וספר ,3:6‒7) The preceding verb is w+imperative ו 

5, the verb may be read as a weqatal or a w+imperative 

 .(see Dobbs-Allsopp et al. 2005, 17 ,וצרר or וצררת ֗)

Arad 7:5‒6 ו[כתבתה[ The waw is reconstructed but a simple qatal makes no 

sense. The preceding lines contain an imperatival abso-

lute infinitive (7:2, נתן) followed by adverbs and the 

object. 

Arad 17:3‒4 ולקחת The preceding and following verbs are (w+)imperatives 

-or, alternatively, abso (וחתם ,6‒5 ;ושלח ,5‒4 ;בא ,2‒17:1)

lute infinitives. 

Arad 24 

Rev:2 
 The preceding passage is very fragmentary. The verb ושלחתם

probably indicates a command like the other cases of 

weqatal above, cf. the mention of דבר֗המלך in line 6, trans-

lated by Dobbs-Allsopp et al. (2005, 49) as "And the 

command of the king is with you as a matter of your life." 

Arad 24 

Rev:3‒4 
קידם  ,In contrast to the other cases, which are all 2sm or 2pm והפ 

this is a 3sm. The form may function as a simple future 

type of non-anteriority whereas the second person forms 

seem to have a higher degree of context-induced modal 

meaning. 
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Appendix 22 

Wayyiqtol in the inscriptions (clear cases) 

Lach 4:6‒7 וסמכיהו֗לקחה֗שמעיהו֗ויעלהו֗העירה 
MHsh 1:4 

and 1:5 
֗אסם֗ויקצר֗עבדך֗ויכל֗...עבדך֗ ר֗היה֗עבדך֗בחצר  קצ   

MHsh 1:7 

and 1:8 
יהו֗בן֗שבי֗ויקח֗את֗בגד֗עבדך שע   ויבא֗הו 

Silm 4 ֗ובים֗הנקבה֗הכו֗החצבם֗אש֗לקרת֗רעו֗גרזן֗על֗]ג[רזן֗וילכו֗המים֗מן

אלף֗אמה ֗ו   המוצא֗אל֗הברכה֗במאתים 

Appendix 23 

"Epistolary" and/or "performative perfect" in the inscriptions 

Arad 16:1  

and 16: 2‒3 
֗ליהוה כתך   אחך֗חנניהו֗שלח֗לשלם֗אלישב֗ולשלם֗ביתך֗בר 

Arad 21:1  

and 21:2 
בנך֗יהוכל֗שלח֗לשלם֗גדליהו֗]בן[֗אליאר֗ולשלם֗ביתך֗ברכתך֗

]יהו[ה֗   ל 

Arad 24 Rev.:7 ...֗הנה֗שלחתי֗להעיד֗בכם 
Arad 40:2, 40:3, 

and 40:4 
]ך֗ליהו ת  רכ  ר]יהו[֗ונחמיהו֗שלח]ו֗לשלם[֗מלכיהו֗ב  ֗ובנכם֗גמ  עת֗[ה 

ה֗... ֗]ל[ב  ך  ד  ֗]ע[ב   הטה 

KAjr 18:1 (2x) אמר֗א]֗֗֗[֗...֗ברכת֗אתכם֗ליהוה֗שמרן֗ולאשרתה 

KAjr 19:1  

and 19:5 
֗ולאשרתה ן  ֗אמריו֗...֗ברכתך֗ל]י[הוה֗֗תמ   ]א[מר 

Lach 3:1 ֗]ל]אד[ני֗...עבדך֗הושעיהו֗שלח֗להג]ד  

Lach 3 Rev:5 (?) ך֗אל֗אדני«ד»שלחה֗עב  

Lach 5:6 (?) השב֗עבדך֗הספרם֗אל֗אדני 

Mur 1A:1 (2x) אמר֗]֗[יהו֗לך]֗ש[לח֗שלחת֗את֗שלם֗ביתך 
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Appendix 24 

Stative qatal in the inscriptions44 

In a clearly present context:  

Arad 40:9 ]֗֗֗֗[֗והנה֗ידעתה 

MHsh 1:11 ]כל[֗אחי֗יענו֗לי֗אמן֗נקתי֗מא]שם[ 

 
In a possibly present context:  
Lach 2:4 כי֗זכר֗אדני֗את֗]ע[בדה 

 Or "ordinary" present perfect? 

Lach 2:6 ר֗אשר֗לא֗ידעתה  ...֗דב 

 Or simple past? 

Lach 3:8 לא֗ידעתה֗קרא֗ספר 

 Either "you do not know how to read a letter," or 

(Dobbs-Allsopp et al. 2005, 309): "You did not 

understand it. Call a scribe!" 
Silm 1 וזה֗היה֗דבר֗הנקבה 

 Or simple past? 

Appendix 25 

Other non-simple past qatals in the inscriptions 

Lach 3:12 ל֗מאומ]ה[֗וגם ]ח[ר֗אתננהו֗א  כל֗ספר֗אשר֗יבא֗אלי֗אם֗קראתי֗אתה֗וא   

 indicates future perfect or present perfect, in a conditional קראתי 

clause. 
Lach 6:13  

and 6:14 
 ]מ[אז֗קרא֗עבדך֗א]ת[֗הספרם֗ל]א[֗היה֗לעב]דך֗[֗...

 One or both of these qatals may indicate inclusive present perfect 

(English usage prefers present perfect for היה, German for קרא; cf. 

Dobbs-Allsopp et al. 2005, 323, vs. Renz 1995, 427). 

MHsh 1:6  

and 1:8 
דך֗את֗קצר֗...֗כאשר֗כלת֗את֗קצרי֗...  כאשר֗כל]֗ע[ב 

 Both cases seem to indicate past perfect. 

 

 

                                                           
44 Note that depending on the interpretation of the passage in MHsh 1:2‒4, היה might have 

present stative meaning, see 3.8. 
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Appendix 26 

Stative present qatal in QH 

These are some of the most probable cases: 

1Q27 fr. 1 i 3 (ידעו and התבוננו), 45;(חפץ) 10 ,(שנאו) 9 ,(ידעו) 4 fr. 1 ii 11 (ידע); 

1QS 2:26 (געלה); 4:1 ;(אהב) 3:26 (תעב and שנא); 1 ;(ידעו) 5:19QM 10:16 

ה֗  and אהבתה) 1QHa 4:36 ;(ידעתה) 18:10 ;(ידענו)  .4Q185 fr ;(ידעתי) 5:35 ;(שנאת 

1‒2 ii 15 (ידעתי); CD 2:3 (אהב), 15 (רצה and שנא); 4 ;(נכונו) 5:12Q266 fr. 11 7 

עלה) ]י[) 4Q372 fr. 1 31 ;(ג  בו) 4Q381 fr. 31 5 ;(ידעת   fr. 45 3 ;(ידעתם and ר 

ע) 4Q394 fr. 8 iv 4 ;?(אהבו) 4Q385 fr. 2 2 ;(בטחתי)  4Q398 fr. 14‒17 ii 3 ;(]י[ד 

תה) 4Q416 fr. 2 iii 5 ;(חשבנו)  4Q491 fr. 11 i 13 ;(הבינותי) 4Q443 fr. 2 8 ;(ידע 

 4Q508 ;(ידענו) 5Q506 fr. 131‒132 10 ;(ידענו) 4Q504 fr. 4 5 ;(נחשב) 15 ,(ישבתי)

fr. 2 4 (ידעתה); 4Q511 fr. 18 ii 7 (שנתי); 11QPsa 19:12 (אהבתי), (אהבתיך) 22:2. 

Appendix 27 

Qatal with (relatively) clear present relevance (present perfect) in QH 

1Q27 fr. 1 i 11  

and 12 
אשר֗לוא֗גזל֗הו]ן[֗מי֗גוי֗אשר֗לוא֗עשק֗רעה]ו[֗איפה֗עם   

 The meaning seems to be "who has never" done like this. 
1QS 1:24‒25 נו֗הרשענו ]֗חט[א  ו  נ  ע  ש   נעוינו֗פ 
 The present relevance of the confession seems clear. 
1QS 2:1 מל֗עלינו֗מעולם֗ועד֗עולם  ורחמי֗חסדו֗ג 
 Inclusive present perfect (with מעולם֗ועד֗עולם)? 
1QS 5:11 (?) החשבו֗...֗בקשו֗...֗דרשהו 
1QS 5:18 (?) ...֗֗נחשבו... 

1QS 9:9 (?) ...֗֗אשר֗לוא֗הזכו֗דרכם... 
1Q28b V 27 כיא֗אל֗הקימכה֗לשבט֗למושלים֗לפ]ניכה 
1QM 1:12 ובכול֗צרותמה֗לוא֗נהיתה֗כמוה 
1QM 18:7 ֗ה[֗להפליא֗ובריתכה֗שמרתה֗לנו֗מאז֗ושערי[ ֗עם֗עמכ  ה  הגדלת 

ם֗רבות֗למע]ן֗ יתכהישועות֗פתחתה֗לנו֗פעמי  ר   [ב 
 Note the use of מאז and ֗ם֗רבות פעמי  to indicate what God has done 

repeatedly up until the present time. 
1QM 18:10 כה[  ומאז֗לוא֗נהיתה֗כמוהה֗...֗והיום֗הופיע֗לנֹו֗כוח 
 The first case with מאז indicates that "something like this" has 

never happened before. The second case with היום clearly signi-

fies present reference. 
1QHa 12:9 (?) נמאסתי 
4Q200 fr. 4 6 ֗תיםכבר ב  ז  ֗ע  ה  כ  פרתי֗לך֗א]י[כ  ס   
 Note the adverb כבר. 

                                                           
45 Note the yiqtol from the same root in the following line. 
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CD 2:3 חכמה֗ותושייה֗הציב֗לפניו 
CD 2:17 כי֗רבים֗תעו֗בם֗וגבורי֗חיל֗נכשלו֗בם֗מלפנים֗ועד֗הנה 
 Inclusive present perfect, marked by מלפנים֗ועד֗הנה. 
CD 3:19 ֗בית֗נאמן֗בישראל֗אשר֗לא֗עמד֗כמהו֗למלפנים֗ועד֗הנה... 
 Inclusive present perfect with למלפנים֗ועד֗הנה.  
CD 19:3 כסרך֗הארץ֗אשר֗היה֗מקדם 
 Inclusive present perfect, marked by מקדם. 
4Q377 fr. 2 ii:12   ֗ד ו֗}ל{מעולם֗ולע  א    אשר֗לוא֗נבר 
4Q385 fr. 2 2 (?) ...֗ראיתי֗רבים֗מישראל֗אשר 
4Q386 fr. 1 ii 2 ראיתי֗יהוה֗והנה֗חרבה 
4Q389 fr. 8 ii 4 על֗כן֗הסתרתי֗פני֗מ]הם֗עד[֗אשר֗ישלימו֗עונם 
 The following עד[֗אשר֗ישלימו seems to suggest a present perfect 

interpretation of הסתרתי, "I have hidden." Alternatively, the qatal 

may have simple past reference, in which case the yiqtol could be 

a future in the past. In either case, the point is that the verb forms 

occur in any temporal frame, i.e., they are not absolute tenses. 
4Q394 fr. 8 iv 2‒3 ֗...֗על֗החרשים֗שלוא֗שמעו֗חוק֗...֗ולוא֗]ש[מעו֗משפטי֗ישראל

...֗ ה֗ולוא֗שמע  א   שלוא֗ר 
 The focus is on the present result of not having heard/seen (the 

same passage occurs in 4Q396 II 3‒5). 
4Q418 fr. 81+81a 

6 
֗הלך֗תמיד]  ובאמונתי 

-is probably an imperative pi. However, if we read the posses הלך 

sive suffixes in the vicinity as waws (=3sm), the form might be a 

qatal 3sm. With the following תמיד it would indicate an inclusive 

present perfect, "he has always walked in his faithfulness." How-

ever, the editors of the text find this unlikely (Strugnell and Har-

rington 1999, 306). 

4Q434 fr. 1 i 1ff. ...֗כי֗הציל֗נפש֗אביון 
 and several other qatals and wayyiqtols in the following lines הציל 

seem to refer to the present result of past events. 
4Q491 fr. 8‒10 i 8 ]ה֗ורמי֗קומה֗תגדע֗ל]השפילם ]ה֗נופלים֗בעוז[כ   ועתה֗הקימות 
 The preceding ועתה and the following yiqtol seem to indicate pre-

sent reference (note that the corresponding passage in 1QM 14:10 

has ואתה instead of ועתה). 
4Q504 fr. 1-2r vi 5 ...֗ועתה֗כיום֗הזה֗אשר֗נכנע֗לבנו 
 נכנע ,seems to indicate present reference. However ועתה֗כיום֗הזה 

might be a PTC. 
4Q509 fr. 7 3 ֗שנאתה ֗מעולם  י   כ 
 Inclusive present perfect, preceded by ֗ ֗מעולם י   .כ 
4Q511 fr. 63‒64 

iii 1 
הלה  אני֗תרנן֗לשוני֗צדקכה֗כיא֗פתחתה֗ובשפתי֗שמתה֗מקור֗ת 

 
 The qatals in the כיא-clause explain the present state of affairs. 
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4Q514 fr. 1 i 4 

(also line 7) 
]ר[ו֗   אשר֗לא֗החל֗לטהור֗ממק 

 A relative clause indicating anteriority in relation to a preceding 

clause with a negated jussive, i.e. present (or future) perfect. 
4Q521 fr. 2 ii+4 

11 
 ונכ֑ב֑דות֗שלוא֗היו֗יעשה֗אדני

4Q525 fr. 2 ii+3 3 ג֗חוכמה  אשרי֗אדם֗השי 
11QPsa 19:12, 13, 

16 
 ...֗חסיתי֗...֗נסמכתי֗...֗קויתי

 כול֗היום might be a stative present, especially if the following קויתי 

belongs with this clause. As argued in the main text, stative pre-

sent and present perfect belong to the same general anterior cate-

gory in Hebrew. 
11QPsa 21:13 דרכה֗רגלי֗במישור֗כי֗מנעורי֗ידעתיה 
 Inclusive present perfect with מנעורי. 
11QPsa 24:3 ֗קראתי֗אליכה֗הקשיבה֗אלי֗פרשתי֗כפי֗למעון֗קודשכה֗הט֗יהוה

 אוזנכה֗ותן֗לי֗את֗שאלתי
 The shifts to imperatives indicate that the qatals have present rel-

evance. 

Appendix 28 

Future perfect qatal in QH46 

The following list contains references to some of the most convincing occur-

rences of qatal in a future context. For the ones with "?" the future reference 

is less clear. Several refer to general/conditional situations outside of condi-

tional clauses. Often, an occurrence might as well have been included in the 

list in appendix 27. Recall that the point is merely to show that QH qatal is 

not an absolute tense form but designates anteriority in any time frame. 

1QpHab 5:5 (שמרו); 1QS 10:20 (הכין); 4Q159 fr. 2‒4 6 (עשה); CD 4:12 (נבנתה 

and 9:7 ;(רחק (ענה and הקים; in the apodosis of a conditional clause), 11 (גנבו 

and (שגה) 15:14 ;(באו) 12:11 ;(גנב?; CD 20:34 (חסו)?; 4Q266 fr. 5 ii 2 (֗ צל  ;?(פ 

fr. 6 i 4 (נוסף), 4 ;(באה) 6Q267 fr. 5 iii 4 (֗ פצל); 4Q270 fr. 6 iii 15 (ים  fr. 6 ;(הק 

iv 14 (מלאו)?; fr. 7 i 12 (לקחו); 4Q271 fr. 3 9 (הוכן); 4Q271 fr. 3 12 (נשכבה and 

) 4Q272 fr. 1 i 7 ;(התארמלה  4Q273 fr. 4 ii 4 ;(נמלא) fr. 1 ii 1 ;(נוסף) 12 ,(צמח֗ 

) 4Q274 fr. 2 i 6 ;(באה) 11 ,(נרפא and צמח) גההשי֗   4Q276 fr. 1 1 ;(נגעה) 7 ,(

) 4Q299 fr. 8 5 ;?(שרת) ע֗  ד   4Q284 fr. 2 i 2 47;(בלוא introduced by ;שמע and י 

                                                           
46 See also the discussion of the supposedly absolute future use of qatal in the Hodayot 

in 2.1 (and appendix 1). 
47 The first verb could be a stative present. The use of a potentially stative present qatal 

in conjunction with a non-stative verb illustrates the fact that there is no fundamental 
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 and after X" ,ואחר with ;נעלה) 4Q376 fr. 1 ii 2 ;?(הוב]א) 4Q284a fr. 1 6 ;?(נגע)

has been lifted");48 4Q390 fr. 2 i 7 (קצפתי)?; 4Q416 fr. 1 11 (התגללו)?; fr. 2 iv 

 4Q492 f 1 9 ;?(פתח) fr. 2 ii+23 2 ;?(בלוא with ;צוה) 4Q417 fr. 1 ii 14 ;(הסיג) 6

לו) פ   11QTa ;(שבתה) 11Q14 fr. 1 ii 13 ;?(הופיע) same in line 10); 4Q511 fr. 1 7 ;נ 

 ;(מלא) 35:6 ;(על]ה) 26:5 ;(עשה) 24:11 ;(כופר) 17:2 ;(עשה) 16:15 49;?(מלא) 15:15

]ו) 40:6 ) 14‒13 ,(נדרתה  and הקדשתה) 53:10 ;(הטמא) 49:21 ;(נולד  רתהנד  x2). 

Appendix 29 

Past perfect qatal in QH 

Some probable cases: 1QM 11:2 (בטח);4 ;(סדרו) 14:3 50Q166 II 4 (שלח); 

4Q175 I 21 (כלה); 4Q200 fr. 4 2 (נשבע); 4Q200 fr. 6 3 ( ראה֗   4Q215 fr. 1‒3 ;(נ 

4 ( ) 4Q252 II 5 ;(נולדה֗  ‒4Q265 fr. 7 12 ;(שכב) IV 6 ;(ברך) Gen 9:24), 7 = עשה֗ 

 14 ,(נותרו) 3:13 ;(גבלו) 16 ,(עשה) 12 ,(דרשוהו) CD 1:10 ;(הובאה and הובא) 13

) 4Q379 fr. 22 ii 7 ;(נפתח) 3 ,(קרא) 5:2 ;(תעו) ]ל[ה֗   4Q385a fr. 18 i a‒b 8 ;(כ 

) 4Q463 fr. 1 1 ;(עשו) 10 ,(צוהו) ר֗  מ   with ;תעיתי) 21:11 ;(מכרוני) 11QPsa 19:10 ;(א 

  .(מש־ with ;משחו) 28:13 ;(נתן) 27:11 ;(בטרם

Note also the irrealis use of qatal in CD 2:20 (ויהיו֗כלא֗היו). 

Appendix 30 

Qatal in conditional clauses in QH 

1QS 7:1 (קלל), 4 ;(שגג) 8:26 ;(דבר) 3 ,(דבר) 2Q159 fr. 2‒4 9 (כחש and ענה); 

4Q258 VII 1 (הלך); 4Q265 fr. 4 ii 4 (נפל); CD 9:16 (נמצא); 4 ;(עבר) 15:4Q266 

fr. 6 ii 2 (ראתה), 4 ;(השיגה) 12Q270 fr. 6 iii 14 (דבר); 4Q274 fr. 1 i 5 (נגעה); fr. 

2 i 8 (נגע); 4Q278 fr. 1 5 (נגע); 4Q415 fr. 11 11 (ה  ;(שמו) 4Q416 fr. 2 iii 6 ;(נפרד 

4Q525 fr. 14 ii 14 (נספיתה); 11QTa 57:18 (מתה); 58:6 (בא; might be a PTC), 

 .(נצחו) 11

 

 

 

                                                           

difference – they both indicate anteriority. The type with בלוא occurs several times among 

the alleged cases of absolute future qatal in Hodayot discussed in 2.1 and appendix 1. 
48 Less likely, the form could be a yiqtol 1p ("and afterwards we will go up"). 
49 García Martínez and Tigchelaar (2000, 2:1236‒1237) reconstruct a weqatal, translating 

"he shall consecrate…," instead of Yadin's אשר[֗מלא, "who has been ordained…" (Yadin 

1983, 2: 65). 
50 This passage (֗ה֗ביד֗דויד֗עבדכה֗כיא֗בטח֗בשמכה֗הגדול֗ולוא ואת֗גולית֗הגתי֗איש֗גבור֗חיל֗הסגרת 

 illustrates the fact that qatal covers all types of anteriority. We might interpret (בחרב֗וחנית

the verb as a stative simple past ("he trusted in") or a fientive past perfect ("he had put his 

trust in") – and in a present context, a stative present interpretation or a fientive present 

perfect may be possible. The HVS makes no such distinctions. 
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Note also qatals with כיא֗אם ("unless"):  

1QS 5:14 (שבו); 1QHa 20:36 (פתחתה and השכלתני), ה) 37[ ת  ו  נ   CD 5:15 ;(הכי 

) 13:15 ;(נקרעו) 12:13 ;(כֹובסו) 11:4 ;(היה) 10:23 ;(נלחץ) ע֗  י  ֹוד   4Q269 fr. 8 ii 4 ;(ה 

 .(טהרה) 4Q274 fr. 1 i 7 ;(also 4Q271 fr. 2 11 ;הוזו)

Appendix 31 

Relative tense usage of yiqtol and weqatal in QH 

In 4Q377 fr. 2 ii 11 (וכמלאך֗ידבר֗מפיהו), the yiqtol rather clearly indicates ha-

bitual or iterative action in the past. The same meaning may be attributable 

to the weqatal in 11QPsa 21:11 (אני֗נער֗בטרם֗תעיתי֗ובקשתיה). However, see 

6.2.2 and appendix 45 for further remarks on this and other potential habit-

ual, iterative, durative weqatals in QH. The yiqtol in 11QPsa 21:12 (֗באה֗לי

 may be habitual/durative as well or indicate a shift to (בתרה֗ועד֗סופה֗אדורשנה

future reference. There are several yiqtols in the following lines, which may 

or may not be interpreted as referring to habitual, durative, or possibly pro-

spective events in the past. However, future reference seems to be possible, 

too (see the discussion in Van Peursen 2004, 116‒119). 

In 4Q385a fr. 18 i a‒b 7 (]ויצום֗את֗אשר֗יעשו֗בארץ֗שביא]ם), the yiqtol prob-

ably indicates future/modality in a past context. In line 9, the weqatal (שמרו  ([ו 

seems to continue the same line of thought (cf. Dimant 2001, 160: "And he 

commanded them what they should do" and "and they should keep").  

In 4Q385 fr. 6 7, according to various translations, the yiqtol (תלך) refers 

to habitual/iterative or durative action in the past,51 and the same seems to 

apply to the weqatals in lines 10 and 12.52 The text is clearly dependent on 

Ezek 1, where other yiqtols refer to habitual or durative action in the past. 

However, in both texts, the verbs might be describing a general fact (how the 

creatures always move/will move, rather than how they were moving when 

Ezekiel saw them). 

In 4Q422 III 9, there are two yiqtols in a past context (ישי]ת and ירא]ה). 

The latter clearly indicates some sort of modality or habituality in the past 

("so that a man would/could not see"), while the former seems to refer to 

action contemporaneous with the preceding qatal. Habitual or iterative ac-

tion seems to be out of the question. Alternatively, it could be seen as an 

                                                           
51 Dimant 2001, 44: "upon two (legs) each living creature was walking." García Martínez 

and Tigchelaar 2000, 2:769: "walked" (they call the fragment Frag. 4). 
52 These and other weqatals with past reference are very difficult to assess. Are they non-

anteriors (indicating habitual events or contemporaneousness) or unclassical anterior 

weqatals (weqatálti)? Other examples are 4Q219 I 14 (תי[ ש  ר  ד   ;(ופצו) 4Q370 fr. 1 i 4 ;(ו 

4Q372 fr. 1 3 (בדו כ   See 6.2.2 and appendix 45 for further .(ועשיתי) 4Q373 fr. 1a‒b 7 ;(ו 

discussion. 
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archaic, simple past use of yiqtol (< *yaqtul),53 or, maybe more likely, an 

initial waw has simply been lost?  

Several other cases are more speculative, relying on reconstructed mate-

rial or presupposing a simple past reading of other verb forms in the vicinity. 

Thus, 4Q225 fr. 2 ii 8 might include two references to the future in the past 

 And [in all this the Prince of the Mastemah was testing whether]" :(x2 ימצא)

he would be found weak, and whether A[braham] should not be found faith-

ful" (VanderKam and Milik 1994, 151). However, as is evident, the context 

is heavily reconstructed. The same applies to 4Q227 fr. 2 6 (ו  s]o that" :(ישג 

the ri[ghteous] should not err" (VanderKam and Milik 1994, 174), with a 

substantial hole in front of the extant part. Also, even more conjectural, 

11Q12 fr. 4 1 ( ו֗  ע  ד  ֗י   so tha]t [the sons of men] would know"; García" ,למע[ן 

Martínez, Tigchelaar, and van der Woude 1998, 213).54 Similarly, as noted 

in 2.1.1, CD 10:10 (ישלימו) might be a future in the past, but such an inter-

pretation is not necessary. 

4Q185 fr. 1‒2 ii 14 exhibits a rather perplexing use of yiqtol (תתן in כן֗תת֗ן

 Allegro's present tense translation (1968, 87) seems odd in .(לאבתיֹו֗כן֗ירשנה֗ 

connection with "his fathers" ("as she is given to his fathers, so shall he in-

herit her").55 García Martínez and Tigchelaar (2000, 1:381) use the past tense 

("as she was given"). If this is true, an iterative/habitual reading is possible. 

In 4Q437 fr. 2 i 8, a yiqtol is followed by a qatal (֗ ה  יעטף֗רוחי֗בצר֗לי֗שמעת 

 which is rendered as a past concomitant action by Weinfeld and Seely ,(קולי

(1999, 313), introduced by a reconstructed כיא: "When] my spirit was faint-

ing away [be]fo[re me] in my affliction you heard my voice" (Cf. García 

Martínez and Tigchelaar 2000, 2:917: "my spirit would faint"). In line 10 of 

the same fragment two additional yiqtols in פן-clauses (אטבע and ת[שוטפני[) 

following a qatal might indicate future/modality in the past.56 However, the 

preceding qatal might have present reference (present perfect). Hence, the 

yiqtols might have present reference as well. This type of ambiguity is very 

widespread. Since Hebrew never marks absolute time reference by means of 

explicit verb forms, the anterior forms always potentially function as present 

perfects as well as simple past (from a translational point of view). Hence, 

                                                           
53 Elgvin and Tov 1994, 431: "He plac[ed dark]ness." They do not refer specifically to 

the verb form. 
54 If the reconstructed text is correct, the reference might be to the general present/future 

in relation to S rather than an expression of future or modality in the past. 
55 Note that if the verb is passive, it must be a hof. 
56 Weinfeld and Seely 1999, 313: "you delivered me lest I drown […] lest [it] sweep over 

me." The reference of the English verbs is not clear. The same applies to the rendering in 

García Martínez and Tigchelaar 2000, 2:917: "you saved me from sinking in it […] from 

drowning me." 
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non-anterior forms are interpretable as referring to the past or the present 

depending on the interpretation of the anterior forms. This is mainly a prob-

lem in poetry and non-narrative prose. 

E.g., the yiqtol יפחדו in 4Q166 II 6 follows a qatal and a wayyiqtol 

֗מהם֗בעורונם) ֗ויכבדום֗וכאלים֗יפחדו  If these are interpreted as .(ולמתעיהם֗שמעו

simple past they would seem to situate the yiqtol in a past context expressing 

concomitant action (Allegro 1968, 32, "yet they listened to those that misled 

them, and honoured them, and in their blindness feared them like gods"; cf. 

García Martínez and Tigchelaar 2000, 1:331). However, since the function 

of the passage might be a description of the present conduct of the wicked, a 

shift from present perfect anterior forms to a non-anterior form with present 

or future reference makes sense as well ("they have listened"; "and they have 

honoured"; "they fear/will fear"). Similarly, the yiqtol יבוא in 1Q27 fr. 1 i 4 

 is probably a simple (ולוא֗ידעו֗מה֗אשר֗יבוא֗עליהמה֗ונפשמה֗לוא֗מלטו֗מרז֗נהיה)

future (if the preceding ידעו is a stative present), but it might be a future in 

the past (if ידעו means "they didn't know"). Other examples include 1QHa 

) 4Q159 fr. 2‒4 3 ;(סגרתה֗...֗פן֗יטרפו) 13:16  4Q268 fr. 1 8 ;(ויצו֗...֗לבלתי֗ימכר֗ 

עד֗מה֗יבוא) .֗.. עונם) 4Q389 fr. 8 ii 5 ;(ויבינ֗ו אשר֗ישלימ֗ו ]עד֗[ .֗.. פנ֗י  11QTa ;(הסתרת֗י

 .(געלה֗...֗עד֗יאשמו) 59:9

In some contexts, the interpretation of unvocalized w+yiqtols further com-

plicates the matter. Are they wayyiqtols or weyiqtols (see 6.2.4)? If they are 

wayyiqtols, are they simple past or present perfect? See, e.g., 4Q434 fr. 1 i 

12 ( חן֗מלאכו֗סבי]ב[֗... י  תם֗ו  פן֗ישחי  ) or in the very fragmentary 4Q391 fr. 55 5 

 Sometimes, a simple yiqtol is translated as a simple .(וישאלוני֗דברים֗א]ם[֗ידבר)

past tense (apparently as a reflex of archaic *yaqtul), e.g. in 4Q434 fr. 7b 3 

ואביהם֗כדמן֗וכאפרֹ֗ישחקם) -which Weinfeld and Seely (1999, 284) ren ,(וישם֗א 

der as "And he made their enemies like dung, like dust did he pulverize 

them." Given the general scarcity of archaic anterior yiqtol, this interpreta-

tion seems unlikely; the yiqtol must refer to durative/concomitant action in 

the past or to the future, possibly as an explicit volitive (and the preceding 

w+yiqtol could be a volitive weyiqtol). 

The past reference of several other yiqtols is very dubious. 4Q169 fr. 3‒4 

i 5 and 7 (יכה and יתלה) could be considered simple past (very unlikely) or 

(more likely) habitual/iterative in the past, but nothing prevents a future in-

terpretation (cf. Penner 2015, 184ff.). Likewise in 4Q385a fr. 5a‒b 8 (יקראו), 

"who by the name of the God of Is]rael were called" (Dimant 2001, 141). 

The same verb occurs in 387 fr. 3 5 (ib., 192). Again, the verb might have 

present/future reference. The same applies to the only two cases of past ha-

bitual yiqtol noted by Penner (2015, 191, with n. 91): 1QS 4:23 (יריבו) and 

  .(יתהלכו) 24
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Note also the case of yiqtol after אז possibly referring to the past in 4Q381 

fr. 69 6 (תטהר). The few other cases of אז in a past context are followed by 

qatal (approx. seven cases: 1Q19 fr. 7 1; 4Q216 V 10; 4Q222 fr. 1 3; 4Q223‒

224 fr. 2 iv 14; 4Q370 fr. 1 i 2; 11QPsa 26:12; 28:13 [with אזי]).  

There seem to be no clear cases of טרם with yiqtol in a past context, while 

a few cases of בטרם with qatal are found (1QHa 5:25; 7:27; 9:9; 4Q180 fr. 1 

2; fr. 2‒4 ii 10; CD A 2:7; 4Q300 fr. 1a ii‒b 1). Cf. Kesterson 1984, 7‒8. 

Appendix 32 

PTCs in past context in QH 

4Q221 fr. 7 2  ֗ח י   Very fragmented. Since the genre and content is known (Jub .מצל 

39:4, based on Gen 39:3 with the same PTC) the interpretation seems 

clear. Of course, the influence from the biblical text is evident.57 

4Q223‒224  

fr. 2 iv 13 

א֗ומדחק  Again very fragmented. The first verb might be a finite .ו[ב 

form rather than a PTC – a wayyiqtol, a simple qatal, or a weqatal – 

but the second one is clearly a PTC. Ethiopic Jub 37:24 has a waw 

with qatala plus 'ənza with yəqattəl, indicating concomitant action. 

4Q223‒224  

fr. 2 v 2 

 .Also very fragmented, but see Ethiopic Jub 39:10 .שוכב

4Q225  

fr. 2 ii 5 and 7 

ים and מלאכי֗קודש֗עומדים֗בוכים  .שמחים֗ואומר 

4Q306 fr. 1 5 [ים֗אוכלים לב  צף֗והכ  יק  -This case is quite uncertain and the interpreta .ו 

tion of the PTC depends on the reading of the preceding form as a 

wayyiqtol or weyiqtol.58 

4Q379 fr. 12 6 ימיו ל֗כל֗גדותיו֗ושוטף֗]ב[מ  ]ם[֗ע  א֗מי    .והיורדן֗מל 

11Q12 fr. 9 3 [הוא֗יוצא֗מ].The context is heavily reconstructed but the Ethiopic ver-

sion (Jub 12:28) indicates that the context is past. The PTC seems to 

have the derived immediate future meaning, "and told him that] he 

was leaving" (García Martínez, Tigchelaar, and van der Woude 1998, 

218; Ethiopic version: VanderKam 1989, 77). 

1QS 7:1 (הואה֗קורה֗בספר֗או֗מברך) may be an additional case. Smith (1999, 

315) refers to CD 5:6‒7 as "narrative, anterior use" of the PTC, using past 

tense in his translation. However, this passage probably refers to the present 

behavior of the ungodly.  

                                                           
57 On the Jubilees and pseudo-Jubilees fragments, see VanderKam and Milik 1994. For 

the Ethiopic text of Jubilees, see VanderKam 1989. 
58 Lim (2000, 253) takes the w+yiqtol as a weyiqtol, translating "and he will be stirred to 

wrath (?) and the dogs eat." García Martínez and Tigchelaar (2000, 2:671) read ֗והכלבים

 ".which they translate as "and the dogs, food ,אוכל
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Geiger's skepticism towards PTCs with past reference in QH seems exag-

gerated (2012, 27 and 484). Though the cases are few, they cannot all be 

denied (see, e.g., ib. 285, n. 301, on 4Q223‒224 fr. 2 iv 13). 

Appendix 33 

PTC with היה in QH 

1Q17 fr. 1 6 (ך[  .(היה֗הול 

1Q22 fr. 1 iii 9 (ה[יו֗שטים). 

1QS 1:18–19 (מברכים .֗..  in the following lines, 20‒24; 2:1–2, 4, 10, there ;יהי֗ו

are more PTCs, which may depend on the initial יהיו in 1:18); 5:2 (֗...֗להיות

 .(להיות֗... פוקדם) 24 ,(משיבים

1Q28b IV 25–26 (יה֗...֗משרת֗...֗ומפיל  .(ות[ה 

1QM 2:1 (להיות֗משרתים), ֗בחרים) 7‒6 ...֗ תהיינה֗) 8:1 ;(יהיה֗מהלך) 7:12 ;(יהיו

 .occurs in 8:11‒12; 9:1, 7; 16:9; 17:15 יהיו֗מריעים the expression ;(מריעות

1QHa 23:10–11 (ל[היות֗...֗מתחזק֗...֗ועומד)? 

2Q20 fr. 1 3 (היו֗נותנים). 

4Q174 fr. 1‒2 i 6 (להיות֗מקטירים). 

4Q177 fr. 1‒4 8 (ה֗מתאבל  x2).59 הי 

4Q200 fr. 2 3 ([ ר  ]ה֗ז[כ   .(והיו֗...֗מברכים֗...֗ותומהים) fr. 6 2–3 60;(הי 

4Q221 fr. 5 6 (היה֗מתאבל; cf. 4Q177). 

4Q225 fr. 2 ii 10 (יהיה֗אהב)? 

4Q258 I 2 (להיות֗...֗משיבים); II 3 (להיות֗פוקדים).61  

4Q365a fr. 2 i 6 (֗ יו֗אוכלֹים  .(ֹוה 

4Q385a fr. 18 ii 4 (ויהי֗...֗מקונן). 

4Q390 fr. 2 i 4‒5 (יהיו֗מפרים). 

4Q394 fr. 3‒7 i 15‒16 (֗ י[ם[  .(יהיה֗...֗מזה) 19 ,(ֹי]היו[֗מסיא 

4Q421 fr. 11 3 (  .(יהיה֗חונה֗ 

4Q471 fr. 1 7 (]רב[ ֹי֗ח  ד  מ  ל  יו֗מ   62.(יה 

4Q477 fr. 2 ii 2 ([היה֗מרע)? 

4Q503 fr. 64 5 (֗ להיות֗מהללים). 

4Q511 fr. 35 4 (֗ומשרתים...֗ ו   ?(והי 

11QPsa 21:14 (עלה֗היתה)? 

11QTa 15:15 ( ד֗  ֹומ   ,(יהי]ו֗באי[ם ֗) 11 ,(יהיו֗מניחים) 32:10 ;(יהיו֗באים ֗) 31:7 ;(יהיה֗ע 

֗מקדשים) 33:7 ;(יהיה֗נוגעים) 15 ,(יהיו֗...֗הולכים֗...֗אובדים) 14 ו  י  ה  ים) 14 ,(י   ;(יהיו֗מעל 

                                                           
59 The hitp. of this root seems to function in an active sense. 
60 This seems to be an imperative of היה with a PTC. In lines 4 and 6 of the fragment, the 

same construction is reconstructed: היה]֗עושה (Fitzmyer 1995, 65). Cf. Geiger 2012, 357. 
61 The PTC in 4Q258 VIII 7 (להיות֗איש֗מקנא) is probably attributive. 
62 This is clearly not a predicative active PTC, but García Martínez and Tigchelaar (2000, 

2:950‒951) read the passage as ל[מען֗יהיו֗מלמדים and translate it as "in order to instruct." 
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ים) 34:7 ובח   several PTCs in the following lines seem ;ֹויהיו֗כונסים) 11–7 ,(יהיו֗ט 

to be dependent on the initial form of יהיו֗) 37:11 ;(יהיו֗מערבים) 35:12 ;(?היה

]) 38:1 ;(יהיו֗מבשלים) 14 ,(זובחים ֗ ם  י  ֗אוכל  ו  י  ה  ]) 3 ,(י  ם  י  יו֗אוכלים֗ושות  ֗) 10 ,([יה  ו  יהי 

שרת]ים) 40:2 ;(אוכלים  ,(יהיו֗אוכלים) 43:5 ;(יהיו֗עולים֗ויושבים) 16–42:15 ;(להיות֗מ 

֗מתערבים) 4 ,(יהיה֗בא) 45:3 ;(יהיו֗אוכלים) 6 ) 46:7 ;(]יהי[ו  היו֗עוליםי יהיה֗) 10‒9 ,(

באים) 10 ,(מבדיל יוצאים) 13 ,(יהי֗ו יורדת) 15 ,(יהי֗ו באים) 18‒17 ,(תהיה֗..֗.  47:8 ;(יהי֗ו

יהיו֗) 13 ,(יהיו֗שומרים) 57:10 ;(תהיו֗קוברים) 48:13 ;(יהיו֗מביאים) 12 ,(יהיו֗עושים)

 the following PTCs may be ;והיו֗...֗שוממים) 5‒59:4 ;(יהיו֗שומרים) 58:8 ;(יושבים

dependent on the initial והיו as well).63 

11QTb 1:14 (יהיו֗מקריבים); שלים[) 10:5[ יה֗בא) 11:23 ;?(יהיו֗מב   .(י[ה 

Appendix 34 

Potential "performative" type qatals in late documentary texts 

Mur 22:1 ( ר֗  כ  ]תב) 18 ,(מכר) 10 ,(מכר) Mur 29:1 ;(מ  ) Mur 30:1 ;(כ  ר֗  כ   ,(מכר) 10 ,(מ 

תי) 20 ר  כ   ;(כתבה) Mur 48:7 ;(כת]בה) Mur 46:11 ;(x2 כתבה) Mur 42:8‒9 ;(מ 

Naḥal Ḥever (P. Yadin) 44:2 (לקו ו֗וח   .Naḥal Ḥever (P ;(x3 כתב) 30‒28 ,(רצ 

Yadin) 45:5 (אמר), 7 (החכתי or החכרנו), (אחכרתי) 22 ,(אחכרתי) 14; Naḥal Ḥever 

(P. Yadin) 46:2 (אמר), (אחכרתום) 8 ,(חכרתי) 4 ,(החכרתי) 3; XḤev/Ṣe 49:3 

) 14a 64,(איתודי)  65.(כתב֗ 

Appendix 35 

Further examples of relative tense usage of qatal in RH 

m. Šeb. 2:7  

and 2:9 

Both cases include the expression ְלֶשָעַבר, "according to the one [= 

the year] which has passed." 

m. Ter. 1:5  ְִּ֗טָלהְ֗תרּוָמתֹו,ְ֗ולֹא֗מ אשֹוןֶ֗שנִּ ר֗רִּ ַמֲעׂשֵּ פדּוְולֹא֗מִּ שֶ֗שנִּ יְ֗וֶהקדֵּ נִּ ר֗שֵּ ַמֲעׂשֵּ  

m. Ter. 1:10 ְָ֗גְמָרהְ֗מַלאְכתֹוַ֗עלָ֗דב ָדָברֶ֗שנִּ ין֗מִּ ין֗תֹוְרמִּ ְגְמָרהְ֗מַלאְכתֹואֵּ רֶ֗שלֹא֗נִּ  

m. Ter. 6:2 ן ן֗בָ֗...ְ֗תרּוָמהֶ֗שָזָכהְ֗֗תרּוָמהֶ֗שלֹאָ֗זָכהָ֗בּהֹ֗כהֵּ ּהֹ֗כהֵּ  

 The qatals in the two relative clauses are interpretable as past per-

fects or present perfect (or future perfect), depending on the inter-

pretation/translation of the qatal in the main clauses. Hebrew does 

not distinguish such types of anteriority. 
m. Ter. 8:1 ְך ְרשֵּ יְך֗אֹו֗גֵּ תַ֗בֲעלִּ  מֵּ

 In the context, these verbs (and several more in the preceding lines) 

clearly have present relevance ("hot news" perfect, "and they said 

                                                           
63 Yadin (1983, 1:34) provides a less comprehensive list of occurrences in 11QTa. 
64 The derivational stem is probably due to Aramaic influence, cf. Broshi and Qimron 

1994, 290 and 294. 
65 This verb is not found in the text presented by Broshi and Qimron (1994). 
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to her: 'Your husband has died!' or 'he has divorced you!'"). The 

passage continues in 8:2 where the verb ָ֗את טמֵּ  exemplifies the נִּ

same use of qatal ("they said to him: 'You have become un-

clean!'"). Note that further on in the text the notion "you were un-

clean" (already at the time when you started eating heave-offering, 

as opposed to having become unclean while eating) is expressed 

with an adjective plus יתָ֗) היה אָ֗היִּ  The verb form itself (qatal) is .(ָטמֵּ

the same in both cases, and the latter construction, in another con-

text, might indicate present perfect rather than simple past – but in 

the context under discussion, the contrasting use of these different 

constructions seems to be a way for Hebrew to mark the distinction 

without having access to separate tense forms. 
m. Macaś. 1:6 ַרח יֶ֗שמֵּ  ַאףַ֗על֗פִּ

m. cOr. 1:2 

 
שּו בֵּ יֶ֗שלֹא֗כִּ  ַאףַ֗על֗פִּ

'Abot R. Nat. 266 ֗שבזמן֗שאדם֗נכנס֗ביניהם֗מאכילין֗אותו֗ומשקין֗אותו֗ומלבישין

֗כיון֗שהיה֗כאחד֗מהם֗כל֗.אותו֗ומכסין֗אותו֗ונותנין֗לו֗ממון֗הרבה

 אחד֗ואחד֗מכיר֗את֗שלו֗ונוטלו
 Both נכנס (if it is a qatal form and not a PTC, "at the time when a 

man has entered/enters among them, they feed him etc.") and היה 

(following כיון֗ש־, "as soon as he has become as one of them") in-

dicate anteriority in relation to the surrounding PTCs. 
'Abot R. Nat. 367  והעמיד֗לה֗עדים 
 Must be past perfect (cf. Goldin, "Now, the man had stationed wit-

nesses to observe her"). The following verb form is another 

w+qatal (ובא), which must, however, be interpreted as a simple 

past. A fine illustration of the fact that RH (and Hebrew in general) 

cannot distinguish these two types of anteriority. 
'Abot R. Nat. 668  בן֗ארבעים֗שנה֗היה֗ולא֗שנה֗כלום  
 Another case of past perfect qatal, "he was forty years old and had 

not studied anything." 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
66 Schechter 1887, 14; trans. Goldin 1955, 25. 
67 Schechter 1887, 15; Goldin 1955, 27. 
68 Schechter 1887, 28; Goldin 1955, 41. 
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Appendix 36 

Further examples of relative tense usage of yiqtol in RH69 

m. Šeb. 9:3 ...֗ין ְהיּו֗אֹוְכלִּ  ְוָלָמהָ֗אְמרּוָ֗שֹלשֲ֗אָרצֹות?ֶ֗שיִּ

ְהיּו   .might refer to a past or general present context יִּ

m. Bik. 3:7 ...֗ין ינּוֶ֗שְיהּוַ֗מְקרִּ ְתקִּ יא,֗הִּ ְלָהבִּ ְמְנעּו֗מִּ  נִּ

 The same ambiguity as in the preceding example. 

m. Macaś. Š. 5:2 ֶשַרבּו ִּם֗...ּ֗ומִּ ירּוָשַל יָ֗הָיה֗עֹוֶלה֗לִּ ְפדֶֶ֗֗כֶרםְ֗רָבעִּ א֗נִּ ינּוֶ֗שְיהֵּ ְתקִּ רֹות,֗הִּ הַ֗הפֵּ

ְרצּוַ֗יֲחֹזר...֗ יָמַתיֶ֗שיִּ ְכמֹותֶ֗שָהָיה֗...ּ֗וְתַנאיָ֗הָיהַ֗הָדָבר,ֶ֗שאֵּ ַהָדָבר֗לִּ  

ְקָדשַ֗יחֲ֗֗ יתַ֗המִּ ָבֶנה֗בֵּ יָמַתיֶ֗שיִּ ְכמֹותֶ֗שָהָיהּוְתַנאיָ֗הָיה,֗אֵּ ֹזרַ֗הָדָבר֗לִּ  

 In this passage, the past context of the yiqtols seems clearer than in 

the preceding examples. 
m. Roš Haš. 4:1 ֗יןַ֗רָבן֗יֹוָחָנןֶ֗בן ְתקִּ ְקָדש֗הִּ יתַ֗המִּ ֶשָחַרב֗בֵּ יןְ֗בָכל֗זַ֗מִּ ַכאי,ֶ֗שְיהּו֗תֹוְקעִּ

 ָמקֹום֗...
'Abot R. Nat. 170  ֗מפני֗מה֗נתעכב֗משה֗כל֗ששת֗ימים֗ולא֗שרה֗עליו֗דבור֗בשביל

שנתקדש֗ויהא֗֗שימרק֗מכל֗אכילה֗ושתיה֗שהיה֗במעיו֗עד֗שעה

 כמלאכי֗השרת.֗...֗כדי֗שיקבל֗עליו֗דברי֗תורה֗באימה֗...
 "Why was Moses delayed all six days and why didn't the word come 

to rest on him? In order that he would become clean from all the 

food and drink which was inside him, until the time that he had be-

come sanctified, and (in order) that he would become like the min-

istering angels […] so that he would receive upon him words of 

Torah with fear […]." 
'Abot R. Nat. 771  ֗ולמה֗עשה֗איוב֗ד׳֗פתחים֗לביתו֗כדי֗שלא֗יהיו֗עניים֗מצטערים

הצפון֗יכנס֗כדרכו֗...֗להקיף֗את֗כל֗הבית.֗הבא֗מן  
 "And why did Job make four doors for his house? So that the poor 

would not have the trouble of going around the entire house: the one 

coming from the north would enter from his own direction…" 
'Abot R. Nat. 772 בתוך֗ביתו֗וכשימצא֗אורחין֗מכניסן  

 "and when he [Abraham] found travellers he brought them into his 

house." 

 

                                                           
69 Some cases of "past posterior"/future in the past use of yiqtol in various RH texts are 

identified by Bar-Asher Siegal (2017, 76, 77, and 79) though he does not really treat the 

difference between relative and absolute tense in his paper. 
70 Schechter 1887, 1. 
71 Schechter 1887, 33. 
72 Schechter 1887, 34. 
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Appendix 37 

Examples of PTCs in past context (without היה) in RH 

m. Bik. 3:7 א,֗ו ְקרֹות,֗קֹורֵּ ַע֗לִּ יֶ֗שהּוא֗יֹודֵּ אשֹוָנהָ֗כל֗מִּ ַעָ֗ברִּ ינֹו֗יֹודֵּ יֶ֗שאֵּ ָכל֗מִּ

ין֗אֹותֹו ְקרֹות,ַ֗מְקרִּ  לִּ

m. Roš Haš. 4:2 ָ֗יכֹול יא֗רֹוָאהְ֗ושֹוַמַעתּ֗וְקרֹוָבה֗וִּ ירֶ֗שהִּ ין֗–הָ֗לבֹאֶ֗שָכל֗עִּ תֹוְקעִּ  

m. cAbod. Zar. 2:6  73הּו ל֗רֹואֵּ ְׂשָראֵּ ין֗יִּ  ָחָלבֶ֗שֲחָלבֹו֗גֹויְ֗ואֵּ

m. Soṭah 7:8 ין בָ֗עֶליהָ֗֗עֹוׂשִּ יָמה֗...ְ֗והּוא֗יֹושֵּ ֶפר֗תֹוָרה֗הַ֗...ַ֗חַזן֗֗לֹו֗בִּ ל֗סֵּ ְכֶנֶסת֗נֹוטֵּ

...ְ֗֗ונֹוְתָנּהְ֗לרֹאשַ֗הְכֶנֶסת  

m. Tamid 3:7 ְ֗כַנס ש,֗נִּ ְשפֵּ ַחּ֗וָפַתחֶ֗אתַ֗הפִּ יַכל,֗לַָ֗נַטלֶ֗אתַ֗הַמְפתֵּ ןַ֗הָתאֶ֗אלַ֗ההֵּ ָתא,ּ֗ומִּ

יַעְ֗לַשַערַ֗הָגדֹול  ַעדֶ֗שהּואַ֗מגִּ

Appendix 38 

Aspect in RH: Simple finite forms vs. the participial construction 

In each of the following three examples, the participial construction indicates 

ongoing, concomitant action ("imperfective"), while the qatal marks a sin-

gle, punctual event ("perfective"): 

m. Ber. 2:1 ֗יַעְ֗זַמן גִּ אַ֗בתֹוָרה,ְ֗והִּ ְקָראהַָ֗הָיה֗קֹורֵּ מִּ  

m. Ber. 3:5 ְֶ֗זַכר֗ש ָלה,ְ֗ונִּ דַ֗בְתפִּ יָהָיה֗עֹומֵּ הּואַ֗בַעלֶ֗קרִּ  

m. cErub. 5:4 ָ֗יַעַ֗לַגְיא֗אֹוַ֗לג גִּ דְ֗והִּ רָהָיה֗מֹודֵּ דֵּ  

Note the contrast between the "perfective" and "imperfective" in the fol-

lowing examples where the same verb occurs in qatal and the participial 

construction:74 

"Perfective" "Imperfective" 

ים ל,ְ֗ולֹאָ֗יְרדּוְ֗גָשמִּ ְתַפלֵּ   הִּ
(m. Tacan. 3:8) 

תְ֗ יְ֗נחּוְנָיהֶ֗בןַ֗הָקָנהָ֗הָיה֗מִּ יָסתֹוַ֗רבִּ ְכנִּ ל֗בִּ ַפלֵּ

ית֗ ְדָרשְלבֵּ ...ַ֗המִּ   
(m. Ber. 4:2) 

יֹוֶתיהָ֗ קְ֗באֹותִּ ְקדֵּ   ָקָראְ֗ולֹא֗דִּ
(m. Ber. 2:3) 

אַ֗בתֹוָרה ...ָ֗הָיה֗קֹורֵּ   
(m. Ber. 2:1) 

רֹו,ָ֗מַשְךְ֗ולֹא רֹותַ֗לֲחבֵּ ר֗פֵּ ָקָנה;֗֗–ָמַדדַ֗֗המֹוכֵּ

  ָמַדדְ֗ולֹאָ֗מַשְך,֗לֹאָ֗קָנה
(m. B. Bat. 5:7) 

ד ַיעַ֗לַגְיא֗אֹוַ֗לגָָ֗֗הָיה֗מֹודֵּ גִּ ר֗...ְוהִּ דֵּ   
(m. cErub. 5:4) 

                                                           
73 The same sequence occurs in 2:7, without the negation. 
74 Bar-Asher Siegal (2017, 77‒79) notes a few similar examples of the aspectual opposi-

tion, which – as will be recalled – he sees as the primary opposition in RH. 
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Appendix 39 

Alleged simple past weqataltí (McFall 1982, 194, point 4, and 203) 

Gen 26:10  ְ֗ש ְמַעטָ֗שַכבַ֗אַחדָ֗הָעםֶ֗את־אִּ יָתָ֗לנּו֗כִּ ינּוָ֗אָשםַמה־זֹאתָ֗עׂשִּ ָ֗עלֵּ אָתִ֥ בֵּ ֶתָךְ֗והֵּ  

 Future/modal. Possibly interrogative ("and will you bring guilt upon 

us?!"). 
Lev 26:41  יֶהם יֹ֗אָתםְ֗בֶאֶרץֹ֗אְיבֵּ אתִּ  בֵּ יְ֗והֵּ ָמםְ֗בֶקרִּ ְך֗עִּ לֵּ י֗אֵּ  ַאף־ֲאנִּ

 Simple future. Note the preceding yiqtol. Most translations under-

stand both verbs as a direct continuation of the line of thought in the 

subordinate clauses in v. 40. However, the verbal forms clearly argue 

against this and suggest a return to the main discourse of prediction. 
Deut 17:4  ֗נֵּה בְ֗והִּ יטֵּ ֗הֵּ ְעָתְ֗וָדַרְשָת  ָבהְ֗וֻהַגד־ְלָךְ֗וָשָמ֑ ֱאֶמתָ֗נכֹוןַ֗הָדָברֶ֗נֶעְׂשָתהַ֗התֹועֵּ

ל ְׂשָראֵּ  ַהזֹאתְ֗ביִּ

 The alleged problematic form is  ְ֗וָדַרְשָת. However, the meaning of this 

and the two preceding weqatals is clearly future/modal. Note that 

ְעתָ֗  .has penultimate stress due to pause ְוָשָמ֑

1 Kgs 19:18  םֲ֗אֶשר֗לֹא־ָכְרעּוַ֗לַבַעלְ֗וָכל־ ְרַכיִּ יםָ֗כל־ַהבִּ ְבַעתֲ֗אָלפִּ ל֗שִּ ְׂשָראֵּ יְ֗ביִּ ִ֥ ְשַאְרתִּ ְוהִּ

 ַהֶפהֲ֗אֶשר֗לֹא־ָנַשק֗לֹו

 Future. McFall probably got his past reading from Paul (Rom 11:4, 

κατέλιπον). 
Jer 6:17 יב יבּוְ֗לקֹול֗שֹוָפרַ֗ויֹאְמרּו֗לֹאַ֗נְקשִּ יםַ֗הְקשִּ יֶכםֹ֗צפִּ יֲ֗עלֵּ ִ֤ ֹמתִּ  ַוֲהקִּ

 Future. The weqatal is part of direct speech and not on the same level 

as the following wayyiqtol. 
Jer 12:3  ֗י נִּ ְראֵּ י֗תִּ םְ֗וַאָתהְ֗יהָוהְ֗יַדְעָתנִּ שֵּ ְבָחהְ֗וַהְקדִּ םְ֗כצֹאןְ֗לטִּ קֵּ ָתְךַ֗התִּ י֗אִּ בִּ ֗לִּ ּוָבַחְנָתִ֥

ָגה  ְליֹוםֲ֗הרֵּ

 General present or future? There is no compelling reason for a past 

reading (as in LXX and KJV). 

Jer 20:9 ְ֗שמֹו ר֗עֹוד֗בִּ י֗לֹא־ֶאְזְכֶרנּוְ֗ולֹא־ֲאַדבֵּ שֹ֗בֶעֶרתָ֗עֻצרְ֗וָאַמְרתִּ  יְ֗כאֵּ בִּ ְוָהָיהְ֗בלִּ

לְ֗ולֹא֗אּוָכל יַ֗כְלכֵּ יתִּ ִ֥ ְלאֵּ  ְבַעְצֹמָתיְ֗ונִּ

 General present (or past iterative/habitual). 
Ezek 29:7 ֗ר ָשבֵּ ָשֲעָנםָ֗עֶליָך֗תִּ ףּ֗וְבהִּ ָ֗לֶהםָ֗כל־ָכתֵּ רֹוץּ֗וָבַקְעָתִ֥ ְבָתְפָׂשםְ֗בָךַ֗בַכפך֗תֵּ

ם ָ֗לֶהםָ֗כל־ָמְתָניִּ  ְוַהֲעַמְדָתִ֥

 Both forms (  .are clearly past iterative/habitual (ְוַהֲעַמְדָתִ֥֗ and ּוָבַקְעָתִ֥֗

Amos 4:7  

 
֗ י  ְמַטְרתִּ ירְ֗והִּ יםַ֗לָקצִּ ָדשִּ ֶכםֶ֗את־ַהֶגֶשםְ֗בעֹודְ֗שֹלָשה֗חֳּ י֗מִּ יָ֗מַנְעתִּ ְוַגםָ֗אֹנכִּ

ירֶ֗אָחת֗ רְ֗וֶחְלקַָ֗על־עִּ ָמטֵּ ירֶ֗חְלָקהַ֗אַחת֗תִּ ירַ֗אַחת֗לֹאַ֗אְמטִּ הֲ֗אֶשר־ְוַעל־עִּ

ֹ֗ ירָ֗עלֶ֗ל יבָ֗א־ַתְמטִּ שיָה֗תִּ  

 ֗ י  ְמַטְרתִּ  .is clearly past iterative/habitual, cf. the following yiqtols ְוהִּ
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Appendix 40 

Weqatálti in the OT  

This list contains weqatáltis from unproblematic root/stem types, without ne-

siga or pause (including lesser pause without vowel lengthening). Weqataltís 

from the same verbs (same person/number) are noted if attested. 

Lev 10:1975 

יבּוֶ֗את־ַחָטאָתםְ֗וֶאת ְקרִּ ןַ֗היֹום֗הִּ ־ֹעָלָתם֗הֵּ

לֶ֗ יָ֗כאֵּ ְקֶראָנהֹ֗אתִּ יְ֗יהָוהַ֗ותִּ ְפנֵּ י֗לִּ ְלתִּ הְ֗וָאַכִ֤

יְ֗יהוָ֗ ינֵּ יַטבְ֗בעֵּ ַ֗היֹוםַ֗היִּ הַחָטאת   

2 Sam 13:5 

י֗מִּ֗ ִּ֖ ָיָדּה...ְ֗למַעןֲ֗אֶשרֶ֗אְרֶאהְ֗וָאַכְלתִּ  

1 Sam 17:3576 

ַצ֗  יוְ֗והִּ ִּ֖ תִּ כִּ יוְ֗והִּ יַ֗אֲחָרִּ֛ אתִּ יוַ֗וָיָקםְ֗וָיָצִּ֧ ֑ פִּ י֗מִּ ְלתִּ

כִָּ֗עַלי֗ ְזָק֔נֹוְ֗והִּ ֗בִּ י  ְקתִּ יוְוֶהֱחַז  ָֽׁ יתִּ יוַ֗וֲהמִּ ִּ֖ תִּ  

 

Ezek 34:10 

י֗אֶ֗ ְננִּ י֗אֶ֗־ָהֹרעִּ֗ל...֗הִּ ִּ֧ ָדַרְשתִּ ֗ יםְ֗וָֽׁ ָיָדם֗ת־צֹאנִּ י֗מִּ

ְרע ְרעֹות֗צֹאןְ֗ולֹא־יִּ ֗מֵּ ים  ְשַבתִּ יםְ֗והִּ ּו֗עֹודָ֗הֹרעִּ

יֶהם֗וְ֗ם֗אֹותָ֗ פִּ ֗מִּ י  י֗צֹאנִּ ִ֤ ַצְלתִּ ְהיְֶ֗והִּ ןָָ֗לֶהם֗ילֹא־תִּ

הְלָאְכלָ֗  

1 Kgs 3:11 

הְ֗ולֹא־ָשַאְלָתַ֗יַעןֲ֗אֶשרָ֗שַאְלָתֶ֗את־ַהָדָברַ֗הזֶ֗

יםְ֗ולֹא־ָשַאְלָתְ֗לָך יםַ֗רבִּ ֹ֗עֶשרְ֗ולֹאְ֗לָךָ֗ימִּ

ְלָת֗ ְשֹמַע֗לְָ֗שַאְלָתֶ֗נֶפשֹ֗אְיֶביָךְ֗וָשַאִּ֧ ין֗לִּ ָ֗הבִּ ָךִּ֛

ְשָפט  מִּ

Deut 13:15 

֗ ְ֗וָחַקְרָתִּ֧ ֗הְֵּ֗וָדַרְשָתִּ֧ נֵּהֱ֗אֶמתָ֗נכֹוןְ֗וָשַאְלָתִּ֖ בְ֗והִּ ֑ יטֵּ

 ַהָדָבר֗...

Ps 37:10 

ְתבֹוַנִּ֖נְ֗ יןָ֗רָשעְ֗והִּ ֹוְ֗ועֹודְ֗מַעטְ֗ואֵּ ָתַ֗על־ְמקֹומ 

יֶננּו  ְואֵּ

It is difficult to know whether stress shift 

is supposed to occur with this root and 

stem type. There seems to be only one 

comparable case (Job 31:29, י ְרתִּ ְתֹעַר  הִּ  ,(ְוְ֜

which has penultimate stress as well, 

though with distinctive accent. If the verb 

in Ps 37:10 is anterior, it might be under-

stood as an interrogative ("And yet a little 

while and there is no wicked person – and 

have you looked at his place? – and he is 

not (there)!") or as irrealis in an implicit 

conditional clause. In Ps 37:36, other an-

terior forms (wayyiqtols, qatal) seem to 

function in a similar manner. However, 

note that the version of Ps 37:10 found in 

                                                           
י 75 ְלתִּ  .probably indicates irrealis anteriority ְוָאַכִ֤
76 Only י ְלתִּ ַצ  -is entirely free from possible interference from root type, pause, etc. (hav ְוהִּ

ing a conjunctive accent, in contrast to  ֗י ְקתִּ י ;ְוֶהֱחַז  אתִּ  is from a problematic root type, and ְוָיָצִּ֧

forms with object suffixes provide no evidence). As noted in 8.2 (with n. 22), the intention 

behind the consonant text was probably non-anterior weqataltís indicating habituality or 

iterativity. 
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4Q171 fr. 1‒2 ii 6 has the form ואתבוננה, 

i.e. a 1s weyiqtol (cohortative) or 1s way-

yiqtol (pseudo-cohortative). 
Ps 86:13 

ְלתָ֗ ַצִ֥ י־ַחְסְדָךָ֗גדֹולָ֗עָליְ֗והִּ ְשא֗כִּ י֗מִּ ְפשִּ  ֹולַ֗נְ֜

יָ֗ הַתְחתִּ  

 

Job 7:4 

ם־ָשכַ֗ י֗אִּ יָ֗מַת  ְרתִּ יְ֗וָאַמ  ַדד־ָעֶרבָ֗֗אקּוםְבתִּ ּומִּ

י־ָנֶשף יםֲ֗עדֵּ יְ֗נֻדדִּ  ְעתִּ  ְוָׂשַבִּ֖

This is a difficult verse. י ְעתִּ -has penulti ְוָׂשַבִּ֖

mate stress that cannot be the result of 

pause etc. (conjunctive accent). An ante-

rior reading makes sense (stative?). 
Job 16:15 

יַׂשק֗ יֶ֗בָעָפרַ֗קְרנִּ ְלתִּ יְ֗וֹעַלִּ֖ ְלדִּ י֗גִּ יֲ֗עלֵּ ָתַפְרתִּ   
 

Eccl 1:13  

ְדרֹוש֗... י֗לִּ בִּ  יֶ֗את־לִּ תִּ  ְוָנַת 
Gen 17:8 

תֶ֗אֶרץְ֗מֻגֶריָך֗... ָךּ֗וְלַזְרֲעָךַ֗אֲחֶריָך֗אֵּ יְ֗לְ֠  ְוָנַתתִּ 

Eccl 2:5 

ץ֗ ם֗עֵּ יָ֗בֶהִּ֖ ְעתִּ יםְ֗וָנַטִ֥ סִּ יַ֗גנֹותּ֗וַפְרדֵּ י֗לִּ יתִּ ָעׂשִּ

י  ָכל־ֶפרִּ

Jer 42:10 

֗אִּ֗ יֶ֗אְתֶכם  יתִּ ִ֤ ְשבּוָ֗בָאֶרץַ֗הזֹאתּ֗וָבנִּ ם־שֹוב֗תֵּ

יֶ֗אְתֶכִּ֖םְ֗ולֹאֶ֗אתֹוש֗... ִ֥  ְולֹאֶ֗אֱהֹרסְ֗וָנַטְעתִּ

Eccl 2:14 

ְקֶרהֶ֗את־ֻכָלם ְקֶרהֶ֗אָחד֗יִּ יֶ֗שמִּ נִּ יַ֗גם־ָא֔ ְעתִּ ְ֗וָיַד 

 

Judg 6:37 

ָזה֗ ְהֶיהַ֗על־ַהגִּ םַ֗טל֗יִּ ְלַבָדּהְ֗וַעל־ָכל־ָהָאֶרץ֗אִּ

ל֗ ְׂשָראֵּ יֶ֗את־יִּ יַעְ֗בָידִּ ִּ֧ י־תֹושִּ ָֽׁ י֗כִּ ֹחֶרבְ֗וָיַדְעתִּ 

ַבְרתָ֗  ַכֲאֶשר֗דִּ

Eccl 2:15 

י֗... בִּ֔ יְ֗בלִּ ְרתִּ ַב  י֗...ְ֗ודִּ בִּ יְ֗בלִּ יֲ֗אנְִּ֜ ָֽׁ ְרתִּ  ְוָאַמ 
Exod 3:13  

י֗ לְ֗וָאַמְרתִּ  ְׂשָראֵּ י֗יִּ יָ֗באֶ֗אל־ְבנֵּ נֵּהָ֗אֹנכִּ םהִּ ָלֶה֔  

 
Jer 1:16 

֗אֹוָתםַ֗עלָ֗כל־ָרָעָתם ְשָפַטי  י֗מִּ ִ֤ ַבְרתִּ  ְודִּ

Eccl 4:1 

ים֗... יָ֗וֶאְרֶאהֶ֗את־ָכל־ָהֲעֻשקִּ יֲ֗אנִּ  ָֽׁ ְבתִּ  ְוַש 
Gen 28:21  

יְ֗וָהָיהְ֗יהָוה֗לִּ֗ יתָ֗אבִּ ֹוםֶ֗אל־בֵּ יְ֗בָשלִּ֖ ִ֥ יְ֗וַשְבתִּ

אֹלהִּ֗ יםלֵּ  
Eccl 4:7 

יָ֗וֶאְרֶאה֗ ִּ֛ יֲ֗אנִּ ְבתִּ ֶמשַחתַ֗השֶָ֗הֶבל֗תְַ֗וַשִּ֧  
 

Eccl 8:15 

ְמָחה ֶ֗את־ַהשִּ י  יֲ֗אנִּ ָֽׁ ְחתִּ ַבִ֤  ְושִּ
 

Neh 9:7 

יםֲ֗אֶשרָ֗בַחְרָתְ֗בַאְבָרם֗ ַאָתה־הּואְ֗יהָוהָ֗הֱאֹלהִּ

ֹוַ֗אְבָרָהם ְמָתְ֗שמִּ֖ יםְ֗וַׂשִ֥ אּורַ֗כְׂשדִּ ֹו֗מֵּ אתִּ֖  ְוהֹוצֵּ

2 Kgs 4:29 

י֗ ְשַעְנתִּ ְמָצאֲ֗חֹגרָ֗מְתֶניָךְ֗וַקח֗מִּ י־תִּ ְך֗כִּ ְבָיְדָךָ֗ולֵּ

יש֗לֹאַ֗תֲעֶננּו֗ י־ְיָבֶרְכָך֗אִּ יש֗לֹאְ֗תָבְרֶכנּוְ֗וכִּ אִּ

יַ֗על־ְפנֵּיַ֗הָנַער ִּ֖ ְשַעְנתִּ ֗מִּ  ְוַׂשְמָתִ֥

1 Chr 29:17 

ָבב ן֗לֵּ יַ֗אָתהֹ֗בחֵּ י֗כִּ יֱ֗אֹלַה֔ ְעתִּ  ְוָיַד 
See Eccl 2:14 above. 
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Appendix 41 

Potential anterior weqatals in the ancient inscriptions 

The clearly non-anterior cases are listed in appendix 21.  

A few weqatals occur in very fragmentary passages and cannot be used as 

evidence: KAjr 20:2 (֗חנן֗]֗֗[֗ונתן֗לה֗יהו֗כלבבה על֗) Uza 2:9 ;(כל֗אשר֗ישאל֗מאל 

]יכה֗ [והתערערתה]פנ  ); Uza 2:12 ([אצר֗ימת֗והיה֗תר).  

The context of the possibly anterior weqatals discussed in the main text:  

Arad 3:1–8 

 
ב֗וצוך֗חנניהו֗על֗באר֗שבע֗עם֗משא111֗֗אל֗אלישב֗ועת֗תן֗מן֗היין֗

ת֗... לקח  ֗ו  ם  ק֗וספר֗החטם֗והלח  ֗אתם֗בצ   צמד֗חמרם֗וצררת 
Arad 16:1‒6 

 
י֗  צאת  ֗ליהוה֗ועת֗כ  כתך  ֗אחך֗חנניהו֗שלח֗לשלם֗אלישב֗ולשלם֗ביתך֗בר 

ף֗ ביתך֗ושלחתי֗את֗ה]כ[ס  ֗גאליהו֗]ב[י]ד֗ע[זריהו֗ואת֗][8֗מ  ...֗ש֗לבני   

Appendix 42 

Anterior weqatal in Qumran, pt. 1 

Scholars investigating the major documents from Qumran have noted only 

few anterior weqatals. 

Smith (1991) finds no anterior weqatals in the texts he examines (the 

Pesharim, 1QS, 1QSa, 1QSb, 1QM, 11QTa and 4QMMT). Thorion-Vardi 

(1985, 73‒74) notes one case in CD 20:23 (ושבו) and Kesterson (1984, 172‒

174) mentions the same occurrence plus CD 19:34 (ושבו) and 20:11 (ומאסו). 

CD 19:33‒35 
֗כן֗כל֗האנשים֗אשר֗באו֗בברית〚֗〛ויעזבם֗ויפנו֗בשרירות֗לבם

֗יחשבו֗ החדשה֗בארץ֗דמשק֗ושבו֗ויבגדו֗ויסורו֗מבאר֗מים֗החיים֗לא 

֗לא֗יכתבו֗מיום֗האסף֗ ם  «יור֗מורה»בסוד֗עםֹ֗ובכתב     
CD 20:10‒12 אשר֗שבו֗עם֗אנשי֗הלצון֗ישפטו֗כי֗דברו֗תועה֗על֗חקי֗֗כמשפט֗רעיהם

דשה  הצדק֗ומאסו֗בברית֗ואמנה֗אשר֗קימו֗בארץ֗דמשק֗והוא֗ברית֗הח 
CD 20:23 ]֗֗[֗לג֗אשר֗יצאו֗מעֹיר֗הקדש ל֗֗בית֗פ  וישענו֗על֗אל֗בקץ֗מעל֗ישרא 

ך֗העם֗בדברים֗מעט]ים ר  וד֗אל֗ד   ויטמאו֗את֗המקדש֗ושבו֗ע 

The fact that the same form occurs in CD 19:34 and 20:23 (שוב) may be 

mere coincidence. However, it may be the case that the writer wanted to 

make sure that the verbs were not misinterpreted as forms of ישב, which 

might have happened if he used a wayyiqtol. Kesterson (1984, 173) notes 

that ומאסו in CD 20:11 is virtually synonymous with the preceding expression 

 In any case, all three instances are not actual QH but stem from .(דברו֗תועה)

the documents found in the Cairo Genizah.  
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Penner (2015, 198, n. 12) notes only three cases of "past wqtls," viz., 1QHa 

 CD 20:23 (already noted above), and 11QTa 54:16 77,(והכינותה) 19:37

  .(ופדיתיכה)
1QHa 19:33‒37 ֹו ד  ו  ֗ה  ה  כ  ]ה[֗אדוני֗כי֗אתה֗פעלתה֗אלה֗ותשם֗בפי֗עבד  ת֗ברוך֗את 

ול]ת ע  ]ה[֗ותחנה֗ומענה֗לשון֗והכינותה֗לי֗פ  ]ה[ל   ת 
-seems to be anterior but in a poetic (and fragmented) con והכינותה 

text it is difficult to be sure. 1QHa 7:35 has a similar passage with a 

simple qatal, which might support the anterior reading. 
11QTa 54:15‒17 יהוה֗אלוהיכה֗֗והנביא֗ההוא֗או֗חולם֗החלום֗יומת֗כי֗דבר֗סרה֗֗על

אשר֗הוציאכה֗מארץ֗מצרים֗ופדיתיכה֗מבית֗עבדים֗להדיחכה֗מן֗

ובערת֗הרע֗מקרבכה֗הדרך֗אשר֗צויתכה֗ללכת֗בה  

-seems to be clearly anterior but the shift in personal refer ופדיתיכה 

ence is strange. The passage derives from Deut 13:6. In the MT, we 

have ֗יֶכם ֱאֹלהֵּ (instead of אלוהיכה), followed by two attributive PTCs 

with definite articles ( בֵּ֗ םְ֗וַהֹפְדָך֗מִּ ְצַריִּ ֶאֶרץ֗מִּ יאֶ֗אְתֶכם֗מֵּ יםַהמֹוצִּ יתֲ֗עָבדִּ ). In 

the scroll, we find a relative clause with a simple qatal 3sm followed 

by the weqatal in question, in the first person (cf. the following rel-

ative clause אשר֗צויתכה vs. MT ְּוָךְ֗יהָוהֱ֗אֹלֶהיָך  .(ֲאֶשר֗צִּ

In addition, I have found the following cases from Hodayot, which seem 

to be anterior weqatals as well: 1QHa 26:33 ( ו֗  נ  ]נו) and 26:34 (והשכל  ר   .cf ,(והכ 

García Martínez and Tigchelaar 2000, 1:203 ("and [we] have understood" 

and "and [we have recognized").78. The text is very fragmentary and is better 

preserved in 4Q427 fr. 7 ii 14 (the verb before the first weqatal is a simple 

qatal functioning as a present stative, ידענוכה; the one before the second 

weqatal is another simple qatal indicating present perfect, כיא֗ראינו; in He-

brew, of course, these notions are functions of the same anterior category). 

The weqatals seem to be anteriors, possibly of the present stative type 

(Stegemann 2009, 309: "and we understand"; "And[ we] recognize").  

Furthermore, two cases from the Damascus Document might be inter-

preted as anteriors, viz. 4Q266 fr. 6 i 7 (ח[ פר   see appendix 43 for ,(והפך and ו 

further discussion. 

 

 

 

                                                           
77 Penner refers to 1QHa 19:37 as 19:34 in his book although it is called 19:37 in his 

database. 
78 In García Martínez and Tigchelaar 2000, the references are Col. XXVI bottom, line 8 

and line 9. 
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Appendix 43 

Anterior weqatal in Qumran, pt. 2: Potential – but mostly unlikely – an-

terior weqatals in the documents from Qumran 

In addition to the cases noted in Siegismund 2017, 210‒213,79 several other 

cases of potential anterior weqatals have been found. Most have been treated 

as anterior weqatals in various translations. The following list contains the 

cases discovered so far, with alternative interpretations. Some are in frag-

mentary documents (as in the cases from Siegismund 2017) while others are 

from the major sectarian texts. 

1Q26 fr. 1 7 

 (ואמר)

Milik 1956, 102, "Et il m'a dit." Milik reads לי while BibleWorks and 

García Martínez and Tigchelaar (2000, 1:66) read 80.לו Since a 2sm 

is clearly involved in the passage, the verb form may be a w+impe-

rative, cf. Maier (1995, 1:237), "und sage mir." If it is a weqatal, it 

may have ordinary non-anterior meaning (García Martínez and Tig-

chelaar 2000, 1:67, "and says to him"). 

1QS 6:27 

 (?]וה[ושיעה)

García Martínez and Tigchelaar (2000, 1:84‒85) read a weqatal, yet 

translate without "and" ("[he h]as taken the law into his own hands"). 

Maier 1995, 1:184, "[und hat er sich] auf eigene Faust [geh]olfen." 

There is no reason to reconstruct the waw.  

1QS 8:11 

 (ונמצאו)

García Martínez and Tigchelaar (2000, 1:89), "but which has been 

found." A non-anterior reading is possible (cf. Maier 1995, 1:188). 

The final waw might be a mistake (in the parallel passage in 4Q258 

VI 5, the form is ונמצא), i.e., it might be a nif. PTC. 

1QM 17:1  

 (ושנן and ושם)

Treated as anteriors by García Martínez and Tigchelaar (2000, 

1:141), Maier (1995, 1:151), and others. However, there is no reason 

not to interpret the forms as ordinary non-anteriors (cf. García Mar-

tínez 1996, 112). 

                                                            
79 The following cases from Siegismund 2017 are translated as simple past in one or more 

translations but are open for alternative interpretations (note that some are reconstructions 

by various scholars): 1Q34bis fr. 3 ii 7 (וכתב), 4 ;(]והקימותה[) 8Q160 fr. 7 2 (ונלויתי), 4 

) 4Q223–224 unit 2 I 51 ;(והרג) 4Q185 fr. 1–2 ii 11 ;(ובלע) 4Q163 fr. 1 3 ;(ובחרתי)  ;(]ועש[ה֗ 

Unit 2 IV 25 (ו[הרגו[); 4Q273 fr. 5 2 (וכסתה); 4Q274 fr. 3 i 1 (]וקר]א); 4Q298 fr. 1 3 

]ו[) ]כח/בת[) 4Q365 fr. 6a ii 4 ;(והשיב  בדם) 4Q370 I 5 ;(ונש  בדו) 4Q372 fr. 1 3 ;(]ו[א  כ   16 ,(ו 

 4Q382 fr. 104 ;(]ו[עשה) 4Q380 fr. 1 ii 1 ;(]ו[שמענו) 4Q378 fr. 3 ii + 4 5 ;(ופתח) 20 ,(וקרא)

לתה) 4 ש  כ  ) 4Q389 fr. 1 (olim fr. 6) 3 ;(ושבו֗ועשו) 4Q388a fr. 7 (olim fr. 1) ii 1 ;(]ו[ה  וובקש ), 

fr. 8 (olim fr. 1) ii 7 (ושבו֗ועשו); 4Q414 fr. 13 3 (֗ ם ק  ה   ;(]ו[נגפו) and (וחרה) 4Q415 fr. 11 7 ;(ו 

4Q422 III 8 (]ו]היה); 4Q423 fr. 3 + 4 5 (וקדשתי); 4Q434 fr. 1 ii 3 (ודרשו); 4Q458 fr. 1 6 

מדו) ע  כב) 4Q464 fr. 3 ii 5 ;(והלך) fr. 2 ii 5 ;(ושלך) 8 ,(וא[מר) 7 ,(ו  ש  ]ט[) 4Q464a 2 ;(ו  ד֗ושפ  מ֗   ;(וע 

4Q479 fr. 3 4 ( ) 4Q509 fr. 3 3 ;(והצלתנו) 4Q504 fr. 1–2 ii 16 ;(וחשפו֗  תה֗   fr. 97–98 i 9 ,(ואספ 

 4Q525 ;(וקדמו) fr. 7 + 5 ii 14 ,(]ו[שמע̇ת]ם[) 4Q521 fr. 1 ii 2 ;(ונתתם) 4Q510 fr. 1 6 ;(וכתב)

fr. 14 ii 16 ( ) fr. 23 11 ,(והייתה֗  ר֗   6Q9 fr. 32 2 ;(והיו) 5Q12 fr. 1 1 ;(והיה) 5Q9 fr. 1 1 ;(]וד[ב 

]ו[) 11Q13 II 5 ;(]והיו֗[) 11Q12 fr. 1 3 ;(ונגפו) ר  ת  ס   .(ו 
80 In García Martínez and Tigchelaar 2000, the reference is Frags. 1+2, line 8. 
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1QHa 6:12 

( ה֗   and 6:16 (והי 

 (וחזקתה)

Newsom's translation in Stegemann 2009, 95: "and was" and "and 

you have strengthened." The context is quite fragmentary and noth-

ing demands an anterior interpretation. 

1QHa 14:27 

]ו) ש  ג   (ונ 

Stegemann 2009, 197: "and [my life] reached the gates of death" (cf. 

ib., 192, on "the continuation of a (consecutive) imperfect clause 

with a syndetically connected clause in the perfect tense"). Others 

have preferred to read a noun (שי[ פ   in BibleWorks, e.g.). In any ונ 

case, the preceding verb form is w+yiqtol. This might be a weyiqtol 

(in which case we might have an unclassical indiscriminate use of 

non-volitive weyiqtol and non-anterior weqatal), or it might be a 

wayyiqtol (in which case a poetic shift to an ordinary non-anterior 

weqatal cannot be excluded). 

1QHa 15:4 

( י֗  נ  ו  פ  ד  ג   (ו 

Stegemann 2009, 213: "And they have reviled me." The context is 

too fragmentary for the anterior reading to be persuasive. 

1QHa 16:7 

 (והיו)

Stegemann 2009, 223: ("And they were there…"). An ordinary non-

anterior reading makes perfect sense. 

1QHa 20:17 

([  (והשבת 

Stegemann 2009, 260, "and you have made an end." The rather frag-

mentary context does not preclude a non-anterior interpretation. 

1QHa 20:22 

 (וחפזו)

This is the reading in García Martínez and Tigchelaar 2000, 1:192 

(the line number is 19 in this edition), translated as "and they fled 

away." Stegemann (2009, 251) reads חפזו  and translate "they make י 

haste" (ib., 260). 

4Q160  

fr. 3‒4 ii 2 

 (והעלהו)

Allegro 1968, 10: "and he lifted him up." The form is probably a 

w+imperative (cf., e.g., García Martínez and Tigchelaar 2000, 

1:313). 

4Q219 II 35 

(  (והיי[ה֗ 

The form is heavily reconstructed. It corresponds to an Ethiopic wa-

kona, i.e. an anterior והיה. Despite the Ethiopic wa- we might recon-

struct a simple qatal – or possibly an irregular long wayyiqtol?  

4Q254 fr. 8 7 

הבדיל)  (ו 

Brooke 1996, 227: "and he distinguished" (cf. García Martínez and 

Tigchelaar 2000, 1: 509). The extremely fragmentary context pro-

vides no argument for an anterior interpretation. 

CD 12:14 

( ךונשפ֗  ) 

García Martínez and Tigchelaar (2000, 1: 571) translate the passage 

ם ֗ מ  ך֗ד   as: "And fish they should not והדגים֗אל֗יאכלו֗כי֗אם֗נקרעו֗חיים֗ונשפ 

eat unless they have been opened up alive, and their blood poured 

away" (cf. Maier 1995, 1:26). However, a non-anterior interpretation 

is possible. In this case, the weqatal is not directly coordinated with 

the preceding qatal introduced by כי֗אם but rather constitutes an in-

dependent step in the proceedings ("and their blood will/must be 

poured away"). 

4Q266 fr. 6 i 7 

]ח) פר   (והפך and ו 

These forms may be anteriors. They seem to be part of a הנה-clause 

with a simple qatal ( א֗באה֗ הרוח֗ברוש֗...וראה֗הכוהן֗וה[נ  ). However, באה 

might be a PTC, and in a similar description in line 12, PTCs are 

used (עולה֗וי֑ו֑רדת). We might read the weqatals as PTCs or claim that 

non-anterior weqatals make sense. 

4Q300 fr. 1b 1 

 (והגידו)

Schoors (2002, 74) notes that in the passage חידה משל֗והגידו֗ה   ,אמרו֗ה 

"no imperfect consecutive is used," seemingly implying that והגידו is 

an anterior weqatal. Yet, he does not give an anterior translation 
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("They utter the parable and relate the riddle"). It seems preferable 

to interpret both והגידו and ֗אמרו as imperatives. 

4Q370 fr. 1 i 1 

פך)  (ו[ש 

Newsom 1995, 91: "and] poured out" (cf. García Martínez and Tig-

chelaar 2000, 2:733). The waw is reconstructed. The form might be 

a simple qatal or a wayyiqtol? 

4Q372 fr. 4 3 

 (ועשיתי)

Schuller and Bernstein 2001, 185: "and I did." There is practically 

no context and no reason for an anterior interpretation. 

4Q379 fr. 27 2 

 (ואבו)

Newsom 1996, 283: "and they desired." The lack of context provides 

no argument for the anterior interpretation. 

4Q381 fr. 78 6 

 (ורותה)

Schuller 1998, 159: "and the la[nd] was saturated[." Again, the text 

is too fragmentary to support this interpretation. 

4Q382 fr. 12 6 

 (והגדו)

Olyan (1994, 371) translates the passage ( ֗ ֗לי[◦ ֗והגדו נאצו ) as "they 

spurned and told me." There is hardly any context. The form might 

be a w+imperative. 

4Q382 fr. 109 1 

 ([והשאתה)

Olyan 1994, 404: "and you have acted as a creditor for them (?)." No 

context at all. 

4Q388a fr. H 2 

 (ואמר])

Dimant 2001, 216: "and he said." No context. 

4Q391 fr. 63 1 

לבשו)  (ו 

Smith 1995, 186: "and they dressed/will dress." There is no context 

and no reason to treat the form as an anterior weqatal. 

4Q403  

fr. 1 ii 11 

([  (וקדש 

García Martínez and Tigchelaar 2000, 2:821, "and he sanctified." 

There seems to be no good argument for an anterior reading. New-

som (1998, 282) translates as "and He consecrates" and notes that 

the waw may be a yod, i.e. a yiqtol (ib., 285). 

4Q405  

fr. 23 ii 3  

 (וחרת)

Newsom 1998, 362, "and He inscribed his glory." This interpretation 

is not necessary. The form might be a noun (ib., 363; cf. García Mar-

tínez and Tigchelaar 2000, 2:835, "and his glorious inscription"). 

4Q408  

fr. 3+3a 5 

(  (י[ענו֗ 

García Martínez and Tigchelaar (2000, 2:838‒839 = Frags. 1+1b) 

reconstruct the form as ו[ענו and translate as "answered." There 

seems to be no basis for this interpretation. 

4Q411 fr. 1 ii 8 

 (וגאל)

Steudel 1997, 161, "and redeemed" (also García Martínez and Tig-

chelaar 2000, 2:841). The context provides no arguments for an an-

terior interpretation. 

4Q418 fr. 8 11 

לה)  (ונפ 

Strugnell and Harrington (1999, 93) take this as an anterior weqatal 

("And fallen is"), coordinated with a preceding simple qatal. How-

ever, an alternative interpretation is possible. The preceding qatal is 

clearly part of direct speech (פן֗יומר֗בזני) and the weqatal might mark 

a return to the sequence, which includes the preceding yiqtol intro-

duced by פן (cf. García Martínez and Tigchelaar (2000, 2:865), "lest 

he says: he has thieved me, and it falls"; the line number is 9 rather 

than 11). 

4Q418 fr. 227 2 

([  (והייתה 

Strugnell and Harrington 1999, 440, "And thou hast been." They ob-

serve that it is not clear whether the form is "a converted or non-

converted perfect verb" and that "in Qumran Hebrew the non-con-

versive usage seems more frequent, but both usages occur." As ar-

gued here, the real situation is that there are very few convincing 

non-converted weqatals in QH but numerous ordinary converted 
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forms. In the present case, there is no reason for an anterior interpre-

tation. 

4Q422 fr. 9 1 

 (ואסף)

Elgvin and Tov 1994, 428, "and he gathered." The text is extremely 

fragmentary ([֗יעשו֗ידיו֗ואסף]). They translate the preceding yiqtol as 

past tense as well ("his hands acted"). There is no reason for this 

treatment of the forms (except for the assumption that this must be a 

past narrative). 

4Q437  

fr. 2 i 14  

 (ונסמך)

The context might suggest that this is an anterior qatal (֗אותך֗אדוני

 ,However, the form may be a nif. PTC .(זכרתי֗ונסמך֗לבי֗ל]פני[ך֗שברתי

or, alternatively, a shift to non-anterior weqatal (general present/fu-

ture) cannot be ruled out.  

4Q464 fr. 3 ii 5 

כב) ש   (ו 

Eshel and Stone 1995, 222, "and lay with [his fathers" (García Mar-

tínez and Tigchelaar 2000, 2:943, "And he lay"). Nothing seems to 

prevent a non-anterior reading. In fact, the comparison with Gen 

15:15 suggests that a future/modal reading may be preferable. This 

was noted in Siegismund 2017, 213, but we should add that the form 

may in fact be a w+imperative (cf. Gen 15:15 with 2sm yiqtol). 

4Q475 fr. 1 3 

 (והגיד)

Elgvin 2000, 466, "and told them." Nothing seems to support the an-

terior interpretation (García Martínez and Tigchelaar 2000, 2:957: 

"and he will tell"). 

4Q480 fr. 1 i 5 

 ([וניסה)

Larson and Schiffman 1996, 302, "and he tried (?)." There is no con-

text and no reason for an anterior interpretation.  

4Q521  

fr. 7+5 ii 8 

 (ופתח])

Puech 1998, 24, "et a ouvert." The same form (partially recon-

structed) in line 9 is treated in the same way. There seems to be no 

good reason for interpreting these forms as anteriors (cf. García Mar-

tínez and Tigchelaar 2000, 2:1047, "and opens"). 

4Q522  

fr. 9 ii 11 

 (והשלוני)

Puech 1998, 57, "aussi m'ont-ils trompé." The reading offered by 

García Martínez and Tigchelaar (2000, 2:1049) seems more reason-

able ("And the Shilonite"). 

11QTa 45:9 

 (ובאה)

Yadin's translation (1983, 2:192) seems to imply an anterior inter-

pretation, "and when the sun is down." Similarly in García Martínez 

and Tigchelaar 2000, 2:1263, "and after the sun has set." However, 

the Hebrew clause is not subordinate and a simple non-anterior, co-

ordinated reading is preferable, "and on the third day he shall wash 

his clothes, and he shall bathe, and the sun shall set. Then he shall 

enter etc." Cf. 11QTb 15:1 below. 

11QTa 55:17 

  ,ועבד ,והלך)

and והשתחוה) 

Yadin (1983, 2:249) treats these as anteriors ("and has gone etc."). 

This is a reworking of Deut 17:3. In the MT, the forms are way-

yiqtols. The MT forms seem to function as a kind of future perfect. 

The preceding form is a simple yiqtol and the following is a weqatal 

(in v. 4). In the scroll, the more straightforward weqatals are used 

and there is no reason to interpret them as anteriors (cf. García Mar-

tínez and Tigchelaar 2000, 2:1277). See 6.2.4 in the main text. 

11QTa 58:12 

  ושברום)

and והכום) 

This is a conditional passage (beginning in line 11), ֗את֗והיה֗אם֗נצחו

 The simple qatal .אויביהמה֗ושברום֗והכום֗לפי֗חרב֗ונשא֗את֗שללמה֗ונתנו֗...

after אם indicates anteriority in a present/future context (present per-

fect/future perfect) and it might be claimed that one or more of the 
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following weqatals should be interpreted in the same way – i.e., as 

part of the conditional protasis. The question is which weqatal marks 

the beginning of the apodosis. I would suggest the first one, which 

means that all the weqatalts indicate ordinary non-anteriority. Yet, 

Yadin (1983, 2:262) and García Martínez and Tigchelaar (2000, 

2:1279‒1281) choose one of the following weqatals (not the same) 

as the beginning of the apodosis. However, since they render the en-

tire conditional clause including the simple qatal in the general pre-

sent, there is no reflection of the potential anterior weqatals. Even if 

(some of) the weqatals belong to the protasis, an anterior interpreta-

tion is unnecessary, cf. 66:5 below. 

11QTa 66:5 

  והחזיק)

and ושכב) 

García Martínez and Tigchelaar 2000, 2:1289, "and he coerced her 

and lay with her." This is a version of Deut 22:25 ( ם־ַבָשֶדה ְמָצאְ֗֗ואִּ יִּ

ָמּה֗... ישְ֗וָשַכב֗עִּ יק־ָבּהָ֗האִּ ַ֗הְמֹאָרָׂשהְ֗וֶהֱחזִּ ישֶ֗את־ַהַנֲעָר  The scroll has a .(ָהאִּ

qatal (indicating anteriority in the sense of present perfect or future 

perfect) instead of the MT yiqtol ְמָצא  Hence, the weqatals might be .יִּ

claimed to be anterior weqatals. However, a shift from present/future 

perfect to simple future/general present is possible ("if the man has 

met the woman in the field etc., and he grabs her and lies with her"). 

Yadin (1983, 2:297) renders all the verbs (including the simple 

qatal) as simple present tense. 

11QTb 15:1 

 (ובאה)

García Martínez and Tigchelaar 2000, 2:1303, "and when the su[n] 

has set." See 11QTa 45:9 above. 

Appendix 44 

Anterior weqatal in Qumran, pt. 3 

In Siegismund 2017, 215‒217, the following nine cases were found to be 

the most likely anterior weqatals in the various minor Qumran documents: 

4Q200 fr. 6 1 (והעלהו) ֗֗֗֗כתבו֗את֗כול֗[המעשה֗הזה֗והעלהו[֗֗֗֗֗[֗֗֗֗֗֗]  
4Q200 fr. 6 2 (והיו) ֗]מהללים֗את֗אלהים[ ]ומודים֗והיו֗המה֗}ותומהים{֗מברכים֗ו 

֗הגדול֗ותומהים ו   אותו֗על֗מע[ש 
 is followed by PTCs and the whole construction clearly והיו 

indicates durative/concomitant action. A "double durative" 

interpretation (i.e., a non-anterior, habitual weqatal with a 

PTC) seems unlikely (cf. Stipp 1991, 538; see 6.2.1). Hence, 

it seems preferable to interpret the weqatal as a simple ante-

rior with the PTC as the only indication of durativity. 
4Q200 fr. 7 ii 4 (ו[ ]ו֗דברי֗תודת֗טובי (ותמ   ותמ 
4Q216 VII 11 (ובחר) ֗כל֗מאשר֗ראיתיובחר[ בזרע֗יעקוב֗ב   
4Q223–224  

Unit 2 IV 18 (  (והשליך֗ 
]֗את֗החץ֗הראשון֗... ֗והשליך  ו   ...֗אז֗דרך֗יעקוב֗את֗קש[ת 

4Q252 IV 6 (א[מר[ ]א[מר֗ (ו  פשרו֗אשר֗הוכיחו֗אשר֗שכב֗עם֗בלהה֗פילגשו֗ו 

]תה֗... ]רי֗[א  ו  כ   ב 
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 According to Brooke (1996, 204), there is not enough space 

to reconstruct a wayyiqtol instead of the probable anterior 

weqatal א[מר[  .ו 
4Q372 fr. 1 31 

תי) נ  נ  ב  ת  ה   (ו 
תי֗וח֗  נ  נ  ב  ת  ה  ]י[֗ו  ◦◦֗]אני֗ידעת   

4Q418 fr. 69 ii 11 

 (ושקדנו)
מרו֗יגענו֗בבינה֗ושקדנו֗לרדוף֗דעת  איכה֗תא 

4Q418 fr. 69 ii 13 

 (ויעפ]נו[)
 האמור֗יאמרו֗יגענו֗בפעלות֗אמת֗ויעפ]נו[

Appendix 45 

Possible non-anterior weqatals in a past context (concomitance, habitu-

ality) in the documents from Qumran (Siegismund 2017, 213‒215) 

4Q219 I 14 (]תי[ ש  ר  ד  ]תי֗אותוה֗בכול֗לבי֗ (ו  ש  ר  ד  ֗ו  ו  נ  י  ה  ]ד֗את֗א[לו  י  [֗֗תמ   

 The adverb תמיד and the Ethiopic version (Jub 21:2; see Van-

derKam 1989, 114) with halloku 'ənza+yəqattəl forms seem 

to support a habitual interpretation. Cf. also the PTCs in the 

Latin version (ib., 276). 
4Q370 I 4 (ופצו) תחו֗ופצו֗כל֗מ...֗ו ֗כל֗ארבות֗השמים֗נפ  ת  ו  בקעו֗מתהמ  [ֹים֗נ 

רי֑ם֗ ד  ים֗א   תהמו]ת֗מ[מ 

 This case may not be a very good example. There are several 

simple qatals in the vicinity and it makes sense to read the 

weqatal as a simple past event, i.e. as an anterior weqatal. Yet, 

the meaning of the verb ("overflowing") seems to allow a con-

comitant reading. 
4Q373  

fr. 1 (a+b) 7 (ועשיתי) 
 ועשיתי֗קלעי֗מזור֗ע]ם֗קשתות֗...

 As in the preceding case, a simple past interpretation makes 

sense. However, a habitual/durative reading is possible. 
4Q385  

fr. 6 (olim fr. 4) 9 

  ,(והית]ה[)

  ,(ודבקה) 10

and 12 (יה  (וה 

ברת֗מגבי֗החיות֗ודבקה֗ב]כנפיהן֗֗ והית]ה֗יד[֗אדם֗מח 

]ים[֗אופן֗חובר֗אל֗אופן֗בלכתן֗ומשני֗עברי֗ ]ופ[נ  [והא 

יה ]ופנים֗שבלי֗אש[֗וה  בתוך֗גחלים֗חיות֗כגחלי֗אש]֗הא   

 This is not a string of separate events but rather a description. 

The weqatals might indicate past habituality/ongoingness 

(yet, note that passages such as this need not refer to the past 

but may be general present descriptions). There is a yiqtol 

with the same habitual/ongoing meaning in line 7 (תלך), as is 

also the case in the similar passage in MT Ezek 1. However, 

the use of the verb היה in this context might suggest that an 

anterior interpretation is to be preferred. Note that ודבקה may 

be a PTC, as argued by Dimant (2001, 48). 
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11QPsa 21:11 

 (ובקשתיה)
אני֗נער֗בטרם֗תעיתי֗ובקשתיה֗באה֗לי֗בתרה֗ועד֗סופה֗

 אדורשנה
 The context of ובקשתיה seems to be clearly past and a habitual 

or progressive interpretation is possible, cf. the following 

yiqtol אדורשנה (García Martínez and Tigchelaar 2000, 2:1175, 

"I kept investigating her"). However, the latter form may rep-

resent a shift to present/future reference (the Greek version 

has ἐκζητήσω, Sir 51:14; cf. Van Peursen 2004, 116). Van 

Peursen (ib., 137) finds the non-anterior ("imperfective" in his 

terminology) interpretation of ובקשתיה unconvincing and pre-

fers to interpret the form as a "copulative perfect," i.e. as an 

anterior weqatal. Since the expression of past habituality etc. 

was never mandatory in Hebrew, cases such as this remain 

problematic and very difficult to decide. See also appendix 

31. 

Appendix 46 

Problematic weyiqtols in Joosten's CBH81 and Joosten's method of elim-

ination (2012a, 309‒311) 

Num 16:5 (ְוֹיַדע) Textual corruption? The root is ֗ I-y (weqatal?). Note that the Sa-

maritans have ויודע, which makes the weyiqtol hif. reading clear (un-

less it is a qal PTC?). 

Deut 2:4 (יְראּו  I-y (weqatal?). In this case, the consonant text with two yods points (ְויִּ

to a weyiqtol reading – but 4QDeuth has one yod only. Note that the 

Samaritans have two yods in all the other instances of this verb, 

where the MT has only one. 

Deut 13:12 

ָראּון)  (ְויִּ

I-y (weqatal?). The form has a paragogic nun, which makes a 

weqatal reading difficult. Joosten, however, suggests that the nun 

might be a secondary feature (2012a, 311, n. 123; but see also 

Joosten 2015, 32). The form occurs right after a simple, non-initial 

yiqtol with a seemingly non-volitive meaning. 

Deut 16:19 

יַסלֵּף)   (וִּ

"Poetic syntax." This is more or less the same sentence as Exod 

23:8. 

Deut 17:13; 

19:20; 21:21 

ָראּו)  (ְויִּ

I-y (weqatal?). On these cases, see also Joosten 2015, 30‒34. 

Josh 3:13 

  (ְוַיַעְמדּו)

Textual corruption. 

Josh 7:9 (ְשְמעּו  Joosten does not provide any explanation for the elimination of this  (ְויִּ

one. It seems to be a rather clear example of non-volitive weyiqtol. 

Josh 19:29 

 (ְויָהיּו)

Textual corruption. The qere has a weqatal while the ketiv has a 

weyiqtol. This is an example of the older consonant text having a 

                                                           
81 Cases from Genesis and Exodus are discussed in the main text (6.2.3). 
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later, unclassical form in contrast to the later vocalization – unless, 

of course, the ketiv is to be interpreted as a wayyiqtol, as the appa-

ratus in BHS suggests. Note that if it is a weyiqtol it can be inter-

preted as an unclassical expression of habitual/progressive action in 

the past. 

1 Sam 10:5 

י) יהִּ  (וִּ

Joosten does not treat this case explicitly, but refers generally to 

cases of non-volitive י יהִּ  as a subtype of textual corruption. Note וִּ

that 4QSama has a weqatal here. 

1 Sam 28:19 

ן) תֵּ  (ְויִּ

Textual corruption. Joosten (2012a, 310, n. 119) refers to Driver 

(1913, 218), who removes the first part of the verse (with the weyiq-

tol) because it is "out of place where it stands." Driver reconstructs 

the verse based on the second part of the verse in the LXX. How-

ever, the weyiqtol is represented in the LXX (καὶ παραδώσει). As 

the text stands, it seems to be rather clearly non-volitive. On the 

other hand, it might be argued that it makes sense to read the form 

as a wayyiqtol instead (translate as present perfect)? 

2 Sam 5:24 

י) יהִּ  (וִּ

Not treated explicitly. י יהִּ  .is considered a type of textual corruption וִּ

1 Kgs 11:39 

 (ַואַעֶנה)

Textual corruption. The verse is missing in the LXX, "suggesting 

that it may have been added by a later hand," according to Joosten 

(2012a, 310, n. 120). 

1 Kgs 14:5 (י יהִּ י .Not treated explicitly  (וִּ יהִּ  .is considered a type of textual corruption וִּ

Note further that the LXX apparently read the form as a wayyiqtol, 

which seems to make good sense. In this case, the verb in question 

indicates the transition from the direct speech back to the narrative. 

A similar case of misunderstanding a wayyiqtol as a weyiqtol might 

be found in 1 Sam 12:3a (ים -which makes more sense as a con ,(ְוַאְעלִּ

tinuation of the preceding questions about Samuel's past behavior. 

As it stands, it makes little sense as a volitive. The weyiqtol in 1 Sam 

12:3b (יב -on the other hand, does make sense as a volitive, con ,(ְוָאשִּ

tinuing the volitive sequence initiated by the imperative at the be-

ginning of the verse. 

1 Kgs 14:16 

ן) תֵּ  (ְויִּ

Joosten provides no explanation for this case. It seems to be a rather 

clear case of non-volitive usage. 

Elsewhere, Joosten mentions two additional non-volitive cases: Deut 

ז) 41 ,(ַוֲאַחֶיה) 32:39 -However, these are from a poetical segment of pos .(ְותֹאחֵּ

sibly archaic character and are probably eliminated on that account (Joosten 

2012a, 418). In addition, outside of his specific list, Joosten refers to 1 Kgs 

1:2, which displays a seemingly random interchange of weqatal and possibly 

non-volitive weyiqtol. He explains the unexpected weyiqtol as a late intrusion 

(ib., 297; the form is lacking in the Greek Antiochene text). 
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Appendix 47 

Examples of potential blurring of the distinction between weqatal and 

weyiqtol in Joosten's CBH 

Gen 41:34 

(weqatal; ש מֵּ  (ְוחִּ

In the passage in Gen 41:34–36, the sequence of volitive weyiqtols 

is interrupted by a single weqatal. In the Samaritan rendering of this 

verse, the form is a weyiqtol. 

Gen 42:20  

(weyiqtol; ְויֵָּאְמנּו) 

A jussive interpretation makes sense ("and may your words be be-

lieved") but it might as well be a simple consecutive event ("and 

(then) your words will be believed"). 

Exod 2:7  

(weyiqtol; ק ינִּ  (ְותֵּ

The form makes sense as a volitive. However, a non-volitive read-

ing might work as well, cf. the weqatal in 4QExodb (והינקה; Ulrich 

2010, 30). 

Exod 8:12 

(weqatal; ְוָהָיה) 

The passage contains several commands. In similar contexts, we-

yiqtols are often found (as in the Samaritan version of this verse). 

Exod 14:17a 

(weyiqtol; ְוָיֹבאּו) 

The preceding verb is a PTC ("I am hardening Egypt's heart") and 

the following verb is a weyiqtol marked as cohortative. It is possible 

to understand ְוָיֹבאּו as a volitive but we might have expected a 

weqatal indicating simple non-anteriority (future). Cf. Exod 14:4 

 ?(ְוָרַדף)

Exod 28:3 

(weqatal; ְוָעׂשּו) 

A volitive weyiqtol might have been expected (cf. Exod 27:20, 

ְקחּו  .(ְויִּ

Exod 35:10 

(weyiqtol; ְוַיֲעׂשּו) 

The preceding verb is an ordinary, non-initial yiqtol. However, the 

context does not preclude a volitive reading and the preceding yiqtol 

may be non-initial because of a focus-fronted subject. In the con-

text, a jussive reading and a simple indicative reading both seem to 

make sense. Note that the Samaritans have weqatal. 

Lev 9:6  

(weyiqtol; ְויֵָּרא) 

It is difficult to argue that this form must be volitive. 

Lev 15:24  

(weyiqtol; י  (ּוְתהִּ

Joosten (2012a, 339–340) refers to this as a problematic case, where 

one would expect a weqatal. However, he prefers to see the weyiqol 

as volitive after all, as a kind of outburst in the middle of the legal 

text, "an expression of the legislator's outrage." This is important – 

if we allow such an interpretation in CBH, the way should be open 

for a volitive interpretation of many seemingly non-volitive cases 

in the LBH corpus as well. 

Lev 24:14 

(weqatal;  

 (ְוָרְגמּו and ְוָסְמכּו

In the context (after חּוץַ֗לַמֲחֶנה לֶ֗אל־מִּ אֶ֗את־ַהְמַקלֵּ  we might expect ,(הֹוצֵּ

weyiqtols rather than weqatals. 

Num 17:3  

(weyiqtol; ְהיּו  (ְויִּ

Joosten (2012a, 309, n. 111) referes to this as a "difficult case," 

probably indicating "light subordination," i.e. a type of volition (ac-

cording to Joosten's approach). In fact, without introducing the no-

tion of subordination from the translation, a volitive as well as a 

non-volitive interpretation seems to make sense. The Samaritan ver-

sion of this verse has a weqatal. Note that the LXX apparently read 
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the w+yiqtol as a wayyiqtol (καὶ ἐγένοντο) – or possibly the trans-

lator had a weqatal before him, which was interpreted as an unclas-

sical anterior usage of the form? 

Num 22:6  

(weyiqtol; 

 (ַוֲאָגְרֶשנּו

Cf. the very similar sentence in Num 22:11 with a weqatal (יו ַרְשתִּ  .(ְוגֵּ

How do we decide whether these verbs mean the same thing or not? 

Num 23:19 

(weyiqtols;  

יַכזֵּב ְתֶנָחם and וִּ  (ְויִּ

These two cases are interpreted by Joosten as subordinate volitives 

(2012a, 154). However, as argued in 3.7, there is no subordination 

in such cases. Rather, it should be possible to read the occurrences 

as real volitives. In fact, this might make sense ("God is not a man 

– and let him lie [so as to prove otherwise…]"). Alternatively, a 

non-volitive reading as a short interrogative outburst maybe makes 

better sense ("God is not a man – and can/will he lie?"), cf. the ques-

tion in the last part of the verse. 

Num 24:19 

(weyiqtol; ְְ֗ויְֵּרד) 

This case (in poetic/prophetic discourse) is surrounded by weqatals. 

A single volitive verb may seem strange. However, the intention 

behind the consonant text may have been a weqatal from the root 

 .ירד

Num 35:2 

(weqatal; ְוָנְתנּו) 

Following the imperative ַצו, a weqatal seems odd, compared to 

weyiqtols in other similar contexts (cf. Joosten 2012a, 296). 

Deut 10:2  

(weyiqtol; ְוֶאְכֹתב) 

A volitive reading makes sense (though formally unmarked as a co-

hortative). Yet, a simple non-anterior (future) meaning is appropri-

ate as well. Hence, we might have expected a weqatal. 

Judg 11:37 

(weqatal; י  (ְוָיַרְדתִּ 

A single weqatal in a volitive sequence. Again, it is clearly possible 

(and probable) that the forms have their classical meaning. Yet, a 

similar passage in a "late" text might be taken as evidence of a cer-

tain blurring of the distinction. 

Judg 19:11 

(weyiqtol; ין  (ְוָנלִּ

vs. 19:13 

(weqatal; ְוַלנּו) 

Again, a distinction between an explicitly volitive weyiqtol vs. a 

not-explicitly volitive weqatal makes sense in these very similar 

passages. However, since the contexts cannot help us out, it seems 

impossible for us as non-native speakers to rule out an unclassical, 

indiscriminate usage. 

1 Sam 2:10 

(weyiqtols;  

ֶתן ם and ְויִּ  (ְוָירֵּ

The preceding verb is a yiqtol (י־ָאֶרץ יןַ֗אְפסֵּ -In poetry, a sud .(ְיהָוהָ֗ידִּ

den, volitive outburst makes sense – but a non-volitive reading 

(simple future prediction) cannot be ruled out in the context. 

1 Sam 17:46–47 

(weyiqtols;  

 (2x ,ְויְֵּדעּו

Most often, we find this verb in weqatal instead of weyiqtol. Some 

cases of weyiqtol (1 Kgs 18:37 and 2 Kgs 19:19) are rather clearly 

volitive, while the two occurrences in 1 Sam 17:46–47 could be 

non-volitive or volitive. In any case, the root is I-y. 

1 Sam 24:16 

(weyiqtols;  

ב ,ְויֵֶּרא   ,ְוָירֵּ

and ֗י נִּ ְשְפטֵּ ְויִּ ) 

The preceding verbs are weqatals. How do we decide whether there 

is a difference of meaning or the forms are used indiscriminately? 

Joosten (2012a, 298) claims that the weqatals express a wish, trans-

lating them as "may the Lord therefore be judge" etc. Alternatively, 

the weyiqtols may be non-volitives indicating simple future. 

2 Sam 13:5 

(weqatal; ְוָעְׂשָתה) 

It is difficult to argue that there must be a difference of meaning 

between the weqatal and the preceding weyiqtol (י נִּ  .(ְוַתְברֵּ
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2 Sam 17:1–3 

(weyiqtols; 

 ,ְוֶאְרְדָפה ,ְוָאקּוָמה

 and ,ְוָאבֹוא

יָבה  (ְוָאשִּ

This passage is another example of weyiqtols co-occurring with 

weqatals (י ֲחַרְדתִּ  י and ,ְוָנס ,ְוַהָֽׁ ִ֥ יתִּ כֵּ  in v. 2). It is possible to interpret ְוהִּ

the forms as volitive and non-volitive, respectively, assuming that 

the system works in the classical way. Otherwise, in the context, it 

would seem to make sense to attribute the same meaning (either 

volitive or non-volitive) to all these verbs. 

2 Sam 22:43  

and 22:46  

(weyiqtols; 

ם   ְוֶאְשָחקֵּ

and ְוַיְחְגרּו) 

Simple, non-initial yiqtols occur in the immediate context of both 

cases. Due to the poetic nature of the passage, a volitive reading 

may be possible (especially v. 46). 

2 Sam 24:2 

(weqatal; ַֽ יַדְעתְִּ֔֗וָי ) 

The weqatal may be somewhat unexpected. In the version of the 

text preserved in 1 Chr 21:2, the form is a clearly volitive weyiqtol 

ְדָעה)  but contrary to Eskhult's view (2000, 87) that the weyiqtol (ְואֵּ

is an unclassical substitution, the usage in 2 Sam might attest to an 

unclassical blurring of the distinction between the forms. 

1 Kgs 15:19 

(weyiqtol; ְוַיֲעֶלה) 

A volitive reading makes sense, and the unshortened form does not 

necessitate a non-volitive analysis. However, the clause makes 

sense as a non-volitive as well. 

1 Kgs 18:5 

(weyiqtol; ּוְנַחֶיה) 

Though Joosten (2012a, 147) sees the weyiqtol as an example of 

subordinate volition, it seems possible to read the passage as non-

volitive. 

1 Kgs 22:6 

(weyiqtol; ן תֵּ  (ְויִּ

Cf. 1 Kgs 22:12 and 22:15 with weqatals. Also cf. 2 Chr 18:5 (with 

weyiqtol), 18:11 (weqatal), and 18:14 (weyiqtol). Is the variation in 

these similar cases deliberate and meaningful? Are the forms used 

indiscriminately with the same meaning? The first weyiqtol (1 Kgs 

22:6; 2 Chr 18:5) might seem unexpected as it is uttered by the 

prophets in what appears to be a prediction (false, of course, but still 

a prediction). On the other hand, the difference between the weqatal 

in 1 Kgs 22:15 and the weyiqtol in 2  Chr 18:14 (in Micaiah's ren-

dering of the prophecy) might make sense as an attempt to make 

sure that Micaiah does not lie by phrasing the words as a wish rather 

than a prediction. Cf. Johnson 1979, 62, "Möglicherweise will der 

Chronist den Worten im Munde Michas ein weniger kategorisches 

Gepräge geben." 

Appendix 48 

Supposedly non-volitive weyiqtol in so-called LBH (Joosten 2012a, 309, 

n. 115, and 399) 

Ecclesiastes  

(7:7; 8:10; 

12:4–7)  

(11 total) 

All cases seem to be non-volitive. However, 7:7 should be eliminated 

(poetic parallel, which is a reason for elimination in CBH). 
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Daniel  

(8:12; 9:25; 

11:4–7, 10, 

11, 15–19, 

22, 25, 28, 

30, 36, 40, 

42, 45; 12:4, 

10, 12–13)  

(34 total) 

A few might be interpreted as volitives (9:25; 12:4, 10, 12–13).82 One 

could possibly be eliminated due to textual corruption (8:12; cf. LXX 

< wayyiqtol?). Yet, most cases seem to be non-volitive. The 25 we-

yiqtols in chapter 11 alternate with weqatals and simple yiqtols without 

any apparent distinction. 

Nehemiah  

(3:14–15; 

6:13; 8:15; 

9:27–28)  

(7 total) 

Several of these cases are problematic in some way.  

The only (comparatively) clear case of non-volitive weyiqtol in Neh is 

6:13 (following a simple yiqtol introduced by למען; the next verb is 

weqatal, י םָ֗רעְ֗לַמַעןְ֗יָחְרפּונִּ יְ֗וָהָיהָ֗לֶהםְ֗לשֵּ אתִּ ןְ֗וָחָט֑ יָראְ֗וֶאֱעֶׂשה־כֵּ  83.(ְלַמַען־אִּ

 In 3:14 ( ָכבַׂ֗שר֗פֶ֗ ָיהֶ֗בן־רֵּ יקַ֗מְלכִּ תַ֗שַערָ֗הַאְשפֹותֶ֗הֱחזִּ ְבֶננּוֶ֗לְךְואֵּ ית־ַהָכֶרם֗הּוא֗יִּ ֗בֵּ

יָחיו ידַ֗דְלֹתָתיוַ֗מְנֻעָליוּ֗וְברִּ ְבֶננּוה֗ the LXX seems to have read ,(ְוַיֲעמִּ ּוא֗יִּ as ֗הּוא

 followed by καὶ plus aorist (2x), the first ,(αὐτὸς καὶ οἱ υἱοὶ αὐτοῦ) ּוָבָניו

one not represented by anything in the MT. Likewise, the verbs in 3:15 

are Greek aorists (and most of v. 15 seem to be lacking in some LXX 

mss.). 

 In 8:15, the LXX only has one verb (καὶ ὅπως σημάνωσιν σάλπιγξιν) 

representing the MT's ירּו֗קֹול יעּוְ֗וַיֲעבִּ -A comparison of the He .ַוֲאֶשרַ֗יְשמִּ

brew and Greek text suggests that something is missing after ַ֗וֲאֶשר

יעּו  and that the weyiqtol should be vocalized as a wayyiqtol (cf. the ַיְשמִּ

Peshitta, which has the equivalent of a qatal).  

 The cases in chapter 9 are represented by καὶ plus aorist in the LXX. 

Though there are simple yiqtols in the passage, there are wayyiqtols as 

well, and the weyiqtols may have been intended as wayyiqtols. How-

ever, if the cases in 9:27–28 and the ones in 3:14–15 are read as we-

yiqtols, they must be interpreted as expressions of durative (3:14–15) 

or iterative action (9:27–28) in the past.84 There are simple yiqtols in 

the immediate context, with the same meaning, and in classical usage, 

we expect these to alternate with weqatals, not weyiqtols. However, in 

                                                           
82 In another context, Joosten notes the possible volitive reading of Dan 12:13 (2012a, 

402). The four cases in 9:25 and 12:13 are 2sm, which is unexpected in classical usage. 

Cf., however, Num 17:25 (ּוְתַכל). Though probably volitive, the verb is a 2sm, which is 

unclassical. Note, however, that the form may be repointed as a 3sf (ib., 150–151). Other 

2sm weyiqtols in the classical books are Exod 15:17 and 19:3, and 2 Kgs 19:25 (?). On 

the question of second person weyiqtol, see also the remarks by Rezetko (2009, 248–249), 

according to whom this usage cannot be considered a feature of the LBH corpus. 
83 Cf., however, the similar case in Exod 23:12 noted in 6.2.3. 
84 As noted in 3.8, Joosten is adamant that yiqtol (and weyiqtol) do not indicate durative 

or concomitant action (this is the domain of the PTC). Thus, he refers to the weyiqtols in 

Neh 3:14–15 as prospective (2012a, 282) or as iterative (ib., 398–399). However, such 

interpretations make little sense in the context. 
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such past iterative/durative passages, the explicit expression of itera-

tivity/durativity is often abandoned in favour of wayyiqtols or qatals 

(cf. 3.1 in the main text). Hence, the consonant text may have indicated 

wayyiqtols. In any case, the same usage is attested in the classical cor-

pus as well.85 

2 Chronicles  

(2:15; 7:14, 

20; 12:8; 

20:9; 24:11; 

34:25)  

(16 total) 

Practically all of these seem to be interpretable as volitives.  

ם יאֵּ ) in 2:15 ּוְנבִּ ן־ַהְלָבנֹוןְ֗כָכל־ָצְר֗ ים֗מִּ צִּ ְכֹרת֗עֵּ םְ֗לָךַ֗רְפֹסדֹותַ֗על־ָיםַ֗וֲאַנְחנּו֗נִּ יאֵּ ֶכָךּ֗וְנבִּ

ִּם -may be an unmarked cohortative (the corre (ָיפֹוְ֗וַאָתהַ֗תֲעֶלהֹ֗אָתםְ֗ירּוָשָל

sponding v. in 1 Kgs 5:23 is quite different). 

 In 7:14 (֗יֶהם ַדְרכֵּ יַבְקשּוָ֗פַניְ֗וָיֻשבּו֗מִּ ְתַפְללּו֗וִּ יֶהםְ֗ויִּ יֲ֗עלֵּ ְקָרא־ְשמִּ יֲ֗אֶשר֗נִּ ָכְנעּוַ֗עמִּ ְויִּ

םְ֗וֶאְסַלחְ֗לַחָטאָתםְ֗וֶאְרָפאֶ֗את־ַאְרָצם ן־ַהָשַמיִּ ֶ֗אְשַמע֗מִּ י יםַ֗וֲאנִּ  the first four ,(ָהָרעִּ

cases could be jussives (and, in Joosten's terms, they might be cases of 

"light subordination": "…if I send plague among my people that my 

people […] might humble themselves etc."?). The following two 

would be (unmarked) cohortatives. However, note the possible unclas-

sical anterior weqatal in v. 16 ( י֗  ַדְשתִּ ְק   which could indicate that the ,(ְוהִּ

passage in general is marked by unclassical usage.86 

 In 7:20 (֗י ְשמִּ י֗לִּ ְקַדְשתִּ תַ֗הֶזהֲ֗אֶשר֗הִּ יָ֗לֶהםְ֗וֶאת־ַהַביִּ יֲ֗אֶשרָ֗נַתתִּ ַעלַ֗אְדָמתִּ ים֗מֵּ ּוְנַתְשתִּ

ַעלָ֗פָניְ֗וֶאְתנֶ֗ יְך֗מֵּ יםַ֗אְשלִּ יָנהְ֗בָכל־ָהַעמִּ ְשנִּ נּוְ֗לָמָשלְ֗ולִּ ), nothing seems to rule out 

a volitive reading of ְוֶאְתֶננּו (in contrast to Eskhult 2000, 87, n. 16, who 

seems to see this case as an example of unclassical usage). The corre-

sponding verse in 1 Kgs 9:7 has a weqatal, but the sentence is quite 

different, so no conclusions can be drawn from a direct comparison. 

                                                           
85 Cf. the clear case in 1 Kgs 13:33 (6.2.3). Joosten (2012a, 155) interprets this weyiqtol 

as a "subordinate volitive" in a past context, translating the sequence ֗י יהִּ אֶ֗את־ָידֹו֗וִּ ץְ֗יַמלֵּ ֶהָחפֵּ

יָ֗במֹות  ,as "any who wanted, he consecrated to be priests for the high places." However ֹכֲהנֵּ

if this is permissible in CBH, why not in LBH? The cases in Nehemiah might be translated 

using the same method, e.g., "he was building it in order to/that he might set its doors 

etc." (Neh 3:14) or "in accordance with your great mercy you would give them saviours 

that they might save them/to save them etc." (Neh 9:27). However, since the alleged sub-

ordinate usage is really only a translational convenience, the most likely explanation is to 

interpret such cases in CBH as well as in LBH as non-volitive, unclassical use of weyiqtol 

with the same meaning as simple yiqtol (unless the forms are revocalized as wayyiqtols). 

Note also the consonant text of Josh 19:29, which might be an additional example (ap-

pendix 46). Similarly, Bloch (2007, 164, n. 75) suggests reading ְבֶכה  in 1 Sam 1:7 as a ַותִּ

weyiqtol. Cf. also Rubinstein 1955, 185–186. 
86 According to Cohen (2013, 172–173), all the verb forms in the passage have the same 

meaning, including the infinitive construct in v. 17. They have all "undergone a certain 

degree of neutralization." However, nothing prevents us from making a distinction be-

tween the weqatals and weyiqtols in regard to degree of volition and there is no reason to 

understand the infinitive as a finite verb as Cohen does. He translates the passage ְ֗֗וַאָתה

יָךְ֗וַלעֲ֗ ידָ֗אבִּ ְךְ֗לָפַניַ֗כֲאֶשרָ֗הַלְךָ֗דוִּ לֵּ ם־תֵּ ׂשֹות...אִּ  as "As for you, if you will walk before me as your 

father walked before me, and will do…"). Instead, the infinitive should be understood as 

dependent on the main verb (לְֵּך  .(ַכֲאֶשר...) and as coordinated with the preceding phrase (תֵּ
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Though the preceding verb forms in 2 Chr are weqatals and a simple, 

non-initial yiqtol, similar seemingly strange shifts from weqatal to 

(volitive) weyiqtol occur in CBH, e.g. Exod 14:4, 17; 1 Kgs 1:2. 

 In 12:8 ( יַ֗וֲעבֹוַדתַ֗מְמְלכ יםְ֗ויְֵּדעּוֲ֗עבֹוָדתִּ ְהיּו־לֹוַ֗לֲעָבדִּ י֗יִּ ֹותָ֗הֲאָרצֹותכִּ  may be ְויְֵּדעּו ,(

volitive. In any case, the root is I-y, and the intention behind the con-

sonant text might have been a weqatal. Similar cases in the CBH cor-

pus are eliminated. 

 The three cases in 20:9 ( ינּוָ֗רָעהֶ֗חֶרבְ֗שפֹוטְ֗וֶדֶברְ֗וָרעָ֗ ם־ָתבֹואָ֗עלֵּ ֗יאִּ ְפנֵּ בַ֗נַעְמָדה֗לִּ

ֶליָך ְזַעק֗אֵּ תַ֗הֶזהְ֗ונִּ ְמָךַ֗בַביִּ י֗שִּ תַ֗הֶזהּ֗וְלָפֶניָך֗כִּ יעַַ֗֗הַביִּ ְשַמעְ֗ותֹושִּ נּוְ֗ותִּ ָצָרתֵּ מִּ ) are clearly 

interpretable as volitives, one (unmarked) cohortative (cf. the preced-

ing ַנַעְמָדה) and two jussives. The jussives, however, are 2sm, which is 

unclassical. 

 In 34:25 ( יַ֗וְיַקְטירּוַתַחתֲ֗אֶשרֲ֗עָזב יםְ֗לַמַען֗לֵּּ֗֗ונִּ רִּ יםֲ֗אחֵּ יֶה֗םהַ֗אֹלהִּ יְ֗ידֵּ יְ֗בֹכלַ֗מֲעׂשֵּ נִּ יסֵּ ְכעִּ

ֹ֗ יַ֗בָמקֹוםַ֗הֶזהְ֗ול ַתְךֲ֗חָמתִּ ְכבְֶ֗ותִּ הא֗תִּ ַתְך ,(  .might be interpreted as a jussive ְותִּ

Yet, reading the form as a wayyiqtol might be more to the point. The 

LXX has καὶ plus aorist and v. 21 ( ְתָכהָ֗בנ י־ְגדֹוָלהֲ֗חַמת־ְיהָוהֲ֗אֶשר֗נִּ ּוכִּ ) might 

substantiate this reading. In fact, if we compare 2 Chr 34:25 with the 

corresponding v. in 2 Kgs 22:17 (weqatal ְצָתה  it might be argued ,(ְונִּ

that the consonant text (wayyiqtol) of the version in 2 Chr is more clas-

sical than the possibly unclassical anterior usage of weqatal in 2 Kgs 

(note that 2 Kgs 22 also has a simple qatal from the same root in v. 13, 

indicating that the weqatal in v. 17 could be interpreted as an anterior). 

 In 24:11 (֗י־ַרב ְראֹוָתם֗כִּ םְ֗וכִּ יִּ ַ֗הְלוִּ ֶ֗אל־ְפֻקַדתַ֗הֶמֶלְךְ֗בַיד יאֶ֗את־ָהָארֹון תָ֗יבִּ ְ֗בעֵּ י ַוְיהִּ

יֻבהּוֶ֗אל־ְמֹקמֹו֗ ישִּ ָשֻאהּו֗וִּ יָערּוֶ֗את־ָהָארֹוןְ֗ויִּ ןָ֗הרֹאש֗וִּ ידֹ֗כהֵּ רַ֗הֶמֶלְךּ֗וְפקִּ ַהֶכֶסףּ֗וָבא֗סֹופֵּ

פּו־ֶכֶסףָ֗לֹרבֹכהָ֗עׂשּוְ֗ליֹוםְ֗ביֹוםַ֗וַיַאסְ֗ ), in contrast, the unclassical iterative/ha-

bitual usage of weyiqtol seems to be attested. However, as in the sim-

ilar cases from Nehemiah, the intention behind the consonant text may 

have been wayyiqtols (cf. LXX καὶ plus aorists). Note that Joosten 

(2012a, 398–399) refers to the weyiqtols in 2 Chr 24:11 as iterative. 

Nonetheless, he maintains that the weqatal in the same verse is not 

iterative since, according to him, there are no examples of this usage 

in LBH (ib., 404). 

Appendix 49 

Variants in verbal usage in the biblical Qumran scrolls  

Not included are mere orthographical variants (plene or defective spelling, 

addition of final -h on 2sm qatal, etc.) and variants that seem irrelevant for 

the questions treated in this dissertation (sg. vs. pl., use of a different root, 

different stems, passive/active, etc.). If the variants have (potential) rele-

vance for the understanding of the evolution of the consecutive forms and 

the semantics of the verbal forms, this is explicitly noted in the comments. 

In many cases, a variant verb form in a Qumran scroll simply attests to a 
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different way of expressing a similar line of thought (e.g. the use of impera-

tive+vocative instead of jussive 3sm+subject) or an entirely different content 

or structure of the passage in comparison to the MT. 

MT  Qumran 

scroll = 

Q  

 Comments 

Gen 1:9 ָרֶאה  MT volitive weyiqtol with unclassical ותרא  4QGenk ְותֵּ

unshortened form. Q short. As noted 

in appendix 18, the form may be a 

weyiqtol or wayyiqtol (cf. LXX). Ei-

ther way, the MT is more unclassical. 

Gen 1:14 4 ְוָהיּוQGeng  ויהיו The preceding verb is a jussive. MT 

possibly shows an unclassical blur-

ring of weqatal and weyiqtol (weqatal 

with volitive meaning?). On the other 

hand, Q might be claimed to have a 

non-volitive weyiqtol. 

Gen 1:22 ֶרב בה 4QGeng יִּ ר  -MT jussive form (short), but non-ini י 

tial (due to fronted subject with con-

trastive focus?). Q may reflect a non-

volitive reading. Alternatively, it 

might be claimed that the long form is 

simply a reflection of the (unclassical) 

generalization that initial forms (and 

forms after waw) are short while oth-

ers are long. 

Gen 

41:11 
-The MT has the ("late") pseudo-co ונחלם  4QGenc ַוַנַחְלָמה

hortative (typical of QH). 

Gen 

41:30 
-Q seems to have an unclassical non ויקמו  4QGenj ְוָקמּו

volitive weyiqtol. 

Exod 2:3 ֶָׂ֗שםַות  4QExodb  ים אמר֗) Q has a plus before this verb ]ות[ש  ו  ות 

ים ,Hence .(לשפחתה֗לכי  might be ]ות[ש 

an unclassical second person weyiq-

tol. However, a wayyiqtol as in the 

MT makes sense as well (with unex-

pected long form). An alternative re-

construction would be ים  i.e. a ,]ונ[ש 

1p weyiqtol with (unmarked) cohorta-

tive meaning. 

Exod 2:7 ק ינִּ  As noted in appendix 47, it is difficult והינקה 4QExodb ְותֵּ

to decide whether a volitive or non-

volitive reading is more appropriate 

here. The MT may be an unclassical 

non-volitive weyiqtol but not neces-

sarily. 
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Exod 

3:17 
ה 4QExodb ָוֹאַמר ר  מ  א   .Q has the ("late") pseudo-cohortative וו֗ 

 

Exod 5:8 ְזְבָחה ]זבחה 4QExodb נִּ נ   .The weyiqtol in Q is clearly volitive ו 

  4QGen‒

Exoda  
בחה ז  נ    ו 

Exod 

5:11 
-MT simple imperative, Q w+impera וקחו 4QExodb ְקחּו

tive. 

Exod 

9:29 
לו֗   4QExodc ֶיְחָדלּון  .Q has no paragogic nun יחד 

Exod 

9:30 
יְראּון או 4QExodc תִּ  .Q has no paragogic nun תי[ר 

Exod 

10:13 
 .Q has the unexpected long form ויטה 4QExodc ַויֵּט

Exod 

15:14 
ְרָגזּון  The MT yiqtol probably indicates וירגזו 4QExodc יִּ

concomitant action in the past. Q has 

no paragogic nun. The form with w- 

may be a wayyiqtol or an unclassical 

non-volitive weyiqtol with the same 

meaning as in the MT (the yiqtol in 

MT v. 15 is preserved as such in Q). 

Exod 

17:2 
 .Q has no paragogic nun תנסו 4QExodc ְתַנסּון

Exod 

18:16 
-4Qpaleo ָבא

Exodm  
  .Unclear ו]בו[א֗ 

Exod 

24:7 
ַנֲעֶׂשה֗

ְשָמע  ְונִּ

4Qpaleo-

Exodm 
שמע֗ו]  .See 6.2.3, with n. 28, in the main text [נ 

Exod 

32:11 
-4Qpaleo ֶיֱחֶרה

Exodm 
 The short form in Q is unexpected (in יחר

a non-volitive clause introduced by 

 .(למ]ה

Exod 

40:10 
ַדְשָת֗   4QExod ְוקִּ

‒Levf  
 ?Is Q 3sm weqatal or w+imperative וקדש

The same 2sm weqatal in v. 11 is pre-

served as such in Q. 

Exod 

40:12 
ְקַרְבָתִ֤֗  4QExod ְוהִּ

‒Levf 
ב֗  קרי  -The MT has weqatal+objects, Q ob ת 

jects+yiqtol (reflecting the classical 

interchange of forms). 

Lev 2:8  ֗אָת בֵּ  .Q w+imperative or 3sm weqatal (cf והביא  4QLevb ְוהֵּ

LXX)? 

Lev 

14:49 
‒4QLev ְוָלַקח

Numa  
 .A simple qatal makes no sense here לקח

It must be a mistake for weqatal. 

Lev 

16:23 
‒4QLev ְבֹבאֹו

Numa 
]א ב   .Unclear ו 

Lev 17:4 יאֹו אנו  4QLevd ֱהבִּ  Q has he same form as in MT v. 9. See יבי 

3.1 in the main text. 

Lev 20:3 11 ּוְלַחלֵּלQpa-

leoLeva  
 The form in Q could be interpreted as וחלל

an anterior weqatal (coordinated with 

 However, it seems more .(כי֗מזרעו֗נתן
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likely that the form is w+infinitive 

(coordinated with למען֗ט]מא) as in the 

MT. In this case, the MT may be more 

unclassical (superfluous use of l-). 

Num 

16:5 
יב ְקרִּ  The preceding passage is missing in הקריב  4QNumb ְוהִּ

Q. It is difficult to make sense of a 

simple qatal if the meaning of the pas-

sage is the same as in the MT. Q prob-

ably reflects the text type attested in 

the LXX (past reference, aorist form), 

cf. Jastram 1994, 221.  

Num 

16:5 
ְבַחר  Again, the LXX has an aorist, and the בחר 4QNumb יִּ

passage seems to have past reference, 

unlike the MT (Jastram 1994, 221).  

Num 

20:26 
ט תה 4QNumb ְוַהְפשֵּ  Q (and the Samaritan Pentateuch) has והפש[ט 

a non-anterior weqatal in contrast to 

MT w+imperative. According to 

Joosten (2012a, 379‒380, with n. 10), 

weqatal continuing imperatives (in v. 

25) is rare in LBH but frequent in 

CBH. 

Num 

23:3 
ְלָכה  MT volitive weyiqtol, Q preposed ואנוכי֗אלך 4QNumb ְואֵּ

subject pronoun and simple yiqtol. 

Num 

31:50 
ר ]ר 4QNumb ְלַכפֵּ -The MT has an adverbial (final) l+in וכפ 

finitive. The form in Q may be a 

w+imperative or a weqatal (2sm or 

3sm). The following part is missing. 

Num 

36:6 
ְהֶייָנה ]ה 4QNumb תִּ -Q seems to have an absolute infini הי 

tive, not attested in the MT. 

Deut 

1:11 
ף  Q has a long form although the verb יוסיף  4QDeuth ֹיסֵּ

(in the MT at least) is clearly jussive. 

This is probably due to the fact that 

the word is not initial (preposed, fo-

cused subject = God). Alternatively 

(and less likely), the form might be in-

terpreted as a non-volitive (i.e. as a 

simple prediction). In this case, the 

following weyiqtol (ויברך) might be an 

unclassical non-volitive? 

Deut 2:4 יְראּו -The MT may have an unclassical non ויראו  4QDeuth ְויִּ

volitive weyiqtol. Q may have a 

weqatal. Cf. appendix 46. 

Deut 5:1 4 ְשַמעQDeutj   ֗ע[ה[  Q has the long form of the imperative שמ 

(cf. the end of appendix 51). 

  4QDeutn  שמעה  

  4QDeuto  [   שמעה 
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Deut 

5:33 
כּו לֵּ ן  4QDeutj תֵּ  Q seems to have a paragogic nun (but תלכ[ו 

the passage is very fragmentary). 

Deut 

7:22 
]  4QDeutm ַכֹּלָתם  Q has l- before the infinitive (but not לכלותמה 

in 4QDeute and 5QDeut). 

Deut 8:3 4 ָיְדעּוןQDeutc  ידעו The MT has an unexpected "para-

gogic" nun on a qatal. Q has the ordi-

nary form (4QDeute and 4QDeutf 

have the MT form). 

Deut 

9:28 
אָתנּו ]ו[  1QDeuta הֹוצֵּ -Unclear. The text is extremely frag יוצאנ 

mentary. 

Deut 

11:9 
יכּו  .Q has a paragogic nun תאריכון  4QDeutk ַתֲארִּ

Deut 

13:5 
כּו לֵּ  .Q has a paragogic nun תלכון  1QDeuta תֵּ

  4QDeutc  כון   תל 

Deut 

14:24 
תֹו  .Q has l- in front of the infinitive לשתו  1QDeuta ְׂשאֵּ

Deut 

18:8 
לּו  .Q has a paragogic nun יאכלון  4QDeutf יֹאכֵּ

Deut 

20:3 
 Q has the long form of the imperative שמעה  4QDeutf ְשַמע

(cf. the end of appendix 51). 

Deut 

28:15 
ְשַמע -4Qpaleo תִּ

Deutr  
ן֗  ו   Q has a paragogic nun (2pm; MT תשמע 

2sm). 

Deut 

28:22 
-In accordance with the classical inter ירדפוך  4QDeutc ּוְרָדפּוָך

change, Q has a simple yiqtol without 

w- while the MT has a weqatal. The 

preceding passage is lost in the scroll. 

Deut 

32:42 
יר שכיר[הא  4QDeutq ַאְשכִּ  Q seems to have a marked cohortative 

form. 

Deut 

32:43 
ֶפר -Though it is difficult to state with cer ויכפר  4QDeutq ְוכִּ

tainty in a poetic/hymnic context, the 

form in Q seems to be an unclassical 

non-volitive weyiqtol.87 

Deut 

33:29 
ָכֲחשּו -4Qpaleo ְויִּ

Deutr  
-The weyiqtol in the MT is clearly vol יכח]שו

itive and so is the initial simple yiqtol 

in Q. 

Judg 6:3 4 ְוָעלּוQJudga  Ø The last part of this verse is missing 

in Q. 

                                                           
87 Notarius (2013, 93) suggests that the weyiqtol in Q may be more authentic than the MT 

weqatal. She bases this suggestion on the assumption that non-anterior weqatal as known 

from CH was not in regular use in the archaic language. According to Notarius (ib., 290‒

291), the "system of sequential tenses" had not "decisively crystalized" at this stage. How-

ever, the argument that the so-called archaic poems are in fact that old is not persuasive 

(cf. appendix 9 on archaic poetry). 
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1 Sam 

2:10 
ם  Extremely fragmentary. The structure וירעם  4QSama ַיְרעֵּ

of the passage must be different from 

the MT. The form in Q may be a vol-

itive weyiqtol. Note that the MT has 

two weyiqtols in the last part of the 

verse (possibly volitive, but it is diffi-

cult to decide in a poetic context, cf. 

appendix 47). Possibly ֗וירעם is a way-

yiqtol, cf. LXX aorist. 

1 Sam 

2:16 
וענה֗...֗  4QSama ַויֹאֶמר

]מ[ר֗  א   ו 

The MT abandons the use of explic-

itly iterative/habitual forms here 

while Q uses weqatals (iterative/ha-

bitual non-anteriority). Cf. n. 8 in ch. 

3. There is no reason to see these 

forms as anterior weqatals. 

1 Sam 

2:16 
ר֗ ַקטֵּ

ירּון  ַיְקטִּ

4QSama  ֗יקטר

 הכוהן

Q has no paragogic nun (the form is 

3sm). 

1 Sam 

2:16 
ם־לֹא֗ ְואִּ

י  ָלַקְחתִּ

4QSama  ]חתי[ ק  -The problematic MT qatal (performa ול 

tive?) is a weqatal in Q. If the recon-

structed 1s is correct, the form refers 

to the future. Alternatively, we might 

reconstruct a 3sm and read the form 

as a return to the description of the ha-

bitual past behavior of Eli's sons. In 

the following lines, Q has a few habit-

ual past yiqtols not attested in the MT. 

1 Sam 

2:20 
 The MT habitual/iterative weqatal is לאמר  4QSama ְוָאַמר

an introductory infinitive in Q. This 

clearly does not mean that the scribe 

of the scroll did not understand this 

use of weqatal since several other 

cases are found in the text (including 

some not attested in the MT). 

1 Sam 

2:20 
֗  4QSama ְוָהְלכּו  Q shifts from iterative/habitual to וילך֗האיש 

simple anterior wayyiqtol (like the 

MT did in v. 16). There is no need to 

see the Q form as an unclassical we-

yiqtol. 

1 Sam 

2:21 
י־ָפַקד  .An ordinary wayyiqtol in Q ויפקד  4QSama כִּ

1 Sam 

2:22 
]  4QSama ְוָשַמע  .Ordinary wayyiqtol in Q, cf. 2:20 וישמע 

1 Sam 

2:22 
 Q uses the PTC instead of yiqtol for עו[שים  4QSama ַיֲעׂשּון

the expression of iterative/habitual 

events. This reflects a trend that 

comes to dominate in late stages of 

the language. However, as evident 
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from the previous lines, the scribe was 

clearly at home with a more classical 

usage as well. 

1 Sam 

2:25 
ם־ֶיֱחָטא טוא]֗  4QSama אִּ אם֗[ח 

 יחטא

Q seems to have an absolute infinitive 

that is not attested in the MT. Con-

versely, the absolute infinitive in MT 

v. 30 (ָאמֹור) seems to be missing in Q. 

1 Sam 

2:36 
-Q uses an introductory infinitive in לאמור  4QSama ְוָאַמר

stead of a finite form. 

1 Sam 

8:11 
 Too fragmentary to draw conclusions ורצי[ם ֗  4QSama ְוָרצּו

from. Q seems to have a PTC instead 

of weqatal. 

1 Sam 

10:5 
י יהִּ היה֗   4QSama וִּ  The MT seems to have an unclassical ו 

non-volitive weyiqtol while Q has the 

expected weqatal. 

1 Sam 

10:14 
 Q uses the pseudo-cohortative on a ונבואה  4QSama ַוָנבֹוא

wayyiqtol. 

1 Sam 

10:27 
Ø 4QSama  ונקר 

 ונתן

This passage does not occur in the 

MT. Two of the additional verbs are 

weqatals.88 They seem to indicate 

past habituality, though the context 

and interpretation of the second one is 

a bit unclear (maybe it is a PTC?). In 

any case, there is no convincing argu-

ment that these forms must be anterior 

weqatals. 

1 Sam 

14:29 
ר֗   4QSama ָעַכר ו   Unclear. Absolute infinitive instead עכ 

of a finite form or emphatic usage? 

1 Sam 

15:30 
-Q simple imperative, MT w+impera שוב  4QSama ְושּוב

tive. 

1 Sam 

16:2 
ַקח ח]ק  4QSamb תִּ  Q seems to use the imperative instead 

of 2sm yiqtol. 

1 Sam 

18:5 
יל ]יל  4QSama ַיְׂשכִּ -The MT has a yiqtol in past itera וישכ 

tive/habitual function. Q seems to 

have a wayyiqtol and another division 

of the passage. In the MT, ד ָ֗דוִּ א  ַויֵּצֵּ

seems to be a separate clause, fol-

lowed by a new two-clause sentence 

יל) ָשאּולַ֗יְׂשכִּ ְשָלֶחנּ֗ו  In Q, most .(ְבֹכלֲ֗אֶשר֗יִּ

of the text is lost but ד ָ֗דוִּ א  must ַויֵּצֵּ

have been taken with ְ֗שָלֶחנּו ְבֹכלֲ֗אֶשר֗יִּ

]יל while ָשאּול  introduces a new וישכ 

segment. Cf. Rezetko and Young 

2014, 514. In any case, there is no 

                                                           
88 For an alternative reading (absolute infinitives), see Rezetko and Young 2014, 495. 
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convincing argument that יל[  is an וישכ 

unclassical weyiqtol. 

1 Sam 

21:5 
Ø 4QSamb  ואכלתם A non-anterior (future/modal) weqa-

tal not attested in the MT. 

1 Sam 

23:11 
-Q has the long imperative but no em הגידה  4QSamb ַהֶגד־ָנא

phatic particle. 

1 Sam 

23:20 
ד -Q uses 3sm jussive instead of 2sm im ירד  4QSamb רֵּ

perative. Note also the unclassical in-

finitive in this line (לרדה vs. MT 

 .(ָלֶרֶדת

1 Sam 

23:22 
ָערֹום֗

ם  ַיְערִּ

4QSamb  ערם[  The absolute infinitive seems to be י 

missing in Q. 

2 Sam 

4:4 
 The qatal in the MT belongs with the ויהי  4QSama ָהָיה

preceding passage (ָ֗הָיה ים ָ֗שנִּ ש  (ֶבן־ָחמֵּ

while the wayyiqtol in Q must be an 

introductory ויהי introducing the follo-

wing temporal phrase (א  .(ב]ב[ו 

2 Sam 

4:11 
 The form in Q has been interpreted as הרג֗   4QSama ָהְרגּו

an absolute infinitive (see the discus-

sion in Rezetko and Young 2014, 

494). The same interpretation has 

been proposed for 1 Sam 31:4 and 2 

Sam 3:34. Yet, the contexts are not 

entirely clear and the implications re-

main uncertain. 

2 Sam 

5:8 
ַגע -This passage is difficult. The classi יגע  4QSama ְויִּ

cality of the MT weyiqtol is question-

able. 

2 Sam 

5:9 
ֶבן  Q has an unexpected unshortened ויבנה  4QSama ַויִּ

form (note that the following word – 

which is not attested in the MT – be-

gins with a laryngeal, עיר). It might be 

claimed that the heh really belongs to 

the following noun (העיר)? 

2 Sam 

6:9 
-Q uses an introductory infinitive in לאמור  4QSama ַויֹאֶמר

stead of a finite form. 

2 Sam 

6:13 
י ה֗   4QSama ַוְיהִּ י   Q might be an unclassical anterior וה 

weqatal. On the other hand, the con-

text is clearly habitual/iterative. See 

also next entry. 

2 Sam 

6:16 
-In this case, the situation is the oppo ויהי  4QSama ְוָהָיה

site of the one in the preceding entry. 

Here, however, the meaning cannot 

be iterative/habitual (on the unlikely 

progressive/ongoing character of 
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cases such as this, see 6.2.1 in the 

main text). 

2 Sam 

8:2 
ד -The weqatal in Q may be iterative/ha ומדד  4QSama ַוְיַמדֵּ

bitual. Alternatively, it may be an un-

classical anterior weqatal. 

2 Sam 

11:6 
לחה  4QSama ְשַלח  .Q has a long imperative ש 

2 Sam 

12:16 
ּוָבאְ֗וָלן֗

ְ֗וָשַכב

֗

 

4QSama  ֗ ויב]ו[א 

וישכב֗

 בשק

The MT weqatals may be iterative/ha-

bitual (cf. the seven days in v. 18) or 

unclassical anteriors. The forms in Q 

should be read as wayyiqtols and not 

as unclassical weyiqtols. 

2 Sam 

14:21 
ב  .MT imperative, Q w+imperative והשב  4QSamc ָהשֵּ

2 Sam 

15: 1 
-The MT has wayyiqtol+adverb+sub יע]שה  4QSamc ַוַיַעׂש

ject. Q has w+subject+yiqtol. Since 

the following material is missing in Q, 

it is difficult to see if the yiqtol could 

be iterative/habitual (if the content is 

the same as in the MT, such meaning 

seems inappropriate; yet, the follow-

ing lines are clearly iterative/habit-

ual). 

2 Sam 

15:2 
 Q is probably iterative/habitual. This וענה  4QSamc ַויֹאֶמר

is not a convincing case for anterior 

weqatal. On this and the following en-

tries, see 3.1 in the main text. 

2 Sam 

15:2 
ים ְשכִּ ]שכם  4QSama ְוהִּ  .Q seems to have w+subject+qatal ה 

The MT has weqatal (iterative/habit-

ual past)+subject. 

2 Sam 

15:2 
י   .Q uses iterative/habitual weqatal וה]יה  4QSama ַוְיהִּ

2 Sam 

15:2 
ְקָרא   .Q uses iterative/habitual weqatal וקרא  4QSama ַויִּ

2 Sam 

15:2 
  .Q uses iterative/habitual weqatal ואמר  4QSama ַויֹאֶמר

2 Sam 

15:6 
]גנ[ב  4QSama ַוְיַגנֵּב -Again, the Q form is probably an iter ו 

ative/habitual weqatal rather than an 

unclassical anterior (unless it is possi-

ble to read a wayyiqtol as in the MT). 

2 Sam 

15:14 
י֗לֹא־ כִּ

ְהֶיה־ָלנּו֗ תִּ

יָטה  ְפלֵּ

4QSamc  ֗֗תהי֗לנו]

 ]פליטה

Q seems to have a positive jussive ra-

ther than a negative simple yiqtol. The 

variants seem to express the same 

fundamental idea in two different 

ways. However, the scroll is quite 

fragmentary. 
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2 Sam 

18:5 
 Q renders the ongoing character of the שמעים  4QSama ָשְמעּו

action explicit by using a PTC. 

2 Sam 

21:6 
-Q seems to use an ordinary non-ante ונתתם  4QSama יֻנַתן

rior weqatal instead of initial (proba-

bly jussive) yiqtol. 

2 Sam 

22:39 
ם֗ ָוֲאַכלֵּ

ם  ָוֶאְמָחצֵּ

4QSama  אמח]צם On these occurrences, see appendix 9. 

2 Sam 

22:40 
יעַ֗   ותכרע  4QSama ַתְכרִּ

2 Sam 

22:41 
ם יתֵּ צמית]ם  4QSama ָוַאְצמִּ   א 

2 Sam 

23:7 
ָשְרפּו -The weqatal in Q is clearly non-ante ושרפו  11QPsa יִּ

rior. However, the passage seems to 

make little sense with the conjunc-

tion. Perhaps we should read a y-? 

2 Sam 

23:10 
 Q has an unexpected unshortened ויכה  1QSam ַוַיְך

form. 

  ויע]ש[ה֗   1QSam ַוַיַעׂש 

2 Sam 

23:12 
  ויכה  1QSam ַוַיְך

2 Sam 

24:16 
-Q has a PTC (indicating past ongoing עומד  4QSama ָהָיה

ness without היה), cf. 1 Chr 21:15 

2 Sam 

24:18 
ם ]הקם  4QSama ָהקֵּ  .Q seems to have w+imperative ו 

1 Kgs 

1:37 
ְהיֶ֗ ה֗   5QKgs יִּ  The form in Q corresponds to the qere יהי 

of the MT. 

1 Kgs 

8:7 
ים  The construct PTC in Q seems less פרשי  4QKgs ֹפְרׂשִּ

"verbal" than the absolute PTC in the 

MT. 

2 Kgs 

8:4 
-6Qpap ַסְפָרה־ָנא

Kgs  
-The MT has the long form of the im ספר֗נא

perative. 

Isa 

1:1889 
ָּוְכָחה ח  4QIsaf ְונִּ  .Q lacks the cohortative suffix ונו[כ 

Isa 1:25 יָרה   וא[סיר  4QIsaf ְוָאסִּ

Isa 1:26 יָבה   וא[שיב 4QIsaf ְוָאשִּ

Isa 2:2 ְהֶיה ְהֶיה 4QIsae  Ø יִּ -at the be והיה is missing in Q and יִּ

ginning of the verse must be inter-

preted as a "real verb" rather than 

merely introductory (as in the MT). 

Isa 5:19 יָשה ישה  4QIsab ָיחִּ ]י[ח   The meaning is clearly volitive in ו 

both the MT and Q. 

ְקַרב֗  ְותִּ

 ְוָתבֹוָאה

4QIsab ֗רבה ק  ות 

 ותבא

The MT and Q disagree on the place-

ment of the irregular third person co-

hortative suffix. 

                                                           
89 Note that I discuss the great Isaiah scroll (1QIsaa) separately in appendix 50. 
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Isa 5:25 י ]  4QIsaf ַוְתהִּ  Extremely fragmentary. Q seems to ו[תהיה 

have an unshortened wayyiqtol. 

Isa 5:29 ְשַאג -pap4Q וִּ

Isap  
שאג  .Q agrees with the MT qere י 

Isa 11:8 4 ָהָדהQIsac  יהדה Q seems to harmonize the verb with 

the preceding verbs. Cf. 3.3.1 in the 

main text. 

Isa 11:14 4 ָיֹבזּוQIsae  ובזו Q seems to have a weqatal (ordinary 

non-anterior) instead of the MT 

yiqtol. The preceding part of the verse 

is lost. 

Isa 13:2 4 ְוָיֹבאּוQIsaa  יבאו The initial yiqtol in Q and the weyiqtol 

in the MT both seem to be volitive. 

Isa 22:17 1 ְוֹעְטָךQIsab  ויע]טך Though most of the context is miss-

ing, the forms in Q seem to be non-

volitive weyiqtols. However, a voli-

tive reading may be possible. 

  4QIsaa  [ עטך  י    [ו 

Isa 23:2 ר  Q seems to be a qatal 3p instead of the עברו֗   4QIsaa ֹעבֵּ

non-predicative PTC in the MT? The 

implications are unclear. 

Isa 23:11 יז ְרגִּ -Q uses an adverbial (final) l+infini להרגיז  4QIsac הִּ

tive (cf. the end of the verse in the 

MT, ד  (ַלְשמִּ

Isa 23:15 ְשַכַחת  MT w+PTC sf (or weqatal 2sf?), Q ונשכחה  4QIsac ְונִּ

weqatal 3sf. 

ְהֶיה   The structure of the overall passage והיה 4QIsac יִּ

must be different in Q to allow for a 

weqatal (ordinary non-anterior) in-

stead of the MT non-initial yiqtol (the 

preceding adverb must belong with 

the previous clause in Q; but the pre-

served text is fragmentary). 

Isa 23:18 ְהֶיה -The weqatal in Q is clearly non-ante והיה  4QIsac יִּ

rior. However, the addition of the 

conjunction makes the reading of the 

preceding clause difficult.  

Isa 24:12 ְשַאר  ,In contrast to Muraoka's view (2000b ונשאר  4QIsac נִּ

210), there is no reason to see the 

weqatal in Q as anterior. The context 

seems to refer to the future or the gen-

eral present with use of qatal and 

wayyiqtol indicating present perfect 

as well as yiqtols. Hence, ונשאר is 

likely to be an ordinary non-anterior 

weqatal (cf. v. 6 with the same form 

in the MT). 
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Isa 24:14 4 ָיֹרנּוQIsac ורננו Unproblematic non-anterior weqatals 

in Q. ָצֲהלּו in the MT may be problem-

atic (revocalize as imperative, as sug-

gested in the apparatus in BHS?). 

  וצהלו 4QIsac ָצֲהלּו 

Isa 24:22 ְ֗וֻאְספּו

ָפה  ֲאסֵּ

4QIsac ואסף֗אסוף Q seems to have an absolute infinitive 

 not attested in the MT (ordinary (אסוף)

noun, ָפה -Note in addition the dif .(ֲאסֵּ

ference between passive 3p and active 

3sm in the weqatal (this occurs quite 

often and has not been noted systema-

tically in the present list). 

Isa 28:16 ַסד -Q has a PTC in contrast to the prob יוסד  1QIsab יִּ

lematic form in the MT. 

Isa 29:2 4 ְוָהְיָתהQIsak  היה  The scroll is quite fragmentary. The ו[ת 

form may be a simple yiqtol or a vol-

itive or non-volitive weyiqtol? 

Isa 37:30 4 ָאכֹולQIsab  כל  Q may be an imperative rather than an א 

absolute infinitive? However, at the 

end of the verse, Q may have an abso-

lute infinitive (ו[אכול) as attested in 

the MT ketib (qere = w+imperative 

2pm). 

Isa 39:1 ְשַמע  The MT has a past perfect wayyiqtol כי֗שמע  4QIsab ַויִּ

while Q uses the same construction as 

in Kgs 20:12. 

Isa 43:4 ן  The MT may not be volitive. Q is ואתנה 1QIsab ְוֶאתֵּ

clearly marked as cohortative. How-

ever, the form may be understood as a 

wayyiqtol (with pseudo-cohortative). 

Isa 43:8 יא -The MT is a qatal 3sm (or an impera אוציא  1QIsab הֹוצִּ

tive with irregular vocalization). The 

form in Q may reflect a blurring of ה 

and א or it may be a 1s yiqtol (a verb 

indicating simple future is not entirely 

out of place in the context).  

Isa 43:12 י ְעתִּ ְשַמ֔  ,Q has an unproblematic simple qatal השמעתי  1QIsab ְוהִּ

the MT a possibly problematic ante-

rior weqatal. 

Isa 46:6 ְׂשְכרּו -The weyiqtols seem to be non-voli וישכרו  1QIsab יִּ

tive. However, note that the verb oc-

curring in between these two cases is 

also a non-volitive in the MT (הּו  .(ְוַיֲעׂשֵּ

ְסְגדּו  ]ו  1QIsab יִּ   ויסגד 

Isa 48:13 4 ַיַעְמדּוQIsad   ֗ו -A volitive interpretation of the we ויעמד 

yiqtol in Q is possible. Alternatively, 
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it might even be a wayyiqtol. There is 

no convincing argument that it is a 

non-volitive weyiqtol. 

  4QIsac  וי]עמדו  

Isa 48:14 בֹו ]  4QIsac ֲאהֵּ והב   Q seems to have a PTC instead of the [א 

MT finite form? The context is miss-

ing in Q. 

Isa 48:15 ַ֗יח ְצלִּ  The form in Q may reflect a blurring וא]צליח  4QIsac ְוהִּ

of ה and א or it may be a 1s w+yiqtol. 

In the latter case, it may be a way-

yiqtol. There is no clear evidence for 

a non-volitive weyiqtol. 

Isa 49:3 1 ֶאְתָפָארQIsab  פאר[  Q seems to have a (present perfect) הת 

qatal (probably 1s?) instead of the 

MT yiqtol. 

Isa 49:7 ֗1 ָוָקמּוQIsab  מו קו  -The MT has an apparently indiscrimi י 

nate use of weqatal and weyiqtol in 

this verse (ְשַתֲחּוּו  This possibly .(ְויִּ

unclassical usage is less apparent in 

Q. Though the part with the MT 

weyiqtol is missing, the waw on the 

word following מו קו   might indicate י 

that the next verb in the scroll was a 

simple yiqtol? No conclusions can be 

drawn. 

Isa 51:11 4 ָנסּוQIsac  נ[ סוו   Very fragmentary. If the form in Q is 

a weqatal, there is no reason for an an-

terior intepretation (the context is 

clearly future; the MT qatal indicates 

anteriority in this context, i.e. present 

perfect/future perfect). Alternatively, 

the form in Q might be a wayyiqtol 

(with the same anterior meaning as 

the MT qatal). 

Isa 52:15 ְקְפצּו קפצו  1QIsab יִּ  Q seems to have a different division ו 

of clauses and accordingly a weqatal 

(ordinary non-anterior) instead of MT 

yiqtol, following the classical rules. 

Isa 53:3 ְבֶזה -The form is probably a PTC. Alterna ונבזה  1QIsab נִּ

tively, the form in Q might be a 1p 

wayyiqtol? 

Isa 53:10 יְך ריך  4QIsad ַיֲארִּ -The extra waws in Q lead to the ex והא 

pected classical shift from yiqtol to 

weqatal. 

Isa 53:11 ְׂשָבע שבע֗   4QIsad יִּ   ו 
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Isa 55:12 אּו צֵּ  Q has a paragogic nun not attested in תצאון  1QIsab תֵּ

the MT (but the following verb has a 

nun in both versions). 

Isa 56:12 1 ֶאְקָחהQIsab  אקח Q has no cohortative suffix. 

Isa 57:13 יַרש ירש  4QIsad ְויִּ -The difference may be merely ortho ו 

graphical. Otherwise, the form in Q 

may represent a weqatal in contrast to 

the probably non-classical, non-voli-

tive weyiqtol in the MT? 

Isa 57:17 ֗הּו ְוַאכֵּ

ר֗ ַהְסתֵּ

 ְוֶאְקֹצף

4QIsad  ֗ואכהו

ואסתר֗

 ואקצף

Q has an extra w+yiqtol. However, all 

three forms may be wayyiqtols in Q. 

The MT weyiqtols (vocalization) are 

less transparent. 

Isa 57:18 1 ַוֲאַשלֵּםQIsab  ואשלמה Q has an explicit (pseudo-?) cohorta-

tive form. This and the preceding 

w+yiqtols may be interpreted as way-

yiqtols (cf. LXX). The weyiqtols in 

the MT are potentially non-volitive? 

Isa 59:4 ַָ֗֗֗בטֹוח...

ְוַדֶבר֗...֗

ָהרֹו֗...֗

יד  ְוהֹולֵּ

1QIsab  ֗֗בטחו...

דברו֗...֗

הרו֗...֗

 והולידו

The four MT absolute infinitives are 

qatal/weqatal 3p in Q (though הרו 

may be an absolute infinitive, such an 

interpretation seems unlikely in view 

of the other forms). והולידו might be 

claimed to be an anterior weqatal but 

there is no decisive argument for this 

reading (cf. the shift from qatal to 

yiqtol in v. 5, עּו קֵּ  Note also .(ֶיֱאֹרגּו ,בִּ

that there is no waw in front of דברו. 

Isa 60:6 רּו  .Q has a paragogic nun יבשרון  1QIsab ְיַבשֵּ

Isa 63:3 י  Q has a more straightforward qatal גאלתי  1QIsab ֶאְגָאְלתִּ

while the MT form may be a combi-

nation of yiqtol and qatal? The pre-

ceding w+yiqtols are vocalized as 

weyiqtols in the MT. In Q, they might 

be wayyiqtols? 

Isa 63:5‒

6 
יט֗...֗ ְוַאבִּ

ם֗ ְוֶאְשתֹומֵּ

...ְ֗וָאבּוס֗

יד  ...ְ֗ואֹורִּ

1QIsab  ֗...֗ואביטה

ואשתוממה֗

בוסה֗ ...֗וא 

 ...֗וארידה

Q has explicit (pseudo-?) cohortative 

forms. In Q, the forms may be inter-

preted as wayyiqtols in contrast to the 

possibly unclassical MT weyiqtols? 

Isa 65:23 יְגעּו -The difference is probably purely or יגעו  1QIsab יִּ

thographical. Otherwise, the form in 

Q might be a qatal? 

Jer 8:7 4 ָשְמרּוQJera  ישמרו The MT has a "gnomic" qatal, Q a 

yiqtol. 

Jer 9:11 ן ןי֑֗ויב  4QJera ְוָיבֵּ  A yod seems to have been added 

above the line. The resultant form is 
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an unexpected unshortened form (in a 

context that seems to be volitive). 

Jer 10:15 4 ְפֻקָדָתםQJerb  פקדתים MT noun with possessive suffix, Q 

possibly 1s qatal with object? 

Jer 12:14 4 ֹנְתָשםQJera  [ תושם  -The MT active PTC seems to be pas [נ 

sive in Q? The context is too fragmen-

tary to decide if the difference could 

be intentional. 

Jer 19:9 ים לו  4QJerc ְוַהֲאַכְלתִּ כ  -There seems to be no reason for re וי[א 

constructing an (unclassical) weyiq-

tol. The form in Q might be an ordi-

nary non-anterior weqatal. Cf. LXX 

καὶ ἔδονται. 

Jer 21:8 ן  ,Q seems to have a performative qatal נתתי  4QJerc ֹנתֵּ

generally considered more classical 

than the PTC in such contexts. 

Jer 22:14 4 ְוָקַרעQJerc  קרוע Q passive PTC or absolute infinitive? 

The implications are unclear. 

Jer 30:18 ְבְנָתה -MT weqatal 3sf, Q w+PTC? Or we ונבנה  4QJerc ְונִּ

yiqtol 1p (unlikely)? 

Jer 31:8 ים ַבְצתִּ -The weyiqtol in Q may be non-voli ואקבצם  4QJerc ְוקִּ

tive. However, especially since the 

preceding verb has not been preserved 

(MT יא בִּ  we can hardly exclude a ,(מֵּ

volitive reading. 

Jer 47:4 ית  This variant seems to go against the והכרתי  2QJer ְלַהְכרִּ

tendency often claimed to exist in the 

Qumran documents for extended use 

of l+infinitive. 

Jer 48:29 2 ָשַמְענּוQJer  שמעו֗נא MT qatal 1p, Q imperative 2pm. 

Jer 48:37 2 ְגֻרָעהQJer  ]ע[  MT passive PTC indicating a (future) תגר 

state, Q yiqtol indicating a simple fu-

ture event. 

Ezek 

1:13 
א  The form in Q may be a defective יצא  4QEzekb יֹוצֵּ

PTC, a qatal or an iterative/habitual 

yiqtol (cf. v. 12 in the MT). 

Hos 14:6 4 ְוַיְךQXIIc  יך Both versions seem to be volitive? 

Joel 1:14 ְראּו  .MT imperative, Q w+imperative וקראו  4QXIIc קִּ

Joel 4:16 4 ְוָרֲעשּוQXIIc  ירעשו -The w+yiqtol in Q may be a non-vol ו 

itive weyiqtol corresponding to the 

MT weqatal. However, since the pre-

ceding passage has been lost in the 

scroll, the form may be interpretable 

as a wayyiqtol (cf. the qatal forms in 

MT v. 15). 
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Amos 

5:15 
ְנאּו נו  4QXIIg ׂשִּ נא   MT imperative, Q qatal 1p (scribal ש 

mistake?; but cf. LXX, μεμισήκαμεν). 

Amos 

7:8 
י֗   4QXIIc ָׂשם מת   ,Q seems to have a performative qatal ש 

generally considered more classical 

than the PTC in such contexts. 

Obad 1:4 ים  MT passive PTC (indicating a present תשים  4QXIIg ׂשִּ

or future state), Q yiqtol 2sm (indicat-

ing general present/future; the clause 

is a conditional clause). 

Obad 

1:15 
 MT yiqtol 3sm, Q imperative 2pm or שובו֗   4QXIIg ָישּוב

infinitive with 3sm suffix? The form 

as written in Q is difficult to interpret 

in the context. 

Jon 1:8 יָדה  Q has the ordinary imperative, MT הגד֗   4QXXIa ַהגִּ

has the long form. 

Jon 2:10 ָמה שלם  4QXIIg ֲאַשלֵּ  .Q lacks the cohortative suffix א 

Jon 3:3 4 ַוָיָקםQXIIg  ]קו]ם י   Q may have an unshortened form ו 

(mere orthography?). 

Zech 4:4 4 ָוֹאַמרQXIIe   ֗ואומרה Q has the pseudo-cohortative way-

yiqtol. 

Zech 5:9 ֶרא ה  4QXIIe ָואֵּ -Q has the pseudo-cohortative way ואר[א 

yiqtol (the preceding verb seems to 

have been written in the same way but 

then ereased). 

Zech 

5:10 
ומרה  4QXIIe ָוֹאַמר -Q has the pseudo-cohortative way ו[א 

yiqtol. 

Mal 2:16 ָסה  MT weqatal, Q yiqtol. The beginning יכסו  4QXIIa ְוכִּ

of the verse is difficult in the MT (י־ כִּ

 and the variant form in Q is (ָׂשנֵּאַ֗שַלח

problematic as well (כי֗אם֗שנתה֗שלח). 

Mal 2:17 4 הֹוַגְעֶתםQXIIa  געתם ה   There is no reason to see the form in ו 

Q as an anterior weqatal. The follow-

ing verb is a non-anterior weqatal and 

געתם ה   makes sense as non-anterior ו 

too. Alternatively, we may be dealing 

with a scribal slip (putting the waw in 

the wrong position, cf.  ֗ענו  for MT הגו 

 .(later in the verse הֹוָגְענּו

Mal 3:17 4 ְוָהיּוQXIIa  ויהיו Though the context is mostly missing, 

the form in Q seems to be an unclas-

sical, non-volitive weyiqtol. 

Ps 9:5 ָ֗11 ָיַשְבתQPsc  ושבתה MT qatal, Q weqatal from another 

root (unless the waw is to be read as a 

yod). The second verb is a non-predic-

ative (circumstantial) PTC in the MT 

but a simple qatal in Q. In a poetic 

text it is difficult to argue that ֗֗ושבתה
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must be an anterior weqatal. It seems 

possible to read "for you have made 

(or established) my right…, and (now 

that you have done that) you will re-

turn to the throne; you have judged 

with justice"? 

ט    שפטתה 11QPsc שֹופֵּ

Ps 17:13 11 ַפְלָטהQPsc  פ[לט The MT has the long form of the im-

perative, Q the ordinary short form. 

Ps 18:2 11 ֶאְרָחְמָךQPsc  ]תיכה[  Q has a (stative present?) qatal, which רחמ 

might be considered more classical 

than the MT yiqtol. However, the 

yiqtol may refer to the future rather 

than indicate stative present. 

Ps 18:4 11 ֶאְקָראQPsc  אקראה Q has a cohortative suffix (unex-

pected on this root type). 

Ps 18:17 י נִּ ָקחֵּ ]ני  11QPsc יִּ ח   ,Both may be volitive. Alternatively ויק 

the form in Q (where the context is 

missing) might be parsed as a way-

yiqtol. In any case, there is no reason 

to interpret the form as a non-volitive 

weyiqtol. 

Ps 22:16 י נִּ ְשְפתֵּ ]  4QPsf תִּ -Q seems to have a PTC from a differ שופט 

ent root (or orthographical?). The in-

terpretation of the fragmentary Q text 

is unclear, as are the implications of 

the variant. 

Ps 25:5 י נִּ ]דני  11QPsc ְוַלְמדֵּ -MT w+imperative, Q simple impera למ 

tive. 

Ps 30:11 י נִּ ]חנני  4QPsr ְוָחנֵּ  MT w+imperative, Q either volitive וי 

weyiqtol or wayyiqtol (cf. LXX καὶ 

ἠλέησέν). The preceding verb (MT 

imperative, LXX aorist) has not been 

preserved in Q. 

Ps 33:8 יְראּו -This variant is probably purely ortho יראו  4QPsq יִּ

graphical. Alternatively, the form in 

Q may be a qatal or an imperative? 

Ps 33:9 י  .The weqatal in Q may be anterior והיה  4QPsq ַוֶיהִּ

However, the preceding and follow-

ing words have been lost. It seems 

possible to make sense of a non-ante-

rior weqatal here (as a general de-

scription of God's power). 

Ps 33:10 יר פִּ -Probably orthographical. Alterna הפר 4QPsq הֵּ

tively, the form in Q might be an im-

perative? 
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Ps 33:12 4 ְיהָוהQPsq  ה הי   This must be a scribal mistake – the ו 

MT has the name of God and a weqa-

tal makes no sense here (right after 

the word אשר). 

Ps 35:15 ְ֗וֶנֱאָספּו

 ֶנֶאְספּו

4QPsa  ֗ ו  פ  אס  ◦]נ   Q seems to lack the (potentially non-

anterior) weqatal. 

Ps 35:16 4 ָחֹרקQPsa  חרקו MT absolute infinitive, Q qatal 3p? 

Ps 38:6 4 ָנַמקּוQPsa  מקו נ  -Q may be an anterior weqatal. How ו 

ever, since the passage is a general de-

scription of the state of the psalmist, a 

non-anterior interpretation might be 

possible. Only the final part of the 

preceding verb (MT qatal) has been 

preserved and it may have been a 

yiqtol in Q? 

Ps 38:17 ְִּ֗גד ילּוהִּ  4QPsa  דילו  Q uses yiqtol (general present), MT יג 

qatal (present perfect) in the descrip-

tion. 

Ps 50:21 4 ְוֶאֶעְרָכהQPsc  ך אער   .Q lacks the cohortative suffix ו 

Ps 52:11 4 אֹוְדָךQPsc  ודך  Both seem to be volitive (the verb in וא 

the second half of the verse is a we-

yiqtol in the MT and in Q). 

Ps 66:16 ְמעּו -MT simple imperative, Q w+impera ושמעו  4QPsa שִּ

tive. 

Ps 67:6 4 יֹודּוָךQPsa  וידוכה Both are volitive. 

Ps 69:6 ֗י ַּוְלתִּ ְלאִּ

 ְוַאְשמֹוַתי

4QPsa  ֗לוא֗לויתי

[ נ   ואשלמ 

The MT nouns seem to be finite verbs 

in Q. The implications are unclear. Cf. 

also v. 13. 

Ps 69:11 4 ָוֶאְבֶכהQPsa  ואך The MT has an unexpected long form, 

Q has the expected short wayyiqtol 

(from a different root). 

Ps 69:15 Ø 4QPsa  ויקחני] This verb does not occur in the MT. It 

may be a wayyiqtol or a volitive we-

yiqtol? The interpretation of the pas-

sage in Q is difficult. 

ָנְצָלה   .MT 1s cohortative, Q imperative הצ[ילני 4QPsa אִּ

Ps 69:18 ר ה  4QPsa ַמהֵּ  Q seems to have the long form of the מה[ר 

imperative. Alternatively, the form 

may be parsed as an adjective. 

Ps 69:19 4 ָקְרָבהQPsa קרב The MT has the long form of the im-

perative. 

Ps 71:2 ַ֗י֗ת נִּ ילֵּ צִּ

י֗ נִּ ּוְתַפְלטֵּ

ה֗...ַ֗הטֵּ֗

י נִּ יעֵּ  ְוהֹושִּ

4QPsa  ֗הצילני

תפלטני֗

הטה֗...֗

 הצילני

The potentially problematic 2sm we-

yiqtol in the MT is not found in Q. 
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Ps 71:11 ְפׂשּוהּו ]שוהו  4QPsa ְותִּ -MT w+imperative, Q simple impera תפ 

tive. 

Ps 71:13 ְכלּו  .Both are clearly volitive ויכל]ו  4QPsa יִּ

Ps 89:20 4 ַותֹאֶמרQPsx  מר  The context in Q is very fragmentary תא 

and it does not seem possible to draw 

any conclusions from these variants. 

י  יתִּ ּוִּ   שת 4QPsx שִּ

Ps 89:23 4 לֹאְ֗יַעֶננּוQPsx  ֗ ֑ו֗ לענות  The l+infinitive in Q must depend on 

a finite verb in the hole at the start of 

the line. Hence, there is no reason to 

interpret this as a "finite" use of the 

infinitive. 

Ps 91:2 11 ֹאַמרQ-

apocrPs  
-MT 1s yiqtol, Q PTC with definite ar האומר

ticle. Note that there are several other 

variants in this scroll (changed order 

of elements, different roots or gram-

matical persons). In v. 14, MT ֗הּו ֲאַׂשְגבֵּ  

is represented by [ו in Q (this could be 

weqatal, volitive weyiqtol, or some-

thing else). At the end of the psalm, Q 

has the verb ויע]נו (not attested in the 

MT), which seems to be a volitive 

weyiqtol. 

Ps 92:12 ְשַמְעָנה -The MT has a poetic shift from way שמעה]  1QPsa תִּ

yiqtol to yiqtol. Q seems to have har-

monized the yiqtol to a qatal (3sf ra-

ther than 3pf). The preceding verb 

(MT  ט  has not been preserved in (ַוַתבֵּ

Q. 

Ps 92:15 ְהיּו היו֗   4QPsb יִּ -In the fragmentary context it is impos ו 

sible to say anything about a possible 

different structure of the passage in Q 

as opposed to the MT. In any case, 

there is no reason to see  ֗היו -as an an ו 

terior weqatal. 

Ps 93:1 ְתַאָזר יתאזר  11QPsa הִּ  MT qatal, Q wayyiqtol (apparently [ו 

with a different division between the 

clauses in the passage). 

Ps 

102:16 
יְראּו  .Both seem to be volitive ייראו  4QPsb ְויִּ

Ps 103:3 א  MT PTC with definite article, Q is ורפא  4QPsb ָהֹרפֵּ

probably w+PTC. Alternatively, it 

may be a (probably non-anterior) 

weqatal? 

Ps 104:1 ָ֗4 ָלָבְשתQPsd  תלבש The MT has a (stative present) qatal, 

Q a (general present or future) yiqtol. 
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Ps 104:5 4 ָיַסדQPsd  יוסד Q uses a PTC instead of the MT qatal 

(cf. several other verses in this 

psalm). Due to the meaning of the 

verb, the PTC seems to be nominal ra-

ther than an expression of progressive 

or concomitant action. 

Ps 

104:10 
כּון לכו  4QPsd ְיַהלֵּ  .Q lacks the paragogic nun יה 

Ps 

104:22 
פּון  Q lacks the paragogic nun and has a ויאספו  4QPsd יֵָּאסֵּ

preposed waw. Though the context is 

largely missing, this weyiqtol seems 

to be non-volitive. 

  11QPsa  ויאספון Cf. above, though this form has the 

paragogic nun. 

ְרָבצּון   .Q lacks the paragogic nun ירבצו  4QPsd יִּ

Ps 

104:27 
רּון  .Q lacks the paragogic nun ישברו  11QPsa ְיַׂשבֵּ

Ps 

104:28 
ְלֹקטּון  .Q seems to be a non-volitive weyiqtol וילקטון  11QPsa יִּ

However, as always, it is difficult to 

decide in poetry. Note that the MT has 

a (potentially problematic) weyiqtol 

in v. 30. 

ְׂשְבעּון   .Q lacks the paragogic nun ישבעו 11QPsa יִּ

Ps 

104:29 
ְגָועּון ְלֹקטּון See ויגועו 11QPsa יִּ  in v. 28 above (but in v. 29 יִּ

the paragogic nun is missing). 

 .Q lacks the paragogic nun ישובו 11QPsa ְישּובּון 

Ps 

104:30 
אּון ָברֵּ ְלֹקטּון See ויבראון 11QPsa יִּ  .in v. 28 above יִּ

Ps 

104:31 
י  The MT is clearly volitive and the ויהי 11QPsa ְיהִּ

same is probably the case in Q (voli-

tive weyiqtol). 

Ps 

107:13 
ם יעֵּ  The conjunction in Q is difficult in וישיעם  4QPsf יֹושִּ

light of the preceding passage. Maybe 

 is a mere spelling mistake? The וישיעם

form may be interpretable as a way-

yiqtol (cf. LXX)? 

Ps 

107:14 
ם יאֵּ יאם 4QPsf יֹוצִּ  ?Q is probably a wayyiqtol (cf. LXX) ויוצ 

Ps 

107:15 
 MT yiqtol 3p (jussive), Q probably ה]ודו  4QPsf יֹודּו

imperative? 

Ps 

107:27 
גוו֑֗ויח  4QPsf ָיחֹוגּו  MT yiqtol, Q weyiqtol? The following 

verb in the MT is a (potentially prob-

lematic) weyiqtol as well. However, 

in Q, the w+yiqtols might be parsed as 

wayyiqtols? 
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Ps 

107:28 
ם יאֵּ  .See v. 13 above וישעים  4QPsf יֹוצִּ

Ps 

107:29 
ם ך 4QPsf ָיקֵּ  ?Q is probably a wayyiqtol (cf. LXX) ויופ 

Ps 

107:36 
-The form in Q seems to be a mere or וישב֗   4QPsf ַויֹוֶשב

thographical variant (rather than a 

weqatal qal). 

Ps 

107:39 
ְמֲעטּו ]עטו  4QPsf ַויִּ  In the fragmentary context of Q it is ימ 

not possible to make sense of this var-

iant. 

Ps 109:5 ימּו  The preceding verb is a yiqtol. Q יסי]מו  4QPsf ַוָיׂשִּ

seems to harmonize while the MT 

shifts from (general present/future) 

yiqtol to (present perfect?) wayyiqtol. 

Ps 

109:31 
 Q seems to have a stative present עמד  11QPsa ַיֲעֹמד

qatal, which might be considered 

more classical than the MT yiqtol. 

However, the yiqtol may indicate fu-

ture or general present rather than sta-

tive present? The preceding word is 

-thus the form in Q may be the re ,כי

sult of simple haplography. 

Ps 

118:16 
-MT PTC sf, Q qatal 3sf (present per עשתה  11QPsa ֹעָׂשה

fect, "gnomic"?). 

Ps 

119:15 
יָחה שיח  4QPsh ָאׂשִּ  .Q lacks the cohortative suffix א 

Ps 

119:17 
 Both variants are clearly volitive (Q ואחיה  4QPsh ֶאְחֶיה

volitive weyiqtol). 

  11QPsa    

Ps 

119:18 
יָטה ביט  4QPsh ְוַאבִּ  The MT is clearly volitive. The same א 

may be the case in Q though the co-

hortative suffix is missing. 

Ps 

119:22 
 Both may be imperatives, or the MT גול  11QPsa ַגל

may be a qatal? 

Ps 

119:47 
 Q has the cohortative suffix (cf. the ואשתעשעה  11QPsa ְוֶאְשַתֲעַשע

preceding verses in the MT). 

Ps 

119:49 
 .Q has the long form of the imperative זכורה  11QPsa ְזֹכר

Ps 

119:69 
 .Q has the cohortative suffix אצורה  11QPsa ֱאֹצר

Ps 

119:70 
י ֲעָשְעתִּ ]ש[ועי  11QPsa שִּ ע   The MT qatal seems to be a noun with ש 

possessive suffix in Q. 

Ps 

119:130 
יר -Q seems to be a w+imperative. Like והאר  11QPsa ָיאִּ

wise the form פתח at the beginning of 

the verse seems to be an imperative in 
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Q, as opposed to the noun in the MT 

ַתח)  .(פֵּ

Ps 

119:164 
יָך ַלְלתִּ  ,The MT has a (present perfect) qatal אה[ללכה  11QPsb הִּ

Q seems to have a (general present/fu-

ture) yiqtol. 

Ps 

119:172 
 Q has an unexpected unshortened תענה  11QPsa ַתַען

form in an initial (probably jussive) 

yiqtol. 

Ps 130:7 11 ְפדּותQPsa  פדה Q seems to have a qatal instead of the 

noun in the MT. 

Ps 

132:16 
יש ה  11QPsa ַאְלבִּ  Q has a cohortative suffix א]לבי[ש 

 11QPsa Ø The MT absolute infinitive is missing ַרנֵּן 

in Q. 

Ps 

135:21 
-MT passive PTC, Q initial yiqtol (jus יברככה  11QPsa ָברּוְך

sive). 

Ps 

136:11 
א  Q has an unexpected unshortened ויוציא  11QPsa ַויֹוצֵּ

wayyiqtol. 

Ps 

136:15 
ר עֵּ  Q has a simple qatal instead of the נער  11QPsa ְונִּ

(potentially anterior) weqatal in the 

MT. 

Ps 139:9 11 ֶאָשאQPsa  אשאה Q has a cohortative suffix (unex-

pected on this root type). 

Ps 

139:11 
 .Q has the pseudo-cohortative suffix ואומרה  11QPsa ָוֹאַמר

However, the form in Q may be 

parsed as a real cohortative (weyiq-

tol). 

Ps 140:5 י נִּ מרני  11QPsa ָשְמרֵּ ו   This variant may be orthographical ש 

(imperative). Alternatively, the form 

in Q may be a PTC? 

Ps 141:6 11 ְוָשְמעּוQPsa  ישמעו MT (non-anterior) weqatal, Q yiqtol 

(according to the classical inter-

change when not using the conjunc-

tion). 

Ps 141:7 ַ֗ע  MT PTC ("like one who plows and יבקע  11QPsa ּוֹבקֵּ

breaks up the ground"), Q yiqtol ("like 

the plowman breaks up…"). 

Ps 142:5 יט  MT imperative and w+imperative, Q אביטה  11QPsa ַהבֵּ

1s cohortatives (simple and weyiqtol). 

ה    ואראה 11QPsa ּוְראֵּ

Ps 142:8 יָאה  The MT has the long imperative, Q הוצא  11QPsa הֹוצִּ

the simple form. Cf. the next entry. 

Ps 143:1 11 ְשַמעQPsa  שמעה MT simple imperative, Q long. Cf. the 

preceding entry. 

Ps 143:3 11 ָרַדףQPsa  ירדוף In this verse, Q seems to have a higher 

degree of poetic shifting between 
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(present perfect) qatal and (general 

present/future) yiqtol than the MT. 

The opposite seems to be the case in 

the next verse. 

Ps 143:4 ם ְשתֹומֵּ  The form in Q seems to be a wayyiqtol וישתומם  11QPsa יִּ

like the verb at the beginning of the 

verse in the MT (ף ְתַעטֵּ -I.e., less po .(ַותִּ

etic shifting between the verb forms 

than the MT, as opposed to the pre-

ceding verse. 

Ps 143:5 ַ֗ח  Q has the cohortative suffix (and a אשיחה  11QPsa ֲאׂשֹוחֵּ

different root or stem). 

Ps 144:5 ד רֵּ -Q has w+imperative instead of the un ורד  11QPsa ְותֵּ

classical MT 2sm weyiqtol. Note that 

both the MT and the scroll have 2sm 

weyiqtol in v. 6 and w+imperative in 

v. 7. 

Ps 145:5 יָחה  Q lacks the cohortative suffix. Note אשיח  11QPsa ָאׂשִּ

that Ps 145 in this ms. contains sev-

eral verbs not attested in the MT 

(mostly ברוך). 

Ps 148:5 11 ְיַהְללּוQPsa  הללו MT yiqtol 3p (jussive), Q imperative 

(cf. the preceding verses). 

Job 

14:14 
ל -4Qpaleo ֲאַיחֵּ

Jobc  
 Q seems to have the cohortative suffix איחל[ה

Job 

33:11 
ְשֹמר  Q seems to have (present perfect) שמר  4QJoba יִּ

qatal instead of the MT (general pre-

sent) yiqtol. The preceding verb has 

not been preserved in Q (MT ֗ם ָיׂשֵּ , vo-

calized as a jussive). 

Job 

36:23 
 Q seems to have a higher degree of יאמר  4QJoba ָאַמר

poetic shifting between (present per-

fect) qatal and (general present/fu-

ture) yiqtol than the MT, which has 

two qatals. 

Job 

36:27 
]  4QJoba ָיֹזקּו -The weqatal in Q is clearly non-ante וזקו 

rior (following the classical shift from 

yiqtol to weqatal when the conjunc-

tion is present). 

Job 37:1 ַתר תר 4QJoba ְויִּ  Q has a simple yiqtol instead of the י 

(potentially problematic) weyiqtol in 

the MT. 

Job 

37:14 
ְתבֹונֵּן -MT w+imperative, Q simple impera הת]בונן 4QJoba ְוהִּ

tive. 

Prov 

15:19 
ללה 4QProvb ְסֻלָלה  The form in Q may be a noun instead סו 

of the passive PTC in the MT? 
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Prov 

15:28 
ֶיְהֶגה֗

 ַלֲענֹות

4QProvb לענות The infinitive in Q seems to be pre-

dicative. However, the finite verb 

may have been accidentally omitted. 

Song 1:4 בּוָך  MT (stative present) qatal, Q passive אהובים 6QCant ֲאהֵּ

PTC. 

Song 3:2 4 ָאקּוָמהָ֗נאQCantb אקום֗נא Q lacks the cohortative suffix. 

Song 4:1 4 ָגְלשּוQCanta ת  Q seems to have a PTC instead of the גלש[ו 

MT qatal. 

Song 4:8 י  The form in Q is mysterious…90 אבאי 4QCantb ָתבֹואִּ

Eccl 6:4 ְך  Q has a qatal instead of MT yiqtol, in הלך 4QQoha יֵּלֵּ

harmony with the preceding verb (MT 

 which was apparently understood ,(ָבא

as a qatal (both forms in Q indicating 

present perfect/simple past referring 

to stillborn children). 

Lam 1:7 4 ָזְכָרהQLam רה  MT qatal 3sf (subject Jerusalem), Q זכו 

seemingly long imperative (with fol-

lowing vocative Yahweh). The MT 

and Q are quite different in this pas-

sage. 

Lam 1:8 ְטא  Q seems to have an absolute infinitive חטוא 4QLam חֵּ

instead of the MT noun. 

Lam 

1:14 
ְׂשָתְרגּו֗ יִּ

 ָעלּו

4QLam ֗וישתרג

 עולו

Q divides the passage differently. The 

w+yiqtol must be a wayyiqtol and the 

second word is the subject ("his 

yoke") rather than a qatal verb. 

Lam 

1:16 
ָיה  The MT has a predicative PTC בכו֗  4QLam בֹוכִּ

(subject י  בכו֗  and אני Q has no ,(ֲאנִּ

seems to be a qatal with the following 

 as the subject. The (in the plural) עני

following verb (MT ֹיְרָדה, Q ירדה) may 

also be a qatal 3sf in Q. 

Lam 5:1 ָ֗יט  The form in Q corresponds to the MT הביטה 5QLama ַהבִּ

qere with a cohortative suffix. 

Dan 8:3 4 ָוֶאָשאQDanb שאה  Q has the pseudo-cohortative suffix וא 

(on a III-' root). 

Dan 8:4 יל ְגדִּ גדל 4QDanb ְוהִּ -The variant may be merely ortho ו[ה 

graphical. Alternatively, the form in 

Q may be an absolute infinitive, or 

maybe there was no w-? No conclu-

sions can be drawn. 

Dan 9:16 4 ָיָשב־ָנאQDane [ -Q seems to have an unexpected un ישוב 

shortened form in a jussive. However, 

                                                           
90 Tov (2000, 215) notes that a taw "could have been written in the hole to the right of the 

first letter of this word," though "this assumption is less plausible." 
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not much remains of the passage. 

Hence, the intention may not be voli-

tive in Q. 

Dan 

10:10 
י נִּ יעֵּ -6Qpap ַוְתנִּ

Dan 
יעני נ   The infinitive in Q must be adverbial לה 

(final) in relation to the preceding fi-

nite verb (MT ָנְגָעה). This is not a "fi-

nite" use of the infinitive. 

Dan 

10:19 
ְמָרהָואֹ֗  4QDana אמר -The pseudo-cohorative suffix is miss [ו 

ing in Q. 

ר  -MT 3sm yiqtol (jussive), Q impera דבר 4QDana ְיַדבֵּ

tive (the subject in the MT is a voca-

tive in Q). 

Dan 11:1 י  The MT has no finite verb and a rather עמדתי 4QDanc ָעְמדִּ

strange use of an infinitive. Q has an 

ordinary qatal 1s. 

Dan 

11:15 
ְשֹפְך  In this particular instance, Q seems to ושפך 4QDanc ְויִּ

have a more classical form than the 

(apparently non-volitive) MT weyiq-

tol. However, some of the other we-

yiqtols in the passage are also attested 

in Q. 

  4QDana   

Dan 

11:17 
עשה 4QDanc ְוָעָׂשה -Q seems to have a simple yiqtol in י 

stead of the MT (non-anterior) we-

qatal. 

Appendix 50 

Excursus on verbal usage in IQIsaa  

According to Kutscher (1974, 78), 1QIsaa is an example of a "popular" text 

close to the vernacular of the day and "used for study, home reading, and 

perhaps even in the Synagogue" as opposed to other "model" or "standard" 

texts. In Kutscher's view, the MT is such a "standard" text.91  

Kutscher's description of the scroll as a "popular" version has not gone 

unchallenged (see e.g., Høgenhaven 1984). On a more general level, many 

scholars have argued that the MT should not be seen as the original text but 

rather as one text type among others, with a history of development of its 

own.92 It is obviously true that not everything in the MT must be original and 

                                                           
91 Kutscher 1974, 77: "A different recension, unanimously agreed at least to be of a more 

archaic type is still extant however. I refer to the MT." 
92 See, e.g., Young 2013, 104, and the detailed criticism of "MT bias" by Rezetko and 

Young (2014, 59–116). They emphasize that they are not simply "MT bashing" (ib., 116, 

n. 266), yet they do go out of their way to undermine the MT's status as a conservative, 
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there are examples of traits that seem to be preserved in a more archaic form 

in non-MT mss. However, we may not need to abandon Kutscher's approach 

entirely. The view of the MT as a type of text that is (in general) linguistically 

archaic and conservative as opposed to (generally) less conservative texts 

like the Isaiah scroll might be a convenient (general) description. However, 

the details are a lot less clear-cut and every variant needs to be evaluated on 

its own terms. 

According to Kutscher (1974, 17), the development that had taken place 

in spoken Hebrew between the composition of the biblical text and the time 

of the scribe of 1QIsaa meant that the language of the text "frequently seemed 

strange to him, and at times he did not understand it properly" (in addition, 

Kutscher suggests that the native language of the scribe may have been Ar-

amaic rather than Hebrew).93 Therefore the scribe (unlike the scribes of more 

conservative "standard" mss., who tended to stay closer to some kind of ar-

chaic norm) would frequently emend the text he was copying, "sometimes 

aware of what he was doing, but frequently unconsciously – to bring it into 

closer accord with the language as he knew it" (ib., 17). Rubinstein (1955, 

181) notes that some of the unclassical constructions in the scroll might have 

arisen "quite undesignedly," i.e. as the result of the tendency to use syndetic 

constructions rather than asyndesis, and that it "need not necessarily be as-

sumed that the tense of the verb is due to Aramaic or late-Hebrew influence." 

However, in most cases at least, we must assume that the final product made 

some kind of sense to the scribe. As Kutscher (1974, 18) puts it, "his 'mis-

takes' are also valuable in that they frequently reflect the language with 

which he was most conversant." Possible instances of variants that could be 

the result of more or less mechanical mistake are 6:1 (עוזיה֗אראה, MT ָ֗יהּו ֻעזִּ

החתת) 9:3 ;(ָוֶאְרֶאה ֹתתָ֗ MT ,בו֗ו   48:15 ;(ָיבֹואְ֗ויֵֹּבשּו MT ,יבואו֗יבושו) 45:24 ;(בֹוַ֗החִּ

יו MT ,אף֗קראתי֗והביאותיהו) יֹאתִּ יוֲ֗הבִּ י־ָגר MT ,מי֗יגר) 54:15 ;(ַאף־ְקָראתִּ  .(מִּ

Concerning the verbal system, Kutscher argues that the variants found in 

1QIsaa as opposed to other Isaiah scrolls and the MT reflect the development 

of the system that can be observed between BH and RH. He states (ib., 351) 

that the use of verb forms in the scroll suggests that the scribe "preferred the 

waw conjunctive to the waw conversive," i.e., reflecting the abandonment of 

the system of the consecutive forms (wayyiqtol and non-anterior weqatal) in 

ordinary speech. 

                                                           

archaic text and underline the complete fluidity of the traditions, primarily in order to 

undermine the arguments for linguistic dating of texts. 
93 Note that some scholars think that one scribe copied the first half of the scroll and 

another scribe the second half (Ulrich and Flint 2010, 63). 
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The scribe also "tended to use the imperf. form to indicate future time and 

the perf. to indicate past time exclusively," which is the way the forms are 

used, according to Kutscher, in RH (ib., 351). This observation, however, is 

inadequate, for RH as well as for the language of the scroll (on RH, see 4.4 

in the main text).94 In some cases, a clearly non-anterior MT weqatal is a 

simple qatal in the scroll – in a future context. This indicates that Kutscher's 

overall description of the scribe's perception of qatal as a simple past tense 

is not correct. Qatal is a general anterior tense, not an absolute past tense. 

See, e.g., 24:22 (אספו, MT ְוֻאְספּו; unless the form in the scroll is an impera-

tive?) and 30:30 (השמיע, MT ַ֗יע ְשמִּ י MT ,נתתי) Likewise, 46:13 .(ְוהִּ ִ֤  is (ְוָנַתתִּ

probably not a simple past tense, but what would be rendered as a present 

perfect or possibly a performative present tense in a language like English. 

There are other examples of qatals that cannot be simple past tense, e.g. 

1:15.95 

Likewise, some yiqtols in the scroll (corresponding to other forms in the 

MT) are not simply future tense, as Kutscher would have it. Thus in 6:1, the 

MT wayyiqtol (ָוֶאְרֶאה) is a simple yiqtol in the scroll (אראה) and assuming 

that we are to make sense of the passage as it stands (being clearly situated 

in a past context), it must be a continuous/durative usage of yiqtol – a usage, 

which Kutscher claims was unknown to the scribe (ib., 352). This claim is 

made in connection with 6:4, where the MT has the continuous/durative 

yiqtol א ָמלֵּ  and in 6:3 the scroll has a PTC) נמלא while the scroll has the qatal יִּ

vs. MT weqatal; note that both versions use the PTC at the beginning of v. 

2). However, 6:2 includes three similar yiqtols, both in the MT and the scroll. 

Note also the two yiqtols in 48:19 (MT ת ָכרֵּ ד and יִּ ָשמֵּ -They may be inter .(יִּ

preted as futures in the past but were not changed by the scribe. A general 

present (as opposed to future tense) use of yiqtol seems to be attested in 10:13 

 .(ֹזֶרה MT ,יזרה) and 30:24 (ָאַמר MT ,יואמר)

Kutscher (ib., 352) admits that some variants go against the general 

tendencies and he notes that since the style is poetic, it is sometimes possible 

                                                           
94 Earlier in the book, Kutscher gives a quite different description of the verbs in RH: 

-the perfect, with the participle indi קטל ,was now used as a modus and subjunctive יקטל"

cating the present and future" (1974, 42). 
95 According to Kutscher (1974, 353), this substitution (MT ַתְרבּו, Q רבו  .is inexplicable (ה 

However, the strange thing is not the shift from yiqtol to qatal but the shift in person from 

2pm to 3p (we might be dealing with a mere scribal slip). In a clause introduced by כי, a 

qatal with future perfect function is not unexpected. It simply shows that Kutscher's claim 

that qatal had become an exclusive past tense is wrong. 
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to interpret the different use of verbs in the scroll without assuming a differ-

ence in the basic perceptions of the verbal system.96 Such reservations seem 

very relevant for many of the verbal substitutions noted by Kutscher (ib., 

352–358), as well as for others that he did not remark upon.97 In fact, most 

of the variants do not necessarily indicate that the scribe had a different per-

ception of the functioning of the HVS. E.g., there is a large number of 

w+yiqtols in the scroll, some of which are weqatals in the MT, and some of 

which are simple yiqtols. However, when a form has an extra waw in the 

scroll, how do we know if the scribe intended the same tense that the simple 

form has in the MT or if he had another sense of the passage in mind? Simi-

larly, when w+yiqtol corresponds to a weqatal in the MT, it is not always 

easy to determine if the intended meaning is the same as in the MT or if the 

difference in verb form also implies a different interpretation of the passage 

in question. 

Many w+yiqtols in the scroll (not attested in the MT) are probably we-

yiqtols, as Kutscher says, but some might be wayyiqtols.98 When it comes to 

the forms that are parsed as weyiqtols, not all of them can automatically be 

assumed to reflect an unclassical use of the form as the equivalent of weqatal. 

A number of these forms might be interpreted as volitives, i.e., following 

classical usage. However, since the general non-anterior meaning of yiqtol, 

weqatal, and the presumed unclassical weyiqtol can be close to a modal read-

ing, it is often impossible to distinguish between the two uses. We have no 

native speaker intuition and cannot always decide whether a weqatal and a 

                                                           
96 There are two general tendencies in the scroll that influence the way the verbal system 

is used: harmonization (whereby a verb is changed into the same form as a preceding or 

following verb) and a preference for syndetic expressions, i.e. a widespread addition of 

"and" before many words, not just verbs (ib., 422). However, there are many examples of 

the opposite developments. Thus, a variant verb form sometimes gives a heightened sense 

of "disharmony" compared to the MT, as in 25:12; 46:2; 51:16; 66:8. In several instances, 

there is only one variant in a passage where many verbs could potentially have been 

treated in the same way. There are also many instances of missing waws in the scroll as 

opposed to the MT, e.g. MT weyiqtol (sometimes non-volitive?) vs. simple yiqtol in the 

scroll (see 5:29–30; 13:2; 14:13; 43:4; 45:24). 
97 Note also the general survey of forms with waw in the scroll and without waw in the 

MT (ib., 414–424) and the survey of the opposite situation (ib., 425–429). Also cf. Ru-

binstein 1955 and 1963. 
98 A wayyiqtol reading seems possible in the following cases (among others): 24:9 (וימר); 

 3–41:2 ;(ואומרה) 40:6 ;(ויב֑שו) 37:27 ;(ותחרב) 34:10 ;(ויהי) 15 ,(x2 ויואמר ;?) 12–29:11

 ;(ואצלה) 44:19 ;(ויגדל) 42:21 ;(וירמוס and ויקרא) 25 ,(ויעבור and ,וירדפם ,ויתן ,ויתן ,ויקראהו)

 66:9 ;(ויואמר) 14 ,(וינוחו and ויבוא) 57:2 ;(ויבחורו) 56:4 ;(x2 ויעיר) 50:4 ;(ויגיד) 48:14

רה)  .(ואעצו 
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weyiqtol mean "the same thing" or a subtle difference of more explicit voli-

tive modality is to be attributed to the weyiqtol. The following weyiqtols in 

the scroll (MT yiqtol or weqatal) might be interpretable as volitives: 8:14 

( היאי֑֗ו  27:4 ;(ויחזו) 26:11 ;(וימר) 24:9 ;(ואמרר) 22:4 ;(ויגיד) 21:6 ;(ויעיר) 10:26 ;(

 ;(ויגידו) 43:9 ;(ויקשב and ויאזין) 23 ,(וירונו) 42:11 ;(ותחרב) 34:10 ;(ואציתנה)

 ונקח) 56:12 ;(ויגיד and וישמעו) 14 ,(ויעמודו) 48:13 ;(ותשבע) 45:23 ;(ואצלה) 44:19

and 57:13 ;(ויהי (ויקח and וירש); רה) 66:9  The following are some of the .(ואעצו 

most probable cases of simple non-anterior weyiqtols, i.e., where a weqatal 

would be expected: 2:11 (וישח); 5:5 ;(ויברא) 5 ,(ויהיה) 4:3 ;(ויהיו) 24 ,(וישא) 3:7 

ישסו) 13:16 ;(וישעשע) 11:8 ;(ויביא) 7:17 ;(x2 ויהיה)  20:5 ;(ויגער) 17:13 ;(ו 

 40:31 ;(ויהיו) 39:7 ;(ואומר) 38:15 ;(ויהיו) 33:12 ;(ויפרח and ויציץ) 27:6 ;(ויבושו)

 ויארך) 11–53:10 ;(וירום) 13 ,(ויבוא) 52:1 ;(וישאוהי and ויסגודו) 7–46:6 ;(ויעלו)

and (ויואמר) 65:8 ;(ויהללו) 62:9 ;(ויעלו) 60:7 ;(וישבע. In many of these cases, 

however, a volitive reading might make sense. Note, however, that there are 

also several forms of this type in the MT (e.g. 5:29‒30, 40:30, 42:23, 43:9, 

or 46:6‒7). 

Concerning anterior weqatal, it is often possible to make sense of the pas-

sages in question with a classical non-anterior reading of the weqatal because 

the content of the passage allows for a shift between anteriority and non-

anteriority (e.g. 34:2, החרימם֗ונתנם; MT ָ֗יָמםְ֗נת ָנםֶהֱחרִּ ; 52:9). 

According to Kutscher (and/or Rubinstein), the following cases are ante-

rior. However, a non-anterior interpretation seems possible for all of them: 

9:5 

 וקרא

MT ְ֗קָרא ַויִּ  

Kutscher (1974, 354) cannot see how Rubinstein (1955, 182, n. 1, and 

187–188) could "suppose (with some hesitation), that this is a waw con-

versive." Yet, nothing in the context precludes a non-anterior reading – 

the child has been born etc., and he will call his name etc. 

18:6 

 ועזבו

MT ֗יֵָּעְזבּו  

Kutscher (1974, 353) states that the use of weqatal instead of the MT 

yiqtol in this sentence is due to the presence of simple qatals in the pre-

ceding verse, thus implying that the weqatal is anterior like the simple 

forms. However, there is no compelling reason for this interpretation – 

rather, the difference is simply that the scroll connects two sentences 

with a waw, and accordingly the verb is changed from simple yiqtol to 

weqatal, in accordance with classical usage. 

22:7 

 והיה

MT ֗י ַוְיהִּ  

Both Kutscher (ib., 354) and Rubinstein (1955, 182; 1963, 69, n. 2) see 

this weqatal as anterior. To be sure, such an interpretation is possible 

(the weqatal "translates" the wayyiqtol according to unclassical usage), 

yet the form may be a classical non-anterior, more clearly situating the 

passage in the future while retaining the other anterior forms for the 

expression of anteriority in this future setting (present perfect/future 

perfect). Possibly, if the scribe had a w+yiqtol before him, he may have 

interpreted it as a weyiqtol, which was then "corrected" into a more clas-

sical weqatal. However, the w+yiqtols in the following verse were not 

changed. The LXX has future tense. 
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22:19 

 והדפתיך

MT יָך  ַוֲהַדְפתִּ

The form is the same in both versions but Kutscher (1974, 352) claims 

that the scribe of the scroll interpreted the weqatal as an anterior. How-

ever, this conclusion seems unnecessary. Kutscher's argument is the fi-

nal verb of the verse (MT ֶיֶהְרֶסָך), which is הרסך in the scroll. According 

to Kutscher, this is a mistake for a qatal 1s, which was used due to in-

fluence from the verb at the beginning of the verse, which was a simple 

w+qatal in the eyes of the scribe. However, it seems equally plausible 

that the intention behind the odd form הרסך was a 1s yiqtol. In this case, 

there is no need to claim that והדפתיך is anterior. 

28:29 

 והגדיל

MT יל ְגדִּ  הִּ

Kutscher does not seem to mention this form, not even in the general 

list of additional waws. Rubinstein (1955, 181) notes it as an anterior. 

However, a non-anterior reading makes sense ("has made wonderful 

[…] and will make great"). 

36:21 

 והחרישו

MT ישּו  ַוַיֲחרִּ

Both Kutscher (1974, 354) and Rubinstein (1955, 181; 1963, 69, n. 2) 

interpret this as an anterior. Note that the parallel in 2 Kgs 18:36 has the 

same weqatal in the MT. It is possible that the weqatal is anterior but it 

might be non-anterior, expressing durative/concomitant action. If this is 

the case, the wayyiqtol in MT Isaiah might attest to a late, misunder-

stood "correction" of this classical usage of non-anterior weqatal, which 

was mistakenly interpreted as an anterior and "corrected" into a way-

yiqtol. 

49:7 

 וקמו

MT ָוָקמּו 

The form is the same, yet Kutscher (1974, 352) seems to think that the 

scribe understood the form as an anterior weqatal. The preceding verb 

is ְראּו  in the scroll. According to Kutscher, the qatal ראו in the MT but יִּ

in the scroll is a case of harmonization brought about by a following 

qatal but this is in fact a weqatal (וקמו). Accordingly, if there is a har-

monization the weqatal must have been interpreted as an anterior 

weqatal. However, this is not a necessary reading of the passage. It is 

possible to shift from present perfect to future ("kings have seen, and 

they will rise"). 

66:2 

 והיו

MT ְהיּו  ַויִּ

Kutscher's (ib., 354) and Rubinstein's (1955, 181–182) anterior inter-

pretation is surely possible. However, a non-anterior reading (future) 

cannot be excluded. 

A number of other "new" weqatals in the scroll are clearly classical non-

anteriors (ושלח in 19:20 may be more classical than the potentially non-voli-

tive weyiqtol in the MT, ְשַלח  .(ְויִּ

The following rather few instances are the ones most likely to represent 

actual anterior weqatals: 15:1 (ונדמה, MT ְדָמה י MT ,וראיתי) 38:5 ;(נִּ יתִּ  47:6 ;(ָראִּ

י MT ,וחללתי) ַלְלתִּ י MT ,והיה) 48:18 ;(חִּ   99.(ָיַרְדתָ֗ MT ,וירדתה) 63:19 ;(ַוְיהִּ

                                                           
99 Most of these are not discussed explicitly by Kutscher but he notes some of them in his 

general list of additions in the scroll. 9:3 (החתת ֹתתָ֗ MT ,ו  -may be anterior as well. How (ַהחִּ

ever, it is not a very clear case. The presence of a waw seems awkward because of the 

preceding objects. Kutscher (1974, 422) suggests that the waw is simple dittography 
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In sum, most weqatals in the scroll without a weqatal counterpart in the 

MT seem to be non-anteriors, following the classical rules. At the same time, 

there are a few instances of possible "corrections" of potential MT anterior 

weqatals (i.e, that may have been interpreted as such by the scribe), which 

seem to be wayyiqtols in the scroll, e.g. 29:15 (ויהי, MT ְוָהָיה) and 56:4 (ויבחורו, 

MT ּוָבֲחרּו). In addition, there are a few other cases of possibly anterior MT 

weqatals, which are simple qatals in the scroll, potentially reflecting a more 

classical usage in the scroll.100 

Appendix 51  

Excursus on pseudo-classicisms 

Joosten has treated the subject of pseudo-classicisms in several works (e.g. 

Joosten 1999b; 2012a, 382–384; 2012b; 2016a; for criticism of Joosten's ap-

proach, see Rezetko and Young 2014, 96‒99). According to Joosten (2016a, 

20), a pseudo-classicism is a late and misunderstood re-use of an archaic 

expression, "Late authors use words or idioms they knew from their occur-

rence in older texts, but whose meaning had come to be forgotten, with a 

new meaning based on exegesis."101  While the phenomenon may look like 

ordinary linguistic evolution, in reality "the change is not natural and or-

ganic" (ib.). According to the theory, the "phenomenon of pseudo-classicism 

shows with particular clarity that classical and postclassical Hebrew are not 

from the same general period. CBH texts became difficult to understand. 

They were then submitted to exegesis. Subsequently, some of this exegesis 

became traditional, and in the end, traditional exegesis led to a revivification 

of words used in the early texts. All this must have taken time" (ib.). 

In the "Prolegomena" to the article (ib., 16), Joosten states that BH is "a 

real language, evolving along typologically predictable lines. It is not an ar-

tificial construct, created as a kind of Esperanto for sacred affairs." Although 

this is true in the sense that literary BH is not an artificial creation but must 

                                                           

caused by the preceding word בו, cf. above. In addition, a non-anterior reading might be 

possible. 
100 E.g. 37:26 (יצרתיה, MT ָ֗יה יַצְרתִּ יָטה MT ,המליטה) and 66:7 (וִּ ְמלִּ  However, while the .(ְוהִּ

form in MT 37:26 is most likely anterior, the one in 66:7 is more ambiguous. The MT 

weqatal (with waw apodosis) may be non-anterior with a stylistically motivated shift from 

anterior to non-anterior ("Before she goes into labour, she has given birth. Before the pain 

comes over her, (and) she will deliver a boy").  
101 In a similar vein, Schniedewind (2013, 148‒155) argues for a "gap" in the Hebrew 

scribal tradition in the Babylonian and Persian periods (after most of the Bible had already 

been written, according to Schniedewind) as the background for pseudo-classicisms. 
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reflect a standardized version of what was once a spoken language, it is ob-

vious that BH is a literary language that was never spoken as such by any-

body (see 7.3 in the main text; cf. Ullendorff 1971; Knauf 1990). In fact, this 

emphasis on BH as a real, natural language seems oddly out of place when 

most of Joosten's article deals with a phenomenon that is explicitly stated to 

be "not natural and organic." 

In spite of the general claim that late authors forgot the original meaning 

of the idioms, Joosten admits that in some instances, this was not the case. 

He states that the meaning of the expression ְבַרת־ֶאֶרץ  was known by the כִּ

people responsible for the Syriac Peshitta translation (2016a, 21). Likewise, 

the older meaning of the expression מלא֗יד, "to fill someone's hand" in the 

sense of "ordain to a sacred office" was preserved in some late contexts 

(LXX, 11QTa, Ben Sira) (ib., 25, n. 31). Hence, such phenomena have no 

independent value for the dating of texts whose date is otherwise unknown 

(a limitation acknowledged by Joosten, as noted in n. 31 in ch. 6). Since some 

authors or translators clearly belonging to a late period knew the idioms, how 

can we state with certainty that the alleged early attestations of the idioms 

are not, in fact, late as well? There is no proof that the texts that use the 

original meaning must be earlier than the ones that use the derived meaning. 

In addition, it should be noted that the unnaturalness attributed to the phe-

nomenon is not always evident. The original meaning of the phrase מלא֗יד 

must have been the literal one ("fill someone's hand"). The idiomatic mean-

ing "to ordain" is clearly a derived and specialized meaning. That the literal 

meaning may reemerge and come to dominate the derived meaning does not 

seem unnatural. In Danish, a well-known example is the expression "bjør-

netjeneste" ("a bear's favour"; cf. German, Swedish, etc.), originally indicat-

ing a favour that is not really a favour but harmful to the recipient (cf. La 

Fontaine's fable). Some speakers of contemporary Danish, however, report-

edly use the word in the most obvious interpretation of the literal sense, i.e. 

apparently indicating a favour as huge as a bear, in other words with a posi-

tive meaning instead of the negative meaning intended by other speakers. 

Similarly in the Hebrew case, the "late meaning" seems to be a rather natural 

development in which the words are simply taken at face value, contrary to 

Joosten's statement (ib., 26) that it "does not result from natural development 

of the language."  

Likewise, the alleged unnaturalness of a semantic connection between 

"longing" and "return" is not as obvious as Joosten (ib., 23) seems to think 

in his treatment of the words תשוקה and תשובה (cf. "nostalgia"?). 

Elsewhere, Joosten notes a possible pseudo-classicism in the verbal sys-

tem, viz. the use of the lengthened imperative (2012a, 383‒384). According 
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to Joosten (and others), this form indicates direction toward the speaker in 

CBH, while this is not always the case in LBH and QH. However, calling 

this a pseudo-classicism in the sense described above seems unwarranted. 

The "bleaching" of the assumed original directive meaning would seem to 

be a quite natural development, which should not necessarily be attributed to 

"faulty interpretation of ancient texts" (ib., 383).
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Dansk resumé 
 

I denne afhandling behandles to centrale spørgsmål, som har domineret en 

stor del af udforskningen af det hebraiske verbalsystem. 1) Hvad er betyd-

ningsindholdet i de ikke-volitive, finitte verbalformer, og hvordan skal man 

karakterisere verbalsystemet som helhed i forhold til kategorierne tempus, 

aspekt og modalitet. 2) Hvordan fungerer det karakteristiske klassiskhebrai-

ske konsekutivsystem (hvor qatal veksler med wayyiqtol og yiqtol med we-

qatal), hvordan er de konsekutive former wayyiqtol og weqatal opstået, og 

hvordan gik det til, at de igen gik ud af brug under udviklingen til rabbinsk 

hebraisk, hvor det klassiske system ikke længere findes (ud over i citater fra 

GT).  

Kap. 1 præsenterer et kort overblik over centrale dele af forskningshisto-

rien, med fokus på den tidligste periode. Det påpeges, at den absolut tempo-

rale tolkning af de bibelske verber, som ofte tilskrives de tidlige jødiske 

grammatikere, ikke er så indlysende som almindeligvis antaget, og det pro-

blematiske i den udbredte opfattelse af Ewalds tilgang som aspektuel frem-

hæves. En teoretisk diskussion af kategorierne tempus, aspekt og modalitet 

præsenteres, hvorefter kap. 2 går i dybden med kritik af en række forskere, 

der for nyligt har behandlet verbalsystemet med særlige metoder såsom sta-

tistisk optælling (Penner) og sprogtypologi (Cook). Det påpeges, at sådanne 

metoder ikke – som deres fortalere ellers mener – kan bruges som neutrale 

dommere mellem de forskellige opfattelser af verbalsystemets grundkarak-

ter.  

I kap. 3 beskrives det klassiske verbalsystems grundlæggende funktions-

måde, inklusiv argumenter for at opfatte qatal og wayyiqtol som semantisk 

ækvivalente. Valget mellem de to former har at gøre med, hvorvidt sætnin-

gen indledes med "og", og hvorvidt andre elementer i sætningen skal foku-

seres og dermed anbringes i frontposition. Det samme gælder forholdet mel-

lem yiqtol og weqatal. Der argumenteres for, at relativ tempus er den kate-

gori, der er bedst egnet til at beskrive systemet. Grundoppositionen i det klas-

siskhebraiske finitte, ikke-volitive verbalsystem er mellem på den ene side 

qatal/wayyiqtol, som udtrykker "førtid" (engelsk anteriority), altså alt hvad 

der foregår før noget andet, og på den anden side yiqtol/weqatal, der udtryk-

ker "ikke-førtid" (non-anteriority), altså hvad der foregår efter eller samtidig 

med noget andet. Det hebraiske system kender ikke til specifikt relative tids-

former, hvorfor den samme førtidige kategori dækker både dansk simpel da-

tid, førnutid, førdatid og førfremtid.  

Kap. 4 illustrerer, at systemets relativ temporale karakter gælder alle faser 

af hebraisk, inklusiv rabbinsk hebraisk, som ellers ofte karakteriseres som 

absolut temporalt. Modsat den udbredte opfattelse, at klassisk hebraisk er 

aspektuelt, mens rabbinsk hebraisk er (absolut) temporalt, påpeges det, at 
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den voksende brug af participiet og i særdeleshed af den perifrastiske kon-

struktion med היה plus participium gør, at vi må opfatte rabbinsk hebraisk 

som mere aspektuelt indrettet end sprogets tidligere udviklingstrin.  

Kap. 5 præsenterer en gennemgang af baggrunden for de konsekutive for-

mer wayyiqtol og weqatal. Yiqtol-delen af wayyiqtol ses som en relikt af ur-

semitisk *yáqtul, og der argumenteres for, at den særlige vokalisering og 

fordoblingen af den første konsonant i præfikset i wayyiqtol skyldes en sim-

pel fonetisk udvikling forårsaget af trykket på præfikset. I den forbindelse 

understreges nødvendigheden af at antage en trykbaseret forskel mellem for-

løberen for yiqtol-delen af wayyiqtol (*yáqtul) og jussiven (*yaqtúl) på et 

førhebraisk (men næppe ursemitisk) stadie. Ligeledes argumenteres der for, 

at den analogiske udvikling af weqatal og dermed af det samlede klassiske 

konsekutivsystem giver bedst mening, hvis den karakteristiske trykflytning, 

som er bevidnet under bestemte betingelser i den masoretiske notation, ses 

som en integreret del af udviklingen i det reelt talte sprog.  

Kap. 6 undersøger to slags uklassisk interferens i de førrabbinske tekst-

korpora, førtidig weqatal (uklassisk substitut for klassisk wayyiqtol) og ikke-

volitiv weyiqtol (uklassisk substitut for klassisk weqatal). Det vises, at der 

ikke er nogen direkte sammenhæng mellem dateringen af en tekst og fore-

komsten af sådanne uklassiske træk. En sen tekst kan sagtens undgå at bruge 

disse former.  

Kap. 7 bygger videre på denne baggrund og forsvarer opfattelsen af klas-

sisk hebraisk som et mere eller mindre standardiseret litteratursprog, som 

man blev ved med at bruge i en lang periode, efter at det talte sprog havde 

udviklet sig væk fra det klassiske system. Det diskuteres, hvordan man skal 

opfatte forbindelsen mellem talesprog og skriftsprog i de tidlige hebraiske 

inskriptioner og i Dødehavsrullerne. Mht. inskriptionerne problematiseres de 

konsekutive formers ofte antagede rent litterære karakter, og der argumente-

res for, at disse former må have været en naturlig del af det talte sprog på et 

eller andet tidspunkt (men ikke nødvendigvis da de overleverede inskriptio-

ner blev skrevet). Mht. sproget i Dødehavsrullerne påpeges det problemati-

ske i den opfattelse, der ser en meget direkte afpejling af tidens talte sprog i 

skriftsproget, ligesom der fremføres en række indvendinger mod den idé, at 

sproget i Dødehavsrullerne skulle være en bevidst sproglig markør af sekte-

risk art. Nogle aspekter af sidstnævnte tilgang virker imidlertid overbevi-

sende.  

I kap. 8 præsenteres en række observationer, der kan bidrage til en afkla-

ring af afviklingen af det klassiske konsekutive system. Det påpeges, at det 

er utilfredsstillende at nøjes med at sige, at skriftsproget blot overtog det sys-

tem, der allerede var der i det talte sprog. Denne tilgang forklarer ikke noget, 
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men skubber bare forklaringsproblemet bagud i tid. Det foreslås, at en kom-

bination af flere specifikke interne faktorer i tilgift til aramæisk indflydelse 

bør ses som afgørende for den proces, der førte til den omtolkning af syste-

met, der må have været baggrunden for det system, der kendes fra rabbinsk 

hebraisk. Kap. 9 opsummerer de centrale konklusioner.  

Bemærk desuden, at en hel del ekstramateriale forefindes i appendikser 

(tabeller og lister over forekomster af diverse verbalformer, en række eks-

kurser osv.).



 

 



 

Summary 
 

This dissertation treats two fundamental questions that have dominated much 

of the history of research on the Hebrew verbs. 1) What is the semantic con-

tent of the non-volitive, finite verb forms, and how are we to characterize the 

verbal system with respect to the categories of tense, aspect, and modality. 

2) How does the classical system of consecutive forms function (qatal in 

interchange with wayyiqtol, yiqtol with weqatal), what is the origin of the 

consecutive forms wayyiqtol and weqatal, and why were they no longer used 

in Rabbinic Hebrew (apart from biblical quotations). 

In ch. 1, I present a short overview of previous research, focusing on the 

earliest period. I note the problematic nature of the oft-repeated claim that 

the early Jewish grammarians analyzed the verbs in the OT as absolute tenses 

and of the assertion that Ewald's approach is aspectual. After a theoretical 

discussion of the categories of tense, aspect, and modality, ch. 2 provides a 

detailed criticism of recent scholarship claiming to provide objective arbitra-

tion between the various interpretations of the verbal system. I note that 

methods such as Penner's use of statistics and Cook's use of linguistic typol-

ogy cannot provide external validation for the interpretations presented by 

these scholars (absolute tense and aspect, respectively).  

In ch. 3, I outline the basics of the classical verbal system, including argu-

ments that qatal and wayyiqtol are semantically equivalent. The choice be-

tween the two forms depends on the presence of "and" at the beginning of 

the clause and the presence of other elements in fronted focal position. The 

same applies to the relationship between yiqtol and weqatal. I argue that rel-

ative tense is the category that best describes the system. The basic opposi-

tion in the classical finite, non-volitive system is the opposition between an-

terior qatal/wayyiqtol (indicating every action that occurs before something 

else) and non-anterior yiqtol/weqatal (every action that occurs after some-

thing else or at the same time). The Hebrew system does not possess specific 

relative tense forms. Hence, the general category of anteriority covers the 

English simple past as well as present perfect, past perfect, and future per-

fect.  

Ch. 4 shows that the system of relative tense is found at all stages of He-

brew, including Rabbinic Hebrew, which has often been characterized as a 

system of absolute tense. In contrast to the widespread view that Classical 

Hebrew is aspect-prominent while Rabbinic Hebrew is (absolute) tense-

prominent, I emphasize that the increasing use of the participle and in par-

ticular the use of the periphrastic construction היה plus participle force us to 

see Rabbinic Hebrew as more aspect-prominent than the earlier stages of the 

language.  
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In ch. 5, I present a discussion of the background of the consecutive forms 

wayyiqtol and weqatal. Like most other scholars, I see the yiqtol part of way-

yiqtol as a relic of Proto-Semitic *yáqtul and I argue that the special vocali-

zation and the doubling of the prefix-consonant were the results of a simple 

phonetic process caused by the stress on the prefix of the underlying verb 

form. In this connection, I point out that we have to posit a stress-based dis-

tinction between the ancestor of the yiqtol part of wayyiqtol (*yáqtul) and the 

jussive (*yaqtúl) at some stage of pre-Hebrew (but probably not at the Proto-

Semitic stage). Likewise, I argue that the analogical development of non-

anterior weqatal and hence of the classical system of consecutive forms as a 

whole makes more sense if the characteristic stress shift (attested under cer-

tain conditions in the Masoretic notation) is seen as an integral part of the 

development in the language as actually spoken. 

Ch. 6 is an investigation of two kinds of unclassical interference in pre-

Rabbinic texts, viz. anterior weqatal (unclassical substitute for classical way-

yiqtol) and non-volitive weyiqtol (unclassical substitute for classical weqa-

tal). There is no direct link between the date of a text and the presence of 

such unclassical traits. A late text need not contain such forms.  

Building on this foundation, ch. 7 defends the view that Classical Hebrew 

was a more or less standardized literary language, which remained in use for 

a long time after the spoken language had abandoned the use of the classical 

system of consecutive forms. I discuss the characterization of the language 

in the early Hebrew inscriptions and the Dead Sea Scrolls from Qumran. I 

argue that we cannot conclude that the inscriptions depend on a literary lan-

guage to any significant degree. Specifically, I note that we have to assume 

that the consecutive forms were a natural part of spoken usage at some point 

(but not necessarily when the inscriptions were written). On the language in 

the texts from Qumran, I highlight the problematic nature of the claim that 

these texts reflect contemporary spoken language in any direct way. Like-

wise, I note several problems with the theory that Qumran Hebrew was a 

conscious creation of the presumed sect responsible for (some of) the docu-

ments. However, some aspects of the latter theory seem convincing.  

In ch. 8, I present several observations that may contribute to a description 

of the decline of the classical system of consecutive forms. The idea that the 

written language merely took over a system that was already in existence in 

the spoken language is unsatisfactory. It simply pushes the need for an ex-

planation backwards in time. I suggest that a combination of several specific 

internal factors in addition to pressure from Aramaic should be seen as deci-

sive for the process that led to the reanalysis that must have been the basis 
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for the system as attested in Rabbinic Hebrew. Ch. 9 summarizes the main 

conclusions.  

Note that a large amount of supplementary material is provided in appen-

dices (tables and lists of various types of verbal usage, several excursuses, 

etc.). 
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